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About This Manual 

This manual describes how to configure the Centigram Communication Server 
VoiceMemo software in any of these Centigram Series 6 servers: 

l Model 640 

l Model 1201 

l Model 120s 

l Model 70 

Who Should Read This Manual 
This manual is intended for technicians and administrators who are responsible for 
configuring VoiceMemo software on the Series 6 server. 

. . . 
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About This Manual 

How to Use This Manual 
This manual contains detailed reference information, a list of tasks that you can 
perform, a collection of procedures for performing the tasks, and reader aids such as 
menu maps. 

Reference Chapters a2 
Use the material in chapters 1 through 12 for detailed inquiry into the configuration 
of VoiceMemo software in a Series 6 server. These chapters discuss how components 
are related, elaborate on concepts, give operational details, and contain all necessary 
tables and figures about configuration. A companion document, the VoiceMemo 
System Implementation Guide, gives suggestions and recommendations on preparing 
for a Series 6 server installation. Use the AIP Installation and Service Manual 
appropriate for your platform for an actual server installation. 

Task list 
Task lists follow each Reference chapter. Use the task list, starting with’s principal 
task (shown in boldface), to configure a new server. Each task listed is described in 
more detail in a procedure. If you want to perform other tasks on a server that is 
already configured, look up the task you want to perform in the task list. The list is 
alphabetized, which helps most readers find the desired task (and procedure) quickly. 
No particular sequence of tasks is implied. The following example shows how a task 
. . . 
list 1s organized: 

Task List 

Page 1 of 1 
VoiceMemo Release 6.OA and later 

Message Delivery 

/ 
Message Delivery Configuration . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . CP 3337 c 

Allow Mailbox Owners to Control Message DeliveIy _.______._______.___........ CP 

Allow Receipt of Urgent Pages or Urgent Message Delivery Only........CP 
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Procedures 

About This Manual 

Procedures follow the Task List in each Reference chapter. Follow the steps in 
Centigram procedures (OS) to accomplish the desired tasks. Readers familiar with a 
Centigram Series 6 server can use the CPs as a checklist if desired, while readers new 
to a Centigram Series 6 server can use CPs for step-by-step instructions. 

A reference column in each CP contains pointers, when necessary, to supplemental 
information such as another procedure, another manual, a table, or menu maps. 

Each CP is numbered for document identification and referencing; numbering does 
not indicate a sequence of performance. A numerical list of all CPs in this manual is 
also provided. It gives each CP’s title, Chapter number, and which other procedures 
either call it or are called by it. 

Menu Maps and Other Navigation Aids 
Most of the documents in the new Series 6 document library have menu maps or a 
“road map” procedure. You can refer to these document navigation aids at any point 
to help you reach a menu or show you which task to perform next. In this manual, 
you will also find a glossary of Centigram, telecommunications, and telephony 
terms. And don’t overlook the index; it is the fastest way to find all references to a 
specific topic. 

Worksheets 

You will find blank worksheets in the back of this manual. Instructions for 
completing the worksheets are in the Reference chapters. Many of the Procedural 
sections assume you have completed the appropriate worksheet. 
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Which Document Do I Use? 

Topics listed below are described in the Centigram documents indicated. This table 
lists documents for the base hardware and sofnvare only, not optional features. 

Topics 

Activating an inactive configuration 

Administration by Phone II --7 
Billing 

Call placement 

Card configuration 

Card replacement 

Defining a line group 

Diagnostics 

DID VoiceMemo application 

Disk replacement J 

Distribution lists 
f 

Duplicating a configuration 
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Topics (continued) 

Power information 

Prompts 

RCOSs (NI’A/NXX) 

1 Release Notes 

Repairing a Centigram Series 6 server II I 

Replacing a Centigram Series 6 server 

1 Reports 

Resource Manager 

Service procedures 

Site preparation 

System administration 

- System maintenance 

1 System security 

1 System verify II 1-- 
Testing a configuration 

Troubleshooting 

Updating 

Upgrading 1 

Verifying configuration parameters 

I VoiceMemo application 

*Includes: Model 70, Model 120, and Model 640 Installation and Service Manuals. 
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What If Information Is Missing? 

If the information you need is not yet available in the documents listed above, go to 
these documents: 

0 Release Notes for VoiceMemo So$ware Release 6 OA 

0 Other existing documents, as applicable 

How Do I Obtain the Documents I Need? 

To obtain other Centigram documents, contact your local Centigram distributor. 

Conventions Used in This Manual 

The procedures in this manual use certain conventions to describe how you enter 
VoiceMemo configuration data and to indicate information displayed at the server 
maintenance console. 

Press Enter Press the Enter key. For example, “Press Enter if the current 
number is correct.” On some keyboards, this key is labeled 
“Return” or has a return arrow (J). 

Enter Type the text shown, then press the Enter key. For example, “Enter 
the line number (l-24)” means type a number from 1 through 24 
then press the Enter key. 

bold Words or characters in bold type indicate either a value to be 
entered by you exactly as shown or, when used to indicate a variable 
entry, describe the type of value to be supplied by you. See example 
above. 

What you select from 
a displayed menu 

/ 

A displayed prompt 
for information 

- 
/ / 

Select: * (G) Current Group / 
Prompt Enter a group number = 
Response: Number of the line group (l-24) to be used for the application. 

\ 
What you enter in 
response to the prompt 

a -  
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Reader Advisories ’ 
Reader advisories are given in this manual as shown below. 

Note: 

A 

0 I 0 

Information especially useful in relation to this procedure. 

CAUTION! 

Information that helps you prevent equipment or software 
damaze. 

CAUTION! 

Information that helps you avoid electrostatic discharge 
(ESD) damage to the equipment. 

WARNING! 

Information that helps you prevent an interruption to 
telecommunications traffic. 

WARNING! 

A hazard that can cause you personal injury. 

DANGER! 

Warns of a condition that could severely injure or kill you. 
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Before You Start 
This manual assumes that you are familiar with using a console and keyboard. This 
section describes how to use the Series 6 server effectively. 

Console Tips and Techniques 

The tips and techniques offered in the following paragraphs can make configuration 
entry sessions at the Centigram Series 6 server maintenance console more productive. 

Viewing Menus 
. When you finish entering a value for a parameter, the server displays an 

abbreviated form of the current menu, called the “short menu.” To view 
the complete current menu when a short menu is displayed, just press 
Enter. 

. To return to the Main Menu from any VoiceMemo application 
configuration menu, press X (Exit), until the Main Menu appears. 

Accepting Defaults 
. To accept a default displayed in a prompt, just press Enter. 

. To accept a default displayed in a menu, no action is necessary. 

Avoiding Automatic Exit 

CAUTION! 

The Centigram Series 6 server “times out” after 15 minutes. 
This means that if you do not enter anything at the console for 
15 minutes, the server automatically exits from the current 
program. When this happens, all work that has not been saved 
on the disk is lost. 

To avoid being timed out and losing your work, follow these steps: 

1. When you need time to think, write down the name of the current menu. 

2. Exit to the (server) Main Menu. 

3. When you want to continue your work, enter the appropriate menu 
options to regain your place. 



About This Manual 

If you find that the Centigram Series 6 server has timed out, follow the steps below. 
If your screen is blank, press any key to reactivate the screen and then continue with 
these steps. 

1. Press any key to start the login sequence. 

2. Enter your user ID and password (if requested). 

3. Starting from the Main Menu, enter menu options to proceed to the 
menu from which the server timed out. 

4. Reenter data as needed to regain lost work. 

Quitting an Entry Session 
At any point during entry of offline or online parameters, you can quit. Quitting 
discards all parameter entries you have made and leaves the VoiceMemo application 
configuration the way it was before you started entering parameters. 

To quit from the VoiceMemo Configuration Offline or Online menu: 

Select: (Q) Quit -- Forget Changes 
Prompt: Quit and forget changes? (y/n) = 
Response: Y to return to the VoiceMemo Configuration Main Menu. 

Shortcut Commands 
You can use the Ctrl (Control) key or the / (slash) key while simultaneously pressing 
another key to execute shortcut commands at a server maintenance console. 

To do this... 

Activate a timed-out console. 

From the offline or online menus, or FCOS, LCOS, 
GCOS menus, return to the VoiceMemo 
Configuration Menu and save any entries. 

From the offline or online menus, or FCOS, LCOS, 
GCOS menus, return to the VoiceMemo 
Configuration Menu without saving any entries. 

Stop scrolling a displayed report. 

Resume scrolling a displayed report. 

Return to the VoiceMemo application when a # or $ 
prompt is displayed. 

- Type... 

my key 

lx 

JQY 

Ctrl-s 

Cd-Q 

Cd-D or type 
exit 
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Preparing for a Configuration Session 

Before you begin a configuration session, you need the following: 

0 The VoiceMemo Reference and Con$guration Manual 

0 A Series 6 server maintenance console (video monitor and keyboard) and 
VoiceMemo module, with power on 

l At least two telephones for configuration testing 

0 A blank 3.5-inch diskette on which you can copy your configuration 

l Completed worksheets (an initial supply of blank worksheets is included 
in the VoiceMemo Reference and Configuration Manual) 
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1 Using VoiceMemo Software 

The Centigram Series 6 Communication Server (the server) is a set of hardware and 
software used for adaptive information processing. When you configure your 
software, you need to choose one or more applications, then configure a number of 
modifiers common to all of the applications. Each application is discussed in its own 
chapter. The modifiers are discussed in this chapter and following chapters where 
applicable. When one of the modifiers operates differently in one application 
compared to the others, this is highlighted in the application chapter. 

“Configuration” is the process of organizing application and modifier data on 
worksheets, and then entering the data at a server maintenance console. This data is 
stored in a configuration file on the hard disk, and controls call processing. 

Applications 

These are the applications provided with your Series 6 server. Your server may use 
one or more of them. Each of these applications must be in a separate linegrozrp (a 
group of telephone lines connected to the server) if you have more than one 
application running, with the exception of Receptionist II and CallAgent. 

VoiceMemo Application 

This is the basic business application, used for message taking and retrieval. Most of 
the modifiers discussed later are explained in terms of this application. In addition, 
many of the modifiers are discussed in some detail in the VoiceMemo Application 
chapter. 

DID VoiceMemo Application 

Similar to the VoiceMemo application, but for direct-inward dial telephone lines. 
The hardware setup is very different, and additional configuration steps are needed. 

Pager Application 

This application is used for a number of features that place telephone calls out of the 
server. Paging can call a radio pager to let the user know there is a message waiting. 
The user must call into the server to receive the message. Message delivery calls a 
telephone and allows the user to log in and receive a message. Callplacement calls a 
telephone number to deliver a message. Some optional features, such as FaxMemo 
and Cut-through Paging, also use this application to place outdials. 
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Message Waiting Applications 

These applications allow a message waiting indicator at users’ phones to signal that a 
new message has arrived. Typically, these indicators are lights, but this depends on 
the telephone equipment and switch installed. The software supports 24 kinds of 
message waiting indicators. 

Optional Features 

Optional features are not discussed in this manual. If you purchase them, you will 
receive the documentation to place in your VoiceMemo Optional Features Manual. 
However, they are configured with many of the same modifiers discussed in this 
manual. Optional features often purchased are listed below. 

l AMIS Analog Network 
l Auto Wakeup 
0 CallAgent 
e Call Detail Recorder 
l Continuous System Operation 
l Cut-Through Paging 
l FaxMemo 
l Integrations 
l MESA Forms 
l MESA-Net Digital Network 
l Receptionist II 

Note: Receptionist II and CallAgent can work in the same line group as 
the VoiceMemo application depending on your integrations. Most 
other optional features use different line groups. 

Use by the Hearing Impaired 

Almost all the functions and capabilities in a standard Series 6 server are available to 
hearing-impaired mailbox owners and callers. Centigram’s TDDMemo is a 
VoiceMemo application optional feature that you can configure at any Series 6 server 
site where a TDD machine is installed. 

Modifiers 

These characteristics of Series 6 server software are common to all applications. By 
configuring the modifiers, the capabilities and behavior of the application can 
change. 

Most of the modifiers are introduced in the VoiceMemo Application chapter. 
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Types of Configuration 

The Series 6 server has two different kinds of configuration, online and offline 
configuration. Ofl ine conjguration handles server settings that cannot be changed 
immediately. This includes setting up line groups. Online con&ration includes 
the remainder of server settings that can be modified at any time. However, since 
many offline and online configuration settings work together, there are two kinds of 
online configuration as well: the active and the inactive configuration. The active 
con$gtiration is the online configuration currently in use, and any changes you make 
to it take effect immediately. The inactive confpration is the online configuration 
that is in reserve, and this option should be used when you also make changes in the 
offline configuration. Then activate the configuration to implement all the changes 
you made, both online (inactive) and offline. 

line Groups 

A line group is a set of one or more incoming telephone lines, which come into line 
card ports on the server hardware. Each application you use must be assigned to its 
own line group (except for Receptionist II and CallAgent). Any of the various 
operations involving outdials can, however, use the same line group assigned to the 
Pager application. Most of the modifications you may want to make to an 
application are made to its line group. 

Dialing Plan 

TO configure each application, you must define its dialing plan, which is the 
structure of how the mailboxes are numbered. Related featuresinclude which key a 
user presses to speak to a system attendant, or to use call placement. 

Day and Night Hours 

This feature of the VoiceMemo application lets you set the work schedule: both 
office hours and which days are handled as weekends. This also handles certain 
situations such as a user wishing to speak to a system attendant. 

- Mail boxes 

Every user of the server needs a mailbox, and all applications require mailboxes. The 
administrator’s mailbox and attendant’s mailbox are special mailboxes that interact 
with applications; they are discussed in the VoiceMemo Application chapter. Other 
special mailboxes - tree, rotational, and broadcast, for example - are discussed in the 
Mailboxes chapter. Mailbox features, such as Distribution Lists and receipts, are also 
discussed in this chapter. 
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Classes of Service 

There are several classes of service, which are groups of characteristics that affect how 
the server operates. The different classes of service are assigned to each mailbox by 
the system administrator. 

Features Class of Service 

The VoiceMemo software has over two hundredfeature bits that allow users to 
perform functions or that control how the server can be used. These features are 
grouped into a set called a Features Class of Service (FCOS), that define who can do 
what, and how. One FCOS is assigned to each mailbox. FCOSs are explained in 
the Features Class of Service chapter. 

limits Class of Service 

A Limits Class of Service (LCOS) . IS a rou o g p f 1 imitations on each user, such as 
length and number of messages. LCOSs also affect how some optional features 
work. One LCOS is assigned to each mailbox. These are explained in the Other 
Classes of Service chapter. 

Group Class of Service 

A Group Class of Service (GCOS) determines which users can send messages or 
respond to messages from other users. There are two kinds of GCOSs, affinity and 
bit-mapped. One GCOS is assigned to each mailbox. These are explained in the 
Other Classes of Service chapter. 

Network Class of Service 

A Network Class of Service (NCOS) controls users’ network access and is a part of 
the MESA-Net Digital Network optional feature. More NCOS information is 
contained in the VoiceMemo MESA-Net Optional Feature Manual. 

Restriction Class of Service 

A Restriction Class of Service (RCOS) . 1s an element of Nl?A/NXX call screening 
that restricts mailbox outdials to certain area codes or to certain prefixes within an 
area code. One RCOS is assigned to each mailbox. These are explained in the 
Other Classes of Service chapter. 

Tenant Class of Service 

A Tenant Class of Service (TCOS) is used with the ESMDI “Multi-Tenant” 
application, to govern mailbox interaction between user communities. Refer to the 
VbiceMemo Enhanced SMDI Integration Manual for more information. 

2s -  
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Billing and Reports 
You can generate reports from information on the existing applications and whatever 
modifications you have put into effect. Billing is an application that collects call and 
message information so users can be billed for their server usage. Refer to the Billing 
chapter for information on how to set up billing and different rate structures, and to 
the Reports chapter for more information on different reports available. 

Worksheets 
Centigram supplies worksheets to help you organize configuration data before you 
enter it at the Series 6 server maintenance console. There is a worksheet for each 
application, for different kinds of mailboxes, and for FCOSs, LCOSs, and GCOSs. 

Complete the worksheets for all applications that you wish to add to the 
configuration before you begin entering data at a server maintenance console. This 
prevents duplication of line group assignments, and gives an accurate picture of how 
server resources have been divided among the applications. Fields of data on these 
worksheets are explained in the application chapters that follow, and in the Menu 
Parameters chapter. Configuration procedures presented later in this manual assume 
you have already filled out the appropriate worksheets. 

Optional features are shipped with instructions similar to the worksheet format. 

Series 6 Server Software at a Glance 
Figure l-l shows how the various parts of Series 6 server software work together. It 
illustrates how line groups are made up of phone lines, how each application is 
assigned one line group, and how modifiers work on all applications. In addition, it 
shows how mailboxes have a number of different configuration parameters. Finally, 
it shows how Billing and Reports use all server information. 

;i - 
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Figure l- 1 Series 6 Server Software Overview 

Frequently Used Procedures 

The Task List and Procedures following this chapter are referred to as “Frequently 
Used Procedures,” and therefore do not fit into any one category. These procedures 
are placed in this section because they are often used by many other procedures in 
several other chapters, so you can look for them here. 

Task Lists in other chapters contain procedures related to the reference material that 
proceeded it. Each of the procedures appearing here could be placed in one of the 
following chapters, but their frequent use leads to their being grouped in one section. 
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Frequently Used Procedures Task list 
Page 1 of 1 

VoiceMemo Release 6.OA and later 

Task Procedure 

Frequently Used Procedures 

Activate the Inactive Configuration .......................................................... Cl? 7002 

Add or Delete Feature Bits ....................................................................... CP 5011 

Assign an FCOS to a Mailbox .................................................................. CP 5003 

Customize an FCOS Copy ....................................................................... cl? 5007 

Define a Line Group ................................................................................ CP 5010 

Duplicate a Configuration ........................................................................ CP 5044 

Perform a Floppy Backup.. ....................................................................... CP 5703 

Run a System Configuration Report ......................................................... CP 4353 

Verify Configuration Parameters .............................................................. CP 5015 
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Activate the Inactive Configuration 

Page 1 of 1 

VoiceMemo Release 6.OA and later 

This procedure describes how to activate a configuration. 

WARNING! 

This procedure causes the server to restart all tasks resulting in an 
interruption to call processing. Centigram recommends that you 
nerform this nrocedure during. neriods of low call traffic. 

steb Reference 

1. Reach the VoiceMemo Configuration Main Menu, then go to the VoiceMemo 
Active Configuration Menu. 

2. Activate the inactive configuration. 

Select: (A) Activate Configuration 
prompt: Activate the inactive configuration, <configuration name>: 
Response: Y to activate the configuration, or 

N to cancel the process. 

Prompt: Wait for message waiting queues to be empty? 
Response: Y to warn server users of the impending shutdown, or 

N to skip the warning. 

The server automatically shuts down and resets the software to the new 
configuration, then returns to the VoiceMemo Active Configuration 
Menu. 

l If the server experiences problems with the new configuration, you can return to 
the old configuration by repeating the preceding steps. 

Menu Map 2 

;i - 
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Add or Delete Feature Bits 

Page 1 of 1 
VoiceMemo Release 6.OA and later 

This procedure describes how to add or delete feature bits in an FCOS. 

Step 

1. Reach the System Configuration Menu, then go to the Feature Class of Service Menu. 

2. Identify the FCOS you want to add bits to or delete bits from. 

Select: (C) Current FCOS 
Prompt: FCOS to modify = 
Response: Number of the FCOS (l-640) you want to add a bit to or delete a 

feature bit from, or just press Enter if the displayed FCOS is the one 
you want. 

3. Add the desired bits. 

Select: (A) Add Features 
prompt: Features to add (? for help) = 
Response: The 1 to 3-digit numbers of the feature bits to be added. 

l Bits can be entered in any of the formats shown below: 

A single bit, for example 208 
A range of bits, for example 202-208 
A series of bits, for example, 39,40,207,208 

l You can mix types of entries, so you can specify all the bits necessary in one 
attempt. For example, this entry is valid: 

208,1-7,50,53,55,6 
l Do not enter spaces after commas, and do not end the entry with a comma. 

4. Delete the desired feature bits. 

Select: (D) Delete Features 
Prompt: Features to delete (? for help) = 
Response: The I-to-3-digit numbers of the feature bits to be deleted. The same 

rules apply to deleting bits as explained for adding bits. 

5. Confirm the additions and/or deletions to this FCOS. 

Select: (S) Show FCOS 
Prompt: FCOS to show (? for help) = 
Response: The number of the FCOS you just added bits to or deleted bits from. If 

necessary, repeat the appropriate preceding step(s) to make corrections. 

6. After confirming that additions and/or deletions are correct, exit from the Feature 
Class of Service Menu to save additions and deletions. 

Reference 

Menu Map 11 
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Assign an FCOS to a Mailbox 

Pagelof2 
VoiceMemo Release G.OA and later 

This procedure describes how to assign an FCOS to a new or existing mailbox. The 
steps below assume you have already chosen the default FCOS desired or have already 
customized an FCOS. 

1. Reach the Mailbox Maintenance Menu. Enter the requested information, as 
described in the following steps, from your completed Mailbox Worksheet. 

@D Using the Scrolling Interface 

2. Identify the mailbox to which you will assign the FCOS. 

Se.lect (C) Create New Mailboxes 
Prompt: Mailbox to create: 
ReTonse: Number of the new mailbox. 

or 

Sekz (M) Modify Mailboxes 
Prompt: Mailbox to modify: 
Response: Number of the existing mailbox. 

Note: Prompts are almost the same for creating a new mailbox and 
modifying an &sting one, except: that “New” precedes a prompt 
when you select Modify Mailboxes. 

3. Press Enter until the Feature Class of Service or New FCOS prompt appears. 

Prompt: Feature class of service: 
UT 

New FCOSs: 
Respozre: The number (1440) of the FCOS that will govern this mailbox. The 

default value is 1 _ 

OT 

Enter ? for a list of defined FCOSs. You are prompted for FCOS agg. 

If youaremodif$ngamailbox,the FCOSyoujust enteredreplaces theexisting 
FCOS. 

4. Press Enter to skip through each of the remaining mailbox configuration prompts. 
After the last prompt, the server displays the mailbox conf@.ration, then prompts 
for the next mailbox number. 

At this point, the parameter sertings are saved and you can continue with mailbox 
configuration or exit. 

w erence 

/ienu Map 3 
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QED Using the Full-Screen Interface 

2. Identify the mailbox to which you will assign the FCOS. 

sekrt: (C) Create/Modify/Delete Mailboxes 
Response: You are placed in the Mailbox Maintenance entry screen. Enter the 

number of the new or existing mailbox. 

pr,p,y: Mailbox: OOOOOOOOnnn 
Response: Press FlO to edit the mailbox information. 

3. Assign an FCOS designed f or a chain mailbox. Use the arrow keys, Tab key, or 
Enter key to move around the screen to the FCOS parameter. 

J+-omp: Features: 
Respolase: The number (l-640) of the FCOS that will govern this mailbox. The 

default value is I. 

4. Press FlO to save your changes, or, if you made a mistake, press F9 to cancel your 
changes. 

5. Press F9 to exit the Mailbox Maintenance entry screen. 



Customize an FCOS Copy 

CP 5007 
Page 1 of 2 

VoiceMemo Release G.OA and later 

This procedure describes how to customize an FCOS by modifying a copy of an 
existing FCOS. 

1. Choose the existing FCOS you wish to use as a basis for your customized FCOS. 

2. Complete an FCOS Worksheet. Blank worksheets are near the back of this manual. 

3. Reach the System Configuration Menu, then go to the Feature Class of Service 
Menu. Enter the requested information, as described in the following steps, from 
your completed FCOS Worksheet. 

Note: You can quit at any point in the following steps before you exit the 
Feature Class of Service Menu. Quitting discards all entries you have 
made and leaves the FCOS settings the way they were before you reached 
the Feature Class of Service Menu. 

To quit: 

Make sure the Feature Class of Service Menu is displayed (short form or 
long form). 

Sekct: (Q) Quit - Forget Changes 
P~OVZP~: Quit and forget changes? (y/n 
Response: Y for yes. 

4. Number and name the customized FCOS. 

Select2 (C) Current FCOS 
Prompt: FCOS to modify = 
Response: A number from 18 through 20 or 25 through 640. 

SeLect: (N) Name FCOS 
Prompt: Enter FCOS name (0 - 15 chars) = 

.) = 

Response: Enter a descriptive name to accompany the customized FCOS. 
- 

5. Make a copy of the existing FCOS. 

Select: (K) Copy FCOS 
Prompt: FCOS to copy (? for help) = 
Response: The number of the existing FCOS chosen to be the basis for your 

customized FCOS. A copy of this FCOS is created and given the 
number and name you assigned above. 

Reference 
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VoiceMemo Release 6.OA and later 

6. Add feature bits to the FCOS copy, as desired. 

Se.ikt: (A) Add Features 
Prompt: Features to add (? for help) = 
Response: The 1 to 3-digit numbers of the feature bits to be added. 

l Feature bits can be entered in any of the formats shown below: 

A single bit, for example 208 
A range of bits, for example 202-208 
A series of bits, for example, 39,40,207,208 

e You can mix types of entries, so you can specify all the bits necessary in one 
attempt. For example, this entry is valid: 

208,1-7,50,53,55,6 

l Do not enter spaces after commas, and do not end the entry with a comma. 

7. Delete feature bits from the FCOS copy, as desired. 

Select: (D) Delete Features 
Prompt: Features to delete (? for help) = 
Response: The 1 to 3-digit numbers of the feature bits to be deleted. The same 

rules apply to deleting bits as explained for adding bits. 

8. Verify that the information you have entered so far matches your worksheet. 

Select: (S) Show FCOS 
Prompt: FCOS to show (? for help) = 
Response: The number of the FCOS copy that you specified in step 4. 

9. If the information matches your worksheet, customization is completed and you can 
save it. If the information does not match your worksheet, make the necessary 

- 
corrections. 

10. After verifying that your entries are correct, save the customized FCOS by exiting 
from the Feature Class of Service Menu. 

Dot. RN. A 
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.I?5010 
Page 1 of 3 

VoiceMemo Release 6.OA and later 

This procedure describes how to define a line group for any of these applications: 

Step’ 

l VoiceMemo 

l DID VoiceMemo 

l Paging 

l Message Delivery 

l DTMF-to-PBX Message Lights 

1. Reach the VoiceMemo Configuration Offline Menu. 

A 

CAUTION! 

Q 
You should make all offline configuration entries on a duplicate of 
the active configuration so that you can easily check them, and easily 
correct them if necessary, before activating the configuration. 

2. If desired, duplicate the configuration. 

Select: (B) Duplicate Active Configuration 
Response: The server copies the current (active) configuration. When copying is 

completed, the short form of the Offline Menu appears. 

All subsequent steps in this procedure - along with any other 
configuration entries - affect just the copy, and take effect only after you 
activate the configuration. 

3. Go to the Line Groups Menu. 

4. Enter the requested information, as described in the following steps, from your 
completed worksheet. 

5. Specify the line group number. 

Select: (G) Current Group 
Prompt: Enter a group number = 

- Response: Number of the line group (l-24) to be used for the application. 

6. Name the line group. 

Select: (N) Name of Current Group 
Prompt: Enter group name = 
Response: Descriptive name of the application line group. 

Reference 
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Step 

7. Add the desired lines. 

select: (A) Add Lines to Current Group 
prompt: Enter lines to add = 
Response: In a single-module server, the slot or line card number (O-l 5) and port 

number (O-n, where n+l is the number of ports on the card) to add to 
the line group. Any of the formats shown in the following examples are 
valid: 

Example Spec$es 

1:* All lines 
l:O:O-1:15:0 All lines 
1 :o:*-1:2:* All lines on slots O-2 
2 All lines on slot 2 
2:1,2:3 Ports I and 3 on slot 2 

In a multi-module server, the module number (l-4), slot or line card 
number (O-l 5), and port number (O-n, where n+l is the number of 
ports on the card) to add to the line group. Any of the formats shown in 
the following examples are valid: 

Example Spec$es 
* All lines, all modules 
2:* All lines in module 2 
2:0:* All ports on module 2, slot 0 
1 :O:O-2:4:4 All ports from module 1, slot 0 through module 2, slot 

4, port 4 
1:*,2:* All lines in modules I and 2 

8. Drop the desired lines. 

Select: - (D) Drop Lines From Current Group 
Prompt: Enter lines to drop = 
Response: L’ ( ) me s to remove from the line group; values and formats are the same 

as described above for adding lines. 

9. Exit to the VoiceMemo Configuration Offline Menu. 

Dot. Rev. A 
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Step 

10. Assign the application to the current line group. 

l For VoiceMemo, DID VoiceMemo, Pagers, and Message Delivery, go to the 
Linegroup Only Applications Menu. 

Select: (G) Group Selected 
Pr0m.t: Enter a group number = 
Response: If the current line group number is the one you want, press Enter; 

otherwise, enter the line group number for the application you are 
assigning. 

Prompt: APPL (G,U,D,E,M,P,R,V,W,X) : 
Response: V for the VoiceMemo application. 

D for the DID VoiceMemo application. 

I? for the Paging and/or Message Delivery application. 

Prompt: APPL (G,U,D,E,M,P,R,V,W,X) : 
Response: Save the assignment by exiting to the VoiceMemo Configuration Main 

Menu. 

l For the DTMF-to-PBX Message Lights application, select “DTMF to PBX 
Message Light” to reach the DTMF Applications Menu. 

Select: (G) Group Selected 
Prompt: Enter a group number = 
Response: If the current line group number is the one you want, press Enter; 

otherwise, enter the line group number for DTMF-to-PBX Message 
Lights. 

Prompt: APPL (G,D, W,X) : 
Response: D 

- 

The server confirms the assignment of the DTMF-to-PBX Message Lights 
application to the current group, then displays the DTMF to PBX Menu. 

Prompt: DTMF : 
Response: Save the assignment by exiting to the VoiceMemo Configuration Main 

Menu. 

Reference 
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VoiceMemo Release 6.OA and later 

This procedure describes how to duplicate the configuration that is currently running. 

Step 

1. , Reach the VoiceMemo Configuration Main Menu, then go to the VoiceMemo 
Configuration Offline Menu. 

2. Duplicate the configuration. 

Select: (B) Duplicate Active Configuration 
Response: The server copies the current (active) configuration. When copying is 

completed, the short form of the VoiceMemo Configuration Offline 
Menu appears. 

3. Continue with any desired configuration entries. All subsequent configuration 
entries - through either the VoiceMemo Configuration Offline Menu or 
VoiceMemo Configuration Online Menu - affect just the copy, and take effect only 
after you activate the configuration. 

Reference 
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Perform a Floppy Backup 
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This procedure describes how to perform a floppy backup of the server. 

steb 

Note: You must be the System Superuser (root) to perform a backup. 

Reference 

1. Reach the System Maintenance Menu. 

2. Initiate the floppy backup. 

Select: (F) Floppy Backup 
Prompt: Insert Backup Diskette 1 in floppy drive 

Enter 'Y' when ready, or 'N' to quit: 
Response: Insert the diskette and enter Y to continue, OY 

N to abort the backup process. 

3. If the diskette has not been formatted in QNX, format the diskette. 

Promptr Invalid backup diskette...need formatting 
Enter 'Y' for formatting, or ‘N' to quit: 

Response: Y to format the diskette, OT 
N to abort the backup process. 

The server formats the diskette, if required, then proceeds with the backup. 

4. Insert more diskettes as specified by the server. 

The server produces a report to the console when the backup is complete, then - 
returns to the System Maintenance Menu. 

Menu Map 1 
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This procedure describes how run a Series 6 server System Configuration report. 

step 

1. Reach the Main Menu, then go to the Reports Menu. 

2. Request a configuration report. 

Select: (C) Configuration 
Prompt: REPORT OUTPUT ROUTING 

(C) Console (screen) 
(P) Console with pause 
(1) Printer A 
(F) File... 
(A) Append to file... 
(X) Exit (no report) 

If you need help later, type ?. 

COMMAND (C/P/1/2/F/A/X): 
Response: C to send the report to the console without pausing 

P to send the report to the console, pausing as the screen fills, 
1 to send the report to serial port #l, Printer A*, 
2 to send the report to serial port #2, 
F to send the report to a file on the Series 6 server, 
A to append the report to an existing file on the Series 6 server, or 
X to exit report output options (no report). 

-- 

* This option list varies depending on server configuration. 

The server displays the report to the output device you select. 

Prompt: Enter group nurrber to display (l-24) or <CR> for all: 
Response: The number of the line group to which the application is assigned. 

Examples of valid formats for this response are: 
- 

l 1 to report the configuration of line group 1 

l 14 to report the configuration of line groups 1 through 4 

l 1,2,4-7 to report the configuration of line groups 1, 2, and 4 
through 7 

l Press Enter to get the configuration of all line groups 

The server shows the name of the application assigned to each group 
specified and displays the parameter settings for that application. 

R+rence 
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This procedure describes how to verify the configuration parameters that have been 
entered. This procedure can be used for any of these applications: 

l VoiceMemo l RS-232 Message Waiting Lights 

l DID VoiceMemo l DTMF-to-PBX Message Waiting Lights 

l Paging l Integrations and other optional features 

Step 

l Message delivery 

GB All Applications Except Paging and Message Delivery 

1. Reach the Main Menu, then go to the Reports Menu. 

2. Request a configuration report. 

Select: (C) Configuration 
Prompt: REPORT OUTPUT ROUTING 

(C) Console (screen) 
(P) Console with pause 
(1) Printer A 
(F) File... 
(A) Append to file... 
(X) Exit (no report) 

If you need help later, type ?. 

COMMAND (C/P/1/2/F/A/X): 
Response: C to send the report to the console without pausing 

I? to send the report to the console, pausing as the screen fills, 
1 to send the report to serial port #l, Printer A*, 
2 to send the report to serial port #2, 
F to send the report to a file on the Series 6 server, 
A to append the report to an existing file on the Series 6 server, or 

. X to exit report output options (no report). 

* This option list varies depending on server configuration. 

Prompt: Errter group nmber to display (l-24) or <CR> for all: 
Response: The number of the line group to which the application is assigned. 

Examples of valid formats for this response are: 

l 1 to report the configuration of line group 1 

l 14 to report the configuration of line groups 1 through 4 

l 1,2,4-7 to report the configuration of line groups 1,2, and 4 
through 7 

l Press Enter to get the configuration of all line groups 

Reference 
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Step 

The server shows the name of the application assigned to each group 
specified and displays the parameter settings for that application. 

3. To make corrections, go to the appropriate application menu and enter the correct 
value. 

4. Save the corrections by exiting from the appropriate application menu. 

QEIB Paging and Message Delivery 

l If you are currently modifying the Pager or Message Delivery application, go to the 
Pagers Menu. 

1. View the configuration. 

Select: (S) Show Pagers 
Response: The server displays the pager system number (index number), pager 

name, access code, and hold time for each pager. 

2. Check the displayed configuration for each pager system against your Pager and 
Message Delivery Worksheet to verify that it is correct. 

3. To make corrections, return to the Pager Systems Supported option, the Define 
Pagers option, or the Other Features option then enter the correct values. - 

4. When your entries are correct, save the parameter settings. 

l If you are not currently modifying the Pager or Message Delivery application, proceed 
as for all applications described above. 

Reference 
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2 VoiceMemo Application 

This chapter covers: 

l Overview of the VoiceMemo application 

l Default software configuration 

l VoiceMemo Application Worksheet 

l Line group definition 

l Configuring the application 

l Using the VoiceMemo application 

Overview 
The VoiceMemo application provides voice messaging capability where each server 
user can have a personal mailbox. It is the standard business application for Series 6 
Communication Servers. 

The VoiceMemo application can be used with most Central Of&es (COs), PBXs, 
and with all key systems. Other applications, such as DID VoiceMemo or the Pager 
application are variations of the VoiceMemo application, and are used either together 
with, or instead of, the VoiceMemo application. 

Numerous customized integrations, which are also variations of the VoiceMemo 
application, are available. These are optional features; they provide message waiting 
control, and functions such as personal greetings for forwarded calls. See the specific 
integration documents in the VoiceMemo Optional Features Manual for more 
information. 

To use the VoiceMemo application on your Series 6 server, you must perform any 
necessary system level configuration. System level configuration through the 
VoiceMemo application involves two steps: defining the line group, and configuring 
the application. In the first step, you assign server ports to the VoiceMemo 
application. In the second step, you customize the application for your server. 
Procedures covering these steps are identified in the task list later in this manual. 

Once you have completed the VoiceMemo application configuration, you must 
activate changes, create mailboxes, record a company greeting, and test the 
configuration. Procedures covering these steps are also identified in the task list later 
in this chapter. 
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Default Software Configuration 
The VoiceMemo application is the only application that is pre-installed in the 
factory configuration. To add capabilities, and to meet the requirements of a 
particular site, you usually must change one or more of the defaults. All of the 
defaults can be changed at a server maintenance console. 

The default configuration has the values shown in Table 2-l 

VoiceMemo Application Worksheet 
Use the VoiceMemo Application Worksheet (Figure 2-1) to organize the data. The 
rest of this chapter explains concepts you need to know for completing the worksheet 
and using it to configure the VoiceMemo application. 

The following paragraphs explain sections of the worksheet. Pre-programmed 
(default) values are given, where applicable. If you want to use a default value, 
indicate that fact on the worksheet. Then you do not have to select or enter any 
information for that parameter during reconfiguration. 

Configuration Types 
The VoiceMemo application has two different kinds of configuration, online and 
offline. The VoiceMemo Application Worksheet is divided into these two types to 
help you enter settings into the console in the right order. 

0flzjz.e confi;guration handles server settings that cannot be changed immediately, 
such as setting up line groups. Online confguration includes the remainder of server 
settings that can be modified at any time. Many offline and online configuration 
settings work together, so there are two kinds of online configuration: the active and 
the inactive configuration. 

The active confguration is the online configuration currently in use, and any changes 
you make to it take effect immediately after exiting the menus. The inactive 
conjguration is the online configuration that is in reserve; changes made to it do not 
take effect until you perform an additional step. This option should be used when 
you also make changes in the offline configuration. Then you activate the 
con$ggrabon to implement all the changes you made, both online (inactive) and 
offline. 

Figure 2-2 shows the relationship between the different configuration types. 

z% -  
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Table 2- 1 VoiceMemo Application Defaults 

Parameter 

Administrator’s mailbox number 

Allow dial an extension for callers 

Allow dial an extension for users 

Allow multiple messages for outside caller 

Answer delay 

Attendant’s mailbox number 

Attendant transfer string 

Dial by name, last name first 

Exact match break 

General greeting mailbox number 

Group name 

Key 0 for attendant transfer 

Line group number 

Line(s) in group 

Mailbox dialing plan 

Number of names threshold 

Passcode length 

Passcode trip count 

Passcode trip period 

Pre-company name dial string 

Pre-mailbox greeting dial string 

Prompts language 

Single digit access 

Speech quality for messages 

Speech quality for names and greetings 

Suppress mailbox number 

System attendant’s extension 

Wait prompt 

Weekend days table 

Work day 

VoiceMemo Application Default 

998 

N 

N 

Y 

0 

999 

s+ 

Y 

Y 

None 

None 

N 

1 

All on server 

3,3,3,3,3,3,3,3,3 

3 names 

4 digits min. - 10 digits max. 

5 

24 hours 

None 

None 

English 

None 

18 

18 

None 

0 

Y 

DDDDDNN 

8 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
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VoiceMemo Worksheet 

Define line groups current group , Add lines to 
currant group l:O:O-1:1:7 

Name of 
current group Message Center %%?&$” N o n e I 

Line group only Group selected 
Select 

applications application El 

VoiceMemo 
Configuration Online 

Menu 

Group selected 1 

Dialing Plan Menu Dialing plan q mmmmHmmm 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

Optional Star * ‘Nehvorking with 
Prefix Dialing Plan prefix dplan digit 

*Networking with 
prefix dplan length El 

‘Dial by name dplan digit 

’ Networking without 
prefix dplan digit 

*Networking without 
prefix dplan length El 

‘Call placement msg 
delivery dplan digit 181 

Dial Siring and Mailbox System 
Menu 311 

Attendant’s transfer 
attendant’s 
eXtension 

string or PBX 5+ 
predirectory # 

m&t~tots 9229 Attendant’s mailbox # 9999 

E-mail transfer 3106422 5+ 
General greeting 

string mailbox # 654 - 

Pm-company 
name dial stnng 1-1 dial string I/ 

Pre-maibox greeting 

VoiceMemo 
Configuration-Online 

Menu 

Key 0 for attendant a yes Prompts ‘Enter 
transfer during mailbox # or 
greeting? Q no wait’? 

Default language for 

Dial-by-Name Menu Last name Exact match 
first flag? 

z yes break? 

no 

Passcode menu Minimum passcode 
length El 

l,“dp passcode 1 %;yde trip 13 P=;yde trip 112 

Allow Dial an 
Extension menu 

Allow dial an 
extension for users? Cl yes Q no 

Speech QuMa;;: All names and All recorded 
greetings messages 118 

Figure 2- 1 Sample VoiceMemo Application Worksheet 
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Fill out VM Application 
Worksheet 

~ Make changes to Active 
Online Configuration 

Make changes to Offline 
Configuration 

Figure 2-2 Handling Configuration Types 

Defining a line Group 

All Series 6 server ports (telephone lines) are assigned to line groups. Each line 
group, in turn, is assigned to a single application, and any programming that is done 
for that application applies to every port in the line group. The number of ports you 
assign to each line group depends on how heavy you expect the phone traffic to be 
for the particular application. 

At the PBX or CO level, all telephone lines connected to the ports of an individual 
line group are typically assigned to a hunt group, ACD group, UCD group, etc. to 
ensure that incoming calls are answered by the first port that is available for the 
particular application. 

line Group Number 

Each line group is represented by a discrete number. Valid line group numbers are 1 
through 24. The preset default for the VoiceMemo application is 1. 

Group Name 

The group name identifies the line group’s purpose. For example, a line group could 
be called “Message Center.” There is no default group name. 
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line(s) in Group 
You identify each line (or port) in a group with three identifiers, which indicate a 
module, a line card, and a port on a line card. The module (sometimes called a 
“host”) refers to a CPU, the server’s main processor. Modules are numbered from 1 
through 4. Line cards are numbered 0 through 15. Each line card has a number of 
ports, and you can connect one telephone line to each port. Port numbering also 
starts at 0 and the upper limit depends on the type of line card you are using. The 
set of three identifiers (module, line card, and port) is called a “triplet,” and is used 
in this format: 

,- Module 

k- 
Line Card 

Port 

1:2:5 

The default setting has all telephone lines on the server assigned to group 1 I 

If you have more than one line in the group, separate the line numbers by commas as 
you enter them on the worksheet. For example, write 1 :O:O,l:O: 1;l:l:O since this is 
how you must enter them. If you are entering a range of lines, you must use the full 
triplet on both sides of the range, such as l:O:O-2:7:2 for everything on module 1, 
and everything on module 2 up to slot 7, port 2. (You can omit the module number 

* - 

2-G 

. - 
if it is module 1; for example, 0:1-3:7.) For each module, line card, and port, there 
are several valid values. Table 2-2 describes them. 

Table 2-2 Module, line Curd, and Port Values 

Valid Value Interpretation 
I , 

Module 1 blank Module 1 

number Specified module 
I  

Line card * 
,  

All line cards controlled by the specified host 

Port 

number 

* 

number 

Specified line card 

All ports on the specified line card(s) 

Specified port 
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As Table 2-3 implies, there are many possible combinations. It shows several 
examples of valid module, line card, and port combinations and how the server 
interprets them. 

Table 2-3 Module, line Card, and Port Combinations 

Expression Interpretation 

1:* All the line cards controlled by module 1 on 
a multi-module server; for a single-module 
server this means all ports on line card 1. 

1:2:* All ports controlled by module 1, line card 2 

1 :o-3:7 Module 1, all ports on line cards l-3 
(assuming 8-port cards) 

2:1:2, 2:2:0-2:3:7 Module 2, line card 1, port 2 plus all ports 
on line cards 2 and 3 (assuming 8-port cards) 

Configuring the Application 

Configuring the VoiceMemo application consists of establishing day and night 
hours, establishing a mailbox dialing plan, specifying call transfers and the use of 
attendants, and identifying administrator’s and attendant’s mailboxes. You must also 
decide whether to configure other operations such as a wait prompt, the default 
language for prompts, and passcodes. 

Day and Night Hours 

The VoiceMemo application can issue different company greetings for day answering 
and night/weekend answering. With the Receptionist II optional feature, the 
software can treat individual extensions differently when calls are received during 
night and weekend hours, rather than during normal business hours. The hours that 
constitute a normal work day, and the days of the week that are considered a 
weekend, can be customized for the individual installation. The company greeting is 
the greeting in the administrator’s mailbox. 

Day and night hours are scheduled for each line group. If you have different day and 
night/weekend hours for each line group on the server, the greeting that an outside 
caller hears depends on the line group used to access the mailbox. Of course, if you 
don’t record any custom greetings then all callers hear the same default greeting. 

Start Time of the Work Day 
This is the time for the start of the work day in the format “hh:mm AM (or PM)“; 
where hh is the hour and mm is the minute. The default start time for the work day 
is 8 a.m. If neither AM nor PM is specified, the server assumes that the time is AM. 
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End Time of the Work Day 
This is the time for the end of the work day in the format “hh:mm AM (or PM)“; 
where hh is the hour and mm is the minute. The default end time for the work day 
is 5 p.m. If neither AM nor PM is specified, the server assumes that the time is PM. 

If you want to use the same greeting 24 hours a day, enter “12:OOAM” in both Start 
and End time. 

Weekend Days Table 
This is a table that tells the VoiceMemo application when to treat calls that are 
answered during the work day interval (as specified in the two entries above) as day 
calls, and when to treat these calls as night/weekend calls. The table starts with 
Monday. The default value is DDDDDNN, which means that the work days are 
Monday through Friday, and the weekend days are Saturday and Sunday. 

Mailbox Dialing Plan 

The mailbox dialing plan is a string of nine elements. The elements in the string 
define, by position, the number of digits in valid mailbox numbers. The first 
element shows the number of digits allowed for mailboxes that begin with 1. The 
next element shows the number of digits allowed for mailboxes that begin with 2, 
and so on up to mailboxes that begin with 9. Each element is separated by commas. 

You must reenter the entire mailbox dialing plan when you change any element. 

Valid mailbox numbers can be up to 11 digits long, so valid numeric elements can be 
0 (zero) through 11. When an element is zero, no mailboxes beginning with that 
digit are allowed. 

For example, if your dialing plan is 0,3, 3, 7,3,3, 3, 3, 10 the VoiceMemo 
application interprets the string as follows: 
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Digit Element 

0 

3 

3 

7 

3 
3 
3 
3 

10 

Interpretation 

No mailboxes start with 1. Mailbox numbers 1, 11, 111, and so on are all 
invalid. 

Mailboxes starting with 2 are three digits long. Mailbox numbers 2, 22, 
2222 are invalid. Mailbox numbers 222 and 246 are valid. 

Mailboxes starting with 3 are three digits long. Mailbox numbers 3, 33, and 
3333 are invalid. Mailbox number 333 is valid. 

Mailboxes starting with 4 are seven digits long. Valid mailboxes are 434- 
1234 and 499-8765. 

Mailboxes starting with 5, 6, 7, and 8 are three digits long. 

Mailbox numbers starting with 9 are ten digits long. Valid mailbox numbers 
are 9 16-456-7777 and 9 12-456-7777. 

The default dialing plan is 3,3,.3,.3,3,&?,3,3 meaning all mailboxes have 3 digits. 

Other entries allowed in the dialing plan allow other Series 6 server features. Table 
2-4 lists these entries for your reference. 

Element Explanation 

o-11 

V 

M 

A 

T 

Nn 

Pn 

Table 2-4 Dialing Plan Elements 

Length of the mailbox. Zero means none may start with this number. 

Variable number (1 through 11) of digits; server uses timeout to determine 
end of mailbox number 

Analog networking (AMIS) mailboxes leading digit 

Dial-by-Name (ASCII) leading digit 

Call placement leading digit 

Networked mailboxes, n=mailbox number length. NV (variable number 
length) acceptable 

Network mailbox prefix used, n=mailbox length including pref= digit 

If the extension numbers at your site use too many starting digits to implement all 
these capabiiities in your dialing plan, you could use the optional star prefix dialing 
plan, described below. 
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Optional St& Prefix Dialing Plan 

The dialing plan described above tells the VoiceMemo application how to handle 
DTMF digits 1 through 9. If you have mailbox numbers and other features that use 
all ten of these digits, you can implement the optional star prefx dialing plan. This 
allows additional features using digit entry followed by the star (*) key. You can 
implement several features with the optional dialing plan, as shown in Table 2-5. 

Table 2-5 Optional Star Prefix Dialing Plan Capabilities 

Optional Counterpart in Regular 
Dialing Plan choice Dialing Plan 

Dial-by-Name A 

Analog Networking M 

Networking without prefer N 

Networking with prefn I? 

Call Placement T 

PBX Considerations 

A PBX only allows a certain range of extension numbers. Ideally, employees’ 
mailbox numbers should match their extension numbers. This makes it easier for 
callers to remember the proper mailbox number. If the numbersdo not match, and 
the optional Receptionist II program is installed, you can program certain conversion 
factors to allow the VoiceMemo application to match the extension with the correct 
mailbox number. 

If the company has employees in the field who do not have regular PBX extension 
numbers, you can give them mailbox numbers that do not fall in the range of 
allowable PBX extensions, even if there are enough mailbox numbers in this range. 
You can reserve these extra mailboxes for future expansion of in-house staff. For 
example, if the PBX allows extensions 200 to 399, you can keep the dialing plan at 
the default setting of 3,3,3,3,3,3,3,3,3, and assign all field personnel mailboxes 600 
through 799. 

Dial-by-Name 

2s -  
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To configure the Dial-by-Name function, you need to: 

0 Change the dialing plan to specify a digit for Dial-by-Name. 

0 Specify the name dialing sequence. 
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l Set a threshold for playing matching names. 

l Specify whether a caller must enter a complete name or just enough 
letters to get a match. 

l Specify whether a caller can press a single digit to reach a mailbox or 
must enter the entire mailbox number. 

l Specify whether a caller hears matched names and mailbox numbers or 
just the matched names. 

l Determine the grouping of access within the Dial-by-Name database 
(sometimes called “Partitioned Dial-by-Name”). Even though mailbox 
owners may all be in the same Dial-by-Name database, they can only 
reach others in the database who share the same GCOS group (in a bit- 
mapped GCOS) or affinity group. Refer to the GCOS section in 
Chapter 8 for more information on GCOSs, 

Dialing Plan 

In the Dialing Plan Menu, coding a digit with the A element reserves that digit for 
dialing names. 

Name Dialing Sequence 

You specify the name dialing sequence with the Last Name First Flag parameter. 
This parameter determines whether a user’s name must be dialed in the last name- 
first name sequence or the first name-last name sequence. In most cases, callers need 
not enter user’s full name. When a caller finishes pressing a series of keys, the Series 
6 server searches a special file for entries that match the series. If it finds more than 
one match, it plays the names and mailbox numbers of the partial matches. If the 
server finds a unique match, it plays either the user’s name or personal greeting. 

Matching Threshold 

Setting a threshold for playing matching names determines the maximum number of 
names and mailboxes the server plays in response to a partial name match. A partial 
name match occurs in either of these cases: 

l Callers enter some portion, but not all, of a recipient’s name. 

l Callers enter a complete name, but the server finds more than one 
recipient that matches the entry. 

If more than one name is found that matches the name dialed, the server plays the 
specified number of matching names. A threshold of 3, for example, means that up 
to three matching names will be recited, even if there are more than three. If the 
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number of names for a partial match is greater than the threshold, the server prompts 
a caller to continue entering letters. 

Exact Match Break 

Specifying an exact match break determines how callers can enter the partial name of 
a user. When “yes” is specified, the caller hears the name and mailbox number play 
as soon as there is a match. The caller can, however, end a name entry with the 
pound (#) key; th e c all h er ears whatever names match. When “no” is specified and a 
caller stops entering letters, the server waits for a time out period before responding; 
if a caller presses the # key, the server responds immediately. If the server can 
determine exactly who the intended recipient is, it plays that recipient’s name (and 
mailbox number if not suppressed), Alternatively, the server plays, for outside 
callers, that recipient’s personal greeting. If more than one recipient’s name matches 
the caller’s input, the server plays the names and mailbox numbers of the possible 
recipients. A caller can interrupt the server during name or greeting play by pressing 
any key on the telephone keypad. 

Single Digit Access 

Specifying single digit access means that a caller can enter a single digit to reach a 
mailbox after matched names have been played, similar to a tree mailbox operation. 
When single digit access is allowed, a match with the name dialed by a caller causes 
the server to play a prompt such as: 

“There are three entries: Jean Brown, mailbox 4321, press 1; John Brown, 
mailbox 4222, press 2; Jill Brown, mailbox 4567, press 3. Enter a mailbox 
number. Press 0 to return to Dial-by-Name.” 

The caller can then press the appropriate digit to reach the desired person instead of 
entering the entire mailbox number. 

i - 
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When no single digit access is allowed, a caller must enter an entire mailbox number 
to reach a mailbox after matched names have been played. A match with the name 
dialed by a caller causes the server to play a prompt like the one shown above except 
that there is no single digit stated. The caller must enter the entire mailbox number. 

Suppressing Mailbox Numbers 

Suppressing the mailbox number means the server omits the mailbox numbers in the 
list of names played when there is a match with a dialed name. The default is to 
include the mailbox number. 

Dial-by-Name Database 

Each mailbox that can be reached by name must be configured with an FCOS that 
includes feature bit 92, which places users’ mailbox numbers in the Dial-by-Name 
database. The server searches this database for entries to match a caller’s input. See 
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the FCOS chapter for more information on this feature bit and how to implement 
FCOSs. 

Even with all the parameters just described set, a mailbox owner’s name can be listed 
only when the mailbox owner’s name is specified in the mailbox configuration. 
Once all these requirements are met, the name goes into the database as soon as you 
exit from the respective configuration menus. 

To make sure there is only one mailbox per user’s name, you can print out a phone 
book for your site. This phone book shows the mailbox owners accessible through 
the Dial-by-Name function and their mailbox numbers. 

Same Digit for Dial-by-Name and Mailbox Numbers 
Occasionally you may need the same digit for a Dial-by-Name trigger and in a 
mailbox number. With the optional star prefer dialing plan (described above), the 
digit specified for Dial-by-Name can still be used for mailbox numbers when the 
digit is not followed by a star (*). Suppose, for example, that your server has 
mailboxes beginning with 1 but you also need the digit 1 for Dial-by-Name. You 
can specify 1 as the Dial-by-Name dialing plan digit, which causes the server to 
prompt the caller to press 1 and * to dial by name. 

Transfers and Attendants 

The VoiceMemo application allows you to specify dial strings and methods for 
transferring callers, and to specify the use of a wait prompt. If the Receptionist II 

optional feature is installed, you can specify the conditions for a company greeting 
and mailbox greeting. 

Attendant’s Transfer String and System Attendant’s Extension 
These two dial strings together describe the steps needed to transfer a call to a live 
attendant, or other general assistance number. These steps are PBX-dependent, and 
can be determined by actually transferring a call to the attendant from a station set. 
Use the dial string characters in Table 2-6. 

The attendant’s transfer string contains the coding for all the steps that the PBX 
must take before dialing the attendant’s extension number. The default attendant’s 
transfer string is S+ which means “do a switch hook flash, then pause for one 
second.” This string is also used when transferring a caller to a mailbox attendant’s 
extension number. 

The system attendant’s extension consists of the PBX extension number of the live 
attendant (or a “must answer” number, with no mailbox), plus coding that describes 
any subsequent steps necessary to complete the call. Up to 30 characters can be 
entered in this field. 
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Table 2-6 Transfer Dial String Characters 

Character Explanation 

D-9, *, # Keys on a standard pushbutton telephone 

( The following digits should be dial pulsed (10 PI’S) 

> Stop pulsing; resume sending DTMF tones 

+ Pause for one second 

A-D Fourth column DTMF keys 

E Go off-hook, wait for dial tone or other steady tone (pager go-ahead 
or confirmation tone, for example), then do next item in string 

F Switch hook flash and wait for dial tone 

G Greet - Wait for a voice or computer tone answer 

H Hang up (go on-hook) 

L Answer supervision - Wait for telephony signal from destination. 
Use only with trunk (four-wire) connections. 

N Start a new activity; do not go off-hook 

0 Ring once 

P Go off-hook, do not wait for dial tone 

S Switch hook flash, no wait required 

T Go off-hook, wait for dial tone 

V Voice pager: play the first unplayed message and update mailbox 

The default system attendant’s extension number is 0. In addition, the VoiceMemo 
application automatically appends an H (hang up) command to the end of the 
string. This allows the PBX to drop the call if the caller hangs up before the Series 6 
server completes the transfer to the attendant. If your PBX does not allow blind 
transfers to the attendant, add a G (the code for “wait for a greeting”) to the end of 
the system attendant’s extension. 

If the PBX allows trunk-to-trunk transfer, you can program an off-site system 
attendant’s extension number. 

Each mailbox can be programmed to direct calls to an intermediate attendant when 
the caller requires assistance. In the absence of an intermediate attendant, calls are 
routed to the system attendant. Transfer to an attendant can occur in the following 
situations: 

1. When the Key-0 for Attendant Transfer During Greeting parameter is 
enabled, a caller can press 0 while listening either to the server greeting or 
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to a mailbox greeting. When 0 is pressed during the server greeting, the 
caller is transferred to the system attendant’s extension. When 0 is 
pressed during a mailbox greeting, the server first checks the mailbox for 
the attendant’s extension number; if none is present, the caller is 
transferred to the system attendant’s extension. 

2. While logged in, a mailbox owner can press 0 to be transferred to an 
attendant, if the mailbox’s FCOS includes feature bit 002 (Can Reach 
Mailbox Attendant). The server first checks the mailbox for the 
attendant’s extension number; if none is present, the caller is transferred 
to the system attendant’s extension. (See the Features Class of Service 
chapter for more information on FCOSs and feature bits.) 

3. If the called party’s mailbox FCOS includes outside caller functions, a 
caller can press 0, after recording a message, to send the message and 
transfer to an attendant. If the message is left in the attendant’s mailbox, 
the caller is always transferred to the system attendant. If the message is 
left in a personal mailbox, the caller is transferred to the system attendant 
only if no attendant’s extension number is present in the mailbox. 

4. If the attendant’s mailbox has been deleted, or has a Greeting-Only 
FCOS, and the wait prompt is enabled, the outside caller who waits is 
transferred to the system attendant’s extension. 

Key-0 for Attendant Transfer During Greeting 

This function designates the 0 key as either an attendant access number or a log in 
code. The default is N, or disabled. 

To enable the Key-0 function, you must enter Y. If this function is enabled, be sure 
to define a suitable system attendant’s extension number and dial suing. 

When the Key-0 for Attendant Transfer During Greeting parameter is enabled: 

0 The server allows an outside caller to press the zero key, while either the 
company greeting or a mailbox greeting is playing, to be transferred to 
the system attendant’s extension. 

0 Mailbox owners must log in by pressing the star (*) key either before or 
after entering their mailbox numbers. The zero key cannot be used to 
signal a login. 

When the Key-0 for Attendant Transfer During Greeting parameter is disabled: 

0 Mailbox owners can press either the zero or star (*) key, before or after 
entering their mailbox number, to log in. (The zero option is essential 
when telephones at the installation-site do not have a * key.) 
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a Automatic access to the attendant on time out (that is, when the caller 
waits in response to the “Please enter a mailbox number or wait” 
prompt) can be provided, if necessary, by assigning a Greeting-Only class 
of service to the attendant’s mailbox. The attendant’s mailbox can then 
be used only to make messages of the day. 

Pre-Company Name Dial String 

The VoiceMemo application outputs this dial string immediately after going off- 
hook, and before playing the Company Greeting (either the standard “Welcome to 
the message center” prompt, or the Administrator’s mailbox greeting). 

This string is used only if the Receptionist II (Receptionist) optional feature has been 
installed on your server, a&employees can manually call forward their phones 
directly to the message center number. In this situation, a Receptionist II port may 
inadvertently be connected to one of the ports that is running the message center 
application. The pre-company name dial string forces Receptionist II to drop the 
call, and instructs the server to wait a designated number of seconds before playing 
the company greeting. 

There is no pre-programmed default. 

0 The pre-company name dial string must include a pound sign (#). You 
can configure DTMF A (fourth column DTMF key) in place of the 
pound sign if the PBX recognizes the pound tone as a code for some 
other function. The port that answers the call issues this tone, which 
forces Receptionist II to release the call. Be aware that callers and 
mailbox owners always hear this dial string when a mailbox is reached 
through the VoiceMemo application. 

l To give the PBX time to make the connection before the company 
greeting is played, program a series of plus signs (+++) after the # or A. 
Each + in the VoiceMemo application configuration means “wait one 
second.” To determine how many pluses are needed, forward one station 
to another station, make a test call to the first station, then count the 
number of seconds that elapse before the second station rings. 

If the test call showed that it takes two seconds for a forwarded call to 
connect to the second extension, for example, use “#++” for the pre- 
company name dial string. 

You can experiment to find the optimum number of seconds to wait for 
call connection. If the first half of the message center greeting does not 
play when Receptionist II calls are forwarded, add more pluses to the 
string. If there is a long silence before the greeting is played, delete pluses 
from the string. 
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Pre-Mailbox Greeting Dial String 
The VoiceMemo application outputs this dial string immediately after receiving a 
valid mailbox number, and before playing the mailbox’s greeting. 

This string is used only if 1) the Receptionist II optional feature has been installed on 
your server and 2) employees may manually call forward their phones directly to 
their mailboxes. In this situation, a Receptionist II port may inadvertently be 
connected to one of the ports that is running the message center application. The 
pre-mailbox greeting dial string forces Receptionist II to drop the call, and instructs 
the server to wait a designated number of seconds before playing the mailbox 
greeting. 

There is no pre-programmed default. The same conditions apply as listed above in 
“Pre-Company Name Dial String.” 

Wait Prompt 

When the Wait prompt is enabled, the server issues the prompt “Please enter a 
mailbox number, or wait” immediately after the server greeting is played. The 
default value is Y (enabled). 

To disable this prompt, you must enter N. In some cases, you must disable the Wait 
prompt for any number of reasons, among them: 

l To record the company greeting (administrator’s mailbox greeting) and 
the Wait prompt in the same voice. The text of the Wait prompt is 
recorded as the last sentence of the company greeting. 

0 When neither a system attendant’s number nor an attendant’s mailbox is 
defined, and the Wait prompt is enabled, callers who wait are thanked 
for calling, then disconnected. 

l If you disable the Wait prompt and are using the Dial-by-Name 
function, you must record the “Press [digit] to dial by name” prompt in 
your own voice. The server prompt for Dial-by-Name plays if the Wait 

- prompt is enabled. 

Administrator’s Mailbox Number 

The initial software installation contains 10 possible default administrator’s 
mailboxes. They are as follows: 
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l 98 l 9999998 

* 998 l 99999998 

l 9998 l 999999998 

l 99998 l 9999999998 

l 999998 l 99999999998 

Since the default dialing plan is 3,3,3,3,3,3,3,3,3, the default administrator’s mailbox 
number is 998. If the ninth position digit is changed to any number between 2 and 
11, the default administrator’s mailbox number should be changed to the 
corresponding 9..... 8 number. An error message is generated if the number does not 
match the mailbox dialing plan. 

The administrator’s mailbox can be any mailbox number on the server; but if you 
select a mailbox number other than one of the defaults, you must create the mailbox 
before it can be used. The mailbox number you select must be allowed by the 
Dialing Plan. 

Note: For server security, you should change the administrator’s mailbox 
number from the default. (See “Mailboxes” in the task list for 
administrator’s mailbox procedures.) 

The administrator’s mailbox number has special privileges: 

0 The administrator’s mailbox day and night greetings are the day and 
night company greetings. If you do not record one or both of these 
greetings, the Centigram default (“Welcome to the message center”) is 
played instead. 

0 Distribution lists that are created from the administrator’s mailbox are 
server-wide master lists that can be used by any mailbox owner on the 
server. 

0 The system administrator may add/delete/modify mailboxes over the 
telephone, from the Telephone Administration Menu. 

Attendant’s Mailbox Number 

The initial software installation contains 10 possible default attendant’s mailboxes. 
They are as follows: 
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l 99 l 9999999 

l 999 l 99999999 

l 9999 l 999999999 

’ 99999 l 9999999999 

l 999999 ’ 99999999999 

Since the default dialing plan is 3,3,3,3,3,3,3,3,3, the default attendant’s mailbox 
number is 999. If the ninth position digit is changed to any number between 2 and 
11, the default attendant’s mailbox number should be changed to the corresponding 
9.....9 number. An error message is generated if the number does not match the 
mailbox dialing plan. 

The attendant’s mailbox can be any mailbox number on the server; but if you select a 
mailbox number other than one of the defaults, you must create the mailbox before 
it can be used. The mailbox number you select must be allowed by the Dialing Plan. 

Note: For server security, you should change the attendant’s mailbox 
number from the default. (See “Mailboxes” in the task list for 
attendant’s mailbox procedures.) 

The attendant’s mailbox also has special privileges: 

l Its greeting is the message of the day. This message is heard by all 
mailbox owners whose FCOSs include feature bit 043 immediately after 
they log in. The message is played twice (after two separate logins), the 
first time hard-played and the second time soft-played. (Hard-played 
prompts cannot be interrupted; soft-played prompts can.) 

0 The message of the day is stored only in the attendant’s mailbox. Once 
it has been deleted, no mailbox owners hear the message, even if they 
have not logged in since the last message was created. Conversely, if an 
old message of the day is not deleted, or replaced by a new message, all 
newly created mailboxes receive the outdated message. For procedures 
on enabling and disabling the message of the day, see “VoiceMemo 
Application” in the task list. 

0 A customized site tutorial greeting can also be recorded from the 
attendant’s mailbox. When the system administrator presses G to record 
a company greeting, the server prompts, “Press M to record the message 
of the day; press T to record a site tutorial.” See “VoiceMemo 
Application” in the task list for procedures on recording a site tutorial. 

0 When outside callers access the message center, they are prompted to 
“Please enter a mailbox number or wait” after the company greeting is 
played. Callers who wait (because they have rotary dial phones, or do 
not know the correct mailbox number, for example) are then prompted, 
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“Please leave your name, the name of the person you are calling, and a 
message.” These unaddressed messages go into the attendant’s mailbox. 

Multiple Attendant’s Mailboxes 
If a large number of unaddressed messages is expected, up to five Attendant’s 
Mailboxes may be configured by entering the mailbox numbers, separated by 
commas (for example, 999, 910, 911, 912, 313). Themessageofthedayand the 
site tutorial can be made only from the first attendant’s mailbox that is configured; 
the other mailboxes are used only for storing unaddressed messages. When the first 
mailbox is full, VoiceMemo begins using the second mailbox until it is full, and so 
on until all attendant’s mailboxes are full. 

You can configure any mailbox as the attendant’s mailbox by entering the mailbox 
number in this field. If you select a mailbox number other than one of the defaults, 
you must create the mailbox before it can be used. (See “Mailboxes” in the task list.) 

Disabling the Attendant’s Mailbox 
When an outside caller accesses the message center number, VoiceMemo issues the 
prompt, “Please enter a mailbox number or wait.” Callers who wait are prompted to 
leave a message in the attendant’s mailbox. Some installations require these callers to 
be transferred to the system attendant’s extension, instead. There are two ways to do 
this: 

l If the system administrator does not issue messages of the day, delete the 
attendant’s mailbox. 

0 Assign a Greeting-Only FCOS to the attendant’s mailbox. 

Note: If you disable the attendant’s mailbox, and you do not define a 
system attendant’s extension number, be sure to disable the Wait 
prompt. Otherwise, when a caller waits, VoiceMemo says “Thank 
you for calling,” then hangs up! 

Default Language for Prompts 

This entry specifies the primary language in which prompts are issued. The default 
language is English. You must purchase and install language prompts diskettes in 
order to use any other language on your server. Table 2-7 lists some of the languages 
available. Contact your Centigram representative for further information. 

A mailbox’s LCOS can specify a different prompts language. The prompts set of 
diskettes in the secondary language must be installed before these mailboxes issue any 
prompts at all. Callers hear prompts in the default language. 
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‘Table 2-7 Some Supported Languages 

Full Set and Hotel Set 

American English 

French 

Japanese 

German 

Korean 

Latin American or Mexican 
Spanish 

Mandarin 

Portuguese 

Full Set Only 

Australian, British, or New Zealand English 

TDDMemo 

A server can have one default language and up to eleven alternate languages, 
depending on the number and size of the hard drives. For more details about the 
number and kinds of languages supported, see the Other Classes of Service chapter. 

TDDMemo can be installed like any of the language prompts. If TDDMemo is 
installed, selecting it as a response to the Default Language for Prompts parameter 
enables the TDDMemo feature of the VoiceMemo application in the current line 
group. When any mailbox owner receives or makes a call through that line group, 
TDDMemo replaces voice prompts with TDD tones. (See “TDDMemo for the 
Hearing Impaired” below for more information.) 

TDDMemo for the Hearing Impaired 

The TDDMemo feature of the VoiceMemo application supports 
telecommunications devices for the deaf (TDDs). With TDDMemo, hearing- 
impaired mailbox owners can receive TDD-generated text from other users. 

TDDMemo users can be notified about messages by message waiting lights or any 
other message waiting indication supported by a Series 6 server, just as other users 
can. 

Outside callers with a TDD can call a mailbox configured for TDDMemo prompts, 
be answered by a TDD greeting, and leave a message for the mailbox owner. 
Standard user options such as reviewing and recording over a message, making a 
message urgent, appending to a message, and dialing an extension are also allowed. 
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Configuring TDDMemo 
You can configure TDDMemo to apply to either an entire line group or specific 
mailboxes. To configure TDDMemo, make the following changes: 

l Set the default language for prompts to TDD in the VoiceMemo 
application (if configuring the line group). 

l Assign a TDDMemo LCOS or another LCOS specifying TDDMemo as 
the prompts language to any mailboxes using TDDMemo. This LCOS 
should also have the Greeting Length and User Name Length limits 
parameters appropriately set for TDDMemo. 

l Change the Stop Record Timeout and Dial Tone Detect Time telephony 
parameters (phoneline exceptions) for the line group in which TDDMemo 
is configured. 

Refer to the Task List for specific instructions on configuring TDDMemo. For 
more information configuring TDDMemo, refer to TDDMemo Configur~~tion Note 
14. 

Effect of TDDMemo on Other Server Features 
Certain Series 6 server features and user options are not available to any mailbox 
associated with the line group in which TDDMemo is configured. These features 
are: 

l Auto-Wakeup optional feature 

l Call scheduling for pages 

l Future delivery 

* Standard tutorial 

Answer Delay 

You may set a variable answer delay with the Delay Before Answer parameter. The 
default for this parameter is zero (no delay), and in most cases, it does not need to be 
changed. A delay of up to l/2 second can be required for certain applications (for 
example, the VoiceMemo application and the Receptionist II optional feature) that 
use E & M trunks. 

Users need to use this delay if the application software sometimes answers an 
incoming call before all the digits are received, causing the switch to stop sending 
digits. This can happen when E & M trunks are being used. 

The Delay Before Answer parameter can be helpful with other types of trunks and 
applications. In cases where the DID application does not work for a customer 
because the server answers too fast, this parameter should resolve the problem. 

a -  
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Note: The answer delay for the first cal1 into a port after any online 
configuration change (FCOS, LCOS, GCOS, NCOS, line group, 
phoneline exceptions) is up to a second longer than for subsequent 
calls on the port. Consequently, changes to the answer delay 
parameter do not become effective until the second call is made 
into the port. 

Mailbox Passcodes 

Centigram provides security devices to protect your VoiceMemo installation at a 
server level and mailbox level. A device for use at the mailbox level is mailbox 
passcodes, which you configure through the VoiceMemo application. The following 
paragraphs outline the configuration of mailbox passcodes; for more complete 
information, see the Server Security chapter. 

Minimum and Maximum Passcode Length 
Minimum and maximum passcode length sets the range for the number of digits a 
passcode can be. 

Enter the minimum number of digits that constitute a valid passcode for users of this 
line group. The minimum passcode length can be any number from 4 through 10. 
The default value is 4. This means no user can enter a new passcode shorter than 4 
digits. If you want users to have longer passcodes (for security reasons) then you can 
specify a larger minimum length. 

Enter the maximum number of digits that constitute a valid passcode for users of this 
line group. The maximum passcode length can be any number from 4 through 10. 
The default value is 10. 

If you leave the maximum passcode length at the default, IO, then all passcodes can 
be no longer than 10 digits. You cannot enter a value greater than 10, and users 
cannot enter a passcode longer than 10 digits. 

Passcode Trip Count, Passcode Trip Period 
These two entries set the parameters for the passcode break-in warning, which is a 
server security feature. The default values for the passcode trip count and the 
passcode trip period are 5 and 24. This means that a warning is issued to a mailbox 
if someone attempts to enter an incorrect passcode for that mailbox at least 5 times 
(the passcode trip count) within a 24 hour period (the passcode trip period). 

The passcode trip count can be set to any value from 0 to 255. The passcode trip 
period can range from 0 to 240 hours. In both cases, zero means the passcode break- 
in warning function is disabled. 

The passcode break-in warning function is enabled when you configure both a trip 
count and trip period. 
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Using the VoiceMemo Application 
This section covers the final steps toward using the VoiceMemo application. 

Activate Changes 

After the necessary configuring has been completed, and you have returned to the 
Main Menu, the Series 6 server makes all active configuration online changes 
effective immediately. 

WARNING! 
Activating the inactive configuration causes the server to restart all tasks, 
resulting in an interruption to call processing. You should perform the 
next step only during periods of low call traf&. 

To make offline and inactive online configuration changes take effect, activate the 
inactive configuration. When you activate the inactive configuration, the server 
automatically shuts down and resets the software to the new configuration, then 
returns to the VoiceMemo Active Configuration Menu. 

Create Mailboxes 

The final step for making VoiceMemo operational is to create mailboxes. Refer to 
the Mailboxes chapter for more information. 

If the administrator’s or the attendant’s mailbox is set to a number other than the 
default, you must create the mailbox before using it. Identifying the mailboxes in 
the VoiceMemo application line group gives them the ability to perform their special 
functions, but the functions are not enabled until the mailboxes are added to the 
server. The recommended FCOS for both mailboxes is 10 (VIP), the LCOS is 1 
(Default), the GCOS is 1 
available for your server. 

- Record a Company Greeting 

> and the message waiting type should be whatever is 

When callers reach VoiceMemo by dialing its number, they hear the administrator’s 
mailbox greeting, which is the company greeting. (DID callers hear the mailbox’s 
personal greeting.) It is possible to record separate day and night greetings. See the 
Mailboxes chapter for more information. 

Test the Configuration 

After phone lines have been installed, and you have completed all the applicable steps 
discussed so far, test your VoiceMemo application. See the task list for the 
procedure. 
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This procedure summarizes the steps necessary to configure the VoiceMemo application. 
It assumes that the appropriate server hardware and VoiceMemo application software 
have been installed. 

step 

1. Complete a VoiceMemo Application Worksheet. Blank worksheets are near the 
back of this manual. 

2. Define a line group to be used for the VoiceMemo application. 

3. Go to the VoiceMemo Configuration Online Menu in the active or inactive 
configuration. Select Inactive Configuration if you just made a change through the 
Offline Menu without activating it, or Active Configuration otherwise. 

Select: (E) Modify Active Configuration 
or 

(F) Modify Inactive Configuration 
4. When the VoiceMemo Configuration Online Menu appears, specify the line group 

to which the VoiceMemo application is assigned. 

Select: (G) Group Selected 
Prompt: Enter a group number = 
Response: The number of the line group (l-24) 

OY 

Press Enter if the current number is correct. 

5. Schedule company greetings. Use the Day/Night Menu to: 

l Designate the start of the work day 

l Designate the end of the work day 

l Designate the weekend 

- 6. Establish a dialing plan. If no star prefix is desired, use the Dialing Plan Menu. If a 
star prefix is desired, use the Star Prefer Dplan Menu to: 

l Specify the trigger digit if Dial-by-Name is desired 

or 

l Specify the signal digit if off-server messaging is desired 

7. Enable Call Placement, if desired. 

8. Configure for transfer to a system attendant, if desired. 

Reference 
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Step 

9. If any of the following are desired, define an administrator’s mailbox: 

l Master distribution lists 

l Company greetings and alternate greeting 

* Phone administration 

10. If any of the following are desired, define an attendant’s mailbox: 

l Collecting or preventing unaddressed messages 

l Message of the day 

l Site tutorial 

11. Prevent unaddressed messages, if desired. 

12. Enable multiple messages for outside callers, if desired. 

13. Set a default language for prompts, if other than English. 

14. Enable Dial-by-Name, if desired. 

l Code the dialing plan with an A in the digit position that triggers a prompt about 
spelling the name. 

l Set the Dial-by-Name parameters. 

l Include feature bit 92 (user will be in Dial-by-Name database) in the FCOS 
assigned to mailboxes. 

15. Configure the mailbox passcode parameters. 

16. Configure the speech quality for the application, if desired. 

17. Verify that the configuration is correct. 
a 

18. If you chose the inactive configuration at the beginning of this procedure, activate 
the configuration to make the parameter settings take effect. 

Reference 
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This procedure describes how to configure a dialing plan for these Series 6 server 
applications, features, and operations: 

l VoiceMemo l Star prefix use 

l DID VoiceMemo l Dial-by-name 

l Paging l Variable-length mailbox numbers 

0 No mailbox numbers start with the digit marked by 0. 

1 - 11 Number of digits allowed in a valid mailbox number. - 

A 

M 

Nil 

Pn 
- 

T 

V 

Enables dial-by-name. When this digit is pressed, it triggers a 
prompt that instructs the caller to begin spelling the name. 

Enables Analog networking (AMIS) mailboxes leading digit. 

Enables Networked mailboxes, where n is the mailbox number 
length. NV (variable length) is acceptable. 

Enables Network mailboxes using a prefm, where n is the 
mailbox number length including the prefx. 

Enables call placement; the marked digit prompts a user for a 
phone number. 

Mailbox numbers starting with this digit are variable length, up 
to 11 digits. 

Step 

l Message delivery 

1. Reach the VoiceMemo Application Menu, if you are not aheady there. 

2. Enter the parameter settings from a completed VoiceMemo Application Worksheet 
through the applicable menus as indicated in the following steps. Blank worksheets 
are near the back of this manual. 

3. If no star prefix will be used, go to the Dialing Plan Menu. 

Select: (D) Dialing Plan 
Prompt.- VoiceMemo dialing plan = 
Rep onse: One of the following elements in each of the nine positions, separated 

by commas: 

Reference 
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Step 

4. To use a star pref=, go to the Optional Star Prefix Dplan Menu. 

l If a star prefix will be used for Dial-by-Name, specify the trigger digit. 

Select: (E) Dial By Name Dplan Digit 
Prompt: Dial by name dplan digit begin with (l-9, or 

# if nynex) 
Response: The digit that will precede a star to trigger the Dial-by-Name 

prompt. 

l To use a star prefu for call placement, specify the signal digit. 

Set&t: (F) Call Placement Msg Delivery Dplan Digit 
prompt: Call placement msg delivery plan dplan digit 

begin with (l-9) = 
Response: The digit that will precede a star to signal the server that a telephone 

number following the star is for call placement. 

5. Save your entries by exiting to the VoiceMemo Online Menu. 

Reference 



This procedure describes how to configure a Series 6 server so a caller can press 0 for 
transferring to an attendant. 

Step 

1. Reach the VoiceMemo Configuration Main Menu. 

2. Go to the VoiceMemo Configuration Online Menu in the active or inactive 
configuration. Select Inactive Configuration if you just made a change through the 
Offline Menu without activating it, or Active Configuration otherwise. 

Select: (E) Modify Active Configuration 
OY 

(F) Modify Inactive Configuration 
3. When the VoiceMemo Configuration Online Menu appears, specify the line group 

to which this function applies. 

Select: (G) Group Selected 
Prompt: Enter a group number = 
Response: The number of the line group (l-24), 

Press Enter if the current number is correct. 

4. Reach the VoiceMemo Application Menu then go to the Dial String and Mailbox 
Menu. 

5. Specify the system attendant’s extension. 

Select: (A) System Attendant’s Extension 
Prompt: Attendant extension number (0 - 24 chars) = 
Response: System attendant’s PBX extension number plus dial string codes. Valid 

dial string codes are listed in Table 1. 

OY 

- A period (.) to disable the system attendant’s extension function. 

6. Specify the attendant’s transfer string or PBX pre-directory number. 

Select: (B) Attendant’s Transfer String 
Prompt Attendant xfer string / PBX pre directory 

number (O-10 chars) = 
Response: A character from Table 1 to describe all the dialing steps that the PBX 

must take to dial the system or mailbox attendant’s extension number. 
This code is represented by the “attendant extension pre-dial index” in 
the mailbox set-up. 

7. Return to the VoiceMemo Application Menu. 

8. Enable the 0 key for transfer. 

3 - 

Reference 
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steb 

Select: (K) Key-0 for Attendant Transfer During Greeting 
PTOVZPL Key-0 for attendant transfer during greeting (y/n) = 
Response: Y to allow a caller to press 0 during (as well as after) a greeting, or 

N to allow a caller to press 0 only after a greeting has played. This also 
allows the caller to log into the mailbox, by pressing 0 or star (*). 

9. Save the parameter settings by exiting to the Main Menu. 

Table 1 Dial String Characters 

Character Explanation 

o-9,*,7% Keys on a standard pushbutton telephone 

( The following digits should be dial pulsed (10 ITS) 

> Stop pulsing; resume sending DTMF tones 

+ Pause for one second 

A-D Fourth column DTMF keys 

E Go off-hook, wait for dial tone or other steady tone (pager go-ahead 
- or confirmation tone, for example), then do next item in string 

F Switch hook flash and wait for dial tone 

G Greet - Wait for a voice or computer tone answer 

H Hang up (go on-hook) 

L Wait for an answer supervision signal that indicates the receiving 
phone has gone off-hook, then dial remaining characters after 
receiving the signal. Valid only with four-wire connections, not 
with loop start or ground start phone lines. 

N Start a new activity; do not go off-hook 

0 Ring once 

I? Go off-hook, do not wait for dial tone 

S Switch hook flash, no wait required 

T Go off-hook, wait for dial tone 

V Play three seconds of the message for voice pager 

Reference 
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This procedure explains how to configure a Series 6 server to accept and store 
unaddressed messages. 

Step 

1. Reach the VoiceMemo Configuration Main Menu. 

2. Go to the VoiceMemo Configuration Online Menu in the active or inactive 
configuration. Select Inactive Configuration if you just made a change through the 
Offline Menu without activating it, or Active Configuration otherwise. 

Select: (E) Modify Active Configuration 
or 

(F) Modify Inactive Configuration 
3. Specify the line group to which this function applies. 

Select: (G) Group Selected 
Prompt: Enter a group number = 
Response: The number of the line group (l-24), 

Press Enter if the current number is correct. 

4. Reach the VoiceMemo Application Menu, then go to the Dial String and Mailbox 
Menu. 

5. Designate an attendant’s mailbox. 

Select: (D) Attendant’s Mailbox # 
prompt: Attendant's mailbox # = 
Response: The number you wish to designate as the attendant’s mailbox. The 

attendant’s mailbox can be any number in the server, as long as it 
matches the dialing plan. 

If you anticipate a large volume of unaddressed messages, you can 
designate several attendant’s mailboxes in a single server. To do so, 
enter the numbers of the attendant’s mailboxes separated by commas; 
for example: 

9771,9772,9773 

6. Save the mailbox designation you just entered by exiting to the Main Menu. 

7. If the attendant’s mailbox number is not the default or is not one of the nine 
numbers reserved for it, create the mailbox. 

Reference 
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SteD Reference 

8. When outside callers reach the main phone number, they are prompted to “Please 
enter a mailbox number or wait” after the company greeting is played. 

Callers who wait (because they have rotary dial phones or do not know the correct 
mailbox number, for example) are then prompted to “Please leave your name, the 
person you are calling, and a message.” These are unaddressed messages. Be sure to 
designate a person to frequently check this mailbox and route these messages to the 
proper mailbox owner. 
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This procedure describes how to configure speech quality at the application level; that is, 

Step 

for the line group: 

1. Reach the VoiceMemo Configuration Main Menu. 

2. Go to the VoiceMemo Configuration Online Menu in the active or inactive 
configuration. Select Inactive Configuration if you just made a change through the 
Offline Menu without activating it, or Active Configuration otherwise. 

Select: (E) Modify Active Configuration 
07. 

(F) Modify Inactive Configuration 
3. Specify the line group to which this function applies. 

Select: (G) Group Selected 
prompt: Enter a group number = 
Response: The number of the line group (l-24), 

07 

Press Enter if the current number is correct. 

4. Modify the application and go to the Speech Quality Menu. Specify speech quality 
for mailbox name and greetings. 

Select: (A) Speech Quality for all names and greetings (0,18,24,32) - 
Prompt: Speech Quality for all names and greetings 

(0,18,24,32) = 
Response: Enter the speech quality for the names and greetings on this line group. 

Values you can enter are: 

18 for 18.3 kilobytes per second (kbps) speech quality 

24 for 24 kbps speech quality 

32 for 32 kbps speech quality 

Note: Higher speech quality values uses more disk space. 

Note: NMS line cards can use values above 18 kbps; AT 
line cards must use 18 kbps. Higher values are 
incompatible with OneView release 1 .O and 
MESA-Net. 

Reference 
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SteD Reference 

5. Specify speech quality for recorded messages. 

Select: (B) Speech Quality for all recorded messages (18,24,32) 
Prompt: Speech Quality for all recorded messages 

(18,24,32) = 
Response: Enter the speech quality for all recorded messages for the line group. 

Use the same values listed above for speech quality for names and 
greetings. 

6. Save the entry by exiting to the Main Menu. 
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This procedure describes the steps for configuring TDDMemo. This enables the use of 
TDDs attached to telephones in the Series 6 server. TDDMemo applies to all mailboxes 
associated with the line group for which it is configured. 

Note: You must install the TDDMemo prompts diskettes before configuring 
TDDMemo. 

Step 

1. Reach the VoiceMemo Configuration Main Menu. 

2. Go to the VoiceMemo Configuration Online Menu in the active or inactive 
configuration. Select Inactive Configuration if you just made a change through the 
Offline Menu without activating it, or Active Configuration otherwise. 

Select: (E) Modify Active Configuration 

(0;) Modify Inactive Configuration 
3. Specify the line group with which the TDD mailboxes are associated. 

Select: (G) Group Selected 
Prompt: Enter a group number = 
Response: The number of the line group (l-24), or 

Press Enter if the current number is correct. 

4. Go to the VoiceMemo Application Menu. 

5. Choose TDDMemo. 

Se&: (L) Default Language for Prompts = [English] 
promp: DEFAULT PROMPT LANGUAGE 

(1) English 
(2) French 
(3) English TDD 
(X) Exit (No change) 

COMMAND (1/2/3/X): 
Response; The number specifying TDDMemo prompts (in this example, 3). If 

TDDMemo is not listed, you must install the TDDMemo promprs 
diskettes. 

Note: The above prompt varies depending on which languages 
you have installed on your server. 

6. Save your entry by exiting to the Main Menu. 

Reference 

vIenu Map 2 

tienu Map 2 
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Step Reference 

7. Define an LCOS that includes these two limits parameters: 

l Greeting Length = 60 seconds 

l User Name Length = 60 seconds 

These are general limits parameters, available through the Set Limits Menu. 

l Language = TDDMemo (English TDD) 

This is done through the Set Language menu. 

8. Modify the configuration of each TDDMemo mailbox by assigning the LCOS 
modified to support TDDMemo. 

9. Change th e o f 11 owing telephony parameters (phoneline exceptions) for the line 
group associated with mailboxes that use the TDD. Set the parameters to the values 
shown: 

Stop Record Timeout (phoneline exception 2) = 6 seconds 

Dial Tone Detect Time (phoneline exception 3) = 10 seconds 

CP 5017, Ch. 8 

a? 5047, Ch. 6 

Centigram Series 
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VoiceMemo Release G.OA and later 

This procedure describes how to allow outside callers to leave any number of messages 
for any number of mailbox owners in a Series 6 server. Callers cannot make multiple 
messages in these cases: 

l From tree mailboxes 

l When forwarded immediately to a mailbox via a PBX 

l When forwarded immediately to a mailbox via an integration that does not allow it 
(see the applicable integration document in the VoiceA?emo Optional Featzlres 
Manual). 

Step Reference 

1. Reach the VoiceMemo Configuration Main Menu. 

2. Go to the VoiceMemo Configuration Online Menu in the active or inactive 
configuration. Select Inactive Configuration if you just made a change through the 
Offline Menu without activating it, or Active Configuration otherwise. 

Select: (E) Modify Active Configuration 
or 

Menu Map 1 

(F) Modify Inactive Configuration 
3. Specify the line group to which this function applies. 

Select: (G) Group Selected 
Prompt: Enter a group number = 
Response: The number of the line group (l-24), 

or 

Press Enter if the current number is correct. 

4. Go to the VoiceMemo Application Menu. 

Select: (M) Allow Multiple Messages for Outside Caller 
Prompt: Multiple message for outside caller (y/n) = 
Response: Y to allow an outside caller to leave more than one message with a single 

call-in. 

Menu Map 2 

5. Save the entry by exiting to the Main Menu. 

Dot. Rev. A 
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This procedure describes how to enable Dial-by-Name in a Series 6 server. 

Step Reference 

l., Reach the VoiceMemo Configuration Main Menu. 

2. Go to the VoiceMemo Configuration Online Menu in the active or inactive 
configuration. Select Inactive Configuration if you just made a change through the 
Offline Menu without activating it, or Active Configuration otherwise. 

Select: (E) Modify Active Configuration 
Or 

(F) Modify Inactive Configuration 
3. Specify the line group to which this function applies. 

Select: (G) Group Selected 
p~-,~mpt: Enter a group number = 
Response: The number of the line group (l-24), 

OY 

Press Enter if the current number is correct. 

4. Code the dialing plan with an A in the digit position that triggers a prompt about 
spelling the name. For example, 3,3,3,3,3,3,3,A,3 would trigger the prompt, 
“Please enter a mailbox number or press 8 to dial by name.” 

5. Go to the Dial-by-Name Menu. 

tienu Map 1 

:I? 5002 

Menu Map 2 
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Step 

6. Set the Dial-by-Name parameters. 

select: (L) Last Name First Flag 
Prompt: Dial by name last name first = 
Response: Y to specify a last name-first name dialing sequence, or 

N to specify a first name-last name dialing sequence. 

Select: (N) Number of Names Threshold 
prompt: Dial by name threshold = 
Response: Number of names (1-V) that the server plays when a multiple partial 

match occurs. A typical threshold is 3. 

Select: (E) Exact Match Break 
Prompt: Dial-by-name exact match break = 
Response: Y to allow a mailbox owner’s name and mailbox number (or greeting, 

for an outside caller) to play as soon as a caller enters enough letters to 
uniquely identify a mailbox owner, or 

N to have the server wait for a caller to either stop entering letters or to 
press the # key before it responds. 

Select: (S) Single Digit Access 
Prompt: Dial-by-name single digit access = 
Response: Y to allow a caller to enter a single digit to reach a mailbox after matched 

names have been played, or 

N to require a caller to enter an entire mailbox number to reach a 
mailbox after matched names have been played. 

Select: (M) Suppress Mailbox Number 

- Prompt: Dial-by-name suppress mailbox = 
Response: Y to have the server omit the mailbox numbers in the list of names 

played when there is a match with a dialed name, ot 

N to have the server include the mailbox numbers in the list of names 
played when there is a match with a dialed name. 

7. Include feature bit 92 (user will be in Dial-by-Name database) in the FCOS to be 
assigned to the mailboxes. 

0 Either add the bit to an existing FCOS, 

07. 

a Copy an FCOS and edit it as necessary. 

8. Ensure that each mailbox to be accessible through Dial-by-Name shares the same 
GCO§group (if a bit-mapped GCOS) or GCOS (if an affinity group GCOS). 

Dot. Rev. A 

Reference 

CI? 5011, Ch. 1 

or 
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Prevent Unaddressed Messages 

This procedure describes how to prevent callers from leaving messages in the attendant’s 
mailbox. Use this procedure when you want callers to be transferred to the system 
attendant instead of leaving a message in the attendant’s mailbox (an unaddressed 
message). A system attendant’s extension must be configured. 

Step 

GLIB With Message of the Day and Site Tutorial Capability 

1. Reach the Mailbox Maintenance Menu, then go to the Modify Mailboxes Menu. 

2. Identify the attendant’s mailbox. 

Select: (M) Modify Mailboxes 
&mpt: Mailbox to modify: 
Response: Attendant’s mailbox number. 

3. Assign default FCOS 6 (Greeting Only) to the attendant’s mailbox. 

Prompt: New FCOS: 
Response: 6. 

4. Press Enter to skip through each of the remaining mailbox configuration prompts. 
After the last prompt, the server displays the mailbox configuration, then prompts 
for the next mailbox number. 

At this point, the parameter settings are saved and you can continue with mailbox 
configuration or exit. 

4G23 Without Message of the Day and Site Tutorial Capability 

1. Reach the VoiceMemo Configuration Main Menu. 

2. Go to the VoiceMemo Configuration Online Menu in the active or inactive 
configuration. Select Inactive Configuration if you just made a change through the 
Offline Menu without activating it, or Active Configuration otherwise. 

Select: (E) Modify Active Configuration 
Or 

(F) Modify Inactive Configuration 

Reference 

Menu Map 3 

Menu Map 1 
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Step 

3. Specify the line group to which this fimction applies. 

Select: (G) Group Selected 
prompt: Enter a group number = 
Response: The number of the line group (l-24) 

or 

Press Enter if the current number is correct. 

4. Reach the VoiceMemo Application Menu then go to the Dial String and Mailbox 
Menu. 

5. Disable the attendant’s mailbox. 

Select: (D) Attendant’s Mailbox # 
prompt: Attendant's mailbox # = 
Response: A period (.) , which disables the attendant’s mailbox. Callers who 

respond to the wait prompt by waiting will be transferred to the system 
attendant’s extension instead of the attendant’s mailbox. 

Note: If you disable the attendant’s mailbox and you do not define a 
system attendant’s extension, be sure to disable the wait 
prompt. Otherwise, when a caller waits, the server thanks the 
caller and then hangs up! 

Since the attendant’s mailbox is used for recording the message of the day and 
storing a site tutorial, these two capabilities will no longer be available. 

6. Save the entry by exiting to the Main Menu. 

Dot. Pa. A 
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This procedure describes how to test the VoiceMemo application after it has been 
configured. Prerequisites to this procedure are as follows: 

Step 

l All appropriate hardware has been installed. 

l Telephone lines have been installed. 

l A list showing which extensions are associated with which VoiceMemo ports 

l All required greetings have been recorded. 

l At least two test mailboxes must be configured for VoiceMemo application use. 

l A test telephone to simulate an outside caller’s telephone for calling into the server 

Reference 

@LIB Answering Capabilities 

Note: At some installations with a data set integration (such as ROLM, Mitel, 
System 75, or System 85), where each port is linked to the telephone 
extension through software, the following test might not possible. In such 
installations, plug in all telephone lines, then call each individually. See 
the test plan provided with the integration software package for full 
details. 

I. From the “outside” telephone, call in and ensure that the VoiceMemo application 
answers with the appropriate greeting. 

2. If a port does not answer, see the directions for testing basic telephony functions in 
the Centigram Series G Installation and Service Manual. 

Centigram Series 
5 Installation and 
Service Manual 

3. Repeat the preceding steps for each additional port. 

- @B Dialing Plan 

1. Set up one test mailbox for each leading digit of the dialing plan that you are using. 

2. Call the server and enter the number of the first mailbox. Repeat for additional 
mailboxes. If the server refuses to accept a valid number, check your mailbox 
dialing plan configuration for the line group. 

3. Attempt to enter an invalid mailbox number for each dialing plan position. The 
server should respond: “That is not a valid mailbox number. Please enter another 
mailbox number .” If a prompt is missing: 

l Perform an prompts update (see the Installation and Service Manual for 
directions). 

l If a prompt is still missing after the prompts update, contact your designated 
customer support representative. 

a - 
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3 DID VoiceMemo Application 

This chapter covers: 

l Overview of the DID VoiceMemo application 

l Default software configuration 

l DID VoiceMemo Application Worksheet 

l Line group definition 

l Configuring the application 

l Using the DID VoiceMemo application 

l Usage Considerations 

Overview 
The DID VoiceMemo application is a software application that uses the DID lines 
to answer a call with the mailbox owner’s personal greeting. In other words, the 
DID VoiceMemo application gives the server the ability to manipulate and translate 
the digits received from the Central Office (CO). 

Each voice mailbox owner has either a four digit telephone number or seven digit 
telephone number, depending on the digits received from the CO. Calling that 
number causes the telephone company’s central office to seize one of the several DID 
lines connecting the CO to the Series 6 server, and to dial some or all of those digits 
into the server. The server matches the dialed number to the appropriate mailbox, 
and answers with the personal greeting of the mailbox owner. 

DID mailboxes allow callers to dial a telephone number that is answered with the 
mailbox greeting. While some servers can use the PBX’s forwarding capability to 
allow the server to answer calls with the user’s mailbox greeting, DID mailboxes 
answer the calls directly. 

To use the DID VoiceMemo application on your server, you should confirm that the 
line cards are set to DID settings. You must also perform any necessary server level 
configuration. Server level configuration through the DID VoiceMemo application 
involves two steps: defining the line group, and configuring the application. In the 
first step, you assign server ports to the DID VoiceMemo application. In the second 
step, you customize the application for your server. Procedures covering these steps 
are identified in the task list later in this manual. 

3-l 
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A third step is necessary if your CO requires wink start: you need to make a 
phoneline exception. 

Once you have completed the DID VoiceMemo application configuration, you need 
to activate changes, create mailboxes, and test the configuration. Procedures 
covering these steps are also identified in the task list later in this manual. 

When configuring the DID VoiceMemo application, it helps to keep in mind the 
DID sequence that occurs between the server and the CO. Figure 3-l gives a general 
view of the progress of a typical DID call into the server. 

r-7 Caller dials 7-diglt number 

Central Off ice selects a 
trunk 

4 Centrilend; digits 1 

Figure 3-1 Typical Steps in the DID Sequence 

DID VoiceMemo Application Worksheet 

Use the DID VoiceMemo Application Worksheet (Figure 3-2) to organize the data. 
The rest of this chapter explains concepts you need to know for completing the 
worksheet and using it to configure the DID VoiceMemo application. 

Sections of the worksheet are explained in the following paragraphs. Pre- 
programmed (default) values are given, where applicable. If you want to use a 
default value, indicate that fact on the worksheet. Then you do not have to select or 
enter any information for that parameter during reconfiguration. 

Many of the parameters on this worksheet are identical to those explained in the 
VoiceMemo Application chapter. The parameters that are the same are identified in 
the following sections, and you can refer to the VoiceMemo Application chapter for 
the information you need. 
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Defining a line Group 
When you configure a line group, you dedicate certain ports to a single application. 
After you arrange line groups, you set parameters for the entire group, which 
eliminates the need to enter information for each individual port. For example, YOU 

can assign all ports for the DID VoiceMemo application to a single line group; then 
you can specify the dial plan, dial strings, etc., for this entire group. The server 
software recognizes line groups by their number. 

line Group Number 
Each line group is represented by a discrete number. Valid line group numbers are 1 
through 24. 

Group Name 
The group name, though optional, should identify the line group’s purpose. For 
example, a line group could be called. “DID SYS.” There is no default group name. 

line(s) in Group 
You identify each line (or port) in a group the same as for the VoiceMemo 
application. For more information on identifying lines in a group, see the 
VoiceMemo Application chapter. 

Configuring the Application 

Configuring the DID VoiceMemo application consists of configuring digit 
manipulation, then, as with the VoiceMemo application, establishing day and night 
hours, establishing a mailbox dialing plan, specifying call transfers and the use of 
attendants, and identifying administrator’s and attendant’s mailboxes. YOU must also 

decide whether to configure other operations such as a Wait prompt, the default 
language for prompts, and passcodes. 

Digit Manipulation 
- 

The CO typically transmits, as requested, the last three, four, five, or seven digits of 
the dialed number. The server accepts the transmitted digits and the application 
software manipulates them. Digit manipulation means one or more of the 
following: 

0 Ignoring one or more of the leading transmitted digits 
l Adding a fured quantity (offset) to the received digits 
0 Subtracting a fured quantity from the received digits 

When the server has received the proper number of digits, it answers the call with the 
mailbox owner’s greeting. 
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Digits Expected 
Enter the number of digits that are supplied by the CO to this DID trunk group (l- 
11 digits). 

Digits Absorbed 
If the number of digits expected is greater than the number of digits in a valid 
mailbox number, the DID VoiceMemo application can be programmed to ignore or 
“absorb” these extra digits. 

The digits are absorbed in the order received. For example, if Digits Absorbed = 2, 
the software absorbs (ignores) the first two digits that it receives. See examples 1 and 
2 at the end of this discussion for a more complete illustration of this operation. 

On the DID VoiceMemo Application Worksheet, enter the number of digits 
supplied by the CO to this DID trunk group that are to be ignored or “absorbed” (1 
through 9 digits). 

Offset (+/-) 
Ideally, the digits that the server receives from the CO should match the mailbox 
number. If this is not possible, the server must map these digits (or convert them) 
into the corresponding mailbox numbers. One method of doing this is to absorb 
digits, as mentioned above. Another option (which can be combined with the 
absorption of digits) is to add a signed offset number: 

a To subtract from prefer digits, use a minus (-) offset. 
a To add to prefer digits, use a + offset. 
a Use offset = 0 to pass digits through unchanged. 

Th e process of mapping DID received digits into mailbox numbers can be seen in 
the following examples: 

-a -  
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DID VoiceMemo Worksheet 

Define Line Groups Current group 2 Add lines 10 
current group l:O:O-1:1:7 

Name of 
current group DID Group c”:~~~~jjf$“’ None 

Line Group Only 
Applications Group selected 2 Select 

application 

VoiceMemo 
Configuration Online 

Menu 

Digit Manipulation Menu 

Day/Night 

Group selected 2 

DID diglts absorbed 

&&gure mobile u yes u no 

] DIDsignedoffset [ 100 1 

Weekend davs 

Dialing Plan Menu Dialing plan 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 a 9 

Optional Star * *Networking with 
Prefix Dialing Plan prefix dplan digit El 

‘Networking with 
prefix dplan length *Dial by name dplan digit 

l Networking without 
prefix dplan digit 

*Networking without 
prefix dplan length cl 

‘OH system msg. 
delivery dplan digit cl 

Dial String and Mailbox 
Menu ~~~~~ 7 

Administratoh 
mailbox # 9179640 

z$iEyfer yj 

Attendanrs mailbox # 

E-mail transfer 
string 31064225+ 

General greeting 
mailbox # I/ 

Pre-company 
name dial string 1 dial string 71 

Pre-maibox greeting 

VoiceMemo 
Configuration-Online 

Menu 

Key Ofor attendant 
transferdunng 
greeting? 

Default language for 

Dial-by-Name Menu Last name Exact match 
first flag? ayes break? 

Cl”0 

i yes ~~~~~gi’ m yes 2:; myes /&$$$shold j 

"0 #no 
number? cl”0 

Passcode Menu 

Allow Dial an 
Extension Menu 

Speech QI$;I 

Minimum passcode Madmum passcode 
length le”sth 

;;z;e.lF extension Q yes Q no Allow dial an 
extension for users? II yes D no 

All names and All recorded 
greetings messages 

Figure 3-2 Sample DID VoiceMemo Application Worksheet 

z% - 
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Example 1. Assume: 

Digits expected 4 
Digits absorbed 1 

Offset -100 

This means that any set of four digits, as received on DID, maps as follows: 

3275 (digits received on DID) 
275 (absorb one digit) 

- 100 (add signed offset) 

175 (mailbox number) 

Under the same circumstances, receiving a sequence of 3276 results in mailbox 
number 176, a 3280 is converted to mailbox number 180, and so on. 

Example 2. Assume: 

Digits expected 2 
Digits absorbed 0 
Offset 200 

This means that any set of two digits received on DID maps as follows: 

I7 (digits received on DID) 
17 (do not absorb any digits) 

+200 (add signed offset) 

2 17 (mailbox number) 

Notice that, given the DID parameters in example 2, only mailbox numbers 200 
through 299 can be accessed from this DID trunk. 

Example 3. This example illustrates a situation where the offset plus the dialed 
number leads to digit carrying. Assume: 

Digits expected 4 
Digits absorbed 0 
Offset 250 

This means that any set of four digits received on DID will map as follows: 

1587 (digits received on DID) 
1587 (do not absorb any digits) 
+250 (add signed offset) 

1837 (mailbox number) 

2s -  
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Note: The DID VoiceMemo application uses “normal” addition, adding 
1587 and 250 to get 1837. Applications using “no-carry” math, 
such as Enhanced Inband, add each digit separately, discarding any 
carried digits. 

Day and Night Hours 

Parameters that establish day and night hours (and work days versus weekend days) 
operate in the DID VoiceMemo application the same as in the VoiceMemo 
application. See the VoiceMemo Application chapter for more information. 

Mailbox Dialing Plan 

The available DID number block may only allow a certain range of extension 
numbers. Ideally, mailbox numbers should match the DID numbers. This makes it 
easier for callers to remember the proper mailbox number. While a mailbox owner 
with a single mailbox could get along fine without ever knowing his mailbox 
number, owners of multiple mailboxes often need access to a series of mailboxes 
without the inconvenience of making a telephone call to each DID number. This is 
a particularly valuable feature for mailbox owners who are traveling and call from a 
long distance away. 

In all other respects, you establish a DID VoiceMemo application mailbox dialing 
plan the same as described for the VoiceMemo application. For more information 
on the dialing plan, see the VoiceMemo Application chapter. 

Transfers and Attendants 

Note: Transfers involving a pre-company name dial string, a pre-mailbox 
greeting dial string, and a system attendant’s extension generally are 
not used in DID applications. However, if the switch integrated 
with your installation does support these operations, the following 
paragraphs apply. 

Pre-Company Name Dial String 
This string is the sequence of digits or pauses that the server inserts before playing the 
company greeting (administrator’s mailbox greeting). It is generally not used in 
DID applications. 

Pre-Mailbox Greeting Dial String 
Similarly, this is the string of activities that the server executes before playing out a 
mailbox greeting. In some telephone offices, the forwarding and answer is so fast 
that it is disconcerting to some callers. Putting a + sign in this position causes the 
server to wait a second after answering, before playing the greeting. 

For more information, see the VoiceMemo Application chapter. 
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System Attendant’s Extension (Optional) 

The DID VoiceMemo application supports Return to Operator for DID line 
groups. The system attendant’s extension is used to process the call being returned 
to the operator. 

In most cases, the DID VoiceMemo application does not use a system attendant’s 
mailbox, extension, or dial string. This is because only some COs support this 
feature. If your CO does support Return to Operator, then you should also 
configure the Key-0 for Attendant Transfer During Greeting parameter and the 
Attendant’s Transfer String parameter when setting up this application. See the 
VoiceMemo Application chapter for more information on these parameters. 

Wait Prompt 

The Wait prompt operates in the DID VoiceMemo application the same as in the 
VoiceMemo application. See the VoiceMemo Application chapter for more 
information. 

Administrator’s and Attendant’s Mailboxes 

For most DID applications it is appropriate to remove these mailboxes. If you do 
use them, however, the following information applies. 

The default mailbox file contains 10 possible default administrator’s mailboxes. It 
also contains 10 possible default attendant’s mailboxes. The defaults are: 

3-8 

Administrator’s Defaults 

98 

998 

9998 

99998 

999998 

9999998 

99999998 

999999998 

9999999998 

99999999998 

Attendant’s Defaults 

99 

999 

9999 

99999 

999999 

9999999 

99999999 

999999999 

9999999999 

99999999999 

See the VoiceMemo Application chapter for more information on these two 
mailboxes. 
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While 0 through 11 are acceptable entries for each position in the dial plan, if you 
wish to use one of these default mailboxes, the dial plan entry for mailboxes that 
begin with 9 must be within the range 2-I 1. 

Mailbox Passcodes 

Passcode parameters operate in the DID VoiceMemo application the same as in the 
VoiceMemo application. See the VoiceMemo Application chapter for more 
information. 

Default language For Prompts 

The default language for prompts operates in the DID VoiceMemo application the 
same as in the VoiceMemo application. See the VoiceMemo Application chapter for 
more information. 

Answer Delay 

You may set a variable answer delay. The default for this parameter is zero (no 
delay), and in most cases, it does not need not be changed. A delay of up to l/2 
second may be required for certain applications (for example, VoiceMemo and 
Receptionist II) that use E & M trunks. 

Users need this delay if the application software sometimes answers an incoming call 
before all the digits are received, causing the switch to stop sending digits. In cases 
where the DID VoiceMemo application does not work for a customer because the 
server answers too fast, this parameter should solve the problem. 

For more information on this parameter, see the VoiceMemo Application chapter. 

Making a Phoneline ExceBtion for Wink Start 
The Series 6 server is compatible with both rotary and DTMF outpulsing from the 
CO. However, the telephone company normally requires wink start operation with 
DID service. To enable the Series 6 server to send wink to the CO on seizure, you 
must change the Wink Start telephony parameter (24) to 1 (yes) for each DID trunk. 
See “DID VoiceMemo Application” in the task list for the procedure. 

Using the DID VoiceMemo Application 

This section covers the final steps to take in order to use the DID VoiceMemo 
application. 
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Activating Changes 

Activating changes for the DID VoiceMemo application is identical to activating 
changes as discussed in the VoiceMemo Application chapter. 

Creating Mailboxes 

The final step for making DID VoiceMemo operational is to create mailboxes. Refer 
to Chapter 6, Mailboxes, for more information.. 

If the administrator’s or the attendant’s mailbox is desired and is set to a number 
other than the default, you must create the mailbox before using it. Identifying the 
mailbox numbers in the DID VoiceMemo application gives the mailboxes the ability 
to perform their special functions, but the functions are not enabled until the 
mailboxes are configured. The recommended FCOS for both mailboxes is 10 (VIP), 
the LCOS is 1 (Default), the GCOS is 1, and the message waiting type should be 
whatever is available for your server. 

Testing 

After phone lines have been installed, and you have completed all the applicable steps 
discussed so far, test your DID VoiceMemo application. In addition to the testing 
tips listed in the following paragraphs, see the task list for the procedure. 

* - 

For test purposes, standard single line telephones perfectly mimic a CO; 
a rotary dial telephone mimics dial pulse signaling, and a pushbutton 
phone generates the DTMF of tone trunks. 

Unplugging a CO line makes the line neither idle nor busy to the CO. 
The CO’s automatic testing eventually discovers the unplugged line, and 
takes it out of service. You must then call the telephone company and 
have them reactivate the line manually, unless the local phone company 
has configured the trunk group for auto-restore. Whenever possible, it is 
better to make a line busy to the CO than to unplug it. Make a line busy 
by reversing its polarity (grounding the M lead). 

Once the server is working, use caution when substituting telephone line 
cords. Two kinds of line cords are commonly available. You can tell 
them apart by the positions of the two tabs on their end connectors. The 
standard cord (that is, the most readily available) has tabs on opposite 
sides of the line cord. The other type, which is sometimes called a data 
cord, has tabs that are both on the same side of the line cord. Replacing 
an existing line cord with a different type can take the port out of service. 

The standard cord (tabs on opposite sides) reverses the positions of the E 
& M leads, but maintains Tip & Ring polarity. Plugging in a cord that 
switches E & M lead positions between the Tellabs cards and the Series 6 
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server immediately takes the server off-hook, and holds the port out of 
service. 

The data cord (tabs on the same side) maintains E & M continuity, but 
reverses Tip & Ring polarity. Plugging in a cord that reverses polarity 
between the CO and the Tellabs equipment automatically makes the 
trunk busy, and effectively takes it out of service. 

Usage Considerations 
In a DID environment, there are mailbox login differences if you are using Greeting- 
Only DID mailboxes. In addition, a DID environment can confuse new mailbox 
owners when they record their first greeting, These considerations are discussed in 
the following paragraphs. 

logging Into Greeting-Only DID Mailboxes 

DID mailboxes with FCOS 6 (Greeting Only) or with any other FCOS that issues 
greetings but does not allow receipt of outside caller messages, have a different login 
procedure. To log into one of these DID mailboxes, a mailbox owner must: 

1. Press the star (*) or zero key during the playing of the greeting. This does 
not interrupt the greeting. 

2. When the entire greeting has been played, the server asks the mailbox 
owner to enter a passcode, if there is one. The mailbox owner is not 
required to wait for the prompt, but is required to wait until the entire 
greeting plays before entering the passcode. The mailbox owner is now 
logged in. 

Recording the First Greeting for Greeting-Only DID Mailboxes 

Newly created Greeting-Only DID mailboxes do not have greetings; when new 
mailbox owners try to reach their mailbox td record a greeting, the server responds, 
“That is not a valid mailbox number.” 

Mailbox owners can log into a Greeting-Only mailbox that does not have a greeting 
by pressing the star (*) key or zero key during the playing of “That is not a valid 
mailbox number,” then entering the passcode after the prompt has finished playing. 
However, this procedure can be confusing to a new mailbox owner and can make the 
first experience with the server unnecessarily difficult. 

To avoid this situation and to create goodwill, follow this procedure: 

1. Initially assign FCOS 1 (Unlimited) to the mailbox when you create it. 
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2. Log into the mailbox and record a greeting that welcomes the new mailbox 
owner. 

3. After the greeting is recorded, mod+ the mailbox configuration to give the 
mailbox the correct FCOS. 
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CP 3320 
DID VoiceMemo Configuration 

Page 1 of 2 

VoiceMemo Release 6.OA and later 

This procedure summarizes the steps necessary to configure the DID VoiceMemo 
application. It assumes that the appropriate server hardware and DID VoiceMemo 
application software have been installed. 

Step 

1. Complete a DID VoiceMemo Worksheet. Blank DID VoiceMemo worksheets are 
near the back of this manual. 

2. Define a line group to be used for the DID VoiceMemo application. 

3. Go to the VoiceMemo Configuration Online Menu in the active or inactive 
configuration. Select Inactive Configuration if you just made a change through the 
Offline Menu without activating it, or Active Configuration otherwise. 

Select: (E) Modify Active Configuration 
or 

(F) Modify Inactive Configuration 
4. Specify the line group to which the DID VoiceMemo application is assigned. 

Select: (G) Group Selected 
Prompt: Enter a group number = 
Response: The number of the line group (l-24), 

or 

Press Enter if the current number is correct. 

5. Set conversion parameters for DID digits from the Central Office. 

6. Use the Other Features option of the DID VoiceMemo Application Menu to set 
the other DID VoiceMemo parameters identified in the following steps. 

7. Schedule company greetings. Use the Day/Night Menu to: 

l Designate the start of the work day 

l - Designate the end of the work day 

l Designate the weekend 

8. Establish a dialing plan. If no star prefuc is desired, use the Dialing Plan Menu. If a 
star prefix is desired, use the Star Prefer Dplan Menu to: 

l Specify the trigger digit if Dial-by-Name is desired, 

or 

l Specify the signal digit if call placement is desired. 

9. Enable call placement message delivery, if desired. 

10. Configure for transfer to a system attendant, if desired. 

Refirence 

3’ 5010, Ch. I 

tienu Map 2 

:P 6000 

Clenu Map 4 

CP 5024, Ch. 6 

CP 5002, Ch. 2 

CP 3306, Ch. 4 

CP 5020, Ch. 2 
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VoiceMemo Release 6.OA and later 

Step Reference 

11. If any of the following are desired, define an administrator’s mailbox: 

l Master distribution lists 

l Company greetings and alternate greeting 

l Phone administration 

12. If any of the following are desired, define an attendant’s mailbox: 

l Collecting or preventing unaddressed messages 

l Message of the day 

l Site tutorial 

13. Prevent unaddressed messages, if desired. 

14. Enable multiple messages for outside callers, if desired. 

15. Set a default language for prompts, if other than English. 

16. Enable Dial-by-Name, if desired. 

0 Code the dialing plan with an A in the digit position that triggers a prompt 
about spelling the name. 

l Set the dial-by-name parameters. 

l Include feature bit 92 (user will be in Dial-by-Name database) in the FCOS 
assigned to mailboxes. 

17. Configure the mailbox passcode parameters. 

18. Verify that the configuration is correct. 

19. If you chose the inactive configuration at the beginning of this procedure, activate 

a the configuration to make the parameter settings take effect. 

3 3303, Ch. 6 

3’ 3304, Ch. 6 

CP 5023, Ch. 2 

CP 5022, Ch. 2 

Cl? 3312, Ch. 6 

CP 3309, Ch. 2 

CP 5021, Ch. 1C 

CP 5015, Ch. 1 

CP 7002, Ch. 1 

Dot. RN. A 



Set Parameters for 
Digit Absorption and Offset 

cr 6000 
Pagelofl 

VoiceMemo Release G.OA and later 

This procedure describes how to specify the number of digits that are supplied by the 
Central Office, treat extra digits supplied by the Central Office, and map extra digits 
into VoiceMemo mailbox numbers. 

step 

1. Reach the DID VoiceMemo Application Menu, then go to the Digit Manipulation 
Options Menu. 

Select: (E) Digits Expected 
prampt.- DID digits expected (0 thru 11) = 
Reponce.- The number of digits (O-l 1) supplied by the Central Office to this DID 

trunk group. 

Se,!& (A) Digits Absorbed 
Prompt: DID digits absorbed (0 thru 11) = 
Reponser The number of leading digits (O-l 1) supplied by the central office to 

this DID mmk group that are to be ignored (“absorbed”) 

UT 

0 (zero) if there are no leading digits to be absorbed. 

SelecC (0) Signed Offset 
P&~pt: DID signed offset = -- 
Response: The vaIue that must be added to or subtracted from the number of 

digits supplied by the Central Office to determine a mailbox number 

0 (zero) to pass the supplied number through unchanged. 

Specify a value in one of these formats: 

l +n or n to indic&e a value to add 

l -n to indicate a value to subtract 

2. Savethe entries by exiting to the Main Menu. 

Reference 

Aenu Map 4 
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Test the DID VoiceMemo Application 

Pagelofl 

VoiceMemo Release G.OA and later 

This procedure describes how to test the DID VoiceMemo application after it has been 
configured. Prerequisites to this procedure are as follows: 

l All appropriate hardware has been installed 

l Telephone lines have been installed 

l All required greetings have been recorded 

l A test mailbox must be configured for DID VoiceMemo application use. 

l A test telephone to simulate an outside caller’s telephone for calling into the server. 

Step Reference 

1. Reseat the line cards associated with the DID test port. 

2. Define a line group for the DID VoiceMemo application with the required port(s). 

3. If you are using wink start DID lines, ensure that phoneline exception 24 is set to 
Yes (wink start) for the DID test port. 

4. Perform an orderly shutdown then turn off the server. 

5. Turn on the server and allow program initialization to complete. 

6. Make sure the line cards are connected to the DID phone line services. -- 
7. Call the DID test mailbox and leave a message. 

8. Play the message in the DID test mailbox and check it for satisfactory playback. 

5ntig7am Series 
5 Insza~lation and 
Service Manuai 
3’ 5010, Ch. 1 



4 Pager Application 

This chapter covers: 

Overview 

Paging, Message Delivery, and Call Placement 

Configuration Requirements and Worksheets 

Line Group Definition 

Mailbox Configuration 

Examples 

Testing the Configuration 

Billing Issues 

The User Interface 

The Pager application causes the Series 6 server to initiate, rather than receive, a 
telephone call. Don’t let the name “Pager application” confuse you. It is used for 
paging, but also for a number of other functions that require outdials. An outdial is 
a call placed by the server. Two other uses of this application are message delivery 
and call placement. Some optional features, such as FaxMemo and Cut-through 
Paging, use the Pager application as well. 

Paging is a function that allows the server to notify a mailbox owner when a message 
arrives in the mailbox by activating a radio pager. Parameters can be set to limit the 
hours that a page may be sent, or the types of messages that activate a page. For 
information on Cut-through Paging, see the Cut-through Paging optional feature 
documentation. 

Message delivery is a function that allows the server to notify a mailbox owner when 
a message has been received, by calling the mailbox owner at a predefined telephone 
number and allowing the owner to log into the mailbox. Parameters can be set to 
limit the hours that a message delivery may be made, or the types of messages that 
activate the message delivery. 

Call placement is similar to message delivery, in that it places a call to a telephone 
number. In this case, the message is made 6~ (rather than to) the mailbox owner. 
The message is addressed to a telephone number rather than to a mailbox. The 
answering party does not have to log in to hear the message. Call placement was 
formerly known as “off-system messaging.” 
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Paging 

The Series G server supports three pager types: tone pagers that beep when they are 
activated, display pagers that show the paging party’s telephone number, and voice 
pagers that play a few seconds of a message that was left. Servers can access any of 
these types of pagers, and can activate the display of a display pager or issue a 
message for a voice pager when the message is left in a mailbox. 

Figure 4-l shows one way paging works in the server. When a message is left in a 
mailbox configured for paging, the server places a call to the paging company 
(through the PBX and the CO). The pager then indicates the call. BBL paging and 
the TNPP integration are optional features that supply a direct RS-232 link to the 
paging system, rather than the dial-up system shown here. 

Series 6 
SWVW 

Central O&e Paging CoYmp& Pager 

Figure 4-l Pager Call Processing 

Paging has these features: 

Three types of pager support (tone, display, voice) 

Paging can be activated for specific types of messages. 

Users can specify the hours available for paging. 

Users can enter the number to be paged. 

Limits for paging can be set through the Limits Class of Service (LCOS). 

The server can track number of pages for billing purposes. 
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l Pages can be billed to a credit card or other billing account. 

Message Delivery 

Message delivery provides message waiting indication by calling a mailbox owner at a 
pre-configured telephone number. When the phone is answered, the server says, 
“Hello [user’s name]. You have [number] unplayed message(s) in your mailbox. 
Please enter your passcode.” When the mailbox owner enters a passcode, the server 
says, “You have [number] unplayed messages in your mailbox. Press l? to play the 
first message.” The mailbox owner is now logged into the mailbox, and can use any 
of the features (Play, Make, Give, etc.) available to that mailbox. 

The server prompts for the passcode once, then waits 30 seconds for a response. If 
someone other than the user answers, and does not know the passcode, the server 
says “Call back when you can remember your passcode. Good-bye.” and hangs up. 

Message delivery is particularly valuable for users who do not work on-site, and so 
cannot use ordinary message waiting indicators. Without message delivery, they 
might have to call in many times a day to receive messages in a timely manner. 

Message delivery has these features: 

l Message delivery can be activated for specific types of messages. 

l Users can specify the hours available for message delivery. 

l Users can enter the number to be called. 

l Limits for message delivery can be set through the LCOS. 

l The server can track number of messages delivered for billing purposes. 

l Message delivery calls can be billed to a mailbox owner’s credit card or 
other billing account. 

Call Placement 

Call placement (formerly known as “off-system messaging”) allows server users to 
send messages to the telephones of people who are not server users, that is, who do 
not have mailboxes. For example, users can send messages when their time at a 
phone is limited (at a pay phone, for example) and expect the other party to receive 
their information. A company can send a product announcement to many target 
customers at once, or a volunteer group can notify its members of a meeting time 
change. Any mailbox owner can have this feature if you configure the mailbox 
properly. 

Call placement provides voice message delivery by dialing a telephone number 
entered by the caller. When the phone is answered, the server says, “Hello 
[recipient’s name]. You have a call from [user name].” The recipient can accept, 
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reject, delay, or hold the call for 30 seconds. If the call is accepted, the message plays 
and the recipient can reply to the message. 

Call placement is compatible with all applications and integrations. It has these 
features: 

l Users can send a single message to any number and combination of 
mailboxes and call placement numbers. 

l The server retries delivery until successful. 

l The server administrator can adjust redialing interval and frequency. 

0 A user can give an existing message to an outside number. 

l Calls can be passcode protected, to ensure only the intended recipient can 
play the message. 

l Limits for call placement can be set through the LCOS and RCOS (see the 
Other Classes of Service chapter). 

l The server notifies users about calls that cannot be delivered. 

l The server can track the number of calls for billing purposes. 

l Message delivery calls can be billed to a mailbox owner’s credit card or 
other billing account. 

Summary of Configuration Requirements 
Paging configuration occurs in two primary areas, the server configuration data and 
the mailbox configuration of each mailbox that uses the Pager application. You may 
also need to set up the Feature Class of Service (FCOS) and Limits Class of Service 
(LCOS) used in the mailbox configuration. 

Message delivery is implemented the same way as paging, with one addition: when 
configuring a mailbox, the Message Delivery parameter is set to Yes. The Busy Pager 
Attempts parameter and Busy Pager Interval parameter are not listed. The server 
uses only the Pager Frequency parameter and Pager Interval parameter in the 
message delivery process. 

Call placement configuration occurs in the same two areas for each mailbox: the 
VoiceMemo application configuration data and the mailbox configuration file. 
Message waiting indicators are not used with call placement. 

a -  
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VoiceMemo Configuration Data 

Paging, message delivery, and call placement require this information in the 
VoiceMemo application configuration data: 

l The line group used for outdials 

l Pager system names. These are unique names, also called “pager names,” 
to help you identify which pager system you are referring to. An example 
of a pager system name is “Outside Access.” 

l Hold time. This is the number of seconds that the outdial port remains 
off-hook after all outdialing is performed. It should be long enough to 
allow a reorder or busy tone to be returned, which alerts the server that a 
page has failed. The default value is 20 seconds. The maximum hold time 
allowed is 90 seconds. Set a value of 3 seconds to clear the port more 
quickly. 

l Pager systems. These are outdial indexes that outdial a certain dial string 
when accessed. Each pager system is represented by a number. (You later 
enter this number as an internal outdial index, billed outdial index, or 
unbilled outdial index, and specify the access code index when adding a 
pager, message delivery, call placement, or fax retrieval to a mailbox.) 

Message delivery also requires the server features that make it possible for the user to 
log into a mailbox, and to interact with the server . 

Call placement also requires: 

l Server features that make it possible for the user to send messages to 
outside telephone numbers 

l Modification of the VoiceMemo application line group’s dialing plan 

- Mail box Configuration Data 

Paging, message delivery, and call placement require this information in the user’s 
mailbox configuration: 

l A properly modified FCOS 

l A properly modified LCOS 

l The outdial indexes (which point to a specific pager system) 

l The pager access type (which points to an internal outdial index, billed 
outdial index, or unbilled outdial index) 
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Both paging and message delivery need this information: 

l The pager number (the telephone number that the server outdials to) 

l The pager frequency (the number of times that the server attempts to 
notify the user of an unplayed message) 

l The pager interval (the number of minutes the server waits between 
repages) 

For paging you also need: 

l The post-pager number (used with display pagers). Once the server has 
reached the pager number and the call is answered, it then sends the post- 
pager number to be displayed on the pager. 

l The busy pager attempts (the number of times that the server attempts to 
notify the user of an unplayed message when it receives a busy tone on the 
last page attempt) 

l The busy pager interval (the number of minutes the server waits between 
repages when it receives a busy tone on the last page attempt) 

Pager Application Worksheets 

Use the combined information from three worksheets to organize data for 
configuring a Pager application: the VoiceMemo (or DID VoiceMemo) Application 
Worksheet, the Mailbox Individual Worksheet, and the Outdial Line Group 
Worksheet. 

l The VoiceMemo (or DID VoiceMemo) Application Worksheet you 
completed for the VoiceMemo or DID VoiceMemo application contains 
information applicable to message delivery and call placement. 
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If you are including message delivery in this application, you set all 
parameters in the Other Pager Features Menu to the same settings as the 
primary application that is configured on your server . For example, if the 
VoiceMemo application is used for processing most calls on your server, 
copy the entries from the VoiceMemo Worksheet into the Other Pager 
Features Menu. (The primary application could be VoiceMemo, or one of 
the integrations, such as SL-l/IVMS, NEC 2400, Intecom, ITT, or 
Centrex.) 

If you are including call placement in this application, establish a dialing 
plan on this worksheet that tells the server that mailboxes starting with the 
specified digit are actually telephone numbers. Figure 4-2 shows a sample 
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VoiceMemo Application Worksheet for call placement. See the 
VoiceMemo Application chapter for more information. 

l The Mailbox Worksheet organizes information you need to configure 
individual mailboxes for paging, message delivery, or call placement, or 
any combination of these functions. Figure 4-3 shows a sample Mailbox 
Worksheet for paging. 

If you are including call placement in this application, specify the 
appropriate outdial index and access type for call placement. Also specify 
the appropriate FCOS and LCOS for call placement. 

l The Outdial Line Group Worksheet organizes information you need to 
configure the line group that outdials paging and message delivery calls 
and identify the pager system. Figure 4-4 shows a sample Outdial Line 
Group Worksheet for paging. 
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VoiceMemo Worksheet 

Define line groups current group , Add lines to 
current group l:O:O-1:1:7 

Name of 
current group Call Place &!?~k$? N o n e 

Line Group Only 
Group selected 1 Select 

Applications application El 

VoiceMemo 
Configuration Online 

Menu 

Group selected 1 

Daymight 

Dialing Plan Menu 

WTh F Sa Su 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 6 9 

Optional Star l 

Prefix Dialing Plan 
‘Networking with 
prefix dplan digrt *Dial by name dplan digit 0 

* Networking without 
prefix dplan digit 

Diil Siring and Mailbox 
Menu 

System 
311 

Attendant’s transfer 
attendant’s 
extension 

strrng or PBX St 
predirectory # 

Administrators 
mailbox # 9614 Attendant’s mailbox # 9615 

&r&l transfer 3106422 5+ General greeting 
mailbox # 654 

Pm-company 
name dial string 

Pre-maibox greeting 
dial string 

VoiceMemo 
Configuration-Online 

Menu 

Key Ofor attendant Prompts ‘Enter Allow multiple 
transfer during mailbox # or messages for 
greeting? tyes no wait’? tyes no outside caller? tyes no 

Default language for 
prompts El 

Dial-by-Name Menu Last name Exact match 
first flag? 

t yes break? 

no 

Passcode Menu 

Allow Dial an 
Extension Menu 

Speech Qt&lln$ 

Minimum passcode 
El 

;k$um PasScOde 1 ;;P;code trip 13 Passcode trip 
length period 112”/ 

Allow dial an 
extension for callers? LI yes d no 

Allow dral an 
extension for users? Q yes D no 

All names and All recorded 
greetings messages 118 

Figure 4-2 Sample VoiceMemo Application Worksheet for Call Placement 

2% - 
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Mailbox Individual Worksheet 

(also complete Tree (also complete Rotational 
Mailbox Wofisheet) Maibox Worksheet) 

Create New Mailboxes Mailbox to create 9 1 1 7 
I 

Name 5mith, Bob 

Department code Outside I 
Access code ( / 

f3;3$;;;ist day 71 1 / Receptionist night 
treatment 

Attendant 
extension number 511 

Escgs Class of (10 Limits Class of 
El 

Group Class of 
Service 14 

Network Class of 
Service Service 

Tenant Class of Restriction Class 
Service 

Temporary 
of Service cl passcode El 

Message wafting 
type #l 

/51 type #2 Message waiting 131 ;;;;ywaitiw 0 

Call placement Turn off QYes ano lime zone offset 
pager access pagerlouttil 
type notification? 

+;;ith change 2, 3 _ 6 1 ;;;wh reylew *, 3 -6 

For outdial billing only 

Message speech Name/greeting 
quality speech quality 

$$aloutdial ( ;;lloutdial ( cedoutdial (0 

Billing number 71 ;f;;dialing u NE u BN 

I I J 

For AC massage lamp AC message 
(message waifing typa # waiting lamp El 
ZOflonl~ address 

For message waiting fypa 
5 only Pager access 

type El 
;;ger 11 ;;gw[ ++G9117# ] 

Pager frequency 
El 

Pager interval 1301 !;~;7& #Yes a no ;vmF Qyes a no 

Busy pager 
attempts 

Busy pager interval Pager start 
time 

Figure 4-3 Sample Mailbox Worksheet for Paging 
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Outdial Line Group Worksheet 

Define Line Groups 

Line Group Only 
Applications 

VoiceMemo 
Configuration Online 

Menu 

Pagers 

Pager System Pager Name Access Code HoldTime 

0 Outside Access T9T 3 

1 415 Area Code T9T1415 3 

2 553 Exchange T9T553 3 

3 

Current group 2 

Name of 
current group Pager Dialer 1 

Group selected 2 

Group selected 12 I 

Pager systems 
supported 0,1,2 
(from Pager 
Systems Index 
Plan, above) 

Figure 4-4 Sample Outdial Line Group Worksheet for Paging 
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Defining a line Group 
Use the information in the following paragraphs for entries on the VoiceMemo 
Worksheet and Outdial Line Group Worksheet. 

Guidelines for Port Allocation 

The server requires at least one port to outdial calls for paging, message delivery, and 
call placement. Outdialing ports must be dedicated exclusively; this means that there 
are fewer ports available to accept incoming calls. If not enough ports are reserved to 
handle the outdial traffic, however, the requests are queued, and users do not receive 
message waiting notification or messages in a timely manner. In addition, certain 
other types of message waiting indicators require the exclusive use of at least one 
server line card port. Before assigning pagers or message delivery to mailboxes, YOU 

should analyze call traffic flow and decide how much of the server you wish to devote 
to outdials. 

Each call to a radio pager ties up an outdialing port for less than a minute; queuing 
becomes a problem only when there are a great many users with pagers. Message 
delivery can require more ports than paging, since each port is tied up for the entire 
time that the user is logged in. For example, if a user does more than simply play the 
unplayed message(s) that activated message delivery, the outdialing port can be in use 
for a considerable amount of time. Call placement is more like message delivery 
because ports are in use for more time than for paging. 

Note: The server installation site, as the calling party, is responsible for 
any charges that accrue when paging, message delivery or call 
placement calls are made to numbers outside of the PBX system. 

line Group Information 

All the server ports are assigned to line groups. Each line group, in turn, is assigned 
to a single application, and any configuring that is done for that application applies 
to every port in the line group. The number of ports in each line group depends on 
how heavy the phone traffic is expected to be for the particular application. 

line Group Number 
Each line group is represented by a discrete number. Valid line group numbers are 1 
through 24. 

Group Name 
The group name sh ould identify the line group’s purpose. For example, “Pager 
Outdialer.” 
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line(s) in Group 
You identify each line (or port) in a group by a triplet, which represent the module, 
slot (line card), and port on a line card. Module refers to a CPU, the server’s main 
processor. Modules are numbered 1 through 4. Slots are numbered are 0 through 
15. Ports are numbered from 0 to the number of ports on the line card; you can 
connect one telephone line to each port. 

For more information on line groups, see the VoiceMemo Application chapter. 

Call Placement 
To use call placement, you must change the dialing plan. Use the letter T as a 
dialing plan entry. For example, if you entered T in position 8 of the plan, users 
would enter 8 from the keypad to activate the call placement function. You can use 
T in any position of the dialing plan, but only once. Refer to the VoiceMemo 
Application chapter for more information on the dialing plan. 

You may also want to define a new pager system or dial string (see the following) to 
implement call placement. 

Pager Systems Supported 
You can configure the server with up to 16 different outdial access codes, each 
identified by an index number (O-l 5). Each outdial line group does not need to 
support all access codes; for example, a line group dedicated to radio paging for the 
local area code does not need to support an access code designed for long distance 
call placement. Assigning only the required access codes to an outdial line group 
makes it easier to plan and control traffic and prevent abuse. 

The mailbox configuration specifies these access codes for use in placing internal 
calls, unbilled external calls, and external calls charged to a billing number. You 
enter the appropriate pager system numbers as the internal outdial index, billed 
outdial index, and unbilled outdial index. 

The Pager Systems supported parameter assigns specific pager systems to the line 
group that is currently selected. You should analyze your needs carefully before 
assigning pager systems. For example, if your server will have message delivery, call 
placement, and outdialing to radio pagers, you should take into account the fact that 
a single message delivery can take several minutes (while the user plays the message, 
answers it, etc.), while activating a radio pager takes a fraction of that time. 
Therefore, you might want to assign pager systems that outdial call placement or 
message delivery calls to a larger line group. 

Configuring a Dial String 

Use the information in the following paragraphs for entries on the Mailbox 
Worksheet and Outdial Line Group Worksheet. 
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When you are configuring the server to outdial, you want it to duplicate the steps 
that you would perform to dial a pager or place a phone call. 

Paging 

Many telephone switches require that you dial an access code to get an outside line. 
To call the pager, you usually dial the pager company telephone number, listen for a 
pager tone, then dial the code number of the pager. Before you dial the pager 
company telephone number, however, you pick up the receiver on the telephone, 
and listen for a dial tone to be sure that the telephone system is ready to accept the 
number that you dial. The steps for successfully activating this pager, therefore, are 
to (1) go off-hook and listen for the dial tone, (2) dial any access code necessary to 
get an outside line, (3) dial the pager company telephone number, (4) listen for the 
pager tone, then (5) dial the pager number. All these steps must be configured. 

Message Delivery and Call Placement 

Many telephone switches require that you dial an access code to get an outside line. 
Anything you must do, such as waiting for tones, other than dialing the actual 
number, must be configured. 

Translate Operations to a Dial String 

The server recognizes certain characters, which allow you to duplicate the steps 
required to page or place a telephone call. The pager dial strings consist of the 
characters listed in Table 4- 1. 

Note: The server always assumes a G (wait for greeting) as the last 
character in a message delivery dial string. 

Pager System Dial Strings 

The server divides the characters for the sequence of events into three parts: the 
access code (defined in one of the 16 pager systems), the pager number and the post- 
pager number. The access code contains the part of the dial string that is stored in 
the online configuration. The pager number and post-pager number are the parts of 
the dial string that are stored in an individual user’s mailbox configuration. Assign 
dial strings to each section using the following structure: 

l The access code, identified by the pager system index number, contains the 
first part of the dial string necessary to reach the user’s pager. It is usually 
the part of the dial string that is common to some group of users. 

l The pager number is the balance of the dial string necessary to reach the 
user’s pager. 

l The post-pager number is used as the data to display on a display pager. 
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Table 4-1 Pager Dial String Characters 

Character Explanation 

o-9, *, # Keys on a standard pushbutton telephone 

( The following digits should be dial pulsed (10 PI’S) 

1 Stop pulsing; resume sending DTMF tones 

+ Pause for one second 

A-D Fourth column DTMF keys 

E Go off-hook, wait for dial tone or other steady tone (pager 
go- ahead or confirmation tone, for example), then do next 
item in string 

F Switch hook flash followed immediately by dialing 

G Greet - Wait for a voice or computer tone answer 

H Hang up (go on-hook) 

L Answer Supervision - Wait for telephony signal from 
destination. Use only with trunk (four-wire) connections. 

N Start a new activity; do not go off-hook 

0 Ring once 

P Go off-hook, do not wait for dial tone 

S Switch hook flash, no wait required 

T Go off-hook, wait for dial tone 

V Voice pager: play first unplayed message (and update mailbox 
to count it as played) 

When designing your dial strings, observe the following rules in assigning each of the 
three components: 

0 The first character in the dial string must make the server go off-hook and 
wait for a dial tone. Centigram recommends a T. 

0 An F (switch hook flash) produces the switch hook flash followed 
immediately by dialing 

* The access code is always outdialed before the pager number. The dial 
string used is dependent on the pager system selected. 

Q The pager system part of the dial string is limited to 30 characters. 

a -  
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l Only 16 pager systems can be stored in the VoiceMemo configuration at 
any one time, regardless of the number of paging groups configured. 
However, each pager system can be shared by many users or line groups. 

l The pager number is limited to 24 characters. The server administrator 
enters it in a mailbox’s configuration. 

For example, you might configure a pager system of T9T, since everyone must dial 
this to reach an outside number. You would then configure the digits of the mailbox 
owner’s telephone number as the pager number when entering a pager message 
waiting type into the mailbox’s configuration. As an alternative, if many mailbox 
owners have message delivery to the local pref= 292 you might choose to configure a 
pager system of T9T292. 

The choice of where to assign each portion of the dial string is flexible. In this 
example, you have three pager systems available, which contain the following dial 
strings: 

Pager System 
Index Number Access Code* 

0 T9T 

2 T9T1408 

4 T 

* Same as “Dial String” in the report of outdial indexes, Figure 4-5. 

If the dial string that you have formulated is T9T14085551313++G1234#, YOU can 

set up your pager number in three different ways, depending on which access code 
you select: 

Pager System Post-Pager 
Index Number Access Code* Pager Number Number 

0 T9T 14085551313++G 1234# 

2 T9T1408 5551313++G ++G1234# 

4 T 9T14085551313++G ++G1234# 

* Same as “Dial String” in the report of outdial indexes, Figure 4-5. 

In each of these examples, the individual pager number was put in the post-pager 
number. You can see that the page works no matter how the balance of the string is 
split between pager and post-pager numbers. 
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Note: When designing your paging setup, choose your pager system dial 
strings carefully. You can only refer to 16 pager system access 
codes per server. 

Mailbox Configuration 
To use the Pager application, you must configure mailbox parameters as well as 
offline and online parameters. Use this section to see which parameters you must 
change. You must set different mailbox parameters for each capability (paging, 
message delivery, call placement). The specifics of each capability are discussed at 
the end of this section. 

General Considerations 

Since you are configuring the server to outdial, you want it to duplicate the steps that 
you would take to activate the pager, or to place the phone call. You must configure 
these steps into the pager system and pager number. You can configure up to four 
pagers per mailbox. 

Creating or Modifying Mailboxes for a Pager Application 

After specifying the classes of service, you identify the outdial index for the pager 
system as an internal outdial, billed outdial, or unbilled outdial. 

When you select message waiting type 5 (pager) while creating or modifying a 
mailbox, you must set the parameters in the following list: - 

. 

a 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

* 

Pager access type 
Pager access code index 
Pager number 
Post-pager number 
Pager frequency 
Pager interval 
Message delivery enabled or disabled 
Suppressing of pages enabled or disabled 
Busy.pager attempts 
Busy pager interval 
Pager start time 
Pager stop time 
Additional pager , if any 
Call placement access type pager access code index 
Pager/outcall notification enabled or disabled 

For procedures on creating or modifying mailboxes with paging or message delivery 
notification or call placement ability, see “Message Delivery” or “Paging” in the task 
list. The material in this section explains how the mailbox configuration works. 
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Pager System Access Code 

The dial string that you formulate is divided into three parts. The first part of the 
string is the pager system access code, which is represented in the mailbox by the 
internal outdial index, billed outdial index, or unbilled outdial index. The balance of 
the string is split between the pager number and the post-pager number. See “Pager 
System Dial Strings” in the previous section for information on configuring the 
pager system. 

An outdial index is a number from 0 to 15. It assigns a pager system to the mailbox. 
Even if you want to enter the entire outdial string into the pager number field, you 
still must choose an outdial index to assign a pager system. If you do not select an 
outdial index for a pager schedule, the server cannot issue a page when a message is 
left in that mailbox. 

You can obtain a printout of pager systems, and their indexes and dial strings, either 
by running the pager access codes report from the Reports Menu or, when you are 
creating a mailbox and the server prompts for the outdial index, by requesting help. 
The server displays the available indexes, dial strings, and pager names (“paging 
system names”) as in the following example (Figure 4-5). 

Enter one of the following index numbers: 
Index Dial String Paging System Name 
0 . . . T9T Outside line 
1 . . . T9T1415 415 Area Code 
2 . . . T9T1408 408 Area Code_ 
3 . . . T9T1916325 PAGER 916-325 
4 . . . T Internal Pager calls 
5 . . . Empty 
6 . . . [ No Name ] 
7 . . . [ No Name ] 
8 . . . [ No Name I 
9.. . [ No Name ] 
lo... [ No Name ] 
ll... . [ No Name ] 
12... [ No Name ] 
13... [ No Name ] 
14... [ No Name I 
15... [ No Name I 

Figure 4-5 Sample Report of Pager Systems Access Codes 

Note that, in this sample, pager systems 6 through 15 have no name. These are 
pager systems that are not yet set up. Pager system 5 (Empty) is set up for use with 
pagers whose entire dial strings are contained in the pager number. 

If you need to add a pager that requires the outdialing of more than 24 characters 
(thus the coding string is too long to fit into the pager number field) and no 
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appropriate outdial index already exists, you must configure a new pager system 
before you can add the pager. 

Pager Number 

The pager number tells the server what numbers and/or characters to dial after the 
pager system dial string, and before the post-pager number. See “Pager System Dial 
Strings” in the previous section. 

Pager numbers are limited to 24 characters. 

A mailbox FCOS with feature bit 124 (User can change paging phone number) or 
143 (User can change message delivery number) allows the user to change the pager 
number without affecting the post-pager number. Refer to the Features Class of 
Service chapter for more information about FCOSs and feature bits. 

Post-Pager Number 

The post-pager number is used in two cases. With display pagers, the post-pager 
number (typically the VoiceMemo telephone number or the mailbox owner’s 
mailbox number) is displayed on the pager screen. A second use is when the mailbox 
owner can change the pager number, and non-numeric pager dial string characters 
must be transmitted after the pager number to ensure a successful page. If the 
mailbox owner changes the pager number, then these non-numeric characters cannot 
be entered on the telephone set. In this case the post-pager number tells the server 
what numbers and/or characters to dial after the paging or message delivery number 
a user enters from the keypad. Such characters include G, +, and T. Mailbox 
owners cannot alter this post-pager number from the keypad. 

Pager Frequency 

The pager frequency is the maximum number of times that the server attempts to 
notify the user of an unplayed message, if each page is successful. The default pager 
frequency is 3. 

A page is considered successful if the server places the call and it is answered. In 
other words, the server does not encounter a busy signal, reorder tone, or Ring NO 
Answer after the pager/message delivery call is made. After a successful page is made, 
the server waits the number of minutes that are specified for the pager interval (see 
below), then, if there is still an unplayed message in the mailbox, repeats the page. 

If the page is unsuccessful, the server retries the number until a successful page is 
made. For this reason, it is very important that you make a test call to verify that 
pager configuration is correct. 
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Alternate Pagers 

Each mailbox can be configured with up to three message waiting types, and all are 
activated simultaneously. For example, the first message waiting type could be a 
pager, and the second message waiting type could be a message waiting light. You 
do not need a message waiting type to use call placement. 

Note: You cannot use the third message waiting type for the Pager 
application, because it can only be used for the Centrex message 
waiting type. 

By setting up two message waiting types as pagers, each with a primary and an 
alternate number, your mailbox can be configured to contact up to four pagers or 
four message delivery numbers, or any combination of the two. Message waiting 
type 1 and message waiting type 2 both can have a primary pager number and an 
alternate pager number. When you designate two message waiting types as pagers, 
both are activated. The alternate pager numbers, however, are only activated if the 
primary pager numbers do not get a successful response. If you want to use one 
pager number as a primary and one as a backup, and no other message waiting 
function, then set up one primary and one alternate pager number (for example, 
through just the first message waiting qpe parameter). 

The alternate pager numbers can also be used to assign a second frequency and/or 
interval to the same pager number. The pager frequency is the maximum number of 
times that the server attempts to notify the mailbox owner of an unplayed message, if 
each page is successful. The pager interval is the number of minutes that the server 
waits before re-paging, when the previous page was successful. If you want the server 
to place a page twice, five minutes apart, then (if the message still has not been 
played) to page the mailbox owner three times, at 30 minute intervals, you would 
assign a frequency of 2 and an interval of 5 to the primary pager in the mailbox, and 
a frequency of 3 and an interval of 30 to the alternate pager (both through the first 
message waiting type parameter). 

Note: The pager numbers are sometimes called “pager 1,” “pager 2,” 
“pager 3,” and “pager 4.” Pager 2 is an alternate for pager 1, using 
the first message waiting type parameter, and pager 4 is an alternate 
for pager 3, using the second message waiting type parameter. See 
the following table. (These numbers are allocated by how many 
pager numbers are set up, however.) 

Message Waiting Message Waiting 
Designation Type Parameter 1 Type Parameter 2 

Primary Pager 1 Pager 3 

Alternate Pager 2 Pager 4 
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Paging and Message Delivery in the Same Mailbox 

You cannot assign both paging and message delivery to the same Message Waiting 
Indicator. If you want to assign both Paging and Message Delivery to the same 
mailbox, be sure each has a different indicator. You can use any of the four different 
indicators: hdWI1 primary, MWI1 alternate, MWI2 primary, MW’I2 alternate to 
accomplish this. 

Other Mailbox Parameters 

Other Pager application parameters that you can set in the mailbox configuration are 
listed below. 

Pager interval 

This is the length of time (O-255 minutes) the server waits between pages. The 
default is 30 (wait half an hour between pages). 

Busy pager attempts 

This is the number of times (O-255) the server retries the page until it completes the 
specified number of pages or completes a successful page. Set the number of 
attempts to a high number if the server will be encountering busy pager systems. 

The default is 0, unlimited retries. 

Busy pager interval 

This is the length of time (O-255 minutes) the server waits between pages when a 
busy signal has been received. Set the Busy Pager Interval lower than the Pager 
Interval setting. The idea is that if a busy signal has been received, the page should 
be retried sooner than if speech or silence was received. 

The default is 0, retry every minute. 

Message delivery 
This activates the message delivery option of paging. When enabled (set to Y), a new 
message causes the server to call the telephone number defined for message delivery, 
and ask whomever answers to log into the user’s mailbox. Then the user can hear the 
message and perform other VoiceMemo operations. 

If message delivery is enabled, paging is not available for that message waiting type. 
However, you can set one message waiting type can for paging and another for 
message delivery. Or, on the same message waiting type, you can set the primary for 
paging and the alternate for message delivery. 

The default is N, no message delivery. 

Suppress pages 

This parameter turns off the paging feature without removing all the settings. Use 
this option to temporarily remove the paging option from a mailbox. 

Enter Y or N; Y to suppress pages. The default is N, do not suppress pages. Set this 
field to N to resume the paging option after turning it off. 
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Pager start time 
This is the time that the server starts sending pages for this mailbox. By setting both 
start and stop time to 12:OO a.m., paging is available 24 hours. 

Enter the time in the form “hh:mm xrn”, where “hh” is hours, “mm” is minutes, and 
“xm” is either a.m. or p.m. The default is 12:OO a.m. 

Pager stop time 
This works with Pager start time, above, and is the time the server stops sending 
pages for this mailbox. The default is 12:00 a.m. 

Paging Considerations 

This section covers specifics applicable only to paging. 

Changes by the Server Administrator 
You can alter the following mailbox information to use paging: 

. FCOS 
l LCOS 
l Pager number 
l Post-pager number 

Changes by Mailbox Owners 
From a pushbutton telephone, mailbox owners can modify the following parameters: 

l Telephone number to send pages 
l Time at which the server starts paging 
l Time at which the server stops paging 

To allow mailbox owners to reset these parameters, you might need to modify the 
mailbox owners’ mailbox configuration: 

l An FCOS that includes feature bit 070, and either 077 or 124 or both (see 
Table 4-2) 

l The LCOS that sets limits for the length of paging phone numbers 

l The post-pager number 

Feature Bits Used in Paging Mailboxes 
Feature bits listed in Table 4-2 control paging. Two that deserve special mention 
affect changes to the weekday/weekend schedule and pager re-queuing. 
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Change Weekday/Weekend Schedule With one exception users of any 
Pager application can set schedules for weekdays or weekends, showing when they 
can be reached. The exception is that when TDDMemo is enabled, call scheduling 
is not available. 

To change a paging schedule, a mailbox owner’s mailbox must have an FCOS that 
includes feature bit 077 (Change pager schedule). To change a paging number, a 
mailbox owner’s mailbox must have an FCOS that includes bit 124 (Change paging 
phone number). Both these bits require bit 070 (User Options Menu) to work. The 
mailbox owner’s mailbox FCOS must contain bit 182 or 183 to change the schedule 
according to the weekday or weekend. 

Note: If mailbox owners’ pager numbers contain characters not on the 
keypad, such as G or T, put a post-pager number in their 
mailboxes to transmit these codes. 

Table 4-2 Feature Bits That Control Paging 

Feature 
Bit Function 

070 User Options Menu 

077 Enable paging from a telephone; allow schedule changes from a 
telephone 

079 Set message wait # 1 for urgent messages only _ 

080 Set message wait # 2 for urgent messages only 

124 Change paging number 

168 Message wait 1, pager requeue 

169 Message wait 2, pager requeue 

181 Paging over message delivery, message waiting 1 over message waiting 2 

182 Use pri/alt as week/weekend for MVVI (message waiting type) 1 

183 Use pri/alt as week/weekend for MWI (message waiting type) 2 

212 Send page upon answer, greeting-only mailbox 

Pager Re-Queue The pager re-queue feature is activated by feature bit 168 for 
schedule one and bit 169 for schedule two. If you have paging scheduled from 9 
a.m. to 5 p.m. and receive a call at midnight, the server does not automatically page 
you at 9 a.m., and does not page until another message arrives during the scheduled 
time period. By including these feature bits in the FCOS you assigned to the paging 
mailbox, you are called as soon as the scheduled start time begins, instead of having 
to wait for another message. 
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For further information on FCOSs and feature bits, see the Features Class of Service 
chapter. 

Changing an LCOS Definition 

The limits listed in Table 4-3 affect paging mailboxes. You might need to change 
the LCOS assigned to the paging mailbox accordingly. The limits listed in the table 
and discussed in the following paragraphs are: 

l Pagers per billing period 

l Paging-phone length 

l Receipt retention, regular 

Pages Per Billing Period This limit can control the number of pages allowed 
for a billing period. This allows server administrators to control the number of 
paging functions allowed a user per billing period, and can be used where a paging 
service is sold for a flat fee per month. A limit of 0 means no limit is set. 

Table 4-3 Paging Limits 

Limit Unit Default Valid Values 

Pages per billing period pages 0 o-999 

Paging-phone length digits 7 3-11 

Receipt retention, regular hours 0 O-8760 

Paging-Phone Length This controls user modification of paging. The 
paging phone length determines the maximum number of digits users can enter for a 
paging number. The default is 7, the allowable range is 3 to 11 digits. It is useful 
for preventing long-distance calls. 

Note: This does not apply to phone numbers entered at a server 
maintenance console. 

Receipt Retention, Regular This is used in the Pager application to limit the 
amount of time regular receipts are kept. (The Receipt Retention, CTP limit is used 
with the Cut-through Paging optional feature.) The limit can be up to 8760 hours 
(1 year). Alternatively, you can specify unlimited receipt retention by entering 0. 

For more information about LCOSs and limits, see the Other Classes of Service 
chapter. 
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Action at the End of a Dial String 
After the last character is outdialed, the server goes on-hook (hangs up) automatically 
when dialing a pager. 

Voice Pager Code in the Dial String 
A V (Voice Pager) anywhere in the dial string causes the server to play the first 
unplayed message only. If there is more than one message in the mailbox, the user is 
paged again almost immediately and the next unplayed message is played. 

Greet Code in the Dial String 
When the server is configured to outdial a telephone number, and the number is 
followed by a G (Greet) code, the “clicks” and “pops” of particularly noisy switching 
equipment could be misinterpreted as a greeting. You can usually avoid this by 
inserting a + before the Greet code; for example, T9T555 1212+G. If this still does 
not prevent the misinterpretation, dial the telephone number, then count the 
number of seconds that it takes for the pager to answer. Insert the appropriate 
number of plus signs (+) between the number and the G. (For example, if the dial 
string is T9T5551212G, and it takes the pager five seconds to answer, change the 
string to T9T5551212+++++G.) 

Answer Supervision Code in the Dial String 
e You can use the Answer Supervision (L) code if you have analog phone 

lines. This is a good alternative to the Greet (G) code, because answer 
supervision can increase reliability and lower connect time. 

0 Answer supervision time out controls how many seconds the line card 
waits until issuing a time out. If the line card does not detect answer 
supervision (a ringing on the line) by the number of seconds set in this 
exception, the page is considered a failure. This time out can be set 
between 0 and 255 seconds, where 0 means no time out period is enforced 
(wait forever). 

- Message Delivery Considerations 

This section covers specifics applicable only to message delivery. Remember that you 
must set the Message Delivery parameter to Yes in the mailbox owner’s mailbox 
configuration to enable message delivery. 

Changing an FCOS Definition 
You must modify an existing FCOS or create a new one to give mailbox owners with 
message delivery control of their schedules and telephone numbers. 

Feature bits listed in Table 4-4 control message delivery. 
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Change Weekday/Weekend Schedule Message delivery users can set 
schedules for weekdays or weekends , showing when they can be reached. 

To change a message delivery schedule, a user’s mailbox must have an FCOS that 
includes feature bit 094 (Enable message delivery; change message delivery options). 
To change a message delivery number, a user’s mailbox must have an FCOS that 
includes bit 143 (Ch an g e message delivery phone number). Both these feature bits 
require bit 070 (User Options Menu) to work. 

Pager Re-Queue The pager re-queue functionality is activated by feature bit 
168 for schedule one and bit 169 for schedule two. If you have message delivery 
scheduled from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. and receive a call at midnight, the server does not 
automatically call you at 9 a.m., and does not call you until another message arrives 
during the scheduled time period. With this feature, the server calls you at the 
beginning of the next scheduled message delivery start time. 

For further information on FCOSs and feature bits, see the Features Class of Service 
chapter. 

Table 4-4 Feature Bits That Control Message Delivery 

Feature 
Bit 

070 User Options Menu 

Function 

079 Set message wait # 1 for urgent messages only 

080 Set message wait # 2 for urgent messages only 

094 Enable message delivery; change message delivery options 

143 Change message delivery phone number 

168 Message wait 1, pager requeue 

169 Message wait 2, pager requeue 

181 Paging over message delivery, message waiting 1 over message waiting 2 

182 Use pri/alt as week/weekend for message waiting type 1 

183 Use pri/alt as week/weekend for message waiting type 2 

Changing an LCOS Definition 

Only one limit applies to message delivery, the Message Delivery-Phone Length 
limit. It controls user modification of message delivery. The message delivery phone 
lengths determine the maximum number of digits users can enter for a message 
delivery number. The default is 7, the allowable range is 3 to 11 digits. The limit is 
useful for preventing long-distance calls. 
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Note: This limit does not apply to phone numbers entered at a server 
maintenance console. 

For more information on LCOSs and limits, see the Other Classes of Service 
chapter. 

Action at the End of a Dial String 
When a mailbox is configured for message delivery, the server automatically waits for 
a greeting. (If a G is erroneously included at the end of the dial string, the server 
ignores it.) 

Noisy Switching Equipment 
When the server is configured to outdial a telephone number, the “clicks” and 
“pops” of particularly noisy switching equipment could be misinterpreted as a 
greeting. To avoid this, dial the telephone number, then count the number of 
seconds that it takes for the telephone at the other end to ring or the pager to answer. 
Since message delivery always assumes a G at the end of the dial string, put the 
appropriate number of pluses (+) at the end of the pager number. 

Answer Supervision Code in the Dial String 
l You may want to use the Answer Supervision (L) code if you have the 

appropriate switches or use certain cellular exchanges (MTSO). This is a 
good alternative to the Greet (G) code where progress tones or noise can 
cause the server to erroneously assume success. 

l Answer supervision time out controls how many seconds the line card 
waits until issuing a time out. If the line card does not detect answer 
supervision (a ringing on the line) by the number of seconds set in this 
exception, the page is considered a failure. This time out can be set 
between 0 and 255 seconds, where 0 means no time out period is enforced 
(wait forever). 

_ Call Placement Considerations 

This section covers specifics applicable only to call placement. Remember that you 
must set the outdial indexes and the call placement pager access type parameters in 
the user’s mailbox configuration to enable call placement. 

Changing Mailbox Information 
You may want to alter the following mailbox information to use call placement: 

. FCOS 
e LCOS 
. RCOS 
e Call placement pager access type 
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Changing an FCOS Definition 

To use call placement, you must add feature bit 110 (Give/make to telephone 
number) to an existing FCOS or create a new one with this feature in it. 

Changing an LCOS Definition 

The limits listed in Table 4-5 control call placement. You might need to change the 
LCOS assigned to the call placement mailbox configuration accordingly. 

RNA Retry Limit Th’ 1 IS imit determines the maximum number of times the 
server redials a call placement phone number when no one answers the phone on the 
first delivery attempt. 

RNA Retry Interval This limit determines how often the server redials a call 
placement phone number when no one answers the phone on the first delivery 
attempt. 

BUSY Retry limit This limit determines the maximum number of times the 
server redials a call placement phone number when the server detects a busy signal on 
the first delivery attempt. 

Busy Retry Interval Th is 1 imit determines how often the server redials a call 
placement phone number when the server detects a busy signal on the first delivery 
attempt. 

Table 4-5 Call Placement limits 

Limit Unit Default Valid Values 

Ring No Answer retry limit no. of retries 10 l-255 

Ring No Answer retry minutes 60 l-255 
interval 

Busy retry limit no. of retries 10 l-255 

Busy retry interval minutes 10 l-255 

Phone length digits 7 3-11 

Count no. of 73 l-73 
messages 

Length minutes 5 O-60 
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Phone length Th‘s 1 1 imit determines the maximum number of digits users can 
enter for a call placement phone number. Setting this limit higher accommodates 
long-distance calls. 

Note: This limit does not apply to phone numbers entered at a server 
maintenance console. 

Count The count determines the maximum number of undelivered messages for a 
call placement phone number per mailbox. 

length The length determines the maximum size of a single message made for a 
call placement phone number. 

If you send a message to both mailboxes and telephone numbers, this limit interacts 
with the limit on the size of messages sent to mailboxes; the shorter of the two limits 
overrides the longer. For instance, if you limit messages sent to mailboxes to a 
maximum of five minutes and limit call placement messages to two minutes, the 
server enforces the two-minute limit for both kinds of messages. 

For more information on LCOSs and limits, see the Other Classes of Service 
chapter. 

Call Placement Pager Access Type 
This parameter identifies whether call placement calls are to be internal, billed, or 
unbilled. The call placement pager access type points to the corresponding internal 
outdial index (I) , billed outdial index (B), or unbilled outdial index (U) specified 
earlier in the originating mailbox. Users cannot alter this index from the keypad. 

The indexes refer to the same set of access codes used for standard paging. This 
means you might be able to use the same indexes as those already set up for paging. 

The server prompts you to enter a call placement pager access type after it prompts 
you for message waiting types. For more information on creating access codes, see 
“Configuring a Dial String ” earlier in this chapter. 

Pager Application Examples 
This section shows examples of how to program the pager application for paging, 
message delivery and call placement. 

Paging Examples 

Pager Dial Strings 
Dial strings for pagers can be divided into several parts. 
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Outside Access Code This code allows access to the public switched network. 
For PBXs, this is normally 9. 

Pager Company Telephone Number This is a 7- or 1 l-digit telephone 
number (including 1 then an area code) used to access the pager system. Calls to the 
pager company telephone number are answered with signals or recorded instructions, 
which indicate that the system is ready to accept the individual pager number. 
(Many pagers use DID, where each radio pager is assigned its own unique telephone 
number. In these cases, there is no pager company telephone number.) 

Individual Pager Number This is the address of the specific pager, and is 
usually 4 to 6 digits long. For DID pagers, the pager number is a regular 7- or 1 l- 
digit phone number. When the pager is activated, the system normally returns a 
“beep-beep-beep” signal or recorded instructions. For a display pager, this means 
that the system is ready to receive display information. 

Display Number This is the string of digits that is displayed on the viewer of a 
display pager. Most display pagers accommodate a 16-digit number. Usually this 
string is specified as the post-pager number. 

Other Activation Codes Each pager manufacturer has modifications to the 
activation code that you must identify before configuring pagers. For example, most 
paging systems encourage a # tone to be sent after the display information to speed 
call processing. 

Example 1: A DID Tone Pager 
To page John Smith manually, you lift the telephone receiver; wait for a dial tone, 
dial 9 to get an outside line, listen for another dial tone, dial l-408-555-9876, listen 
for a computer tone, then dial 555-1234 and press # to finish the page. This causes 
John’s pager to “beep” only. 

The dial strings for these actions is: c 
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Caller Action Dial Strings 

Wait for dial tone. T 

Tell the PBX that you want an outside line. 9 

Wait for dial tone to confirm that you have T 

the outside line. 

Call the pager company’s number. 

Wait 2 seconds for the line to settle. 

Wait for a computer tone. 

Dial the call-back number. 

Enter # to indicate end and make paging 
terminal hang up. 

14085559876 

++ 

G 

555-1234 

# 

When a number outside the PBX is outdialed, followed by a G (Greet), extra + 
characters (Wait One Second) should precede the G. This is done because line noise 
during call setup of particularly noisy switching equipment can be misinterpreted as 
a greeting by the server. 

If pagers are in widespread use at John’s company, it is very likely that more than one 
employee’s pager is on the same pager company system number, so the dial string for 
this pager can be organized like this: 

Pager system dial string 
Pager number 
Post-pager number 

T9T14085559876;+G+ 
1234# (or PIN) 
(None) 

If you do not reach John on the first page, he wants you to try again every 10 
minutes, for a maximum of four tries. The other information needed for the 
Mailbox Worksheet for the pager as follows: 

2 -  
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Pager frequency 
Pager interval 
Message delivery 

4 
10 
N 

Example 2: Non-DID Display Pager 
In this example, John’s pager allows display of numeric data, so you can leave your 
phone number when you page him. The phone number is displayed on the pager 
when John is paged. The dial string for these actions is: 
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Caller Action 

Wait for dial tone. 

Dial 9 to get outside access. 

Wait for second dial tone. 

Dial pager company system number. 

Wait two seconds for line to settle. 

Wait for pager tone. 

Wait one second for pager tone to finish. 

Dial individual pager number (or PIN) 

Wait for pager tone. 

Wait for pager tone to finish. 

Dial display data. 

Enter # to indicate end and make paging 
terminal hang up. 

Dial String 

T 

9 

T 

18005552368 

+t 

G 

+ 

458216 

G 

+ 

2374444 

# 

The dial string to accomplish the actions listed above is organized like this: 

Pager system dial string T9T18005552368++G+ 
Pager number 458216G+ 
Post-pager number 2374444# 

Other information needed for the Mailbox Worksheet is: 

Pager frequency 4 
Pager interval 10 
Message delivery No 

Example 3: DID Display Pager 
Jane Jones has a DID display pager. To access this pager manually, you lift the 
telephone receiver; wait for a dial tone; dial 9 to get an outside line; listen for a dial 
tone; dial l-213-555-9 116; wait for a computer tone; dial the display data, 1-415- 
555-6644; then dial # to tell the pager that all the display data has been entered. 
(This activates the pager). The dial string for these actions is: 

3 -  
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Caller Action 

Wait for dial tone. 

Dial 9 to get outside access. 

Wait for second dial tone. 

Dial individual pager number is. 

Wait four seconds for line to settle. 

Wait for computer (dial) tone. 

Dial display data. 

Enter # to indicate that all the data has been 
entered and make paging terminal hang up. 

Dial String 

T 

9 

T 

12135559116 

++++ 

G 

14155556644 

# 

When a number outside the PBX is outdialed, followed by a G (Greet), extra + 
characters (Wait One Second) should precede the G. This is done because line noise 
during call setup of particularly noisy switching equipment could be misinterpreted 
as a greeting by the server. 

In this case, configuration is more involved, since there is insufficient room in the 
mailbox Pager Number parameter to specify the individual pager number and the 
display data, both of which are unique to this pager. In most installations, however, 
DID display pagers share a common area code and prefer (1-213-555, in this case), 
and configuring the area code and prefer into the outdial index allows more than one 
pager to use that pager system. 

The organization of the dial string is: 

Pager system dial string T9TI213555 
Pager Number 91 lG++++G+ 
Post-Pager Number 14155556644# 

Jane wants you to make 3 attempts to reach her, and each attempt should be 30 
minutes apart. These are the default values for pager frequency and pager interval. 

The paging Mailbox Worksheet entries are: 
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Pager access type 

Pager frequency 
Pager interval 
Message delivery 

I, B or U (internal, billed, or 
unbilled outdial index) 
3 (default) 
30 (default) 
No 

Example 4: Voice Pager 
Joe Stockman works in a huge warehouse that is located behind the factory. Since 
the only telephone is located in the warehouse of&e, Joe was given a voice pager, 
which allows employees to notify him when they want to pick up stock. To access 
this pager manually, you lift the telephone receiver; wait for a dial tone; dial 
extension 6457; wait for his mailbox to answer, leave your order (as a message), then 
hang up. The dial string for these actions is: 

Caller Action 

Wait for dial tone and go off-hook. 

Dial extension number. 

Wait for answer (“hello”) and speak your 
order. 

Dial String 

T 

6457 

G 

Play newest message to Joe’s voice pager, and 
hang up. 

V 

Note: If you enter a V (for voice pager), do not turn message delivery on 
when configuring the mailbox. 

For in-house paging, it is useful to set up a pager system that either has no dial string 
or has the T (Wait for Dial Tone) code. Since this call does not access an outside 
line, no pluses need to be added before the Greet command. 

This is organized into the following dial string: 

Pager system dial string T 
Pager number 6457GV 
Post-pager number (None) 

Joe is so efficient that he only needs to be paged once per message. The appropriate 
pager Mailbox Worksheet entries are: 

Pager Frequency 1 
Pager Interval 0 
Message Delivery No 
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Message Delivery Example 

Message delivery configuration is usually simpler than paging configuration. Here is 
an example. 

Anita Pacheque is a contractor who works off-site. When she is not working at her 
office, she wants the server to try to reach her at home. Her office phone number is 

(415) 5556836, and her home number is (408) 555-0921. She wants the server to 
try her office number three times, with calls that are 10 minutes apart, then to try her 
home twice, with 30 minutes between calls. When test calls are made, it takes five 
seconds for her office telephone to ring, after dialing is completed, and three seconds 
for her home telephone to ring. The dial string to call her of&e is: 

Caller Action Dial String 

Wait for dial tone. T 

Tell the PBX that you want an outside line. 9 

Wait for a dial tone, to confirm that you have T 
the outside line. 

Dial the office number. 14155556836 

Wait 5 seconds for the connection to be fi-+++ 
completed. 

Similarly, the dial string to call her home is T9T14085550921+++++. Remember 
that the server automatically appends a G (Greet) code at the end of the pager string 
for message delivery calls. 

In addition, you need to set phone line exception 11 to 1 and line exception 170 to 
1700. 

To add message delivery to Anita’s mailbox, specify the following on an Outdial Line 
Group Worksheet: 

Pager system index 1 
Access code T9T 

On the message delivery Mailbox Individual Worksheet, entries are: 

Pager system Pager access code index 
Pager number 
Post-Pager number 
Pager frequency 
Pager interval 
Pager access type 
Message delivery 

1 (defined as T9T) 

5556836 
+++++ 
3 or press Enter 
10 
U (unbilled) 
Yes 

a -  
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To add additional pagers or message delivery numbers to Anita’s mailbox, the server 
prompts for additional pagers. If you answer Yes, the server prompts you for the 
next pager’s information. 

Note: Selecting message delivery in the mailbox automatically tells the 
server to wait for a greeting. Do not include a V or G in the dial 
string. 

Call Placement Example 

Call placement only has to be configured once. The following example shows how 
you might use call placement. 

Call placement is an efficient way to contact large numbers of people in an 
emergency. For example, a pharmacy chain can quickly notify its branches of a 
product recall. 

Caller Action VoiceMemo Code 

Wait for dial tone. T 

Tell the PBX that you want an outside line. 9 

Wait for a dial tone, to confirm that you have 
the outside line. 

T 

Dial the number of the pharmacy branch. 12135556598 

To send the message, the pharmacy headquarters makes the message and sends it to a 
distribution list that contains all the pharmacies’ numbers. This list is created either 
at the server maintenance console or by the user at a telephone (see the Distribution 
Lists chapter). If the dialing plan is set to make 8 the call placement digit (for 
example, 3,3,3,3,3,3,3,T,3), the distribution list looks like this: 

Distribution List: 01 
Members: 
T12135556598 
T12135551434 
T12135557969 
etc. 

This sends the message to each phone number in the list. 

To add call placement to a mailbox, specify the pager system in the appropriate 
outdial index prompt, then respond to the call placement pager access type prompt 
as follows: 
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Billed outdial index or unbilled 
outdial index 

1 (A pager system set to T9T) 

Call Placement access type B or U 

Testing the Configuration 
After telephone lines have been installed, and after you create mailboxes for a Pager 
application, test each mailbox. 

Note: It is very important to test a pager immediately after it is added to a 
mailbox, since a seemingly minor error in configuration can cause 
every page to fail. Furthermore, the server can tie up pager ports 
for a long time dialing invalid paging codes. 

Testing Paging 

Before performing individual test steps, configure the Event Recorder and enable it. 
After testing is completed, disable the Event Recorder. For detailed instructions 
about the Event Recorder, see the Series GInstaZhion and Service Manual. 

Briefly, you test paging by leaving a message in the mailbox, then contacting the user 
to be sure that the page was successful. You can use the Lights Test option from the 
server maintenance console to test each display or tone pager mailbox. See the task 
list for procedures. 

Testing Alternate Pager Activation 

If you have configured an alternate pager, it is activated after the frequency and 
interval of the primary pager have expired, but before the message has been played. 
After testing the primary pager, repeat the test for the alternate pager dial strings. 
(See the task list for procedures.) 

- Testing Message Delivery 

For message delivery, the server should call the appropriate telephone number and, 
when the call is answered, should prompt, “Hello, [user’s name]. You have unplayed 
message(s) in your mailbox. Please enter your passcode.” If the first part of the 
greeting has been cut off, add more plus signs to the end of the pager number or 
post-pager number. Conversely, if the user answers and there is a long silence before 
the server plays the greeting, decrease the number of plus signs at the end of the 
pager number or post-pager number. 

Message delivery calls can be tested using the Lights Test option mentioned earlier; 
however, if an actual test call is made, you can check server prompts and the mailbox 
user interface at the same time. (See the task list for procedures.) 

a -  
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The server can outdial very quickly-too quickly for some PBXs. One result can be 
that the server fails to get an outside line. To prevent this situation, try slowing 
down the server’s outdialing speed. You do this by inserting pluses (++> in dial 
strings. Each plus tells the server to pause for one second. 

For example, suppose you have the following outdial string: 

. T9T4155551212++ 

You can slow the pacing of the sequence by inserting two pluses after each major step 
in the string. The result would be as shown below. 

. T9T++4155551212++++ 

If this result works, you can experiment by removing one pause at a time to achieve 
the fastest speed that your PBX can handle. 

Testing Call Placement 

To test call placement, log into the server and press M to make a message. If you 
configured the mailbox with the correct FCOS, you are prompted about which digit 
to press for making a message for a telephone number. Address the message to a 
telephone number, make the message, then send it. Verify that the message is 
delivered to the telephone number. 

Make a message for a telephone number by specifying the call placement dialing plan 
digit, and the phone number itself. Do not include the numbers to get an outside 
line; this should be in the call placement pager system access code. If you have DID, 
you can make a message for your own number as if it were outside the server. For 
example, if your call placement dialing plan digit is 2, and your telephone number is 
555-4567, then make a message for mailbox 25554567. 

See the task list for procedures on the testing discussed in this section. 

- Successful vs. Unsuccessful Outdialing 

The server applies specific criteria to call processing and treats an outdial as successful 
or unsuccessful accordingly. 

Successful Outdialing 
If the server encounters speech, other than a lengthy greeting, after outdialing, it 
considers the call successful. 

Successful pages are retried a specified number of minutes apart (the pager interval), 
for a maximum number of times (the pager frequency). Paging is discontinued when 
any of the following occurs: 
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l The frequency number is reached 

l The user listens to all unplayed messages in the mailbox and logs out 

l The user disables paging 

Unsuccessful Outdialing 
If the server encounters a Busy or Reorder tone, or a Ring No Answer condition after 
outdialing, the call is considered unsuccessful. Other examples of unsuccessful calls 
are if no dial tone is detected, or no tone or voice “greets” the server after the page is 
made. The server retries the page according to the busy frequency and busy interval. 

When the server detects that an “illegal” dial string (that is, a string that does not 
conform to configuration rules) has been outdialed, it considers the page successful. 
This prevents the server from continually retrying the page. However, if a dial string 
is configured incorrectly (that is, it cannot activate the pager), but conforms to pager 
configuration rules, the server continually retries the page. This is why it is critical to 
test every pager immediately after configuring is completed. 

Note: If you are using answer supervision (the L code) in any of your 
outdial strings, your outdial is considered a failure unless the server 
detects a ringing on the line. 

Billing Considerations 
The billing function is capable of billing both paging and message delivery on a per- 
call basis. Remember, however, that the server site is the calling party and thereby 
responsible for any charges that accrue when paging or message delivery calls are 
made to the outside telephone network. As stated earlier, pager calls are usually of 
very short duration, but message delivery calls can be quite long. Since the cost of 
each call depends on the time of day that it is made, the duration of the call, the 
distance benveen the server and the user, and the rates of the local telephone 
company, the server makes no provisions for this aspect of the billing. 

- Outdial Billing 

Outdials such as paging calls can, however, be billed back to a mailbox owner’s 
account. This form of outdial billing can be implemented through individual 
mailboxes’ configuration and is explained more fully in the Mailboxes chapter. 

Here is an example: 

Henry Huggins has a pager and has his pager calls billed to his calling card number. 
To perform this manually, you lift the telephone receiver; wait for a dial tone; dial 9 
to get an outside line; listen for a dial tone; dial O-612-555-4534 (0 indicates you 
will charge the call); wait for a computer tone; dial the calling card number; wait for 
another tone; dial his mailbox number, 6446; then dial # to tell the pager that all the 
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display data has been entered. (This activates the pager). The dial string for these 
actions is: 

Caller Action Dial String 

Wait for dial tone. T 

Dial 9 to get outside access. 

Wait for second dial tone. 

Dial individual pager number is. 

Wait four seconds for line to settle. 

Wait for computer tone. 

Dial calling card number 

Wait four seconds for line to settle. 

Wait for computer (dial) tone. 

Dial display data (mailbox). 

Enter # to indicate that all the data has been 
entered and make paging terminal hang up. 

9 

T 

06125554534 

++++ 

G 

503102533346666 

++++ 

G 

6446 

# 

In this case, such as in Example 3 (DID Display pager), configuration is complex, 
since there is insuffkient room in the mailbox Pager Number parameter to specify 
the individual pager number, the calling card number, and the display data, all of 
which are unique to this pager. In most installations, however, DID display pagers 
share a common area code and pref= (O-612-555, in this case), and configuring the 

area code and prefm into the outdial index allows more than one pager to use that 
pager system. 

The organization of the dial string is: 

Pager system dial string 
Pager Number 
Post-Pager Number 

T9T0612555 
4534++++G503102533346666 
++++G6446# 

The paging Mailbox Worksheet entries are: 

Pager access type 
Billing order 
Message delivery 

B (billed outdial index) 
nb 
No 

Finally, to use the calling card capability, you must set Phoneline Exception 32 to a 
value between 35 and 40. (The default is 24.) Refer to the Series GInstaZkztion and 
Service Manzralfor your platform to do this. 
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individual Rates 

The server’s billing rates structure does allow you to specify an individual rate for 
each pager system. This rate is multiplied by the number of pages that are issued for 
the mailbox. If you put message delivery accounts and radio pager accounts on 
separate pager systems, you can increase the charges on the pager systems that serve 
message delivery subscribers to compensate for any toll charges that the telephone 
company levies. 

User Telephone Interface 
The following paragraphs discuss the user telephone interface for paging, message 
delivery, call placement, and passcode protection. 

Pagin. and Message Delivery Telephone Interface 

Users control their schedules and phone numbers by beginning at the Call Schedule 
Options Menu, an option on the User Options Menu. From there, they go to the 
Paging/Message Delivery Schedule Menu, where they can alter the start and stop 
times and phone numbers. 

Note: When TDDMemo is enabled, call scheduling is not available. 

When users make a choice from the Paging/Message Delivery Schedule, the server 
gives them a series of prompts to guide them through each change they make. 
Whether users hear the prompts for paging or message delivery depends on the 
FCOS, and whether the Message Delivery parameter was set to Y in the mailbox 
configuration. 

Call Placement Telephone Interface 

To use this feature, users begin with these steps: 

1. Press M to start making a message. 

2. Press the key (set in the dialing plan) that activates call placement. 

3. Dial the destination phone number. 

The server automatically prompts users to record the name of a recipient, and then 
to record a message. After recording, users can send their messages immediately 
(with “normal” delivery), or use message addressing options, including passcode 
protection (see below). When users send their messages, the server dials the specified 
phone number. 

a -  
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When someone answers the phone at the destination number, the server announces, 
“This is a message for [recipient’s name] from [sender’s name] .” Recipients then 
have the following options from the keypad: 

l Accept this message. 

l Delay the message for 30 seconds. 

l Reject this message. 

l Tell the server to try to redeliver in an hour. 

Note: All options require recipients to have a pushbutton phone. 

If recipients accept the message, they can replay it and/or answer the sender. If 
recipients reject the message or the server cannot deliver it, the server notifies the 
sender with a non-delivery receipt-even if the sender did not request a receipt. Of 
course, users can still request the standard receipt. 

Passcode Protection 

As a message addressing option, users can attach a 4- to IO-digit passcode to their 
messages, which recipients must enter before they can play the messages. Of course, 
a sender and recipient must agree on this passcode beforehand. 

To use this feature, a user presses M for message addressing options when making 
the message for a call placement number. The user then presses 0 for off-site 
passcode, and is prompted for a 4- to IO-digit passcode. The user then exits message 
addressing options and sends the message. 

The called person is prompted for the passcode before the message can be played. 
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VoiceMemo Release G.OA and later 

Task Procedure 

Call Placement 

Enable Call Placement . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Cl? 3306 

Test Call Placement . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . CP 3362 

Message Delivery 

Message Delivery Configuration ......................................................... cl? 3337 

Allow Mailbox Owners to Control Message Delivery ............................... CP 3339 

Allow Receipt of Urgent Pages or Urgent Message Delivery Only.. ........ ..C P 3344 

Configure a Mailbox For Message Delivery .............................................. CP 5018 

Define a Pager System for Message Delivery ............................................. CP 5013 

Set Limits for Message Delivery.. .............................................................. CP 3338 

Set Paging or Message Delivery Schedules and Intervals ........................... CP 3321 

Test Message Delivery .............................................................................. CP 3361 

Turn All Pagers or Message Delivery in a Mailbox On or Off.. ................ CP 5014 

Paging 
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Display Pager Configuration .............................................................. cl? 3330 

Tone Pager Configuration .................................................................. cl? 3343 

Voice Pager Configuration .................................................................. CP 3335 

Allow Mailbox Owners to Control Paging.. .............................................. CP 3332 

Allow Receipt of Urgent Pages or Urgent Message Delivery Only.. ........ ..C P 3344 

Assign an Alternate Pager to a Mailbox ..................................................... CP 3334 

Configure a Mailbox for Paging ............................................................... CP 5019 

Define a Pager System .............................................................................. CP 5012 

Set Limits for Paging ............................................................................... CP 3336 

Set Paging or Message Delivery Schedules and Intervals ........................... CP 3321 

Test a Pager .............................................................................................. CP 3358 

Turn All Pagers or Message Delivery in a Mailbox On or Off.. ................ CP 5014 

View Pager Configuration ........................................................................ CP 6001 
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VoiceMemo Release 6.OA and later 

This procedure describes how to allow mailbox owners to send messages to any 
telephone. 

Step 

1. Reach the VoiceMemo Configuration Main Menu. 

2. Go to the VoiceMemo Configuration Online Menu in the active or inactive 
configuration. Select Inactive Configuration if you just made a change through the 
Offline Menu without activating it, or Active Configuration otherwise. 

Select: (E) Modify Active Configuration 
Or 

(F) Modify Inactive Configuration 
3. When the VoiceMemo Configuration Online Menu appears, specify the line group 

for the application to receive Call Placement functionality. 

Select: (G) Group Selected 
Prompt: Enter a group number = 
Response: The number of the line group (1-24) 

Press Enter if the current number is correct. 

4. Go to the VoiceMemo Application Menu or similar application such as DID 
VoiceMemo or an integration. 

5. Select the line group used for the application. 

6. Go to the Dialing Plan Menu. 

7. Code the dialing plan for call placement. 

Select: (D) Dialing Plan 
prompt: VoiceMemo dialing plan = 
Response: T in the digit position that activates call placement, then the desired 

code in each of the other digit positions. Valid codes are: 

0 No mailbox numbers start with the digit marked by 0 

l-11 Number of digits allowed in a valid mailbox number 

A The digit marked by A enables Dial-by-Name. When this 
digit is pressed, it triggers a prompt that instructs the caller 
to begin spelling the name. You may use this element in 
any position of the dial plan. 

V Mailbox numbers starting with the digit marked by V are 
variable length, up to 11 digits. 

8. Save the dialing plan by exiting to the Main Menu. 

3 - 

Reference 

/lenu Map 1 

/Menu Map 2 

vlenu Map 2 
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Step 

9. Include feature bit 110 (make/give to telephone number) in the FCOS to be 
assigned to the mailboxes. 

l Either add the bit to an existing FCOS, 

07" 

l Copy an FCOS and edit it as necessary. 

10. If desired, modify LCOS limits that control call placement. The limits that can be 
modified are listed below. 

l RNA retry limit 

l RNA retry interval 

l Busy retry limit 

l Busy retry interval 

l Message phone length 

l Message count 

l Maximum message length 

11. Define a pager system with message delivery to provide an outdialing port. 

12. Modify the configuration of each mailbox that uses the call placement function to:- 

. Assign the FCOS containing feature bit 110. 

l Assign the LCOS modified to support call placement. 

13. Specify the pager system, defined previously, as the call placement index number. 
This is also set in the mailbox configuration. Use the correct display interface for 
your AIP system. 

Rqhence 

:I’ 5011, Ch. 1 
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:I? 5007, Ch. 1 

:I? 5017, Ch. 8 
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Sh?P 

@ED Using the Scrolling Interface 

After setting FCOS and LCOS, press Enter until the Call Placement Pager Access 
Type prompt appears. 

Prompt: call placement pager access type: 

Response: Th e in d ex number of the pager system (O-l 5) this mailbox uses. This is 
the same as the pager system number specified in the Define Pagers 
Menu. 

I if call placement outdials from this mailbox are to use the internal 
outdial index (specified earlier in the mailbox configuration) for internal 
calls. 

OT 

B if call placement outdials from this mailbox are to be charged to a 
billing account. Outcalls will use the billed outdial index specified 
earlier in the mailbox configuration. 

U if call placement outdials from this mailbox are not to be charged to a 
billing account. Outcalls will use the Unbilled Outdial Index specified 
earlier in the mailbox configuration. 

Press Enter to skip through each of the remaining mailbox configuration prompts. 
After the last prompt, the system displays the mailbox configuration, then prompts 
for the next mailbox number. 

At this point, the parameter settings are saved and you can continue with mailbox 
configuration or exit. 

Reference 
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Step 

QED Using the Full-Screen Interface 

After setting FCOS and LCOS, use the arrow keys, Tab key, or Enter key to move 
around the screen to the Call Placement Index prompt. 

Prompt: CallPlacement Index: 
Response: The index number of the pager system (O-l 5) this mailbox uses. This is 

the same as the pager system number specified in the Define Pagers 
Menu. You can press the Home key to see a list of defined outdial 
indexes. 

I if call placement outdials from this mailbox are to use the internal 
outdial index (specified earlier in the mailbox configuration) for internal 
calls. 

B if call placement outdials from this mailbox are to be charged to a 
billing account. Outcalls will use the billed outdial index specified 
earlier in the mailbox configuration. 

U if call placement outdials from this mailbox are not to be charged to a 
billing account. Outcalls will use the Unbilled Outdial Index specified 
earlier in the mailbox configuration. 

Save the settings for the mailbox. Press FlO to save your settings or F9 to cancel 
them. At this point, you can continue with mailbox configuration by entering 
another mailbox number, or exit the mailbox maintenance screen by pressing F9. 

Dot. RN. A 



Test Call Placement 

CP 3362 
Page 1 of 1 

VoiceMemo Release 6.OA and later 

This procedure describes how to test the call placement function after it has been 
configured. Prerequisites for this procedure are: 

steb 

l All appropriate hardware has been installed. 

l Telephone lines have been installed. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

If you have not already done so, obtain a System Configuration Report. Refer to 
the report as needed for configuration parameter settings. 

Create a test mailbox for originating Call Placement messages. You will need 
another telephone (not the one associated with the originating mailbox) to simulate 
an off-server telephone number. The originating mailbox should include feature bit 
110 in its FCOS so it can make messages to a telephone number, as well as the 
standard feature bits in, for example, FCOS 1. 

Log into the sending mailbox and place a call to the simulated off-server telephone 
number (the receiving telephone), then hang up. 

Verify that the call was placed. Check the Event Log file to determine if the correct 
digits are being dialed. 

Accept and answer the call placement message from the simulated off-server 
telephone. 

Log into the sending mailbox and verify that there is one unplayed message . This 
unplayed message should be the answer you made in the preceding step to the call 
placement message. 

Play the message, then delete it. 

T- 
Reference 

~4353, Ch. 1 

3~ 3305, Ch. 6 
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Message Delivery Configuration 

Page 1 of 2 
VoiceMemo Release 6.OA and later 

This procedure summarizes the steps necessary to configure a Series 6 server for message 
delivery. It assumes that the appropriate server hardware and software have been 
installed. 

Step 

1. Complete an Outdial Line Group Worksheet. Blank worksheets are near the back 
of this manual. 

2. Define a line group to be used for message delivery (usually the same as the paging 
line group). 

Note: Defining pager systems should be accomplished on the 
currently inactive configuration. 

3. Go to the VoiceMemo Configuration Online Menu in the active or inactive 
configuration. Select Inactive Configuration if you just made a change through the 
Offline Menu without activating it, or Active Configuration otherwise. 

Select: (E) Modify Active Configuration 
07 

(F) Modify Inactive Conf%guration 
4. When the VoiceMemo Configuration Online Menu appears, specify the line group 

to which the VoiceMemo application is assigned. 

Select: (G) Group Selected 
prompt: Enter a group number = 
Response: The number of the line group (l-24), 

Press Enter if the current number is correct. 

5. Define the supported pager systems to be used for message delivery. A typical access 
code for message delivery is T9T where 

T = Wait for dial tone 
9 = Request an outside line 
T = Wait for outside line dial tone 

Rqbence 

:I? 5010, Ch. 1 

v.lenu Map 2 

cl? 5013 
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VoiceMemo Release 6.OA and later 

Step 

6. Customize an FCOS to include these feature bits: 

40 (receive messages from other users) 

41 (receive messages from outside callers) 

70 (User Options Menu) 

77 (change pager schedule) 

79 (set msg wait #l for urgent msgs only) 

80 (set msg wait #2 for urgent msgs only) 

88 (receive urgent messages) 

94 (change message delivery options) 

124 (change paging phone number) 

143 (change message delivery phone number) 

168 (message wait 1, pager requeue) 

169 (message wait 2, pager requeue) 

182 ( use pri/alt as week/weekend for MWI 1) 

183 (use pri/alt as week/weekend for MTUI2) 

l Either add the bit to an existing FCOS, 

OY 

l Copy an FCOS and edit it as necessary. 

7. Customize an LCOS to include these limits parameters: 

l Maximum length of a message delivery phone number 

l Minimum message length to activate message delivery 

8. Configure a mailbox for message delivery. 
- 

l A typical pager number for message delivery contains the unique number of the 
target message delivery phone. 

l A typical post-pager number for message delivery can be blank; however, if 
mailbox owners have the option to change their message delivery phone 
numbers, Centigram recommends a greet-and-wait (G) character in the post- 
pager number. 

l Choose message delivery. 

9. Set billing rates for message delivery. 

IO. Verify that the configuration is correct. 

11. If you chose the inactive configuration at the beginning of this procedure, activate 
the configuration to make the parameter settings take effect. 

a - 

Dot. kv. A 
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2 5011, Ch. 1 

or 

CP 5007, Ch. 1 
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VoiceMemo Release 6.OA and later 

This procedure describes how to set the following limits that govern message delivery: 

Step 

l Maximum length of a message delivery phone number 

l Minimum message length to activate message delivery 

Reference 

1. Modify an LCOS to include the desired limits parameters. Enter the requested 
information, as described in the following step, from your completed LCOS 
Worksheet. 

l To set the maximum length of a message delivery phone number, go to the More 
Limits Parameters Menu. 

Select: (C) Message Delivery - Phone Length 
Prompt: Enter IMxirmrm phone number length for message delivery = 
Response: The maximum number of digits (l-24) that a caller can enter for a 

message delivery phone number. 

l To set the minimum message length that activates message delivery, go to the More 
Limits Parameters Menu. 

Se&: (G) Message Waiting Indicator - Message Length 
Prompt: Enter minimum message length to turn on 

message waiting/paging = 
Response: The number of seconds (l-5) in a recorded message to turn on paging, 

OY 

0 (zero) if no minimum message length is desired. 

2. Save the modified limit by exiting to the System Configuration Menu. 

3. Assign the customized LCOS containing this limit to the mailbox. 

Menu Map 11 
3 5017 

3 50 18 
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Allow Mailbox Owners to Control 
Message Delivery 

CP 3339 
Page 1 of 1 

VoiceMemo Release b.OA and later 

steb 

This procedure describes how to allow mailbox owners to: 

l Turn message delivery on or off 

l Change their message delivery phone number 

l Schedule message delivery 

1. Include feature bit 70 (User Options Menu) and the following bits as applicable: 

77 (change pager schedule) 

94 (change message delivery options) 

143 (change message delivery phone number) 

l Either add the bit to an existing FCOS, 

OY 

l Copy an FCOS and edit it as necessary. 

2. Assign the FCOS containing these bits to each mailbox you want to have message 
delivery control. 

Reference 

CP 5011, Ch. 1 

or 

CP 5007, Ch. 1 

CP 5003, Ch. 1 
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Allow Receipt of Urgent Pages 
or Urgent Message Delivery Only 
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Page 1 of 1 

VoiceMemo Release 6.OA and later 

This procedure describes how to restrict paging or message delivery to urgent messages 
only. With this restriction, a page or message delivery call is activated only if the caller 
marks a message urgent. 

Step 

I. Include the following feature bits: 

40 (receive messages from other users) 

and/or 

41 (receive messages from outside callers) 

79 (set msg wait #l for urgent msgs only) 

. 80 (set msg wait #2 for urgent msgs only) 

88 (receive urgent messages) 

l Either add the bit to an existing FCOS, 

07. 

l Copy an FCOS and edit it as necessary. 

2. Assign the FCOS containing these bits to each mailbox you want for each of these 
features. 

l Receive urgent pages only 

l Receive urgent message delivery calls only 

Reference 

CP 5011, Ch. 1 

or 

cP5007, Ch.1 
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VoiceMemo Release 6.OA and later 

This procedure describes how to configure those parameters in a mailbox set-up that 
affect message delivery. 

Step Reference 

1. Reach the Mailbox Maintenance Menu. Enter the requested information, as 
described in the following steps, from your completed Mailbox Worksheet. 

vlenu Map 3 

CD Using the Scrolling Interface 

2. Identify the mailbox to be created or modified. 

Select: (C) Create New Mailboxes 
Prompt; Mailbox to create: 
Response: Number of the new mailbox you want to configure for message delivery. 

or 

Select: (M) Modify Mailboxes 
pr~qt: Mailbox to modify: 
Response: Number of the existing mailbox you want to reconfigure for message 

delivery. 

Note: The prompts are almost the same for creating a new mailbox and 
modifying an existing one, except that “New” precedes each _ 
prompt when you select Modify Mailboxes. 

3. Press Enter until the Features Class of Service prompt appears. 

4. Assign the appropriately-customized FCOS to the mailbox. 

Prompt: Features class of service: 
Response: The number of the FCOS (l-640) that includes the applicable bits. 

5. Assign the appropriately-customized LCOS to the mailbox. 
a 

Prompt: Limits class of service: 
Response: The number of the LCOS (l-640) that includes the applicable limits. 

6. Assign the appropriately-customized RCOS to the mailbox. 

Prompt: Restriction class of service: 
Response: The number of the RCOS (1-64) that includes the applicable limits. 

7. Specify message waiting indication for message delivery (same as for paging). 

Prompt: Message waiting type #l: or Message waiting type #2: 
Response: 5 
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Step Refireme 

8. Specify the pager access type and pager dial string. 

l+0~1pt: Pager access type: /-- 

Response: The index number of the pager system (O-l 5) this mailbox uses. This is 
the same as the pager system number specified in the Define Pagers 
Menu. 

07 

I if pages from this mailbox are to use the internal outdial index 
(specified earlier in the mailbox configuration) for internal calls. 

B if pages from this mailbox are to be charged to a billing account. 
Pages will use the billed outdial index specified earlier in the mailbox 
configuration. 

U if pages from this mailbox are not to be charged to a billing account. 
Pages will use the Unbilled Outdial Index specified earlier in the 
mailbox configuration. 

Prompt: Pager number: 
Response: The unique number (l-1 6 characters) of the target message delivery 

phone. The pager number must contain at least one character. This 
number is dialed immediately following the access code specified in the 
Define Pagers Menu. Use the characters in Table 1 at the end of this 
procedure to create the message delivery phone number. 

Prompt: Post-pager number: 
Response: Leave blank if desired. Or enter any overflow from the pager number 

(up to 24 characters) that did not fit in the pager number field. Table 1 
at the end of this procedure shows valid post-pager number characters. 

If a post-pager number is entered, it comprises the last part of a message 
delivery dial string. 
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VoiceMemo Release 6.OA and later 

Step 

9. Set the message delivery frequency and interval. 

Prompt: Pager frequency: 
Response: The number of times (O-255) this mailbox will be notified every time 

there is an unplayed message in the mailbox. Either 0 or 1 indicates one 
notification only. 

Prompt: Pager interval: 
Response: The number of minutes (O-255) between notifications for this mailbox. 

Either 0 or 1 indicates a one-minute interval. 

10. Indicate that message delivery is included. 

Prompt: Message delivery: 
Response: Y for yes. 

11. Specify whether paging is to be suppressed. 

Prompt: Suppress pages : 
Response: Y for yes, or 

N for no. 

12. Schedule message delivery. 

Prompt: Pager start time: 
Response: The time at which message delivery is to start. Enter the time in hours 

and minutes followed by “am” or “pm”; for example, 6:OOpm. If 
12:OOam is entered for start time and stop time, message delivery is 
enabled at all times. 

Prompt: Pager stop time: 
Response: The time at which message delivery is to stop. Enter the time in hours 

and minutes followed by “am” or “pm”; for example, 8:3Oam. If 
12:OOam is entered for stop time and start time, message delivery is 
enabled at all times. 

13. Press Enter until the Turn Off Pager/Outcall Notification prompt appears. 

14. Specify whether all message delivery configured for this mailbox is to be suppressed. 

Prompt: Turn off pager/outcall notification: 
Response: Y for yes, or 

N for no. 

Reference 

a -  
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Step 

15. Press Enter to skip through each of the remaining mailbox configuration prompts. 
After the last prompt, the server displays the mailbox configuration, then prompts 
for the next mailbox number. 

At this point, the parameter settings are saved and you can continue with mailbox 
configuration or exit. 

ED Using the Full-Screen Interface 

2. Identify the mailbox to be created or modified. 

Select: (C) Create/Modify/Delete Mailboxes 
Response: You are placed in the Mailbox Maintenance entry screen. Enter the 

number of the new or existing mailbox. 

Prompt: Mailbox: OOOOOOOOnnn 
Response: Press FlO to edit the mailbox information. 

3. Use the arrow keys, Tab key, or Enter key to move around the screen. Move to the 
parameters you wish to change. 

4. Assign the appropriately-customized LCOS to the mailbox. 

Prompt: Limits: 
Response: The number of the LCOS (l-640) that includes the applicable limits. 

5. Assign the appropriately-customized FCOS to the mailbox. 

Prompt: Features: 
Response: The number of the FCOS (l-640) that includes the applicable bits. 

6. Assign the appropriately-customized RCOS to the mailbox. 

- Prompt: Restriction: 
Response: The number of the RCOS (l-64) that includes the applicable limits. 

7. Specify message waiting indication for message delivery (same as for paging). 

prompt: Message waiting 1: or Message waiting 2: 
Response: 5 

8. Press the End key to edit the paging fields. Move the cursor to the parameters you 
wish to edit. 

9. Specify whether message delivery is to be suppressed. 

Prompt: Suppress: 

Response: Y to suppress message delivery, or 

N to not suppress message delivery. 
a - 

Reference 
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VoiceMemo Release 6.OA and later 

Step 

10. Specify the pager dial string and pager access type. 

Prompt: Pager Nun: 
Response: The unique number (1-16 characters) of the target message delivery 

phone. The pager number must contain at least one character. This 
number is dialed immediately following the access code specified in the 
Define Pagers Menu. Use the characters in Table 1 at the end of this 
procedure to create the message delivery phone number. 

Prompt: Post Pager: 
Response: Leave blank if desired. Or enter any overflow from the pager number 

(up to 24 characters) that did not fit in the pager number field. Table 1 
at the end of this procedure shows valid post-pager number characters. 

If a post-pager number is entered, it comprises the last part of a message 
delivery dial string. 

Prompt: Sys tern : 
Response: The index number of the pager system (O-l 5) this mailbox uses. This is 

the same as the pager system number specified in the Define Pagers 
Menu. You can press the Home key for a list of defined pager systems. 

or 

I if pages from this mailbox are to use the internal outdial index 
(specified earlier in the mailbox configuration) for internal calls. 

or 

B if pages from this mailbox are to be charged to a billing account. 
Pages will use the billed outdial index specified earlier in the mailbox 
configuration. 

or 

U if pages from this mailbox are not to be charged to a billing account. 
Pages will use the Unbilled Outdial Index specified earlier in the 
mailbox configuration. 

Reference 
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Step 

11. Set the message delivery frequency and interval. 

Prompt: Frequency : 
Response: The number of times (O-255) this mailbox will be notified every time 

there is an unplayed message in the mailbox. Either 0 or 1 indicates one 
notification only. 

P7~1mpt: Interval: 
Response: The number of minutes (O-255) between notifications for this mailbox. 

Either 0 or 1 indicates a one-minute interval. 

12. Set the number and frequency of paging retries when a busy signal is encountered. 

Prompt: Busy Frequency: 
Reqonse: The number of times (O-255) this mailbox will retry message delivery 

when a busy condition is encountered. Either 0 or 1 indicates one retry. 
Setting both the busy frequency and busy interval to 0 specifies 
unlimited retries upon reaching a busy signal. 

Prompt: Busy Interval: 
Response: The number of minutes (O-255) between message delivery attempts. 

Either 0 or 1 indicates a one-minute interval. Setting both the busy 
frequency and busy interval to 0 specifies unlimited retries upon - 
reaching a busy signal. 

13. Indicate that message delivery is included. 

Prompt: Msg dlvr: 
Response: Y for yes. 

14. Schedule message delivery. 

- Prompt: Start time: 

Response: The time at which message delivery is to start. Enter the time in hours 
and minutes followed by “am” or “pm”; for example, 6:OOpm. If 
12:OOam is entered for start time and stop time, message delivery is 
enabled at all times. 

Prompt: Stop time: 

Response: The time at which message delivery is to stop. Enter the time in hours 
and minutes followed by “am” or “pm”; for example, 8:3Oam. If 
12:OOam is entered for stop time and start time, message delivery is 
enabled at all times. 

15. Press FlO to save your settings or F9 to cancel them. This closes the pager field 
entry screen. 

a - 
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Step Reference 

16. Save the settings for the mailbox. Press FlO to save your settings or F9 to cancel 
them. At this point, you can continue with mailbox configuration by entering 
another mailbox number, or exit the mailbox maintenance screen by pressing F9. 

Table 1 Dial String Characters 

Character Explanation 

O-9, *, # Keys on a standard pushbutton telephone 

( The following digits should be dial pulsed (10 ITS) 

> Stop pulsing; resume sending DTMF tones 

+ Pause for one second 

A-D Fourth column DTMF keys 

E Go off-hook, wait for dial tone or other steady tone (pager go-ahead 
or confirmation tone, for example), then do next item in string 

F Switch hook flash and wait for dial tone 

G Greet - Wan for a voice or computer tone answer 

H Hang up (go on-hook) 

L Wait for an answer supervision signal that indicates the receiving 
phone has gone off-hook, then dial remaining characters after 
receiving the signal. Valid only with four-wire connections, not 
with loop start or ground start phone lines. 

N Start a new activity; do not go off-hook 

0 Ring once 

I? Go off-hook, do not wait for dial tone 

S Switch hook flash, no wait required 

T Go off-hook, wait for dial tone. Centigram recommends T as the 
first character in the access code. 
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Define a Pager System 
for Message Delivery 

cl?5013 
Page 1 of 3 

VoiceMemo Release 6.OA and later 

This procedure describes how to define a pager system that includes message delivery. 

Step Reference 

1. Reach the VoiceMemo Configuration Main Menu. 

2. Go to the VoiceMemo Configuration Online Menu in the active or inactive 
configuration. Select Inactive Configuration if you just made a change through the 
Offline Menu without activating it, or Active Configuration otherwise. 

Se Led: (E) Modify Active Configuration 
or 

(F) Modify Inactive Configuration 
3. When the VoiceMemo Configuration Online Menu appears, specify the line group 

for which message delivery is to be enabled. 

Select: (G) Group Selected 
Prompt: Enter a group number = 
Response: The number of the line group (l-24), 

Aenu Map 1 

OT 

Press Enter if the current number is the message delivery line group. 

4. Go to the Pagers Menu. 

5. Enter the requested information, as described in the following steps, from your 
completed Outdial Line Group Worksheet. 

6. Assign identification (index) numbers to all supported pager systems. 

SeLect: (l?) Pager Systems Supported 
Prompt: Paging systems supported by this dialer = 
Response: The index numbers (0- 15) of the pager systems that include message 

delivery, in the format n,n,n... 

vIenu Map 5 

7. Go to the Define Pagers Menu. _ 

8. Identify the pager system that includes message delivery. 

Select: (P) Current Pager System 
prompt: Enter a pager system number (0 thru 15) = 
Response: The index number of the first pager system that includes message 

delivery. 

tienu Map 7 
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Step 

9. Name the pager system that includes message delivery. 

Select: (N) Pager Name 
hmpt: Enter pager system name (0 - 30 chars) = 
Response: A descriptive name that identifies this pager system. Up to 30 

alphanumeric characters are allowed. Examples are “553 exchange” and 
“South County route.” 

10. Specify thedial string for outdialing (access code). 

Select: (D) Access Code 
Prompt: Enter pager system access code (0 - 24 chars) = 
Rksponse: The code (l-24 characters) that is common to mailbox owners using 

this pager system. This code indicates what the server should dial before 
the message delivery number. It comprises the first part of the message 
delivery dial string. Use the characters in Table 1 at the end of this 
procedure to create the code. 

or 

Press Enter if the current access code is correct. 

OT 

A period (.) to delete an existing access code 

11. Specify the hold time. 

Select: (H) Hold Time 
Prompt: Hold time in seconds (90 sets. maximum) = 
Response: Seconds (O-90) the server holds a message delivery call before hanging 

up after a successful message delivery attempt. Centigram recommends 
2-5 seconds. 

12. From the Pagers Menu, go to the Other Pager Features Menu. 

13. Set the parameters in the Other Pager Features Menu to the same settings as in the 
VoiceMemo Application configuration or DID VoiceMemo Application 
configuration. 

Reference 
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Step 

T 
Table 1 Access Code Characters 

Character Explanation 

o-9, *, # Keys on a standard pushbutton telephone 

( The following digits should be dial pulsed (10 PI’S) 

> Stop pulsing; resume sending DTMF tones 

+ Pause for one second 

A-D Fourth column DTMF keys 

E Go off-hook, wait for dial tone or other steady tone (pager go-ahead 
or confirmation tone, for example), then do next item in string 

F Switch hook flash and wait for dial tone 

G Greet - Wait for a voice or computer tone answer 

H Hang up (go on-hook) 

L Wait for an answer supervision signal that indicates the receiving 
phone has gone off-hook, then dial remaining characters after 
receiving the signal. Valid only with four-wire connections, not 
with loop start or ground start phone lines. 

N Start a new activity; do not go off-hook 

0 Ring once 

P Go off-hook, do not wait for dial tone 

S Switch hook flash, no wait required 

-T Go off-hook, wait for dial tone 

Reference 
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Set Paging or Message Delivery 
Schedules and Intervals 

~~3321 
Page 1 of 4 

VoiceMemo Release 6.OA and later 

This procedure describes how to: 

l Set start and stop times for paging or message delivery 

l Schedule weekday and weekend paging or message delivery 

l Schedule a change of interval 

l Receive queued pages or message delivery calls at the pager start time 

l Change selection of pagers or message delivery when schedules overlap. 

Note: This procedure contains a number of operations that affect mailboxes. If 
you are not familiar with mailbox creation or modification, refer to the 
procedures in Chapter 6, especially Cl? 3305, Standard Mailbox Creation. 

Step Reference 

1. Reach the Mailbox Maintenance Menu. 

2. Skip to step 5 if you are using the full-screen interface. 

3. Identify the mailbox that uses the pager(s) or message delivery to be scheduled. 

Use 

Menu Map 3 

Select: (C) Create New Mailboxes 
pr~qt: Mailbox to create: 
Response: Number of the new mailbox you want to configure for paging or - 

message delivery. 

or 

Select: (M) Modify Mailboxes 
prompt: Mailbox to modify: 
Response: Number of the existing mailbox you want to reconfigure for paging or 

message delivery. 

Note: Prompts are almost the same for creating a new mailbox and 
modifying an existing one, except that “New” precedes a prompt 
when you select Modify Mailboxes. 

4. Skip to the applicable section(s) below, and follow all instructions there. When you 
are done, exit Create/Modify Mailboxes by responding Y to the Create/Modify 
prompt, and then pressing Enter when prompted for another mailbox. 

5. Identify the mailbox for which you want to suppress or resume paging or message 
delivery. 
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Step 

Select: (C) CreatelModifylDelete Mailboxes 
Response: You are placed in the Mailbox Maintenance entry screen. Enter the 

number of the new or existing mailbox. 

prompt: Mailbox: OOOOOOOOnnn 
Response: Press FlO to edit the mailbox information. 

6. Use the arrow keys, Tab key, or Enter key to move around the screen, stopping at 
parameters. Move to the Message Waiting field used for paging or message delivery 
(its value should be 5) and p ress the End key to edit the paging/message delivery 
parameters. 

Note: Prompts may be somewhat different than specified in the instructions 
below. 

7. Refer to applicable section(s) below to change appropriate parameters. 

8. After you enter or move past the last parameter, the paging fields entry screen goes 
away and you are returned to the Mailbox Maintenance entry screen. 

9. Press FlO to save your changes, or, if you made a mistake, press F9 to cancel your 
changes. 

10. Press F9 to exit the Mailbox Maintenance entry screen. 

ED Setting the Start and Stop Times 

For the scrolling interface: 

Press Enter until the Pager Start Time parameter appears. 

Note: If both the start time and the stop time remain unspecified, 
paging or message delivery is enabled at all times. 

- 
Prompt: Pager start time: 
Response: The time at which paging or message delivery is to start. Enter the time 

in hours and minutes followed by “am” or “pm”; for example: 6:OOpm. 

prompt: Pager stop time: 
Response: The time at which paging or message delivery is to stop. Enter the time 

in hours and minutes followed by “am” or “pm”; for example: 8:3Oam. 

For the full-screen interface: 

Move the cursor to the appropriate message waiting indicator for paging or message 
delivery. There are two columns; the first is for Pager 1, and the second for Pager 2 
(the alternate pager). Press the End key to edit paging fields. Move the cursor to 
edit the start and stop time fields. 

a - 

Reference 
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step 

Note: If both the start time and the stop time remain unspecified, 
paging or message delivery is enabled at all times. 

Prompt: Start time: 
Response: The time at which paging or message delivery is to start. Enter the time 

in hours and minutes followed by “am” or “pm”; for example: 6:OOpm. 

Prompt: Stop time: 
Response: The time at which paging or message delivery is to stop. Enter the time 

in hours and minutes followed by “am” or “pm”; for example: 8:30am. 

The pager entry screen goes away if you move through all the fields. Alternatively, 
you can press FlO to save your entries, or F9 to cancel them, rather than move 
through all the fields. 

QED Setting a Weekday-Weekend Schedule 

1. Include one of these feature bits in the FCOS for the mailbox that uses the pagers or 
message delivery: 

182 (use pri/alt as week/weekend for MWI l), if the pagers or message delivery were 
configured as the first message waiting type. 

183 (use pri/alt as week/weekend for MWI2), if the pagers or message delivery were 
configured as the second message waiting type. 

l Either add the bit to an existing FCOS, 

07. 

l Copy an FCOS and edit it as necessary. 

2. Configure an alternate pager. This will be the weekend pager. 
I 

3. Make sure the weekday pager number or message delivery number is specified for 
the primary and the weekend pager number or message delivery number is specified 
for the alternate. 

@D Scheduling a Change of Interval 

Configure a primary and its alternate as the same pager, with these differences: 

l Set the first interval and number of retries through the pager (message delivery) 
interval prompt for the primary pager. 

l Set the second interval and number of retries through the pager (message delivery) 
interval prompt for the alternate pager. 

Reference 
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Step Reference 

l Set the time the other interval will be in effect through the pager (message delivery) 
start time and stop time prompts for the alternate pager. 

a9 Receiving Queued Pages or Message Delivery Calls at the 
Start Time 

Include one of these feature bits in the FCOS for the mailbox that uses the pager or 
message delivery: 

168 (message wait 1, pager requeue), if the pager was configured through the first 
message waiting type prompt. 

169 (message wait 2, pager requeue), if the pager was configured through the second 
message waiting type prompt. 

l Either add the bit to an existing FCOS, 

or 

l Copy an FCOS and edit it as necessary. 

GZB Prioritizing Paging When Schedules Overlap 

Include these feature bits in the FCOS for the mailbox that uses the pager or message- 
delivery: 

70 (User Options Menu) 

77 (change pager schedule) 

18 1 (paging over msg del, mwi 1 over mwi 2), if the schedules for pagers in both 
message waiting types overlap, the server selects the pager in the first message 
waiting type. If message delivery is in the first message waiting type and paging 
only is in the second message waiting type and their schedules overlap, the server 
selects paging only. 

l Either add the bit to an existing FCOS, 

OY 

l Copy an FCOS and edit it as necessary. 

Dot. RN. A 
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This procedure describes how to test the message delivery function after it has been 
configured. Prerequisites for this procedure are: 

Step 

l All appropriate hardware has been installed. 

l Telephone lines have been installed. 

l Test mailboxes have been configured for message delivery. 

l Associated pager systems have been configured. 

If you have not already done so, obtain a System Configuration Report. Refer to the 
report as needed for such information as message delivery parameter settings. 

QED Using the Lights Test 

You can test message delivery calls using the Lights Test as described for message waiting 
lights; however, if you make an actual message delivery test call, you can check server 
prompts and the mailbox user interface at the same time. 

6ED Using a Test Call 

1. Log into the test mailbox, ensure that there are no unplayed messages, then log out 
of the test mailbox. 

Note: To streamline the test, you should set the number of retires to 0; 
otherwise, the server keeps trying to complete the call until the 
maximum number of retries has been reached. 

2. Place a butt set in the monitor position on the server outdial telephone line. 

3. Call the test mailbox and leave a message. 

4. Listen on the butt set as the outdial line comes off-hook and the server makes the 
call. (If you hear any error tones or similar signals that may cause the call to fail, 
you can correct your dial string as needed.) You can check the Event Log file to 
determine if the correct digits are being dialed. 

5. When the telephone that you have called rings, answer it at the first ring (or have an 
assistant do so if necessary). The server should say, “Hello [mailbox name]. You 
have one unplayed message in your mailbox. One message total. Please enter your 
passcode.” 

Reference 
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SteR 

6. Enter the passcode and play the message. If problems occur while attempting to 
play the message: 

l Check the dialing plan in the active configuration. 

l Check the mailbox FCOS. 

l Check the “Other Features” parameter settings for the pager line group, to 
ensure that they match the corresponding parameter settings for the 
VoiceMemo application. 

7. Verify that there is no further paging. 

Reference 

a -  
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This procedure describes how to set a single parameter that suppresses or resumes all 
paging or message delivery calls configured in a mailbox. The mailbox parameters are 
not deleted or modified. 

Step 

1. Reach the Mailbox Maintenance Menu. Enter the requested information, as 
described in the following steps, from your completed Mailbox Worksheet. 

CD Using the Scrolling Interface 

2. Identify the mailbox for which you want to suppress or resume paging or message 
delivery. 

select: (C) Create New Mailboxes 
Prompt: Mailbox to create: 
Response: Number of the new mailbox you want to configure for paging or 

message delivery. 

or 

Select: (M) Modify Mailboxes 
Prompt: Mailbox to modify: 
Response: Number of the existing mailbox you want to reconfigure for paging. or 

message delivery. 

Note: The prompts are the same for creating a new mailbox and 
modifying an existing one, except that “New . ..” precedes each 
prompt when you select Modify Mailboxes. 

3. Press Enter until the prompt for turning off pagerloutcall notification appears. 
This prompt immediately follows the last message waiting type prompt. 

4. Suppress or resume all paging or message delivery configured for this mailbox. 
- 

Prompt: Turn off pager/outcall notification: 
Response: Y for yes, OT 

N for no. 

5. Press Enter to skip through each of the remaining mailbox configuration prompts. 
After the last prompt, the server displays the mailbox configuration, then prompts 
for the next mailbox number. 

At this point, the parameter settings are saved and you can continue with mailbox 
configuration or exit. 

Reference 
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Steb Reference 

GD Using the Full-Screen Interface 

2. Identify the mailbox for which you want to suppress or resume paging or message 
delivery. 

Select: (C) Create/Modify/Delete Mailboxes 
Response: You are placed in the Mailbox Maintenance entry screen. Enter the 

number of the new or existing mailbox. 

Prompt: Mailbox: OOOOOOOOnnn 
Response: Press FlO to edit the mailbox information. 

3. Use the arrow keys, Tab key, or Enter key to move around the screen. Move to the 
Message Waiting field used for paging or message delivery (its value should be 5) 
and press the End key to edit the paging/message delivery parameters. The first 
field controls off pager/outcall notification for the primary pager. If you want to 
adjust the field for the alternate pager, move the cursor to the first field for Pager 
#02. 

4. Suppress or resume all paging or message delivery configured for this mailbox. 

Prompt: Suppress : 

Response: Y for yes, or 
N for no. 

5. After you enter or move past the last parameter, the paging fields entry screen goes 
away and you are returned to the Mailbox Maintenance entry screen. 

6. Press FlO to save your changes, or, if you made a mistake, press F9 to cancel your 
changes. 

At this point, you can continue with mailbox configuration by-entering another 
a mailbox number, or exit by pressing F9. 

a -  
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This procedure summarizes the steps necessary to configure for display pagers in a Series 
6 server. It assumes that the appropriate server hardware and software have been 
installed. 

Step Reference 

1. Complete an Outdial Line Group Worksheet. Blank worksheets are near the back 
of this manual. 

2. Define a line group to be used for the Pager application. 

Note: Defining pager systems should be accomplished on the 
currently inactive configuration. 

3. Go to the VoiceMemo Configuration Online Menu in the active or inactive 
configuration. Select Inactive Configuration if you just made a change through the 
Offline Menu without activating it, or Active Configuration otherwise. 

SeLect: (E) Modify Active Configuration 
Or 

(F) Modify Inactive Configuration 
4. Specify the line group to which the Pager application is assigned. 

Select: (G) Group Selected 
Prompt: Enter a group number = 
Response: The number of the line group (l-24), 

Press Enter if the current number is correct. 

5. Define supported pager systems. A typical access code in a PBX environment for 
display paging is T9T where 

T = Wait for dial tone 
9 = Request an outside line 

- T = Wait for outside line dial tone 

2’ 5010, Ch. 1 

Menu Map 2 
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6. Customize an FCOS to include these feature bits: 

40 

41 

70 

77 

79 

80 

88 

124 

168 

169 

181 

182 

183 

(receive messages from other users) 

(receive messages from outside callers) 

(User Options Menu) 

(change pager schedule) 

(set msg wait #l for urgent msgs only) 

(set msg wait #2 for urgent msgs only) 

(receive urgent messages) 

(change paging phone number) 

(message wait 1, pager requeue) 

(message wait 2, pager requeue) 

(paging over msg del, mwi 1 over mwi 2) 

(use pri/alt as week/weekend for MWIl) 

(use pri/alt as week/weekend for MwI2) 

a Either add the bits to an existing FCOS, 

or 

. Copy an FCOS and edit it as necessary. 

7. Customize an LCOS to include these limits parameters: 

l Maximum phone number length for paging 

l Maximum pages per billing cycle 

0 Minimum message length to activate paging 

8. Configure a mailbox for paging. 
- 

l A typical pager number for display paging contains the account number or the 
DID number of the user’s pager, followed by a one- or two-second pause (++). 

l A typical post-pager number for display paging contains only the display digits tc 
be shown on the pager. 

l Choose no message delivery. 

9. Assign an alternate pager to a mailbox. 

10. Set billing rates for paging. 

11. Verify that the configuration is correct. 

12. If you chose the inactive configuration at the beginning of this procedure, activate 
the configuration to make the parameter settings take effect. 

Reference 
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This procedure summarizes the steps necessary to configure for tone pagers in a Series 6 
server. It assumes that the appropriate server hardware and software have been installed. 

Step 

1. Complete an Outdial Line Group Worksheet. Blank worksheets are near the back 
of this manual. 

2. Define a line group to be used for the Pager application. 

Note: Defining pager systems should be accomplished on the 
currently inactive configuration. 

3. Go to the VoiceMemo Configuration Online Menu in the active or inactive 
configuration. Select Inactive Configuration if you just made a change through the 
Offline Menu without activating it, or Active Configuration otherwise. 

Select: (E) Modify Active Configuration 
or 

(F) Modify Inactive Configuration 
4. When the VoiceMemo Configuration Online Menu appears, specify the line group 

to which the Pager application is assigned. 

Seleck (G) Group Selected 
f'rompt: Enter a group number = 
Response: The number of the line group (l-24), 

or 

Press Enter if the current number is correct. 

5. Define supported pager systems. A typical access code for tone paging is T9T where 

T = Wait for dial tone 
9 = Request an outside line 
T = Wait for outside line dial tone 

- 
6. Customize an FCOS to include these feature bits: 

70 (User Options Menu) 

77 (change pager schedule) 

79 (set msg wait #l for urgent msgs only) 

80 (set msg wait #2 for urgent msgs only) 

124 (change paging phone number) 

168 (message wait 1, pager requeue) 

169 (message wait 2, pager requeue) 

18 1 (paging over msgdel, mwi 1 over mwi 2) 

182 ( use pri/alt as week/weekend for MYYI 1) 

183 (use pri/alt as week/weekend for MwI2) 

Reference 
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Step 

l Either add the bit to an existing FCOS, 

or 

l Copy an FCOS and edit it as necessary. 

7. If desired, customize an LCOS with these limits parameters: 

l Maximum phone number length for off-server messaging 

l Maximum pages per billing cycle 

l Minimum message length to activate paging 

8. Configure a mailbox for paging. 

l A typical pager number for tone paging is 9163259 116+G where 

9163259116 = Call the pager company’s number 

; 
= Wait for the line to settle 
= Wait for a computer tone 

l The post-pager number can be blank; however, if mailbox owners have the 
option to change their paging phone numbers, Centigram recommends a greet- 
and-wait (G) character in the post-pager number. 

l Choose no message delivery. 

9. Assign an alternate pager to a mailbox. 

10. Set billing rates for paging. 

11. Verify that the configuration is correct. 

12. Activate the configuration. 

Dac. Rw. A 
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This procedure summarizes the steps necessary to configure for voice pagers in a Series 6 
server. It assumes that the appropriate server hardware and software have been installed. 

Step 

1. Complete an Outdial Line Group Worksheet. Blank worksheets are near the back 
of this manual. 

2. Define a line group to be used for the Pager application. 

Note: Defining pager systems should be accomplished on the 
currently inactive configuration. 

3. Go to the VoiceMemo Configuration Online Menu in the active or inactive 
configuration. Select Inactive Configuration if you just made a change through the 
Offline Menu without activating it, or Active Configuration otherwise. 

Select: (E) Modify Active Configuration 
Or 

(F) Modify Inactive Configuration 
4. Define supported pager systems. A typical access code for voice paging is T9T 

where 

T = Wait for dial tone 
9 = Request an outside line 
T= Wait for outside line dial tone 

5. Customize an FCOS to include these feature bits: 

70 (User Options Menu) 

77 (change pager schedule) 

79 (set msg wait #l for urgent msgs only) 

80 (set msg wait #2 for urgent msgs only) 

124 (change paging phone number) 
a 168 (message wait 1, pager requeue) 

169 (message wait 2, pager requeue) 

181 (paging over msgdel, mwi 1 over mwi 2) 

182 ( use pri/alt as week/weekend for MWI 1) 

183 (use pri/alt as week/weekend for MYUI2) 

l Either add the bit to an existing FCOS, 

Or 

l Copy an FCOS and edit it as necessary. 

Reference 
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Step 

6. Customize an LCOS with these limits parameters: 

l Maximum phone number length for off-system messaging 

l Maximum pages per billing cycle 

l Minimum message length to activate paging 

7. Configure a mailbox for paging. 

l A typical pager number for voice paging is 9 163259 1 lG+GV where 

9163259116 = Call the pager company’s number 
+ = Pause for one second 
G = Wait for a computer tone 
V = Play three seconds of the message for a voice pager 

l The post-pager number can be blank; however, if mailbox owners have the 
option to change their paging phone numbers, Centigram recommends a greet- 
and-wait (G) character in the post-pager number. 

l Choose no message delivery. 

8. Assign an alternate pager to a mailbox. 

9. Set billing rates for paging. 

10. Verify that the configuration is correct. 

11. Activate the configuration. 

Reference 
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This procedure describes how to allow mailbox owners to: 

l Turn paging on or off 

Step 

l Change their paging phone number 

l Schedule paging 

Reference 

1. Include feature bit 70 (User Options Menu), and the following bits as applicable: 

77 (change pager schedule) 

124 (change paging phone number) 

l Either add the bit to an existing FCOS, 

07 

l Copy an FCOS and edit it as necessary. 

2. Assign the FCOS containing these bits to each mailbox you want to have paging 
schedule control. 

CP 5011, Ch. 1 

or 
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This procedure describes how to assign an alternate pager to a mailbox. Before using 
this procedure, make sure the following steps have been completed: 

l A line group is defined for the Pager application. 

l The pager system to be used by this mailbox is defined. 

l The mailbox configuration identifies each pager it is to use. 

Note: If you use one of the billing outdial indexes, you cannot use create an 
alternate pager for Message Waiting 2, because they use the same post-pager 
field. 

Steo Reference 

1. Reach the Mailbox Maintenance Menu. 

QED Using the Scrolling Interface 

2. 

3. 

4. 
I 

5. 

Specify the mailbox that will have the alternate pager. 

Select: (C) Create New Mailboxes 
Prompt: Mailbox to create: 
Response: Number of a new mailbox. 

or 

Select: (M) Modify Mailboxes 
prompt: Mailbox to modify: 
Response: Number of an existing mailbox. 

Press Enter until the applicable Message Waiting Type prompt appears, then 
specify paging. Choose the same message waiting prompt through which the 
primary pager was configured. 

Indicate paging. 

Prompt: Message waiting type #l: or Message waiting type #2: 
Response: 5 

Press Enter until the Define an Additional Pager Number prompt appears, then 
indicate the alternate pager. 

prompt: Define an additional pager number ? : 
Response: Y to define the pager number. 

vlenu Map 3 
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Step 

6. Identify the pager system and specify the paging dial string. 

PTWlpt: Pager access type: 
Response: The index number of the pager system (O-l 5) this mailbox uses. This is 

the same as the pager system number specified in the Define Pagers 
Menu. 

I if pages from this mailbox are to use the internal outdial index 
(specified in the mailbox configuration) for internal calls. 

B if pages from this mailbox are to be charged to a billing account. 
Pages will use the billed outdial index specified in the mailbox 
configuration. 

U if pages from this mailbox are not to be charged to a billing account. 
Pages will use the Unbilled Outdial Index specified in the mailbox 
configuration. 

Response: The index number of the pager system (O-l 5) this mailbox uses. This is 
the same as the pager system number specified in the Define Pagers 
Menu. 

PrompC Pager number: 
Response: The unique number (l-16 characters) of the pager. The pager number 

must contain at least one character. This number is dialed immediately 
following the access code specified in the Define Pagers Menu. This 
field can contain any additional characters necessary for outdialing, from 

- Table 1 at the end of this procedure. 

Prompt: Post-pager number: 
Response: For display pagers, the display digits (O-24) to be shown on the pager. 

For tone or voice pagers, leave blank; however, if mailbox owners have 
the option to change their paging phone numbers, Centigram 
recommends coding a greet-and-wait (G) character in the post-pager 
number. Also enter any overflow from the tone or voice pager number 
(up to 24 characters) that did not fit in the pager number field. Table 1 
at the end of this procedure shows valid post-pager number characters. 

If a post-pager number is entered, it comprises the last part of a paging 
dial string. 

a - 
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Step 

7. Set the pager frequency and interval of the additional pager. 

Prompt: Pager frequency: 
Response: The number of times (O-255) this mailbox will be notified with a page 

every time there is an unplayed message in the mailbox. Either 0 or 1 
indicates one notification only. 

Prm2pt: Pager interval: 
Response: The number of minutes (O-255) between pages for this mailbox. Either 

0 or 1 indicates a one-minute interval. 

8. Specify whether message delivery is to be used. 

&-~mpt: Message delivery: 
Response: N to turn off message delivery. 

9. Specify whether paging is to be suppressed. 

P7-0772pt: Suppress pages: 
Response: Y to suppress paging, or 

N to not suppress paging. 

10. Set the number and frequency of paging retries when a busy signal is encountered. 

Prompt: Busy pager attempts: 
Response: The number of times (O-255) this mailbox will retry a page when a busy 

condition is encountered. Either 0 or 1 indicates one retry. Setting 
both the busy pager attempts and busy pager interval to 0 specifies 
unlimited retries upon reaching a busy signal. 

Prompt: Busy pager interval: 
Response: The number of minutes (O-255) between pager attempts. Either 0 or 1 

indicates a one-minute interval. Setting both the busy pager attempts 
and busy pager interval to 0 specifies unlimited retries upon reaching a 
busy signal. 

Reference 
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step 

Il. Schedule the alternate pager. 

Prompt: Pager start time: 
Response: The time at which paging is to start. Enter the time in hours and 

minutes followed by “am” or “pm”; for example: 6:OOpm. If 12:OOam is 
entered for start time and stop time, paging is enabled at all times. 

Prompt: Pager stop time: 

Response: The time at which paging is to stop. Enter the time in hours and 
minutes followed by “am” or “pm”; for example: 8:3Oam If I2:OOam is 
entered for stop time and start time, paging is enabled at all times. 

12. Press Enter to skip through each of the remaining mailbox configuration prompts. 
After the last prompt, the server displays the mailbox configuration, then prompts 
for the next mailbox number. 

At this point, the parameter settings are saved and you can continue with mailbox 
configuration or exit. 

@CD Using the Full-Screen Interface 

2. Specify the mailbox that will have the alternate pager. 

Select: (C) Create/Modify/Delete Mailboxes 
Response: You are placed in the Mailbox Maintenance entry screen. Enter the 

number of the new or existing mailbox. 

Prompt: Mailbox: OOOOOOOOnnn 
Response: Press FlO to edit the mailbox information. 

3. Use the arrow keys, Tab key, or Enter key to move around the screen. Move to the 
same message waiting prompt through which the primary pager was configured. 

- 
4. Indicate paging. 

Prompt: Message waiting 1: or Message waiting 2: 
Response: 5 

5. Press the End key to edit the paging fields. Move the cursor to the bottom of the 
fields and indicate the alternate pager. 

Prompt: Alt page : 
Response: Y to define the pager number. 

6. Specify fields for the alternate pager. These fields are in the second column of the 
paging fields entry screen, under “Pager #02.” 

Dot. Pa. A 
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Step 

7. Specify whether paging is to be suppressed. 

I+-0mpt: Suppress: 
Response: Y to suppress paging, or 

N to not suppress paging. 

8. Specify the paging dial string and identify the pager system. 

Prompt: Pager Num: 

Response: The unique number (l-16 characters) of the pager. The pager number 
must contain at least one character. This number is dialed immediately 
following the access code specified in the Define Pagers Menu. This 
field can contain any additional characters necessary for outdialing, from 
Table 1 at the end of this procedure. 

Prompt: Post Pager: 
Response: For display pagers, the display digits (O-24) to be shown on the pager. 

For tone or voice pagers, leave blank; however, if mailbox owners have 
the option to change their paging phone numbers, Centigram 
recommends coding a greet-and-wait (G) character in the post-pager 
number. Also enter any overflow from the tone or voice pager number 
(up to 24 characters) that did not fit in the pager number field. Table 1 
at the end of this procedure shows valid post-pager number characters. 

If a post-pager number is entered, it comprises the last part of a paging 
dial string. 

Prompt: SYS tern : 
Response: The index number of the pager system (O-l 5) this mailbox uses. This is 

the same as the pager system number specified in the Define Pagers 
Menu. You can press the Home key for a list of defined pager systems. 

or 

I if pages from this mailbox are to use the internal outdial index 
(specified in the mailbox configuration) for internal calls. 

or 

B if pages from this mailbox are to be charged to a billing account. 
Pages will use the billed outdial index specified in the mailbox 
configuration. 

or 

U if pages from this mailbox are not to be charged to a billing account. 
Pages will use the Unbilled Outdial Index specified in the mailbox 
configuration. 

Reference 
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Step 

7. Set the pager frequency and interval of the additional pager. 

Prompt: Frequency: 
Response: The number of times (O-255) this mailbox will be notified with a page 

every time there is an unplayed message in the mailbox. Either 0 or 1 
indicates one notification only. 

prompt: Interval : 
Response: The number of minutes (O-255) between pages for this mailbox. Either 

0 or 1 indicates a one-minute interval. 

10. Set the number and frequency of paging retries when a busy signal is encountered. 

Prompt: Busy Frequency: 
Response: The number of times (O-255) this mailbox will retry a page when a busy 

condition is encountered. Either 0 or 1 indicates one retry. Setting 
both the busy pager attempts and busy pager interval to 0 specifies 
unlimited retries upon reaching a busy signal. 

Prompt: Busy Interval: 
Response: The number of minutes (O-255) between pager attempts. Either 0 or I 

indicates a one-minute interval. Setting both the busy pager attempts 
and busy pager interval to 0 specifies unlimited retries upon reaching a 
busy signal. 

11. Specify whether message delivery is to be used. 

Prompt: Msg dlvr: 
Response: N to turn off message delivery. 

12. Schedule the alternate pager. 

Prompt: Start time: 
a 

Response: The time at which paging is to start. Enter the time in hours and 
minutes followed by “am” or “pm”; for example: 6:OOpm. If 12:OOam is 
entered for start time and stop time, paging is enabled at all times. 

Prompt: Start time: 
Response: The time at which paging is to stop. Enter the time in hours and 

minutes followed by “am” or “pm”; for example: 8:3Oam If 12:OOam is 
entered for stop time and start time, paging is enabled at all times. 

13. After the last prompt, the pager field entry screen goes away, returning you to the 
Mailbox Maintenance screen. You can press End again to confirm your settings and 
re-edit the fields. Also, within the pager field entry screen, you can always press FlO 
to save your settings or F7 to cancel them. 

a - 
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Step 

14. Save the settings for the mailbox. Press FlO to save your settings or F9 to cancel 
them. At this point, you can continue with mailbox configuration by entering 
another mailbox number, or exit the mailbox maintenance screen by pressing F9. 

Reference 
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This procedure describes how to configure those parameters in a mailbox set-up that 

Steb 

affect paging. 

1. Reach the Mailbox Maintenance Menu. Enter the requested information, as 
described in the following steps, from your completed Mailbox Worksheet. Menu 

GD Using the Scrolling Interface 

2. Identify the mailbox to be created or modified. 

Select: (C) Create New Mailboxes 
prompt: Mailbox to create: 
Response: Number of the new mailbox you want to configure for paging. 

or 

Select: (M) Modify Mailboxes 
Prompt: Mailbox to modify: 
Response: Number of the existing mailbox you want to reconfigure for paging. 

Note: The prompts are almost the same for creating a new mailbox and 
modifying an existing one, except that “New” precedes each 
prompt when you select Modify Mailboxes. 

3. Press Enter until the Features Class of Service prompt appears. 

4. Assign the appropriately-customized FCOS to the mailbox. 

Prompt: Features class of service: 
Response: The number of the FCOS (l-640) that includes the applicable feature 

bits. 

5. Assign the appropriately-customized LCOS to the mailbox. 
I 

&mpt: Limits class of service: 
Response: The number of the LCOS (l-640) that includes the applicable limits. 

6. Assign the appropriately-customized RCOS to the mailbox. 

Prompt: Restriction class of service: 
Response: The number of the RCOS (l-64) that includes the applicable limits. 

7. Specify message waiting indication for paging. 

Prompt: Message waiting type #l: or Message waiting type #2 
Response: 5 

Refirence 
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Step Reference 

8. Specify the pager access type and the paging dial string. 

Prompt: Pager access type: 
Response: Th e in d ex number of the pager system (O-15) this mailbox uses. This is 

the same as the pager system number specified in the Define Pagers 
Menu. 

or 

I if pages from this mailbox are to use the internal outdial index 
(specified earlier in the mailbox configuration) for internal calls. 

B if pages from this mailbox are to be charged to a billing account. 
Pages will use the billed outdial index specified earlier in the mailbox 
configuration. 

U if pages from this mailbox are not to be charged to a billing account. 
Pages will use the Unbilled Outdial Index specified earlier in the 
mailbox configuration. 

PrompE: Pager number: 
Response: The unique number (1-16 characters) of the pager. The pager number 

must contain at least one character. This number is dialed immediately 
following the access code specified in the Define Pagers Menu. This 
field can contain any additional characters necessary for outdialing, from 
Table 1 at the end of this procedure. 

Prompt: Post-pager number: 
Response: For display pagers, the display digits (O-24) to be shown on the pager. 

For tone or voice pagers, leave blank; however, if mailbox owners have 
the option to change their paging phone numbers, Centigram 
recommends coding a greet-and-wait (G) character in the post-pager 
number. Also enter any overflow from the tone or voice pager number 
(up to 24 characters) that did not fit in the pager number field. Table 1 
at the end of this procedure shows valid post-pager number characters. 

If a post-pager number is entered, it comprises the last part of a paging 
dial string. 

Dot. Fkv. A 
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Reference 

9. Set the pager frequency and interval. 

Prompt: Pager frequency: 
Response: The number of times (O-255) this mailbox will be notified with a page 

every time there is an unplayed message in the mailbox. Either 0 or 1 
indicates one notification only. 

Prompt: Pager interval: 
Response: The number of minutes (O-255) between pages for this mailbox. Either 

0 or 1 indicates a one-minute interval. 

10, Specify whether message delivery is to be used. 

prompt: Message delivery: 
Response: N for no. 

11. Specify whether paging is to be suppressed. 

Prompt: Suppress paws: 
Response: Y for yes, or 

N for no. 

12. Set the number and frequency of paging retries 

prompt: Busy pager attempts: 
Response: The number of times (O-255) this mailbox will retry a page when a busy 

condition is encountered. Either 0 or 1 indicates one retry. Setting 
both the busy pager attempts and busy pager interval to 0 specifies 
unlimited retries upon reaching a busy signal. 

Prompt: Busy pager interval: 
Response: The number of minutes (O-255) benveen pager attempts. Either 0 or 1 

indicates a one-minute interval. Setting both the busy pager attempts 
and busy pager interval to 0 specifies unlimited retries upon reaching a 
busy signal. 

Dot. FW. A 
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Step 

13. Schedule paging. 

Prompt: Pager start time: 
Response: The time at which paging is to start. Enter the time in hours and 

minutes followed by “am” or “pm”; for example: 6:OOpm. If 12:OOam is 
entered for start time and stop time, paging is enabled at all times. 

Pr0mpt Pager stop time: 
Response: The time at which paging is to stop. Enter the time in hours and 

minutes followed by “am” or “pm”; for example: 8:3Oam If 12:OOam is 
entered for stop time and start time, paging is enabled at all times. 

14. Specify whether an alternate pager is desired. 

Prompts Define additional pager number ? : 
15. If you specify an alternate pager, set the applicable parameters for it as just described 

for the primary pager. 

Note: If you use one of the billing outdial indexes, you cannot use Pager 4 
(Message Waiting 2 alternate pager) because they use the same post- 
pager field. 

16. Press Enter until the Turn Off Pager/Outcall Notification prompt appears. 

17. Specie whether all paging configured for this mailbox is to be suppressed. 

Prompt: Turn off pager/outcall notification 
Response: Y for yes, or 

N for no. 

18. If call placement is desired, specify the access type. 

Prompt: call placement pager access type: 
Response: I if call placement outdials from this mailbox are to use the internal 

outdial index (specified earlier in the mailbox configuration) for internal 
calls. 

or 

B if call placement outdials from this mailbox are to be charged to a 
billing account. Outcalls will use the billed outdial index specified 
earlier in the mailbox configuration. 

or 

U if call placement outdials from this mailbox are not to be charged to a 
billing account. Outcalls will use the Unbilled Outdial Index specified 
earlier in the mailbox configuration. 

a -  
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step 

19. Press Enter to skip through each of the remaining mailbox configuration prompts. 
After the last prompt, the server displays the mailbox configuration, then prompts 
for the next mailbox number. 

At this point, the parameter settings are saved and you can continue with mailbox 
configuration or exit. 

@ED Using the Full-Screen Interface 

2. Identify the mailbox to be created or modified. 

Select: (C) Create/Modify/Delete Mailboxes 
Response: You are placed in the Mailbox Maintenance entry screen. Enter the 

number of the new or existing mailbox. 

Prompt: Mailbox: OOOOOOOOnnn 
Response: Press FlO to edit the mailbox information. 

3. Use the arrow keys, Tab key, or Enter key to move around the screen. Move to the 
parameters you wish to change. 

4. Assign the appropriately-customized LCOS to the mailbox. 

prompt: Limits: 
Response: The number of the LCOS (l-640) that includes the applicable limits. 

5. Assign the appropriately-customized FCOS to the mailbox. 

prompt: Features: 
Response: The number of the FCOS (l-640) that includes the applicable feature 

bits. 

6. Assign the appropriately-customized RCOS to the mailbox. 

Prompt: Restriction: 
Response: The number of the RCOS (l-64) that includes the applicable feature 

bits. 

7. Specify message waiting indication for paging. 

Prompt: Message waiting 1: or Message waiting 2: 
Response: 5 

8. Press the End key to edit the paging fields. Move the cursor to the parameters you 
wish to edit. 

Reference 
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9. Specify whether paging is to be suppressed. 

Prompt: Suppress : 
Response: Y for yes, or 

N for no. 

10. Specify the pager dial string and pager access type. 

Prompt: Pager Nun: 
Response: The unique number (1-16 characters) of the pager. The pager number 

must contain at least one character. This number is dialed immediately 
following the access code specified in the Define Pagers Menu. This 
field can contain any additional characters necessary for outdialing, from 
Table 1 at the end of this procedure. 

Prompt: Post Pager: 
Response: For display pagers, the display digits (O-24) to be shown on the pager. 

For tone or voice pagers, leave blank; however, if mailbox owners have 
the option to change their paging phone numbers, Centigram 
recommends coding a greet-and-wait (G) character in the post-pager 
number. Also enter any overflow from the tone or voice pager number 
(up to 24 characters) that did not fit in the pager number field. Table-1 
at the end of this procedure shows valid post-pager number characters. 

If a post-pager number is entered, it comprises the last part of a paging 
dial string. 

Prompt: System: 
Response: Th e m . d ex number of the pager system (O-l 5) this mailbox uses. This is 

the same as the pager system number specified in the Define Pagers 
Menu. You can press the Home key for a list of defined pager systems. 

or 

B if pages from this mailbox are to be charged to a billing account. 
Pages will use the billed outdial index specified in the mailbox 
configuration under Billing, F6. 

or 

U if pages from this mailbox are not to be charged to a billing account. 
Pages will use the Unbilled Outdial Index specified in the mailbox 
configuration under Billing, F6. 

Reference 
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Step 

11. Set the pager frequency and interval. 

Prompt: Frequency: 
Response: The number of times (O-255) this mailbox will be notified with a page 

every time there is an unplayed message in the mailbox. Either 0 or 1 
indicates one notification only. 

prompt: Interval: 
Response: The number of minutes (O-255) between pages for this mailbox. Either 

0 or 1 indicates a one-minute interval. 

12. Set the number and frequency of paging retries 

prompt: Busy Frequency: 
Response: The number of times (O-255) this mailbox will retry a page when a busy 

condition is encountered. Either 0 or 1 indicates one retry. Setting 
both the busy pager attempts and busy pager interval to 0 specifies 
unlimited retries upon reaching a busy signal. 

prompt: Busy Interval: 
Response: The number of minutes (O-255) between pager attempts. Either 0 or 1 

indicates a one-minute interval. Setting both the busy pager attempts 
and busy pager interval to 0 specifies unlimited retries upon reaching a 
busy signal. 

13. Specify whether message delivery is to be used. 

Prompt: Msg dlvr: 
Response: N for no. 

14. Schedule paging. 

- prompt: Start time: 
Response: The time at which paging is to start. Enter the time in hours and 

minutes followed by “am” or “pm”; for example: 6:OOpm. If 12:OOam is 
entered for start time and stop time, paging is enabled at all times. 

Prompt: Stop time: 
Response: The time at which paging is to stop. Enter the time in hours and 

minutes followed by “am” or “pm”; for example: 8:30am If 12:OOam is 
entered for stop time and start time, paging is enabled at all times. 

Reference 
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Step 

15. Specify whether an alternate pager is desired. 

PTOWZP~: Alt Page : 

Response: Y to set up an alternate pager, or 
N for no alternate pager 

Note: If you use one of the billing outdial indexes, you cannot use 
Pager 4 (Message Waiting 2 alternate pager) because they 
use the same post-pager field. 

16. If you specify an alternate pager, set the applicable parameters for it as just described 
for the primary pager. The alternate pager fields are in the second column, under 
“Pager #02.” 

17. Press FlO to save your settings or F9 to cancel them. This closes the pager field 
entry screen. 

18. Save the settings for the mailbox. Press FlO to save your settings or F9 to cancel 
them. At this point, you can continue with mailbox configuration by entering 
another mailbox number, or exit the mailbox maintenance screen by pressing F9. 

Reference 
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Step 

Table 1 Dial String Characters 

Character Explanation 

I-9, *, # Keys on a standard pushbutton telephone 

( The following digits should be dial pulsed (10 ITS) 

1 Stop pulsing; resume sending DTMF tones 

+ Pause for one second 

A-D Fourth column DTMF keys 

E Go off-hook, wait for dial tone or other steady tone (pager go-ahead 
or confirmation tone, for example), then do next item in suing 

F Switch hook flash and wait for dial tone 

G Greet - Wait for a voice or computer tone answer 

H Hang up (go on-hook) 

L Wait for an answer supervision signal that indicates the receiving 
phone has gone off-hook, then dial remaining characters after 
receiving the signal. Valid only with four-wire connections, not 
with loop start or ground start phone lines. 

N Start a new activity; do not go off-hook 

0 Ring once 

I? Go off-hook, do not wait for dial tone 

S Switch hook flash, no wait required 

T Go off-hook, wait for dial tone 

V Play three seconds of the message for voice pager 

Rqhence 
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This procedure describes how to assign an identification (index) number to each 
supported pager system, how to name each supported pager system, and how to specify 
an access code and hold time for each supported pager system. 

1. Reach the VoiceMemo Configuration Main Menu. 

2. Go to the VoiceMemo Configuration Online Menu in the active or inactive 
configuration. Select Inactive Configuration if you just made a change through the 
Offline Menu without activating it, or Active Configuration otherwise. 

Select: (E) Modify Active Configuration 
Or 

(F) Modify Inactive Configuration 
3. Specify the line group to which the Pager application is assigned. 

Select: (G) Group Selected 
Prompt: Enter a group number = 
Response: The number of the line group (l-24) to which the Pager application is 

assigned, 

Press Enter if the current number is the Pager application line group. 

4. Go to the Pagers Menu. 

5. Enter the requested information, as described in the following steps, from your 
completed Outdial Line Group Worksheet. 

6. Assign identification (index) numbers to all supported pager systems. 

Select: (I’) Pager Systems Supported 
Prompt: Paging systems supported by this dialer = 
Response: The pager system index numbers (O-l 5) of the supported pager systems 

in the format n,n,n... - 

7. Go to the Define Pagers Menu. 

8. Identify the pager system to be defined. 

Select: (P) Current Pager System 
prompt: Enter a pager system number (0 thru 15) = 
Response: The index number of the first supported pager system. 

Reference 
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Step 

9. Name the pager system. 

Select: (N) Pager Name 
Prompt: Enter pager system name (0 - 30 chars) = 
Response: A descriptive name that identifies this pager system. Up to 30 

alphanumeric characters are allowed. Examples are “553 exchange” and 
“South County route”. 

10. Specify the dial string for outdialing (access code). 

Select: (D) Access Code 
Prompt: Enter pager system access code (0 - 24 chars) = 
Response: The code (l-24 characters) that is common to mailbox owners using 

this pager system. This code indicates what the server should dial before 
the unique number. It comprises the first part of the dial string. Use 
the characters in Table 1 at the end of this procedure to create the code. 

Press Enter if the current access code is correct. 

A period (.) to delete an existing access code. 

I I. Specify the hold time. 

Select: (H) Hold Time 
Prompt: Hold time in seconds (90 sets. maximum) = 
Response: Seconds (O-90) the server holds a call before hanging up after a 

successful send attempt. Centigram recommends 2-5 seconds. 

12. Save the parameter settings by exiting to the VoiceMemo Configuration Main 
Menu. 

a -  
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Step 

. 

Table 1 Access Code Characters 

Character Explanation 

3-9, *, # Keys on a standard pushbutton telephone 

t The following digits should be dial pulsed (10 PPS) 

) Stop pulsing; resume sending DTMF tones 

+ Pause for one second 

A-D Fourth column DTMF keys 

E Go off-hook, wait for dial tone or other steady tone (pager go-ahead 
or confirmation tone, for example), then do next item in string 

F 

G 

H 

L 

N 

0 

P 

S 

T 

Switch hook flash and wait for dial tone 

Greet - Wait for a voice or computer tone answer 

Hang up (go on-hook) 

Wait for an answer supervision signal that indicates the receiving 
phone has gone off-hook, then dial remaining characters after 
receiving the signal. Valid only with four-wire connections, not 
with loop start or ground start phone lines. 

Start a new activity; do not go off-hook 

Ring once 

Go off-hook, do not wait for dial tone 

Switch hook flash, no wait required 

Go off-hook, wait for dial tone. Centigram recommends T as the 
first character in the access code. 

V Play three seconds of the message for voice pager. 

Reference 
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This procedure describes how to set the following limits that govern paging: 

Step 

l Maximum phone number length for off-system messaging 

l Maximum pages allowed per billing cycle 

l Minimum message length to activate paging 

1. Modi@ an LCOS to include the desired limits parameters. Enter the requested 
information, as described in the following steps, from your completed LCOS 
Worksheet. 

l To set the maximum phone number length for off-server messaging, go to the More 
Limits Parameters Menu. 

Select: (B) Paging - Phone Length 
Prompt: Enter maximum phone number length for paging = 
Response: The maximum number of characters (l-24) allowed in the paging 

phone number for off-server messaging. 

l To set the maximum pages allowed per billing cycle, go to the More Limits 
Parameters Menu. 

Select: (I) Maximum Pages Per Billing 
Prompt: Enter maximum number of pages per billing 

cycle = 
Response: The maximum number of pages (O-999) allowed, 

0 (zero) or a period (.) to allow unlimited pages. 

l To set the minimum message length that activates paging, go to the More Limits 
Parameters Menu. 

Select: (G) Message Waiting Indicator - Message Length 
- prompt: Enter minimum message length to turn on 

message waiting/paging = 
Response: The number of seconds (l-5) in a recorded message to activate paging, 

Or 

0 (zero) if no minimum message length is desired. 

2. Save the modified limits by exiting to the System Configuration Menu. 

3. Assign the customized LCOS containing these limits to the mailbox. 
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This procedure describes how to test a tone pager, display pager, or voice pager after it 
has been configured. Prerequisites for this procedure are: 

Step 

l All appropriate hardware has been installed. 

l Telephone lines have been installed and tested for dial tone. 

l Test mailboxes have been configured for pagers. 

l Pager systems have been configured. 

1. If you have not already done so, obtain a System Configuration Report. Refer to 
the report as needed for such information as the access code. 

2. When the user has a radio pager, check to see if the pager is activated. 

3. When the user has display pager, ask the user to check the display digits to be 
certain that they are accurate. 

4. When the user has a voice pager, be sure that the first unplayed message is played at 
the appropriate time. 

@D Testing a Primary Pager 

1. Place a butt set in the monitor position on the outdial telephone line. 

2. Use Event Recorder to monitor server activity during test pages and report the 
resulting data: 

a. Specify the line on which the pager being tested is defined. 

b. Specify the message level to be saved. 

c. Enable Event Recorder. 

d. Run Event Recorder. 

- e. Display the data at the server maintenance console. 

3. Reach the System Maintenance Menu, then go to the Additional Options Menu. 

4. Start the Lights Test. 

Select: (L) Lights Test 
Prompt: Mailbox to light (l-99999999999): 
Response: The number of the mailbox configured for a pager, 

A range of mailbox numbers separated by a hyphen. 

Note: If you select a large range of mailboxes, the Lights Test could queue up a 
long list of message waiting requests and could take a long time to 
process. 

a - 
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5. Turn message waiting indicator off. 

Prompt: Light off/on/existing value (O/1/2): 
Response: Enter 0 to turn paging off. 

6. Specify the message waiting we. 

Prompt: Message waiting type (0 or <cr> for all) 
Response: Enter 5 for the pager message waiting type. 

The server prompts for another mailbox to light. Enter the same 
mailbox number(s). 

Prompt: Mailbox to light (1-99999999999): 
Response: The number of the mailbox configured for a pager, 

Or 

A range of mailbox numbers separated by a hyphen. 

7. Turn message waiting indicator on to test paging. 

Prompt: Light off/on/existing value (O/1/2): 
Response: Enter 1 to turn paging on. 

8. Specify the message waiting type. 

prompt: Message waiting type (0 or <cr> for all): 
Response: Enter 5 for the pager message waiting type. 

The server prompts for another mailbox to light. Do not respond yet. 

9. Listen as the server outdials the pager company and completes the page. Verify that 
the page is received, Repeat the lights test in steps 4 through 8. 

- 10. Check the Event Log file to determine if the correct digits are being dialed. Review 
Event Recorder data reported at the server maintenance console to determine if any 
errors were encountered during the page. 

I 
1 . Continue the Lights Test for remaining mailboxes with pagers or stop the Lights 

Test. 

Prompt: Mailbox to light (l-99999999999): 
Response: Then number(s) of the next mailbox to test. 

or 

Press Enter to stop the Lights Test, then Exit to the Main Menu. 
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@ID Testing an Alternate Pager 

Note: If you use one of the billing outdial indexes, you cannot use Pager 
4 (Message Waiting 2 alternate pager) because they use the same 
post-pager field. 

1. Set a very short frequency and interval in the test mailbox. 

2. Test the primary pager as just described, but allow the frequency and interval of the 
primary pager to expire without responding to the test page. 

3. Listen as the server outdials the pager company and completes the page. Verify that 
the page is received by the alternate pager. 

4. Check the Event Log file to determine if the correct digits are being dialed. Review 
Event Recorder data reported at the server maintenance console to determine if any 
errors were encountered during the page. 
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Table I Message Waiting Types 

Number 

0 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

Message Waiting Type 

None 

Not available 

AC Message Lamp 

DTMF to PBX 

Fixed RS232 

Pager 

SLl 

Program RS232 

T/R RS232 

Centrex RS232 

Intecom RS232 

NEC RS232 

Video Dispatch 

ITT RS232 

TextMemo 

AT&T System 75 

HIS PMS 

Unified Integration 

ROLM 

Mite1 

SLl Message Waiting 

Hitachi PMS 

SLl Enhanced Meridian 

Fujitsu 960 

SMS-MWI 
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This procedure describes how to view information about currently configured pager 
systems or the Pager application. 

Step 

@!B Viewing Information About Current Pager Systems 

l To view information through the Reports Menu: 

Reach the Main Menu, then go to the Reports Menu. 

Select: (R) Pager Access Codes 
Prompt: REPORT OUTPUT ROUTING 

(C) Console (screen) 
(P) Console with pause 
(1) Printer A 
(F) File... 
(A) Append to file... 
(X) Exit (no report) 

If you need help later, type ?. 

COMMAND (C/P/l/F/A/X): 
Response: C to send the report to the console without pausing 

I? to send the report to the console, pausing as the screen fills, 
1 to send the report to Printer A*, 
F to send the report to a file on the Series 6 server, 
A to append the report to an existing file on the Series 6 server, or 
X to exit report output options (no report). 

* This option list varies depending on server configuration. 

The server displays the index (identification) number, name, access code, and hold 
time of each supported pager system at the server maintenance console. 

- 

l To view information through the Pagers Menu: 

1. Reach the VoiceMemo Configuration Main Menu. 

2. Go to the VoiceMemo Configuration Online Menu in the active or inactive 
configuration. Select Inactive Configuration if you just made a change through 
the Offline Menu without activating it, or Active Configuration otherwise. 

Se Led: (E) Modify Active Configuration 
OY 

(F) Modify Inactive Configuration 
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SFP 

3. When the VoiceMemo Configuration Online Menu appears, go to the Pagers 
Menu. 

Seka: (S) Show Pagers 
Response: The server displays the index (identification) number, name, access 

code, and hold time of each supported pager system at the server 
maintenance console. 

@D Viewing Pager Application Parameters 

1. Reach the Main Menu, then go to the Reports Menu. 

Select: (C) Conf%g.uration 
Prompt: REPORT OUTPUT ROUTING 

(C) Console (screen) 
(P) Console with pause 
(1) Printer A 
(F) File... 
(A) Append to file... 
(X) Exit (no report) 

If you need help later, type ?. 

COMMAND (C/P/l/F/A/X): 
Response: C to send the report to the console without pausing 

I? to send the report to the console, pausing as the screen fills, 
1 to send the report to Printer A*, 
F to send the report to a file on the Series 6 server, 
A to append the report to an existing file on the Series 6 server, or 
X to exit report output options (no report). 

- * This option list varies depending on server configuration. 

2. Select the line group to view. 

Prompt: Enter group nh to display (l-24) or <CR> for all: 
Response: Enter the number of the line group defined for pagers. 

The server displays all the current parameters for the Pager application. At the end 
of the display, the index (identification number) and name of each pager system 
available in this line group is listed. 

Dot. kv. A 
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5 Message Waiting Application 

This chapter describes the two message waiting applications in a Series 6 server that 
can turn PBX message waiting indicators on and off, and explains how to use the 
appropriate worksheet for configuring the desired application. Topics covered 
include: 

. DTMF to PBX MWI Worksheets and Configuration 

. RS-232 MWI Worksheets and Configuration 

. Pre-programmed and programmable interfaces 

. PBX Information 

. Testing 

Overview 
Centigram supplies two message waiting applications that can be used when an 
integration itself does not handle message waiting indicators. The two applications, 
DTMF-to-PBX Message Lights and RS-232 Message Waiting Indicators Interfaces, 
allow the server to turn PBX message waiting on and off. There are two ways of 
doing this: DTMF-to-PBX sends DTMF signals over the telephone lines; RS-232 
sends signals to the PBX over an RS-232 data link or modem between the server and 
the PBX. 

DTMF-to-PBX Message Waiting Indicators 
This application allows servers to turn PBX message waiting indicators on and off by 
sending DTMF signals over the telephone lines. Some PBXs allow telephone users 
to turn message waiting indicators on and off by dialing in a code. If your PBX has 
this capability, and if the code is not sent using proprietary signaling, you may be 
able to configure VoiceMemo to behave as if it were a station user. 

When a message is left in a mailbox to which this type of message waiting has been 
assigned, the server goes off-hook, dials a string of DTMF digits, then goes on-hook. 
The PBX translates these digits, and turns the appropriate indicator on. When all 
unplayed messages have been played, VoiceMemo follows the same procedure 
(dialing a different string of digits) to turn the indicator off. 

You need to set up a line group of at least one line, which is dedicated to outdialing 
DTMF-to-PBX message waiting signals. 
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DTMF-to-PBX Message Lights Worksheet 
Configuring these message indicators involves two steps: setting up a line group of 
one line to serve as an outdialer of message indicators requests, and configuring the 
dial strings that constitute these requests. Complete the worksheet (Figure 5-l) then 
see “Message Waiting Indicators” in the task list for configuration procedures. 

Configuring the PBX 

Assign, to each server line that is dedicated to this application, a PBX class of service 
that permits the server to turn message waiting indicators on and off. 

Configuring the Application 

There are three steps to configuring DTMF-to-PBX message indicators: 

1. Determine what PBX-dependent DTMF strings are necessary for turning 
message waiting indicators on and off, and use this information to complete 
the DTMF-to-PBX Message Lights Worksheet. 

2. Decide on a line group with one or more lines to be used as an outdialer 
port. (Most PBXs only allow the same extension to turn message waiting 
indicators on and then off, so only use one line in that case.) 

3. Enter the information at the server maintenance console. 

All configuring of the DTMF-to-PBX message waiting indicators is PBX-dependent. 
If your PBX allows users to turn the message indicators of other users on and off, 

then the proper coding can usually be found in the PBX users’ guide. If this is not 
the case, consult the PBX operating manual, or your PBX vendor, for the necessary 
codes. 

The DTMF-to-PBX Message Lights application provides a menu that prompts for 
specific sections of the dial strings. The dial strings are dialed out in the following 
order: 

1. PBX special access code 

2. Pre-DN on or off string (after dial tone confirmation) 

3. Directory number 

4. Post-DN on or off string (followed by a wait for dial tone) 
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DTMF-to-PBX Message Lights Worksheet 

Define line groups Current group 4 

Name of 
current group DTMF L&es 

Add lines to 
current group 2:4:0 - 2:4:1 

DTMF Applications Group selected 4 Select 
application El 

DTMF to PBX Initial dial tone ayes PBX special 
detect? 

Lb 
access code 

Dial tone Pre-DN ON dial 
confirmation? 

zyes 
string 

“3 
no 

Pre-DN OFF 
dial string 

#3 

Suppress updates 
to MWL? 

Ltr+--N ON dial 71 

Wait for dial 
tone? 

i ‘” no 

Enable alternate 
code? 

zyes tl0 

Figure 5-1 Sample DTMF-to-PBX Message Lights Worksheet 

line Group Information 

All server ports are assigned to line groups. Each line group is then assigned to a 
single application, and any configuring that is done for that application applies to 
every port in the line group. The number of ports in each line group depends on 
how heavy the phone traffk is expected to be for that particular application. 

a -  
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Line Group # Each line group is represented by a discrete number. Valid line 
group numbers are 1 through 24. 

Group Name The group name is optional. It serves to easily identify the line 
group’s purpose; for example, the line group for this application can be called 
“DTMF-to-PBX Outdialer.” 

Line(s) in Group You identify each line (or port) in a group using a triplet, , which 
stand for a module, a line card slot number, and a port on the line card. Module 
refers to a CPU, the server’s main processor. Slot numbers are 0 through 15. Ports 
are numbered 0 through however many ports are on the line card, and you can 
connect one telephone line to each port. 

For more information on line group numbering, see the VoiceMemo Application 
chapter. 

Initial Dial Tone Detection 

When building outdial strings, the Initial Dialtone Detect parameter gives you 
precise control. This parameter allows you to include a T code (Go Off-Hook, Wait 
for Dial Tone) if you are integrating with most PBXs, or delete a T code in the dial 
string if you are integrating with cellular or other non-PBX equipment that cannot 
produce a dial tone. 

The outdial string consists of the following parts: 

l Initial T code produced by this parameter, if enabled 

l PBX special access code parameter, if any 

l Appropriate on or off dial string parameter (the pre-DN on dial string, pre- 
DN off dial string, post-DN on dial string, or post-DN off dial string). 

Note: If you enable this parameter (“enabled” is the default), do not 
enter a T code as the first part of the special access code. If you 
do, the server waits for two separate dial tones. But two separate 
dial tones cannot occur in this context, so every message indicators 
request fails. 

If you disable this parameter, you typically begin the special access code with the S 
(Go Off-Hook, Do Not Wait for Dial Tone) code. 

PBX Special Access Code 

Some PBXs require the server to dial a special access code before sending message 
indicators requests. The speciai access code indicates to the PBX that one of its 
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special features is about to be invoked. Table 5-l lists the characters allowed in this 
code. 

Note: The server automatically configures a T (Go Off-Hook, Wait for 
Dial Tone) as the first part of the outdial string. DO NOT enter a 
T as the first part of the special access code, because then the server 
waits for two separate dial tones. Since two separate dial tones 
cannot occur in this situation, every message indicators request 
fails, because of dial tone time out. 

There is no default PBX special access code. 

Dial Tone Confirmation 

Answer Yes to this parameter only if (1) a PBX special access code is required and (2) 
if, after the special access code has been sent, the PBX expects the server to wait for a 
dial tone before the server outdials any other digits. The default is No (no wait). 

Pre-DN On or Off String 

This string is sent before the directory number (extension number) to instruct the 
PBX to turn the message waiting indicator on or off at that station. There is no 
default Pre-DN on or off string. 

Note: Never enter a T as the first part of the Pre-DN on string. Refer to 
the note above in “PBX Special Access Code” for more 
information. 

Enter the coding, if any, that must be sent before the directory number to turn 
message waiting indicators on or off. 

Suppress Updates to MWL 

Each time a mailbox receives a new message, the server sends a request to the PBX to 
turn on the message indicator. However, if the user logs into the server, listens to all 
the new messages, and logs out, a single indicator-off request is sent to the PBX. 
Some PBXs stack the indicator-on requests; when the single indicator-off request is 
sent, it cancels only one of the indicator-on requests, and the message indicator stays 
on. To prevent the server from sending an indicator-on request when the message 
indicator is already activated, leave this feature at the default setting of Yes. This 
feature also cuts down on overall message waiting indicators traffic. 
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Table 5-l PBX Special Access Code Characters 

Character Explanation 

o-9, *, 77 Keys on a standard pushbutton telephone 

( The following digits should be dial pulsed (10 H’S) 

> Stop pulsing; resume sending DTMF tones 

+ Pause for one second 

A-D Fourth column DTMF keys 

E Go off-hook, wait for dial tone or other steady tone (pager go-ahead 
or confirmation tone, for example), then do next item in string 

F Switch hook flash and wait for dial tone 

G Greet - Wait for a voice or computer tone answer 

H Hang up (go on-hook) 

L Answer Supervision - Wait for telephony signal from destination. 
Use only with trunk (four-wire) connections. 

N Start a new activity; do not go off-hook 

0 Ring once 

P Go off-hook, do not wait for dial tone 

S Switch hook flash, no wait required 

T Go off-hook, wait for dial tone 

V A voice pager system is being used 

Post-DN ON or OFF String 

This string is sent after the directory number (extension number) to instruct the PBX 
to turn the message waiting indicator on or off at that station. There is no default 
post-DN on or off string. 

Enter the coding, if any, that must be sent after the directory number to turn 
message waiting indicators on or off. 

Wait for Dial Tone 

The default value is N. If the PBX is capable of returning dial tone to the server to 
indicate that a message indicator has been turned on or off successfully, answer Yes. 
The server assumes an error condition if dial tone is not returned, and redials the 
appropriate dial string. 
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Enable Alternate Code 
The alternate code is the DTMF string that the server transmits after the pre-DN on 
string. Most of the time, the directory number (DN) and the mailbox number are 
the same. The server expects this to be the case, because it includes the mailbox 
number as the DN when it sends a message indicators request to the PBX. 
Sometimes, though, the DN and mailbox number are different. In those cases, do 
the following to make sure users get message waiting indication: 

. Enable this parameter. 

. Put the DN in the Department Code parameter of the mailbox’s 
configuration. 

Once you have completed these steps, the server uses the value of the Department 
Code parameter in the mailbox’s configuration as the DN when it sends the request 
to the PBX. 

Testing 

See the task list for testing procedures. 

large Number of Users 

If you have a large number of users on your server, you may have to assign half the 
users to the DTMF-to-PBX application and the other half to the Programmable RS- 
232 application. This is because messages sent to all users could cause a large queue 
of requests for message waiting indication changes, leading to delays. 

RS-232 Message Waiting Indicators Interfaces 

This application allows servers to turn PBX message waiting indicators on and off by 
sending signals to the PBX over an RS-232 data link. When a message is left in a 
mailbox, the server sends a one-way ASCII message that tells the PBX to turn on the 
message waiting indicator at the appropriate station. Conversely, when all unplayed 
messages are played, the server sends an ASCII string that directs the PBX to turn off 
the message waiting indicator. 

Serial Port or Modem Requirement 

To use any RS-232 message waiting indicators interface, an RS-232 cable must be 
run from a server serial port to the PBX (or, in the case of CentrexRS-232 M.WI 
interface, to a modem that communicates with the Central Office). The physical 
setup uses RS-232 pins 2, 3, and 4, with communications parameters of 1200 baud, 
8 data bits, 1 stop bit, no parity, full duplex, and no flow control. 
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RS-232 Message Waiting Indicators Interface Worksheet 

Complete an RS-232 Message Waiting Indicators Interface Worksheet. Then see 
“Message Waiting Indicators” in the task list for configuration procedures. 

Pre-Programmed Interfaces 

A server can operate with a variety of pre-programmed interfaces. These are 
described briefly in the following paragraphs. 

SL- 1 Background Terminal Facility 
Use this message waiting indicators interface when the SL-1 background terminal 
facility (X37 release 3) message waiting protocol is required. 

Note: This option has been superseded in SL-1 software. Unresolved 
conflicts can occur with some newer features. 

Centigram Standard Interface 
This interface is usable by a wide variety of PBXs. Default settings for this interface 
are listed in Table 5-2. 

Table 5-2 Default Settings for the Centigram Standard Interface 

a -  
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String 

Initialization string 

Reply string 

Pre-DN ON string 

Pre-DN OFF string 

Post-DN ON string 

Post-DN OFF string 

Setting 

\r\r\r (3 carriage returns) 

None 

Ml 

MO 

\r 

\r 

See the table of ASCII codes under “Configuring the Programmable Interface” for 
definitions of these settings. 

Specialized Message Waiting Indicator Systems 
The following specialized message waiting indicator systems require the purchase of 
additional hardware and software. Instructions for installing and configuring these 
systems are shipped with the products. 

AC Message lamp Th e server is equipped with the Centigram AC Message 
Lamp system. When you create or modify a mailbox, the server prompts for the 
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address of the user’s AC message lamp unit, which is set with the thumbwheel 
switches on the message indicator box. 

An AC message lamp address starts with a house code, which can be any letter from 
A through I?. This is followed by a unit code, which can be any number from 1 
through 16. Examples are Al, D5, Pl6. Add ress I?1 is reserved for troubleshooting 
and diagnostics, and must not be assigned to a mailbox. 

After the address is entered, the server prompts for the number of the AC controller. 
The controller number is either 1 or 2, depending on the controller unit that is 
shipped with the AC message lamp system. Both controllers are equivalent; the unit 
shipped depends on availability. The controller number is displayed in the server’s 
configuration report. 

Tip and Ring Message Waiting lamps The server sends signals over the 
telephone lines to either a Tip and Ring Message Waiting Notification Controller 
(TRNC), which controls message waiting indicators at users’ stations; or to a 
dispatch indicator board, which is used for automated dispatch applications. 

When this message waiting type is chosen (during mailbox create or modify), the 
server issues a prompt that lets you specify the chassis number and a prompt that lets 
you specify the line number. More than one TRNC unit can be connected to a 
server. The chassis number is the number of the TRNC unit to which the user’s 
telephone line is connected. The line number is the exact position where the line is 
attached to that chassis. The technician who installs the Tip & Ring message waiting 
indicators system makes a list of the users’ stations, and their corresponding 
addresses. 

You can also use this message waiting type with the Alltel Dispatch System. 

Video Dispatch Video D’ rspatch is part of the Automated Dispatch 
Communications System. Video terminals display the status of dispatch mailboxes. 
These displays are updated as messages are received, played, and deleted. Special 
hardware and sofiware must be purchased from Centigram to run a Video Dispatch 
system. 

Optional Features 

The other pre-programmed RS-232 message waiting indicators interfaces, listed 
below, are optional features. For more information about any of them, contact your 
local Centigram distributor. 

. BBL Pager 

. Hyatt Encore PMS Integration 

. PMS Integration 

. HIS PMS Integration 
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. Hitachi PMS Integration 

. Hitachi DX 

. ITT 

Programmable Interface 

The Programmable option allows you to customize the RS-232 message indicators 
software interface between the server and the PBX. All codes are sent in ASCII. 
Numbers, letters, and certain special characters (Table 5-3) are understood by the 
server. 

Configuring a Pre-Programmed RS-232 Interface 

Configuring any of these interfaces consists of defining a serial port then making 
selections from the respective interface menu. See “Message Waiting Indicators” in 
the task list for configuration procedures. 

Use the RS-232 Message Waiting Indicators Interface Worksheet (Figure 5-2) to 
organize the information you need for configuring one of these interfaces. If the 
interface is an optional feature, also contact your local Centigram distributor for 
additional directions. 

Configuring the Programmable Interface 

The RS-232 Message Waiting Indicators Interface Worksheet (Figure 5-2) organizes 
the information that is necessary for configuring the programmable interface. You 
can use ASCII codes in any of the strings described in the following paragraphs. 

Table 5-3 lists the valid ASCII codes that can be used. The following descriptions 
can help you to complete this worksheet. 

Initialization String 
This string is sent to the PBX to notify it that the server is ready to send message 
waiting indicators requests. 

Reply String 
After the initialization string is sent, the server waits for the PBX to return this reply 
string, before sending message indicators requests. 

Pre-DN On String 
This string is sent before the directory number (extension number) to instruct the 
PBX to turn the message waiting indicator on at that station. 
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RS-232 Message Waiting indicators Interface Worksheet 

Serial Port Selected Serial port index Serial port type Serial port number 

Select Application m AC Message Waiting tights (BSR) d Programmable 

m SL-1 Background Terminal Facility 

m Centigram Standard Interface a SL-1 Multiple Message Waiting Set Ports 

u Hyatt Encore PMS Integration Q Tip 8 Ring Message Waiting Lamps 

El PMS Integration 0 Video Dispatch 

cl 
HIS PMS Integration Q Citywide SMDI 

u Hitachi PMS Integration 
tl 

Fujitsu 960 

cl 
Hitachi DX 

AC Message Waiting Lights u AC Controller I ci AC Controllerll 

Programmable Initialize string RS- 232 reply 
string 

Delay between 
requests 1 

Pre-DN ON 
ATDT”6 

Pre-DN OFF 
string stnng ATDT#6 

Post DN-ON 
string \r 

Post-DN OFF 
string \r 

Department code 
as ON? 

Delay after post- 
DN string 6 

Ending trailer 
string +++\r 

Suppress updates 
to MWL? 

aYes Qno 

Figure 5-2 Sample RS-232 Message Waiting Indicators Interface Worksheet 

a - 
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Pre-DN Off String 

This string is sent before the directory number (extension number) to instruct the 
PBX to turn the message waiting indicator off at that station. 

Table 5-3 RS-232 Message Waiting Indicators Interface (ASCII) Codes 

Code Explanation 

\r carriage return 

\n new line 

\t tab 

\b backspace 
I 

\f form feed 

\\ backslash 

\ 
11 

double quotes 

\? question mark 

no string needed 

Post-DN On String 

Enter the coding, if any, that must be sent after the directory number to turn 
message waiting indicators on. There is no default post-DN on string. 

Post-DN Off String 

Enter the coding, if any, that must be sent after the directory number to turn 
message waiting indicators off. There is no default post-DN off string. 

Department Code as DN? 

Enter Yes if you want the server to send the department code as the DN when 
issuing a request to turn indicators on or off. When this feature is set at the default 
value, No, the server sends the mailbox number as the DN. 

Unplayed Number Sent? 

Enter Yes if you want the server to send the number of unplayed messages after the 
DN, when issuing a request to turn indicators on. The default value is No. 

Delay After Post-DN String 

This parameter is the period of time, in seconds, between the post-DN off string and 
the ending trailer string. This delay gives the PBX time to process each request 
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correctly. If requests come too quickly, the PBX could drop or corrupt them. From 
0 to 255 seconds can be specified. There is no default delay. 

Ending Trailer String 
If the PBX requires this string, the server sends it after the delay just described. Use 
the characters in Table 5-3 to create this string, up to 30 characters long. There is no 
default ending trailer string. 

Suppress Updates to MWL? 
A server administrator can configure whether message waiting indicators on or off 
requests are sent out for every new unplayed message, or only when the message 
waiting indicators state changes from off to on or from on to off. Using the latter 
functionality (only when the message waiting indicators state changes) makes better 
use of server resources. 

The server does not suppress message waiting indicators updates by default. To 
suppress them, you must enter the message waiting type number of your RS-232 
system, then enter Yes. (The default is No for all types.) 

Message waiting types are listed in Table 5-4. 

Create at least one mailbox with the RS-232 message waiting type that is appropriate 
for your server. To test RS-232 message waiting indicators, choose the Lights Test 
option from the server maintenance console, and select the proper message waiting 
type. See the task list for testing procedures. 
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Table 5-4 Message Waiting Types 

Number Message Waiting Type 

3 None 

1 Not available 

2 AC message lamp 

3 DTMF-to-PBX 

4 Fixed RS-232 (and Hitachi DX) 

5 Pager 

G SL-1 

7 Program RS-232 

8 Tip & Ring RS-232 

9 Centrex RS-232 

10 Intecom RS-232 

11 NEC RS-232 

12 Video Dispatch 

13 ITT RS-232 

14 TextMemo 

15 AT&T System 75 

16 HIS PMS 

17 Unified Integrations 

18 ROLM 

19 Mite1 

20 SL-1 Message Waiting 

21 Hitachi PMS 

22 SL-1 Enhanced Meridian 

23 Fujitsu 960 

24 SMS-MWI 

a -  
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‘. . . VoiceMemo Release 6.OA and later 

Thsk Procedure 

Message Waiting Indicators 

DTMF-to-PBX Message Waiting Indicators Configuration.. .............. Cl’ 3323 

he-programmed RS-232 Interfaces Configuration ............................ CI? 3325 

Programmable m-232 Interface Configuration ................................. Cl?3324 

Assign Message Waiting Indicators to a Mailbox ...................................... cl?5031 

Compensate for Different Directory and Mailbox Numbers .................... CP 5032 

Create an RS-232 Programmable Interface String .................................... Cl?5036 

Define an RS-232 Serial Port ................................................................. ..c P 5038 

Enable or Disable Light-on Requests for Successive Messages.. ................. CP 5034 

Send the Number of Unplayed Messages Through the RS-232 Interface . . CP 5039 

Set Delay Times for RS-232 Message Waiting Indicators Requests .......... CP 5040 

Set DTMF-to-PBX Protocols ................................................................... CP 8008 
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DTMF-to-PBX CP 3323 
Message Waiting Indicator Configuration 

Page 1 of 2 
VoiceMemo Release 6.OA and later 

This procedure summarizes the steps for configuring DTMF-to-PBX message waiting 
indicators in a Series 6 server. It assumes that the appropriate server hardware and 
software have been installed. 

step Reference 

1. Complete a DTMF-to-PBX Message Lights Worksheet. Blank worksheets are near 
the back of this manual. 

A 

CAUTION! 

a 
You should make all offline configuration entries on a duplicate of 
the active configuration so that you can easily check them, and easily 
correct them if necessary, before activating the configuration. 

2. Define a line group to be used for the DTMF-to-PBX Message Lights application. 
You must define at least one line to serve as an outdialer of message indicator 
requests. 

ZP 5010, Ch. 1 

3. Set parameters in the DTMF-to-PBX Message Lights application through the 
VoiceMemo Configuration Offline Menu. 

a. If integrating with most PBXs, enable a wait for an initial dial tone. 

b. If integrating with cellular or other non-PBX equipment that cannot pro-duce a 
dial tone, disable a wait for an initial dial tone. 

ZP 8008 

c. Enable or disable dial tone confirmation. 

d. Create the dial string, made up of these parts: 

l PBX special access code, if any. If you enable a wait for an initial dial tone, do 
not enter a T (wait for dial tone) as the first part of the special access code. 

l Any of the applicable indicator-on or indicator-off request strings (pre-DN ON 
- pre-DN OFF, post-DN ON, post-DN OFF) 

e. Enable or disable indicator-on requests for successive messages. 

f. Enable or disable a wait for a dial tone after a message indicators request. 

4. If user mailbox numbers are different from extension numbers, configure the server 
to use alternate codes. 

CP 5032 

l Set the Enable Alternate Code parameter in the DTMF-to-PBX Application 
menu to Yes. 

l Enter the directory number in the Department Code parameter of the mailbox. 

5. Verify that the configuration is correct. 

6. Activate the configuration. 

a - 

CP 5015, Ch. 1 

CP 7002, Ch. 1 
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Page 2 of 2 
VoiceMemo Release 6.OA and later 

SteD 

7. Assign message waiting type 3 as the first or second message waiting type in 
mailboxes that are to send message waiting indicator requests. 

8. Test the DTMF-to-PBX Message Lights application. 

Reference 

CP 5031 

CP 3359, Ch. 6 



Pre-Programmed RS-232 
Interface Configuration 

CP 3325 
Page 1 of 3 

VoiceMemo Release 6.OA and later 

This procedure describes how to set parameters for one of these pre-programmed 
RS-232 interfaces: 

l AC (BSR) message waiting indicators 

l Centigram standard interface 

l SL-1 background terminal facility 

l Tip & Ring message waiting indicators 

It assumes that the appropriate server hardware and software have been installed. 

The RS-232 Message Waiting Lights application is configured entirely offline, through 
the RS-232 Only Application Menu. 

Step Reference 

1. Complete an RS-232 Message Waiting Indicators Interface Worksheet. Blank 
worksheets are near the back of this manual. 

A 

CAUTION! 

a 
You should make all offline configuration entries on a duplicate of 
the active configuration so that you can easily check them, and easily 
correct them if necessary, before activating the configuration. 

2. Reach the VoiceMemo Configuration Offline Menu, then go to the RS-232 Only 
Application Menu. 

Menu Map 8 

3. Define a serial port, which enables the RS-232 Message Waiting Indicators Interface 
application and allows for RS-232 cabling. 

4. Choose the desired interface. 

prompt: RS232 Only: 
a 

CP 5038 

Response: One of the following letters: 

A = AC Message Waiting Lights (BSR) 

C = Centigram Standard Interface 

S = SL-1 Background Terminal Facility 

T = Tip-Ring Message Waiting Lamps 

To enable the AC Message Waiting Lights (BSR) Interface or the Tip-Ring 
Message Waiting Lamps Interface, the related extra hardware and software must be 
installed. 

All other pre-programmed interfaces are optional features. They can be configured 
only if the respective optional feature or hardware is installed. See the Series 6 
Optional Features Manual for directions about choosing and configuring any of 
these +nte&es. 

Dac. !J.cv. A 
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Step 

5. Proceed with the applicable steps that follow. 

ED AC Message Waiting Indicators 

1. Specify an AC controller. 

Select: (1) AC Controller I 

(“;; AC Controller II 
Response: The server displays a message that confirms your selection and identifies 

the defined serial port. 

2. Save the setting by exiting to the VoiceMemo Configuration Main Menu. 

3. Verify that the configuration is correct. 

4. Activate the configuration. 

5. Assign message waiting type 2 through the first or second message waiting type 
prompt in mailboxes that are to receive message waiting indicator requests. 
Configuration of this interface is completed. 

@D Centigram Standard Interface 

1. The server displays a message that confirms your selection and identifies the defined 
serial port. 

2. Save the setting by exiting to the VoiceMemo Configuration Main Menu. 

3. Verify that the configuration is correct. 

4. Activate the configuration. 

5. Assign message waiting type 4 through the first or second message waiting type 
- prompt in mailboxes that are to receive message waiting indicator requests. 

6. After the RS-232 cable is connected to the defined serial port, configuration of this 
interface is completed. 

Reference 

3? 5015, Ch. 1 

3’ 7002, Ch. 1 

cl? 5031 

CP 5015, Ch. 1 

Cl? 7002, Ch. 1 
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Page 3 of 3 

VoiceMemo Release 6.OA and later 

steb 

GD Tip & Ring Message Waiting Indicators 

1. The server displays a message that confirms your selection and identifies the defined 
serial port. 

2. Save the setting by exiting to the VoiceMemo Configuration Main Menu. 

3. Verify that the configuration is correct. 

4. Activate the configuration. 

5. Assign message waiting type 8 through the first or second message waiting type 
prompt in mailboxes that are to receive message waiting indicator requests. 
Configuration of this interface is completed. 

Reference 

CP 5015, Ch. 1 

CP7002, Ch. 1 

cl?5031 
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Programmable RS-232 
Interface Configuration 

cp 3324 
Page 1 of 1 

VoiceMemo Release 6.OA and later 

This procedure summarizes the steps for configuring the programmable RS-232 message 
waiting indicators interface in an Series 6 server. 

It assumes that the appropriate server hardware and software have been installed. 

The programmable RS-232 message waiting indicators interface is configured entirely 
offline, through the RS-232 Only Application Menu. 

SteD 

1. Complete an RS-232 Message Waiting Indicators Interface Worksheet. Blank 
worksheets are near the back of this manual. 

A CAUTION! 

fi 
You should make all offline configuration entries on a duplicate of 
the active configuration so that you can easily check them, and easily 
correct them if necessary, before activating the configuration. 

2. Define a serial port, which enables the RS-232 Message Waiting Indicators Interface 
application and allows for RS-232 cabling. 

3. Create the interface string. 

4. Set delay times to allow for PBX processing of RS-232 message waiting indicators 
requests. 

5. Enable or disable indicator-on requests for successive messages. 

6. If desired, have the number of unplayed messages sent after the directory number 
when the server issues a request to turn indicators on. 

7. Compensate for different directory number and mailbox numbers, if necessary. 

l Set the Dept Code As DN parameter in the RS-232 Programmable Menu to 
Yes. - 

l Enter the directory number in the Department Code parameter of the 
mailbox. 

8. Verify that the configuration is correct. 

9. Activate the configuration. 

10. Assign message waiting type 7 (programmable interface) through the first or second 
message waiting type prompt in mailboxes that are to receive message waiting 
indicator requests. 

11. Test the RS-232 Message Waiting Indicators Interface application. 

a -  

Refirence 
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Assign Message Waiting 
Indicators to a Mailbox 

c&O31 
Page 1 of 3 

VoiceMemo Release 6.OA and later 

Step Reference 

/lenu Map 3 

This procedure describes how to assign different types of message waiting indicators to a 
mailbox. 

1. Reach the Mailbox Maintenance Menu. Enter the requested information, as 
described in the following steps, from your completed mailbox worksheet. 

@D Using the Scrolling Interface 

2. Identify the mailbox to be created or modified. 

Select: (C) Create New Mailboxes 
Prompt: Mailbox to create: 
Response: Number of the new mailbox you want to assign the message waiting 

indicator type to. 

or 

Select: (M) Modify Mailboxes 
f+ompt: Mailbox to modify: 
Response: Number of the existing mailbox you want to assign the message waiting 

indicator type to. 

Note: The prompts are almost the same for creating a new mailbox or 
modifying an existing one, except that “New” precedes each 
prompt when you select Modify Mailboxes. 

3. Press Enter until the first or second message waiting type prompt appears. 

4. Assign the applicable message waiting type to the mailbox. 

Prompt: Message waiting type #l:or Message Waiting Type #2: 
Response: One of the Message Waiting Type numbers in Table 1. 

- 
l If you assign message waiting type 8, specify the chassis and line numbers: 

Prompt: Chassis number: 
Response: The number (1-16) of the chassis. 

P7-0mpt.0 Line number: 
Response: The number (i-96) of the line. 

5. Press Enter to skip through each of the remaining mailbox configuration prompts. 
After the last prompt, the server displays the mailbox configuration, then prompts 
for the next mailbox number. 

At this point, the parameter settings are saved and you can continue with mailbox 
configuration or exit. 



CP 5031 
Page 2 of 3 
VoiceMemo Release 6.OA and later 

Step Reference 

Table 1 Message Waiting Types 

Number Message Waiting Type 

0 None 

1 Not Available 

2 AC Message Lamp 

3 DTMF to PBX 

4 Fixed RS-232 

5 Pager (See Pagers Task List for further pager configuration) 

6 SL-1 

7 Programmable RS-232 

8 Tip and Ring RS232 

9 Centrex RS232 

10 InteCom RS232 

11 NEC RS232 

12 Video Dispatch 

13 ITT RS232 

14 TextMemo 

15 AT&T System 75 

16 HIS PMS 

17 Unified Integrations 

18 ROLM 

19 MITEL 

20 SL-1 Message Waiting 

21 Hitachi PMS 

22 SL- 1 Enhanced Meridian 

23 Fijutsu 960 

24 SMS-MWI 

a -  
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Step Reference 

ED Using the Full-Screen Interface 

2. Specify the mailbox to be created or modified. 

Select: (C) Create/Modify/Delete Mailboxes 
Response: You are placed in the Mailbox Maintenance entry screen. Enter the 

number of the new mailbox you want to assign the message waiting 
indicator type to. 

prompt: Mailbox: OOOOOOOOnnn 
Response: Press FlO to edit the mailbox information. 

3. Use the arrow keys, Tab key, or Enter key to move around the screen. Move to the 
first or second message waiting prompt. 

Prompt: Message waiting 1: or Message waiting 2: 
Response: One of the Message Waiting Type numbers in Table 1. 

l If you assign message waiting type 8, specify the chassis and line numbers. YOU 
must press the End key to access these prompts. If you did not assign type 8, skip 
to the next step. 

prompt: Chassis number: 
Response: The number (l- 16) of the chassis. 

prompt: Line number: 
Response: The number (l-96) of the line. 

After the last prompt, the Tip and Ring field entry screen goes away, returning you 
to the Mailbox Maintenance screen. You can press End again to confirm your 
settings and re-edit the fields. Also, within the field entry screen, you can always 

- 
press FlO to save your settings or F9 to cancel them. 

4. Save the settings for the mailbox. Press FlO to save your settings or F9 to cancel 
them. At this point, you can continue with mailbox configuration by entering 
another mailbox number, or exit the mailbox maintenance screen by pressing F9. 

a -  
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Compensate for Different 
Directory and Mailbox Numbers 

Page 1 of 5 

VoiceMemo Release 6.OA and later 

This procedure describes how to configure the server when the directory number differs 
from the mailbox number in the DTMF-to-PBX Message Lights application or the 
RS-232 Message Waiting Indicators Interface application. 

Step 

G9 DTMF-to-PBX Message Waiting Lights 

1. Reach the VoiceMemo Configuration Main Menu, then go to the VoiceMemo 
Configuration Offline Menu. 

A 

CAUTION! 

u 
You should make all offline configuration entries on a duplicate of 
the active configuration so that you can easily check them, and easily 
correct them if necessary, before activating the configuration. 

2. If desired, duplicate the configuration. 

Select: (B) Duplicate Active Configuration 
Response: The server copies the current (active) configuration. When copying is 

completed, the short form of the Offline Menu appears. 

All subsequent steps in this procedure - along with any other _ 
configuration entries - affect just the copy, and take effect only after you 
activate the configuration. 

3. Specify the line group to which the DTMF-to-PBX Message Lights application is 
assigned. 

Sekt: (G) Group Selected 
Prompt: Enter a group number = 
Response: The number of the line group (l-24) to which the DTMF-to-PBX 

Message Lights application is assigned. 

or 

Press Enter if the current number is the DTMF-to-PBX Message Lights 
application line group. 

4. Return to the Offline Menu, then go to the DTMF Applications Menu. 

5. Enable an alternate code. 

Select: (T) Enable Alternate Code 
Pro~~pt: Enable alternate code (y/n) = 
Response: Y for yes. 

6. Save the setting by exiting to the VoiceMemo Configuration Main Menu. 
a - 

Reference 

tienu Map 2 

Menu Map 7 
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Step 

7. Go to the Mailbox Maintenance Menu, then identify the mailbox that will use the 
alternate code. If you are using the full-screen interface, skip to step 11. 

Select: (C) Create New Mailboxes 
Prompt: Mailbox to create: 
Response: The number of the new mailbox. 

or 

Select: (M) Modify Mailboxes 
Prompt: Mailbox to modify: 
Response: The number of the existing mailbox. 

Note: The prompts are almost the same for creating a new mailbox and 
modifying an existing one, except that “New” precedes each 
prompt when you select Modify Mailboxes. 

8. Press Enter until the Department Code prompt appears. 

9. Enter the DN. 

Prompt: Department code: 
Response: The DTMF string (directory number), which is the alternate code the 

server transmits after the pre-DN ON string. Valid characters are: _ 

o-9 
* 

# 

10. Press Enter to skip through each of the remaining mailbox configuration prompts. 
After the last prompt, the server displays the mailbox configuration, then prompts 

- for the next mailbox number. 

At this point, the parameter settings are saved and you can continue with mailbox 
configuration or exit. 

Note: Ignore the remaining steps in this section as they are for the full-screen 
interface. 

Dot. kv. A 

Reference 

Menu Map 3 
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VoiceMemo Release 6.OA and later 
L  :  

Step 

11. Specify the mailbox that will use the alternate code. 

Select: (C) Create/Modify/Delete Mailboxes 
Response: You are placed in the Mailbox Maintenance entry screen. Enter the 

number of the new mailbox. 

Prompt: Mailbox: OOOOOOOOnnn 
Response: Press FlO to edit the mailbox information. 

12. Use the arrow keys, Tab key, or Enter key to move around the screen. Move to the 
Department code prompt. 

PT-OTTZ~~: Code : 
Response: The DTMF string (directory number), which is the alternate code the 

server transmits after the pre-DN ON string. Valid characters are: 

o-9 

* 

# 

13. Save the settings for the mailbox. Press FlO to save your settings or F9 to cancel 
them. At this point, you can continue with mailbox configuration by entering 
another mailbox number, or exit the mailbox maintenance screen by pressing F9. 

@ED RS-232 Message Waiting Indicators Interface 

1. Reach the VoiceMemo Configuration Main Menu, then go to the VoiceMemo 
Configuration Offline Menu. 

CAUTION! 

You should make all offline configuration entries on a duplicate of 
the active configuration so that you can easily check them, and easily 
correct them if necessary, before activating the configuration. 

Reference 

Menu Map 2 

Dot. Rev. A 
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Step 

2. If desired, duplicate the configuration. 

Select: (B) Duplicate Active Configuration 
Response: The server copies the current (active) configuration. When copying is 

completed, the short form of the Offline Menu appears. 

All subsequent steps in this procedure - along with any other 
configuration entries - affect just the copy, and take effect only &er you 
activate the configuration. 

3. Reach the RS-232 Only Application Menu, then go to the RS-232 Programmable 
Menu. 

4. Enable an alternate code. 

Sebct: (D) Dept Code As DN? 
lbmpt: Enter ‘N" for mailbox #, "Y" for dept code = 
Response: Y for department code. 

5. Save the setting by exiting to the VoiceMemo Configuration Main Menu. 

6. Go to the Mailbox Maintenance Menu, then identify the mailbox that will use the 
alternate code. If you are using the full-screen interface, skip to step 10. 

Sekct: (C) Create New Mailboxes 
prompt: Mailbox to create: 
Response: The number of the new mailbox. 

or 

Select: (M) Modify Mailboxes 
Prompt: Mailbox to modify: 

- Response: The number of the existing mailbox. 

Note: The prompts are almost the same for creating a new mailbox and 
modifying an existing one, except that “New” precedes each 
prompt when you select Modify Mailboxes. 

7. Press Enter until the Department Code prompt appears. 

a -  
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Step Reference 

8. Enter the DN. 

prompt: Department code: 

Response: The string (directory number), which is the alternate code the server 
transmits after the pre-DN ON string. Any ASCII character is valid in 
this string. 

9. Press Enter to skip through each of the remaining mailbox configuration prompts. 
After the last prompt, the server displays the mailbox configuration, then prompts 
for the next mailbox number. 

At this point, the parameter settings are saved and you can continue with mailbox 
configuration or exit. 

Note: Ignore the remaining steps in this section as they are for the full-screen 
interface. 

10. Specify the mailbox that will use the alternate code. 

Sekct: (C) Create/Modify/Delete Mailboxes 
Response: You are placed in the Mailbox Maintenance entry screen. Enter the 

number of the new mailbox. 

Prompt: Mailbox: OOOOOOOOnnn 
Response: Press FlO to edit the mailbox information. 

11. Use the arrow keys, Tab key, or Enter key to move around the screen. Move to the 
Department code prompt. 

PT-ovz~~: Code: 

Response: The string (directory number), which is the alternate code the server 
transmits after the pre-DN ON string. Any ASCII character is valid in 
this string. 

12. Save the settings for the mailbox. Press FlO to save your settings or FV to cancel 
them. At this point, you can continue with mailbox configuration by entering 
another mailbox number, or exit the mailbox maintenance screen by pressing FV. 



Create an RS-232 
Programmable Interface String 
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VoiceMemo Release 6.OA and later 

This procedure describes how to create a string of ASCII codes for the RS-232 
programmable interface. The interface string consists of these parts: 

l Initialization string, if required by the PBX. 

l Reply string, if required by the PBX. 

l Any of the applicable indicator-on or indicator-off request strings (pre-DN ON, pre-DN 
OFF, post-DN ON, post-DN OFF, ending trailer string). 

Step 

1. Reach the VoiceMemo Configuration Main Menu, then go to the VoiceMemo 
Configuration Offline Menu. 

a 

CAUTION! 

fb 
You should make all offline configuration entries on a duplicate of 
the active configuration so that you can easily check them, and easily 
correct them if necessary, before activating the configuration. 

2. If desired, duplicate the configuration. 

Select: (B) Duplicate Active Configuration 
Response: The server copies the current (active) configuration. When copying is 

completed, the short form of the Offline Menu appears. 

All subsequent steps in this procedure - along with any other 
configuration entries - affect just the copy, and take effect only after you 
activate the configuration. 

3. Go to the RS-232 Programmable Menu. 

4. Specify an initialization string. 

Select: (I) Initialization String 
Prompt: RS232 initialize string (0 - 30 chars) = 

Response: The ASCII string (O-30 characters ) required by the PBX, 

A period (.) to delete an existing string. 

To create the string, consult the PBX operating manual or the PBX 
vendor for the correct code, and use Table 1 at the end of this 
procedure. 

Reference 

Menu Map 2 

Menu Map 6 

Dot. REV. A 
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. 

Step Reference 

5. Specify a reply string. 

SeLect: (R) Reply String 
Prompt: RS232 reply string (0 - 30 chars) = 
Response: The ASCII string (O-30 characters ) sent by the PBX, 

07 

A period (.) to delete an existing string. 

To create the string, consult the PBX operating manual or the PBX 
vendor for the correct code, and use Table 1 at the end of this 
procedure. 

6. Specify the pre-DN ON suing. 

Select: (0) Pre-DN ON String 
prompt: RS232 pre-DN ON string (0 - 30 chars) = 
Response: If the PBX requires the string before the directory number (sometimes 

called extension number), create an ASCII string (O-30 characters) using 
the characters in Table 1. 

If the PBX sends the string after the directory number: 

l Enter a period (.) to delete an existing string, if necessary. 

l Enter values for the Post-DN ON String and Post-DN OFF 
String parameters. 

7. Specify the pre-DN OFF string. 

Select: (F) Pre-DN OFF String 
prompt: RS232 pre-DN OFF string (0 - 30 chars) = 

- Response: If the PBX requires the string befin the directory number, create an 
ASCII string (O-30 characters) using the characters in Table 1. 

If the PBX sends the string after the directory number: 

l Enter a period (.) to delete an existing string, if necessary. 

l Enter values for the Post-DN ON String and Post-DN OFF 
String parameters. 

a -  
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step 

8. Specify the post-DN ON string. 

Select: (I’) Post-DN ON String 
Prompt: RS232 post-DN ON string (0 - 30 chars) = 
Response: If the PBX requires the string afZer the directory number, create an 

ASCII string (O-30 characters) using the characters in Table 1. 

If the PBX sends the string before the directory number: 

l Enter a period (.) to delete an existing string, if necessary. 

l Enter values for the Pre-DN ON String and Pre-DN OFF String 
parameters. 

9. Specify the post-DN OFF string. 

Sekct: (Q) Post-DN OFF String 
Prompt: RS232 post-DN OFF string (0 - 30 chars) = 
Response: If the PBX requires the string afZer the directory number, create an 

ASCII string (O-30 characters) using the characters in Table 1. 

If the PBX sends the string before the directory number: 

l Enter a period (.) to delete an existing string, if necessary. - 

0 Enter values for the Pre-DN ON String and Pre-DN OFF String 
parameters. 

10. Specify the ending trailer string. 

Select: (M) Ending Trailer String 
Prompt RS232 trailer string (0 - 30 chars) = 
Response: If the PBX requires this string, create an ASCII string (O-30 characters) 

using the characters in Table 1. 

If no such string is required, enter a period (.) to delete an existing 
string. 

11. Save the parameter settings by exiting to the Main Menu. 

Reference 

a -  
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Step 

Table 1 ASCII Codes 

Character 

\b 

\f 

\n 

\r 

\t 

\\ 

\ 9, 

‘\? 

Explanation 

Backspace 

Form feed 

New line 

Carriage return 

Tab 

Backslash 

Double quotes 

Question mark 

Reference 
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VoiceMemo Release 6.OA and later 

This procedure describes how to define a serial port that enables the RS-232 Message 
Waiting Indicators Interface application and allows for RS-232 cabling. 

SteD 

1. Reach the VoiceMemo Configuration Offline Menu. Menu Map 2 

CAUTION! 

You should make all offline configuration entries on a duplicate of 
the active configuration so that you can easily check them, and easily 
correct them if necessary, before activating the configuration. 

2. If desired, duplicate the configuration. 

Select: (B) Duplicate Active Configuration 
Response: The server copies the current (active) configuration. When copying is 

completed, the short form of the Offline Menu appears. 

All subsequent steps in this procedure - along with any other 
configuration entries - affect just the copy, and take effect only after you 
activate the configuration. 

3. Go to the RS-232 Only Application Menu. 

4. Specify the serial port index. 

Select: (I’) Serial Port Selected 
Prompt: Enter a serial port index (O-2) = 
Response: 1 to indicate index 1, 

or 

2 to indicate index 2, 

OT 

0 to disable the port, and thus the RS-232 Message Waiting Indicators 
Interface application. 

5. Specify the serial port type. 

Prompt: mter the serial port type, 1 for Q-U, 2 for SILT& card 
Response: 1 to indicate that you will send signals through a CPU-based serial port 

(serial port 1 or serial port 2), 

or 

2 to indicate a smartcard-based serial port, which allows up to 32 ports. 

Reference 

Menu Map 6 
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Step 

6. Specify the serial port number. 

Prompt: Enter the serial port number, 1-2: 
Response: 1 to indicate CPU-based serial port 1, 

or 

2 to indicate CPU-based serial port 2, 

or 

l-32 to indicate a smartcard-based serial port. 

Note: Do not select serial port 1 if you are using this port for 
your console. 

7. Save the parameter settings by exiting to the Main Menu. 

Reference 

a -  



Enable or Disable Light-on Requests 
for Successive Messages 
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VoiceMemo Release 6.OA and later 

This procedure describes how to turn on or turn off message waiting light-on requests 
for successive messages 

Step Reference 

1. Reach the VoiceMemo Configuration Main Menu, then go to the VoiceMemo 
Configuration Offline Menu. 

vlenu Map 2 

n 

CAUTION! 

a 
You should make all offline configuration entries on a duplicate of 
the active configuration so that you can easily check them, and easily 
correct them if necessary, before activating the configuration. 

2. If desired, duplicate the configuration. 

Select: (B) Duplicate Active Configuration 
Response: The server copies the current (active) configuration. When copying is 

completed, the short form of the Offline Menu appears. 

All subsequent steps in this procedure - along with any other 
configuration entries - affect just the copy, and take effect only after you 
activate the configuration. 

3. Go to the RS-232 Programmable Menu. 

4. Enable or disable updates to message waiting lights. Enabling this feature stops 
updates after a user accesses the mailbox without a message waiting lights status 
change. 

Select: (S) Suppress Updates to MWL 
Prompt: Suppress updates of MWL (y/n) = [] ? 
Response: Enter Y to suppress updates of Message Waiting Lights, or 

Enter N to permit updates as normal. 
- 

5. Save the parameter settings by exiting to the Main Menu. 

\/Ienu Map 6 

Dot. Rev. A 



Send the Number of Unplayed Messages 
Through the RS-232 Interface 
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VoiceMemo Release 6.OA and later 

This procedure describes how to configure the server to send the number of unplayed 
messages through the RS-232 interface after the directory number in a message light-on 
request. 

Step 

1. Reach the VoiceMemo Configuration Offline Menu. 

CAUTION! 

You should make all offline configuration entries on a duplicate of 
the active configuration so thar you can easily check them, and easily 
correct them if necessary, before activating the configuration. 

2. If desired, duplicate the configuration. 

Selectt (B) Duplicate Active Configuration 
&spume: The server copies the current (active) confi,g.ration. When copying is 

completed, the short form of the Offline Menu appears. 

All subsequent steps in this procedure - along with any other 
configuration en&s - affect just the copy, and take effect only after you 
activate the configuration 

3. Go to the RS-232 Programmable Menu. 
-_ 

4. Request that the number of unplayed messages be sent. 

Select: (U) Unplayed Number Sent? 
Prompt: lhta ‘Y” to send # of -layed messages after EN = 
Response: Y to send the number of unplayed messages, OT 

N to not send this information. 

5. Save the parameter settings by exiting to the Main Menu. 

Reference 

/lenu Map 2 

tienu Map 6 
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Message Waiting Indicators Requests 
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VoiceMemo Release b.OA and later 

This procedure describes how to set the delay time between successive message waiting 
indicators requests, and how to set the delay time between the post-DN OFF suing and 
the ending trailer suing. 

‘@ WARNING! 

This procedure makes changes to the inactive coniiguation. You 
must activate the inactive configuration for the changes to take 
effect. See CP 7002 for instructions. 

step 

1. Reach the VoiceMemo Configuration Offline Menu. 

CAUTION! 

You should make all offline configuration entries on a duplicate of 
the active confi,grration so that, you can easily check them, and easily 
correct them if necessary, before activating the confwation. 

2. If desired, duplicate the configuration. 

Sekn: (B) Duplicate Active Configuration 
ResponseI The server copies the current (active) conf&ration. When copying is 

completed, the short form of the Offline Menu appears. 

All subsequent steps in this procedure - along with any other 
configuration entries - affect just the copy, and take effect only after you 
activate the configuration 

3. Go to the RS-232 Programmable Menu. 

- 4. Set the time for delays between requests. 

Sekct: (K) Delay Between Requests 
propnpt: Delay in sets (0 - 255) = 
Response: The seconds (O-255) that the server should delay between successive 

message waiting indicators requests- 

5. Set the time for delays between the post-DN OFF string and ending trailer string. 

Se.kcc (L) Delay After Post-DN String 
Prompt: Post-DN delay in sets (0 - 255) = 
Response: The seconds (O-255) that the server should delay after sending the post- 

DN OFF string and before sending the end@ trailer string. 

6. Saveth e parameter settings by exiting to the Main Menu 

w erence 
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VoiceMemo Release 6.OA and later 

This procedure describes how to set these parameters for DTMF-to-PBX message 
waiting indicators: 

l Dial strings (feature access codes) that the server must send to the PBX before or 
after the mailbox number in order to set message waiting indicators 

l Places in the dial string at which the server must wait for dial tone from the 
switch while setting message waiting indicators 

SteD 

l Whether the server should send a message wait “on” request to the switch for 
every new message, or only when a mailbox with no new messages receives a 
message 

Reference 

1. Reach the VoiceMemo Configuration Main Menu, then go to the VoiceMemo 
Configuration Offline Menu. 

A CAUTION! 

You should make all offline configuration entries on a duplicate of the 
active configuration so that you can easily check them, and easily 
correct them if necessary, before activating the configuration. 

2. If desired, duplicate the configuration. 

Sekct: (B) Duplicate Active Configuration 
Response: The server copies the current (active) configuration. When copying is 

completed, the short form of the Offline Menu appears. 

All subsequent steps in this procedure - along with any other 
configuration entries - affect just the copy, and take effect only after you 
activate the configuration. 

_ 3. Go to the DTMF Applications Menu. 

Select: (T) DTMF to PBX Message Lights 
Response: The DTMF Applications Menu 

4. Specify the DTMF-to-PBX Message Lights line group. 

Select: (G) Group Selected 
Prompt: Enter a group number = 
Response: The number of the line group (l-24), 

Press Enter if the current number is correct. 

Menu Map 2 

Menu Map 7 

a -  
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Step 

5. Specify the DTMF-to-PBX Message Lights application.. 

Select: (D) DTMF to PBX Message Lights 

@D Set Pre- and Post-DN Dial Strings 

6. If it is required by the PBX, specify a special access code to be dialed first. 

Select: (A) PBX Special Access Code 
prompt: PBX special access code (0 - 24 chars) = 
Response: The dial string (O-24 characters) required by the PBX. Consult the PBX 

operating manual or the PBX vendor for the correct code, 

07. 

A period (.) to delete an existing dial string. 

Use the characters in Table 1 at the end of this procedure to create the 
special access code. 

7. If the PBX requires a dial string before the directory number to turn the message 
waiting indicator CWZ, specify the pre-DN ON dial string. 

Select: (D) Pre-DN ON Dial String 
Prompt: Pre-DN ON dial string (O-24 chars) = 
Response: The dial string (O-24 characters) required by the PBX, 

Or 

A period (.) to delete an existing dial string. 

Use the characters in Table 1 at the end of this procedure to create the 
pre-DN ON dial string. 

a -  
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Step 

8. If the PBX requires a dial string before the directory number to turn the message 
waiting indicator ufl specify the pre-DN OFF dial string. 

Seleck (F) Pre-DN OFF Dial String 
Prompt: Pre-DN OFF dial string (O-24 chars) = 
Response: The dial string (O-24 characters) required by the PBX, 

A period (.) to delete an existing dial string. 

Use the characters in Table 1 at the end of this procedure to create the 
pre-DN OFF dial string. 

9. If the PBX requires a dial string afier the directory number to turn the message 
waiting indicator on, specify the post-DN ON dial string. 

Se&t: (I?) Post-DN ON Dial String 
prompt: Post-DN ON dial string (O-24 chars) = 
Response: The dial string (O-24 characters) required by the PBX, 

or 

A period (.) to delete an existing dial string. 

Use the characters in Table 1 at the end of this procedure to create ‘the 
pre-DN ON dial string. 

10. If the PBX requires a dial string after the directory number to turn the message 
waiting indicator ofl specify the post-DN OFF dial string. 

Select: (Q) Post-DN OFF Dial String 
prompt: Post-DN OFF dial string (O-24 chars) = 
Response: The dial string (O-24 characters) required by the PBX, 

- 
07. 

A period (.) to delete an existing dial string. 

Use the characters in Table 1 at the end of this procedure to create the 
post-DN OFF dial string. 

Reference 
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Reference 

QIXZ3 Set Dial Tone Call Progress Verification 

11. Enable or disable a wait for an initial dial tone. 

Select: (I) Initial Dialtone Detect 
prompt: Initial dialtone detect (y/n) = 
Response: Y if integrating with PBX equipment that produces an initial dial tone, 

UT 

N if integrating with cellular or other non-PBX equipment that cannot 
produce a dial tone. 

12. Enable or disable dial tone confirmation. 

Select: (C) Dial Tone Confirmation 
Prompt: Dial tone confirmation (y/n) = 
Response: Y if a PBX special access code is required and the PBX expects the server 

to wait for a dial tone before outdialing any other digits, or 
N in all other cases. 

13. Enable or disable a wait for a dial tone after a message indicators request. 

Select: (W) Wait for Dial Tone 
prompt: Wait for dial tone (y/n) = 
Response: Y if the PBX returns a dial tone to indicate that a message indicator 

request was successful, or 
N in all other cases. 

GE9 Set Successive Indicator “On” Requests 

14. Enable or disable successive indicator-on requests. 
- 

Select: (S) Suppress Updates to MWL 
f’rompt: Suppress updates of m (y/n) = 
Response: Y to disable successive requests, or 

N to enable successive requests. 

15. Save the settings by exiting to the VoiceMemo Configuration Main Menu. 
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Step 

Character 

o-9, *, # 

A-D 

0 

+ 

T 

I? 

E 

G 

H 

F 

S 

N 

L 

Table 1 Dial String Characters 

Explanation 

Keys on a standard pushbutton telephone 

Fourth column DTMF keys 

Dial Pulse (1 OPPS) the characters between the parentheses 

Pause for one second 

Go off-hook, wait for dial tone 

Go off-hook, do not wait for dial tone 

Go off-hook, wait for dial tone or other steady tone then do next 
item in string 

Greet - Wait for a voice or computer tone answer 

Hang up (go on-hook) 

Switch hook flash and wait for dial tone 

Switch hook flash, no wait required 

Start a new activity; do not go off-hook 

Wait for an answer supervision signal that indicates the receiving 
phone has gone off-hook, then dial remaining characters after 
receiving the signal. Valid only with four-wire connections, not 
with loop start or ground start phone lines. 

- 

Reference 

Dot. Rev. A 
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6 Mailboxes 

This chapter describes the most common component of the Series 6 server software 
applications, the mailbox. These topics are covered: 

l 

l 

l 

l 

l 

l 

l 

l 

l 

e 

Outside callers and Mailbox Owners 

Mailbox Creation and Modification 

Worksheets 

Classes of Service 

Greetings 

Distribution Lists 

Other Configuration Parameters 

Unplayed Messages and Receipts 

Types of Mailboxes 

Outdial Billing 

Overview 
Mailboxes are the user component of a server. Every server user has at least one 
mailbox, and the server administrator must make a number of configuration 
decisions that affect mailboxes. Some configuration is server-wide, and has been 
discussed in the previous application chapters. This chapter describes different 
mailbox configuration options and how to do them. 

Outside Callers vs. Mailbox Owners 
In many discussions of server mailboxes, you encounter the terms caller, outside 
caller, zcser, owner, or mailbox owner. There is a difference between (outside) callers 
and (mailbox) owners or users. A caller dials the server number, enters a mailbox 
number, listens to the mailbox greeting or prompt (such as “Please leave a message 
for Kim Smith”), then leaves a message. A person who is assigned a mailbox is a 
“mailbox owner.” Owners can log into their own mailboxes, play messages, choose 
selections from a User Options Menu, and select other voice messaging operations. 
The term “user” usually refers to mailbox owners, as opposed to outside callers, as 
they are users on the server. 

a -  
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Mailbox Creation and Modification 
Mailbox creation, deletion, and modification are implemented in different ways 
depending on how your terminal has been configured. 

Scrolling Interface 

If you are using the scrolling menu interface, then mailbox creation and modification 
are similar to that used in the Release 5.04 VoiceMemo application. Creation, 
deletion, and modification are three different menu choices. Mailbox creation and 
modification both generate a set of prompts for the administrator to answer, one at a 
time. If you mistakenly answer one prompt incorrectly, you cannot return to it; you 
must finish the prompts and recreate or remodify that mailbox again. The advantage 
of this method is that it works on any kind of terminal. 

Full-Screen Interface 

The server has a full-screen interface you use to create, modify or delete mailboxes. 
All three options are combined in one menu choice. You use function keys for 
different options when in this mailbox menu. The mailbox screen is shown in 
Figure 6-l. The function keys you can use in the mailbox maintenance screen are: 

Function Key 

Fl 

F2 

F6 

F8 

F9 or Esc 

FlO 

Explanation 

Display next mailbox 

Display previous mailbox 

Delete mailbox 

Statistics 

Exit the Mailbox Screen 

Edit current mailbox’s information 

These are the appropriate function keys when you are editing a mailbox’s parameters 
(after pressing FlO): 
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Function Key 

FG 

F7 

F8 

F9 

FlO 

Home 

End 

Billing 

Explanation 

Family/Guest Mailbox Setup (for VMUIF 
interface only) 

Display Statistics 

Cancel edit session and ignore changes 

Exit and Save new information 

Help (based on where cursor is located) 

Edit Additional Fields (where cursor is located) 

Figure 6-2 shows the Message Waiting Indicator screen, which you can edit for 
Message Waiting 1, 2, and 3. Use the mailbox worksheets when creating new 
mailboxes. The worksheets are described in the next section. 

qailbox: 00000000998 Code: 
Wme : 
glasses of Service 

Limits: Default 1 Tenant: Default TCOS 1 1 
?eatUres: UNLIMITED 1 Restriction: 1 
:roup: Default GCOS 1 1 
qetwork: Default 
3ad Login Count: 
kcess Code: 
?assword: 
lay Treatment: 
Xxtension: 998 
itten DN: 

a 

N 
M 

I 

0 Last Login Time: 
Speech Quality Msgs: 
Tutorial: 
Night Treatment: 
Index: 
Index: 
CallPlacement Index: 
Message Waiting 1: 
Message Waiting 2: 
Message Waiting 3: 
List Rights: Review: 

NEVER 
0 Greets: 0 
N 
M 
0 
0 
N TimeZone: 0 
0 None 
0 None 
0 None 

Change: 

F1 .l?eXt F2 -Prior 9% ,DebXe F8 Sta&s F9 or kl8C .EX~-C FM Edit, ,,: ; : 
Ebter;mailbox rwnber to moaify or create. 

Figure 6-2 Mailbox Maintenance Screen 

There are additional fields to edit for the three Message Waiting Indicator Fields, 
and for the two List Rights fields. In both cases, press the End key to edit the Use 
this screen to configure paging or message waiting. Figure 6-3 shows the List Rights 
screen, which you use when editing distribution list change or review rights. 
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MAILBOX ,MAI.NTENAN,CE 

Mailbox: 
Name : 
Classes of 
Limits: D 
Features:U 
Group: D 
Network: D 
Bad Login 
Access Cod 
Password: 
Day Treatm 
Extension: 
Atten DN: 

.---------------------------------------------------------------* 
Message Waiting Light Fields 

Pager #Ol Pager #02 
Suppress: N N 
Pager Num: 
Post Pager: 
System: 0 0 
Frequency: 0 0 
Interval: 0 0 
Busy Frequency: 0 0 
Busy Interval: 0 0 
Msg dlvr: N N 
Start Time: 12:00 am 12:oo am 
Stop Time: 12:oo am 12:oo am 
Alt Page: N 

+---------------------------------------------------------- ------ 
Message Waiting 2: 0 None 
Message Waiting 3: 0 None 
List Rights: Review: Change: 

F9 Cancel FlO Exit and Save Home Help End Menu Selection 
su&x-ass Pagmt tY89-J) : ,, 

Figure 6-2 Message Waiting Indicator Screen 

Mailbox: 00000003553 Code: 
Name : ma+------------------------------------------------- 
Classes of S 
Limits: DDe 
Features:UUN 
Group: DDe 
Network: DDe 
Bad Login Co 
Access Code: 
Password: 
Day Treatmen 
Extension: 
Atten DN: 

Distribution List Review Rights 
02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 13 14 15 

0111111111111111 
16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 

1111111111111111 
32 33 34 35 36 31 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 

i 
1: 

1111111111111111 
48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 

1111111111111111 
64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 14 75 76 17 78 79 

1111111111111111 
80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 

1111111111111111 
96 97 98 99 

1111 
+------------------------------------------------- 

L 1 

NEVER 
Gqeets: 24 

TimeZone: 0 
Pager 
Xone 
gone 
hange: 

F6 Billing F7 Family F8 Stats F9 Cancel F10 Exit and Save Home Help 
Biter 1 to have sights,'~O~to not have *ighti 

, ,; '.',, 

Figure Q-3 Distribution List Rights Screen 

Mailbox Maintenance 

Mailbox maintenance allows you to: 

. Search for mailboxes meeting specified configuration criteria (Search for 
Mailboxes option) 

. Obtain configuration information about a specific mailbox (Inquire 
About Mailboxes option) 
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. Obtain configuration information about every mailbox in the system 
(Mailbox Data Report option) 

. View comprehensive details about mailbox activity that is helpful for 
debugging mailbox configuration (Mailbox Dump option) 

You can also obtain a summary report about disk speech usage for a given mailbox. 
This report shows the number of messages played, unplayed, and urgent; message 
receipts; and the recorded name and greetings for the mailbox. A report option 
allows you to obtain the total disk usage for a range of mailboxes. 

Any of these options presents a report that you can have displayed at the server 
maintenance console or printed at a console printer. For sample reports and detailed 
explanations about their contents, see the Reports chapter. 

Mailbox Worksheets 

Before configuring a standard mailbox, complete the Mailbox Individual Worksheet. 
Each worksheet entry is explained in the following sections. Pre-programmed 
(default) values for entries are also given in the Menu Parameters chapter, where 
applicable. If you want to use a default value, indicate that fact on the worksheet. 
Then you will not need to select or enter any information for that parameter during 
reconfiguration. Figure 6-4 shows a sample Mailbox Individual Worksheet. A blank 
Mailbox Individual Worksheet is supplied behind the “Worksheets” tab. 

If you are configuring a mailbox for paging, message delivery, or call placement, see 
also “Mailbox Configuration” in the Pager Application chapter. 

When you need to organize information for large groups of mailboxes, you can use a 
Mailbox Group Worksheet (Figure 6-S). This worksheet allows you to enter 
configuration values for several mailboxes on a single sheet. Use it in conjunction 
with the Mailbox Individual Worksheet when appropriate. A blank Mailbox Group 
Worksheet is supplied behind the “Worksheets” tab. 

Classes of Service 
Each mailbox is assigned classes of service. A Feature Class of Service (FCOS) is a 
collection of mailbox features, options, and abilities, calledfedture bits. A Limits 
Class of Service (LCOS) is a group of mailbox limits, such as how many messages a 
user can store. The LCOS also determines the mailbox prompts language. A Group 
Class of Service (GCOS) determines which mailboxes can communicate with each 
other. A Restriction Class of Service (RCOS) establishes a calling area for a mailbox 
that is subject to NPA/NXX call screening. For further information on FCOSs and 
feature bits, see the Features Class of Service chapter. For information on LCOSs 
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and limits, GCOSs and groups, and RCOSs, refer to the Other Classes of Service 
chapter. 

A Network Class of Service (NCOS) and T enant Class of Service (TCOSbparts of 
optional features-can also be assigned to mailboxes. 

For more information about NCOSs and TCOSs, respectively, see The MESA-Net 
Digital Network and Enhanced SMDI VoiceMemo Integration Installation User i 
Manual. 
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Mailbox Individual Worksheet 
_.. .- 

standard 0 J Tree Rotational q 
(also compleleTree (also complete Relational 
Mailbox Worksheet) Maibox Worksheet) 

Create New Mailboxes Mailbox to create 3 44 2 Name Jones, Fred 

Departmentcode Reserve Accesscode 1 / 

Receptionist day 
treatment I 

Receptionist night 
treatment 

, Mailbox’s 
extension number 

Mailbox’s 
;axf;sion pm-dial / 

Anendant Anendant 
extension number zesion pre-dial 

Features Class of Limits Class of 
Service Service III ~~~~,Classof 14 

Network Class of 
Semce El 

Tenant Class of 
I/ 

Restriction Class 
Service of Service El 

Temporary 
passcode El 

Message waiting Message waiting 
type#l 

Call placement 
El 

Turn off Dyes f7Jno Time zone offset 
pager access pagerloutcall 
type notification? 

;;gFh change 2, 3 _ 6 );i..wthrewew 2, 3- 6 

Name/greeting 
speech quality 

Billing number 
103-444-9001 

Billing dialing 
order 

fi NB # BN 

For AC message lamp AC message 
(message waiting type # waiting lamp IA31 
Zonly) address 

Formessage waiting type 
5 on/y EEstype IB %%er 5557979 

Post-pager 
number ++G9117# 

Busy pager 
attempts 

Paser start 

Figure 6-4 Sample Mailbox Individual Worksheet 
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Mailbox Group Worksheet 
Customer 
Page 01 

I 3032 1 0 41 201 
Dep’t Access cods Day Night MB ex.4 Pdial Passcode Wake hiwll WV12 MW13 AC cam P TZ onse, Review risk 

index 1 4s &s Js 2s CA 
Chng 11515 

UP MWL ,ype 

prpql no 
$3 wh Namdgfl pager ype pllclll posl ouldial Freq InleNal M.sg spress susy atfernflk Easy SW lime ’ Slop time ‘Add’ w 

Spch qua, index dew P-H i”tMV~l pager? cd IdX cd idx odidx O,dN 

I 3199 1 1 I 3174 1 44 2 
DeP’l Access code Day N,ghl MS en Pdra .44 

CA c&s aGs c&z CA 
Pass&e Wake MWI 1 MWIZ MWI 3 AC Call P TZ oIlset Chng lists Review lblr 

index UP MWL type 

91 G 5 15 no 
IYI - 

Msg. spch Nardgd Pager type 
ff Et’ 

Post ouldial Freq Busy Start lime Sloplime Add ln,,nl Billed Unbiiled 
quaI. spch qua1 index interval pager? 

Ming tl 
cd idx cdidx od ,dx 

ma 

1 E Fitzgerald 
Maibox Y Na”M 

2 I I I I 3420 0 41 1 1 1 203 1 1 1 J 
Oep Access cods Day Night MS en Pdial ,44 

CA chs 2s a% CL 
Passcode Wake MW, 1 MM2 MW13 AC Cal, PT.? allset 

Index 
Chng IiS Review lisls 

UP h&N VP0 

pcpq [ 
I 

IN 1 

Msg. Spch NWlWj~ pager type 
qua, spch qua, %bPla’ 

E;xoutdia, Fwq lnlerval tJ.sg spress SusyatlemfJfs s,art flme ’ Sfopl~me ‘Add’ -  
W’7 PUS? KL,l pager? 

I”,,“, Sflled ““Mled Billing t Blll dial 
od idx odidx odidx order  

I I II LkP’l Access code Day Night ME e* Pdial 
index 

,44 
05s chs mGs 2s CA 

Parscode $ke MWI 1 Ml2 MWl3 AC ca,, P TZ o,,se, Chng lisls Rsview lksts 
hwa ‘VP0 

w 
I 

Cutd,al Fad outdial Freq Busy Start lirrm I Sloplime ‘Ad) w 
qua,. spch qua1 index index i”l8lVd pager7 cd ldx cd idx od Idx orde, 

Access code Day Nigh, MB ext Pdial 
2”  CL ckls Js cls CA 

Passcode Wake MWll MW12 MM3 AC Call P TZ OflSSl 
index MN tVPe 

Chng lists Review lists 
UP 

11 I 1 
Name/g0 Pager type Duldla, Post ouldlal Freq ,n,ew3l Msg spress Busy anempfs Busy Sk%,, flme Stop lime Add l”h”l Billed Unbilled Billing B 
spch qua, Index indsx delVl w7 interval pager? cd idx cd idx odidx 

fuiui 
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Names and Greetings 
A mailbox owner can record a name for the mailbox. If the owner does not record a 

name, the server uses the mailbox number instead. For example, if you have mailbox 
5731 and record “Kevin Lee” as your name, other users hear “Kevin Lee” when they 
make messages for your mailbox. If you do not record a name, users hear “Mailbox 
fifty-seven thirty-one.” Users also hear mailbox names when they play messages 
from other users. If you get a message from an outside caller, no name is used. 

Greetings are played when callers or users reach your mailbox, either by entering 
your mailbox number or by dialing your extension (if you have an integration that 
supports this feature). Mailbox owners can choose various types of greetings, 
depending on their FCOS. In many of the integrations that a server supports, 
owners can choose greetings that respond to the condition under which a call has 
been received by the server: Ring No Answer, Busy, or Forward. Personal greetings 
for these three possible conditions are called conditionalgreetings. To have the same 
greeting played under all conditions, a user would enable the primary greetings 

Th e general greeting option allows a user to select whether to use personal or server 
greetings. If conditional greetings are also enabled, the user can select conditional 
server greetings that play in response to line conditions as shown in Table 6-l. 

Table 6-1 Greetings Supplied by the Server 

Condition 

Ring No Answer 

Busy 

Call Forward 

Greeting _ 

“I’m sorry, [name] does not answer. Please leave your 
message at the tone.” 

“I’m sorry, [name] is on another call. Please leave 
your message at the tone.” 

“I’m sorry, [name] is not available. Please leave your 
message at the tone.” 

You can copy a mailbox greeting to a mailbox name and copy a mailbox name to a 
greeting. 

Distribution lists 

This section covers: 

. How distribution lists are used in the server software 

. Interactions between distribution lists and various class of service settings 

. Distribution list administration 
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Overview 

A distribution list allows a mailbox owner to send the same message to a number of 
recipients by entering the distribution list number instead of entering each mailbox 
number. Mailbox owners can create distribution lists by phone, or a server 
administrator can create them at the server maintenance console. 

There are two types of distribution lists: mailbox owner distribution lists (sometimes 
called “user distribution lists”), which are only accessible by the mailbox owner, and 
master distribution lists (sometimes called “system distribution lists”), which are 
accessible by all users of a line group. 

In addition to addressing messages, distribution lists control the actions of several 
special mailbox features. The distribution lists in tree mailboxes and rotational 
mailboxes identify child mailboxes, and the distribution lists in broadcast mailboxes 
identify the recipients of broadcast messages, greetings, etc. 

Distribution list administration involves many parts of server administration: 

. FCOS settings allow mailbox owners to send to and receive from 
distribution lists. 

. LCOS settings control the maximum number of list per mailbox, up to 
99, and the maximum number of recipients per list, up to 65,535. 

. GCOS settings identify which mailboxes can exchange messages. 

. Mailbox settings control the ability of mailbox owners to review and/or 
modify distribution lists. 

Once you have configured mailboxes appropriately, you can create distribution lists 
- including master distribution lists - and maintain them from a telephone. In 
addition, you can create distribution lists from the server console using the List 
Maintenance Menu. 

_ Mailbox Owner Distribution lists 

Mailbox owners can create up to 99 distribution lists for groups of people that they 
communicate with frequently. Mailbox owner distribution lists are only accessible 
by the mailbox owner. Although a server administrator can create distribution lists 
for any mailbox, it is usually easier to let the mailbox owners create and maintain 
their own lists. 

When mailbox owners are given the capability to create and use their own 
distribution lists, the server plays the appropriate prompts and options in the User 
Options Menu. Besides adding and deleting members, mailbox owners can review 
the members of a list and record a spoken name for it to serve as a confirmation 
when addressing messages to the list. 
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A server administrator can control whether or not a mailbox owner can review or 
modify distribution lists. Turning off both capabilities can be useful for broadcast 
mailboxes, while turning off the modify capability can be useful in service bureau 
environments in which the service bureau maintains the lists for the customers. 

Mailbox owners address messages to their distribution lists by pressing a 0 (zero) 
before the list number, for example “015” to address a message to distribution list 
15. If feature bit 036 is enabled, the sender receives a receipt listing which recipients 
have and have not listened to the message. 

Master lists 

Master lists are useful when more than one person must send messages to the same 
group of people. A master list is a line group-specific distribution list that you can 
define in the administrator’s mailbox for that line group. There can be up to 99 
master lists. All mailbox owners who call in on that particular line group can use a 
master list by pressing “00” before the list number; for example, “009” to address a 
message to master distribution list 9, or “0025” for master list 25. 

A master list defined for one line group is not necessarily a distribution list for 
another line group. They can share master lists if they share the same administrator’s 
mailbox. 

Although you can create master distribution lists over the phone, it is usually easier 
to use the server maintenance console due to the size of some lists. It is often 
necessary to add newly-created mailboxes to one or more master list. You must use 
the phone to log in to the administrator’ mailbox and record spoken names for 
master distribution lists. 

Distribution lists and Special Mailboxes 

Several types of special-function mailboxes use distribution lists to accomplish their 
purposes. These include: 

l Tree and rotational mailboxes 

l Broadcast message mailboxes 

l Broadcast password mailboxes 

0 Broadcast greeting mailboxes 

l Broadcast name mailboxes 

Tree, rotational, and broadcast message mailboxes all use distribution list 1 to define 
child or recipient mailboxes. For tree and rotational mailboxes, the order of child 
mailboxes in the distribution list can affect what callers hear. 

a -  
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Broadcast greeting, name and passcode mailboxes use distribution list 9 to identify 
the recipients of the broadcasts. Using list 9 for these features allows these mailboxes 
to also perform other special functions, such as broadcast messages, which use 
distribution list 1. The mailbox owner can define the remaining distribution lists. 

For more information on special mailboxes, see the Special Mailbox section, later in 
this chapter. 

Nesting Distribution lists 

“Nesting” refers to the ability to make one distribution list a member of another list. 
This allows you to create a distribution list for each department, and then create a 
company-wide distribution list that only contains the department lists. Any changes 
to the department lists are automatically picked up by the company-wide list. 

The server allows unlimited distribution list nesting by default, except in a broadcast 
mailbox. Nesting operates as shown in Figure 6-6. 

!034NSDL.FH3 

Figure 6-6 Distribution list Nesting 

Once the lists in Figure 6-6 are set up, mailbox 301 can make a message to list 2, and 
the following mailboxes receive the message: 224 through 227, 10 1 through 104, 
and 401 through 403. Mailbox 104 only receives one copy of the message, even 
though it appears in both lists 3 and 4. 

Feature bit 222 prevents mailbox owners from nesting distribution lists. 

If you are creating the distribution list from the server console, identify a nested 
distribution list by including “D” before the list number (for example, D03). This is 
not needed when creating a list from the telephone; just enter the list number (for 
example, 03). For complete information refer to the procedures section. 

a -  
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Note: If you send a message to a nested list that contains many mailboxes, 
a mailbox owner can receive a message twice. This can happen if a 
mailbox appears in two lists and the mailbox owner receives the 
message while the server is still processing the rest of the list. If the 
mailbox owner discards the message, the server can send another 
copy when it reaches to the second occurrence of the mailbox. 
This is only an issue with very large nested distribution lists. 

Distribution list Interaction With FCOS 

You can use the mailbox FCOS to control the ability to send messages to 
distribution lists, receive messages sent to other lists, or create or modify distribution 
lists. As described above, a feature bit prevents distribution list nesting. Additional 
feature bits control whether mailbox owners can use master distribution lists. 

The feature bits listed in Table 6-2 affect distribution list use. 

Table 6-2 Feature Bits that Control Distribution lists 

Feature 
Bit 

032 

033 

034 

035 

036 

044 

045 

074 

134 

222 

Description 

Make (messages) to user distribution list 

Give (messages) to user distribution list 

Make to master distribution list 

Give to master distribution list 

Auto-receipt for user distribution list messages 

Receive user distribution list messages 

Receive master distribution list messages 

Create or modify user distribution list 

Broadcast message waiting status 

Deny nesting of distribution lists 

In addition, these limits affect distribution lists: 

. Maximum number of distribution lists (maximum 99) 

. Maximum recipients count (maximum 65,535) 

For more information, see the Features Class of Service and Other Classes of Service 
chapters. 
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You can use LCOS settings to control the number of distribution lists per mailbox, 
the number of members per list, and the maximum number of recipients for any 
message. The specific limits that apply to distribution lists are: 

. Maximum members per distribution list (maximum 65,535) 

. Maximum number of distribution lists (maximum 99) 

. Maximum recipients count (maximum 65,535) 

You can use the “Maximum recipients count” limit to control the impact of nested 
distribution lists. The server does not deliver the message to more recipients than 
this limit allows, even if the total recipients in the nested distribution lists is greater. 

Note: The maximum for a distribution list in a tree or rotational mailbox 
is 190 members. 

For more information on any of these features, see the Other Classes of Service 
chapter. 

Distribution list Interaction With GCOS 

Distribution lists are affected by the GCOS settings that control the ability of any 
mailbox owner to send messages to other mailbox owners. You must ensure that all 
members of a master distribution list have GCOS settings that allow them to 
exchange messages. Mailbox owners cannot add recipients who do not share GCOS 
settings to their distribution lists. 

For more information on Group Class of Service, see the Other COS Chapter. 

Mailbox Settings for Distribution Lists 

Each mailbox has two parameters that are specific to distribution lists: 

e Lists with review rights 

. Lists with change rights 

These parameters control which lists a mailbox owner can review or change. Review 
rights allow the owner to play the names and numbers of all mailboxes in a list. 
Denying review rights can keep the contents of a list confidential. Change rights 
allow the owner to add or delete mailboxes in a list. Denying change rights prevents 
the user from altering a distribution list, which is helpful for certain applications, 
such as networking, that require distribution lists. 
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list Maintenance 

The List Maintenance Menu allows you to create, modify, delete and view 
distribution lists in any mailbox. You can also locate all lists that contain a specific 
mailbox, and delete that mailbox from all lists. 

By using Administration by Phone you can create, modify, delete and review master 
distribution lists in an administrator’s mailbox, and you can record names for those 
lists. From an administrator’s mailbox you can create and modify master lists from 1 
to 99, just like a mailbox owner’s personal lists. Administrators’ mailboxes do not 
have user (mailbox owner) distribution lists, only master lists. 

Other Mailbox Configuration Parameters 

Along with other parameters in a mailbox configuration, you can also specify a 
message waiting type that determines how mailbox owners are notified when 
unplayed messages arrive in their mailboxes. Mailboxes can also be configured for 
paging and message delivery. Refer to the Pager Application chapter for more 
information on these topics. 

Mailboxes can be password-protected. 

Variable length Mailbox Numbers 

The variable length mailbox number capability allows the server administrator 
greater flexibility when assigning mailbox numbers. You can configure a dialing plan 
to allow variable length mailbox numbers. Code a V in the desired digit position in 
the dialing plan, as described in the VoiceMemo Application chapter under 
“Mailbox Dialing Plan.” 

Without this capability, all mailboxes in the same line group that begin with the 
same digit must be the same length. If, for example, you specify “3” as the mailbox 
number length for mailboxes beginning with 1, then all l-series mailboxes must be 
three digits long: 100, 101, 102-199, etc. This means you have only 100 mailboxes 
available beginning with 1. 

When you specify that mailboxes beginning with a certain digit can be variable 
length, those mailboxes can be as short as one digit (9), or as long as 11 
(99999999999). This allows you over 11 billion different mailboxes beginning with 
9! (You cannot, of course, configure 11 billion mailboxes, since that would exceed 
the storage capacity of the disk.) 

Hotel installations can make good use of variable length mailboxes. It is convenient 
for a guest’s mailbox number, telephone number, and room number to be the same, 
but this is impossible to achieve with f=ed length mailbox numbers and a single line 
group. To understand why, realize that most hotel dialing plans assign three-digit 
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numbers to rooms on floors one through nine, and four-digit numbers to rooms on 
floor 10 and above. If the mailbox for room 111 matched the phone number, the 
mailbox for room 1111 could not. 

Variable length mailboxes allow you to keep all mailboxes in a single line group and 
still assign mailboxes that match room and telephone numbers. 

Configuration Considerations 
If you configure variable length mailboxes, mailbox owners must modify their 
interactions in these ways: 

. When addressing a message to multiple recipients, they must enter a 
pound sign (#) aft er each mailbox number that is variable length, or wait 
for the server to prompt for the next recipient’s mailbox number. 

Note: If mailbox owners enter a pound sign after a mailbox number that 
is not variable length, the server interprets it to mean that message 
addressing is complete. This can be confusing to mailbox owners, 
who find that pressing a pound sign at “the same time” elicits 
differing prompts. To avoid this confusion, Centigram 
recommends that you make either all mailboxes variable length, or 
none. 

. After entering the final mailbox number and pound sign, they must do 
one of the following: 

- Enter an additional pound sign to get the “Begin recording.. .” 
prompt. 

- Wait for the “Begin recording.. .” prompt. 

Integrations Supported 
You can configure variable length mailboxes with all integrations supported by 

- Centigram except for the Omni S 1 series and the MD-l 10. 

Server Time-and-Date Stamp for Messages 

The time-and-date stamp is optional information that the server can add to every 
message, to tell the recipient when the message was recorded. If a mailbox owner 
plays the message the same day it arrives, only the time is given (for example, 2 
p.m.). If the mailbox owner plays the message on a later day within the same week, 
the day of the week and the time are announced (for example, Monday, 2 p.m.). If 
the mailbox owner plays a message more than a week after it was received, the day of 
the week, date, and time are given (for example, Monday, May 11, 2 p.m.). 
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Time Zone Offset 

A mailbox time zone offset is a number the server adds to or subtracts from the hour 
portion of a message’s time stamp. This allows mailbox owners to convert the time 
stamp on a message to the time zone of their choice. 

The server converts the time in a mailbox, so only the mailbox owner hears the 
converted time stamp for a message. Users sending messages to or receiving messages 
from such a mailbox hear the server’s normal time stamp. 

This ability is useful for mailbox owners who live and work in a time zone different 
from the one where their server is located. 

The time zone offset affects all types of messages except call placement. 

Mailbox Configuration Parameters 
When you create a mailbox from the console, the time zone offset is one of the 
mailbox configuration parameters. 

The Mailbox Data Report displays the time zone offset, along with other parameter 
settings. 

Example of Use 
Suppose a mailbox owner works in Atlanta, but uses an server based in San Jose. By 
default, all the mailbox owner’s messages would have a time stamp based on San 
Jose’s time zone. If someone sends the mailbox owner a message at 2 p.m. Pacific 
Standard Time, that is the time stamp the mailbox owner hears for this message. 

However, if the time zone offset in a mailbox owner’s mailbox has a value of 3, the 
server tells the mailbox owner that same message was sent at 5 p.m. The sender of 
the message, though, hears that the server sent the message at 2 p.m. 

Tutorials 

The standard tutorial, which gives basic instructions to a mailbox owner on how to 
set up a new mailbox, is automatically enabled when a mailbox is created. The 
standard tutorial is not available, however, if TDDMemo is enabled. When the 
tutorial is accessed the first time on a new mailbox, it directs the new owner to record 
a name and greeting, and to set a passcode. There are times when mailbox owners 
do not want to hear the tutorial (for example, if they are setting up a series of tree 
mailboxes for directory assistance). The Set Passcode/Tutorial option from the 
Mailbox Maintenance menu is used to disable (or enable) a standard tutorial, when 
desired. 
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Instead of the standard tutorial, customized information tailored to an individual 
installation can be recorded in the attendant’s mailbox and played for new mailbox 
owners. This is a site tutorial, a greeting typically recorded by a server administrator. 

Unplayed Messages and Message Receipts 
The server offers customers message processing flexibility in two related areas: 

. Defining unplayed messages 

. Controlling when the server sends receipts 

Unplayed Messages 

Feature bit I45 (Message stays in original queue) determines how the server classifies 
a message if a mailbox owner does not explicitly keep a message (by pressing K) or 
discard it (by pressing D). 

Message Receipts 

Feature bit 147 (Send receipt after full play) controls whether the server waits for a 
mailbox owner to explicitly keep a message (by pressing K) or discard it (by pressing 
D) before sending a receipt to the sender of that message. The server makes this 
decision only after a mailbox owner plays the entire message. 

The presence of this feature bit works on a partially played message exactly as it does 
on a completely played message. Otherwise, it would be possible for the server to 
put a partially played message into a mailbox owner’s saved queue but not send a 
receipt. 

147 has an effect only when it and feature bit 145 are in the same FCOS. Refer to 
the Features Class of Service chapter for more information on how these two feature 
bits interact. 

Types of Mailboxes in a Typical Installation 
Besides standard mailboxes, a server typically has an administrator’s mailbox, up to 

five attendant’s mailboxes, and other special mailboxes. Basically, special mailboxes 
have all the characteristics of standard mailboxes, plus special privileges and 
capabilities. 

Standard Mailboxes 

A standard mailbox is a collection point for voice messages. It also has greetings and 
prompts associated with it and can be configured to provide an array of capabilities 
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related to voice messaging. The classes of service mentioned earlier are the means by 
which you can configure mailboxes to provide the desired capabilities. 

Special Mailboxes 

The following sections describes the types of special mailboxes listed at the beginning 
of the chapter. There are 13 types of special mailboxes: 

. Administrator’s mailbox 

. Attendant’s mailbox 

. Broadcast 

. Chain 

. Check-In and check-out mailboxes 

. Greeting-Only mailboxes 

. Guest mailboxes 

. Mailbox on Demand templates 

. Rotational mailboxes 

. Shared extension mailboxes (a variation of a tree mailbox) 

. Template mailboxes (MESA Forms) 
. Tree (bulletin board) mailboxes 

Administrator’s Mailbox 

The initial software installation contains an administrator’s mailbox that has these 
special privileges: 

. Contains the company greetings 

. Can create or edit master distribution lists that can be used by any 
mailbox owner in the server (with an appropriate FCOS) 

. Can add mailboxes, delete mailboxes, and change mailbox configuration, 
by phone 

For more information about the administrator’s mailbox, see the VoiceMemo 

. Application chapter. 

Attendant’s Mailbox 

The initial software installation also contains an attendant’s mailbox. This mailbox 
supplies these functions: 

. Its greeting is the message of the day, which is stored only in the 
attendant’s mailbox. 

. A customized site tutorial (a form of greeting) can be recorded from the 
attendant’s mailbox. 
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. When outside callers access the message center, they are prompted to 
enter a mailbox number or wait. Callers who wait are then prompted to 
leave a name and a message. These unaddressed messages are stored in 
the attendant’s mailbox. 

For more information about the attendant’s mailbox, see the VoiceMemo 
Application chapter. 

Broadcast Mailboxes Broadcusf muilboxes 

With a broadcast mailbox, any caller can send a single message to multiple 
mailboxes. In addition, mailbox owners can send names and greetings to other 
mailbox owners. This capability is particularly useful for disaster recovery or 
overflow mailboxes. Broadcast mailboxes other than broadcast message mailboxes 
can also send a message waiting status to multiple mailboxes. 

To illustrate use of a broadcast message mailbox, suppose the manager of a company 
health club wants club members to know about an upcoming tournament. The 
manager logs in to his or her mailbox and makes a message for the broadcast message 
mailbox. The broadcast message mailbox, in turn, sends the message to all members’ 
mailboxes (this is sometimes called the “bulletin board feature”). 

In this example, the server administrator assigns a Broadcast FCOS to one mailbox. 
The server administrator then creates distribution list 01 for that mailbox, including 
the mailbox numbers of all the club members, to a maximum of 65,535. 

This is a useful feature if you have mailboxes accessed in different calling areas. You 
can update the greeting for all the mailboxes, and then callers can reach the local 
mailbox to get the information they need. Or, you could use it to broadcast to 
remote mailboxes through MESA-Net (an optional feature). 
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Broadcast Message Mailbox 
A broadcast message mailbox must contain a distribution list 01. If you want the 
broadcast message mailbox to be able to keep messages that have been broadcasted, it 
must first be able to receive messages. Add any of the “receive” feature bits to the 
broadcast message mailbox. Feature bit 043 (Receive message of the day) is needed 
only if the broadcast message mailbox is also the user’s only mailbox. In the LCOS 
assigned to this mailbox, you should set a shorter message length so the mailbox will 
not fill up too quickly. 

Broadcast Greeting, Name, or Passcode Mailbox 
Broadcast greeting is a method of propagating a newly recorded or modified greeting 
to a list of mailboxes, similar to the method used for propagating messages with 
broadcast messages mailboxes. Broadcast name is identical in concept to broadcast 
greeting, except that newly recorded and modified names will be propagated to the 
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broadcast list. Broadcast passcode is similar, except that it propagates a new mailbox 
passcode to the list. 

You can create the broadcast list for a broadcast greeting, name or passcode mailbox 
like any distribution list, either from the User Options menu or from the List 
Maintenance Menu at the server maintenance console. All three of these mailbox 
types use distribution list 09. By assigning the appropriate feature bits to a mailbox, 
one, two, or all three of these capabilities can be performed by one mailbox. 

Greeting A broadcast greeting mailbox requires feature bit 174 (Define broadcast 
greeting) in its FCOS. All types of greetings and all names created or modified on 
these broadcast mailboxes will be broadcasted, including: 

. Day/night company greetings for the administrator’s mailbox 

. Message of the day 

. Site tutorial for attendant mailboxes 

. Multiple mailbox greetings 

Name You can record a name in the broadcast name mailbox and have it 
announced. The mailbox is defined by the presence of feature bit 178 (Define 
broadcast name mailbox) in the FCOS. Since the name in the mailbox should be the 
name of the recipient group, such as “Sales Bulletin Board,” users must remember to 
state their names at the beginning of their messages. This name override capability is 
enabled through feature bit 123 (Announce broadcast mailbox name) in the mailbox 
FCOS. With this feature, if you do not record a name in the broadcast mailbox, the 
mailbox number is announced. In addition, answers to the messages are also 
broadcasted. Without this feature, the server announces the name of the broadcast 
message originator, if that person is a server user. In this case, answers to a message 
go to the sender only. Outside callers must remember to announce their names if 
they want recipients to know who sent the message. 

Passcode You can change the passcode in the broadcast passcode mailbox and 
have it transmitted to all mailboxes in the distribution. This feature is enabled 
through feature bit 231 (Passcode Broadcast Mailbox) in the mailbox FCOS. 

Multiple Mailbox Greetings Mailboxes with multiple mailbox greetings 
defined broadcast each individual greeting as it is created or modified, and a 
recipient mailbox is checked to see if its FCOS has feature bit 175 (Receive broadcast 
greeting) or feature bit 179 (Receive broadcast name), or feature bit 232 (Allow 
receipt of passcode broadcasts). Mailboxes generating broadcast greetings that also 
have multiple mailbox greetings enabled can only send messages to recipient 
mailboxes that also have multiple mailbox greetings enabled. 
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Broadcast Message Waiting Status 
The server also has the ability to automatically send the message waiting status of a 
mailbox to a distribution list of mailboxes without sending the actual message. This 
is useful in a business where any one of a number of people can respond to a 
message, but only one person needs to. A single response eliminates redundant 
answers to a message, thereby raising staff productivity and satisfying the sender of 
the message. 

Example of Use In a brokerage firm, any of six account executives can respond 
to potential clients’ requests for information. If the request results in a sale, the 
account executive who answered the request receives credit for that sale. 

Broadcasting the message waiting status of a mailbox gives this firm an easy and 
efficient way to pass these potential sales on to its brokers. The brokerage first routes 
all prospects to a main mailbox in which they can leave requests. When callers leave 
requests, the server automatically turns on the message waiting lights on brokers’ 
phones. The first available broker then logs into the main mailbox and responds to 
the request. 

Configuration Requirements The broadcast message waiting status 
capability uses a server feature plus distribution list 0 1 of a mailbox: 

. You must include feature bit 134 (Broadcast message waiting only) in the 
FCOS assigned to a mailbox before it can send its message waiting status 
to a distribution list. 

. You must also set up distribution list 01 of a mailbox to include all the 
destination mailboxes to which to send the message waiting status of the 
main mailbox. 

Multiple Mailboxes per User Each mailbox in distribution list 01 always 
reflects the message waiting status of the main mailbox, regardless of how many 
messages are in that destination mailbox. Therefore, you may want to assign a 
separate mailbox to users for their messages and reserve the destination mailbox 
simply to notify them a message is in the main mailbox. 

Incompatibility With Broadcast Message Feature A mailbox can 
either send its messages or its message waiting status to the mailbox in its distribution 
list 01, but not both. This means the FCOS assigned to a mailbox cannot have both 
of these feature bits: 

. 122 (Define broadcast mailbox) 

0 134 (Broadcast message waiting only) 
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Combining Broadcast Mailbox Types 
In addition to being a standard mailbox, a broadcast greeting, name, or passcode 
mailbox can also be a tree mailbox. A broadcast greeting, name or passcode mailbox 
can itself be a broadcast message mailbox that contains different broadcast lists for 
messages and greetings. To have both messages and greetings broadcasted to the 
same list of recipients, it is necessary to make distribution lists 01 and 09 identical. 
List 01 controls the messages broadcasted to recipients, and list 09 controls the 
greeting, name, or passcode broadcasted to recipients. 

limits 
Standard server limits on greeting and name length also restrict the broadcast 
greeting or name lengths for the sending mailbox; limits for recipient mailboxes are 
ignored. 

Greetings will not be broadcasted when modified through the console Greeting 
Copy/Delete Menu at the server maintenance console. 

Statistical or billing information is not available for broadcast greeting activity. 

Non-Delivery Receipts 
Non-delivery receipts are deposited in the broadcast mailbox under any of the 
following conditions: 

. The recipient mailbox does not have the appropriate bit in its FCOS to 
receive a broadcasted greeting or name. 

. A remote recipient mailbox could not be reached because of network 
blockage. 

. A greeting could not be copied or recorded for a mailbox (local or 
remote) for miscellaneous reasons. 

Chain Mailbox 

Chain mailboxes play a greeting, then route calls to the mailbox selected by the 
caller. The chain mailbox itself cannot accept messages from users or callers. Chain 
mailboxes are useful for routing incoming callers. For example, a chain mailbox 
greeting could say, “Welcome to the Acme Company Credit Department. If you are 
calling about new home mortgages, enter 100 on your pushbutton phone. If you 
want to refinance your existing mortgage, enter 110. For car and truck loans, enter 
120. If there is a problem with your credit report, enter 130. If you wish to speak to 
an operator, or have a rotary phone, please wait.” The caller can then dial the 
appropriate mailbox number and be transferred to it. 

A mailbox owner can log into a chain mailbox and change the mailbox name, 
greeting, and passcode, but cannot make messages, or create or use distribution lists. 
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Check-In/Check-Out Mailboxes 

These mailboxes are used by hotels. 

A check-in mailbox is a special mailbox that manipulates other mailboxes. When a 
check-in mailbox is accessed, the server prompts for the mailbox number to be 
checked in, then prompts the caller (usually a hotel or motel attendant) to record a 
name and enter a passcode for the mailbox. More than one desk clerk can call into a 
single check-in mailbox at one time, so it is unnecessary to create more than one 
check-in mailbox for your server . 

A check-out mailbox is the counterpart of the check-in mailbox. When the 
attendant calls a check-out mailbox, the server prompts for the mailbox number to 
be checked out. It then gives the attendant the choice of either keeping or discarding 
any messages left in the mailbox. Finally, the server purges the guest’s name, 
greeting and passcode, and follows the attendant’s command about messages. The 
mailbox is then ready to be checked in for the next guest. 

A check-out mailbox must also be created to use the hotel check-in/check-out feature 
of the server. 

Greeting-Only Mailboxes 

When a caller reaches a Greeting-Only mailbox, the server plays the greeting and 
then hangs up. Greeting-Only mailboxes are established by assigning FCOS G 
(Greeting Only) or a similar FCOS to them. 

To illustrate a use of a Greeting-Only mailbox, imagine that a theater manager wants 
callers to hear an announcement of show times. The manager would create a 
mailbox with this FCOS, call th e mailbox, log in, then record a greeting. 

The mailbox user can change the mailbox name, greeting, and passcode but cannot 
create or use distribution lists. No one can make messages for or give messages to a 
Greeting-Only mailbox. 

A Greeting-Only mailbox must have a greeting; otherwise the server considers the 
mailbox invalid. To log into a Greeting-Only mailbox that does not have a greeting, 
press the star (*) key on the phone key pad; then enter the mailbox number. You 
may choose to remove feature bit 066 (Login during greeting in Greeting-Only 
mailbox) after you record a greeting for the mailbox. 

Guest Mailboxes 

A guest mailbox is one that is assigned to each guest, typically in a hotel or motel. 
You establish a guest mailbox by assigning an FCOS, such as the Lodging FCOS 
described in the Feature Classes of Service chapter, to it. These mailboxes are 
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particularly appreciated by users who might be unfamiliar with voice messaging 
systems, and their uninitiated callers. 

The guest does not need to do any kind of mailbox set-up, such as recording a name 
and passcode, before using the mailbox. 

The server can usually be integrated with the hotel/motel telephone system to allow 
the user to log in simply by pressing a button on the telephone and entering a 
passcode, when prompted by the server. Immediately after the guest logs in, the 
server will play the first message automatically. The guest is given the options of 
keeping or discarding the message; when the choice is made, the next message, if any, 
is played without any input from the guest. 

Prompts for a guest mailbox are in the form, “Press I?, the 7 key, to play your 
message.... ” in order to be most helpful to the uninitiated user. 

Callers also hear these expanded prompts, “Press R, the 7 key, to review your 
message...” 

As a variation, a hotel or motel may wish to assign the full-feature guest mailbox. 
This is a mailbox with FCOS 2 (Full Guest) or its equivalent in the mailbox 
configuration. The desk clerk would still check in this mailbox; however, the guest 
would be able to change the name and passcode, and would also be able to record a 
personal greeting, make messages for other guest’s mailboxes, and so on. 

Mailbox on Demand Template Mailboxes 

Mailbox on Demand is an optional feature where the ALP system creates mailboxes 
only when they are needed. A Mailbox on Demand template mailbox is used as a 
model for the temporary mailboxes that this application creates. Typically, 
temporary mailboxes have their LCOS limits set to very small numbers (such as a 
day or two). 

Rotational Mailbox 

A rotational mailbox allows callers to hear greetings that change. Greetings change 
either by time and date (in a “period” rotational mailbox) or with every call (in an 
index type rotational mailbox). 

A rotational mailbox of either the period type or the index type plays its greeting, 
then plays the greeting of a child mailbox. Distribution list 0 1 in the rotational 
mailbox controls the rotating (or cycling) of callers through the child mailboxes. 
Rotational mailboxes do not require greetings, which can be useful in some 
applications. 

You make a standard mailbox rotational by assigning FCOS 17 (Rotational) to it. 
You make a standard mailbox a child mailbox by including it in the distribution list 
of the rotational mailbox. 
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Callers cannot leave messages in the rotational mailbox itself, but they can leave 
messages in one of the child mailboxes, if the child mailbox is assigned an FCOS that 
allows callers to leave messages. You may have up to 190 child mailboxes in the 
rotational mailbox’s distribution list 01. 

Period-Type Rotational Mailboxes 

To illustrate a use of a period-type rotational mailbox, suppose that a restaurant 
owner wants all callers to hear the special of the day. Tuesday callers, for example, 
would hear the restaurant greeting and the special for Tuesday; Wednesday callers 
would hear the restaurant greeting and the special for Wednesday, and so on. Figure 
6-7 illustrates this example. 

In this example, the restaurant owner would assign FCOS 17 (Rotational Mailboxes) 
to one mailbox (mailbox 100) and record a restaurant greeting for this mailbox. For 
this mailbox, the owner would also create distribution list 0 1 containing seven child 
mailboxes (mailboxes 10 1- 107). To each of the seven child mailboxes the owner 
would assign FCOS 6 (G reeting Only); for each the owner would also record the 
daily special. The owner would then set the start date and start time for the rotation 
and the length of time before the server rotates to the next mailbox (24 hours in this 
example). 

Index-Type Rotational Mailboxes 

The server assigns a sequential index to each member of the rotational mailbox’s 
distribution list. If a sorted list is created, mailboxes are indexed starting with the 
lowest-numbered mailbox. If an unsorted list is created, mailboxes are indexed 
starting with the first mailbox entered in the list. The first caller reaches the first 
indexed mailbox; the second caller reaches the second indexed mailbox, and SO on. 
When the last-indexed mailbox is reached, the cycle starts over at the first indexed 
mailbox. 

As an example of an index-type rotational mailbox, imagine that a veterinarian wants 
pet owners to hear three pet-care messages over an unspecified period of time. Each 
time pet owners call the veterinarian’s number, they (are likely to) hear a different 
one of the three messages. 

In this example (Figure 6-8) the veterinarian assigns FCOS 17 (Rotational 
Mailboxes) to one mailbox (mailbox 78 1) and records a standard veterinary-practice 
greeting for this mailbox. For this mailbox the veterinarian also creates distribution 
list 0 1 containing three mailboxes (mailboxes 71 l-713). To each of the three 
mailboxes, the veterinarian assigns FCOS 6 (Greeting Only); for each, the 
veterinarian also records a different pet-care message. 

Messages 

Callers cannot leave messages in the rotational mailbox itself, but they can leave 
messages in one of the child mailboxes, if the child mailbox is assigned an FCOS that 
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allows callers to leave messages. You may have up to 170 child mailboxes in the 
rotational mailbox’s distribution list 01. 

Greetings 
If you want the server to hang up after it plays the child mailbox greeting, assign a 
Greeting-Only FCOS to these child mailboxes, including feature bit 062 (Hang up 
immediately after greeting). 

If you want each mailbox to provide an introductory announcement before 
connecting the caller with an employee, give the child mailboxes an FCOS that 
includes feature bit 063 (Call mailbox attendant after greeting) or feature bit 064 
(Call mailbox’s extension number after greeting). Do not include feature bit 062 
(Hang up after greeting). Be sure to include the attendant’s or extension number in 
the appropriate field when creating the mailbox. 

Rotational mailboxes can also be used with MESA Forms applications (see FCOS 
16). 

Mailbox Status 
You can obtain information on existing rotational mailbox parameters, such as 
whether the mailbox is the period or index type, by using the Mailbox Dump option 
in the Mailbox Maintenance menu. 
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Figure 6-7 Sample Period-Type Rotational Mailbox 
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Figure 6-8 Sample Index-Type Rotational Mailbox 

Nested Rotational Mailboxes 

You can build nested rotational mailbox arrangements by making a child mailbox 
itself a rotational mailbox. Figure 6-9 shows an arrangement in which the rotational 
mailbox has three child mailboxes. One of the child mailboxes (mailbox 426) is 
itself a rotational mailbox, with three other child mailboxes (mailboxes 432,433, 
and 444). 

MB #654 x:. ,.,,,,,,: ,,,,, _,;:.. /* ,,,_, _I_.“.~ .~,~ ,,,,. > ,.,. :. .A,.,. 
Rotational Mailbox -------------------_-~~--------~~~~~. 

Distribution List 0 1 

I I 
Index 1 Index 2 

2028NEST.FH3 

Figure 6-9 Sample Nested Rotational Mailboxes 
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Rotational Mailbox Diagram 

Before configuring a rotational mailbox, complete a Mailbox Worksheet and a 
Rotational Mailbox Diagram. Each diagram entry is explained in the following 
paragraphs. Pre-programmed (default) values for entries are given, where applicable. 
If you want to use a default value, indicate that fact on the diagram. Then you will 
not need to select or enter any information for that parameter during 
reconfiguration. Figure 6-l 0 shows a sample Rotational Mailbox diagram. Blank 
worksheets and diagrams are supplied behind the “Worksheets” tab. 

Mailbox NO. Enter the number of the rotational mailbox in the topmost box on 
the worksheet. Enter the numbers of all mailboxes that are members of the 
rotational mailbox’s distribution list 01 (child mailboxes) in the remaining boxes. 
For every mailbox number you identify in the Rotational Mailbox Diagram, you 
should complete a corresponding Mailbox Worksheet (as described later in this 
chapter under “Mailbox Worksheets”). 

FCOS The FCOS assigned to a child mailbox determines its relationship to the 
rotational mailbox and also determines how it is used. For example, FCOS 17 or a 
customized equivalent enables a rotational mailbox; FCOS 6 or a customized 
equivalent enables the mailbox to give the caller information then hang up. Use 
either one of the defaults described in the Feature Class of Service chapter or a 
customized FCOS that includes all the applicable feature bits. 

Index If you want rotation to start at the first child mailbox in the rotational 
mailbox’s distribution list 0 1, just enter a check mark; otherwise,-enter the index 
number of the mailbox you want the rotation to start at. Rotation starts with the 
lowest-numbered index. 

Period If you want the rotation to cycle on a time-and-date basis, enter the 
number of hours in the period. This is the length of time before the server rotates to 
the next child mailbox. All callers reach the same mailbox in the distribution list 
during the stated period. (No index is necessary.) 

Start date For the period type of rotation, enter the date on which the rotation 
cycle is to start. 

Start time For the period type of rotation, enter the time at which the rotation 
cycle is to start. 
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Rotational Mailbox Worksheet 

System Mailbox number 100 

FCOS 17 

Index ) Period 

Start date 

Start time 

List ’ 

Memben 101, 102, 103, 104, 

105, 106,107 

d Greetinglmsg recorded 

I I 

System Mailbox number 101 System Mailbox number 102 System Mailbox number 103 

FCOS 6 FCOS 6 FCOS 6 

Index ) Period ) Index ) Period ) 

Start date ) Start date ) 

Start time ) Starttime ) 

List List 

MembeEF Members e 

d Greeting/msg recorded d Greetingmsg recorded 

Index ) Period H 

Start date 4 

Starttime ) 

List 

“embeE,/- 

0 Greetinglmsg recorded 

I I I I 

Mailbox #IO4 Mailbox #IO5 Mailbox #IO4 Mailbox #104 

Thursday Msg. Friday Msg. Saturday Msg. Sunday Msg. 

FCO5 6 FCOS 6 FCOS 6 FCOS 6 

J J J J 

Figure 6-10 Sample Rotational Mailbox Diagram 
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List A rotational mailbox must have distribution list 01, whose members are the 
mailboxes that are rotated to. If the list is sorted when it is created, the rotation cycle 
begins with the lowest-numbered mailbox. If the list is unsorted when it is created, 
the rotation cycle begins with the first mailbox entered in the list. Distribution lists 
are allowed in child mailboxes (for example, to create a nested arrangement) but they 
are not needed for the rotational arrangement to work. 

Members Identify all child mailboxes as members of distribution list 01 in the 
rotational mailbox. 

Template (MESA Forms) Mailboxes 

MESA Forms is an optional feature, and provides an information template function 

(‘f )f voice orms or a server. 

A MESA Forms mailbox plays the greetings stored in its child mailboxes, 
sequentially, and records a message after each greeting. A typical application must 
have a rotational mailbox, with several child MESA Forms mailboxes, all pointing to 
the same list of Greeting-Only mailboxes. 

Tree Mailboxes 

A tree mailbox provides a call routing capability. It plays a greeting then prompts 
the caller to enter a single digit to obtain more information. After entering the 
desired digit, the caller is routed to a child mailbox. A tree mailbox is sometimes 
called a “bulletin board” mailbox. 

A mailbox owner can set up a tree mailbox by creating distribution list 0 1, then 
adding the numbers of the child mailboxes into this list. The lowest-numbered 
mailbox number can be reached by pressing 1 after the greeting, the next lowest- 
numbered mailbox number can be reached by pressing 2, etc. Up to 190 child 
mailboxes can be added. A greeting that directs a caller to enter an appropriate 
number must be recorded. 

As an example of a tree mailbox, suppose that a major hotel chain wants to route 
callers to a particular reservations desk. The tree mailbox greeting could be: 
“Welcome to Globe Hotels’ world-wide reservation service. Press 1 for hotels in 
Canada and the US; press 2 for hotels in Mexico and South America; press 3 for 
hotels in Europe.” Figure 6-l 1 illustrates this arrangement. 

To implement this arrangement, you would first plan for two series of numbers to be 
processed in the same order: 

. The mailbox numbers for the three reservations desks 

. The single-digit numbers callers press on the key pad to reach these 
mailboxes 
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The chart below gives an example. 

1 Department Mailbox # Digit callers press to reach mailbox 

Canada/US. 104 1 

Mexico/S. America 106 2 

Europe 107 3 

Second, you would assign the Tree FCOS to a standard mailbox that acts as the tree 
mailbox. You would then create standard mailboxes for each reservation desk to act 
as child mailboxes. Next, you would add the child mailbox numbers to distribution 
list 01 of the tree mailbox. Finally, you would record a greeting, similar to the one 
mentioned earlier, for the tree mailbox. 

Types of Child Mailboxes 

Child mailboxes in the distribution list of a tree mailbox can themselves be trees or 
any other types of mailboxes. For example, by assigning an FCOS such as Unlimited 
or Restricted to a child mailbox, callers can leave messages. 

reservation service. Press I for hotels 

Figure 6-l 1 Sample Tree Mailbox Arrangement 

a -  
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Server Assigns Caller Input Digits 

The server assigns the digits 1,2, and 3 to the mailboxes in distribution list 01: digit 
1 to the first mailbox in the list, digit 2 to the second mailbox in the list, and so on. 
If the list is sorted, digit 1 is assigned to the lowest numbered mailbox, digit 2 to the 
next lowest numbered mailbox , and so on. If you assign additional mailboxes to the 
list, then you should change the tree mailbox’s greeting to reflect the new choices 
available. For sorted distribution lists, if you delete a mailbox from the list, or if new 
numbers are assigned to mailboxes, you must change the greeting to reflect the new 
order. These changes would not affect unsorted distribution lists. 

More Than Nine Child Mailboxes 

If you have more than nine child mailboxes, the server pauses briefly after single-digit 
entries to allow for more digits. To speed up processing, the greeting should tell 
users they can enter 2# instead of 2 for the second branch. 

Routing of Calls 

If callers do not enter a digit after listening to the greeting in a tree mailbox, they are 
routed to the attendant’s mailbox. If feature bit 120 (Default to first child mailbox 
of tree mailbox) is included in the FCOS, callers are routed to the first mailbox in 
the list. The server then processes the call according to the FCOS assigned to the 
first child mailbox. Feature bit 186 (Default to last child mailbox of tree mailbox) 
works similarly, defaulting to the last mailbox in the list. 

Shared Extension Mailbox 

To configure a tree mailbox where several people share one telephone extension, you 
can use the suggested additional FCOS for Shared Extension Mailbox (see 
“Suggested Additional FCOSs” in the Feature Class of Service chapter.) 

The shared extension mailbox must contain distribution list 01 with all child 
mailboxes as members. You can record a greeting for the mailbox; the server 
automatically prompts the user with the child mailboxes’ names. 

Each child mailbox must have an FCOS that contains feature bit 134 (Broadcast 
message waiting only), and distribution list 0 1 with the parent mailbox as the only 
member. Each child mailbox can have a name recorded so the shared extension 
mailbox plays its greeting with user names. If you don’t record a name, the mailbox 
number is played instead. 

Here is an example of what a caller would hear: “You have reached Ivy Dormitory, 
room 18” (a custom greeting). Then follows a standard greeting: “To leave a 
message for Cindy Jones, press 1. To leave a message for Laura Smith, press 2.” If a 
user does not record a name, the prompt would be: “To leave a message for mailbox 
203, press 3.” 
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A user of a shared extension mailbox would be prompted to enter the same digits 
when logging in, for example, “Hello Ivy Dormitory, room 18. To retrieve messages 
for Cindy Jones press 1, to retrieve messages for Laura Smith, press 2.” Then the 
user would be prompted with a name confirmation, and asked for the child 
mailbox’s passcode. 

If a user moves to another room or telephone station, you can transfer the child 
mailbox to another shared mailbox extension without losing any messages. To do 
this, you would remove the child mailbox from distribution list 01, and add it to 
another shared mailbox extension’s distribution list. Then you would change the 
child mailbox’s distribution list to point to the new parent mailbox. All settings for 
the child mailbox, such as messages, greetings, name, etc. will remain intact. 

Receptionist II Considerations 
Feature bit 121 (Define tree mailbox) lets a child mailbox also be a tree mailbox. 
Feature bit 14 1 (Define chain mailbox in Receptionist II) allows a child mailbox to 
act as a chain mailbox. In addition, with these feature bits included in the mailbox’s 
FCOS, Receptionist II can route a call from a chain mailbox to a tree mailbox and 
vice-versa. 

Callers can bypass the single-digit tree options if they want to enter an extension 
number instead. In the greeting of the tree mailbox, tell callers they can press # to 
bypass the single-digit tree options. Be sure to tell callers that they can press # only 
while the greeting is playing; at any other time during the call, if callers press #, they 
will be disconnected. The greeting should also state that callerscan reach an 
attendant by pressing 0. 

Tree Mailbox Diagram 
Before configuring a tree mailbox, complete a Mailbox Worksheet and a Tree 
Mailbox Diagram. Each diagram entry is explained in the following paragraphs. 
Pre-programmed (default) values for entries are given, where applicable. If you want 
to use a default value, indicate that fact on the diagram. Then you will not need to 
select or enter any information for that parameter during reconfiguration. Figure 
6-12 shows a sample Tree Mailbox diagram. A blank Mailbox Group Worksheet is 
supplied behind the “Worksheets” tab. 

Mailbox NO. Enter the number of the tree mailbox in the topmost box on the 
worksheet. Enter the number of all mailboxes that are members of the tree mailbox’s 
distribution list 01 (child mailboxes) in the remaining boxes. For every mailbox 
number identified in the Tree Mailbox Diagram, there should be a corresponding 
Mailbox Worksheet completed (see “Mailbox Worksheets” later in this chapter). 
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Tree Mailbox Worksheet 

Mailbox number 3447 

FCOS 15 

List 1 

Members 1220, 3033, 

3034 

d Greeting/msg recorded 

Digit I 1 Digit I 2 Digit I 3 

Mailbox number 1220 Mailbox number 3033 Mailbox number 3o34 

FCOS I5 FCOS 6 FCOS 6 

List l List List 
1 

Members 1220, 1221, 1223 None 
Members Members 

m Greetinglmsg recorded Lif Greeting/msg recorded @I Greetinglmsg recorded 

digit 1 

Mailbox 1221 

FCOS 6 

Mailbox 1221 Mailbox 1221 

FCOS 6 FCOS 6 

a -  
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FCOS The FCOS assigned to a child mailbox determines its relationship to the tree 
mailbox and also determines how it is used. For example, FCOS 15 (Tree)or a 
customized equivalent enables a tree mailbox; FCOS 17 (Rotational Mailboxes)or a 
customized equivalent enables branching to another mailbox; FCOS 6 (Greeting 
Only) or a customized equivalent enables the mailbox to give the caller information 
then hang up; FCOS 1 (Unlimited)allows the mailbox to play a greeting then allows 
a caller to leave a message. Use either one of the defaults described in the Feature 
Class of Service chapter or a customized FCOS that includes all the applicable 
feature bits. 

List A tree mailbox must have distribution list 01, whose members are the 
mailboxes that are branched to when a caller presses the associated digit. 

Members Identify all child mailboxes as members of distribution list 01 in the 
tree mailbox. 

Greeting recorded Y ou must record a greeting in the tree mailbox, to tell 
callers which digit to press for the desired mailbox. You should also record 
appropriate greetings or messages in the child mailboxes. 

Billing Outdials to an Account or long Distance Carrier 
You can configure a mailbox so that outdials from that mailbox are charged to the 
individual mailbox owner or to another billing account that you specify. This billing 
account can be a telephone credit card, a service bureau account, or any other billing 
account. You can also specify a carrier for long distance outdials made from a 
mailbox. For more information on billing features, see the Billing chapter. 

Applicable Outdial Types 

Outdial billing to an account or long distance carrier applies to: 

l Pages 

l Message Delivery 

l Call placement 

l FaxMemo 

l Auto Wakeup 

l Any other type of outdial 

Any combination of these outdials can be billed or unbilled, depending on how you 
set the following parameters in a mailbox configuration: 

a -  
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l Billed outdial index 

l Internal outdial index 

l Unbilled outdial index 

l Access type 

For example, you can have call placement outdials, but not internal FaxMemo 
deliveries or paging calls, billed to the originating mailboxes’ accounts 

Configuration Summary 

Configuring this feature involves: 

1. Configuring the access code that the outdial index represents in the Pager 
application 

2. Establishing a minimum billed number length in the LCOS assigned to the 
originating mailbox 

3. Setting these outdial billing parameters in the configuration of the 
originating mailbox: 

l Internal outdial index 

l Billed outdial index 

e Unbilled outdial index 

l Billing number 

l Billing dialing order 

Example 

Building on the example mentioned earlier, suppose you want call placement 
outdials carried by common carriers and billed to the mailbox owner’s common 
carrier calling card. You also want to allow unbilled FaxMemo deliveries and 
unbilled paging calls. The mailbox owner’s billing number is 103-444-9801. To do 
this, you: 

1. Configure indexes and access codes such as 

Index Access code (Dial St&~ Outdial type (Outdial System Name) 

3 T+9+T+103330+G Call place/Sprint 

4 T Internal 

5 T9T Paging 

2. Set the appropriate mailbox configuration parameters as shown in Figure 
G-13. 
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LCOS 8 Includes Minimum Billed 
. 
. Number Length limits parameter 
. 

Limits Class of service: 8 4 

Group Class of service: 4 
Network Class of service: 4 
Tenant Class of service: 6 / 

For internal FaxMemo 
deliveries access code 

Enter Internal Outdial Index: 4d 
Enter Billed Outdial Index: 3+ For call placement access code 
Enter Unbilled Outdial Index: 5~ 
Enter Billing Number: 10344498Olw For paging calls access code 
Enter Billing Dialing Order: NB 

\‘ Account to be billed 
. 
. \ Dial the destination number . 

Message waiting type #l: 5 
before the billing number 

Pager access type: U 
. 
. 
. 

Call Placement pager access type: B 
. 
. 
. 

The mailbox owner would dial a 
number such as: 

Call placement digit 

Destination number - 

/ \ 
8-707-332-9080 

20230DBP.FH3 

The system dial number thus: 

Carry by Sprint 

Destination telephone number 

, Bill thr number / 

9 10330 707 332 9080 103 444 9801 

20240DBN.FH3 

Figure 6- 13 Outdial Billing Configuration 
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Task Pr0ced~l-e 

Distribution lists 

Distribution Lists Configuration ........................................................ CP 3315 

Allow Broadcasting to a Broadcast Mailbox.. ............................................ CP 33 16 

Configure a Mailbox for Distribution Lists .............................................. cl? 5037 

Configure for Name and Greeting Broadcast.. .......................................... CP 3318 

Create a Master Distribution List ............................................................. CP 3302 

Create or Modify a List for Mailbox Owners.. .......................................... Cl’ 5025 

Delete a Distribution List ......................................................................... Cl’ 5026 

Delete a Member from All Distribution Lists ........................................... Cl’ 5027 

Nest a Distribution List or Prevent Nesting .............................................. CP 3319 

View All Lists Containing a Specified Member.. ....................................... CP 5028 

View Members of a Single List ................................................................. CD 5029 

Greetings and Prompts 

Mailboxes 

Allow a Transfer Automatically After a Greeting ....................t ................. CP 5049 

Configure for Name and Greeting Broadcast ............................................ CP 3318 

Configure for a Receipt Notice or Receipt Summary ................................ CP 3322 

Copy a Mailbox Greeting ......................................................................... CP 505 1 

Enable an Alternate Company Greeting ................................................... CP 5042 

Enable or Disable a Message of the Day ................................................... CP 3307 

Enable or Disable Tutorials ...................................................................... CP 3308 

Record an Alternate Company Greeting ................................................... CP 5041 

Record Company Greetings ..................................................................... CP 5043 

Schedule Company Greetings ................................................................... CP 5024 

Set Languages for Prompts ....................................................................... CP 3312 

Test Conditional Greetings ...................................................................... CP 6047 

M&boxes Configuration .................................................................... CP 3310 

Configure a Broadcast Mailbox ................................................................ CP 3326 

Configure a Chain Mailbox ...................................................................... CP 3292 

Configure a Rotational Mailbox ............................................................... CP 3313 

Configure a Standard Mailbox ................................................................. CP 3305 

a .............. CP 3328 
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Configure a Tree Mailbox ........................................................................ CP 3311 

Configure an Overflow Mailbox ............................................................... CP 3329 

Define an Administrator’s Mailbox .......................................................... cl? 3303 

Define an Attendant’s Mailbox ................................................................. CP 3304 

Delete a Mailbox ...................................................................................... Cl? 5046 

Inquire About Mailboxes .......................................................................... CP 5045 

Modify a Mailbox Configuration ............................................................. CP 5047 

Search for Mailboxes ................................................................................ CP 5005 

Set the Passcode, Passcode Count and Tutorial Setting for a Mailbox.. .. ..C P 5048 

Test Mailbox Capabilities ......................................................................... CP 3360 

Test Message Waiting Indication .............................................................. CP 3359 
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This procedure summarizes the steps for allowing distribution lists as a user option, and 
for configuring the available types and functions of distribution lists in a server. 

Step Reference 

1. Customize an FCOS to include some or all of the following feature bits, as applicable: 

20 (make messages) 

24 (give messages) 

32 (make to user distribution list) 

33 (give to user distribution list) 

34 (make to master distribution list) 

35 (give to master distribution list) 

36 (auto-receipt for user dist list msgs) 

40 (receive messages from other users) 

44 (receive user dist list messages) 

45 (receive master dist list messages) 

70 (User Options Menu) 

74 (create or modify user distribution list) 

Note: Feature bit 74 alone does not allow all distribution lists to be modified; 
you must also allow change rights in the mailbox configuration. _ 

l Either add the bit to an existing FCOS, 

or 

l Copy an FCOS and edit it as necessary. 

2. Customize an LCOS to include the desired limits parameters listed in Table 1. 

3. Customize a GCOS to include a group shared by all members of the same 
distribution list. 

3’ 5011, Ch. 1 

)r 

2 5007, Ch. 1 

2’5017, Ch. 8 

3’ 5030, Ch. 8 

- 4. Configure the desired mailboxes, entering the correct FCOS, LCOS, GCOS and allow 
parameters to allow review and change rights for distribution lists.. 

Once mailboxes have been appropriately configured, distribution lists - including 
master distribution lists - can be created and maintained from the mailboxes. In 
addition, you can create distribution lists for mailbox owners - and master 
distribution lists - from the List Maintenance Menu. 

:I? 5037 
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Step 

Table 1 Menus for limits Parameters 

Parameter Menu 

Max Number of Distribution Lists Even More Limits Parameter Menu 
(from 0 through 99; 0 is the same 
as 99) 

Max Members Per Distribution 
List (from 0 through 65535; 0 is 
the same as 65535) 

Even More Limits Parameter Menu 

Max Recipients Count (from 0 
through 65535; 0 is the same as 
65535) 

Even More Limits Parameter Menu 

Min Number of Recipients for Even More Limits Parameter Menu 
Receipt Summary (from 0 through 
65535; 0 is the same as 65535) 

Other limits parameters as desired Limits Parameters Menu, More Limits 
Parameters Menu, Off System Message 
Menu 

Reference 

a -  
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Allow Broadcasting 
to a Broadcast Mailbox 

~~3316 
Pagelofl 

VoiceMemo Release 6.OA and later 

This procedure explains how to allow a broadcast mailbox to send a message to another 
broadcast mailbox, which can rebroadcast the message. 

1. Customize an FCOS to include some or all of the following feature bits, as applicable: 

I74 (define broadcast greeting mailbox) 

I75 (receive broadcast greeting) 

178 (define broadcast name mailbox) 

179 (receive broadcast name) 

l Either add the bit to an existing FCOS, 

07 

l Copy an FCOS and edit it as necessary. 

2. Assign the number 1 to the distribution list in the receiving broadcast mailbox. 

3.. Include the receiving broadcast mailbox in Distribution List 1 of the sending 
broadcast mailbox. 

4. Configure the receiving broadcast mailbox with the applicable FCOS, LCOS, and 
GCOS the same as for any distribution list message receiving. 

-- 

R-4 erence 

CP 5011, Ch. 1 

or 

Cl? 5007, Ch. 1 

cl? 3315 
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This procedure summarizes how to configure a mailbox for distribution lists. 

Note: This procedure assumes that CP 33 15 (Configure Distribution Lists) has been 

Step 

completed. 

1. Reach the Mailbox Maintenance Menu. 

GlD Using the Scrolling Interface 

2. Identify the mailbox. 

Select: (C) Create New Mailboxes 
,p70qt: Mailbox to create: 
Response: Number of the new mailbox you want to configure for distribution lists. 

or 

Select: (M) Modify Mailboxes 
Prompt: Mailbox to modify: 
Response: Number of the existing mailbox you want to configure for distribution 

lists. If you want this mailbox to hold master distribution lists, specify 
the administrator’s mailbox number 

3. Press Enter to reach the Feature Class of Service prompt. 

4. Assign the appropriately-customized FCOS to the mailbox. 

Prompt: (New) Features class of service: 
Response: Number of the FCOS (I-640) that is customized for distribution lists. 

5. Press Enter to reach the Limits Class of Service prompt. 

6. Assign the appropriately customized LCOS to the mailbox. 

- Prompt: (New) Limits class of service: 
Response: Number of the LCOS (l-640) that is customized for distribution lists. 

7. Press Enter to reach the Group Class of Service prompt. 

8. Assign the appropriately-customized GCOS to the mailbox. 

Prompt: (New) Group class of service 
Response: Number of the GCOS (l-32,000) containing a group that is shared by 

all members of the same distribution list. 

9. Press Enter to reach the lists prompt. 

Reference 
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Step 

10. Allow the mailbox owner to have review rights and/or change rights for the mailbox 
owner’s distribution lists. Change rights allow the mailbox owner to change the 
contents of a list; review rights allow the owner to play the mailbox numbers on the 
list. 

Note: This mailbox parameter alone does not allow change rights; you must 
also include feature bit 74 (create or modify user distribution list) in 
the FCOS. 

Prompt: Lists with review rights: 
Response: Any of the following entries: 

A for all distribution lists 

A single list, for example, 2 

A series of lists, for example, 1,3,4,6, 

A range of lists, for example, l-6 

A combination of any of the above entries; for example, 

l-5,8,12,50-70,90 

prompt: Lists with change rights: 
Response: Same as just described for review rights. 

11. After the last entry, the server displays the mailbox configuration, then prompts for 
the next mailbox number. 

At this point, the parameter settings are saved and you can continue with mailbox 
configuration or exit. 

GD Using the Full-Screen Interface 

- 2. Identify the mailbox. 

Select: (C) CreatelModifylDelete Mailboxes 
Response: You are placed in the Mailbox Maintenance entry screen. Enter the 

number of the new or existing mailbox. 

3. Move the cursor, using the arrow keys, the Tab key, or Enter, to reach the 
parameters you want to change. 

4. Assign the appropriately customized LCOS to the mailbox. 

Prompt: Limits: 
Response: Number of the LCOS (l-640) that is customized for distribution lists. 

a -  
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Step 

5. Assign the appropriately-customized FCOS to the mailbox. 

prompt: Features: 
Response: Number of the FCOS (l-640) that is customized for distribution lists. 

You can press the Home key to see a list of defined FCOSs. Then press 
any key to return to the FCOS prompt. 

6. Assign the appropriately-customized GCOS to the mailbox. 

PTOWZ~~: Group: 

Response: Number of the GCOS (l-32,000) containing a group that is shared by 
all members of the same distribution list. 

7. Allow the mailbox owner to have review rights or change rights, or both, for the 
mailbox owner’s distribution lists. Change rights allow the mailbox owner to 
change the contents of a list; review rights allow the owner to play the mailbox 
numbers on the list. 

Note: This mailbox parameter alone does not allow change rights; you must 
also include feature bit 74 (create or modify user distribution list) in 
the FCOS. 

Prompt: List rights: Review: 
Response: Press the End key to edit the Review List Rights table. Using the arrow 

keys, move the cursor to the fields corresponding to the lists you want to 
change rights for. Enter 0 to deny review rights and 1 to allow review 
rights for each list. The default is 1 (allow review rights) for all lists. 

Press FlO to save your changes, or F9 to cancel your changes to the list 
review rights. 

- Prompt: Change : 
Response: Press the End key to edit the Change List Rights table. Using the arrow 

keys, move the cursor to the fields corresponding to the lists you want to 
change rights for. Enter 0 to deny change rights and 1 to allow change 
rights for each list. The default is 1 (allow change rights) for all lists. 

Press FlO to save your changes, or F9 to cancel your changes to the list 
change rights. 

8. After the last entry, the cursor returns to the first entry. You can change any of the 
parameters until your are satisfied with your entries.. 

9. Press FlO to save your changes, or, if you made a mistake, press F9 to cancel your 
changes. 

Reference 
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Step 

10. You can either create or modify another mailbox, or exit. Press F9 to exit the 
Mailbox Maintenance entry screen. 

Reference 
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This procedure describes how to use a distribution list for broadcasting greetings or 
names. 

The mailbox used for broadcasting greetings or names can be a standard mailbox, 
broadcast mailbox, or tree mailbox. 

1. Customize an FCOS to include the following feature bits, as applicable: 

174 (define broadcast greeting mailbox) in the FCOS assigned to the mailbox that 
will broadcast greetings. 

175 (receive broadcast greeting) in the FCOS assigned to the mailbox that will 
receive broadcasted greetings. 

178 (define broadcast name mailbox) in the FCOS assigned to the mailbox that 
will broadcast names. 

179 (receive broadcast name) in the FCOS assigned to the mailbox that will 
receive broadcasted names. 

l Either add the bit to an existing FCOS, 

UT 

l Copy an FCOS and edit it as necessary 

2. Create a Distribution List 1 and 9 to contain the greeting or name broadcast l&i. 

To broadcast messages and greetings to the same list of recipients, make Distribution List 
1 for broadcasting messages and keep Distribution List 9 for broadcasting greetings and 
names. Make Distribution Lists 1 and 9 identical in content. 

&f erence 

Cl? 5011, Ch. 1 

or 

CP 5007, Ch. I 
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This procedure describes how to create a master distribution list at a server maintenance 
console or by phone. A master distribution list is created the same way as a mailbox 
users distribution list. By making the list in the administrator’s mailbox, the list is then a 
master distribution list available for all mailboxes to use. 

Step 

@?D At a Server Maintenance Console 

1. Make sure the administrator’s mailbox is appropriately configured for distribution 
lists. 

l Check the FCOS assigned to the administrator’s mailbox. 

l Make sure the FCOS supports distribution lists. 

2. Reach the Mailbox Maintenance Menu, then go to the List Maintenance Menu. 

3. Modify the distribution list in the administrator’s mailbox. All of the following are 
valid members: 

l Mailbox number 

l M and a remote mailbox with a telephone number for AMIS Analog; the remote 
mailbox and telephone number are separated by a comma (for example, 
M37884283788) 

l N and a remote mailbox for networking 

l P and a remote mailbox with a network prefix for networking 

l T and a telephone number for call placement 

l D and a mailbox owner distribution list number, except in a broadcast mailbox 

l S and a master distribution list number, except in a broadcast mailbox 

- 
GD By Phone 

1. Make sure the administrator’s mailbox is appropriately configured for distribution 
lists. 

l Check the FCOS assigned to the administrator’s mailbox. 

l Make sure the FCOS supports distribution lists. 

2. Enter the server’s extension number. 

Reference 

:I? 5045 
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Reference 

3. Log into the administrator’s mailbox: 

Note: The following steps are typical. Logging into the administrator’s 
mailbox could differ at your installation, depending on integrations 
and other optional features that are installed. 

a. Press 8 d * an enter the administrator’s mailbox number. 

b. Enter the administrator’s passcode. 

C. Press @ for User Options. 

d. Press “5” to create or modify a list. Q 

e. Enter the list number preceded by a 0 (zero); valid list numbers are 1 to 99, 
entered as “0 1” through “099.” 

f. Press “r to name the list. Q 
* Record a list name. 

l Press Y to save the name. Q 
g. Press ‘? to add a name to the list. Enter the number of the mailbox that you Q 

wish to add. 

l The server confirms the entry: “<user’s name> added.” 

h. Repeat step g for each mailbox to be added. 

1. Press y to save your entries and exit to the Main Menu. Q 

Dot. Fkv. A 
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This procedure shows how to add members or delete members in a single distribution 
list, or a master distribution list. 

Step 

1. Reach the Mailbox Maintenance Menu, then go to the List Maintenance Menu. 

2. Identify the distribution list. 

Se,!&: (C) Create, Modify, or Show Distribution Lists 
Prompt.- Mailbox: 
Response: Number of the mailbox that contains the list you want to add to or 

delete from. 

To modify a master distribution list, enter the administrator’s mailbox. 

Prompt: Distribution list: 
Response: Number of the list you want to add to or delete from (l-99). For 

mailboxes that rotate on full, tree mailboxes, MESA Form mailboxes, 
and broadcast mailboxes, specify 1. For a name greet mailbox, specify 9. 

Prompt: (S)orted o r (U)nsorted list ? 
Response: U if the list is in a tree mailbox, 

07" 

S for all other types of mailboxes. Keep in mind that sorting of lists 
longer than 190 members can be slow. 

3. If desired, check the list to make sure the member is or is not already in the list. 

prompt: Check for duplicate before add (y/n) [Y]? 
Response: Y if you want the server to check the list, or 

N to bypass the check. 

Reference 

Menu Map 3 
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Step 

4. Add or delete the desired member. 

Prompt: (A)dd, (Djelete, or (S)how list ? 
Response: A to add a member, 

Or 

D to delete a member. 

Prompt: Member : 
Response: The member you want to add or delete. All of the following are valid 

members: 

Mailbox number 

M and a remote mailbox with a telephone number for AMIS 
Analog; the remote mailbox and telephone number are separated by 
a comma (for example, M3788,4283788). 

N and a remote mailbox for networking 

T and a telephone number for off-server messaging 

D and a distribution list number, except in a broadcast mailbox 

S and a master distribution list number, except in a broadcast - 
mailbox 

l Mailbox numbers can be entered in any of the formats shown below; the other 
numbers must be entered one at a time: 

A single mailbox number, for example, 3788 
A continuous range of mailbox numbers, for example, 3001-3788 
A series of mailbox numbers, for example, 378 1,3782,3786,3788 

l - You can mix formats of mailbox number entries, so you can specify all the 
mailbox numbers necessary in one attempt. For example, this entry is valid: 

208,222-308,333,334,661 

a -  

Reference 
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steb Reference 

After the server confirms that the member just specified was added or deleted, 
continue adding or deleting or complete the activity. 

Prompt: (A)dd, (Dlelete, or (S)how list ? 
Response: l To add or delete more members from the current list, enter A or D 

as described in step 4. 

l To complete adding or deleting members: 

a. Press Enter. 

b. When the server asks if you want to save changes to the 
distribution list, press Y. The server reports the current members, 
reflecting members just added or deleted, and your additions and 
deletions are saved. 

a -  
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This procedure explains how to delete distribution lists from a mailbox. 

1. Reach the Mailbox Maintenance Menu, then go to the List Maintenance Menu 

Select: (D) Delete Distribution Lists 
PTOTPZ~~: Mailbox for distribution list to delete: 
Response: Number of the mailbox containing the distribution list you want to 

delete. 

Prompt: List to delete: 
Response: Number of the list (1-99) you want to delete from this mailbox. 

2. The server shows the current members in the list. 

PP-OTEZ~~: Delete (y/n) : 
Response: Y for yes. 

3. The server confirms that the list just specified was deleted. 

Prompt: Mailbox for distribution list to delete: 
Response: Enter the same mailbox number as in step 1 if you want to delete 

more distribution lists from it; otherwise, enter the number of 
another mailbox that has distribution lists you want to delete. 

When you have completed deleting distribution lists, just press Enter. 
This takes you back to the List Maintenance Menu. 

R$rezce 

Menu Map 3 
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VoiceMemo Release G.OA and later 

This procedure shows how to delete a member from all distribution lists in the server. 

step 

1. Reach the Mailbox Maintenance Menu, then go to the List Maintenance Menu. 

2. Identify the mailbox to delete from the distribution lists. 

SeLec2 (F) Find and/or Delete Mailboxes From All Lists 
Proy,qp: Mailbox to search for: 
Response: Number of a mailbox to be deleted from all distribution lists. 

J'r0mp.t: Enter another mailbox or <CR>: 
Response: Another mailbox number of a mailbox to be deleted from all 

distribution lists, 

or 

Press Enter if done entering mailbox numbers. 

Prompt: Delete from lists? 
Response: Y to remove mailbox from all distribution lists in the server. 

3. The server responds with a message telling you which lists the member was 
deleted from. 

Prompt: Mailbox to search for: 
Response: Another mailbox number (member) to delete, or just press Enter to 

go back to the List Maintenance Menu. 

R&rence 

Menu Map 3 
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This procedure describes the nesting of a distribution list within a distribution list. It 
also describes how to prevent mailbox owners from nesting distribution lists. 

Step Reference 

QED Nesting a Distribution List 

To nest a list: 

1. Specify it as a member of the list being created or modified. 

2. Make sure the number of a nested list is different from the number of the 
distribution list that contains it. 

@HI Preventing a Nested Distribution list 

l To prevent nesting, include feature bit 222 (deny nesting of distribution lists) in the 
FCOS. 

CP 5025 

CP 5011, Ch. 1 

a -  
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This procedure describes how you can find and view all distribution lists containing a 
specified member. 

Step 

1. Reach the Mailbox Maintenance Menu, then go to the List Maintenance Menu. 

Select: (F) Find and/or Delete Mailboxes From All Lists 
Primp Mailbox to search for: 
Response: Number of a mailbox (member) that you want to find. 

PTOLFZ~~: Enter another mailbox or <CR>: 
Response: Another mailbox number of a mailbox to be found, 

0t 

Press Enter if done entering mailbox numbers. 

Prompt: Delete from lists? 
Response: N for no. 

The server responds with a message telling you which lists in which mailboxes 
contain the specified member. 

2. Continue the viewing or go back to the List Maintenance Menu. 

Prompt: Mailbox to search for: 
Response: The next mailbox number (member) to find, or just press Enter to 

go back to the List Maintenance Menu. 

Reference 

Menu Map 3 
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This procedure describes how to view the members of a distribution list. 

sttp 

1. Reach the Mailbox Maintenance Menu, then go to the List Maintenance Menu. 

Select: (C) Create, Modify, or Show Distribution Lists 
prompt.- Mailbox: 
Response: Number of the mailbox that contains the list you want to view. 

pr~qt: Distribution list: 
Response: Number of the list you want to view. 

Prompt: (S 1 orted 0 r (U)nsorted list ? 
Response: U if the list is in a tree mailbox, 

OT 

S for all other types of mailboxes. Keep in mind that sorting of lists 
longer than 190 members can be slow. 

prompt: Check for duplicate before add (y/n)? 
Response: N to bypass the check. 

Prompt (A)dd, (D)elete, or (S)how list ? 
Response: S to show the list. 

The server lists the current members and their names. 

2. Continue the viewing or go back to the List Maintenance Menu. 

J'rompt: Mailbox: 
Response: The next mailbox number containing a distribution list you want to 

view, or just press Enter to go back to the List Maintenance Menu. 

Reference 
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This procedure describes how to allow a caller to be transferred automatically to an 
attendant or a mailbox extension after playing a greeting. 

step 

@?D Transfer to an Attendant 

1. Ensure that the mailbox from which a caller is transferred contains the desired 
greeting. 

2. Specify an attendant extension in the mailbox. 

prompt: Attendant extension number: 
Response: The number of the attendant’s extension that the caller is automatically 

transferred to after playing the greeting. 

Note: If you are using the full-screen interface, the above prompt would be 
“Atten DN:” 

3. Assign an FCOS to the mailbox that transfers a caller to an attendant after the 
greeting plays. 

Prompt: Features class of service: 
Response: The number of an FCOS that includes feature bit 063 (Call mailbox 

attendant after greeting). Ensure that this FCOS does not include bit 
062 (Hang up immediately after greeting). 

Note: If you are using the full-screen interface, the above prompt would be 
“Features:” 

@23 Transfer to a Mailbox Extension 

1. Ensure that the mailbox from which a caller is transferred contains the desired 
- greeting. 

2. Specify an extension for the mailbox. 

Prompt: Mailbox's extension number: 
Response: The number of the mailbox’s extension that the caller is automatically 

transferred to after playing the greeting. 

Note: If you are using the full-screen interface, the above prompt would be 
“Extension:” 

Reference 
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Step 

3. Assign an FCOS to this mailbox that transfers a caller to the mailbox’s extension 
after the greeting plays. 

promp Features class of service: 
Response: The number of an FCOS that includes feature bit 064 (Call mailbox 

user extension after greeting). Ensure that this FCOS does not include 
bit 062 (Hang up immediately after greeting). 

Note: If you are using the full-screen interface, the above prompt would be 
“Features:” 

Reference 
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This procedure shows how to delay a requested receipt notice, configure the playing of a 
receipt summary, and allow a distribution list message to automatically generate a receipt 
notice. 

step 

@I?38 Delaying a Receipt Notice 

Include feature bit 223 (delay requested receipt for 24 hours) in the FCOS to be 
assigned to the mailbox. When this bit is in the FCOS, the mailbox owner will not hear 
any requested receipts until 24 hours later. 

l Either add the bit to an existing FCOS, or 

l Copy an FCOS and edit it as necessary. 

@2B Allowing an Automatically-Generated Receipt Notice 

1. Include the following feature bits in the FCOS to be assigned to the sending 
mailboxes. 

36 (auto-receipt for user dist list msgs) 

20 (make messages) 

Ei~Gher 32 (make to user distribution list) or 33 (give to user distribution list) - 

l Either add the bit to an existing FCOS, OY 

l Copy an FCOS and edit it as necessary. 

2. Include feature bit 44 (receive user dist list messages) in the FCOS to be assigned to 
the receiving mailboxes. 

l Either add the bit to an existing FCOS, or 

l - Copy an FCOS and edit it as necessary. 

When bit 36 is in the FCOS, the server automatically generates a receipt notice for a 
message sent to a distribution list. When mailbox owners log into their mailboxes, the 
receipt announces: 

“The following users have not played your message.” (list of mailbox names) 

“The following users have played your message.” (list of mailbox names, each followe 
by the time the user played the message, such as “Joe Snow, 3:42 p.m.“) 

Each time mailbox owners log in, they hear the updated receipt notice. Receipts are 
updated until mailbox owners discard them. 

Reference 
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Step 

GD Configuring for a Receipt Summary 

1. ‘Set the Min Number of Recipients for Receipt Summary parameter in the LCOS, 
to a number from 1 through 65,535. Specify 0 to disable the playing of a receipt 
summary. 

2. Assign the LCOS to the mailbox that will receive receipts. 

3. After a distribution list message is made to at least the number of recipients 
specified, the server plays the following receipt summary, in this order: 

“n recipients could not receive your message.” 

“n recipients have not played your message.” 

“n recipients have played your message.” 

Reference 
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This procedure describes how to copy a mailbox greeting, name, or fax cover page from 
one mailbox to another. You must perform this procedure at a server maintenance 
console, after a greeting has been recorded for the source mailbox. 

Step Reference 

1. Reach the Main Menu, then go to the Mailbox Maintenance Menu. 

2. Choose to copy a mailbox greeting. 

Select: (K) Copy/Delete/Enable Mailbox Greetings 
Prompt: COMMAND (Copy, Delete, or Enable ?): 
Response: C to copy. 

3. Identify the source and destination mailboxes. 

Pr~mpc Enter mailbox to copy name/greeting from: 
Response: The mailbox number of the source mailbox. 

Prompt: Enter mailbox to copy name/greeting to: 
Response: The mailbox number of the target mailbox. You can copy the greeting 

to more than one mailbox by using any of the formats shown below: 

l A single mailbox number, for example 3788 
l A continuous range of mailbox numbers, for example 3001-3788 
l A series of mailbox numbers, for example 378 1,3782,3786,3788 

You can mix formats of mailbox number entries, so you can specify all 
the mailbox numbers necessary in one attempt. For example, this entry 
is valid: 

208,222-308,333,334,661 

Menu Map 3 
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Step Reference 

I): 

4. Identify what is to be copied. 

Prompt: 0 Name 
1-4 Greeting 1-4 
5 Fax Cover Sheet 

COMMAND (Enter source name/greeting nmikc (O-5) 11 

Response: For a user’s mailbox: 
enter 1 for the Personal greeting. 

For an administrator’s mailbox: 
Enter 1 for the Day company greeting, 
Enter 2 for the Night company greeting, 
Enter 4 for the Alternate greeting. 

For an attendant’s mailbox: 
Enter 1 for the Message of the Day, 
Enter 2 for the Site tutorial, 
Enter 4 for the Alternate greeting. 

For all mailboxes: 
Enter 0 for the Name, 
Enter 5 for the Fax Cover Sheet. 

prompt: COMMAND (Enter destination name/greeting 
number (O-5) [l]): 1 

Response: Enter one of the same values as above. 

5. The server confirms that the greeting/name has been copied. You can choose to 
copy more greetings, or press Enter to exit to the Mailbox Maintenance Menu. 

a -  
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This procedure describes how to enable an alternate greeting at a server maintenance 
console or by phone, once an alternate greeting has been recorded. This procedure 
assumes that you have defined an administrator’s mailbox for the line group (Cl? 3303). 

Step 

GD At a Server Maintenance Console 

1. Reach the Main Menu, then go to the Mailbox Maintenance Menu. 

Select: (K) Copy/Delete/Enable Mailbox Greetings 
Prompt: COMMAND (Copy, Delete, or Enable ?): 
Response: E for enable. 

Prompt: Enter mailbox to enable greeting: 
Response: The administrator’s mailbox number. 

Prompt: COMMAND (Fhter type of greeting to enable (a/d/p) [PI): 

Response: A for the alternate greeting. 

Prompt: COMMAND (Copy, Delete, or Enable ?I: 
Response: Press Enter. 

2. Exit to the Main Menu to make the recorded alternate greeting take effect. The 
alternate greeting plays instead of the company day greeting and night greeting, 

GD By Phone 

1. Dial the server extension number. 

2. Log into the administrator’s mailbox. 

a. Press Q th en enter the administrator’s mailbox number. 

b. Enter the administrator’s passcode. 
- 

C. Press Y for User Options. a 

3. Press a for Greetings. 

Reference 
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Step 

4. Specify an alternate for the company day greeting or night greeting, or both, as 
follows: 

l For an alternate to the day greeting, press a followed by a. 

l For an alternate to the night greeting, press @ followed by a. 
ABC 

l For an alternate to both greetings, press 2 Q . 

5.P a ress 9 to exit to the Main Menu and make the alternate greeting take effect. The 
alternate greeting will play instead of the company greeting(s) specified in the 
preceding step. 

Dot. Fkv. A 
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This procedure describes how to configure a Series 6 server so that a message of the day 
can be recorded and played, how to record a message of the day, and how to prevent a 
message of the day from playing. This procedure assumes that you have defined an 
attendant’s mailbox for the line group (Cl? 3304). 

SteD 

@XI3 Enabling a Message of the Day 

1. Assign an FCOS containing feature bit 43 to each mailbox you want to receive the 
message of the day. 

2. Record the message of the day in the attendant’s mailbox. 

a. Dial the server extension number. 

b. Log into the attendant’s mailbox. 

Note: If your server has more than one attendant’s mailbox, record the 
message of the day from the primary attendant’s mailbox. (The 
primary attendant’s mailb ox is the first mailbox number listed in the 
configuration report.) 

l Press u th en enter the attendant’s mailbox number. 

l Enter the attendant’s passcode. 

c. Press S for User Options. Q 

d. Press “4” . 8 The server prompts, “Press M to record the message of the day; T to 
record the site tutorial.” 

e. Press @$ to record the message of the day. 

f. Press ‘7” to start recording the message. Q 

g. After you have recorded the message of the day, press 7 to review it. Q 
LBC 

l To add information to the message, press 2 Q . 
DEF 

l To discard the message and record a new one, press a Q . 
DEF 

l To abandon the task, press 3 then press !? before the recording prompt Q Q 
plays. 

h. When you are satisfied with the Message of the Day that you have recorded, press 

Q ‘? to save the recording and return to the Main Menu. 

CT9 Disabling a Message of the Day 

You can disable a message of the day by phone or through the maintenance console. 

To disable a message of the day by phone, record a new message then discard it: 

1. Dial the server extension number. 

Reference 
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Step 

2. Log into the Attendant’s Mailbox. 

a. Press * then enter the attendant’s mailbox number. 8 

b.Enter the attendant’s passcode. 

3. Press y for User Options. 8 

4. Press “4”’ . Q The server prompts, “Press M to record the message of the day; T to 
record the site tutorial.” 

5. Press “6” to record the message of the day. 8 

6. In quick succession, record any words, press “? , then press y . 8 Q You will hear 
“Nothing recorded. Message changed.” The original message and anything just 
recorded are deleted. 

To disable a message of the day through the server maintenance console: 

1. Reach the Mailbox Maintenance Menu. 

2. Choose the Copy/Delete/Enable Mailbox Greetings option. 

Select: (K) Copy/Delete/Enable Mailbox Greetings 
Prompt: Report destination (c/sl/s2) [cl: 
Response: Press Enter. 

Prompt: COMMAND (Copy, Delete, or Enable ?): 
Response: D 

3. Identify the attendant’s mailbox to delete the message of the day from. 

Prompt: Enter mailbox to delete name/greeting from: 
Response: The attendant’s mailbox number. 

- 
4. Specify the message of the day. 

&-0~.~2pt: COMMAND (B-ker source name/greeting number (O-5): 
Response: 1 

The server displays a message confirming that greeting 1 (the message of the day) is 
deleted from the identified attendant’s mailbox. 

Prompt: COMMAND (Copy, Delete, or Enable ?): 
Response: Press Enter. 

5. Exit to the Main Menu. 

Reference 
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This procedure covers the standard tutorial (also called user tutorial or new user tutorial) 
and site tutorial. It describes how to configure a server so that a site tutorial can be 
recorded and played, and how to record a site tutorial. It also describes how to prevent 
both types of tutorial from playing. This procedure assumes that you have defined an 
attendant’s mailbox for the line group (CP 3304). 

Step 

CD Enable Only the Standard Tutorial 

Enable the standard tutorial in the mailbox you want to change. Change only the 
tutorial setting to Y, press Enter to skip the other fields. 

Note: The standard tutorial is set to play by default when a new 
mailbox is created. When mailbox owners log in to their 
mailboxes for the first time, they automatically hear the user 
tutorial. 

CD Enable All Tutorials 

1. Record the site tutorial in the attendant’s mailbox. The site tutorial is a form of 
greeting. 

a. Dial the server extension number. 

b. Log into the attendant’s mailbox. 

Note: If your server has more than one attendant’s mailbox, record the site 
tutorial from the primary attendant’s mailbox. (The primary 
attendant’s mailbox is the first mailbox number listed in the 
configuration report.) 

1) Press Q * then enter the attendant’s mailbox number. 

2) Enter the attendant’s passcode. 

c. Press Y for User Options. Q 

d. Press “4”’ for Greetings. The server prompts, Q “Press M to record the message of 
the day; T to record the site tutorial.” 

e. Press Y Q to record the site tutorial. 

f. After you have recorded the site tutorial, press ‘7” Q to review it. 
ABC 

l To add information to it, press z Q . 

l To discard it and record a new one, press “2 . Q 
DEF 

l To abandon the task, press a , then press ?? before the recording prompt Q Q 
plays. 

a - 
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Step Reference 

g. When you are satisfied with the site tutorial that you have recorded, press 9 c3 to 
save the recording and return to the main menu. 

2. Turn on the tutorials in the mailbox. Change only the tutorial setting to Y, press 
Enter to skip the other fields. The two tutorials will play only when new mailbox 
owners first log in. 

3. To allow mailbox owners to hear the tutorials any time: 

a. Enable the tutorials as described above. 

b. Include feature bits 70 (User Options Menu) and 78 (activate user tutorial) in the 
FCOS to be assigned to the mailboxes. 

l Either add the bits to an existing FCOS, 

07. 

l Copy an FCOS and edit it as necessary. 

c. Assign the FCOS containing bits 70 and 78 to the desired mailboxes. 

GE9 Disable All Tutorials 

Modify the mailbox that you want to turn off the tutorials. Change only the tutorial _ 
setting to N, press Enter to skip the other fields. 

a -  
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This procedure describes how to record an alternate greeting that, when enabled, plays 
instead of the company greeting. This procedure assumes that you have defined an 
administrator’s mailbox for the line group (Cl? 3303). 

Step 

1. Log into the administrator’s mailbox. 

a. Dial the server extension number. 

b. Press * then enter the administrator’s mailbox number. Q 

c. Enter the administrator’s passcode. 

2. Record the alternate greeting. 

a. Press Y for User Options. Q 

b. Press F’ for Greetings. Q 

l For an alternate day greeting, press a followed by B. 
l For an alternate night greeting, press @ followed by a. 
l For an alternate to both day and night greetings, press @ then a. 

PPS 
3. After you have recorded the greeting, press 7 to review it. 6 

l To add information to it, press “2” . Q 
DEF 

l To discard it and record a new one, press s Q . 

0 To abandon the task, press Q “? then press y before the recording prompt plays. Q 

4. When you are satisfied with the greeting that you have recorded, press @ to save 
the recording and return to the Main Menu. 

5. If you have administrator’s mailboxes defined for other line groups and you want an 
alternate greeting to play in those line groups: 

- a. Log into the administrator’s mailbox for the next desired line group. 

b. Record the alternate greeting for that administrator’s mailbox. 

Reference 
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Record Company Greetings VoiceMemo Release G.OA and later 

This procedure describes how to record a company day greeting and night greeting. 
This procedure assumes that you have defined an administrator’s mailbox for the line 
group (Cl? 3303). 

stpp 

1. Log into the adminiitrator’s mailbox. 

a. Enter the server extension number. 

b. l?res&&h en enter the administrator’s mailbox number. 

c. Enter the administrator’s passcode. 

2. Record the company greeting. 

a. Press @ for User Options. 

b. Press %’ for Greetings. The server prompts, “Press D to record the day greeting; a 
N to record the night greeting.” 

c. Press@ or@ , then record the appropriate greeting. 
km 

d. After you have recorded the greeting, press 7 to review it. a 
SC 

l To add information to it, press 2 Q . 

G 
-- 

l To discard it and record a new one, press 
03 
3 . 

l To abandon the task, press a 7 then press 9 before the recording prompt 
plays. 

e. When you are satisfied with the greeting that you have recorded, press “? Q to savt 

the recording and return to the Main Menu. 

3. To record a company greeting for the other period, repeat the process just described s 
in step 2. 

If only a day greeting or a night greeting is recorded, the following prompt plays 
during the period for which no greeting was recorded: 

L(Welcome to the message center. Please enter a mailbox number or wait.” 

4. If you have administrator’s mailboxes defined for other line groups and you want a 
company greeting to play in those line groups: 

a. Log into the administrator’s mailbox for the next desired line group. 

b. Record the company greeting for the other period. 

w erence 
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This procedure describes how to designate when a company day greeting plays and when 
a company night greeting plays. 

Step 

1.’ Reach the VoiceMemo Configuration Main Menu. 

2. Go to the VoiceMemo Configuration Online Menu in the active or inactive 
configuration. Select Inactive Configuration if you just made a change through the 
Offline Menu without activating it, or Active Configuration otherwise. 

Select: (E) Modify Active Configuration 
or 

(F) Modify Inactive Configuration 
3. Specify the line group to which this function applies. 

Se&t: (G) Group Selected 
Prompt: Enter a group number = 
Response: The number of the line group (l-24), 

or 

Press Enter if the current number is correct. 

4. Reach the VoiceMemo Application Menu, then go to the Day/Night Menu. 

5. Designate the work day. 

Select: (S) Start Time of the Workday 
Prompt: Start time of the workday (hh:mm [am/pm]) 
Response: The time a workday starts, which will be the time when the company 

day greeting begins to play. Enter the time in the format indicated by 
the prompt; for example, 8:3Oam. If you do not specify “a.m.” or 
“p.m.,” the server assumes that the time is “a.m.” 

Select: (E) End Time of the Workday 
- Prompt: End time of the workday (hh:mm [am/pm]) 

Response: The time a workday ends, which will be the time when the company 
night (off hours; after hours) greeting begins to play. Enter the time in 
the format indicated by the prompt; for example, 5:30pm. If you do 
not specify “a.m.” or “p.m.,” the server assumes that the time is “p.m.” 

Note: To have the same greeting play all the time, specify 12:OOpm as both 
the start and end times of the workday. 

Reference 
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Step 

6. Designate the work week. 

Select: cw) Weekend Days 
Prompt: Workdays (Monday thru Sunday) [DN] 
Response: N or D in each of seven positions. N designates weekend days; D 

designates work days. For example, a work week of Monday through 
Friday, which is the default, is designated by DDDDDNN. 

The company day greeting does not play on weekend days. 

7. Save your entries by exiting to the Main Menu. 

Reference 
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This procedure describes how to set a default language other than English, and 
additional languages for server prompts. 

All languages other than English are optional features. If an additional language is 
desired, the appropriate additional-language prompts diskettes must be installed before 
performing this procedure. 

Step 

1. Reach the VoiceMemo Configuration Main Menu. 

2. Go to the VoiceMemo Configuration Online Menu in the active or inactive 
configuration. Select Inactive Configuration if you just made a change through the 
Offline Menu without activating it, or Active Configuration otherwise. 

SeLect: (E) Modify Active Configuration 
or 

(F) Modify Inactive Configuration 
3. Specify the line group to which the default language applies. 

Select: (G) Group Selected 
prompt: Enter a group number = 
Response: The number of the line group (l-24)) 

OT 

Press Enter if the current number is correct. 

4. Go to the VoiceMemo Application Menu. 

5. Set the default language. 

Select: (L) Default Language for Prompts = [English] 
Prompt: DEFAULT PROMPT LANGUAGE 

(1) English 
(2) French 
(3) English TDD 
(X) Exit (No change) 

COMMAND (1/2/3/X): 
Response: Enter the number corresponding to the language you want. Only 

languages already installed on the server are displayed. If you don’t want 
to change the default language, press X to exit. 

Note: The above prompt varies depending on which languages 
you have installed on your server. 

6. Save your entry by exiting to the Main Menu. 

Reference 
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Step 

7. If a secondary prompt language is desired, create or modie an LCOS to specify that 
language. 

Then assign the LCOS with the desired language to those mailboxes that are to play 
the secondary prompt language. 

Reference 
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This procedure describes how to test conditional greetings for these line conditions: 

l Ring No Answer 

. Busy 

l Call Forward 

Prerequisites to this procedure are as follows: 

l The server must be installed with Centrex. 

l At least two test telephones must be available. 

l Telephone numbers for which greetings will be tested must have the call-forward 
capability. 

l Feature bit 161 must be included in the FCOS assigned to mailboxes for which greetings 

Step 

will be tested. 

1. Prepare test mailbox A for a telephone located near the server maintenance console. 

a. Log into the test mailbox. 

b. Press !? to select user options. Q 

c. Press “4”’ to select the Personal Greeting Menu. Q 

2. Record and enable a greeting for the Ring No Answer condition. 

a. Press “2” to select the Conditional Personal Greeting Menu. Q 

b. Press “6” to select the No Answer Greeting Menu. Q 

c. Press ‘7” to select the Record option. Q 
d. Record a greeting of your choice, then press ?? twice. Q 
e. Press @ to select Enable. If general greetings (feature bit 162) are not available, 

- 
this toggles between Primary and Conditional greetings. If general greetings are 
available, you hear a menu asking you to choose one of.Conditional, Primary, or 

General greetings. If you do not get this menu, press Q “ii? twice and skip step f. 

f. Press “2” Q to enable conditional greetings, then press !Y three times. Q 

Reference 
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Step 

3. Record and enable a greeting for the Busy condition. 

a. Press ? to select the Conditional Personal Greeting Menu. Q 

b. Press ‘? to select the Busy Greeting Menu. Q 

c. Press ‘7” Q to select the Record option. 

d. Record a greeting of your choice, then press @ twice. 

e. Press a to select Enable. If general greetings (feature bit 162) are not available, 
this toggles between Primary and Conditional greetings. If general greetings are 
available, you hear a menu asking you to choose one of Conditional, Primary, or 
General greetings. If you do not get this menu, press @ tsvice and skip step f. 

f. Press “2” e to enable conditional greetings, then press ‘Y three times. 8 

4. Record and enable a greeting for the Call Forward condition. 

a. Press “2” to select the Conditional Personal Greeting Menu. Q 

b. Press “? to select the Forward Greeting Menu. 8 

c. Press ‘7” to select the Record option. 8 

d. Record a greeting of your choice, then press ?? twice. Q 

e. Press @ to select Enable. If general greetings (feature bit 162) are not available, 
this toggles between Primary and Conditional greetings. If general greetings are 
available, you hear a menu asking you to choose one of Conditional, Primary, or 
General greetings. If you do not get this menu, press @ twice and skip step f. 

f. Press “2” to enable conditional greetings, then press 9 three times. a a 

5. Test the greeting for the Ring No Answer condition. 

- a. Go to test telephone B. 

b. Call test telephone A (which you prepared in step 1). 

c. Let the telephone ring until the greeting plays. 

d. Verify that the greeting is the one you recorded in step 2. 

e. Hang up. 

6. Test the greeting for the Busy condition. 

a. Go to test telephone A and take the receiver off-hook. 

b. Return to test telephone B and call test telephone A. 

c. Listen for the greeting. Verify that it is the one you recorded in step 3, then 
hang up. 

Dot. Rev. A 
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Reference 

7. Test the greeting for the Call Forward condition. 

a. Go to test telephone A and forward calls to another extension. 

b. Return to test telephone B and call test telephone A. 

c. Listen for the greeting. Verify that it is the one you recorded in step 4, then 
hang up. 

a -  
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This procedure summarizes the steps involved in configuring, maintaining, and 
searching for mailboxes. 

Step 

ED Configure Mailboxes 

1. Complete Mailbox Worksheets. Blank Mailbox Worksheets are at the back of this 
manual. 

2. Configure each standard mailbox in accordance with completed Mailbox 
Worksheets. 

3. Configure administrator’s mailboxes. One administrator’s mailbox can be 
configured for each line group. 

4. Configure attendant’s mailboxes. Up to five attendant’s mailboxes per line group 
can be configured. 

5. Configure tree mailboxes, if needed. 

6. Configure rotational mailboxes, if needed. 

7. Configure broadcast mailboxes, if needed. 

@ED Maintain Mailboxes 

As necessary, maintain mailboxes. 

1. To delete and reassign mailboxes, delete the mailbox through the Delete Mailboxes 
option of the Mailbox Maintenance Menu. Reassign it by configuring it again 
through the Create New Mailboxes option of the Mailbox Maintenance Menu. 

2. To modify a mailbox configuration, use Modify Mailboxes. 

Note: If you are using the full-screen interface, create, modify, and delete are 
all performed from the same menu item, Create/Modi&/Delete 
Mailboxes. The procedures referred to in the above two steps also 
discuss full-screen interface. 

3. To set or clear a passcode to a mailbox, use the Set Passcode/Tutorial option of the 
Mailbox Maintenance Menu. 

4. To activate a tutorial, just create a new mailbox if you want the standard tutorial to 
play; or record a site tutorial in the attendant’s mailbox then use the Set 
l?asscode/Tutorial option of the Mailbox Maintenance Menu. 

5. To deactivate a tutorial, use the Set Passcode/Tutorial option of the Mailbox 
Maintenance Menu (for the standard tutorial or site tutorial). 

Reference 
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Step 

QED Search for Mailboxes 

As necessary, search for mailboxes through the Search for Mailboxes option in the 
Mailbox Maintenance Menu. With this option, you can: 

Reference 

CP 5005 

l Search for specific mailbox by mailbox number(s). 

l Search for all mailboxes meeting specified search criteria. 
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This procedure describes how to configure these types of broadcast mailboxes: 

l Broadcast message mailbox 

l Broadcast name mailbox 

l Broadcast greeting mailbox (including automatic transfer to an attendant or a mailbox 
extension) 

l Broadcast passcode mailbox 

l Broadcast message waiting mailbox 

steb 

It also describes how to broadcast messages, names, and greetings to the same recipients. 

Reference 

1. Complete a Mailbox Worksheet. Blank Mailbox Worksheets are at the back of this 
manual. 

2. Enter the requested information, as described in the following sections, from your 
completed worksheet. 

3. Proceed with the applicable steps that follow. 

GD Broadcast Message Mailbox 

I. Configure a broadcast message mailbox the same as a standard mailbox, exceptfor 
the FCOS. 

2. Assign to this mailbox an FCOS designed for broadcasting messages. 

Prompt: Features class of service: 
Response: The number of a customized FCOS that includes these feature bits: 

40 (receive messages from other users) 

44 (receive user distribution list messages) 

122 (define broadcast mailbox) 

Note: If you are using the full-screen interface, the above prompt would be 
“Features:” 

3. Create Distribution List 1 for the broadcast message mailbox just configured, 
adding as members all the mailboxes that are to receive messages made for the 
broadcast mailbox. 

:I? 3305 
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Step 

QED Broadcast Name Mailbox 

1. Configure a broadcast name mailbox the same as a standard mailbox, except for the 
FCOS. 

2. Assign to this mailbox an FCOS designed for broadcasting names. 

Prompt: Features class of service: 
Response: The number of an FCOS that includes feature bit 178 (define broadcast 

name mailbox). 

. Note: If you are using the full-screen interface, the above prompt would be 
“Features:” 

3. Assign an FCOS that includes feature bit 179 (receive broadcast name) to every 
receiving mailbox. 

4. Create Distribution List 9 for the broadcast name mailbox, adding as members all 
the mailboxes that are to receive names sent on from the broadcast mailbox. 

CD Broadcast Greeting Mailbox 

1. Configure a broadcast greeting mailbox the same as a standard mailbox, except for 
the FCOS. 

2. Assign to this mailbox an FCOS designed for broadcasting greetings. 

Prompt: Features class of service: 
Response: The number of an FCOS that includes feature bit 174 (define broadcast 

greeting mailbox). 

Note: If you are using the full-screen interface, the above prompt would be 

I “Features:” 

3. Assign an FCOS that contains the following feature bits to every receiving mailbox: 

I6 1 (enable mailbox’s conditional greetings) 

162 (enable mailbox’s general greetings) 

175 (receive broadcast greeting) 

4. Create Distribution List 9 for the broadcast greeting mailbox, adding as members all 
the mailboxes that are to receive greetings sent on from the broadcast mailbox. 

@SD Broadcast Greeting Then Transfer to an Attendant 

1. Configure a broadcast greeting mailbox as described earlier, except for the attendant 
extenskn and the FCOS. 

Dot RN. A 
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Step 

2. Specify an attendant extension in the broadcast greeting mailbox. 

h~~~pt: Attendant extension number: 
’ Response: The number of the attendant’s extension that the caller is automatically 

transferred to after playing the greeting. 

Note: If you are using the full-screen interface, the above prompt would be 
“Atten DN:” 

3. Assign to this mailbox an FCOS that transfers a caller to an attendant after the 
greeting plays. 

&mpt: Features class of service: 
Response: The number of an FCOS that includes FCOS bit 63 (call mailbox 

attendant after greeting) and FCOS bit 174 (define broadcast greeting 
mailbox). 

@CD Broadcast Greeting Then Transfer to a Mailbox Extension 

1, Configure a broadcast greeting mailbox as described earlier, except for the mailbox’s 
extension and the FCOS. 

2. Specify an extension for the broadcast greeting mailbox. 

Prompt: Mailbox's extension number: 
Response: The number of the mailbox’s extension that the caller is automatically 

transferred to after playing the greeting. 

Note: If you are using the full-screen interface, the above prompt would be 
“Extension:” 

3. Assign to this mailbox an FCOS that transfers a caller to the mailbox’s extension 
after the greeting plays. - 

Prompt: Features class of service: 
Response: The number of an FCOS that includes feature bits 64 (Call mailbox 

user extension after greeting) and 174 (Define broadcast greeting 
mailbox). 

Note: If you are using the full-screen interface, the above prompt would be 
“Features:” 

@D Broadcast Passcode Mail box 

1. Configure a broadcast passcode mailbox the same as a standard mailbox, except for 
the FCOS. 

a - 
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2. Assign to this mailbox an FCOS designed for broadcasting a passcode. 

Prompt: Features class of service: 
Response: The number of an FCOS that includes feature bit 231 (Passcode 

broadcast mailbox). 

Note: If you are using the full-screen interface, the above prompt would be 
“Features:” 

3. Assign an FCOS that includes the following feature bits to every receiving mailbox: 

125 (Clear user passcode) 

232 (Allow receipt of passcode broadcasts) 

4. Create Distribution List 9 for the broadcast passcode mailbox, adding as members 
all the mailboxes that are to receive the broadcasted passcode. 

@X28 Broadcast Message Waiting Mailbox 

1. Configure a broadcast message waiting mailbox the same as a standard mailbox, 
except for the FCOS. 

2. Assign to this mailbox an FCOS designed for broadcasting the message-waiting 
status. 

Prompt: Features class of service: 
Response: The number of a customized FCOS that includes feature bit 134 

(Broadcast message waiting only). 

Note: If you are using the full-screen interface, the above prompt would be 
“Features:” 

3. Create Distribution List 1 for the broadcast message waiting mailbox, adding as 
- members all the mailboxes that are to receive the message-waiting status. 

@CD Same Recipients for Messages, Names, and Greetings 

1. Create Distribution Lists 1 and 9 for the broadcast message mailbox. Make the two 
lists identical. 

2. Use Distribution List 1 for broadcasting messages. 

3. Use Distribution List 9 for broadcasting names and greetings from the broadcast 
message mailbox. 

Reference 
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This procedure describes how to configure a chain mailbox. 

Step 

1. Complete a Mailbox Worksheet. Blank worksheets are at the back of this manual. 

2. Reach the Mailbox Maintenance Menu. Enter the requested information, as 
described in the following steps, from your completed worksheet and diagram. 

@D Using the Scrolling Interface 

3. Identify the chain mailbox. 

Select: (C) Create New Mailboxes 
prompt: Mailbox to create: 
Response: Number of the new mailbox. 

or 

Select: (M) Modify Mailboxes 
J'rompt: Mailbox to modify: 
Response: Number of the existing mailbox. 

Note: Prompts are almost the same for creating a new mailbox and 
modifying an existing one, except that “New” precedes a prompt 
when you select Modify Mailboxes. 

To leave an existing parameter setting unchanged, just press Enter to go to the 
next prompt. 

4. Set the mailbox parameters the same as for a standard mailbox, except for the 
FCOS. 

5. Assign an FCOS designed for a chain mailbox. 

Prompt: Features class of service: 
Response: 8 (the default Chain FCOS) 

or 

The number of a customized FCOS that includes all the applicable bits 
for a chain mailbox. 

6. After responding to the last mailbox parameter, the server displays the mailbox 
configuration, then prompts for the next mailbox number. At this point, the 
parameter settings for the chain mailbox are saved. 

7. Record a mailbox owner’s greeting for the chain mailbox. 

, 

Reference 
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Step 

CD Using the Full-Screen Interface 

3. Identify the chain mailbox. 

Selpct: (C) Create/Modify/Delete Mailboxes 
Response: You are placed in the Mailbox Maintenance entry screen. Enter the 

number of the new or existing mailbox. 

prompt: Mailbox: OOOOOOOOnnn 
Response: Press FlO to edit the mailbox information. 

4. Set the mailbox parameters the same as for a standard mailbox, except for the 
FCOS. Use the arrow keys, Tab key, or Enter key to move around the screen, 
stopping at parameters you wish to change. 

5. Assign an FCOS designed for a chain mailbox. 

prompt: Features: 
Response: 8 (the default Chain FCOS), 

OT 

The number of a customized FCOS that includes all the applicable bits 
for a chain mailbox. 

6. Press FlO to save your changes, or, if you made a mistake, press F9 to cancel your 
changes. 

7. Press F9 to exit the Mailbox Maintenance entry screen. 

8. Record a mailbox owner’s greeting for the chain mailbox. 

Dot. Pm. A 
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This procedure describes how to configure a rotational mailbox, including the index- 
type and period-type of rotational mailbox. 

Step 

1. Complete a Mailbox Worksheet and a Rotational Mailbox Diagram. Blank 
worksheets are at the back of this manual. 

2. Reach the Mailbox Maintenance Menu. Enter the requested information, as 
described in the following steps, from your completed worksheet and diagram. 

@D Using the Scrolling Interface 

3. Identify the rotational mailbox. 

SeLkt: (C) Create New Mailboxes 
I+~mpt: Mailbox to create: 
Response: Number of the new mailbox. 

or 

Select: (M) Modify Mailboxes 
Prompt: Mailbox to modify: 
Response: Number of the existing mailbox. 

Note: Prompts are almost the same for creating a new mailbox and - 
modifying an existing one, except that “New” precedes a prompt 
when you select Modify Mailboxes. 

To leave an existing parameter setting unchanged, just press Enter to go to the 
next prompt. 

4. Set the remaining mailbox parameters the same as for a standard mailbox, except for 
the FCOS and GCOS. 

5. Assign an FCOS designed for a rotational mailbox. 
- 

Prompt: Features class of service: 
Response: 17 (the default Rotational FCOS), 

The number of a customized FCOS that includes all the applicable bits 
for a rotational mailbox. 
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Step 

6. Assign the same GCOS to the rotational mailbox that is assigned to its child 
mailboxes. 

Prompt: Group class of service: 
Response: The number of the GCOS (l-32,000) that contains groups shared by 

the rotational mailbox and all its child mailboxes. 

7. After responding to the last mailbox parameter, the server displays the mailbox 
configuration, then prompts for the next mailbox number. At this point, the 
parameter settings for the rotational mailbox are saved. 

8. Configure the first child mailbox (the mailbox that callers should be routed to 
through the rotational mailbox). 

Prompt: Mailbox to create: or Mailbox to modify: 
Response: The number of the first child mailbox. 

9. Set all appl ica bl p e ammeters for the child mailbox the same as for a standard 
mailbox, except for the FCOS and GCOS. 

10. Assign an FCOS that makes the child mailbox a greeting-only mailbox. 

prompt: Features class of service: 
Response: 6 (the default Greeting Only FCOS), 

The number of a customized FCOS that includes all the applicable bits 
for a greeting-only mailbox. 

11. Assign the same GCOS to the child mailbox that you assigned to the rotational 
mailbox. 

prompt: Group class of service: 
Response: The number of the GCOS (l-64) shared by the rotational mailbox and 

s 
all its child mailboxes. Or, use an affinity GCOS (6532,000), where 
the rotational mailbox and all subordinates have the same GCOS 
number. 

12. Configure all remaining child mailboxes as just described. 

13. Disable the tutorials in the child mailboxes. Change only the tutorial setting to N, 
press Enter to skip the other fields. 

14. Create distribution list 1 for the rotational mailbox just configured, adding as 
members all the child mailboxes. 

Dot. RN. A 
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Step 

15. Specify the type of rotation. 

Select: (R) Rotational Mailboxes 
Prompt: Mailbox # to be rotated: 
Response: The number of the rotational mailbox. 

l To specify the period-type of rotation, enter the period, start date, and start time. 

Pr0mp.t: Period (hours) : 

Response: The hours (O-255) that one child mailbox greeting plays before rotating 
to the next child mailbox greeting. 

Bompt: Start date (MM-DD-YY) : 
Response: The month, day, and year when the cycle starts, in the format shown. 

Prompt: Start time (HH:MM [am/pm] ): 
Response: The time at which the cycle starts; for example, “9:OOam”. 

l To specify the index-type of rotation, disable the “Period” prompt and enter an 
index number. 

Prompt: Period (hours) : 
Response: A period (.) . 

Prompt: Index : 
Response: If you want the cycle to begin with the first child mailbox in the list, just 

press Enter, 

or 

If you want the cycle to begin with a child mailbox other than the first 
one in the list, enter the index number of that mailbox. Up to 190 
indexes are allowed. 

Prompt: Mailbox # to be rotated: 
Response: Press Enter then exit to the Main Menu. 

16. Record an applicable greetings in the rotational mailbox and all child mailboxes. 

Reference 
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step 

@CD Using the Full-Screen Interface 

3. Identify the rotational mailbox. 

SeLect: (C) Create/Modify/Delete Mailboxes 
Response: You are placed in the Mailbox Maintenance entry screen. Enter the 

number of the new or existing mailbox. 

prompt: Mailbox: OOOOOOOOnnn 
Response: Press FlO to edit the mailbox information. 

4. Set the remaining mailbox parameters the same as for a standard mailbox, except for 
the FCOS and GCOS. Use the arrow keys, Tab key, or Enter key to move around 
the screen, stopping at parameters you wish to change. 

5. Assign an FCOS designed for a rotational mailbox. 

Prompt: Features: 
Response: 17 (the default Rotational FCOS), 

The number of a customized FCOS that includes all the applicable bits 
for a rotational mailbox. 

6. Assign the same GCOS to the rotational mailbox that is assigned to its child 
mailboxes. 

Prompt: Group : 
Response: The number of the GCOS (l-64) that contains groups shared by the 

rotational mailbox and all its child mailboxes. Or, use an affinity 
GCOS (6532,000), where the rotational mailbox and all subordinates 
have the same GCOS number. 

- 
7. Press FlO to save your changes, or, if you made a mistake, press F9 to cancel your 

changes. 

8. Configure the first child mailbox (the mailbox that callers should be routed to 
through the rotational mailbox). 

Prompt: Mailbox: 
Response: The number of the first subordinate mailbox. 

Prompt: Mailbox: OOOOOOOOnnn 
Response: Press FlO to edit the mailbox information. 

9. Set all applicable parameters for the child mailbox the same as for a standard 
mailbox, except for the FCOS and GCOS. 
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Step Reference 

10. Assign an FCOS that makes the child mailbox a greeting-only mailbox. 

Prompt: Features: 

Response: 6 (the default Greeting Only FCOS), 

The number of a customized FCOS that includes all the applicable bits 
for a greeting-only mailbox. 

11. Assign the same GCOS to the child mailbox that you assigned to the rotational 
mailbox. 

Prompt: Grow: 

Response: The number of the GCOS (l-64) shared by the rotational mailbox and 
all its child mailboxes. Or, use an affinity GCOS (6532,000), where 
the rotational mailbox and all subordinates have the same GCOS 
number. 

12. Disable the tutorials in each child mailbox. 

Prompt.- Tutorial: 
Response: N to disable the tutorial. 

13. Save changes to the child mailbox by pressing FlO. 

14. Configure all remaining child mailboxes as just described. 

15. Exit Mailbox Maintenance (when done with all mailboxes) by pressing F9. 

16. Create distribution list 1 for the rotational mailbox just configured, adding as 
members all the child mailboxes. 

17. Specify the type of rotation. 

Select: (R) Rotational Mailboxes 

. prompt: Mailbox # to be rotated: 
Response: The number of the rotational mailbox. 

3’ 5025 

l To specify the period-type of rotation, enter the period, start date, and start time. 

f'yompt: Period (hours): 
Response: The hours (O-255) that one child mailbox greeting plays before rotating 

to the next child mailbox greeting. 

prompt: Start date (MM-DD-YY): 
Response: The month, day, and year when the cycle starts, in the format shown. 

-, Prompt: Start time (HH:MM [am/pm] ): 
Response: The time at which the cycle starts; for example, “9:OOam”. 

a - 
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Step 

* To specify the index-type of rotation, disable the “Period” prompt and enter an 
index number. 

Prompt: Period (hours): 
Response: A period (.) . 

Prompt: Index : 
Response: If you want the cycle to begin with the first child mailbox in the list, just 

press Enter, 

If you want the cycle to begin with a child mailbox other than the first 
one in the list, enter the index number of that mailbox. Up to 190 
indexes are allowed. 

Prompt: Mailbox # to be rotated: 
Response: Press Enter then exit to the Main Menu. 

18. Record an applicable greetings in the rotational mailbox and all child mailboxes. 

Reference 
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This procedure describes how to configure a standard mailbox on the Series 6 server. It 
can be used either to create a new mailbox or to modify an existing mailbox. 

SteD 

1: Reach the Mailbox Maintenance Menu. Enter the requested information, as 
described in the following steps, from your completed Mailbox Worksheet. 

ED Using the Scrolling Interface 

Note: Directions for the full-screen interface begin on page 9. 

2. Identify the mailbox to be created or modified. 

Select: (C) Create New Mailboxes 
prompt: Mailbox to create: 
Response: Number of the new mailbox you want to configure. 

or 

Select: (M) Modify Mailboxes 
Prompt: Mailbox to modify: 
Response: Number of the existing mailbox you want to reconfigure. 

Note: Prompts are almost the same for creating a new mailbox and 
modifying an existing one, except that “New” precedes each 
prompt when you select Modify Mailboxes. 

Note: You may see prompts that are not in this procedure. These 
depend on which optional features are installed on your server. 
Refer to the optional feature documentation if you have questions 
about responding to these prompts. 

To leave an existing parameter setting unchanged, just press Enter to go to the 
next prompt. 

3. Specify the mailbox. 

Prompt: Mailbox to create: 
OY 

Mailbox to modify: 
Response: The mailbox number that you are creating or modifying. The number 

must conform to the Dial Plan. 

4. Name the mailbox. 

Prompt: Name : 
Response: A name, up to 31 alphanumeric characters, that describe the purpose, 

membership, ownership, or function of the mailbox. If you plan to 
implement Dial-by-Name, enter the name with the last name first (for 
example, “Smith, Harry”). 

2 - 

Reference 
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5. If a department code or alternate code is required for message waiting lights, specify 
it. 

Prompt: Department code: 
Response: The string (directory number) of up to 10 characters which is the 

alternate code the server transmits after the pre-DN ON string. 

For DTMF-to-PBX message waiting lights, valid characters are: 

o-9 
* 

# 

For RS-232 message waiting lights, any ASCII character is valid. 

6. If an access code must be dialed before an outside caller can access the mailbox, 
specify it here. 

prompt: Access code: 
Response: A code of up to 10 characters which specifies how a caller can reach the 

mailbox: 

M to require the caller to enter a mailbox number 

P to require the caller to enter a mailbox number and a passcode 

code to require the caller to enter a specific access code of up to 10 
digits. Valid characters are O-9, A-D, * (star key),and # (pound 

key). 

You can enter any combination of the above. Leave this field blank for 
no access code. 

Note: You must also assign an FCOS with feature bit 137 to 
enable the access code. 

7. If Receptionist II is installed in your server, refer to the VoiceMemo Receptionist II 
Manualfor Receptionist parameters; otherwise, press Enter to skip the parameters. 

Reference 
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8. If this mailbox uses DTMF-to-PBX message waiting lights or if Receptionist II is 
installed in your server, specify the mailbox’s extension number if different than the 
mailbox number. 

Prompt: Mailbox’s extension number: 
Response: The PBX extension number plus dial string codes, from Table 1 at the 

end of this procedure. 

A string, as explained in the VoiceMemo Receptionist II Manual, if 
Receptionist II is installed in your server. 

or 

Leave blank if the extension number is the same as the mailbox number. 

9. If Receptionist II is installed in your server, refer to the VoiceMemo Receptionist II 
Manual for the mailbox’s extension pre-dial index; otherwise, press Enter to skip 

over the parameter. 

10. If an attendant is available to this mailbox, specify the attendant extension number. 

Prompt: Attendant extension number: 
Response: The extension number of the mailbox attendant that the mailbox owner 

or caller is transferred to after pressing 0. 

or 

Leave blank. 

or 

Refer to the VoiceMemo Receptionist II Manual for directions, if 
Receptionist II is installed in your server. 

11. If the attendant extension exceeds 15 digits, or if Receptionist II is installed in your 
- 

server, specify the excess dial string. 

J’rompt: Attendant extension pre-dial index: 
Response: The dial stri ng characters (Table 1) that point to the dial string the 

server must process before dialing the attendant extension number. 

or 

Leave blank. 

or 

Refer to the VoiceMemo Receptionist I. Manual for directions, if 
Receptionist II is installed in your server. 
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12. Assign the FCOS to this mailbox. 

Prompt: Features class of service: 
Response: Number (l-640) of the FCOS that governs this mailbox. The default 

value is 1. 

OY 

Enter ? for a list of defined FCOSs. You are prompted for FCOS again. 

13. Assign the LCOS to this mailbox. 

Prompt: Limits class of service: 
Response: Number (l-640) of the LCOS that governs this mailbox. The default 

value is 1. 

Enter ? for a list of defined LCOSs. You are prompted for LCOS again. 

4. Assign the GCOS to this mailbox. 

Prompt: Group class of service: 
Response: Number (l-32,000) of the GCOS that governs this mailbox. The 

default value is 1. 

or 

Enter ? for a list of defined bitmapped GCOSs. You are prompted for 
GCOS again. 

15. If MESA-Net is installed in your server, refer to the MESA-Net Digital Netzuork 
document for the Network Class of Service (NCOS). 

16. If Enhanced SMDI is installed in your server, refer to the Enhanced SMDI 

- VoiceMemo Integrdtion Installation User? Manual for the Tenant Class of Service 
(TCOS) . 

17. Assign the RCOS to this mailbox. 

Prompt: Restriction class of service: 
Response: Number (I-64) of the RCOS that governs this mailbox. 

or 

Enter ? for a list of defined RCOSs. You are prompted for RCOS again. 

Dot. Pm. A 
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18. If a temporary passcode is required, specify it. 

prompt: Enter a temporary passcode: 

Response: Any digits 0 through 9, within the minimum and maximum lengths 
specified in the application configuration. 

R to have the server generate a passcode for you (and display it in the 
mailbox configuration report that automatically appears after you 
respond to the last mailbox parameter) 

S to make the passcode the same as the mailbox number (unless 
mailbox number is three digits or fewer). 

19. Enable or disable the standard tutorial (also called new user tutorial, user tutorial, 
and VoiceMemo tutorial). The server default is generally for the standard tutorial 
to play when a new mailbox is created. 

prompt: Tutorial (y/n) : 

Response: Y to enable the tutorial, or 
N to disable it. 

20. Specify the speech quality for this mailbox’s recorded messages. 

Prompt: Enter the message speech quality: 
Response: Enter the speech quality for the mailbox messages. Values you can 

enter are: 

0 to use the default for the line group 

18 for 18.3 kilobytes per second (kbps) speech quality 

24 for 24 kbps speech quality 

32 for 32 kbps speech quality 

Note: Higher speech quality values uses more disk space. 

Note: NMS line cards can use values above 18 kbps; AT line 
card can only use 18 kbps. Higher values are 
incompatible with OneView release 1 .O and MESA-Net. 

2 1. Specify the speech quality for this mailbox’s name and greetings. 

Prompt: Enter the name and greeting speech quality: 
Response: Enter the speech quality for the mailbox names and greetings. Refer to 

the values and notes for message speech quality, above. 

a - 

Reference 
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22. If outdials from this mailbox are being billed to a long distance carrier or other 
account, continue with the next step, otherwise, press Enter to skip to the Message 
Waiting Type parameter, and continue with step 28. 

23. Specify the index number for internal calls. 

prompt: Enter Internal Outcall Index: 
Response: Th e in d ex number (O-15) representing the access code for internal calls. 

07 

Enter ? for a list of defined index numbers. You are prompted for the 
index again. 

24. Specify the billed outdial index. 

promp: Enter Billed Outcall Index: 
Response: The index number (O-15) representing the access code for outdials to be 

charged to a billing account. 

07 

Enter ? for a list of defined index numbers. You are prompted for the 
index again. 

Note: The Internal Outcall Index and the Billed Outcall Index 
must be different numbers. 

25. Specify the index for non-billed outdials. 

prompt: Enter Non-billed Outcall Index: 
Response: The index number (0- 15) re p resenting the access code for outdials not 

charged to a billing account. 

07 

Enter ? for a list of defined index numbers. You are prompted for the 
index again. 

26. Specify the calling card number to which outdials are to be billed. 

P~o~Jz: Enter Billing Number: 
Response: The number, up to 24 digits, that outdials are billed to. You can use 

any of the characters in Table 1. 

Note: If you use this field then you cannot use MW12 with an 
alternate pager. 

Reference 
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27. Specify the order in which the server processes the billing number and destination 
telephone number in the outdial dial string. 

Pro~~pt: Enter billing dialing order: 
Response: bn to require the billing number to be processed before the destination 

telephone number, 

07 

nb to require the destination telephone number to be processed before 
the billing number. 

28. Specify the type of message waiting indication. 

Prompt: Message waiting type #l: 
Response: A number from 2 through 22, from Table 2 at the end of this 

procedure. If more than one type of message waiting indication is used, 
this is the primary type. 

07 

0 for none. 

Prompt: Message waiting type #2: 
Response: Same as for the first message waiting type parameter, but this is the 

secondary type. 

Ifmessage waiting type 5 was specified at the first or second message waiting type 
parameter, set the mailbox parameters for paging or message delivery, or both. 

29. If you need a third type of message waiting indication, specify it. 

Prompt: Message waiting type #3: 
Response: Message waiting type 9 or 17. 

a 30. If call placement will be used, specify the call placement pager access we; 
otherwise, press Enter to skip to the Time Zone Offset parameter. 

Prompti Call placement pager access type: 
Response: Enter either a number from 0 to 15 representing the pager access index 

number, or a billed index: 

B for Billed Outdial Index 

I for Internal Outdial Index 

N for Undefined Index 

U for Non-billed Outdial Index 

Reference 
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3 I. If a time zone offset is needed, specify it. 

prompt: Time zone offset: 
Response: The hours of difference, from -23 through 23, between the mailbox 

owner’s time zone and the VoiceMemo module time zone. 

32. Allow the mailbox owner to have review rights or change rights, or both, for the 
mailbox owner’s distribution lists. Change rights allow the mailbox owner to 
change the contents of a list; review rights allow the owner to play the mailbox 
numbers on the list. 

Note: This mailbox parameter alone does not allow change rights; you must 
also include feature bit 74 (create or modify user distribution list) in 
the FCOS. 

prompt: Lists with change rights: 
Response: Any of the following entries: 

A single list, for example 2 

A series of lists, for example, 1,3,4,6, 

A range of lists, for example l-6 

A combination of any of the above entries; for example: 

l-5,8,12,50-70,90 

- 

A for all distribution lists 

N for no distribution lists 

Prompt: Lists with review rights: 
Response: Same as just described for review rights. 

33. After the last entry, the server displays the mailbox configuration, then prompts for - 
the next mailbox number. 

At this point, the parameter settings are saved and you can continue with mailbox 
configuration or press Enter to exit. 

Reference 
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GD Using the Full-Screen Interface 

2. Identify the mailbox to be created or modified. 

Select: (C) Create/Modify/Delete Mailboxes 
Response: You are placed in the Mailbox Maintenance entry screen. Enter the 

Number of the new or existing mailbox. It must conform to the Dial 
Plan. 

Prompt: Mailbox: OOOOOOOOnnn 
Response: Press FlO to edit the mailbox information. 

3. Enter parameters as described in the following steps. Use the arrow keys, Tab key, 
or Enter key to move around the screen, stopping at the parameters you wish to 
change. You can also use the following function keys when editing mailboxes: 

. FG Billing 

l F7 Family/Guest Mailbox Setup (for VMUIF interface only) 

l F8 Display Statistics 

l F9 Cancel edit session and ignore changes 

l FlO Exit and Save new information 

l Home Help (based on where cursor is located) 

. End Edit Additional Fields (where cursor is located) 

4. If a department code or alternate code is required for message waiting lights, specify 
it. 

Prompt: Code : 
Response: The string (directory number) of up to 10 characters which is the 

alternate code the server transmits after the pre-DN ON string. 

For DTMF-to-PBX message waiting lights, valid characters are: 

o-9 
* 

# 

For RS-232 message waiting lights, any ASCII character is valid. 

Reference 
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5. Name the mailbox. 

l+~~~pt: Name : 
Response: A name, up to 31 alphanumeric characters, that describe the purpose, 

membership, ownership, or function of the mailbox. If you plan to 
implement Dial-by-Name, enter the name with the last name first (for 
example, “Smith, Harry”). 

6. Assign the LCOS to this mailbox. 

Pro~~~pt: Limits: 
Response: Number (l-640) of the LCOS that governs this mailbox. The default 

value is 1. 

7. If Enhanced SMDI is installed in your server, refer to the Enhanced SMDI 
Integration Installation User i iKanz.&for the Tenant Class of Service (TCOS). 

Prompt: Tenant: 
Response: Number (1-128) of the TCOS that governs this mailbox. The default 

value is 1. 

8. Assign the FCOS to this mailbox. 

Prompt: Features: 
Response: Number (l-640) of the FCOS that governs this mailbox. The default 

value is 1. 

If you want a list of defined FCOSs, press the Home key to display 
them. Then press any key to return to the FCOS prompt. 

9. Assign the RCOS to this mailbox. 

Prompt: Restriction: 
Response: Number (l-64) of the RCOS that governs this mailbox. 

If you want a list of defined RCOSs, press the Home key to display 
them. Then press any key to return to the RCOS prompt. 

10. Assign the GCOS to this mailbox. 

Prompt: Group : 
Response: Number (l-32,000) of the GCOS that governs this mailbox. The 

default value is I. 

Dot. Rev. A 
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11. If MESA-Net is installed in your server, refer to the MESA-Net Digital Network 
document for the Network Class of Service (NCOS). 

Prompt: Network : 
Response: Number (i-64) of the NCOS that governs this mailbox. The default 

value is 1. 

12. If an access code must be dialed before an outside caller can access the mailbox, 
specify it here. 

Prompt: Access code : 

Response: A code of up to 10 characters which specifies how a caller can reach the 
mailbox: 

M to require the caller to enter a mailbox number 

P to require the caller to enter a mailbox number and a passcode 

code to require the caller to enter a specific access code of up to 10 
digits. Valid characters are O-9, A-D, * (star key), and # (pound 

key). 

You may enter any combination of the above. Leave this field blank for 
no access code. 

Note: You must also assign an FCOS with feature bit 137 to 
enable the access code. 

13. Specify the speech quality for this mailbox’s recorded messages. 

Prompt: Speech Quality Msgs : 

Response: Enter the speech quality for the mailbox messages. Values you can 
enter are: 

0 to use the default for the line group 

18 for 18.3 kilobytes per second (kbps) speech quality 

24 for 24 kbps speech quality 

32 for 32 kbps speech quality 

Note: Higher speech quality values uses more disk space. 

Note: NMS line cards can use values above 18 kbps; AT line 
card can only use 18 kbps. Higher values are 
incompatible with OneView release 1 .O and MESA-Net. 

Reference 
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14. Specify the speech quality for this mailbox’s name and greetings. 

prompt: Speech Quality Greets: 
Response: Enter the speech quality for the mailbox names and greetings. Refer to 

the values and notes for message speech quality, above. 

15. If a temporary passcode is required, specify it. 

prompt: Passcode: 

Response: Any cligits 0 through 9, within the minimum and maximum lengths 
specified in the application configuration. 

R to have the server generate a passcode for you (and display it in the 
mailbox configuration report that automatically appears after you 
respond to the last mailbox parameter) 

S to make the passcode the same as the mailbox number (unless 
mailbox number is three digits or fewer). 

Note: The passcode is displayed only if the mailbox has never 
been logged into. Otherwise, the field only displays a-Y 
to indicate that the mailbox has a passcode, or an N for 
no passcode assigned. 

16. Enable or disable the standard tutorial (also called new user tutorial, user tutorial, 
and VoiceMemo tutorial). The server default is generally for the standard tutorial 
to play when a new mailbox is created. 

prompt: Tutorial: 
Response: Y to enable the tutorial, or 

N to disable it. - 

17. If Receptionist II is installed in your server, refer to the VoiceMemo Receptionist II 
Manualfor Receptionist day and night treatment parameters; otherwise, press Enter 
to skip the parameters. 

prompt: Day Treatment: 
Response: a number from 1 to 16, or 0 for no treatment. 

prompt: Night Treatment: 
Response: a number from 1 to 16, or 0 for no treatment. 

Reference 
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18. If this mailbox uses DTMF-to-PBX message waiting lights or if Receptionist II is 
installed in your server, specify the mailbox’s extension number if different than the 
mailbox number. 

Prompt: Extension: 
Response: The PBX extension number plus dial string codes, from Table 1 at the 

end of this procedure. 

or 

A string, as explained in the VoiceMemo Receptionist IIManuaL if 
Receptionist II is installed in your server. 

Leave blank if the extension number is the same as the mailbox number. 

19. If Receptionist II is installed in your server, refer to the VoiceMemo Receptionist II 
Manual for the mailbox’s extension pre-dial index; otherwise, skip over the 
parameter. 

Prompt: Index: 

Response: a number from 0 to 16. 

20. If an attendant is available to this mailbox, specify the attendant extension number. 

prompt: Atten DN: 
Response: The extension number (up to 15 digits) of the mailbox attendant that 

the mailbox owner or caller is transferred to after pressing 0. 

or 

Leave blank. 

or 

Refer to the VoiceMemo Receptionist II Manual for directions, if 
Receptionist II is installed in your server. 

2 1. If the attendant extension exceeds 15 digits, or if Receptionist II is installed in YOUI 
server, specify the excess dial string as an index. 

Prompt: Index : 
Response: a number from 0 to 16. 

Reference 
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22. If call placement will be used, specify the call placement pager access type; 
otherwise, skip over the parameter. 

Prompt: CallPlacement index: 
Response: Enter either a number from 0 to 15 representing the pager access index 

number, or a billed index: 

B for Billed Outdial Index 

I for Internal Outdial Index 

N for Undefined Index 

U for Non-billed Outdial Index 

You can press Home for a list of pager access index codes. Press any key 
to then view the Billed Index abbreviations, and press another key to 
return to the Call Placement prompt. 

23. Specify the type of message waiting indication. 

Prompt: Message waiting 1: 
Response: A number from 2 through 22, from Table 2 at the end of this 

procedure. If more than one type of message waiting indication is used, 
this is the primary type. 

OT 

0 for none. 

h~.~pt: Message waiting type #2: 
Response: Same as for the first message waiting type parameter, but this is the 

secondary type. 
- 

If message waiting type 5 was specified at the first or second message waiting type 
parameter, set the mailbox parameters for paging or message delivery, or both. 

24. If you need a third type of message waiting indication, specify it. 

Prompt: Message waiting 3: 
Response: Message waiting type 0 (none), 9 or 17. 

25. If a time zone offset is needed, specify it. 

Prompt: TimeZone: 
Response: The hours of difference, from -23 through 23, between the mailbox 

owner’s time zone and the VoiceMemo module time zone. 

Reference 
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26. Allow the mailbox owner to have review rights or change rights, or both, for the 
mailbox owner’s distribution lists. Change rights allow the mailbox owner to 
change the contents of a list; review rights allow the owner to play the mailbox 
numbers on the list. 

Note: This mailbox parameter alone does not allow change rights; you must 
also include feature bit 74 (create or modify user distribution list) in 
the FCOS. 

Prompt: List rights: Review: 
Response: Press the End key to edit the Review List Rights table. Using the arrow 

keys, move the cursor to the fields corresponding to the lists you want to 
change rights for. Enter 0 to deny review rights and 1 to allow review 
rights for each list. The default is 1 (allow review rights) for all lists. 

Press FlO to save your changes, or F9 to cancel your changes to the list 
review rights. 

l90mpt Change: 

Response: Press the End key to edit the Change List Rights table. Using the arrow 
keys, move the cursor to the fields corresponding to the lists you want to 
change rights for. Enter 0 to deny change rights and 1 to allow change 
rights for each list. The default is 1 (allow change rights) for all lists. 

Press FlO to save your changes, or F9 to cancel your changes to the list 
change rights. 

27. If outdials from this mailbox are being billed to a long distance carrier or other 
account, press F6 to set the billing parameters. If not, skip to step 35. 

28. You are now in the Outdial Billing Fields entry screen. You can press F9 at any 

- time to leave this screen without saving your changes. 

29. Specify the index number for internal calls. 

Prompt: Internal: 
Response: The index number (O-l 5) re p resenting the access code for internal calls, 

or 

Enter N for no internal outdial index. 

Reference 
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30. Specify the billed outdial index. 

prompt: Billed: 
Response: The index number (O-l 5) representing the access code for outdials to be 

charged to a billing account, 

Or 

Enter N for no billed outdial index. 

Note: The Internal Outcall Index and the Billed Outcall Index 
must be different numbers. 

3 1. Specify the index for non-billed outdials. 

J'rompt: UnBilled: 
Response: The index number (O-l 5) representing the access code for outdials not 

charged to a billing account, 

Or 

Enter N for no non-billed outdial index. 

32. Specify the calling card number to which outdials are to be billed. 

Prompt: Number : 
Response: The number, up to 24 digits, that outdials are billed to. You can use 

any of the characters in Table 1. If a paging access prefer code is not 
used, you may need to enter T (wait for dial tone) as the first digit. 

Note: If you use this field then you cannot use MwI2 with an 
alternate pager. 

33. Specify the order in which the server processes the billing number and destination 

a telephone number in the outdial dial string. 

Prompt: Dial Order: 
Response: bn to require the billing number to be processed before the destination 

telephone number, 

or 

nb to require the destination telephone number to be processed before 
the billing number. 

34. After you enter the last billing parameter, the Outdial Billing Fields entry screen 
goes away and you are returned to the Mailbox Maintenance entry screen. 

35. After the last entry, the cursor returns to the first entry. You can change any of the 
parameters until your are satisfied with your entries.. 

Reference 
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36. Press FlO to save your changes, or, if you made a mistake, press F9 to cancel your 
changes. 

37. Press F9 to exit the Mailbox Maintenance entry screen. 

Table 1 Dial String Characters 

Character Explanation 

3-9, *, # Keys on a standard pushbutton telephone 

( The following digits should be dial pulsed (10 PPS) 

1 Stop pulsing; resume sending DTMF tones 

+ Pause for one second 

A-D Fourth column DTMF keys 

E Go off-hook, wait for dial tone or other steady tone (pager go-ahead 
or confirmation tone, for example), then do next item in string 

F Switch hook flash and wait for dial tone 

G Greet - Wait for a voice or computer tone answer 

H Hang up (go on-hook) 

L Wait for an answer supervision signal that indicates the receiving 
phone has gone off-hook, then dial remaining characters after 
receiving the signal. Valid only with four-wire connections, not 
with loop start or ground start phone lines. 

N Start a new activity; do not go off-hook 

0 Ring once 

P Go off-hook, do not wait for dial tone 

S Switch hook flash, no wait required 

T Go off-hook, wait for dial tone 

V Play three seconds of the message for voice pager 

Reference 
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Table 2 Message Waiting Types 

\Jum ber Message Waiting Type 

0 None 

1 Not available 

2 AC message lamp 

3 DTMF to PBX 

4 Fixed RS-232 

5 Pager 

6 SL-1 

7 Program RS-232 

8 Tip & Ring RS-232 

9 Centrex RS-232 

10 Intecom RS-232 

11 NEC RS-232 

12 Video Dispatch 

13 ITT RS-232 

14 TextMemo 

15 AT&T System 75 

16 HIS PMS 

17 Unified integrations 

18 ROLM 

19 Mite1 

20 SL-1 Message Waiting 

21 Hitachi PMS 

22 SL-1 Enhanced Meridian 

23 Fujitsu 960 

24 SMS-MWI 
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This procedure describes how to configure the shared-extension capability in a tree 
mailbox. This capability allows multiple users who share a telephone extension ro each 
have a private mailbox. 

sttp 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

s 

7. 

In the configuration of a tree mailbox, assign a customized FCOS that includes the 
following feanrre bits: 

All the feature bits typically required for a tree mailbox, as in FCOS 15 (Tree) _ 

229 (Play names of list 1 chikhen) 

234 (Check message wait status of children) 

l Either add the bits to an existing FCOS, 

UT 

l Copy an FCOS and edit it as necessary. 

Add the same GCOS to the tree mailbox that is assigned to its child mailboxes (the 
mailboxes that share the extension). 

For each child mailbox:. 

l Assign an FCOS that includes feature bit 134 (Broadcast message waiting status). 

l Assign the same GCOS that you assigned to the tree mailbox. - -- 

Create Distribution List 1 for the tree mailbox just configured, adding all the child 
mailboxes. 

Create Distribution List 1 for each child mailbox. Make the tree mailbox the only 
member. 

Record a greeting for the tree mailbox. For example, “Thank you for calling 
Redwood Realty.” 

The server automatically supplements this greeting with directions for the caller to 
press a different number for each person sharing the tree mailbox (extension). For 
example, “To leave a message for John McSales, press 1, for Jane VanBroker, press 
2, for Lee Smith, press 3.” 

Direct mailbox owners of the child mailboxes to record their own names and 
greetings in then respective mailboxes, if desired. 

l- 
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This procedure describes how to configure a simple tree mailbox and a nested tree 
mailbox. 

Step 

1. Complete a Mailbox Worksheet and a Tree Mailbox Diagram. Blank worksheets 
are at the back of this manual. 

2. Reach the Mailbox Maintenance Menu. Enter the requested information, as 
described in the following steps, from your completed Mailbox Worksheets. 

CD Using the Scrolling interface 

3. Identify the tree mailbox. 

Select: (C) Create New Mailboxes 
Prompt: Mailbox to create: 
Response: Number of the new mailbox. 

or 

Select: (M) Modify Mailboxes 
Prompt: Mailbox to modify: 
Response: Number of the existing mailbox. 

Note: Prompts are almost the same for creating a new mailbox and- 
modifying an existing one, except that “New” precedes each 
prompt when you select Modify Mailboxes. 

To leave an existing parameter setting unchanged, just press Enter to go to the 
next prompt. 

4. Set the remaining mailbox parameters the same as for a standard mailbox, except for 
the FCOS and GCOS. 

5. a Assign an FCOS designed for a tree mailbox. 

Prompt: Features class of service: 
Response: 15 (the default Tree FCOS), 

The number of a customized FCOS that contains all the features of a 
typical tree mailbox. 

If you want callers who do not enter a digit promptly after the tree mailbox greeting 
to be routed to the jirst subordinate mailbox, include feature bit 120 (default to first 
child of tree mailbox) in the mailbox FCOS. 

If you want these callers to be routed to the last subordinate mailbox, include 
feature bit 186 (default to last child of tree mailbox) in the mailbox FCOS. 

Reference 
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Step 

6. Assign the same GCOS to the tree mailbox that is assigned to its subordinate 
mailboxes. 

J’rompt: Group class of service: 
Response: The number of the GCOS (l-32,000) that contains groups shared by 

the tree mailbox and all its subordinate mailboxes. 

7. After responding to the last mailbox parameter, the server displays the mailbox 
configuration, then prompts for the next mailbox number. At this point, the 
parameter settings for the tree mailbox are saved. 

8. Configure the first subordinate mailbox (the mailbox that callers should be routed 
to through the tree mailbox). 

Prompt: Mailbox to create: or Mailbox to modify: 
Response: The number of the first subordinate mailbox. 

9. Set all applicable parameters for the subordinate mailbox the same as for a standard 
mailbox, except for the GCOS. 

10. Assign the same GCOS to the subordinate mailbox that you assigned to the tree 
mailbox. 

Prompt: Group class of service: 
Response: The number of the GCOS (l-32,000) that contains groups shared by - 

the tree mailbox and all its subordinate mailboxes. 

11. Configure all subordinate mailboxes as just described. 

12. Disable the tutorials in the child mailboxes. Change only the tutorial setting to N, 
press Enter to skip the other fields. 

13. Create distribution list 1 for the tree mailbox just configured, adding as members all 
the subordinate mailboxes. 

a 
14. Record an appropriate greeting in the tree mailbox and all child mailboxes. 

Dac. Rev. A 
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Step 

@D Using the Full-Screen Interface 

3. Identify the tree mailbox. 

Select: (C) Create/Modify/Delete Mailboxes 
Response: You are placed in the Mailbox Maintenance entry screen. Enter the 

number of the new or existing mailbox. 

Prompt: Mailbox: OOOOOOOOnnn 
Response: Press FlO to edit the mailbox information. 

4. Set the remaining mailbox parameters the same as for a standard mailbox, except for 
the FCOS and GCOS. Use the arrow keys, Tab key, or Enter key to move around 
the screen, stopping at parameters you wish to change. 

5. Assign an FCOS designed for a tree mailbox. 

f’rompt: Features: 
Response: 15 (the default Tree FCOS), 

The number of a customized FCOS that contains all the features of a 
typical tree mailbox. 

If you want callers who do not enter a digit promptly after the tree mailbox greeting 
to be routed to the jrst subordinate mailbox, include feature bit 120 (default to first 
child of tree mailbox) in the mailbox FCOS. 

If you want these callers to be routed to the last subordinate mailbox, include 
feature bit 186 (default to last child of tree mailbox) in the mailbox FCOS. 

6. Assign the same GCOS to the tree mailbox that is assigned to its subordinate 
mailboxes. - 

Prompt: Grow : 
Response: The number of the GCOS (l-64) that contains groups shared by the 

tree mailbox and all its subordinate mailboxes. Or, use an affinity 
GCOS (6532,000), where the tree mailbox and all subordinates have 
the same GCOS number. 

7. Press FlO to save your changes, or, if you made a mistake, press F9 to cancel your 
changes. 

Reference 
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Step 

8. Configure the first subordinate mailbox (the mailbox that callers should be routed 
to through the tree mailbox). Follow the same steps as in configuring the tree 
mailbox except as listed below. 

prompt: Mailbox: 
Response: The number of the first subordinate mailbox. 

J'rompt: Mailbox: OOOOOOOOnnn 
Response: Press FlO to edit the mailbox information. 

9. Set all applicable parameters for the subordinate mailbox the same as for a standard 
mailbox, except for the GCOS. 

10. Assign the same GCOS to the subordinate mailbox that you assigned to the tree 
mailbox. 

Prompt: Group : 
Response: The number of the GCOS (l-64) that contains groups shared by the 

tree mailbox and all its subordinate mailboxes. Or, use an affmity 
GCOS (6532,000), where the tree mailbox and all subordinates have 
the same GCOS number. 

11. Disable the tutorials in each subordinate mailbox. 

prompt: Tutorial: 
Response: N to disable the tutorial. 

12. Save changes to the subordinate mailbox by pressing FlO. 

13. Configure all subordinate mailboxes as just described. 

14. Exit Mailbox Maintenance (when done with all mailboxes) by pressing F9. 

15. Create distribution list 1 for the tree mailbox just configured, adding as members all 
s the subordinate mailboxes. 

16. Record an appropriate greeting in the tree mailbox and all child mailboxes. 

CD Nested Tree Mailbox 

1. Choose the subordinate mailbox that you want to be a tree mailbox. 

2. Configure the mailbox through the Mailbox Maintenance Menu as described earlier 
in this procedure. 

3. Create distribution list 1 for the nested tree mailbox just configured, adding as 
members all the subordinate mailboxes related to the nested tree mailbox. 

4. Record a greeting in the nested tree mailbox. 

a - 
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VoiceMemo Release 6.OA and later 

This procedure describes how to configure an overflow mailbox that accepts messages 
when a primary mailbox is full. 

step 

1. Create a standard mailbox that will be the overflow mailbox, or use an existing 
standard mailbox. 

2. Create Distribution List 1 for the primary mailbox, and add the overflow mailbox as 
the member. You can add more than one mailbox to the list and the server uses 
each one as an overflow mailbox when the previous overflow mailbox fills up. 

3. Configure the priiary mailbox (the mailbox that is to rotate to the overf!Iow 
mailbox when full) the same as a standard mailbox, except for the FCOS and 
change rights. 

4. Assign an FCOS that includes feature bit 189 (rotate on full mailbox). 

p70qt: Features class of service: 
Response.- The number of an FCOS that includes feanrre bit 189. 

Note: If you are using the full-screen interface, the above prompt would be 
“Features:” 

5. If the primary mailbox has change rights for Distribution List 1, remove them. 

Prompt: Lists with change rights: -_ 

Response: If Distribution List 1 currently has change rights, re-specify all lists 
currently having change rights except Distribution List 1. Use any of 
the following formats: 

l A single list, for example, 2 

l A series of lists, for example, 3,4,5,6, 

l A range of lists, for example, 2-15 

l A combination of any of the above entries; for example, 

2-5,8,12,50-70,90 

07 

N if no distribution lists should have change rights, OT 

Press Enter if Distribution List 1 currently has no change rights. 

Note: If you are using the full-screen interface, the above prompt would be 
“Change:” YOU would edit a Change List Rights table by pressing 
the End key, and changing all ones (allow change rights) to zeros. 

6. When a new message is received by a fi.Jl mailbox, it is routed to the first available 
ma$box in the full mailbox’s Distribution List 1 (the overflow mailbox). 

&f mnce 
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VoiceMemo Release G.OA and later 

This procedure describes how to define an administrator’s mailbox. 

Step 

1. Reach the VoiceMemo Configuration Main Menu. 

2. Go to the VoiceMemo Configuration Online Menu in the active or inactive 
configuration. Select Inactive Configuration if you just made a change through the 
Offline Menu without activating it, or Active Configuration otherwise. 

Select: (E) Modify Active Configuration 
or 

(F) Modify Inactive Configuration 
3. Specify the line group that this administrator’s mailbox serves. 

‘Select: (G) Group Selected 
Prompt: Enter a group number = 
Response: The number of the line group (l-24) 

07 

Press Enter if the current number is correct. 

4. Check the dialing plan for the specified line group. Make sure the administrator’s 
mailbox number you wish to designate is compatible with the number of digits 
allowed by the plan, does not start with a prohibited digit, and so on. 

5. Reach the VoiceMemo Application Menu, then go to the Dial String and Mailbox 
Menu. 

Select: (C) Administrator’s Mailbox # 
Prompt: Administrator's mailbox # = 
Response: The number you wish to designate as the administrator’s mailbox. The 

administrator’s mailbox can be the default (998), one of the numbers 
already reserved for it, or any other number in the server, as long as it 
matches the dialing plan. Numbers reserved for the administrator’s 

- mailbox are: 

l 98 l 9999998 
l 998 l 99999998 
. 9998 l 999999998 
l 99998 l 9999999998 
l 999998 l 99999999998 

6. Save the mailbox designation you just entered by exiting to the Main Menu. 

Reference 
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Step 

7. If the administrator’s mailbox number is not the default or is not one of the 
numbers reserved for it, create the mailbox through the Mailbox Maintenance 
Menu. Set the mailbox parameters the same as for a standard mailbox, with this 
exception: 

Assign an FCOS that contains all the features of a typical administrator’s 

mailbox-such as default FCOS 1 (Unlimited) or default FCOS 10 (VIP)-- 
to the mailbox. 

Note: To enhance server security, Centigram strongly recommends that you 
select a number other than the default or one of the reserved numbers. 

8. To define an administrator’s mailbox for another line group, select the desired line 
group, then repeat the preceding steps. You can use a different number for each 
administrator’s mailbox if you want each line group to have a different company 
greeting. 

Dot. Fkv. A 
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VoiceMemo Release 6.OA and later 

This procedure describes how to define an attendant’s mailbox. 

Step 

1. Reach the VoiceMemo Configuration Main Menu. 

2. Go to the VoiceMemo Configuration Online Menu in the active or inactive 
configuration. Select Inactive Configuration if you just made a change through the 
Offline Menu without activating it, or Active Configuration otherwise. 

Select: (E) Modify Active Configuration 
07 

(F) Modify Inactive Configuration 
3. Specify the line group which this attendant’s mailbox serves. 

Select: (G) Group Selected 
Prompt: Enter a group number = 
Response: The number of the line group (l-24) 

07 

Press Enter if the current number is correct. 

4. Check the dialing plan for the s specified line group. Make sure the administrator’s 
mailbox number you wish to designate is compatible with the number of digits 
allowed by the plan, does not start with a prohibited digit, and so on. 

5. Reach the VoiceMemo Application Menu then go to the Dial String and Mailbox 
Menu. 

Select: (D) Attendant’s Mailbox # 
prompt: Attendant's mailbox # = 
Response: The number or numbers you wish to designate as the attendant’s 

mailbox( Up to five attendant’s mailboxes can be defined per line 
group. Enter multiple attendant’s mailbox numbers separated by 
commas; for example: 

- 
5999,6999,7999,8999,9999 

The attendant’s mailbox can be the default (999), one of the numbers 
already reserved for it, or any other number in the server, as long as it 
matches the dialing plan. Numbers reserved for the attendant’s mailbox 
are: 

l 99 l 9999999 

’ 999 l 99999999 

l 9999 l 999999999 

l 99999 l 9999999999 

l 999999 l 99999999999 

6. Save the mailbox designation(s) you just entered by exiting to the Main Menu. 

a - 
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Step 

7. If the attendant’s mailbox number is not the default or is not one of the numbers 
reserved for it, create the mailbox through the Mailbox Maintenance Menu. Set the 
,applicable mailbox parameters the same as for a standard mailbox. 

Note: To enhance server security, Centigram strongly recommends that you 
select a number other than the default or one of the reserved numbers. 

8. To define an attendant’s mailbox for another line group, select the desired line 
group, then repeat the preceding steps. Use a different number for each attendant’s 
mailbox. 

Dot. Rev. A 
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VoiceMemo Release 6.OA and later 

This procedure describes how to delete a single mailbox or multiple mailboxes from the 
server. Deleting a mailbox removes the mailbox number and the entire configuration of 
the mailbox; clears the greeting and passcode; erases all old messages; and zeros all billing 
counters. 

step 

1. Reach the Mailbox Maintenance Menu. 

QED Using the Scrolling Interface 

2. Delete a single mailbox or a range of mailboxes. 

Select: (D) Delete Mailboxes 
‘prompt: Mailbox to delete: 
Response: The number of the mailbox you want to delete, or 

The first and last numbers of the mailboxes to delete in a range, 
separated by a hyphen. For example, “ 10 l-203". 

3. If you specified a single mailbox, the server displays the configuration of the mailbox 
you just specified, then prompts you to confirm or deny the deletion. 

Prompt: Delete (y/n) : 
Response: Y for yes. 

The server reports the mailboxes deleted. 

4. If you specified a range of mailboxes, the server displays a confirmation warning. 

Prompt: Deleting milb~xes n through n 
bARNINS: If you really want to delete these millmxes 
enter "delete" 

Response: delete in lowercase letters 

- Prompt: Delete (y/n) : 
Response: Y for yes. 

The server reports the mailboxes deleted. 

5. Continue deleting mailboxes or go back to the Mailbox Maintenance Menu. 

Prompt: Mailbox to delete: 
Response: The number of the next mailbox you want to delete, or just press Enter 

to go back to the Mailbox Maintenance Menu. 

Reference 
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Step 

CD Using the Full-Screen Interface 

2. Delete a single mailbox. 

Select: (C) Create/Modify/Delete Mailboxes 
Response: You are placed in the Mailbox Maintenance entry screen. Enter the 

number of the mailbox you want to delete. 

Prompt: Mailbox: OOOOOOOOnnn 
Response: Press F6 to delete the mailbox. 

3. The server displays the configuration of the mailbox you just specified, then 
prompts you to confirm or deny the deletion. 

Prompt: Confirm to delete this mailbox (Y/N): 
Response: Y for yes. 

4. If you want to delete a range of mailboxes, use the Fl (next mailbox) and F2 
(previous mailbox) keys to select the next mailbox to delete, then repeat step 3. 

5. Continue deleting mailboxes. When done, go back to the Mailbox Maintenance 
Menu by pressing F9. 

Dot. RN. A 
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Inquire About Mailboxes VoiceMemo Release G.OA and later 

This procedure describes how to obtain data about a single -mailbox or a range of 
mailboxes. The data shows message counts, class of service assignments, message waiting 
type, the passcode, and login status. 

1. Reach the Mailbox Maintenance Menu, then specie the mailbox you want 
information about.. 

Sekct (I) Inquire About Mailboxes 
&mpt: Mailbox to display: 
Respome: A mailbox number; for example, 4321, 

OT 

A range of mailbox numbers; for example, 4320432 I. 

The server displays (or prints) data about the mailbox specified. For each 
specified mailbox, this dam consists of message statistics, class-of-service assignments, 
message waiting type assigned, passcode, and login information. 

2. Continue the inquiry or exit. 

&ompt: Mailbox 'to display: 
Response: The number(s) of the next mailbox to inq-uire about, 

OT 

Press Enter to exit. 

-.. 
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This procedure describes how to modify the configuration parameters of an existing 
mailbox. 

steb Reference 

1. Reach the Mailbox Maintenance Menu. 

CD Using the Scrolling Interface 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

- 

Identify the mailbox you want to modify. 

Seht: (M) Modify Mailboxes 
Prompt: Mailbox to modify: 
Response: Number of the existing mailbox you want to modify. 

The server displays the configuration of the mailbox you just specified, 
then prompts for a new mailbox number. 

Note: Parameters are the same for modifying an existing mailbox and 
creating a new one, except that “New” precedes each parameter 
when you select Modify Mailboxes. 

Enter new values for parameters as desired, or press Enter to leave an existing 
parameter setting unchanged. (Existing settings are not displayed, but remain in 
effect unless changed.) 

Use the applicable procedure(s) identified under “Mailboxes” in the task list for 
values to enter. 

After the last parameter, the server displays the mailbox configuration, then prompts 
for the next mailbox number to modify. 

PT,JZVP~: Mailbox to modify: 
Response: The number of the next mailbox to modify, 

or 

Press Enter to go back to the Mailbox Maintenance Menu. 

tienu Map 3 
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Step 

@D Using the Full-Screen Interface 

2. Identify the mailbox you want to modify. 

Select: (C) Create/Modify/Delete Mailboxes 
Response: You are placed in the Mailbox Maintenance entry screen. Enter the 

number of the new or existing mailbox. 

Prompt: Mailbox: OOOOOOOOnnn 
Response: Press FlO to edit the mailbox information. 

. Note: Parameters are the same for modifying an existing mailbox and 
creating a new one. 

3. Enter new values for parameters as desired. Use the arrow keys, Tab key, or Enter 
key to move around the screen, stopping at parameters you wish to change. 

4. Use the applicable procedure(s) identified under “Mailboxes” in the task list for 
values to enter. 

5. Save changes to the mailbox by pressing FlO. To cancel changes, press F9. 

6. Modify additional mailboxes as described above. When done, exit Mailbox 
Maintenance by pressing F9. 

Dot. Rev. A 
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This procedure describes how to search for mailboxes that meet specified search criteria, 
and how to view the configuration of specified mailboxes. 

Step 

1. Go to the Mailbox Maintenance Menu. 

Select: (S) Search for Mailboxes 
Prompt: Report destination : 
Response: Press Enter to send the report to the console, 

Sl to send the report to serial port #l, or 
S2 to send the report to serial port #2. 

The server displays a Search Pattern Menu that offers various mailbox configuration 
criteria you can choose. This is followed by a mailbox configuration “template.” 

2. Choose the first search criterion. 

Prompt: COMMAND : 
Response: The letter from the Search Pattern Menu that represents the criterion 

you want. Table 1 lists the valid search patterns. 

A prompt displays after choosing a criterion. The valid responses to each of these 
prompts are given in Table 1 at the end of this procedure. 

3. Start the search. 

Prompt: COJWAND : 
Response: S for start. 

The server displays the configuration of every mailbox meeting the search criterion just 
specified, or reports that there is no match (or prints this information if you 
designated a printer in step 1). 

4. Choose the next search criterion, start the next search, view the results, and SO on 
until you have finished all desired searching. 

Reference 
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Step Reference 

Table 1 Valid Entries for Search Patterns 

Select: (A) All Mailboxes 
Response: The server displays (or prints) the configurations of all existing 

mailboxes. 

Se&t: (B) Internal Outdial Index 
prompt: Mailbox internal outdial index to display (cr for all): 
Response: The index number (0- 15) representing the access code for internal 

outdials. 

OT 

Press Enter to find all mailboxes with any internal outdial index. 

Select: (C) FCOS - F eature Class of Service 
Prompt: Mailbox FCOS to find (cr for all): 
Response: An FCOS number (l-640), 

Press Enter to find all mailboxes that have any FCOS. 

Sehct: (D) Billed Outdial Index 
Prompt: Mailbox billed outdial index to display (cr for all) : 
Response: The index number (0- 15) representing the access code for external 

outdials charged to a billing account. 

or 

Press Enter to find all mailboxes with any billed outdial index. 
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Step 

Table 1 Valid Entries for Search Patterns (continued) 

ielect: (E) Mailbox’s Extension 
%~m.t: Mailbox's extension to find (cr for all): 
Response: The PBX extension number or directory number (1- 15 digits) 

assigned to mailboxes, 

07. 

An asterisk (*) with a number to match any string with at least one 
known digit. For example, “5*” searches for any extension starting with 
5; “*4” searches for any extension ending with 4. 

or 

Press Enter to find all mailboxes with any extension or directory 
number. 

ieLect: (F) Mailbox’s Extension Pre-dial Index 
%mpt: l@ilbox's extension pre-dial index to find (cr for all): 
Response: A pre-dial string index (1- 16). 

or 

Press Enter to find all mailboxes with any pre-dial string index. 

ielect: (G) GCOS-Group Class of Service 
‘+ompt: Mailbox GCOS to find (cr for all): 
Response: A GCOS number (l-32,000), 

or 

Press Enter to find all mailboxes with any GCOS. 

Reference 
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Step Reference 

Table 1 Valid Entries for Search Patterns (continued) 

ielect: (H) Department Code 
%mpt: Department code to display (cr for all) : 
Response: The department code (1 - 10 alphanumeric characters). 

Or 

An * (asterisk) with a character to match any code with at least one 
known character. For example, “M*” searches for any code starting with 
M; “*4” searches for any code ending with 4. 

07. 

Press Enter to find all mailboxes with any department code. 

Select: (I) Name 
Prompt: Mailbox name to display (cr for all) : 

Response: A mailbox name (l-3 1 alphanumeric characters), 

or 

An * (asterisk) with a character to match any name with at least one 
known character. For example, “S*” searches for any name starting with 
S, such as Smith. 

or 

Press Enter to find all mailboxes with any name. 

Select: (J) Unbilled Outdial Index 
Prompt: I&i&x unbilled outdial index to display (cr for all) : 
Response:. The index number (O-15) re p resenting the access code for external 

outdials that are not charged to a billing account. 

or 

Press Enter to find all mailboxes with any unbilled outdial index. 
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Table 1 Valid Entries for Search Patterns (continued) 

‘ekTt: (K) Billing Number 
)~~mpt: Mailbox billing number to display (cr for all): 
hpse: The number of the account, up to 24 digits, that outdials are billed to. 

or 

Press Enter to find all mailboxes with anybillingnumber. 

'elect: (L) LCOS-Limits Class of Service 
+~mpt: Mailbox LCOS to display (cr for all): 
leponse: An LCOS number (l-640), 

or 

Press Enter to find all mailboxes with any LCOS. 

;eLect: (M) Message Waiting Type 
‘rompt: Message waiting type to display (cr for all): 
Zesponse: Any of the following types: 

0 = None 13 = ITT RS-232 
1 = Not Available 14 = TextMemo 

2 = AC Message Lamp 15 = AT&T System 75 

3 = DTMF-to-PBX 16 = HISPMS 

4 = Fixed RS-232 17 = Unified Integrations 

5 = Pager 18 = ROLM 

6 = SL-1 19 = Mite1 

7 = Program RS-232 20 = SL-1 Message Waiting 

8 = Tip And Ring RS-232 21 = Hitachi PMS 

9 = Centrex RS-232 22 = SL-1 Enhanced Meridian 

10 = Intecom RS-232 23 = Fujitsu 960 

11 = NEC RS-232 24 = SMS-MWI 

12 = Video Dispatch 

or 

Press Enter to find all mailboxes with any message waiting type. 

Se.&: (N) No Passcode 
12esponse: The server displays (or prints) the configurations of all mailboxes that do 

not have a passcode. 

Reference 
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SteD Reference 

Table 1 Valid Entries for Search Patterns (continued) 

gekct: (0) Attendant Extension 
+oqt: Mailbox attendant extension to display (cr for all): 
Response: The system attendant’s extension number, 

07. 

An * (asterisk) with a character to match any system attendant’s 
extension with at least one known character. For example, “5*” searches 
for any extension starting with 5; “*4” searches for any extension ending 
with 4. 

07 

Press Enter to find all mailboxes with any system attendant’s extension 
number. 

?eLect: (I’) Attendant Pre-dial Index 
prompt: Attendant &ensim pre-dial India to display (cr for all): 
Response: An attendant extension pre-dial index (l- 16). 

07. 

Press Enter to find all mailboxes with any attendant extension pre-dial - 
index. 

Yelect: (Q NCOS-Network Class of Service 
Prompt: Mailbox NCOS to display (cr for all): 
Reponse: An NCOS number (l-64). (NCOS s are associated with the MESA-Net 

optional feature.) 

Press Enter to find all mailboxes with any NCOS. 

Select: (R) Range of Mailboxes 
Prompt: Mailbox to display (cr for all): 
Response: A mailbox number, 

The first and last numbers of the mailboxes in a range to be searched 
for, separated by a hyphen. For example, “101-203”. 

Select: (T) Tutorial Enabled 
Response: The server displays (or prints) the configurations of all mailboxes that 

have either a site tutorial or standard tutorial enabled. , 
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Step 

Table 1 Valid Entries for Search Patterns (continued) 

Reference 

Select: (U) TCOS-Tenant Class of Service 
Prompt: Mailbox TCOS to display (cr for all): 
Response: A TCOS number (1-128). (TCOSs are associated with the Enhanced 

SMDI optional feature.) 

Press Enter to find all mailboxes with any TCOS. 

Se.&: (V) Billed Outdial Dialing Order 
P~OWZPP Mailbox billed dial order to display (cr for all): 
Response: BN to find all mailboxes that require the billing number to be dialed 

before the destination telephone number, 

OY 

NB to find all mailboxes that require the destination telephone number 
to be dialed before the billing number. 

Dot. Rev. A 
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This procedure describes how to set or clear a passcode for a mailbox, how to turn on or 
off the tutorial, and how to clear or keep the bad passcode count. You must also have 
configured the desired passcode parameters (CP 502 1, Chapter 10). 

Step 

1. Reach the Mailbox Maintenance Menu. 

2. Identify the mailbox to change. 

Sekct: (I’) Set Passcode/Tutorial 
prompt: Set passcode for mai lbox 

Response: Number(s) of the mailbox you do not want to hear the tutorials. 
Mailbox numbers can be entered in either of these formats: 

l A single mailbox, for example 4443 

l A range of mailboxes, for example 4443-445 1 

3. Set or clear the passcode. 

Prompt: New passcode : 

Response: To set a passcode, enter the 4-10 digits desired. 

To clear an existing passcode, enter 0 (zero). 

4. Turn the tutorial on or off. 

prompt: Tutorial (y/n) : 

Response: Y to turn of the tutorial, 

N to turn off the tutorial, 

Press Enter to leave the tutorial specification unchanged. 

. 5. Specify whether th e a passcode count is to be cleared. b d 
- 

Prompt: Clear bad passcode count (y/n) : 
Response: Y to clear the count, 

N to keep the count in effect 

OT 

Press Enter to leave the passcode count specification unchanged. 

6. The server confirms your entries, then asks for the next mailbox number. Enter the 
next mailbox number to change, or press Enter to exit. 

Rejh-ence 
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VoiceMemo Release 6.OA and later 

This procedure describes how to test mailbox capabilities that have been established by 
an FCOS, LCOS, and GCOS. 

Step 

1. If you have not already done so, obtain a System Configuration Report. Refer to 
the report as needed for such information as the FCOS, LCOS, and GCOS that 
have been assigned to mailboxes. 

2. If you have not already done so, obtain these reports: 

l Feature Class of Service Report 

l Limits Class of Service Report 

l Group Class of Service Report 

3. Create two test mailboxes that include each FCOS, LCOS, and GCOS used. 

4. Refer to the Feature Class of Service Report as needed to identify the feature bits in 
the FCOS assigned to the mailbox you are going to test. 

5. Place a butt set in the monitor position on the telephone line connected to the 
server. 

6. Call test mailbox B and leave a message. 

7. Check the called telephone (test mailbox B) to verify that the message waiting 
indication (light or tone) is turned on. 

8. Log into test mailbox B and play the message. 

9. Verify that your message completes under each of the following conditions: 

l You stop speaking and the server hears 3 seconds of silence. 

l You entered a valid DTMF tone (if the Call er’s Menu is enabled in the mailbox’s 
FCOS). 

l The server hears 5 seconds of dial tone. 
- 

l You reach the maximum message length established by the LCOS assigned to the 
mailbox. 

10. Test all the capabilities of the mailbox allowed by the feature bits in the FCOS. 

l Leave or make messages as appropriate to test the various feature bits. 

l Verify that all appropriate prompts are played. 

l Pay particular attention to possible feature bit conflicts. 

11. Refer to the Limits Class of Service Report as needed to identify the limits 
parameters. 

12. Test the mailbox for all limits parameters that comprise the LCOS. For example, 
make a message and test the length limit. 

13. Log out of test mailbox B. 

Reference 
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Step 

14. Verify that the message waiting indication is turned off. 

15. Log into test mailbox A. 

16. Refer to the Group Class of Service Report as needed to identify groups. 

17. Make three messages and send them to test mailbox B with these respective special 
delivery options: 

l Mark one of the messages urgent. 

* Mark one of the messages confidential. 

l Request a receipt for one of the messages. 

18. Log into test mailbox B, play the messages, and verify that they are urgent and 
confidential, respectively. 

19. Log out of test mailbox B. 

20. Log into test mailbox A and verify that it plays the receipt notice. 

21. Create a distribution list that includes test mailbox B. 

22. Make a message to the distribution list that includes test mailbox B. 

23. Log out of test mailbox A. 

24. Log into test mailbox B and play the distribution list message. 

25. Log out of test mailbox B. 

26. Log into test mail box A and verify the answer from test mailbox B. 

Reference 
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Step 

This procedure describes how to test message waiting lights after they have been 
configured for mailboxes in your server. Prerequisites for this procedure are: 

0 All appropriate hardware has been installed. 

l Telephone lines have been installed and tested for dial tone. 

l Test mailboxes have been configured for message waiting lights. 

1. If you have not already done so, obtain a System Configuration Report. Refer to 
the report as needed for the configuration parameters that you have set. 

2. Use Event Recorder to monitor server activity during test pages and report the 
resulting data: 

a. Specify the line on which the pager being tested is defined. 

b. Specify the message level to be saved. 

c. Enable Event Recorder. 

d. Run Event Recorder. 

e. Display the data at the server maintenance console. 

3. Reach the System Maintenance Menu, then go to the Additional Options Menu. 

4. Start the Lights Test. 

Select: (L) Lights Test 
Prompt: Mailbox to light (1-99999999999): 
Response: The number of the mailbox, 

A range of mailbox numbers separated by a hyphen. 

Note: If you select a large range of mailboxes, the Lights Test could queue 
up a long list of message waiting requests and could take a long time 
to process. 

5. Turn lights off. 

$$-~mpt: Light off/on/existing value (O/1/2): 
Response: 0 to turn the message waiting lights off. 

6. Specify the message waiting type. 

Reference 
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Prompt: Message waiting type (0 or <cr> for all): 
Response: Enter for all message waiting types, 

OT 

The number of the message waiting type assigned to the mailboxes you 
selected. Table 1 lists the message waiting types available. 

7. The server prompts for another mailbox to light. Enter the same mailbox 
number(s). 

prompt: Mailbox to light (l-99999999999): 
Response: The number of the mailbox, 

A range of mailbox numbers separated by a hyphen. 

8. Turn lights on. 

prompt; Light off/on/existing value (O/1/2 
Response: 1 to turn the message waiting lights on. 

9. Specify the message waiting type. 

) : 

Prompt; Message waiting type (0 or <cr> for all): 
Response: Enter for all message waiting types, 

or 

The number of the message waiting type assigned to the mailboxes you 
selected. Table 1 lists the message waiting types available. 

10. The server prompts for another mailbox to light. To repeat the test, perform steps 4 
through 9 again. 

11. Review Event Recorder data reported at the server maintenance console to - 
determine if any errors were encountered. 

12. Continue the Lights Test for remaining mailboxes or stop the Lights Test. 

Prompt: Mailbox to light (l-99999999999): 
Response: The number(s) of the next mailbox to test, 

or 

Press Enter to stop the Lights Test, then Exit to the Main Menu. 

Reference 
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Table 1 Message Waiting Types 

Number 

0 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

Message Waiting Type 

None 

Not Available 

AC msg lamp 

DTMF to PBX 

Fixed RS-232 (and Hitachi 
DX> 

Pager 

SLl 

Program RS-232 

Tip & Ring RS-232 

Centrex RS-232 

Intecom RS-232 

NEC RS-232 

Video Dispatch 

ITT RS-232 

TextMemo 

AT&T System 75 

HIS PMS 

Unified Integration 

ROLM 

Mite1 

SLl Msg Waiting 

Hitachi PMS 

SLl Enhanced Meridian 

Fujitsu 960 

SMS-MWI 

Reference 



7 Features Class of Service 

This chapter covers: 

l Overview and Quick Reference Tables 

l Feature bit categories 

l Default FCOSs available with VoiceMemo 

l Suggested additional FCOSs 

l Customizing your FCOS 

l Feature bit descriptions 

Overview 

The Series 6 server provides a broad range of software tools that allow you to 
customize your server to the needs of your own company. This chapter introduces 
you to one of those tools, the Features Class of Service (FCOS), and explains what 
you can do with an FCOS you assign to mailboxes. You can use the tables in this 
overview section as a quick reference when configuring an FCOS. The tables 
summarize frequently-used information about FCOSs and their components. 

An FCOS contains one or more featme bits, each of which control how the 
application software handles different kinds of messages. You do not assign the 
feature bits to a mailbox; instead you assign groups of them to an FCOS and assign 
the FCOS to a mailbox. Feature bits are sometimes called as “FCOS bits;” this 
manual uses the former term as the latter leads to confusion between the bit and 
the FCOS. FCOS bits are also referred to as “features.” This is a better term, but 
again can lead to confusion since many aspects of the server are also called features. 

- Feature Bit Summary 

Table 7-l lists all the feature bits. Master feature bits, which are required for other 
related feature bits to work, are indicated in bold type. 

See “Feature Bit Descriptions,” later in this chapter, for a full explanation of each 
feature’s use and characteristics. 
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Table 7-1 Feature Bits Available in VoiceMemo 

001 

002 

003 

004 

005' 

006 

007 

008 

009 

010 

011 

012 

013 

014 

015 

016 

017 

018 

019 

020 

021 

022 

023 

024 

025 

026 
a 

027 

028 

029 

030 

031 

032 

033 

034 

035 

7-2 

Login to mailbox 

Transfer to mailbox attendant 

Return to welcome prompt 

Outside caller functions 

Play Outside Caller Menu prompts 

Rewind and fast-forward during playback 

Pause in record or play 

Mailbox can be checked in/out 

Automatic logout if no messages/receipts 

Not used 

Not used 

Not used 

Not used 

Not used 

Change wakeup options 

Deny recycling with * key 

Fast line release from outside caller 

Give and mark urgent 

Answer and mark urgent 

Make messages 

Make and request receipt 

Make to multiple destinations 

Make and mark confidential 

Give messages 

Give and request receipt 

Give to multiple destinations 

Give and mark confidential 

Give with comments 

Answer messages 

Answer and request receipt 

Answer and mark confidential 

Make to user distribution list 

Give to user distribution list 

Make to master distribution list 

Give to master distribution list 

036 

037 

038 

039 

040 

041 

042 

043 

044 

045 

046 

047 

048 

049 

050 

051 

052 

053 

054 

055 

056 

057 

058 

059 

060 

061 

062 

063 

064 

065 

066 

067 

068 

OG9 

070 

Auto-receipt for user dist list msgs 

Not used 

Attach original message to answer 

Notification tone when new msg arrives 

Receive messages from other users 

Receive messages from outside callers 

Not used 

Receive message of the day 

Receive user dist list messages 

Receive master dist list messages 

Announce receipt count at login 

Notification prompt when new msg arrives 

No auto-time stamp of unplayed msgs 

No auto-time stamp of played msgs 

Play messages 

Do not switch language for outside callers 

Auto-play unplayed messages 

Keep messages 

Auto-keep messages - 

Discard messages 

Auto-discard messages 

Play saved messages in FIFO order 

Play unplayed messages in FIFO order 

Play unplayed messages first 

Ignore DTMFs during greeting 

Wait to record (time-out = # key) 

Hang up immediately after greeting 

Call mailbox attendant after greeting 

Call mailbox user ext after greeting 

Play system time after greeting 

Login during greeting in greet-only mbx 

Not used 

Define rotational mailbox 

Passcode required for mobile DID 

User Options Menu 



071 

072 

073 

074 

075 

076 

077 

078 

079 

080 

081 

082 

083 

084 

085 

086 

087 

088 

089 

090 

091 

092 

093 

094 

095 

096 

097 

098 

099 

100 

lOI-- 
109 

110 

Features Class of Service 

Table 7-l’ Feature Bits Available in VoiceMemo (continued) 

Record or change mailbox name 

Record or change mailbox greeting 

Enter and change mailbox passcode 

Create or modify user distribution list 

ill- 
119 

120 

121 

Deny message receipt on line groups 1-V 

Default to first child of tree mailbox 

Define tree mailbox 

Define broadcast mailbox 

Announce broadcast mailbox name 

Change paging phone number 

Clear user passcode 

Audit receipt message 
122 

Play urgent messages in FIFO order 

Change pager schedule 

Activate user tutorial 

Set msg wait #l for urgent msgs only 

Set msg wait #2 for urgent msgs only 

Only one correct passcode for login 

Soft play (interrupt) message count 

Soft play (interrupt) most prompts 

Give receipt message with comments 

Give receipt message to multiple dests 

Give receipt message 

Make and mark urgent 

Receive urgent messages 

Auto-play all msgs (new and saved) 

Check in other mailboxes 

Check out other mailboxes 

User will be in Dial-by-Name database 

Deny change of passcode in first tutorial 

Change message delivery options 

Mark message for future delivery 

123 

124 

125 

126 

127 

128 

129 

130 

131 

132 

133 

134 

135 

136 

137 

138 

139 

140 

141 

142 

Make messages before keep/discard 

Do not say “I will ring <name>” in AR (Receptionist 

11) 

Say “Press 0” to caller before beep 

Not used 

Not Used 

Deny login on line groups 1-T 

Make/give to telephone number 

143 

144 

145 

146 

147 

148 

149 

150 

151 

Make/give to mailbox with empty GCOS 

Deny receipt of msgs before tutorial run 

Family head 

Host mailbox 

Passcode cannot be same as mailbox 

Don’t say limits of liability statement 

Bad passcode lockout if over limit 

Don’t say: “You may start your msg now” 

Broadcast message waiting status 

Define template mailbox (MESA-Forms) 

Don’t say: “End of message” 

Caller must enter access code 

Don’t say: “Message complete” 

Template: assume last greet mbx FCOS 

Say full date when playing messages 

Define chain mailbox in Receptionist 

‘Must run tutorial from own phone (SMDI) 

Change message delivery phone number 

Skip forward to next message 

Message stays in original queue 

Don’t say “VoiceMemo storage is full” 

Send receipt after full play 

Change auto-wakeup phone number 

Login to template thru rotational mbox 

Not used 

Deny 333 access for mobile DID 
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Table 7-1 Feature Bits Available in VoiceMemo (continued) 

Deny login within tree 

Don’t jump to new message from saved queue 

Announce text (E-mail) message count 

I’ h ayp one user/recipient interface 

Deny login after greeting 

Repeat message for answering machine 

Continue sending message (* key) 

Say “Press 0 to return to receptionist” 

Caller must enter linegroup access code 

Conditional greetings 

General greetings 

Don’t play message count 

Skip/pause during greeting in Greet-only mbox 

Pound key (#) login 

AMIS Analog Networking 

Reserved 

Message wait 1, pager requeue 

Message wait 2, pager requeue 

Transfer to Voice Gateway System 

Cut-through Paging 

Cut-through Paging and messaging 

Receive cut-through page notify receipt 

Define broadcast greeting mailbox 

Receive broadcast greeting 

Say “Press # for more options” to callers 

Reminder calls 

Default to last child of tree mailbox 

Receptionist call-transfer tree mailbox 

Append # to end of cut-thru page number 

Rotate on full mailbox 

Receive fax messages 

Make fax messages 

Give fax messages 

Deliver fax to default number 

Deliver fax online 

Specify fax delivery number 

Change default fax number 

Fax-on-demand for greeting-only mailbox 

Receive fax messages only 

Auto-receipt for fax send 

Personal fax cover page 

Deny trivial passcode 

Do not play mailbox name or ext number 

Walkaway fax for callers 

Message skip, forward and backward 

Define broadcast name mailbox 

Receive broadcast name 

Record personal wakeup message 

Paging over msgdel, mwi 1 over mwi2 

Use pri/alt as week/weekend for mwiI 

Use pri/alt as week/weekend for mwi2 

Append mailbox number to VG transfer 

Receive wakeup call notification receipt 

186 

187 

188 

189 

190 

191 

192 

193 

194 

195 

196 

197 

198 

199 

200 

201 

202 

203 

204 

205 

206 

207 

208 

209 

210 

211 

212 

213 

214 

215 

216 

217 

218 

219 

Do not use text count for message waiting 

Discard fax message after delivery 

Fax verify (sending system not self) 

Play reorder tone after CTP or greet only 

Tone only pager mailbox interface 

Numeric display pager mailbox interface 

Voice pager mailbox interface 

Send page upon answer, greet-only mbx 

Edit CTP num with * key if no caller menu 

Not used 

Don’t auto-play first msg (w/auto-play) 

Play receipts after urgent messages 

Announce text msgs without count 

Passcode not needed on direct calls 

Login with 0 using cut-thru paging 

152 

153 

154 

155 

156 

157 

158 

159 

160 

161 

162 

163 

164 

165 

166 

167 

168 

169 

170 

171 

172 

173 

174 

175 

176 
- 

177 

178 

179 

180 

181 

182 

183 

184 

185 
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220 

221 

222 

223 

224 

225 

226 

227 

228 

229 

230 

231 

232 

233 

234 

235 

236 

237 

238 

Features Class of Service 

Table 7-l Feature Bits Available in VoiceMemo (continued) 

No dial ext, E-mail, or VG if unplayed msgs 

Deny caller transfer to E-mailNG 

Deny nesting of distribution lists 

Delay requested receipt for 24 hours 

Auto-transfer to task before greeting 

Auto-transfer to task upon login 

Auto Transfer to task after unplayed msgs 

Undelete last message with * key 

Set msg wait #3 for urgent msgs only 

Play names of list 1 children 

Deny change of fax cover page options 

Passcode Broadcast mailbox 

Allow receipt of passcode broadcasts 

239 

240 

241 

242 

Retrieve all unplayed faxes through user option 

Receive fax on voice recording timeout 

Suppress broadcast forced receipt 

Say varrable passcode prompts for business guest 
mailboxes 

243 

244 

245 

(VMUIF) Transfer to API on Main Menu key 4 

(VMUIF) Transfer to API on Main Menu key 5 

(VMUIF) Transfer to API on Personal Options 
Menu key 6 

246 (VMUIF) Transfer to API on Personal Options 
Menu key 7 

247 Don’t play any prompt to fax call placement 
recipient 

248 (VMUIF) Deny Transfer to API for guest mailboxes 

Allow transfer to Help Desk during tutorial 

Allow OneView login 
Not used 249 

Check message wait status of children 250 

Display FROM field on fax cover page 251 

Display promotional message on fax cover page 252 

Automatically delivers fax message to default number 254 

End-of-session multiple fax delivery 255 

Allow OneView telephone playback/record 

Allow OneView client to change mailbox ID 

Not used 

Delete mailbox without unplayed messages 
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Quick Reference to Feature Bits by Category 

Table 7-2 groups all feature bits by category. Use it as a quick reference to all of 
the feature bits in any of the feature categories described in the next section. For a 
full explanation of each category, see “Feature Bit Categories,” later in this chapter. 

Table 7-2 list of Feature Bits by Category 

1. Greeting Features 

060 Ignore DTMFs during greeting 

062 Hang up immediately after greeting 

063 Call mailbox attendant after greeting 
064 Call mailbox user extension after greeting 

065 Play system time after greeting 

161 Conditional greetings 
162 General greetings 

164 Skip/pause greeting in Greeting-only mailbox 

224 Auto-transfer to task before greeting 

2. Login Features 

001 Login to mailbox 
0 16 Deny recycling with * key 

066 Login during greeting in greet-only mbx 

069 Passcode required for mobile DID 

08 1 Only one correct passcode needed for log in 

101-109 Denylogin on line groups l-9 

132 Bad passcode lockout if over limit 
15 1 Deny 333 access for mobile DID 

152 Deny login within tree 

156 Deny login after greeting 
160 Caller must enter line group access code 

165 Pound key (#) login 
218 Passcodenot needed on direct calls 

219 Login with 0 using cut-thru paging 

225 Auto-transfer to task upon login 

3. Logout Features 

003 Return to Welcome prompt 
009 Automatic Iogout if no messages/receipts 

170 Transfer to Voice Gateway System 

220 No dial extension, E-mail or VG if unplayed msgs 

4. Attendant Call Features 

002 Transfer to mailbox attendant 

09 8 Say “Press 0” to caller before beep 

159 Say “Press 0 to return to Receptionist” 

a - 

7-6 

5. Outside Caller Features 

002 Transfer to mailbox attendant 

004 Outside caller functions (master feature) 

005 Play outside caller menu prompts 

0 17 Fast line release from outside caller 
041 Receive messages from outside callers 

051 Do not switch language for outside callers 

092 User will be in dial-by-name database 

098 Say “Press 0” to caller before beep 
1 1 l- 119 Deny message receipt on line groups l-9 

137 Caller must enter access code 

160 Caller must enter line group access code 

176 Say “Press 0 for more options” to callers 

203 Walkaway fax for callers 

221 Deny caller transfer to E-mail NG 

6. Prompts Features 

05 1 Do not switch language for outside callers 

082 Soft play (interrupt) message count 

083 Soft play (interrupt) most prompts 

097 Do not say “I will ring (recipient’s name)” in 
AR (Receptionist II) 

09 8 Say “press 0” to caller before beep 

13 1 Don’t say limits of liability statement 

133 Don’t say “You may start your msg now” 
136 Don’t say “End of message” 

138 Don’t say “Message complete” 

140 Say full date when playing messages 
146 Don’t say “VoiceMemo storage is full” 

155 Payphone user/recipient interface 

159 Say “Press 0 to return to Receptionist” 

163 Don’t play message count 

176 Say “Press 0 for more options” to callers 

202 Do not play mailbox name or extension number 

208 Play reorder tone after CTP or greet-only 

209 Tone only pager mailbox interface 

210 Numeric display pager mailbox interface 

211 Voice pager mailbox interface 
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Table 7-2 List of Feature Bits by Category (continued) 

7. Receive Messages Features 

039 Notification tone when new msg arrives 

040 Receive messages from other users 
041 Receive messages from outside callers 

043 Receive message of the day 

044 Receive user dist list messages 
045 Receive master dist list messages 

046 Announce receipt count at login 

088 Receive urgent messages 

11 l-1 19 Deny message receipt on line groups 1-Y 

127 Deny receipt of msgs before tutorial run 
173 Receive cut-through page notify receipt 

175 Receive broadcast greeting 

179 Receive broadcast name 

185 Receive wake-up call notification receipt 
190 Receive fax messages 

198 Receive fax messages only 

199 Auto-receipt for fax send 
223 Delay requested receipt for 24 hours 

8. Play Messages Features I 
006 Rewind and fast forward during playback 

007 Pause in record or play 

039 Notification tone when new msg arrives 

046 Announce receipt count at login 
047 Notification prompt when new msg arrives 

048 No auto-time stamp of unplayed msgs 

049 No auto-time stamp of played msgs 

050 Play messages (master feature) 

052 Auto-play unplayed messages 
057 Play saved messages in FIFO order 

058 Play unplayed messages in FIFO order 

059 Play unplayed messages first 

075 Audit receipt message 

076 Play urgent messages in FIFO order 
089 Auto-play all msgs (new and saved) 

I44 Skip forward to next message 

145 Message stays in original queue 
I47 Send receipt after full play 

153 Don’t jump to new message from saved queue 

204 Message skip, forward and backward 
215 Don’t auto-play first msg (w/auto-play) 

2 16 Play receipts after urgent messages 

255 Delete mailbox without unplayed messages 

9. Answer Messages Features 

029 Answer messages (master feature) 
0 19 Answer and mark urgent 

030 Answer and request receipt 

03 1 Answer and mark confidential 

038 Attach original message to answer 
147 Send receipt after full play 

158 Continue sending message 

10. Keep/Discard Messages 
Features 

053 Keep messages (master feature) 

054 Auto-keep messages 
055 Discard messages (master feature) 

056 Auto-discard messages 

145 Message stays in original queue 

227 Undelete last message with * key 

11. Make Messages Features 

020 Make messages (master feature) 

021 Make and request receipt 

022 Make to multiple destinations 

023 Make and mark confidential 

032 Make to user distributiortlist 

034 Make to master distribution list 
061 Wait to record 

087 Make and mark urgent 

092 User will be in Dial-by-Name database 
096 Make messages before keep/discard 

110 Make/give to telephone number 

11. Make Messages Features 
(continued) 

I57 Repeat message for answering machine 

158 Continue sending message 

168 Message wait 1, pager requeue 

169 Message wait 2, pager requeue 
I71 Cut-through Paging 

172 Cut-through Paging and messaging 

188 Append # to end of cut-thru page number 

19 1 Make fax messages 

12. Give Messages Features 

024 Give messages (master feature) 

086 Give receipt message (master feature) 
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Table 7-2 List of Feature Bits by Category (continued) 

I 12. Give Messages Features, 
continued 

0 18 Give and mark urgent 

025 Give and request receipt 

026 Give to multiple destinations 
027 Give and mark confidential 

028 Give with comments 

033 Give to user distribution list 

035 Give to master distribution list 
061 Wait to record 

084 Give receipt message with comments 

085 Give receipt message to multiple dests 
1 IO Make/give to telephone number 

126 Make/give to mailbox with empty GCOS 

I 57 Repeat message for answering machine 

158 Continue sending message 

192 Give fax messages 

1 

13. Message Addressing Features 

0 I8 Give and mark urgent 

0 19 Answer and mark urgent 
021 Make and request receipt 

023 Make and mark confidential 

025 Give and request receipt 

027 Give and mark confidential 

030 Answer and request receipt 
03 I Answer and mark confidential 

087 Make and mark urgent 

095 Mark message for future delivery 

14. User Options Feature-s 

070 User Options Menu (master feature) 
015 Change wakeup options 

071 Record or change mailbox name 

072 Record or change mailbox greeting 

073 Enter or change mailbox passcode 
074 Create or modify user distribution list 

077 Change pager schedule. 
078 Activate user tutorial 

093 Deny change of passcode in first tutorial 

094 Change message delivery options 

095 Mark message for future delivery 

124 Change paging phone number 
I25 Clear user passcode 

127 Deny receipt of messages before tutorial run 

I30 Passcode cannot be same as mailbox 

142 Must run tutorial from own phone (SMDI) 

I43 Change message delivery phone number 
148 Change auto-wakeup phone number 

180 Record personal wake-up message 

195 Specify fax delivery number 

196 Change default fax number 

20 I Deny trivial passcode 

15. User Distribution Lists 
features 

032 Make to user distribution list 
033 Give to user distribution list 

036 Auto-receipt for user dist list messages 

044 Receive user dist list messages 
074 Create or modify user distribution list 

134 Broadcast message waiting status 

222 Deny nesting of distribution lists 

16. Master Distribution Lists 
Features 

034 Make to master distribution list 

035 Give to master distribution list 

045 Receive master dist list messages 

17. Check In/Check Out 
Features 

008 Mailbox can be checked in/out 

090 Check in other mailboxes 

09 I Check out other mailboxes 

18. Super User Features 

121 Define tree mailbox (master feature) 

122 Define broadcast mailbox (master feature) 

068 Define rotational mailbox 

120 Default to first child of tree mailbox 

123 Announce broadcast mailbox name 
141 Define chain mailbox in Receptionist 

I47 Send receipt after full play 
152 Deny login within tree 

I74 Define broadcast greeting mailbox 

178 Define broadcast name mailbox 
186 Default to last child of tree mailbox 

187 Receptionist call-transfer tree mailbox 

189 Rotate on full mailbox 
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Table 7-2 list of Feature Bits by Category (continued) 

18. Super User Features, continued 

23 1 Passcode Broadcast mailbox 
232 Allow receipt of passcode broadcasts 

19. Message Waiting Indicators 
Features 

079 Set msg wait #l for urgent msgs only 

080 Set msg wait #2 for urgent msgs only 

134 Broadcast message waiting status 

182 Use pri/aIt as weewweekend for mwil 
183 Use pri/alt as week/weekend for mwi2 

205 Do not use text count for message waiting 

228 Set message wait #3 for urgent messages only 

234 Check message wait status of children 

20. FaxMemo Features 

190 Receive fax messages 

19 1 Make fax messages 

192 Give fax messages 

193 Deliver fax to default number 

194 Deliver fax online 
195 Specify fax delivery number 

196 Change default fax number 

197 Fax-on-demand for greeting-only mailbox 

198 Receive fax messages only 

199 Auto-receipt for fax send 
200 Personal fax cover page 

203 Walkaway fax for callers 

206 Discard fax message after delivery 
207 Fax verify 

230 Deny change of fax cover page options 

235 Display FROM field on fax cover page 

236 Display promotional message on fax cover page 

237 Automatically delivers fax message to default number 

238 End-of-session multiple fax delivery 
239 Retrieve all unplayed faxes through user option 

240 Receive fax on voice recording timeout 

247 No Fax call placement prompts 

2 1. Paging/Message Delivery 
Features 

077 Change pager schedule 

124 Change paging phone number 
168 Message wait 1, pager requeue 

169 Message wait 2, pager requeue 

171 Cut-through Paging 

172 Cut-through Paging and messaging 
173 Receive cut-through page notify receipt 

18 1 Paging over message delivery, message waiting 1 over 
message waiting 2 

188 Append # to end of cut-thru page number 
208 Play reorder tone after CTP or greet-only 

209 Tone only pager interface 

210 Numeric display pager mailbox interface 

211 Voice pager mailbox interface 
212 Send page upon answer, greeting-only mailbox 

213 Edit CTP number with * key if no caller menu 

219 Login with 0 using cut-thru paging 

22. Voice Gateway and E-mail 
Features 

154 Announce text (E-mail) message count 

170 Transfer to Voice Gateway System 
184 Append mailbox number to Voice Gateway transfer 

205 Do not use text count for message waiting 

217 Announce text messages without count 

220 No dial extension, E-mail or VG if unplayed messages 

221 Deny caller transfer to E-mailNG 

224 Auto-transfer to task before greeting 
225 Auto-transfer to task upon Iogin 

226 Auto-transfer to task after unplayed messages 

23. Network & MESA Forms 
Features 

135 Define template mailbox (MESA-Forms) 

139 Template: assume last greet mbx FCOS 

149 Login to template thru rotational mailbox 

166 AMIS Analog Networking 

24. OneView Features I 
250 Allow OneView login 

25 1 Allow OneView telephone playbacWrecord 

252 Allow OneView client to change mailbox ID 
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Feature Bit Incompatibilities 

7-10 

Certain feature bits should not be combined in the same FCOS, because their 
interaction causes server malfunctions, operation overrides, etc. Table 7-3 
summarizes feature bit combinations you should avoid. For more information, see 
“Feature Bit Descriptions,” later in this chapter. 

Feature 
Bit 

005 

009 

021 

025 

026 

036 

039 

041 

047 

048 

049 

052 

054 

056 

060 

068 

089 

120 

121 

122 

134 

140 

144 

154 

164 

186 

198 

Table 7-3 Summary of Incompatible Feature Bits 

Remarks 

Incompatible with 2 13 

With 052 and/or 089: affects logout and auto-play (see feature description for 009) 

Overrides 036 

Overrides 036 

Overrides 036 

Overridden by 021, 025, 026; incompatible with 056 or 089 

Overridden by 047 

Overrides 068, 121 

Overrides 039, 121 

Overrides 144; overridden by 204 

Overrides 144; overridden by 204 

Overridden by 089; with 009 and/or 089: affects logout and auto-play (see feature 
description for 009) 

Incompatible with 056 

Incompatible with 054 

Overridden by 164 

Overridden by 04 1 

Overrides 047,052, 120; incompatible with 036, 227; with 009 and/or 052: affects 
auto-play (see feature description for 009) 

Overridden by 089, 122, 186 

Overridden by 04 1 

Overrides 120, 134 

Overridden by 122, 186 

Overridden by 204; incompatible with 048 

Overridden by 048, 049,204 

Overridden by 2 17 

Overrides 060 

Overrides 120, 134 

Incompatible with 203 
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Table 7-3 Summary of Incompatible Feature Bits (continued) 

Feature 
Bit Remarks 

203 Incompatible with 198 

204 Overrides all Receive Messages features (category 7); overrides 048, 049, 144 
206 Overridden by 237 

213 Incompatible with 005 

217 Overrides 154 

227 Incompatible with 056 or 089 

237 Overrides 206 

All Receive Overridden by 204 
Message 
features 

Feature Bit Categories 
In this section, all of the feature bits have been grouped by function. For example, 
all of the bits that have to do with the greeting function are grouped under category 
1 below. This is a useful reference if you must find a feature by function rather 
than by number. Y ou can also use Table 7-2, List of Features by Category, if you 
do not need the detailed information in this section. 

An experienced server administrator who wants the maximum flexibility in 
customizing the company phone operations can select feature bits from the 
categories in the Feature Bit Summary by Category below and write them on the 
FCOS worksheet in the section “Designing Your FCOS.” 

The following paragraphs summarize the categories, then give detailed listings of 
each category. 

Note: These categories have nothing to do with any of the numbers you 
enter into the server, either feature bit number or FCOS number. 

1. Greeting feature bits control the events that occur during or 
immediately after the mailbox greeting is played. 

2. Login feature bits control processing when a user logs into a mailbox. 

3. Logout feature bits affect a user logout from a mailbox. 
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4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

a -  
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13. 

14. 

Attendant call feature bits allow the user or caller to call the mailbox 
attendant while logged into the mailbox (for example, pressing 0 (zero) 
while logged in). 

Outside caller feature bits are prompts and privileges that allow 
outside callers to review, discard, and append to their messages. This 
category also contains a bit that requires a caller to enter an access code 
before leaving a message. 

Prompts feature bits control processing that allow the user to interrupt 
(soft play) prompts and affects some Receptionist prompts. 

Receive messages feature bits control processing of messages the user 
can and cannot receive, as well as notification of the arrival of new 
messages. 

Play messages feature bits allow the user to play messages. This 
category also contains notification, time stamp, and order-of-play 
features. 

Answer messages feature bits allow answers to messages from other 
users. This category also contains attach-message bits. The ability to 
mark an answer “confidential,” and to activate a return receipt for the 
answer, are found under Message Addressing (category 13). 

Keep/discard messages feature bits control processing after users play 
their messages, namely the keep and discard options. 

Make messages feature bits allow users to record (Make) a message and 
send it to one or more users. This category also contains two timing 
feature bits. The ability to mark a message “confidential,” and to 
activate a return receipt for the message, are found under Message 
Addressing (category 13). 

Give messages feature bits allow users to forward (Give) messages they 
have received to one or more users, with or without additional 
comments. This category also contains receipt feature bits. The ability 
to mark the given message (and comments, if applicable) 
“confidential,” and to activate a return receipt, are found under 
Message Addressing (category 13). 

Message addressing feature bits allow a user to add a confidential 
designation to a message, to make a message urgent, to request a return 
receipt, or to set future delivery. 

User options feature bits allow users to reach the User Options Menu 
and record names or greetings, set passcodes, make distribution lists, 
activate the user tutorial, allow a pager, or activate auto-wakeup. 



15. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

20. 

21. 

22. 

23. 

24. 
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User distribution lists feature bits allow the user to reach distribution 
list features needed to compile and use distribution lists, and to receive 
their messages (other than those present in Category 14). Distribution 
lists designate to which group of mailboxes the same message is to be 
sent. 

Master lists feature bits allow the server administrator to create and use 
master distribution lists. They also allows the user to make messages 
for a Master List, and to receive Master List messages. 

Check-in/check-out feature bits allow the hotel/motel or TAS 
operator to set up a mailbox for a guest/client by recording a name or 
greeting, setting a passcode, or activating the tutorial. The operator can 
also clear messages after a guest/client has checked out. 

Super user feature bits are for creating tree, broadcast, and rotational 
mailboxes. 

Message waiting indicators feature bits activate primary and 
secondary message waiting indicators . 

FaxMemo feature bits control use of the FaxMemo options. FaxMemo 
is an optional feature. 

Paging feature b’t I s control use of paging and message delivery options. 

Voice Gateway and E-mail feature bits control use of Voice Gateway 
or the E-mail interface, or the text counter. Voice Gateway and E-mail 
interface are optional features. 

Network and voice forms feature bits control the AMIS Analog or 
MESA-Forms optional features of a server. 

Onemew feature bits allow personal computer users to send, receive, 
create, edit, and store voice and fax messages in the Microsoft03 

WindowsTM environment. OneView is an optional feature. 

Feature Bit Summary by Category 

The following pages summarize the server’s feature bits according to the categories 
described above. The summaries are useful when modifying an existing FCOS or 
designing a new one. 

Following the name of each category is a summary of its function. The first feature 

bit listed in each category is the master feature bit-the bit that allows other bits 
within the same functional category to operate. The identifying numbers of the 
master feature bits are shown in bold type. Not all categories have master feature 
bits. Descriptions of all bits are found under Feature Bit Descriptions. 

a -  
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Feature 

001 

016 

066 

069 

081 

101-109 

132 

151 

Note: The category numbers are not used for console input. They are 
provided for reference when designing an FCOS. 

Category 1 - Greeting Feature Bits 

These bits tell the server what to do either during or after the mailbox greeting is 
played. To allow the mailbox user to record the greeting, the FCOS must also 
contain the following bits: 

l 070 (User Options Menu) 

l 072 (Record or change mailbox greeting) 

Description 

Ignore DTMFs during greeting 

Feature Description 

161 Conditional greetings 

Hang up immediately after greeting 162 

I I 

General greetings 

Call mailbox attendant after greeting 164 Skip/pause greeting in Greeting-only 
mbox 

CaIl mailbox ext after greeting 224 

I I 

Auto-transfer to task before greeting 

Play system time after greeting 

Category 2 - Login Feature Bits 

Login contains bits that control processing when users log into (enter) their 
mailboxes. 

Note: Zero is an acceptable login character for a line group only when 
the Configuration Report shows “Key 0 for transfer to attendant 
during greeting = [N] .” 

Description Feature Feature 

Login to mailbox 

Deny recycling with * key 

Login during greeting in greet-only mbx 

Passcode required for mobile DID 

Only one correct passcode for login 

Deny Iogin on line groups 1-9 

Bad passcode lockout if over limit 

Deny 333 access for mobile DID 

152 

156 

160 

165 

218 

219 

225 

Deny login witbin tree 

Deny login after greeting 

Caller must enter linegroup access code 

Pound key (#) login 

Passcode not needed on direct calls 

Login with 0 using cut-&u paging 

Auto-transfer to task upon login 

Category 3 - Logout Feature Bits 
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If users have the ability to log in, they automatically are given the ability to log out, 
either by pressing X, hanging up, or by not responding to repeated server prompts. 
Category 3 contains special logout feature bits. 

Feature Description 

003 Return to welcome prompt 

009 Automatic logout if no messages/receipts 

170 Transfer to Voice Gateway System 

220 No dial ext, E-mail, or VG if unplayed msgs 

Category 4 - Attendant Call Feature Bits 

Attendant Call contains bits that control processing when a user or caller presses 0 
(zero) to reach an attendant. 

Feature 

002 c 098 

159 

Description 1 
Transfer to mailbox attendant 

Say “Press 0” to caller before beep 

Say “Press 0 to return to receptionist” 

Category 5 - Outside Caller Feature Bits - 

Outside Caller contains bits that control processing after a caller leaves a message in 
a mailbox. This category also contains bits that requires a caller to enter an access 
code before leaving a message. 

Feature Description Feature Description 

004 Outside caller functions 098 Say “press 0” to caller before beep 

002 Transfer to mailbox attendant 111-l 19 Deny message receipt on line groups l-9 

005 Play Outside Caller Menu prompts 137 Caller must enter access code 

017 Fast line release from outside caller 160 Caller must enter linegroup access code 

041 Receive messages from outside callers 176 Say “Press # for more options” to callers 

051 Do not switch language for outside callers 203 Walkaway fax for callers 

092 User will be in Dial-by-Name database 221 Deny caller transfer to E-mailNG 
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Category 6 - Prompts Feature Bits 

This category contains bits that allow the user to interrupt (soft play) prompts. It 
also allows the administrator to modify what prompts the users hear. 

Feature Description Feature Description 

051 Do not switch language for outside callers 146 Don’t say “VoiceMemo storage is full.” 

051 Do not switch language for outside callers 163 Don’t play message count 

082 Soft play (interrupt) message count 157 Repeat message for answering machine 

082 Soft play (interrupt) message count 159 Say “Press 0 to return to receptionist” 

083 Soft play (interrupt) most prompts 163 Don’t play message count 

097 Do not say “I will ring <name>” in AR 176 Say “press # for more options” to callers 
(Receptionist II) 

098 Say “press 0” to caller before beep 202 Do not play mailbox name or ext number 

131 Don’t say limits of liability statement 208 Play reorder tone after CTP or greet only 

133 Don’t say: “You may start your msg now” 209 Tone only pager mailbox interface 

136 Don’t say: “End of message” 233 Portuguese language prompts (Brazilian) 

136 Don’t say: “End of message” 210 Numeric display pager mailbox interface 

138 Don’t say: “Message complete” 211 Voice pager mailbox interface 

140 Say full date when playing messages 

Category 7 - Receive Messages Feature Bits 

This category specifies the sources from whom mailboxes can receive messages, as 
well as notification of the arrival of new messages. Several message sending 
capabilities require one or more of these Receive Messages bits in recipient’s 
mailboxes in order to work properly. 

Feature Description Feature Description 

039 Notification tone when new msg arrives 11 l-l 19 Deny message receipt on line groups I-9 

040 Receive messages from other users 127 Deny receipt of msgs before tutorial run 

041 Receive messages from outside callers 173 Receive cut-through page notify receipt 

042 Not used 175 Receive broadcast greeting 

043 Receive message of the day 179 Receive broadcast name 

044 Receive user dist list messages 185 Receive wakeup call notification receipt 

045 Receive master dist list messages 190 Receive fax messages 

046 Announce receipt count at login 198 Receive fax messages only 

047 Notification prompt when new msg arrives 199 Auto-receipt for fax send 

088 Receive urgent messages 223 Delay requested receipt for 24 hours 
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Category 8 - Play Messages Feature Bits 

Play Messages contains bits that control processing when the user plays messages. 
This category also contains notification, time stamp, confidential and/or urgent, 
and order-of-play bits. 

Feature Description Feature Description 

050 Play messages 075 Audit receipt message 

006 Rewind and fast forward during playback 076 Play urgent messages in FIFO order 

007 Pause in record or play 089 Auto-play all msgs (new and saved) 

039 Notification tone when new msg arrives 144 Skip forward to next message 

046 Announce receipt count at login 145 Message stays in original queue 

047 Notification prompt when new msg 147 Send receipt after full play 
arrives 

048 

049 

052 

057 

058 

059 

No auto-time stamp of unplayed msgs 

No auto-time stamp of played msgs 

Auto-play unplayed messages 

Play saved messages in FIFO order 

Play unplayed messages in FIFO order 

Play unplayed messages first 

153 

204 

215 

216 

255 

Don’t jump to new message from saved queue 

Message skip, forward and backward 

Don’t auto-play first msg (w/auto-play) 

Play receipts after urgent messages 

Delete mailbox without unplayed messages 

Category 9 - Answer Messages Feature Bits 

This category controls the Answer function. Messages can be answered when they 
are sent, using the make or give command, from another server user’s mailbox. 
This category also contains attach-message feature bits. 

Feature 

029 

019 

030 

031 

038 

147 

158 

Description 

Answer messages 

Answer and mark urgent 

Answer and request receipt 

Answer and mark confidential 

Attach original message to answer 

Send receipt after full play 

Continue sending message (* key) 
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Category 10 - Keep or Discard Messages Feature Bits 

These bits control what users do with messages after they play them; accordingly, 
all keep/discard options require bit 050 (Play messages). You should include bit 
053 (Keep messages) and/or 055 (Discard messages) for any mailbox that GUI 

receive messages. Otherwise the user cannot play more than one message during 
the same session. 

Feature Description 

053 Keep messages 

054 Auto-keep messages 

055 Discard messages 

056 Auto-discard messages 

145 Message stays in original queue 

227 Undelete last message with * key 

Category 11 - Make Messages Feature Bits 

Make Messages contains bits that control processing when the user records a 
message and wants to send it to a single user or to numerous users. This category 
also contains two timing bits. 

Feature Description Feature Description 

020 Make messages 096 Make messages before keep/discard 

021 Make and request receipt 110 Make/give to telephone number 

022 Make to multiple destinations 126 Make/give to mailbox with empty GCOS 

023 Make and mark confidential 157 Repeat message for answering machine 

032 Make to user distribution list 158 Continue sending message (* key) 

034 Make to master distribution list 171 Cut-through Paging 

061 Wait to record (timeout = #key) 172 Cut-through Paging and messaging 

087 Make and mark urgent 188 Append # to end of cut-thru page number 

092 User will be in Dial-by-Name database 191 Make fax messages 

a -  
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Category 12 - Give Messages Feature Bits 
Give Messages contains bits that control processing when users want to forward 
messages they have received to a single or numerous users with or without 
additional comments. This category also contains receipt bits. 

Feature Description Feature Description 

024 Give messages 061 Wait to record (timeout = #key) 

08G Give receipt message 084 Give receipt message with comments 

018 Give and mark urgent 085 Give receipt message to multiple dests 

025 Give and request receipt 110 Make/give to telephone number 

026 Give to multiple destinations 126 Make/give to mailbox with empty GCOS 

027 Give and mark confidential 157 Repeat message for answering machine 

028 Give with comments 158 Continue sending message (* key) 

033 Give to user distribution list 192 Give fax messages 

035 Give to master distribution list 

Category 13 - Message Addressing Feature Bits 
Message addressing contains bits that control processing after the user makes, gives, 
or answers a message and wants to mark a message confidential and/or urgent 
and/or to request a return receipt. 

Feature Description Feature Description 

018 Give and mark urgent 027 Give and mark confidential 

019 Answer and mark urgent 030 Answer and request receipt 

021 Make and request receipt 031 Answer and mark confidential 

023 Make and mark confidential 087 Make and mark urgent 

025 Give and request receipt 095 Mark message for future delivery 
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Feature 

070 

015 

071 

072 

073 

074 

077 

078 

093 

094 

095 

124 

Category 14 - User Options 

User Options contains bits that control processing when users want to record 
names or greetings, set passcodes, make distribution lists, activate the user tutorial, 
allow a pager, or activate auto wakeup. 

Description 

User Options Menu 

Change wakeup options 

Record or change mailbox name 

Record or change mailbox greeting 

Enter and change mailbox passcode 

Create or modify user distribution list 

Change pager schedule 

Activate user tutorial 

Deny change of passcode in first tutorial 

Change message delivery options 

Mark message for future delivery 

Change paging phone number 

Feature 

125 

127 

130 

142 

143 

148 

180 

195 

196 

201 

242 

124 

Description 

Clear user passcode 

Deny receipt of msgs before tutorial run 

Passcode cannot be same as mailbox 

Must run tutorial from own phone (SMDI) 

Change message delivery phone number 

Change auto-wakeup phone number 

Record personal wakeup message 

Specify fax delivery number 

Change default fax number 

Deny trivial passcode 

Say variable passcode prompts for guest mailbox 

Change paging phone number 

Category 15 - User Distribution lists Feature Bits 

User Distribution Lists contains bits that control processing when the user wants to 
create and use distribution lists. Distribution lists designate a group of mailboxes 
so same message can be sent to each. 

A user distribution list can have up to 65,535 mailboxes. Each mailbox can have 
up to 99 distribution lists. User distribution lists can be reached only by someone 
who is logged into the mailbox in which the list is stored. 

1 Feature 1 Description 

032 Make to user distribution list 

033 Give to user distribution list 

036 Auto-receipt for user dist list msgs 

044 Receive user dist list messages 

Feature Description 

074 Create or modify user distribution list 

134 Broadcast message waiting status 

222 Deny nesting of distribution lists 

044 Receive user dist list messages 

a -  
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Category 16 - Master Distribution lists Feature Bits 

Master Lists are distribution lists that are stored in the administrator’s mailbox. 
Distribution lists designate to which group of mailboxes the same message is to be 
sent. An ordinary user distribution lists can be reached only by someone who is 
logged into the mailbox in which the list is stored. Master distribution lists are 
available to any mailbox with the appropriate feature bits listed below. 

There are 99 master lists available. Master distribution list numbers have an 
additional leading zero. To address a message to the administrator’s mailbox 
distribution list 1, enter 00 1. For master list 99, enter 0099. 

Feature Description 

034 Make to master distribution list 

035 Give to master distribution list 

045 Receive master dist list messages 

Category 17 - Check In/Check Out 

Check In/Check Out contains bits that control processing when the hotel/motel or 
TAS operator sets up a mailbox for a guest/client by recording a name or greeting, 
setting a passcode, or activating the tutorial. 

The operator can also clear messages after a guest/client has departed. 

Feature Description 

008 Mailbox can be checked in/out 

090 Check in other mailboxes 

091 Check out other mailboxes 
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Category 18 - Super User Feature Bits 

Super User contains features that control processing for defining rotational, tree or 
broadcast mailboxes. These mailboxes require distribution lists to indicate which 
child mailboxes to branch to. 

Feature Description Feature Description 

121 Define tree mailbox 178 Define broadcast name mailbox 

122 Define broadcast mailbox 186 Default to last child of tree mailbox 

068 Define rotational mailbox 187 Receptionist call-transfer tree mailbox 

120 Default to first child of tree mailbox 189 Rotate on full mailbox 

123 Announce broadcast mailbox name 229 Play names of list 1 children 

141 Define chain mailbox in Receptionist 231 Passcode Broadcast mailbox 

147 Send receipt after full play 231 Allow receipt of passcode broadcast 

152 Deny login within tree 234 Check message wait status of children 

174 Define broadcast greeting mailbox 174 Define broadcast greeting mailbox 

Category 19 - Message Waiting Indicators Feature Bits 

Message Waiting Indicators (MWIs) contains bits that control processing when the 
server administrator wants to activate primary and/or secondary message-waiting 
indication. 

Feature Description Feature Description 

079 Set msg wait #1 for urgent msgs only 183 Use pri/alt as week/weekend for mwi 2 

080 Set msg wait #2 for urgent msgs only 205 Do not use text count for message waiting 

134 Broadcast message waiting status 228 Set message wait #3 for urgent msgs only 

182 Use pri/alt as week/weekend for mwi 1 234 Check message wait status of children 

a 
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Category 20 - FaxMemo Feature Bits 

FaxMemo contains bits that control processing when using the FaxMemo optional 
feature to VoiceMemo. The FaxMemo hardware and software must be properly 
installed to use these bit, 

Feature Description Feature Description 

190 Receive fax messages 203 Walkaway fax for callers 

191 Make fax messages 206 Discard fax message after delivery 

192 Give fax messages 207 Fax verify (sending system not self) 

193 Deliver fax to default number 230 Deny change of fax cover page options 

194 Deliver fax online 235 Display FROM field on fax cover page 

195 Specify fax delivery number 236 Display promo message on fax cover page 

196 Change default fax number 237 Automatically delivers fax to default 
number 

197 Fax-on-demand for greeting-only mailbox 238 End-of-session multiple fax delivery 

198 Receive fax messages only 239 Retrieve all unplayed faxes as user option 

199 Auto-receipt for fax send 240 Receive fax on voice recording timeout 

200 Personal fax cover page 247 No Fax call placement prompts 

Category 21 - Paging and Message Delivery Feature Bits 

Paging contains bits that control processing when using radio pagers or message 
delivery. Some bits allow the user to override default schedules or pager numbers. 
The Pager application must be set up correctly to use these bits. 

Cut-through Paging is an optional feature. 

Feature Description Feature Description 

077 Change pager schedule 188 Append # to end of cut-thru page number 

124 Change paging phone number 208 Play reorder tone after CTP or greet-only 

168 Message Wait I, pager requeue 209 Tone only pager mailbox interface 

169 Message Wait 2, pager requeue 210 Numeric display pager mailbox interface 

171 Cut-through Paging 211 Voice pager mailbox interface 

172 Cut-through Paging and messaging 212 Send page upon answer, greeting-only mbx 

173 Receive cut-through page notify receipt 213 Edit CTP num with * key if no caller menu 

181 Paging over msgdel, mwi 1 over mwi2 219 Login with 0 using cut-thru paging 
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Category 22 - Voice Gateway and E-mail Feature Bits 

Voice Gateway, Text, and OneCall contain bits that control processing when using 
the Voice Gateway or E-mail interface to the server. Other applications can take 
advantage of the text counter; for example, a hotel environment can use the text 
counter to show physical (written) messages waiting for a guest. The OneCall 
environment also uses these bits. 

The Voice Gateway or E-mail interface must be set up correctly to use these bits. 

Feature 

154 

170 

184 

205 

217 

Description 

Announce text (E-mail) message count 

Transfer to Voice Gateway system 

Append mailbox number to VG transfer 

Do not use text count for msg waiting 

Announce text msgs without count 

Feature 

220 

221 

224 

225 

226 

Description 

No dial ext, E-mail or VG if unplayed msgs 

Deny caller transfer to E-mailNG 

Auto-transfer to task before greeting 

Auto-transfer to task upon login 

Auto-transfer to task after unplayed msgs 

Category 23 - Network and MESA Forms 

Network and MESA Forms contains feature bits that control processing when 
using the AMIS Analog or MESA Forms optional features. You must have 
optional feature software and you must configure it correctly to use it. 

Feature Description Feature Description 

135 Define template mailbox (MESA-Forms) 149 Login to template thru rotational mbox 

I39 1 Template: assume last greet mbox FCOS 1 I66 1 AMIS Analog Networking I 
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Category 24 - OneView Feature Bits 

OneView is an optional feature that integrates multimedia messaging by allowing 
personal computer users to send, receive, create, edit, and store voice and fax 
messages in a Microsoft Windows environment. With the OneView optional 
feature, mailbox owners can have an “InBox” window for their messages and they 
can play voice messages by clicking a mouse button. You must have OneView 
optional feature software and you must configure it correctly to use it. 

Feature Description 

250 Allow OneView login 

251 Allow OneView telephone playback/record 

252 Allow OneView client to change mailbox ID 
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FCOS Description and Usage 
An FCOS determines what voice mail capabilities a mailbox owner has. An FCOS 
contains numbered components, called “feature bits,” that determine how each call 
is processed. There are over 250 feature bits that can affect processes such as using 
passcodes, issuing foreign language prompts, and broadcasting messages. 

The server administrator assigns one FCOS to each mailbox. Each mailbox must 
be assigned an FCOS; if you do not, the default FCOS 1 is assigned. You cannot 
assign an individual feature bit to a mailbox; you must assign a feature bit to an 
FCOS. 

VoiceMemo software allows you to customize an FCOS. FCOSs control the 
mailbox owner’s access to mailbox operations and user options, and allow you to 
create mailboxes with special functions, such as tree and broadcast mailboxes. 

Default FCOSs Available With VoiceMemo 

Several FCOSs are pre-programmed into the default configuration. Select a default 
FCOS that matches your needs, and assign it to a mailbox. If you wish to 
customize your own FCOS, you can use these as templates. 

This section describes the default FCOSs. 

Note: All operations that involve interactions with other mailboxes 
(make, give, answer) are limited to those mailboxes with 
compatible GCOSs. For more information on this topic, see 
Chapter 8. 

FCOS 1: Unlimited 
This FCOS contains most standard feature bits except for the message-addressing 
options. The user can record name and greeting, change passcode, and receive 
messages from other users and outside callers. The user can also play, keep, 
discard, answer, give messages and make new messages for other server users or for 
distribution lists, as well as create and modify distribution lists. 

Although this FCOS suits the needs of users with standard applications, it should 
not be thought of as truly “unlimited” (which implies that there are no restrictions 
on the mailbox). It is more accurately the basic FCOS for a server. 

New mailboxes have FCOS 1 assigned to them by default unless you specify 
another FCOS. 
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001 

002 

003 

004 

005 

006 

020 

024 

028 

029 

032 

033 

034 

035 

040 

041 

042 

043 

Login to mailbox 

Transfer to mailbox attendant 

Return to welcome prompt 

Outside caller functions 

Play Outside Caller Menu prompts 

Rewind and fast-forward during playback 

Make messages 

Give messages 

Give with comments 

Answer messages 

Make to user distribution list 

Give to user distribution list 

Make to master distribution list 

Give to master distribution list 

Receive messages from other users 

Receive messages from outside callers 

Not used 

Receive message of the day 

Receive user dist list messages 

Receive master dist list messages 

Play messages 

Keep messages 

Discard messages 

Play unplayed messages in FIFO order 

Play unplayed messages first 

Login during greeting in greet-only mbx 

User Options Menu 

Record or change mailbox name 

Record or change mailbox greeting 

Enter and change mailbox passcode 

Create or modify user distribution list 

Change pager schedule 

Say “Press 0” to caller before beep 

Clear user passcode 

Make/give to mailbox with empty GCOS 



001 

002 

003 

004 

005 

006 

008 

020 

024 

028 

029 

032 

033 

034 

035 

040 

041 

042 

Features Class of Service 

FCOS 2: Full Guest 
This FCOS is used in the hotel/motel environment where no Property 
Management System (PMS) integration is available. It has fewer capabilities than 
FCOS 1 (Unlimited). However, there are feature bits that allow this type of 
mailbox to be reached by check-in and check-out mailboxes. 

Login to mailbox 

Transfer to mailbox attendant 

Return to welcome prompt 

Outside caller functions 

Play Outside Caller Menu prompts 

Rewind and fast-forward during 
playback 

Mailbox can be checked in/out 

Make messages 

Give messages 

Give with comments 

Answer messages 

Make to user distribution list 

Give to user distribution list 

Make to master distribution list 

Give to master distribution list 

Receive messages from other users 

Receive messages from outside 
callers 

Not used 

043 

044 

045 

050 

053 

055 

058 

059 

OG6 

070 

071 

072 

073 

074 

077 

126 

Receive message of the day 

Receive user dist list messages 

Receive master dist list messages 

Play messages 

Keep messages 

Discard messages 

Play unplayed messages in FIFO 
order 

Play unplayed messages first 

Login during greeting in greet-only 
mbx 

User Options Menu 

Record or change mailbox name 

Record or change mailbox greeting 

Enter and change mailbox passcode 

Create or modify user distribution 
list 

Change pager schedule 

Make/give to mailbox with empty 
GCOS 
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FCOS 3: Restricted 

This FCOS is used by hotels. Guests or customers cannot do the following: enter 
or change their names, greetings, or passcodes; make, answer, or give messages; or 
create or use distribution lists. They can, however, keep and discard messages. 

Only the attendant can record names and greetings and assign passcodes. For a 
hotel or motel application, a name and passcode are usually entered for this type of 
mailbox by using a special check-in (see default FCOS 4) mailbox. Callers hear the 
greeting “Please leave a message for [name] .” 

A guest (or customer) logs into the mailbox and hears the count of unplayed 
messages. Unplayed messages are automatically played (that is, the guest hears the 
first message and all succeeding messages without having to press P). All messages 
are automatically kept, unless the guest presses D (to delete messages) within a few 
seconds. 

Login to mailbox 

Transfer to mailbox attendant 

Return to welcome prompt 

Outside caller functions 

Play Outside Caller Menu prompts 

Rewind and fast-forward during playback 

Mailbox can be checked in/out 

Automatic logout if no message/receipts 

Receive messages from other users 

Receive messages from outside callers 

Not used 

043 

044 

050 

052 

053 

054 

055 

058 

059 

066 

Receive message of the day 

Receive user dist list messages 

Play messages 

Auto-play unplayed messages 

Keep messages 

Auto-keep messages 

Discard messages 

Play unplayed messages in FIFO order 

Play unplayed messages first 

Login during greeting in greet-only mbx 

2 -  
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FCOS 4: Check In 

This FCOS is used by hotels. It is a special mailbox that manipulates other 
mailboxes. When a check-in mailbox is reached, the server prompts for the 
mailbox number to be checked in, then prompts the caller (usually a hotel or motel 
attendant) to record a name and enter a passcode for the mailbox. 

Guest mailboxes controlled by FCOS 4 must contain feature bit 008 (Mailbox can 
be checked in/out). G ues mailboxes are therefore usually assigned default FCOS 2 t 
(Full Guest) or default FCOS 3 (Restricted). 

001 

004 

005 

066 

Login to mailbox 

Outside caller functions 

Play Outside Caller Menu prompts 

Login during greeting in greet-only mbx 

070 

071 

072 

090 

User Options Menu 

Record or change mailbox name 

Record or change mailbox greeting 

Check in other mailboxes 

FCOS 5: Check Out 

A check-out mailbox is the counterpart of the check-in mailbox. This FCOS is 
used by hotels. 

When the attendant calls a check-out mailbox, the server prompts for the mailbox 
number to be checked out. It then gives the attendant the choice of either keeping 
or discarding any messages left in the mailbox. Finally, the server purges the guest’s 
name, greeting, and passcode, and follows the attendant’s command about 
messages. The mailbox is then ready to be checked in for the next guest. 

You must create a check-out mailbox to use the hotel check-in/check-out feature of 
VoiceMemo. Guest mailboxes controlled by FCOS 4 must contain feature bit 008 
(Mailbox can be checked in/out). Guest mailboxes are therefore usually assigned 
default FCOS 2 (Full Guest) or default FCOS 3 (Restricted). 

001 

066 

070 

login to mailbox 

Login during greeting in greet-only mbx 

User Options Menu 

071 

072 

091 

Record or change mailbox name 

Record or change mailbox greeting 

Check out other mailboxes 
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FCOS 6: Greeting Only 

When a caller reaches a Greeting-Only mailbox, the server plays the greeting and 
then hangs up. 

To illustrate a use of a Greeting-Only mailbox, imagine that a theater manager 
wants callers to hear an announcement of show times. The manager would create a 
mailbox with this FCOS, call the mailbox, log in, then record a greeting. 

The mailbox user can change the mailbox name, greeting, and passcode, but cannot 
create or use distribution lists. No one can make messages for or give messages to a 
Greeting-Only mailbox. 

A Greeting-Only mailbox must have a greeting; otherwise the server considers the 
mailbox invalid. To log into a Greeting-Only mailbox that does not have a 
greeting, press the star (4 key on the phone key pad; then enter the mailbox 
number. You can choose to remove feature bit 066 (Login during greeting in 
greet-only mbx) after you record a greeting for the mailbox. 

001 

002 

003 

060 

062 

066 

Login to mailbox 

Transfer to mailbox attendant 

Return to welcome prompt 

Ignore DTMFs during greeting 

Hang up immediately after greeting 

Login during greeting in greet-only 
mbx 

070 User Options Menu 

071 Record or change mailbox name 

072 Record or change mailbox greeting 

073 Enter and change mailbox passcode 

FCOS 7: Not Used 
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FCOS 8: Chain 

Chain mailboxes play a greeting, then route calls to the mailbox selected by the 
caller. The chain mailbox itself cannot accept messages from users or callers. 
Assign this chain FCOS to a mailbox and record a greeting for the mailbox. 

A chain mailbox prompts callers to enter a mailbox number or to wait. If callers 
enter a mailbox number, the chain mailbox simply routes the call to the user’s 
mailbox. If callers wait (do not immediately enter a mailbox number), 
VoiceMemo transfers the call to the attendant’s mailbox or to the attendant, 
depending on your configuration. 

When a mailbox owner logs in to this type of mailbox, VoiceMemo prompts, 
“Press U to change user options, X to exit.” The mailbox owner can change the 
mailbox name, greeting, and passcode, but cannot make messages or create or use 
distribution lists. 

Note: Chain mailbox is a default, unless the FCOS has one of the 
following feature bits: 062 (Hang up immediately after greeting), 
one of the receive message feature bits, or any of the tree, 
rotational, or broadcast mailbox feature bits. The lack of these 
feature bits plays the general greeting, which asks the caller for a 
mailbox number. 

Login to mailbox 

Transfer to mailbox attendant 

Return to welcome prompt 

Login during greeting in greet-only 
mbx 

User Options Menu 

071 

072 

073 

141 

Record or change mailbox name 

Record or change mailbox greeting 

Enter and change mailbox passcode 

Define chain mailbox in Receptionist 

Receptionist II and the Chain FCOS The mailbox number is called an 
“extension number” in Receptionist II. 

If the caller does not enter an extension number, the server transfers the call to the 
attendant’s extension, if one is defined; otherwise Receptionist II transfers the call 
to the attendant’s mailbox 

If you include feature bit 141 (D e me chain mailbox in Receptionist), a chain f 
mailbox routes a call to an extension even if the chain mailbox has no greeting. In 
addition, Receptionist II can route a call from a chain mailbox to a tree mailbox 
and vice-versa. 
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FCOS 9: Tithe 
This is a Greeting-Only mailbox that plays its greeting, announces the server time, 
and asks for a mailbox number. The feature bit responsible for the time is 065 
(Play system time after greeting); if you want this functionality without having the 
time announced, you could make a copy of this FCOS and leave feature bit 065 
out of the new version. 

A user can log in and change user options (mailbox name, greeting, and passcode), 
but cannot create or use distribution lists. No one can make a message for a time 
mailbox or give messages to it. 

001 

065 

066 

070 

001 

002 

003 

004 

005 - 
006 

007 

015 

018 

019 

020 

021 

022 

023 

Login to mailbox 

Play system time after greeting 

Login during greeting in greet-only 
mbx 

User Options Menu 

071 

072 

073 

Record or change mailbox name 

Record or change mailbox greeting 

Enter and change mailbox passcode 

FCOS 10: VIP 
This FCOS provides advanced options for the experienced user. It has more 
feature bits than FCOS 1: Unlimited. 

It contains these features: Multiple make/give, Attach original message to answer, 
and Message addressing options (New Message Notification, Mark Confidential, 
and Return Receipt). This FCOS also includes the Outside Caller’s Menu. 

Login to mailbox 

Transfer to mailbox attendant 

Return to welcome prompt 

Outside caller functions 

Play Outside Caller Menu prompts 

Rewind and fast-forward during playback 

Pause in record or play 

Change wakeup options 

Give and mark urgent 

Answer and mark urgent 

Make messages 

Make and request receipt 

Make to multiple destinations 

Make and mark confidential 

024 

025 

026 

027 

028 

029 

030 

031 

032 

033 

034 

035 

036 

038 

Give messages 

Give and request receipt 

Give to multiple destinations 

Give and mark confidential 

Give with comments 

Answer messages 

Answer and request receipt 

Answer and mark confidential 

Make to user distribution list 

Give to user distribution list 

Make to master distribution list 

Give to master distribution list 

Auto-receipt for user dist list msgs 

Attach original message to answer 
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FCOS 10: VIP (continued) 
040 

041 

042 

043 

044 

045 

046 

047 

050 

053 

055 

058 

059 

061 

066 

070 

071 

072 

073 

074 

Receive messages from other users 

Receive messages from outside callers 

Not used 

Receive message of the day 

Receive user dist list messages 

Receive master dist list messages 

Announce receipt count at login 

Notification prompt when new msg 
arrives 

Play messages 

Keep messages 

Discard messages 

Play unplayed messages in FIFO order 

Play unplayed messages first 

Wait to record (timeout = # key) 

Login during greeting in greet-only mbx 

User Options Menu 

Record or change mailbox name 

Record or change mailbox greeting 

Enter and change mailbox passcode 

Create or modify user distribution list 

075 

076 

077 

078 

082 

083 

084 

085 

086 

087 

088 

092 

094 

095 

096 

098 

110 

124 

125 

126 

Audit receipt message 

Play urgent messages in FIFO order 

Change pager schedule 

Activate user tutorial 

Soft play (interrupt) message count 

Soft play (interrupt) most prompts 

Give receipt message with comments 

Give receipt message to multiple dests 

Give receipt message 

Make and mark urgent 

Receive urgent messages 

User will be in Dial-by-Name database 

Change message delivery options 

Mark message for future delivery 

Make messages before keep/discard 

Say “Press 0” to caller before beep 

Make/give to telephone number 

Change paging phone number 

Clear user pa&ode 

Make/give to mailbox with empty 
GCOS 

FCOS 1 1 - 14: Reserved 

FCOS 15: Tree 
This FCOS is used to specify a tree mailbox. It causes a greeting to be played 
which ends with a prompt to enter a single digit. When the caller presses a digit, 
the call is transferred to another mailbox. 

001 Login to mailbox 

002 Transfer to mailbox attendant 

003 Return to welcome prompt 

066 Login during greeting in greet-only mbx 

070 User Options Menu 

071 Record or change mailbox name 

072 Record or change mailbox greeting 

073 Enter and change mailbox passcode 

074 Create or modify user distribution list 

121 Define tree mailbox 
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FCOS 16: MESA Forms 
This FCOS is used in the MESA Forms application to allow the information 
template function. It is sometimes called “template” FCOS. MESA Forms is an 
optional feature, that provides “voice forms” for a server. 

A mailbox with this FCOS plays the greetings stored in its child mailboxes, 
sequentially, and records a message after each greeting. A typical application might 
have a rotational mailbox (see FCOS 17), with several child MESA Forms 
mailboxes, all pointing to the same list of Greeting-Only mailboxes. 

Other relevant feature bits that you can use with the MESA Forms application are: 

0 139 (Template: assume last greet mbox FCOS) 

0 149 (Log into template thru rotational mbox) 

001 

002 

003 

004 

005 

006 

007 

020 

041 

043 

048 

049 

050 

052 
s 

Login to mailbox 

Transfer to mailbox attendant 

Return to welcome prompt 

Outside caller functions 

Play Outside Caller Menu prompts 

Rewind and fast-forward during playback 

Pause in record or play 

Make messages 

Receive messages from outside callers 

Receive message of the day 

No auto-time stamp of unplayed msgs 

No auto-time stamp of played msgs 

Play messages 

Auto-play unplayed messages 

053 

054 

055 

058 

059 

066 

070 

071 

072 

073 

133 

135 

136 

138 

Keep messages 

Auto-keep messages 

Discard messages 

Play unplayed messages in FIFO order 

Play unplayed messages first 

Login during greeting in greet-only mbx 

User Options Menu 

Record or change mailbox name 

Record or change mailbox greeting 

Enter and change mailbox passcode 

Don’t say: “You may start your msg now” 

Define template mailbox (MESA Forms) 

Don’t say: “End of message” 

Don’t say: “Message complete” 
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FCOS 17: Rotational Mailboxes 
Rotational mailboxes allow the caller to hear greetings that change. Greetings 
change either by time and date (in a “period” rotational mailbox) or with every call 
(in an “index” rotational mailbox). 

Rotational mailboxes can also be used with MESA Forms applications (see FCOS 
16). 

001 

002 

003 

OGG 

068 

070 

Login to mailbox 

Transfer to mailbox attendant 

Return to welcome prompt 

Login during greeting in greet-only mbx 

Define rotational mailbox 

User Options Menu 

071 

072 

073 

074 

Record or change mailbox name 

Record or change mailbox greeting 

Enter and change mailbox passcode 

Create or modify user distribution list 

YOU can also use any one of these features in a rotational mailbox: 

062 

063 

064 

Hang up immediately after greeting 

Call mailbox attendant after greeting 

Call mailbox user ext after greeting 

Suggested Additional FCOSs 

Here are some additional FCOSs. These are not defaults, but are available for you 
to number and assign if needed. Create an FCOS, give it an unused number, 
assign the feature bits specified, and then specify the new FCOS for specific 
mailboxes. Any FCOS number from 18 through 20 or 25 through 640 is 
acceptable. See “Customizing Your FCOS” in the next section for more details. 
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001 Login to mailbox 

002 Transfer to mailbox attendant 

004 Outside caller functions 

005 Play Outside Caller Menu prompts 

006 Rewind and fast-forward during playback 

008 Mailbox can be checked in/out 

009 Automatic logout if no messages/receipts 

040 Receive messages from other users 

001 

002 

006 

008 

009 
- 016 

040 

041 

050 

Lodging 

This FCOS is designed for hotel or motel applications. It has fewer features for 
guests than default FCOS 2 (Full Guest), but more than FCOS 3 (Restricted). 

I 

Also see “Hotel Guest: Basic” following this description. 

041 Receive messages from outside callers 

050 Play messages 

052 Auto-play unplayed messages 

053 Keep messages 

055 Discard messages 

057 Play saved messages in FIFO order 

059 Play unplayed messages first 

Hotel Guest: Basic 

This FCOS is designed for hotel or motel applications, and has fewer features than 
FCOS 3 (Restricted). It provides basic play, keep, and discard capabilities and 
results in the simplest, most user-friendly menus for guests. Mailboxes using this 
FCOS require no passcodes, recorded names, or personal greetings. You can use 
this FCOS with PMS integrations or with the VoiceMemo application alone. 

When using this FCOS, disable the passcode and user tutorial in-the mailbox, and 
enter 0000 at the Temporary Passcode prompt from the telephone. 

Login to mailbox 

Transfer to mailbox attendant 

Rewind and fast-forward during playback 

Mailbox can be checked in/out 

Automatic logout if no messages/receipts 

Deny recycling with * key 

Receive messages from other users 

Receive messages from outside callers 

Play messages 

052 

053 

055 

057 

058 

059 

122 

123 

Auto-play unplayed messages 

Keep messages 

Discard messages 

Play saved messages in FIFO order 

Play unplayed messages in FIFO order 

Play unplayed messages first 

Define broadcast mailbox 

Announce broadcast mailbox name 
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Broadcast 

With this FCOS, both server users and outside callers can send a single message to 
multiple users. 

Required features: 

001 Login to mailbox 

070 User Options Menu 

071 Record or change mailbox name 

073 Enter and change mailbox passcode 

074 Create or modify user distribution list 

122 Define broadcast mailbox 

Optional features: 

040 Receive messages from other users 

041 Receive messages from outside callers 

042 Not used 

043 Receive message of the day 

044 Receive user dist list messages 

045 Receive master dist list messages 

123 Announce broadcast mailbox name 

Feature bit 043 (Receive message of the day)is needed only if the broadcast mailbox 
is also the user’s only mailbox. 

There are other feature bits that you can use with broadcasting. They are not 
included in the Broadcast FCOS definition, but you can choose to add or 
substitute them into your custom FCOS. See the feature bit descriptions for more 
information on these capabilities: 

0 134 (Broadcast message waiting status) 

a 174 (Define broadcast greeting mailbox) 

0 178 (Define broadcast name mailbox) 

Administrator’s “No Login” Class of Service 

This FCOS allows you to set up the administrator’s mailbox (record company 
greetings and compile master distribution lists), and prevent unauthorized access. 

The No Login FCOS is a copy of the VIP FCOS (FCOS lo), but with feature bit 
001 (Login to mailbox) removed. Initially, assign the VIP FCOS to the 
administrator’s mailbox. After you record company greetings and compile master 
lists, change the FCOS to No Login. This prevents unauthorized use of the 
administrator’s mailbox. You can switch the FCOS back to VII’ whenever you 
need to reach the administrator’s mailbox again. 
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Customizing Your FCOS 
Use an FCOS Worksheet and the guidelines in this section to design a customized 
FCOS. 

Methods of Customizing an FCOS 

You can customize an FCOS in one of four ways: 

Renumber one of the default FCOSs 
The feature bits in these FCOSs have already been combined, and the FCOS has 
been assigned a number. You need only renumber the appropriate default FCOS, 
then assign it the desired mailboxes when creating or modifying a mailbox. 

Create a new FCOS 
While this option gives the experienced server administrator the maximum 
flexibility in customizing call processing, this is definitely the most complex option. 
Be aware that not all feature bits are compatible. See “Feature Bit Categories by 
Function,” “ Feature Bit Descriptions,” and “Suggested Additional FCOSs” in this 
chapter for more information. Also refer to Table 7-3 for a list of known 
incompatibilities. 

Modify a copy of an FCOS 
With this method, you make a copy of an existing FCOS to use as a basis, then add 
or delete any desired feature bits. You should give the modified copy a new name 
and new FCOS number. 

Modify a default FCOS 
With this method, you choose the default FCOS you wish to modify, then add or 
delete the desired feature bits. You can rename the modified default, if desired. If 
you are unhappy with the results, you can reset a default FCOS to its original 
condition. 

Note: If you modify an FCOS that is already assigned to a mailbox, all 
mailboxes with that FCOS behave according to the new definition 
of that FCOS, not the original definition. Centigram recommends 
creating new FCOSs to give users different sets of feature bits rather 
than modifying default FCOSs. 

Compatibility of Classes of Service 

When you assign an FCOS, an LCOS, and a GCOS to a mailbox, be aware that 
certain options within each COS and between them interact; some options require 
the presence of other options, and some combinations are not compatible. 

a -  
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Carefully analyze the intended function of each mailbox before you begin assigning 
toss. 

FCOSs 
Some features cannot function without a master feature bit in an FCOS. For 
example, an FCOS with feature bit 021 (Make and request receipt), must also 
include the master feature bit 020 (Make messages). Master feature bits are shown 
in bold type in this chapter. 

Some feature bits override others within the same FCOS. For example, if bits 039 
(Notification tone when new msg arrives) and 047 (Notification prompt when new 
message arrives) are both in the same FCOS, the server uses bit 047, not 039. Any 
feature that can override another is indicated in “Feature Bit Descriptions.” Also 
refer to Table 7-3. 

LCOSS 

The Limits Class of Service (LCOS) that you assign can affect the function of a 
feature. For example, if you give a mailbox the ability to receive user messages (bit 
040), but you assign an LCOS that has a User Message Length limit of 0 seconds, 
the mailbox cannot store any user message. 

GCOSs 
Interaction between mailboxes is limited by the GCOS that you assign to each 
mailbox, and by the FCOS that is assigned to the other mailboxes within this 
GCOS. A user in one GCOS may not receive any messages from a user in another 
GCOS, regardless of their FCOSs. An FCOS that allows a user to make 
confidential messages (bit 023) other users within the same GCOS must be able to 
receive messages from other users (bit 040), and to play messages (bit OSO), or the 
make confidential message feature is useless. 

FCOS Worksheet 

Once you are familiar with the features you can add to an FCOS, use the FCOS 
and feature bit descriptions in this chapter as a basis for completing your FCOS 
Worksheet. Refer to Figure 7-l for an example. Fill in an FCOS number (“FCOS 
to modify”) and name, and indicate if it is based on an existing FCOS (“FCOS to 
copy”). Circle all feature bits you wish to include. If you are including all the bits 
in a category, just circle the category name. In category 6, Prompts, the two areas 
labeled (1) mean select one bit only (Language and Interface). 

Assign any number from 18 through 20 or 25 through 640 to your FCOS, and any 
name that helps you easily identify it. Complete one worksheet for each FCOS 
you design. You should keep your completed sheets for future reference. 
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Note: 

Note: 

FCOS information is stored in blocks of 64 FCOSs per OAA 
record. To save disk space, use all FCOSs in the range l-64 
before assigning higher numbers. Then use the range 65-128, 
etc. 

You probably will not use all categories listed. For those 
categories you do use, be sure to include the master feature bits- 
the bits that enable any other bits within the same functional 
category. 

See the Task List for procedures on customizing an FCOS or changing the mailbox 
FCOS. 



FCOS Worksheet 

FCOS lo modify FCOSname Greet-King Ext. 

1 Greeting 060 062 063 064 165 161 162 0 164 224 

001 016 066 069 081 101 102 103 104 105 106 107 108 109 132 151 152 156 160 

003 009 170 220 

4 Attendant call 002 098 159 

004 002 005 017 041 051 092 098 111 112 113 114 115 116 117 118 119 137 160 

6 Prompts 051 082 083 097 098 099 131 133 136 136 140 146 155 157 159 163 176 202 208 

Inlerface(choose 1) 0 209 210 211 

7 Receivemessages 041 043 044 045 046 047 088 111 112 113 114 115 116 117 116 119 127 039 040 

199 223 

050 008 

029 019 

048 049 052 057 058 059 075 076 089 144 145 147 153 

158 

8 Play messages 007 039 046 047 

9 Answermessages 030 031 038 147 

10 Keep/discard msg 053 055 054 056 145 227 

11 Makemessage 020 021 022 023 032 034 061 087 092 096 110 126 157 158 171 172 188 191 

12 Givemessages 024 086 018 025 026 027 028 033 035 061 084 085 110 126 157 158 192 

13 Messageaddress 018 019 021 1 023 025 027 030 031 087 095 

14 Useroptions 070 015 071 072 073 074 077 078 093 094 095 124 125 127 130 142 143 148 160 

15 User dist. list 032 033 036 044 074 134 222 

,16 Master did. list - 034 035 045 

17 Checkin/out 008 090 091 

c=-J 07g 121 080 122 068 134 ,82 120 1*3 123 205 141 ;:; ::: 174 i78 la6 la7 lag 22g 231 232 234 * 077 190 191 124 068 192 193 169 194 171 195 172 196 173 197 161 '198 188 208 199 200 209 203 210 206 211 207 212 230 213 235 209 236 237 238 

22 VG,E-mail 154 170 184 205 217 220 221 224 225 226 

23 NetworkNForms 735 IJY w 'fifi 

24 OneView - 
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Feature Bit Descriptions 

This section describes all standard feature bits. They are listed in numerical order. 
Master feature bits are specifically identified. If one feature bit overrides or 
interferes with another, this fact is noted. Any master feature bit needed to enable 
another bit is also highlighted. 

If you need to find a feature bit and know its function, check in the appropriate 
feature bit category so you can look up its number. 

Note: When designing your server, remember that mailbox FCOSs are 
not the only determinant of how VoiceMemo behaves. Be sure 
that other classes of service, especially the LCOS and GCOS, are 
also set properly. For example, if you use bitmapped GCOSs, 
and if some do not share common group numbers, one mailbox 
cannot send a message to another, even though the FCOS 
contains the send and receive features. 

001 Login to mailbox 

This feature bit allows users to reach their mailboxes. If a passcode is set, the user 
must enter it before gaining access. 

Without this bit, a user hears, “I’m sorry. You cannot reach your mailbox at this 
time. Good-bye.” This is a good way to force users to contact the server 
administrator. 

002 Transfer to mailbox attendant 

This feature bit allows a UZY- while logged in - to press 0 at any time during the 
session to be connected to an attendant for assistance. This feature also allows a 
caller - while in a mailbox - to press 0 and be connected to an attendant. 

If the configuration is set for “Key 0 to reach attendant during greeting = N,” then 
a caller must wait until after the greeting. If a caller does not wait, the 0 is 
interpreted as a login character. 

The server calls the extension number of the mailbox attendant; if none is defined, 
the server transfers the user to the system attendant. 

If neither attendant is configured, the user or caller hears, “I’m sorry. I don’t 
understand that command.” 

a -  
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003 Return to welcome prompt 

This feature bit is also known as the “recycle” feature. The user logs out by pressing 
X and then pressing any key to return to the main company greeting. If this 
feature is not present, a user must hang up and call back into the server. This 
feature allows the user to avoid toll charges for succeeding calls. 

If the user logs out from a port configured for Receptionist II: 

l The server prompts the user to press 0 to return to Receptionist II. If the 
user presses 0, Receptionist II prompts the user to enter an extension 
number. 

l If the user presses a key other than 0, the user is prompted to enter a 
mailbox number. After this point, users can be connected only to a 
mailbox, not transferred to an extension. 

If the user logs out from a port configured as a message center (the VoiceMemo 
application), the user can press any ke)F-including * or O-during the logout 
prompt to interrupt the logout prompt (“You have [n] messages remaining. 
Good-bye.“) and return to the welcome prompt. No prompts for the recycle 
feature are issued. 

004 Outside caller functions (master feature bit) 

With this feature bit, outside callers who reach these mailboxes can review, discard 
and re-record, mark urgent, or append to their messages. It is also used for Cut- 
through Paging: when outside caller functions are on, the caller must enter the 
feature activation key, I, to activate Cut-through Paging; when outside caller 
functions are off, the caller can enter the telephone number directly without using 
the feature activation key. Without this bit, messages are delivered after five 
seconds of silence or when the caller hangs up. 

Cut-through Paging is an optional feature. 

l This feature bit also requires bit 041 (Receive messages from outside 
callers). 

Note: Feature bit 005 (Play Outside Caller Menu prompts) should be 
included with this bit to allow the server to prompt for outside 
caller functions; however, prompts are not required. 
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005 

006 

007 

008 

Play Outside Caller Menu prompts 

With this feature bit, a caller hears prompts contained in the caller’s menu: “Press 
R to review a message, A to append it, D to discard it, U for urgent, X to exit the 
server, and 0 to return to attendant.” 

This feature bit also requires bits: 

l 004 (Outside caller functions) 

l 041 (Receive messages from outside callers) 

Rewind and fast forward during playback 

Although the server is not tape-based, it can simulate the actions of a tape recorder. 
With this feature bit, a user playing a message presses * to “rewind” the message or 
# to “fast forward” the message. Each time one of these keys is pressed, the server 
“rewinds” or “fast-forwards” a five-second portion of the message. 

l This feature bit also requires bit 050 (Play messages). 

Pause in record or play 

This feature bit allows a mailbox owner to press the 1 key to request a 30-second 
pause during message recording or playback. If any other key is subsequently 
pressed, the server beeps, and play is resumed. 

No prompts are played; users with this capability must be told that it exists. Beeps 
every five seconds inform users that the feature has been activated. Outside callers 
cannot use this feature. 

This feature bit also requires at least one of the following bits: 

0 050 (Play messages) 

l 020 (Make messages) 

l 024 (Give messages) 

l 029 (Answer messages) 

Mailbox can be checked in/out 

This feature bit allows a hotel desk clerk to: 

l Record a name and greeting, and to assign a passcode to the mailbox of 
each new guest or customer 

23 
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l Clear the name, greeting, passcode and messages from the mailbox of a 
departing guest or customer 

Guest mailboxes (those assigned to individual guests or customers) must have this 
feature bit. 

009 Automatic logout if no messages/receipts 

This feature bit automatically logs the user out of the server after the last message in 
the mailbox is either kept or discarded. This means that the user can run through 
the queue of unplayed and played messages only once. If the user has no unplayed 
messages upon login, the server says, “You have no unplayed messages in your 
mailbox.” and automatically logs the user out. 

This bit interacts with both feature bits 052 (Auto-play unplayed messages) and 
089 (Auto-play all msgs, new and saved). Table 7-4 details the interactions when 
bit 009 is in the FCOS of a mailbox. 

Table 7-4 Logout Interaction With Auto-Play 

Message State Feature Feature 
Bit 052 Bit 089 VoiceMemo Action 

No messages In or out In or out Logs user out immediately 
of FCOS of FCOS 

411 unplayed In Logs user out after user plays all messages 
FCOS 

In or out In FCOS Logs user out after user plays all messages 
of FCOS 

Receipts only In or out In FCOS Logs user out after user plays all messages 
of FCOS 

Receipts and 
all unplayed 

Played only 

In or out In FCOS Logs user out after user plays all messages 
of FCOS 

In Prompts user to play messages 
FCOS 

In or out In FCOS Automatically plays all messages, then logs user out 
of FCOS 

Played and In or out In FCOS Automatically plays all receipts and messages then logs 
receipts of FCOS user out 
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010 

011 

012 

013 

014 

015 

s 016 
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Not used 

Not used 

Not used 

Not used 

Not used 

Change wakeup options 

Note: Auto Wakeup is an optional feature. 

This feature bit allows users to schedule wakeup calls for themselves from the 
telephone. The logged-in user presses A to activate auto wakeup, S to schedule a 
wakeup call, C to cancel a wakeup call, D to make it a daily call, and X to save the 
choices and exit the server. 

There are three considerations for using this feature bit: 

l The Auto Wakeup optional feature must be loaded on the server. 

l A pager port must be defined in the server configuration. 

l Auto-Wakeup must first be defined in the mailbox by the server 

administrator. The definition includes the phone number the server dials, 

number of times and frequency the server dials in case of RNA or busy 

signals. 

This bit also requires feature bit 070 (User Options Menu). 

Deny recycling with * key 

This feature bit prevents the user from pressing the star (*) key to return to the 
company greeting when being prompted for a passcode. This also prevents an 
unauthorized user or caller from “cycling” through mailboxes in search of one that 
is not passcode-protected. 

You may want to omit this bit in an integrated environment to allow users to log in 
to their mailboxes from another user’s phone. 
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020 Make messages (master feature bit) 

Users make messages by logging in to their mailboxes, pressing M (for make), 
entering the recipient’s mailbox number, recording a message, and pressing X to 
send it. 

l The recipient mailbox FCOS must have feature bit 040 (Receive messages 
from other users). 

021 Make and request receipt 

This feature bit allows users to request a receipt to inform them that a recipient has 
played their message. The user presses M to make a message. To request a receipt, 
the user presses M to reach the Message Addressing Menu, then presses R to 
request a receipt. (To cancel “receipt,” the user presses R again.) To send the 
message, the user presses X until the server tells the user it has sent the message. 

The return receipt works like the Auto-receipt feature for distribution lists 
described in feature bit 036 (Auto-receipt for user dist list msgs). 

l This feature bit also requires bit 020 (Make messages). 

0 The recipient mailbox FCOS must have feature bit 040 (Receive messages 
from other users). 

022 Make to multiple destinations 

This feature bit allows a user to specify up to 200 addresses per message without 
using a distribution list. After the user presses M for make, the server prompts for a 
mailbox number. The user adds mailboxes, then presses # to record the message. 

The address list that the user builds can include other user mailboxes or distribution 
lists, if the FCOS also includes bit 032 (Make to user distribution list). 

l This feature bit also requires bit 020 (Make messages). 

l The recipient mailbox FCOS must have feature bit 040 (Receive messages 
from other users). 

023 Make and mark confidential 

This feature bit allows the user to make a message that cannot then be given by the 
recipient to another user. The user presses M to make a message, and then records 
a message. To mark the message as confidential, the user presses M to reach the 
Message Addressing Menu, then presses C for confidential. (To cancel 
“confidential,” the user presses C again.) To send the message, the user presses X 
until the server responds, “Message sent.” 

a 
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l This feature bit also requires bit 020 (Make messages). 

l The recipient mailbox FCOS must have feature bit 040 (Receive messages 
from other users). 

024 Give messages (master feature bit) 

With this feature bit, users may send a copy of a message to another user by 
pressing G, entering the mailbox number of the recipient, and pressing X to send 
it. 

l The message cannot have been marked confidential by the originalsender. 

l The recipient mailbox FCOS must have feature bit 040 (Receive messages 
from other users). 

025 Give and request receipt 

This feature bit allows a user to request a return receipt when giving a message to 
another user. The user presses G to give a message, and then records comments. 
To request a receipt, the user presses M to reach the Message Addressing Menu, 
then presses R to “activate” receipt. (To cancel “receipt,” the user presses R again.) 
To give the message, the user presses X until the server tells the user it has sent the 
message. 

l This feature bit also requires bit 024 (Give messages). 

l The recipient mailbox FCOS must have feature bit 040 (Receive messages 
from other users). 

If this bit and bit 036 are in the same FCOS, 025 cancels auto-receipt. 

026 Give to multiple destinations 

This feature bit allows a user to specify up to 200 addresses per message without 
using a distribution list. After the user presses G to give, the server prompts for a 
mailbox number. The user adds mailboxes, then presses # to send the message. 

The address list that the user builds can include other user mailboxes and/or 
distribution lists if the FCOS also includes bit 033 (Give to user distribution list). 

l This feature bit also requires bit 024 (Give messages). 

l The recipient mailbox FCOS must have feature bit 040 (Receive messages 
from other users). 
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If this bit and bit 036 are in the same FCOS, 026 cancels auto-receipt. 

027 Give and mark confidential 

This feature bit allows the user to give a message that cannot then be given by the 
recipient to another user. The user presses G to give a message, and then records 
comments. To mark the message as confidential, the user presses M to reach the 
Message Addressing Menu, and then presses C for confidential. (To cancel 
“confidential,” the user presses C again.) To give the message, the user presses X 
until the server tells the user it has sent the message. 

l This feature bit also requires bit 024 (Give messages). 

l The recipient mailbox FCOS must have feature bit 040 (Receive messages 
from other users). 

028 Give with comments 

This feature bit requires the user to record additional comments when giving a 
message to one or more users. 

l This feature bit also requires bit 024 (Give messages). 

029 

Note: This feature bit cannot be applied to an attendant’s mailbox. 

Answer messages (master feature bit) 

This feature bit allows users to answer messages from other users. When users play 
a message from another user, they can press A to answer the message. The server 
automatically enters the mailbox number of the sender, so a recipient does not need 
to know or enter the sender’s mailbox number. 

030 Answer and request receipt 
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031 Answer and mark confidential 

This feature bit allows the user to answer a message that cannot then be given by 
the recipient to another user. The user presses A to answer a message, and then 
records an answer. To mark the message as confidential, the user presses M to 
reach the Message Addressing Menu, and then presses C for confidential. (To 
cancel “confidential,” the user presses C again.) To send the message, the user 
presses X until the server tells the user it has sent the message. 

l This feature bit also requires bit 029 (Answer messages). 

l The recipient mailbox FCOS must have feature bit 040 (Receive messages 
from other users). 

032 Make to user distribution list 

This feature bit allows a user to make a message and send it to a distribution list, 
instead of having to enter the mailbox numbers individually. (A user can also enter 
both individual mailboxes and distribution lists.) 

l This feature bit also requires bit 020 (Make messages). 

The recipient mailbox FCOS must have bits: 

033 

l 040 (Receive messages from other users) 

l 044 (Receive user dist list messages) 

Give to user distribution list 

This feature bit allows a user to give a message to a distribution list, instead of 
having to enter the mailbox numbers individually. The message cannot have been 
marked “confidential” by the original sender. (A user can also enter both 
individual mailboxes and distribution lists.) 

This feature bit also requires bit 024 (Give messages). 

The recipient mailbox FCOS must have bits: 

l 040 (Receive messages from other users) 

l 044 (Receive user dist list messages) 
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034 

035 

036 

Make to master distribution list 

This feature bit allows a user to record a message for delivery to a master 
distribution list. 

l This feature bit also requires bit 020 (Make messages). 

The recipient mailbox FCOS must have bits: 

l 040 (Receive messages from other users) 

l 045 (Receive master dist list messages) 

Give to master distribution list 

This feature bit allows a user to give a message to a master distribution list. The 
message cannot have been marked confidential by the original sender. 

l This feature bit also requires bit 024 (Give messages). 

The recipient mailbox FCOS must have bits: 

* 040 (Receive messages from other users) 

0 045 (Receive master dist list messages) 

Auto-receipt for user dist list msgs 

This feature bit allows the server to automatically generate a receipt for a message 
sent to a distribution list. When a user logs into a mailbox, the receipt announces 
which users have not played the message, which users have played the message, and 
the time users played the message. Each time the user logs in, the updated receipt 
plays. Receipts are updated until users discard them. 

This feature bit also requires bits: 

l 020 (Make messages) 

l 032( Make to user distribution list) and/or 
033 (Give to user distribution list) 

The recipient mailbox FCOS must have feature bits: 

l 040 (Receive messages from other users) 

l 044 (Receive user dist list messages) 
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Note; Auto-receipt can be canceled if the FCOS also contains at least 
one of feature bits 021 (Make and request receipt) or 025 (Give 
and request receipt). 

Not used 

Attach original message to answer 

With this feature bit, the server attaches the original message to the answer. The 
server plays the answer first, followed by the next most recent message. While this 
feature is very helpful, since cryptic answers are always accompanied by the original 
questions, it also results in the use of extra disk space. 

If two users with this feature decide to have a “conversation” (for example, user 1 
sends a message, user 2 answers it, user 1 answers the answer, etc.), the original 
message and the entire sequence of answers are sent each time. 

If one of the users decides to give an answer from this conversation to another 
mailbox, the original message plus all accumulated answers are also sent. 

l This feature bit also requires bit 029 (Answer messages). 

Notification tone when new msg arrives 

This feature bit causes the server to notify users of any new mzssage that arrives 
while they are logged into their mailboxes. When users press the keypad after 
finishing any transaction, they hear a “boop.” 

Note: Feature bit 047 (Notification prompt when new msg arrives) 
overrides this bit if they are in the same FCOS. 

Receive messages from other users 

This feature bit allows a user to receive messages from other users. If you use 
bitmapped GCOSs, then the mailboxes must have a GCOS with at least one 
matching group. 

Receive messages from outside callers 

This feature bit allows a mailbox to receive messages from outside callers. 

Rotational and tree mailboxes do not accept caller messages. Therefore, do not 
include this bit when creating a rotational mailbox (with feature bit 068, Define 
rotational mailbox) or a tree mailbox (bit 121, Define tree mailbox). If this feature 
bit is included, it overrides bits 068 and 12 1. 
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042 

043 

044 

045 

046 

s 

047 

Not used 

Receive message of the day 

This feature bit allows a user to receive the message of the day. The message of the 
day is a special announcement that is issued from the attendant’s mailbox. The 
message is played automatically, immediately after a user logs in, and is not played 
again after it has played twice. The first playing of the message of the day is a hard 
play (the user must hear it); the second playing is a soft play (the user can enter a 
command and the rest of the message is ignored). 

Receive user dist list messages 

This feature bit allows a mailbox to be added to the distribution lists of other users, 
and to receive messages from these distribution lists. 

l The recipient mailbox FCOS must have feature bit 040 (Receive messages 
from other users). 

Receive master dist list messages 

This feature bit allows a mailbox included in one of the master distribution lists to 
receive user messages that are addressed to the master distribution list. Mailboxes 
with bits 034 (Make to master distribution list) or 035 (Give to master distribution 
list) can make or give messages to mailboxes that also have this feature. 

l The recipient mailbox FCOS must have feature bit 040 (Receive messages 
from other users). 

Announce receipt count at login 

This feature bit tells users, when they log in, how many receipts are in their 
mailboxes. Receipts are kept until users delete them. Without this bit, users can 
play receipts but are not told how many receipts they have when they log in. 

l This feature bit also requires bit 050 (Play messages). 

Notification prompt when new msg arrives 

This feature bit tells users who are logged into their mailboxes that new messages 
have arrived. The server waits until users have finished a transaction, then plays a 
prompt telling them how many messages have arrived since they finished their 
previous transaction. 
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Note: This feature bit overrides bit 039 (Notification tone when new 
msg arrives) if both are in the same FCOS. 

048 No auto-time stamp of unplayed msgs 

With this feature bit, the server does not play the time stamp of unplayed messages; 
therefore, when users play those messages, they do not know what time the 
messages were actually received. To hear the time stamp, a user must press T while 
the message is playing. 

The server plays the time stamp when users replay their messages, assuming bit 049 
(No auto-time stamp of played msgs) is not in the same FCOS. 

This feature bit is useful when the user has a voice pager with limited time. 

If bit 204 (Message skip, f orward and backward) is also included, then the user 
must press TI instead of T to hear the time stamp. If, however, bit 144 (Ship 
forward to next message) is included, the user cannot play the time stamp. 

049 

l This feature bit also requires bit 050 (Play messages) 

No auto-time stamp of played msgs 

With this feature bit, the server does not play the time stamp of played messages; 
therefore, when users play those messages, they do not know what time the 
messages were actually received. If a user who has this bit gives a message to a user 
who does not, the server plays the time stamp for the recipient. 

This feature bit is useful when the user has limited time. To hear the time stamp, a 
user must press T while the message is playing. 

If bit 204 (Message skip, f or-ward and backward) is also included, then the user 
must press TI instead of T to hear the time stamp. If, however, bit 144 (Ship 
forward to next message) is included, the user cannot play the time stamp. 

This feature bit also requires bits: 

050 

l 050 (Play messages) 

l 053 (Keep messages) 

Play messages (master feature bit) 

This bit allows users to play all messages received by their mailboxes. 
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The ability to receive messages is controlled by feature bits in the Receive Messages 
category of features. The Keep/Discard category also requires this feature. 

051 Do not switch language for outside callers 

You can include this feature bit in a mailbox to prevent switching to the mailbox’s 
language for outside callers. When outside callers reach one mailbox from another 
mailbox, they hear the language of the previous mailbox if this bit is included. For 
example, if an outside caller reaches a chain mailbox (with Spanish designated) 
from a mailbox (with English designated), and if bit 05 1 is assigned, that outside 
caller hears English. 

Without this bit, outside callers hear the prompts play in the mailbox’s language. 

Languages are designated by the line group and the mailbox LCOS. 

052 Auto-play unplayed messages 

This feature bit signals the server to automatically play the next unplayed message 
in the queue after the current message has been discarded or kept. 

l This feature bit also requires bit 050 (Play messages). 

Note: Feature bit 089 (Auto-play all msgs, new and saved) overrides this 
feature if they are both in the same FCOS. See Table 7-4 under 
feature bit 009 for more information. 

With bit 215 (Don’t auto-play first msg, w/auto-play), a mailbox does not 
automatically play the first message and the user can perform other functions in the 
mailbox. If the user presses P to play the first unplayed or saved message, all 
subsequent unplayed messages after the first message are then played. 

053 Keep messages (master feature bit) L 

Users press K to keep a message they want to save to replay later. VoiceMemo then 
plays the “message kept” prompt. The message is then stored in the played 
messages queue. 

You should include this feature bit in any mailbox that can receive messages. 

l This feature bit also requires bit 050 (Play messages). 
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054 Auto-keep messages 

0 
WARNING! 

I 
0 

Never put feature bits 054 and 056 in the same FCOS. Doing 
so causes a server malfunction. 

This bit signals the server to automatically keep a message after it has been played. 
The user hears the “message kept ” prompt. 

This feature bit also requires bits: 

l 050 (Play messages) 

l 053 (Keep messages) 

Note: If feature bit 055 (Discard messages) is included, a user is given a 
few seconds to manually keep or delete the message before it is 
kept. 

055 Discard messages (master feature bit) 

To delete a message, the user presses D, for discard. VoiceMemo then plays the 
“message discarded ” prompt. 

You should include this feature bit in any mailbox that can receive messages. If a 
user can receive messages but cannot discard them, messages can only be deleted by 
automatically or manually purging them. (The LCOS assigned to a mailbox 
determines the timing of automatic purges.) 

l This feature bit also requires bit 050 (Play messages). 

056 Auto-discard messages 

0 
WARNING! 

I 
0 

Never put feature bits 054 and 056 in the same FCOS. Doing 
so causes a server malfunction. 

This bit signals the server to automatically discard a message after it has been 
played. You cannot use this bit with bit 227 (Undelete last message with * key). 
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057 

058 

059 
s 
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Note: Use discretion when assigning this feature bit. If a user is 
somehow disconnected while the message is playing, the message 
that is playing is considered a played message and is discarded. 

This feature bit also requires bits: 

l 050 (Play messages) 

l 055 (Discard messages) 

Note: If feature bit 053 (Keep messages) is included, a user is given a 
few seconds to manually keep or delete the message before it is 
discarded. 

Play saved messages in FIFO order 

With this feature bit, the server replays kept messages in a first-in-first-out (FIFO) 
order so that earlier played messages are played first. Without this bit, messages are 
played in a last-in-first-out (LIFO) order. 

This feature bit also requires bits: 

l 050 (Play messages) 

l 053 (Keep messages) 

Play unplayed messages in FIFO order 

With this feature bit, the server plays unplayed messages in a first-in-first-out 
(FIFO) order so that earlier unplayed messages are played first. Without this bit, 
unplayed messages are played in a last-in-first-out (LIFO) order. 

l This feature bit also requires bit 050 (Play messages) 

Play unplayed messages first 

With this feature bit, the server plays new messages first. Without this bit, new 
messages are played following those that have previously been kept. 

This feature bit also requires bits: 

0 050 (Play messages) 

l 053 (Keep messages) 
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060 Ignore DTMFs during greeting 

With this feature bit, the user who enters a command while the mailbox greeting is 
playing must wait until the greeting has finished before the server processes the 
command. This effectively turns the greeting into a hard-play greeting. 

If the FCOS also contains bit 066 (Login during greeting in greet-only mbx) in a 
Greeting-Only mailbox, the user must try to log in (press * or 0) before entering a 
mailbox number or while the greeting is playing; otherwise, the server hangs up. 
The VoiceMemo application does not prompt for the passcode until after the 
entire greeting has been played. 

061 Wait to record (time-out = # key) 

With this feature bit, logged-in users who have pressed M for make or G for give 
can either press # or wait to begin recording. This applies also to multiple make or 
give. For example, if users want to make or give a message to mailboxes 100, 101, 
and 102, users can enter either the following sequence: 100 10 1 102#, or enter a 
mailbox number and wait until the server prompts them to enter another mailbox 
number. After the last mailbox number is entered, users can press # or wait to 
begin recording. 

If users press M to make a message but do not enter a mailbox number, they hear 
th e prompt, “Press #, or wait to exit to the main menu.” 

This feature bit is especially useful for users using phone calling cards, since the ff 
key signals pay phones to terminate the call. 

This feature bit also requires at least one of the following other feature bits: 

l 022 (Make to multiple destinations) 

l 026 (Give to multiple destinations) 

062 Hang up immediately after greeting 

The server plays the greeting, then immediately hangs up. No prompt plays before 
disconnect, and no outside caller messages can be recorded. 

This feature bit is used for Greeting-Only mailboxes, where no other interaction 
between the caller and the server is desired. 

If the FCOS also contains bit 066 (Login during greeting in greet-only mbx), the 
user must attempt to login (press * or 0) before entering a mailbox number or 
while the greeting is playing; otherwise, the server hangs up. If it contains both 
feature bits 060 (Ignore DTMFs during greeting) and 066 (Login during greeting 
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in greet-only mbx), then the server does not prompt for a passcode until the 
complete greeting has been played. 

063 Call mailbox attendant after greeting 

The server automatically transfers the caller to the mailbox attendant’s extension 
after it plays the mailbox greeting. The prompt, “You are being transferred to the 
attendant” does not play. The server does not provide transfer supervision, so the 
caller may not reach the attendant, and the caller may even get disconnected. 

If no attendant’s extension number is defined in the mailbox data file, the server 
transfers the caller to the system attendant. If neither attendant is configured, the 
caller is told that no attendant is available, and the server hangs up. 

If the FCOS also contains feature bit 066 (Login during greeting in greet-only 
mbx) in a Greeting-Only mailbox, the user must try to log in (press * or 0) before 
entering a mailbox number or while the greeting is playing; otherwise, VoiceMemo 
continues to transfer to the attendant. 

064 Call mailbox user ext after greeting 

VoiceMemo automatically transfers the caller to the mailbox ‘s extension after it 
plays the mailbox greeting. The server does not provide transfer supervision, so the 
caller cannot reach the extension, and the caller can even get disconnected. 

If no extension number is defined in the mailbox data file, the server hangs up after 
playing the greeting. The caller hears the prompt, “Transfer failed.” 

If the FCOS also contains feature bit 066 (Login during greeting in greet-only 
mbx) in a Greeting-Only mailbox, the user must try to log in (press * or 0) before 
entering a mailbox number or while the greeting is playing; otherwise, VoiceMemo 
continues to transfer to the extension. 

065 Play system time after greeting 

The server plays the greeting followed by the server time. This feature bit is 
necessary for the Tenant Class of Service (TCOS). 

066 Login during greeting in greet-only mbx 

This feature bit allows a user to press * or 0 to log into a Greeting-Only mailbox 
while the mailbox greeting is playing. It also works in mailboxes that can receive 
messages. 
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Without this bit, a user who wants to log in must press * and then enter the 
mailbox number. Also, with an integrated phone system, a user could not enter * 
to log in. Instead, the user must call a non-integrated line or a chain mailbox, and 
then enter *nnnn, where nnnn is the mailbox number. 

067 Not used 

068 Define rotational mailbox 

When users call a mailbox with this feature bit in the FCOS, they first hear the 
greeting of the mailbox they called, and then the greeting of a mailbox in 
distribution list 1 of the mailbox they called. Each of the mailboxes in the 
distribution list is cycled through, starting with the first one in the list, either on a 
call-by-call basis or by time. 

Any mailbox with this feature bit must also have a distribution list (Ol), which 
controls the rotating (or cycling of callers) through the child mailboxes. You can 
have up to 190 child mailboxes in the rotation. 

For example, mailbox 100 has a distribution list with mailboxes 10 1, 102, 103 in 
it. If this feature is set up on a call-by-call basis, the first caller hears the greeting 
for mailbox 100, then mailbox 101. The second caller hears the greeting for 
mailboxes 100 and 102. The third caller hears the greetings for mailboxes 100 and 
103. The fourth caller hears the greetings for mailboxes 100 and 101. 

If the feature bit is set up on a time basis, for example one hour, then for the first 
hour the first caller hears the greeting for mailboxes 100 and 10 1; for the second 
hour, for mailboxes 100 and 102; for the third hour, for mailboxes 100 and 103; 
for the fourth hour, for mailboxes 100 and 101. 

For a detailed explanation of rotational mailboxes, in which this feature bit is used, 
refer to FCOS 17: Rotational Mailboxes, or the Mailboxes chapter. 

Note: Rotational mailboxes do not accept caller messages. Therefore, 
do not include feature bit 04 1 (Receive messages from outside 
callers) when creating a rotational mailbox. If bit 041 is included, 
it overrides bit 068 and disables the mailbox’s rotation features. 

069 Passcode required for mobile DID 

This feature bit is used with the DID VoiceMemo application. 

If the Mobile DID option is configured for a DID group, users must always enter 
their passcodes when logging in. Without this feature bit, users who call in from 
their own mobile phones need no passcode, even if one is programmed into the 
mailbox. 
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User Options Menu (master feature bit) 

This master feature bit allows the user to press U during the top level (main) menu 
to reach the user options. This bit is required to use any combination of the User 
Options features. See User Options Category 14, in the Feature Categories section, 
for a list of all feature bits that require 070. 

Record or change mailbox name 

This feature bit allows a user to record and change the mailbox name. This 
prerecorded name is announced any time the user makes a message for, or gives a 
message to, another user. It is also used by Receptionist II for certain operations. 
The maximum length of the name is controlled by one of the limits in the LCOS 
assigned to a user’s mailbox. 

The logged-in user presses U to reach the User Options Menu and N for name. 

l This feature bit also requires bit 070 (User Options Menu). 

Record or change mailbox greeting 

With this feature bit, a user can record or change a personal mailbox greeting. The 
mailbox greeting is played to outside callers who reach the mailbox. The 
maximum length of the greeting is controlled by one of the limits in the LCOS 
assigned to a user’s mailbox. 

A logged-in user presses U to reach the User Options Menu and G to record the 
greeting. 

l This feature bit also requires bit 070 (User Options Menu). 

Enter and change mailbox passcode 

This feature bit allows a user to set or change the mailbox passcode. A logged-in 
user presses U to reach the User Options Menu, and then presses I’ to change the 
passcode. 

Note: Passcodes defined by users cannot be displayed on the console. 
Also, users cannot clear passcodes, that is, delete them entirely, 
unless they have feature bit 125 (Clear user passcode) in the 
FCOS of their mailboxes. 

l This feature bit also requires bit 070 (User Options Menu). 

See also bit 093 (Deny change of passcode in first tutorial). 
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074 Create or modify user distribution list 

With this feature bit, a user can create or modify a distribution list. A distribution 
list allows the user to make a single message and send it to more than one mailbox. 
An individual mailbox can store up to 99 lists, with a maximum of 65,535 
recipient mailboxes per list. 

Without this bit, distribution lists can only be created or modified by the server 
administrator from the console. 

A logged-in user presses U to reach the User Options Menu, and then presses L for 
lists. 

This feature bit also requires bits: 

l 070 (User Options Menu) 

l 032 (Make to user distribution list) and/or 
033 (Give to user distribution list) 

Feature bits 074, 032, 033, and 070 alone do not allow all distribution lists to be 
modified; you must also allow change rights in the mailbox configuration. 

075 

Note: Tree mailboxes do not require either bit 032 or 033. 

Audit receipt message 

This feature bit allows the user to audit (play) the message for which a receipt was 
requested. When users play a receipt, they may want to listen to their original 
message. Users can play the original message by pressing A to audit the receipt 
message. 

This feature bit is not needed to use the Cut-through Paging optional feature. 

l This feature bit also requires bit 050 (Play Messages). 

076 Play urgent messages in FIFO order 

With this feature bit, the server plays urgent messages in a first-in-first-out (FIFO) 
order so that earlier urgent messages are played first. Without this bit, urgent 
messages are played in a last-in-first-out (LIFO) order. 
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This feature bit also requires bits: 

l 050 (Play messages) 

o 088 (Receive urgent messages) 

077 Change pager schedule 

This feature bit allows the user to schedule the mailbox paging function, if the 
mailbox message waiting type is 5 (Pagers/Message Delivery). The user can then 
schedule the time periods that the server places a pager call to indicate an unplayed 
message in the mailbox. The user can schedule paging to work only during work 
hours, and not during off hours, which makes this feature very convenient. 

If this feature bit is absent, the user cannot change the paging schedule or enable 
paging from the telephone. 

This feature bit also requires: 

l Feature bit 070 (User Options Menu) 

l Message waiting type 1 or 2 to be defined as 5 (Pagers/Message Delivery) 

in a mailbox 

078 

0 A pager port to be defined in the VoiceMemo configuration 

Activate user tutorial 

With this feature bit, users can activate the user tutorial. Logged-in users press U 
to reach the User Options Menu and T for tutorial. Once the tutorial has been 
activated, it plays immediately. 

The tutorial is a series of instructions that guides the users through setting 
passcodes, making greetings, and recording their names. 

You can also record a site tutorial. The site tutorial is a greeting that plays after the 
VoiceMemo tutorial. Without this feature bit, the two tutorials play only when a 
new user first logs in or when the administrator activates them from the console. 

This bit is useful for mailboxes used for demonstrations. 

If bit 073 (Enter and change mailbox passcode) is not in the mailbox’s FCOS, then 
the tutorial only asks for a passcode the first time it is run on a new mailbox. This 
also interacts with bit 093 (Deny change of passcode in first tutorial). 

l This feature bit also requires bit 070 (User Options Menu). 
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079 Set msg wait #l for urgent msgs only 

This feature bit activates the message waiting type 1 for urgent messages only and 
not for other unplayed messages. 

Message waiting type 1 must be defined for the mailbox. 

This feature bit also requires bits: 

l 040 (Receive messages from other users) and/or 

041 (Receive messages from outside callers) 

l 088 (Receive urgent messages) 

080 Set msg wait #2 for urgent msgs only 

This feature bit activates the message waiting type 2 for urgent messages only and 
not for other unplayed messages. 

Message waiting type 2 must be defined for the mailbox. 

This feature bit also requires bits: 

l 040 (Receive messages from other users) and/or 

041 (Receive messages from outside callers) 

l 088 (Receive urgent messages) 

081 Only one correct passcode for login 

With this feature bit, a user who has entered an incorrect passcode must enter the 
correct passcode only one more time. The VoiceMemo application limits users to 
a maximum of three tries. Be aware that you increase your vulnerability to hackers 
and other unauthorized callers if you include this bit. 

Without this bit, the server requires a user to enter his or her passcode two times 
after the incorrect entry. As a security measure, the server tells a user that it did not 
get the user’s passcode after the first of the two correct entries. 

082 Soft play (interrupt) message count 

This feature bit allows users to interrupt the number-of-messages prompt (“You 
have [n] unplayed messages in your mailbox; [n] messages total”) by pressing a 
valid command key. Users can immediately begin using their mailboxes. 
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083 Soft play (interrupt) most prompts 

Many VoiceMemo application prompts are soft-play prompts; that is, users can 
interrupt them by pressing a valid command key. Certain prompts however, can 
be interrupted only if this feature bit is in a user’s FCOS. Those prompts are listed 
in Table 7-5. 

You can also let callers take advantage of soft-play prompts by including this 
feature bit in the FCOS assigned to the administrator’s mailbox. Since callers reach 
the administrator’s mailbox when they call the server directly, they can also 
interrupt the prompts that apply to leaving messages for extensions and mailboxes. 

Table 7-5 Sofi Play Prompts Through FCOS Bit 083 

Prompt Application Used In 

I’m sorry, but I don’t understand what you Paging, Message Delivery, Auto 
pressed; Please try again. Wake-up, VoiceMemo 

That is not a valid mailbox number; please try Receptionist, VoiceMemo, hotel 

again. guest application 

That is not a valid passcode; please try again. Hotel guest application, VoiceMemo 

I’m sorry; I did not get your passcode. Please try VoiceMemo 

again. 

Mailbox [number] has [x] unplayed messages, [y] Hotel guest application (guest 
urgent messages. mailbox reached from check-out 

ORMailbox [number] has no messages 
mailbox) 

I don’t understand that command. Hotel guest application, Main Menu, 
VoiceMemo 

Press I? to enter your new passcode. 

Enter 4 to [max. passcode length] digits for your 
passcode. 

User Options 

User Options 

If you do not wish to have a passcode, enter 4 
zeros. 

User Options 

I’m sorry; that is not a user option. 

You cannot leave a message for this mailbox. 
Please try again. 

User Options 

VoiceMemo 
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084 Give receipt message with comments 

This feature bit requires the user to record additional comments when giving a 
message attached to a receipt. 

l This feature bit also requires bit 086 (Give receipt message). 

l Feature bit 075 (Audit receipt message) is recommended. 

l The recipient mailbox FCOS must have bit 040 (Receive messages from 
other users). 

085 Give receipt message to multiple dests 

This feature bit allows the user to give a message attached to a receipt to up to 200 
destinations, such as mailboxes. If allowed, any of the destinations can be 
distribution lists, networked mailboxes, or off-system numbers, for example. 

This feature bit also requires bits: 

l 024 (Give messages) 

l 086 (Give receipt message) 

Feature bit 075 (Audit receipt message) is recommended. 

l The recipient mailboxes’ FCOSs must have bit 040 (Receive messages 
from other users). 

086 Give receipt message (master feature) 

This feature bit allows users to resend a message that originally had a receipt 
requested. When users are playing a receipt, they can press G to give the original 
message that was originally sent with a receipt. The receipt portion of the original 
message is not sent. 

l The recipient mailbox FCOS must have bit 040 (Receive messages from 
other users). 

087 Make and mark urgent 

This feature bit allows the user to make a message for another user and mark it 
urgent. The user presses M to make a message, and then records a message. To 
request that a message be marked urgent, the user presses M to reach the Message 
Addressing Menu, then presses U for urgent. (To cancel “urgent,” the user presses 
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U again.) To send the message, the user presses X until the server responds, 
“Message sent.” 

The server plays urgent messages before all other messages only if the recipient’s 
FCOS includes bit 088 (Receive urgent messages). Otherwise the message plays 
with all other unplayed messages in the order received. 

l This feature bit also requires bit 020 (Make messages). 

0 The recipient mailbox FCOS must have bit 040 (Receive messages from 

other users). 

088 Receive urgent messages 

With this feature bit, an urgent message is played in a separate queue of urgent 
messages before any of the other unplayed messages are played. Without this bit, 
any urgent message is played as a regular unplayed message along with the other 
unplayed messages in the order in which the urgent message was received. 

089 Auto-play all msgs (new and saved) 

With this feature bit, the server automatically plays the next message, either played 
or unplayed, after the user keeps or discards the current message. 

Note: If feature bit 052 (Auto-play unplayed messages) is also included, 
bit 089 overrides it. Refer to Table 7-4 under feature bit 009 for 
more information. 

If bit 054 (Auto-keep messages) is not present, bit 145 (Message stays in original 
queue) has no effect. The message stays in the unplayed queue if the user hangs up 
before keeping or discarding a message. 

With bit 215 (Don’t auto-play first msg, w/auto-play), a mailbox does not 
automatically play the first message and the user can perform other functions in the 
mailbox. If the user presses I? to play the first unplayed or saved message, all 
subsequent messages after the first message are then played. You cannot use this 
feature with bit 227 (Undelete last message with * key). 

This feature bit also requires bits: 

l 050 (Play messages) 

l 053 (Keep Messages) 
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090 Check in other mailboxes 

This feature bit creates a mailbox that allows a desk clerk or telephone answering 
service operator to record a name and assign a passcode to each guest mailbox. 
Although you only need one check-in mailbox per server, you can create one for 
each employee telephone station. 

A guest mailbox must have: 

l Feature bit 008 (Mailbox can be checked in/out) 

l The same GCOS as the check-in mailbox 

091 Check out other mailboxes 

This feature bit creates a mailbox that allows a desk clerk or TAS operator to clear 
the name, greeting, passcode, and messages from each guest mailbox. Although 
you only need one check-out mailbox per server, you may want to create one for 
each employee telephone station. 

A guest mailbox must have: 

l Feature bit 008 (Mailbox can be checked in/out) 

l The same GCOS as the check-out mailbox 

092 User will be in Dial-by-Name database 

If this feature bit is present in a user’s FCOS, the mailbox owner’s name is included 
in the Dial-by-Name database. Absence of this bit leaves the user’s name out of the 
Dial-by-Name database. The database is used for creating a site telephone book, 
for example. 

This information must also be modified: 

l The dialing plan for the application must have one digit set to A or the 

optional star prefix. If you do not set the dialing plan, you can still create 

a phonebook, but cannot use Dial-by-Name. 

l The line group parameters for the application to be modified (Last Name 

First flag, Exact Match Break, Number of Names Threshold) 

l The mailbox owner name to be specified when defining the mailbox 

Note: Punctuation characters such as “-” or “,” have no effect on the 
phonebook. 
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093 

094 

Deny change of passcode in first tutorial 

This feature bit forbids the mailbox owner from changing the mailbox passcode 
during the first time through the tutorial. By including bit 078 (Activate user 
tutorial) and excLz&zg 073 (Enter and change mailbox passcode), the tutorial does 
not prompt for a new passcode. 

The server still prompts the mailbox owner for the mailbox passcode upon login. 

Change message delivery options 

This feature bit allows the mailbox owner to schedule the message delivery 
function, if the mailbox message waiting type is 5 (Pagers/Message Delivery). The 
mailbox owner can then schedule the time periods the server places a message 
delivery call to indicate an unplayed message in the mailbox. The mailbox owner 
can schedule message delivery to work only during work hours, and not during off 
hours, which makes this feature very convenient. 

If this feature bit is absent, the mailbox owner cannot change the message delivery 
schedule or enable message delivery from the telephone. 

This feature bit also requires: 

a Feature bit 070 (User Options Menu) 

l Message waiting type 1 or 2 to be defined as 5 (pager) in a mailbox 

owner’s mailbox 

l Message delivery to be set to Yes in the mailbox configuration 

* A pager port to be defined in the VoiceMemo configuration 

Mark message for future delivery 

This feature bit allows the mailbox owner to make a message for another mailbox 
owner, mark it for future delivery, and audit future delivery messages. Future 
delivery dates can be up to one year from when the message is marked. 

The mailbox owner presses M to make a message, then records a message. To 
request that a message be marked for future delivery, the mailbox owner presses M 
to reach the Message Addressing Menu, then presses F for future delivery. The 
mailbox owner is first prompted for month of delivery (1 through 12), then day (1 

through 3 l), time, and then a.m. or p.m. (A or P). The mailbox owner can cancel 
future delivery during the date and time input by pressing the star (*) key. After 
entering the entire date and time and having it confirmed, the mailbox owner can 
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cancel future delivery by pressing the F key at any time before exiting from the 
Message-Addressing Menu. 

To send the message, the mailbox owner presses X until hearing “Message sent.” 

l This feature bit also requires bit 020 (Make messages). 

l The recipient mailbox FCOS must have bit 040 (Receive messages from 
other users). 

The auditing function allows the mailbox owner to listen to messages sent but not 
yet delivered. The key pad sequence is U for User Options, C for Call Schedule 
Options, then F for Future Delivery Audit. To allow the Audit Future Delivery 
function, bit 070 (User Options Menu) is also required. 

Make messages before keep/discard 

Without this feature bit, users (while playing a message) must first keep or discard 
the message before they can make a new message (by pressing M). With this bit, 
users can make a new message (while the original message is playing or after it has 
played) without having to first keep it or discard it. 

l This feature bit also requires bit 020 (Make messages). 

l The recipient mailbox FCOS must have bit 040 (Receive messages from 
other users). 

Do not say “I will ring <name>” in AR 

Note: Receptionist II (AR) is an optional feature. 

This feature bit eliminates repeating the recipient’s name because it was 
acknowledged when the caller heard the initial introductory greeting. Without this 
feature bit, Receptionist II asks the caller to hold and says, “I will ring [recipient’s 
name] .” 

With or without this bit, when a caller enters an extension, Receptionist II says, 
“Please hold.” If call screening is included, Receptionist II asks the caller’s name. 

Say “Press 0” to caller before beep 

If this feature bit is included, callers hear the following prompt: “You may start 
your message now. Press 0 (zero) to return to the attendant. Beep.” 
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121

Note: This feature bit is overridden by bit I86 (Default to last child of
tree mailbox) if both are in the same FCOS.

With this feature bit, callers who do not enter a digit promptly after the tree
mailbox greeting are routed to the first child mailbox in the tree mailbox
distribution list. Without this bit, callers who do not enter a digit promptly after
the tree mailbox greeting are routed to the attendant’s mailbox. This is a useful
feature to assign if callers do not have pushbutton telephones.

Define tree mailbox (master feature bit)

The tree mailbox is used to route callers to “child” mailboxes. When an outside
caller reaches a mailbox with this master feature bit, the greeting plays, then the
server waits for DTMF input to route the call to the next desired mailbox greeting.

For a fir11 explanation of tree mailboxes, see FCOS 15 (Tree) and also the
Mailboxes chapter.

This feature bit also requires these other bits:

l 070 (User Options Menu)

0 072 (Record or change mailbox greeting)

Note: Tree mailboxes do not accept caller messages. Therefore, do not
include bit 041 (Receive messages from outside callers) when
creating a tree mailbox. If bit 041 is included, it overrides bit 121
and disables the mailbox’s tree functionality.

Tree Mailboxes and Receptionist II
If the administrator’s mailbox is defined as a tree, callers can exit from the tree
structure by pressing # any time during the greeting. Receptionist II then prompts
callers to enter an extension number.

This option is available only at the administrator’s mailbox or when returning to
Receptionist II from VoiceMemo  (by pressing 0 within VoiceMemo).  At other
times, pressing the # key causes Receptionist II to disconnect a caller immediately
and without warning.

This option is not announced by the server; if you want callers to know about it,
mention this option in the greeting of the administrator’s mailbox.

Note: Feature bit 187 (Receptionist call-transfer tree mailbox) cannot
be used with bit 12 1.
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Define broadcast mailbox (master feature bit)

When a message is made for a mailbox with this master feature bit, the message is
deposited in the mailboxes of all distribution list 0 1 members. When the message
is played by the recipients, the server announces the name that is recorded in the
sender’s mailbox (or the sender’s mailbox number if no recorded name exists). The
broadcast mailbox name is not announced. The distribution list must exist to use
this feature.

However, if feature bit 123 (Announce broadcast mailbox name) is also included in
the broadcast mailbox’s FCOS, the server announces the name that is recorded in
the broadcast mailbox.

For a detailed explanation of broadcast mailboxes, see “Broadcast” under Suggested
Additional FCOSs,  or the Mailboxes chapter.

This feature bit also requires these other bits:

l 040 (Receive messages from other users) and/or

044 (Receive user dist list messages)

Note: This feature bit overrides bit 134 (Broadcast message waiting
status).

Announce broadcast mailbox name

This feature bit is used with broadcast mailboxes. With this bit, the name that is
recorded in the broadcast mailbox is announced. Without this bit, the originator’s
name (the user who sent the message to the broadcast mailbox) is announced.

If no name is recorded in the broadcast mailbox, the originator’s name is
announced.

This feature bit also requires these other bits:

l 122 (Define broadcast mailbox)

l 070 (User Options Menu)

l 071 (Record or change mailbox name)

l 040 (Receive messages from other users) and/or

044 (Receive user dist list messages)
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124 Change paging phone number

This feature bit allows the mailbox owner to change the paging telephone number
from a pushbutton telephone. If a mailbox owner changes the telephone number,
it does not affect the post-pager dial string, which is set in the mailbox
configuration.

If this feature bit is absent, the mailbox owner cannot change the paging telephone
number from the telephone.

Note: Do not confuse this feature bit with bit 143  (Change message
delivery phone number). This bit is for radio pagers.

This feature bit also requires:

l Feature bit 070 (User Options Menu)

l Message waiting type 1 or 2 to be defined as 5 (pager) in a mailbox

owner’s mailbox

l A pager port to be defined in the VoiceMemo  configuration

125 Clear user passcode

With this feature bit, mailbox owners who do not want to enter a passcode
whenever they log in can eliminate their passcodes. Without this bit, mailbox
owners can modify their passcodes but not remove them.

Logged-in mailbox owners press U to reach the User Options Menu and I’ to
change their passcodes. Mailbox owners enter four zeros, 0000, at the prompt to
clear their passcodes. New mailbox owners can also enter four zeros at the prompt
during the tutorial if they do not want to set up their mailboxes with passcodes.

Note: The server administrator can make it a policy that all mailboxes
in the company have passcodes. The server administrator can
identify those mailboxes that have no passcodes by using the
Search Mailbox function on the console.

This feature bit also requires these bits:

0 070 (User Options Menu)

l 073 (Enter and change mailbox passcode)

126 Make/give to mailbox with empty GCOS

This feature bit allows one-way communication to a mailbox that has a GCOS
with no groups entered. A mailbox with this bit can make and give messages to
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another mailbox that has GCOS 2 (Self). The recipient mailbox cannot answer the
message, even if it contains feature bit 029 (Answer messages).

This is a useful feature for service bureau operators, as it allows them to send
messages to customers.

l This feature bit also requires bit 020 (Make messages).

l The recipient mailbox FCOS must have bit 040 (Receive messages from
other users).

Deny receipt of msgs before tutorial run

This feature bit prevents a mailbox from receiving messages before the mailbox
owner plays the tutorial. By adding this bit, other mailbox owners cannot leave
messages for new mailbox owners who have not learned how to use VoiceMemo.

This feature bit also requires bits:

l 070 (User Options Menu)

l 040 (Receive messages from other users) and/~
041 (Receive messages from outside callers)

Family head

This feature bit is only used with the VMUIF user interface of VoiceMemo.

Host mailbox

This feature bit is only used with the VMUIF user interface of VoiceMemo.

Passcode  cannot be same as mailbox

This feature bit prohibits a user from assigning a passcode  that is the same as the
mailbox number. This is a useful security feature to prevent server break-in by
hackers.

This feature bit also requires bits:

l 070 (User Options Menu)

l 073 (Enter and change mailbox passcode)
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131 Don’t say limits of liability statement

This feature bit is only used with the VMUIF user interface of VoiceMemo.

132 Bad passcode lockout if over limit

Each mailbox has a count of bad passcode  attempts within a specified time limit. I f
the limit is reached and this feature bit is present, the mailbox owner hears the
prompt, “I’m sorry. You cannot reach your mailbox at this time. Good-bye.” The
mailbox owner hears this prompt after entering either the mailbox number or one
or more bad passcodes (if the limit is reached).

The server administrator must then clear the mailbox at either the server
maintenance console (Mailbox Maintenance) or through administration-by-phone.

Without this feature bit, the mailbox owner hears, “Warning! There have been
excessive bad passcodes entered for your mailbox.” The bad passcode  count is
automatically cleared after the time limit.

133 Don’t say: “You may start your msg now”

Before an outside caller leaves a message, VoiceMemo  prompts the caller with,
“You may start your message now.” This feature bit omits that prompt.

This is useful when time is an issue, such as for service providers who charge by the
month instead of by total time used.

This feature bit also requires bits:

l 004 (Outside caller functions)

0 041 (Receive messages from outside callers)

134 Broadcast message waiting status

This feature bit allows the message waiting status, rather than the message itself, to
be broadcast to distribution list 0 1. You must define this list, which includes the
destination mailboxes to which to send the message waiting status of the main
mailbox.
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This feature bit also requires bits:

l 070 (User Options Menu)

l 074 (Create or modify user distribution list)

l 040 (Receive messages from other users) and/or
044 (Receive user dist list messages)

Note: Feature bit 122  (Define broadcast mailbox) overrides this bit.

135 Define template mailbox (MESA Forms)

This feature bit is used with the MESA Forms optional feature. A mailbox with
this bit plays the greetings stored in its child mailboxes, sequentially, and records a
message after each greeting.

See the MESA Forms optional feature documentation for more information.

136 Don’t say: “End of message”

When done playing a message, VoiceMemo  prompts the user with, “End of
message.” This feature bit omits that prompt.

This is useful when time is an issue, such as for the Message Delivery application or
for service providers who charge by the month instead of by total time used.

l This feature bit also requires bit 050 (Play messages).

137 Caller must enter access code

With this feature bit, a mailbox can require that callers enter a valid access code
(“authorization code” in Receptionist 11) before they can leave messages.

Codes can consist of up to ten characters.. Valid characters include any numeric
keys on a pushbutton phone. Instead of access codes, a mailbox owner can simply
require that callers enter a specific mailbox number or a mailbox number plus its
passcode.

The mailbox owner or server administrator creates this access code when setting up
a mailbox.

See also feature bit 160 (Call er must enter line group access code), which asks for
an access code before playing the initial greeting,
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138

139

140

141

142

Don’t say: “Message complete”

After recording a message, VoiceMemo  prompts the mailbox owner or caller with,
“Message complete.” This feature bit omits that prompt.

This is useful when time is an issue, such as for the Message Delivery application or
for service providers who charge by the month instead of by total time used.

l This feature bit also requires bit 020 (Make messages).

Template: assume last greet mbox FCOS

This feature bit is used with the MESA Forms optional feature. See the
documentation for MESA Forms for more information.

0 This feature bit also requires bit 135  (Define template mailbox).

Say full date when playing messages

When a mailbox user plays a message, the delivery date is shortened as much as
possible. If the message was delivered the same day, only the time is played. If it
came the same week, only the day of week is played, and so on.

With this feature bit, the full date (time, day, date, month, and year) are
announced before playing all messages.

l This feature bit also requires bit 050 (Play messages).

Note: Do not include feature bits 048 (No auto-time stamp of unplayed
msgs) and 049 (No auto-time stamp of played msgs) in the
mailbox FCOS if this bit is present.

Define chain mailbox in Receptionist

With this feature bit, a chain mailbox routes calls to an extension even if the chain
mailbox has no greeting. In addition, Receptionist II can route a call from a chain
mailbox to a tree mailbox and vice-versa.

Note: Receptionist II is an optional feature.

Must run tutorial from own phone (SMDI)

This feature bit is for Centrex and Unified integrations. It requires that the tutorial
be played from the teiephone assigned to the mailbox, rather than any telephone.
This is useful in an environment where users are assigned default passcodes since it

a
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prevents others from “stealing” mailbox access by dialing in and changing the
(default) passcode.

This feature bit also requires bits:

l 070 (User Options Menu)

l 073 (Enter and change mailbox passcode)

l 093 (Deny change of passcode  in first tutorial)

143 Change message delivery phone number

This feature bit allows the mailbox owner to change the message delivery telephone
number from a pushbutton telephone. This capability is useful if the mailbox
owner is expecting a call and is at a different telephone number than the specified
message delivery number.

If this bit is absent, the mailbox owner cannot change the message delivery
telephone number from the telephone.

This feature bit also requires:

l Feature bit 070 (User Options Menu)

l Message-waiting type 1 or 2 to be defined as 5 (pager) in a mailbox
owner’s mailbox

l A pager port to be defined in the VoiceMemo  configuration

144 Skip forward to next message

This feature bit allows a mailbox owner to skip forward from the current message
to the “top” of the next message by pressing the T key. When mailbox owners skip
the message they are listening to, the VoiceMemo  application always treats the
message as unplayed. So, when mailbox owners next log in, the server includes
skipped messages in its count of unplayed messages.

Without this feature bit, a mailbox owner must keep, give, or discard a message
before playing the next one.

Note: If Feature bit 204 (Message skip, forward and backward) is also
included, it overrides bit 144.

If bit 048 (No auto-time stamp of unplayed msgs) or bit 049 (No
auto-time stamp of played msgs)  is also included, the mailbox
owner cannot skip to the next message.
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145 Message stays  in original queue

This feature bit determines how the server classifies a message if a mailbox owner
does not explicitly keep a message (by pressing K) or discard it (by pressing D). If
this feature bit is present, a mailbox owner who hangs up or logs out after starting
to play a message has the message kept in its original queue (unplayed or urgent).
Figure 7-2 shows the server’s classification process.

Hang up / log out?

I

Keep or discard Feature bit 145 active
for this mailbox?

I

a
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After starting to play a message,
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l Hang up?

l Log out?
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saved message
queue.

After starting to play a message,

did mailbox owner...

’ Hang up?

l Log out?

I

1

Keep message in
unplayed or urgent

message queue.
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Figure 7-2 Decision Process for Unplayed Messages

If this feature bit is not present, and the mailbox owner hangs up or logs out while
playing a message, the message is put in the saved message queue.

Note: If a mailbox owner has feature bit 089 (Auto-play all msgs,  new
and saved) but not bit 054 (Auto-keep messages), and hangs up
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before keeping or discarding a message, the message is kept in the
unplayed queue regardless of whether bit 145 is present or not.

Also see feature bit 147 (Send receipt after full play) for information on how 145
and I47  interact.

146 Don’t say “VoiceMemo storage is full”

If the server disk storage for voice is 80% full, a warning is played for mailbox
owners, when logging in, that encourages them to delete unneeded messages.

This feature bit suppresses the warning. It is useful for service providers who do
not want mailbox owners to hear server warnings.

147 Send receipt after full play

This feature bit controls whether or not the server waits for a mailbox owner to
explicitly keep a message (by pressing K) or discard it (by pressing D) before
sending a receipt to the sender of that message. The server makes this decision only
after a mailbox owner plays the entire message.

l This feature bit also requires bit 145 (Message stays in original queue).

The feature bits that control the server’s actions on unplayed messages and message
receipts work together. The chart in Table 7-6 shows the possible results in a case
where a user played a message entirely, but hung up or logged out without keeping
or discarding the message.

Table 7-6 Results of Playing a Message Entirely

Feature bit
145 in FCOS?

YES N O

YES Message stays in unplayed queue, Message stays in unplayed queue, and
and the server sends receipt. the server does not send receipt.

NO Message goes to saved queue, and
the server sends receipt.

Message goes to saved queue, and the
server sends receipt.

Feature bit 147 in FCOS? 1

The next chart (Table 7-7) shows the possible results in a case where a mailbox
owner played a message partially but hung up or logged out without keeping or
discarding the message. Note in this case that feature bit 147 has no effect
whatsoever.
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Table 7-7 Results of Playing a Message Partially

Feature bit
145 in FCOS?

Feature bit 147 in FCOS?

YES N O

YES

N O

Message stays in unplayed Message stays in unplayed
queue, and the server does not queue, and the server does not
send receipt. send receipt.

Message goes to saved queue, Message goes to saved queue,
and the server sends receipt. and the server sends receipt.

Note: Feature bit 147 works on a partially played message exactly as it
does on a completely played message. Otherwise, it would be
possible for the server to put a partially played message into a
user’s saved queue but not send a receipt.

148 Change auto-wakeup phone number

This feature bit allows a user to change the auto wakeup number from a
pushbutton telephone. You must install the Auto Wakeup optional feature
software, an optional feature, to take advantage of this. Also, there is an LCOS that
controls the length of the phone number the user can enter, called Auto Wakeup--
Phone Length.

This feature bit also requires:

l Feature bit 070 (User Options Menu)

l Feature bit 015 (Change wakeup options)

l A properly configured outdial  or pager port

149 Login to template thru rotational mbox

This feature bit is used with the MESA Forms optional feature. See the optional
feature documentation for MESA Forms for more information.

l This feature bit also requires bit 135  (Define template mailbox, MESA-

Forms).

a
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150 Not Used

151 Deny 333 access for mobile DID

This feature bit is only used with the DID VoiceMemo  application. When this bit
is present, mailbox owners cannot log into their mailboxes from a “land line,” or a
non-mobile telephone. Only mobile telephones can log into the mailbox. The
333 refers to an internal code for a land line access.

The DID line group must be configured for the Mobile DID option.

152 Deny login  within tree

This feature bit prohibits callers from logging into VoiceMemo  from a tree mailbox
or any of its child mailboxes. You can use this bit to keep mailboxes free for
information retrieval only.

l This feature bit also requires bit 12 1 (Define tree mailbox).

153 Don’t iump to new message from saved queue

Without this feature bit, if a user is playing saved messages and a new message
arrives, VoiceMemo  immediately jumps to the new message. Adding this feature
bit allows the user to continue playing the saved messages without losing place. A
notification message is played. The user can either play all saved messages, and
then hear the new message, or, if feature bit 204 (Message skip, forward and
backward) is present, skip forward or backward to the new message.

This feature bit also requires bits:

l 050 (Play messages)

l 053 (Keep messages)

l 039 (Notification tone when new msg arrives) or

047 (Notification prompt when new msg arrives)

154 Announce text (E-Mail) message count

You can use the text counter for textual (as opposed to VoiceMemo  or FaxMemo)
messages. Examples are electronic mail (E-mail) messages or papers at a hotel front
desk such as a letter or a hard copy fax. With this feature bit, the server alerts a user
that text messages are available. The default prompts are, “You have one text
message. ” or “You Rave [n] text messages.”
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158
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Without this feature bit, no prompts are played if the text counter is incremented.

This feature bit is overridden by bit 217 (Announce text msgs without count) if
both are present.

Payphone user/recipient interface

Reserved for future use.

Deny login after greeting

This feature bit only allows a mailbox owner to log in before the greeting or while
it is playing. Once the greeting has completed, no logging in is allowed.

Repeat message for answering machine

This feature bit is used with call placement. If the called party does not press a key,
the message is played twice. This allows an answering machine to receive the
message. If the feature bit were not present and an answering machine responded,
the message would not be delivered, because the server would wait for a DTMF
input and time out.

This feature bit also requires:

l Feature bit 110 (Make/give to telephone number)

l A mailbox configured for call placement

l Outdial (paging) port set up correctly

Continue sending message (* key)

-

This feature bit allows the mailbox owner to continue giving, sending, or answering
a message. With this bit included in the FCOS for a mailbox, the mailbox owner is
prompted, after a make, give, or answer, to press the star (*) key to add an
additional mailbox. If the FCOS has bits 022 (Make to multiple destinations) and
026 (Give to multiple destinations) the mailbox owner can enter more than one
mailbox number.

The Continue Sending feature also allows a user to send the most recently made
message to more mailboxes until a new message is made from the main menu,
provided that the user does not skip to the next message (if that feature is available).

This feature bit also requires at ieast one of these bits:
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l 020  (Make messages)

l 024 (Give messages)

l 029 (Answer messages)

159 Say “Press 0 to return to receptionist”

This feature bit plays a prompt for outside callers. The prompt, “Press zero to
return to Receptionist” is played after the mailbox greeting. The optional feature
software for Receptionist II must be installed to use this feature.

160 Caller must enter linegroup access code

If this feature bit is present in a mailbox’s FCOS, an outside caller must enter an
access code to continue. Otherwise VoiceMemo  hangs up.

This is a useful feature bit for the administrator’s mailbox, for a line group that has
800 (toll-free) service, or for a modem. This functionality is required by law in
some countries.

See also feature bit 137 (Call er must enter access code), which requires an access
code to leave a message in the mailbox.

161 Conditional greetings

This feature bit allows conditional greetings for a mailbox. This allows the mailbox
owner personal or server greetings for each forwarding condition that caused the
server to handle the call (Busy, Forward, Ring No Answer).

This functionality only works with PBX integrations that can properly signal
VoiceMemo  on different conditions.

l This feature bit also requires bit 070 (User Options Menu).

162 General greetings

This feature bit allows general greetings for a mailbox. This allows the mailbox
owner to choose personal or server greetings for all call types. The server greeting is
the default greeting used when a user has not recorded a personal greeting. When
used with feature bit 16 1, four possible general greetings can be used (primary,
busy, call forward, and ring no answer).

This feature bit also requires bit 070  (User Options Menu).
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Don’t play message count

This feature bit suppresses the message count prompt (“You have no messages in
your mailbox”). The bit can be used with the Cut-&u Paging option to allow
callers to enter DTMF digits and to disallow voice messaging. To use this
functionality, create a new FCOS based on FCOS 10, delete bits 4, 20, and 41,
and add bits 133, 138, 163, 171, and 213.

Skip/pause during greeting in Greeting-only mailbox

This feature bit provides the ability to skip forward (“fast forward”), by pressing the
# key, and backward (“rewind”), by pressing the * key, while listening to a greeting.
In addition, a user can pause the greeting by pressing 1,  or restart the greeting by
pressing 7. This functionality is similar to skipping and pausing capabilities
available when playing messages (see feature bits 006 and 007). This feature bit
allows many people to get the same information simultaneously. It is useful when
a greeting is very long and a user wants to verify the information without having to
call the mailbox again.

This functionality is overridden when the mailbox is reached by using Dial-by-
Name, because Dial-by-Name automatically hard-plays the mailbox greeting.

This feature bit overrides bit 060 (Ignore DTMFs  during greeting).

l This feature bit requires a Greeting-only mailbox. -

Note: When logging into this mailbox, only use the star (*) key plus
mailbox convention, not the mailbox plus star (*) key convention.
If you use the latter, the feature bit causes the greeting to skip
backward instead of allowing a login.

Pound key (#) Login

This feature bit allows users to log into their mailboxes by pressing the pound (# )
key on the telephone set, followed by their mailbox number, after dialing into a
port used by the VoiceMemo  application. Pressing the star key (*) followed by the
mailbox number, still logs users into their mailboxes with this feature included.

Note: This functionality takes precedence over Dial an Extension and
E-mail.

AMIS Analog Networking

This feature bit is used with the AMIS  Analog Networking optional feature; it is
described in the VoiceMemo  Systems AME Analog Networking Guide.
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167 Reserved

168 Message wait 1, pager requeue

If you have paging or message delivery scheduled from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. and receive
a call at midnight, the server does not call you until another message arrives during
the scheduling time period. If this feature bit is added, the server pages you at the
beginning of the next scheduled pager start time for schedule one (Message
Waiting type 1).

This applies to both paging and message delivery.

169 Message wait 2, pager requeue

If you have paging or message delivery scheduled from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. and receive
a call at midnight, the server does not call you until another message arrives during
the scheduling time period. If this feature bit is added, the server pages you at the
beginning of the next scheduled pager start time for schedule two (Message
Waiting type 2).

This applies to both paging and message delivery.

170 Transfer to Voice Gateway System

Do not include this feature bit unless your server is part of a &eCallNoice
Gateway system.

With this feature bit, an outside caller can be prompted to transfer into the Voice
Gateway or E-mail system. Use it with these other feature bits:

l 004 (Outside caller functions)

l 005 (Play Outside Caller Menu prompts)

l 176 (Say “Press # for more options” to callers)

171 Cut-through Paging

When added to an FCOS, this feature bit activates one of two types of Cut-
through Paging for the mailbox. You can combine it with feature bit 173. This bit
differs from bit 172 by allowing callers to leave either a telephone number or a
message, but not both at the same time.

This feature bit also requires:
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0 Feature bit 070 (User Options Menu)

l Cut-though Paging optional feature software

l The mailbox must be set up with message waiting type 5

172

173

Cut-through Paging and messaging

When added to an FCOS, this feature bit activates one of two types of Cut-
through Paging for the mailbox. You can combined it with feature bit 173. This
bit differs from bit 171 in that it allows callers to leave a telephone number or a
message, or both, at the same time.

This feature bit also requires:

l Feature bit 070 (User Options Menu)

0 Cut-though Paging optional feature software

l The mailbox must be set up with message waiting type 5

If feature bit 004 (Outside caller functions) is included in the same FCOS, the
caller must press the feature activation key, I, to activate Cut-through Paging. If
not included, the caller can enter the telephone number without the activation key.

If feature bit 005 (Play Outside Caller Menu prompts) is norincluded, then the
caller does not receive function prompts. Note that bit 005 requires bit 004.

Receive cut-through page notify receipt

This feature bit works with the Cut-through Paging optional feature. When
included in an FCOS, all paging attempts generate a receipt. You can combine this
bit with bit 171 or 172.

This feature bit also requires these bits:

l 070 (User Options Menu)

l 075 (Audit receipt message)

l 171 (Cut-through Paging) or 172 (Cut-though Paging and messaging)

In addition, the following are required-

* The Cut-through Paging optional feature software

l The mailbox must be set up with message waiting type 5

a
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174 Define broadcast greeting mailbox

A mailbox with this feature bit in the FCOS can propagate recorded greetings to a
list of other mailboxes, similarly to how a broadcast mailbox can send on a message
to other mailboxes. Use distribution list 09 for the broadcast greeting mailbox list.

Mailboxes receiving the broadcasted greeting must have these feature bits in their
FCOSs:

l 175 ( Receive broadcast greeting)

l 161 (Conditional greetings) for multiple mailbox greetings

l 162 (General greetings) for multiple mailbox greetings

A broadcast greeting mailbox can also be a tree mailbox or a broadcast message
mailbox. The distribution list 01 is used for the tree or broadcast feature. List 09
controls the greeting broadcast to recipients.

This feature bit can also be used with bit 178  (Define broadcast name mailbox).
Both would use the same distribution list 09.

175 Receive broadcast greeting

A mailbox with this feature bit in its FCOS can have its greeting changed by a
broadcast greeting mailbox. See feature bit 174  (Define broadcast greeting
mailbox) for information on the broadcast greeting mailbox.

To have multiple mailbox greetings changes, the following features bits are also
needed:

l 161 (Conditional greetings)

l 162 (General greetings)

176 Say: “Press # for more optionsN to callers

This feature bit prompts outside callers if more options are available. It is used
with Dial an Extension or transferring to Voice Gateway or E-mail. The user
hears, “Press the pound key for more options.” If the user presses #, VoiceMemo
then plays, “Press 1 to dial an extension, 2 to transfer to E-mail,” if both these
optional features are available. If only one is installed, pressing # initiates the
option.

This feature bit also requires bits:
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l 004 (Outside caller functions)

l 005 (Play Outside Caller Menu prompts)

Feature bit 170 (Transfer to Voice Gateway System) is needed for the prompt to
include E-mail.

177 Reminder calls

This feature bit is only used with the VMUIF user interface of VoiceMemo.

178 Define broadcast name mailbox

A mailbox with this feature bit in its FCOS can propagate recorded names to a list
of mailboxes, similarly to how a broadcast mailbox can send on a message to other
mailboxes. Use distribution list 09 for the broadcast name mailbox list.

All names created or modified are broadcasted.

Mailboxes receiving the broadcasted greeting must have feature bit 179 (Receive
broadcast name) in their FCOSs.

A broadcast name mailbox can also be a tree mailbox or a broadcast message
mailbox. The distribution list 01 is used for the tree or broadcast feature. List 09
controls the name broadcast to recipients.

This feature bit can also be used with bit 174 (Define broadcast greeting mailbox).
Both would use the same distribution list 09.

179 Receive broadcast name

A mailbox with this feature bit in its FCOS can have its recorded name changed by
a broadcast name mailbox. See feature bit 178 (Define broadcast name mailbox)
for information on the broadcast name mailbox.

180 Record personal wakeup message

This feature bit is only used with the VMUIF user interface of VoiceMemo. It
allows the mailbox owner to record a personal message for the next wakeup call,
which is used instead of the normal wakeup message. It also requires the Auto-
Wakeup optional feature.

a
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184

185

186

187

Without this feature bit, the primary message waiting type is tried until exhausted,
then the alternate is tried. The server always assumes that weekends are Saturday
and Sunday; independent of the day/night configuration.

l This feature bit requires that message waiting type 2 be properly

configured for the mailbox.

Append mailbox number to VG transfer

This feature bit is used when transferring to another server, such as E-mail, from
the Series 6 server. It allows the VoiceMemo  application to append the mailbox
number to the end of the E-mail transfer string. This can inform the other server
what the mailbox number is after the call transfer has been made. The transfer
number must be configured in the online option for an E-mail string.

Note: If you have the OneCall  optional feature, this feature is ignored.
This is because the call is never transferred away from the server.

Receive wakeup call notification receipt

You can use this feature bit in the hotel/motel or service provider environment. It
gives users a receipt in their mailboxes for any wakeup call that could not be
delivered because of a Busy or Ring No Answer condition.

This feature bit also requires:

l Feature bit 070 (User Options Menu)

l Feature bit 0 15 (Change wakeup options)

l Auto Wakeup optional feature

Default to last child of tree mailbox

When a time out occurs, this feature bit causes the server to default to the last
mailbox in distribution list 01. If feature bit 120 (Default to first child of tree
mailbox) is also included, bit 186 takes precedence.

l This feature bit also requires bit 121 (Define tree mailbox).

Receptionist call-transfer tree mailbox

This feature bit is used with the Receptionist II optional feature.

It allows a call to be transferred to the first child mailbox on a Ring No-Answer
condition, and to the second child mailbox on a Busy condition. Greetings must
be recorded for the tree mailbox and its child mailboxes.

a
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This functionality can be used in applications where it is necessary to track statistics
related to the status of extensions in high traffic conditions.

Note: Feature bit 12 1 (Define tree mailbox) C~KVZ~~  be in the same
FCOS for this bit to work.

Append # to end of cut-thru page number

This feature bit is used with Cut-through Paging. It allows a caller to enter the
pound sign (#) fta er entering a number. Pressing # tells the server that the number
is now complete. If this feature is not present, the server waits for a time out (set in
the Limits Class of Service) before sending the page.

This feature bit also requires:

l Feature bit 070 (User Options Menu)

l Feature bit 171 (Cut-through Paging) or 172 (Cut-though Paging and
messaging)

l Cut-through Paging optional feature

l The mailbox must be set up with message waiting type 5

Rotate on full mailbox

When a mailbox is full and receives a new message, this feature bit routes the
message to the first available mailbox in the full mailbox’s distribution list 01. This
allows a caller to leave a message even if the original mailbox is full. The mailbox
owner would hear the message “Your overflow mailbox has messages” when logging
into the primary mailbox. However, the mailbox owner must then log into the
child mailbox  to retrieve overflow messages.

Without this feature bit, when a mailbox had reached the maximum number of
messages allowed by its LCOS, the user or caller would hear the message “I’m
sorry, mailbox for [mailbox owner] is full” and the user or caller could not leave a
message for the full mailbox.

You can override the server limit for maximum messages per mailbox by using this
feature bit. For example, if you want a mailbox owner to have a maximum of 100
messages, the limit for the parent mailbox should be set to 73 messages (the
maximum), while the (first and only) child mailbox’s limit should be set to 27.

Receive fax messages

This feature bit allows a mailbox to receive fax messages with voice comments.
Callers are prompted to leave a voice message, then prompted to press L to leave a
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fax with the voice message. A caller can ignore the voice message prompt and press
L to only leave a fax.

l This feature bit also requires one of the Receive Messages bits (040 or
041)

This feature bit requires the FaxMemo  optional feature. For more information, see
the VoiceMemo  FaxMemo  Manual.

191 Make fax messages

This feature bit allows a mailbox owner to make a fax message by pressing L. The
fax message can be associated with a voice message and both are delivered to the
recipient(s).

l This feature bit also requires bit 020 (Make messages).

This bit requires the FaxMemo  optional feature. For more information, see the
VoiceMemo  FaxMemo  Manual.

192 Give fax messages

This feature bit allows a mailbox owner who can receive faxes to forward them,
along with voice comments, either to other users or outside lines. A mailbox owner
cannot include another fax as a comment.

This feature bit also requires bits:

l 024 (Give messages)

l 190 (Receive fax messages)

This bit requires the FaxMemo  optional feature. For more information, see the
VoiceMemo  FaxMemo  Manual.

193 Deliver fax to default number

This feature bit allows a user to deliver a fax to a personal (default) fax telephone
number after hearing the voice annotation. The server administrator can set this to
a department or company fax machine during configuration.

The user can set the default fax number by entering U (User Options), F (Fax), D
(Default Fax Number). I f you wish to give this capability to the user, you should
also include feature bit 070 (User Options Menu).
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l This feature bit also requires bit 190 (Receive fax messages).

This bit requires the FaxMemo  optional feature. For more information, see the
VoiceMemo  FaxMemo  Manual.

194 Deliver fax online

This feature bit allows users to retrieve a stored fax message, if calling from a fax
telephone. The user must first listen to any attached voice comments.

l This feature bit also requires bit 190 (Receive fax messages).

This bit requires the FaxMemo  optional feature. For more information, see the
VoiceMemo  FaxMemo  Manual.

195 Specify fax delivery number

This feature bit allows a user or caller to specify a fax number. The prompt “Press I
to input a number for this fax” is included in the fax transmittal options menu.
The user can then press I and give a telephone number for the fax machine.

This feature bit also requires bits:

l 070 (User Options Menu)

l 190 (Receive fax messages)

This bit requires the FaxMemo  optional feature. For more information, see the
VoiceMemo  FaxMemo  Manual.

196 Change default fax number

This feature bit allows a user to change the default fax phone number. This is
useful for people who travel between several offices; they can set a new default
number when arriving at one o&e, and use it until they move on.

This feature bit also requires bits:

l 070 (User Options Menu)

l 190 (Receive fax messages)

l 193 (Deliver fax to default number)

This bit requires the FaxMemo  optional feature. For more information, see the
VoiceMemo  FaxMemo  Manual.
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197 Fax-on-demand for greeting only mailbox

This feature bit is used for fax publishing. Set up a Greeting-only mailbox, and
include this bit so callers can retrieve any faxes you deposit in the mailbox. This is
a useful way to provide information to outside callers automatically.

This feature bit also requires bits:

l 004 (Outside caller functions)

l 005 (Play Outside Caller Menu prompts)

l 190 (Receive fax messages)

This bit requires the FaxMemo  optional feature. For more information, see the
VoiceMemo FaxMemo  Manual.

198 Receive fax messages only

This feature bit is used for both fax mail and guaranteed fax. No greeting or
prompts are played to callers, and only faxes, not voice messages, are recorded. A
fax session starts as soon as the server answers the call.

0 This feature bit also requires bit 190 (Receive fax messages).

This bit requires the FaxMemo  optional feature. For more information, see the
VoiceMemo  FaxMemo  Manual.

199 Auto-receipt for fax send

This feature bit creates a time-stamped receipt whenever a user schedules a fax
delivery. The receipt is placed in the sending user’s mailbox.

This feature bit also requires bits:

l 020 (Make messages)

l 070 (User Options Menu)

l 095 (Mark message for future delivery)

l 190 (Receive fax messages)

This feature bit requires the FaxMemo  optional feature. For more information, see
the VoiceMemo  FhxMemo  Manual.

a
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200 Personal fax cover page

This feature bit allows users to enter a personal fax cover page that is attached to
any faxes they retrieve. The cover page identifies the user as the fax recipient. If
assigned to the server administrator’s mailbox, the cover page becomes the
company fax cover page, and is delivered with any faxes for users who do not have a
personal cover page.

If there is no personal or company cover page, a default cover page is generated. It
contains the mailbox owner’s name, number of fax pages, and the time and date.

l This feature bit also requires bit 190  (Receive fax messages).

This feature requires rhe FaxMemo  optional feature. For more information, see
the VoiceMemo  FaxMemo  Manual.

201 Deny trivial passcode

This feature bit performs a check of passcodes that prohibits the assignment of
sequential numbers such as 1234, and also prohibits the assignment of a passcode
consisting of multiple sequential occurrences of the same digit, such as 1111. (You
can, however, enter 2 1111.)

This feature bit also requires bits:

l 070 (User Options Menu)

l 073 (Enter and change passcode)

202 Do not play mailbox name or ext number

You can use this feature bit for mailboxes in the hotel/motel environment to
suppress the name or extension number of a guest who leaves a message in another
guest’s mailbox. This keeps hotel guests’ names and room numbers confidential.

l This feature bit also requires bit 020 (Make messages).

203 Walkaway  fax for callers

This feature bit allows callers to dial into a mailbox owner’s mailbox and send a fax
without a voice annotation. If the server detects an incoming fax tone, it simply
processes the incoming fax. If there is no fax tone, the caller hears the normal
mailbox greeting and prompts.
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This feature bit requires the FaxMemo optional feature. For more information, see
the VoiceMemo  FaxMemo  Manual.

204 Message skip, forward and backward

This feature bit allows users to skip forward to the next message or backward to the
previous message. Users are required to press two keys to perform each of these
actions.

T#

T*

TI

T O

Skip forward

Skip backward

Replay the message time stamp

User Options (UO)

Pressing T without pressing another key within 2 seconds causes a skip forward.

If this functionality is being used with FaxMemo, the following combinations

apply:

T

T#

Tr

T*

TI

T O

Fax Transmittal options

Skip forward

Skip forward

Skip backward

Replay the message time stamp

User Options (UO)

Note: Feature bit 204 (Skip for-ward to next message) overrides bits 048
(No auto-time stamp of unplayed msgs),  049 (No auto-time
stamp of played msgs), or 144 (Skip forward to next message) if
they are included.

205 Do not use text count for message waiting

Without this feature bit, a text count greater than zero signals the message waiting
indicator.

With this feature bit, the message waiting indicator does not turn on when the text
count exceeds zero. Instead, it ignores text count when considering the message
waiting indicator.

a
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204 Discard fax message after delivery

This feature bit automatically deletes a fax after it has been sent. It is used in
guaranteed fax to prevent resending of the same message to the fax machine.

Note: Feature bit 237 (Automatically deliver fax to default number)
overrides this bit. 237 is for user mailboxes, not guaranteed fax
mailboxes. Do not use both bits in the same FCOS.

This feature bit requires the FaxMemo optional feature. For more information, see
the VoiceMemo  FaxMemo  Manual.

207 Fax verify (sending system not self)

This feature bit is used with guaranteed fax mailboxes that can call an server port.
It prevents an outgoing call to its own mailbox number.

This feature bit requires the FaxMemo optional feature. For more information, see
the VoiceMemo  FaxMemo  Manual.

208 Play reorder tone after CTP or greet only

This feature bit plays a reorder tone (fast busy signal) after a caller enters a number
for Cut-through Paging, or hears the greeting on a Greeting-Only mailbox. The
tone is a good way to encourage callers to hang up.

l This feature bit requires either Cut-through Paging bits (171 or 172) or a
Greeting-Only mailbox.

209 Tone only pager mailbox interface

This feature bit is used for a special mailbox that uses tones rather than greetings.
It is not intended for user mailboxes. The functionality simulates a paging terminal
and is meant for DID lines only.

Adding this feature bit generates a page according to its schedule, as soon as the
caller is connected. You cannot leave a message for this mailbox. This bit overrides
all Receive Message bits.

This feature bit also requires:

l Message waiting type 1 or 2 defined as 5 (pager) in a mailbox owner’s
mailbox

l A pager port defined in the server configuration
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210 Numeric display pager mailbox interface

211

212

This feature bit is used for a special mailbox that uses tones rather than greetings.
It is not intended for user mailboxes. It is meant for DID lines only, and the
functionality simulates a paging terminal.

Adding this feature bit generates a page according to its schedule, as soon as the
caller enters a number. It does not send a page unless a number is entered. You
cannot leave a message for this mailbox. This bit overrides all Receive Message
bits.

This feature bit also requires:

l Message waiting type 1 or 2 defined as 5 (pager) in a mailbox owner’s
mailbox

l A pager port defined in the server configuration

Voice pager mailbox interface

This feature bit is used for a special mailbox that uses tones rather than greetings.
It is not intended for user mailboxes. The functionality simulates a paging terminal
and is meant for DID lines only.

Adding this feature bit generates a page according to its scheduler as soon as the
caller leaves a voice message. This is different from a normal mailbox because it
does not have any greetings or prompts for callers.

This feature bit also requires:

a Message waiting type I or 2 defined as 5 (pager) in a mailbox owner’s
mailbox

l A pager port defined in the VoiceMemo  configuration

Send page upon answer, greet-only mbx

When this feature bit is used with a Greeting-Only mailbox and the BBL Terminal
Emulation optional feature, the mailbox can send out a page in accordance with its
pager schedule as soon as a call is received, regardless of when the outside caller
hangs  up.

This feature bit also requires:

l Message waiting type
mailbox
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l A pager port defined in the VoiceMemo  configuration

l The BBL Terminal Emulation optional feature must be installed and
enabled

2 1 3 Edit CTP num with * key if no caller menu

When this feature bit is assigned to a Cut-through Paging mailbox, outside callers
have the option to edit their cut-through page number, if there is no caller menu
activated. The caller can press the star key (*) to delete the cut-through page and
re-enter a new one. After a cut-through page has been entered, and there is no
caller menu activated, the server prompts:

“The number you have entered is nnnnnn. Press star to delete this number
and enter another. You can press X or hang up to send your page.”

where nnnnnn represents the number entered by the outside caller.

l This feature bit also requires bit 171 (Cut-through Paging) or 172 (Cut-

through Paging and messaging).

l Do nor include bit 005 (Play Outside Caller Menu prompts).

2 1 4 Not used

215 Don’t auto-play first msg (w/auto-play)

Without this feature bit, a mailbox using bit 052 (Auto-play unplayed messages) or
bit 089 (Auto-play all msgs, new and saved) automatically starts playing the first
message after the user logs into the mailbox.

With this feature bit, when used with either bits 052 or 089, a mailbox does not
automatically play the first message and the user can perform other functions in the
mailbox. If the user presses I? to play the first unplayed or saved message, all
subsequent messages after the first message are then played using auto-play
function defined by feature bit 052 or 089.

This feature bit also requires bits:

l 050 (Play messages)

l 052 (Auto-play unplayed messages) or

089 (Auto play all msgs, new and saved)
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216

217

218

219

a
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Play receipts after urgent messages

Without this feature bit, receipts for messages are played after unplayed messages.

With this bit, a mailbox user presses I? to play any unplayed messages. Receipts are
played after Urgent messages, and before any (non-urgent) unplayed messages in
the mailbox. This functionality is provided for users who want to play any urgent
messages they have, then play any receipts or non-urgent unplayed messages later.

This feature bit also requires bits:

l 050 (Play messages)

l 088 (Receive urgent messages)

Without bit 088, the server plays receipts before all unplayed messages.

Announce text msgs without eount

This feature bit is similar to bit 154 (Announce text-E-mail--message count)
because it alerts a mailbox owner when the text counter is greater than zero. Unlike
bit 154, this feature does not give a count. Instead, it serves as a binary indicator;
either the mailbox owner has text messages (in which case a prompt plays), or does
not have any.

This feature is useful for integrations that cannot give a text message count to the
server, but can indicate the presence of one or more messages.

Note: This feature bit overrides bit 154  if both are present.

Passcode  not needed on direct calls

This feature bit allows users to log into their mailboxes without entering a
passcode, provided that they are using their own telephones. You must have an
integration that detects the mailbox owner’s telephone number to take advantage of
this functionality.

Login  with 0 using cut-thru paging

When a caller reaches a Cut-through Paging mailbox, any input entered is sent to
the pager display. This feature bit allows a caller to enter 0 (zero) to log in;
otherwise the zero would be sent as pager data.

l This feature bit also requires bit I71 (Cut-through Paging) or 172 (Cut-

through Paging and messaging).
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220 No dial ext, E-mail or VG if unplayed msgs

This feature bit forbids user transfer to Did an Extension, E-mail, or Voice
Gateway if there are unplayed messages in the queue. When the messages have
been all played, then transfer is allowed.

l This feature bit requires at least one of the optional features Receptionist
II, Voice Gateway, or the E-mail interface. The latter two require feature
bit 170 (Transfer to Voice Gateway system).

221 Deny caller transfer to E-mail /VG

This feature bit forbids outside caller transfer to E-mail or Voice Gateway. Either
the Voice Gateway optional feature, or the E-mail interface must be installed.
Feature bit 170  (Transfer to Voice Gateway system) is required, to allow mm  to
transfer.

Note: Do not install feature bit I76 (Say “Press # for more options” to
callers) with this bit, unless your server has Dial-an-Extension for
outside callers.

222 Deny nesting of distribution lists

This feature bit prevents mailbox owners from nesting distribution lists. Unless
this bit is included in the FCOS, a mailbox owner can specify a distribution list
number as a member of a distribution list.

This feature bit also requires bits:

l 070 (User Options Menu)

l 074 (Create or modify user distribution list)

In addition, the mailbox must be configured for change rights to allow the owner
to alter existing distribution lists.

223 Delay requested receipt for 24 hours

This feature bit causes the server to wait for 24 hours before delivering any
requested receipt notices. This can be helpful to a mailbox owner who uses receipts
as “ticklers” to follow up on incomplete calls. The receipt arrives 24 hours after the
message is sent, then the user is told whether the message was played by the
recipient.

This feature bit also requires bits:
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l 020 (Make messages)

l 021 (Make and request receipt)

l 050 (Play messages)

224

Note: Automatic (forced) receipts are not delayed.

Auto-transfer to task before greeting

This feature bit transfers all outside callers to OneCall,  E-mail, or another phone
number, when they reach the mailbox. It is used with the OneCall  application,
Voice Gateway, or the E-mail interface. Include feature bit I70 (Transfer to Voice
Gateway System) with the E-mail or Voice Gateway interface.

225 Auto-transfer to task upon login

This feature bit transfers a mailbox user to OneCall,  E-mail, or another phone
number, when logging into the mailbox. It is used with the OneCall  application,
Voice Gateway, or the E-mail interface. Include feature bit 170 (Transfer to Voice
Gateway System) with the E-mail or Voice Gateway interface.

226 Auto Transfer to task after unplayed msgs

This feature bit transfers a mailbox user to OneCall,  E-mail, or another phone
number, after the user is finished with all unplayed messages. Since unplayed
messages are before receipts and played messages, the user is transferred to another
task before prompted for these.

This feature bit is used with the OneCall  application, Voice Gateway, or the E-mail
interface. Include feature bit 170  (Transfer to Voice Gateway System) with the E-
mail or Voice Gateway interface.

227 Undelete last message with * key’

This feature bit allows a mailbox owner to undelete a message after deleting it, if
this was done mistakenly. After deleting a message with D, the user can press the
star (*>  key to retrieve the message. This capability only works if * is the next key
pressed after D.

This feature bit does not conflict with other bits that use the star key, such as 144
(Skip forward to next message) or 158 (Continue sending message, * key), where
the star key is used in a different context. You cannot, however, use this feature
with bits 056 (Auto-discard messages) or 089 (Auto-play all msgs, new and saved).

This feature bit also requires bits:

a
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l 050 (Play messages)

l 055 (Discard messages)

228 Set msg wait #3 for urgent msgs only

This feature bit activates the message waiting type 3 for urgent messages only and
not for other unplayed messages.

Message waiting type 3 must be defined for the mailbox.

This feature bit also requires bits:

l 040 (Receive messages from other users) and/or

041 (Receive messages from outside callers)

l 088 (Receive urgent messages)

229 Play names of list I children

This feature bit is used with a shared extension mailbox. It plays the name of each
child mailbox defined in distribution list 01. Up to 190 child mailboxes can be
specified.

For a full explanation of shared extension mailboxes, see the Shared Extension
Suggested Additional FCOS and also FCOS 15 (Tree). -

230 Deny change of fax cover page options

This feature bit prevents a user from having fax cover page options in the User
Options Menu. A user can still have a default or a company cover page, or a
personal cover page that was entered through the server console.

This feature bit also requires bits:

l 070 (User Options Menu)

l 190 (Receive fax messages).

This bit is used with the FaxMemo optional feature. For more information, see the
VoiceMemo  FaxMemo  Manual.

231 Passcode  broadcast mailbox

When this feature bit is included in a mailbox FCOS, the mailbox can broadcast
passcodes to a list of mailboxes, similarly to how a broadcast mailbox can send on a
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message to other mailboxes. Use distribution list 09 for the broadcast passcode
mailbox list.

Mailboxes receiving the broadcasted passcode  must have feature bit 232 (Allow
receipt of passcode  broadcasts) in their FCOSs.

A broadcast passcode  mailbox can also be a tree mailbox or a broadcast message
mailbox. The distribution list 01 is used for the tree or broadcast feature. List 09
controls the passcode  broadcast to recipients.

This feature bit can also be used with bit 174  (Define broadcast greeting mailbox)
or 178 (Define broadcast name mailbox). Both would use the same distribution
list 09.

Broadcast passcode  mailboxes are typically used in networked environments such as
MESA-Net.

Allow receipt of passcode  broadcasts

When this feature bit is included in a mailbox FCOS, the mailbox can receive a
new passcode  from a passcode  broadcast mailbox. See feature bit 231 (Passcode
broadcast mailbox) for more information.

Not used

Check message wait status of children

This feature bit is used with a shared extension mailbox. It checks the message
waiting status of all child mailboxes defined in distribution list 01. Up to 190
child mailboxes can be specified.

The child mailbox broadcasts its message waiting status to the shared extension
mailbox; this feature causes the parent mailbox to check all other child mailboxes
for messages before turning message waiting indicators off. Without this feature
bit, two child mailboxes could receive new messages, and one mailbox user would
retrieve the message, which would turn off message waiting indicators, even though
another child mailbox still had a message waiting.

For a full explanation of shared extension mailboxes, see the Suggested Additional
FCOS Shared Extension, and also FCOS 15 (Tree).

This feature bit also requires bits:
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l 070 (User Options Menu)

l 072 (Record or change mailbox greeting)

l 121 (Define tree mailbox)

A properly configured message waiting indicator is also required for this capability
to work.

This bit is recommended:

l 229 (Play names of list 1 children)

Child mailboxes should have:

l Feature bit 134 (Broadcast message waiting status)

l Distribution list 01 with parent mailbox as only member

235 Display FROM field on fax cover page

This feature bit adds the “From” field to the default fax cover page. The field
shows the mailbox owner who the fax is from.

l This feature bit also requires bit 190 (Receive fax messages).

This bit requires the FaxMemo optional feature. For more information, see the
VoiceMemo  F&Memo Manual.

236 Display promotional message on fax cover page

This feature bit adds a promotional message field to the default fax cover page.

l This feature bit also requires bit 190  (Receive fax messages).

This bit requires the FaxMemo optional feature. For more information, see the
VoiceMemo  FaxMemo  Manual.

237 Automatically delivers fax message to default number

This feature bit allows the mailbox owner to have faxes downloaded automatically
to a preconfigured  default fax number when they arrive in the mailbox. The fax or
voice/fax message is automatically moved to the saved queue and the message
waiting indicator is not triggered. This feature is intended to make it easier for
mailbox owners, who regularly use the same fax machine to retrieve their faxes.
The mailbox owner can also enable or disable this feature from the user options
menu.

This feature bit also requires bits:
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l 070 (User Options Menu)

l 190 (Receive fax messages)

Note: This feature bit overrides bit 206 (Discard fax message after
delivery). 206 is for guaranteed fax mailboxes only. Do not
include both bits in the same FCOS.

This bit requires the FaxMemo optional feature. For more information, see the
VoiceMemo  FaxMemo  Manual.

238 End-of-session multiple fax delivery number

This feature bit is invisible to users but allows the server administrator to save on
outbound fax calls. Instead of making one outbound call for each fax, this bit
enables the server to make only one outbound call for all faxes sent to the same
number during a mailbox session.

l This feature bit also requires bit 191 (Make fax messages).

This bit requires the FaxMemo optional feature. For more information, see the
VoiceMemo  FaxMemo  Manual.

239 Retrieve all unplayed faxes through user option

This feature bit makes it easier for mailbox owners to get their faxes. If they do not
have automatic fax delivery enabled, they have the option to have all faxes
concatenated and sent at once. This means that they only have to use the fax
transmittal options menu once to retrieve all their faxes, instead of doing it for each
fax.

This feature bit also requires bits:

l 070 (User Options Menu)

l 190 (Receive fax messages)

This bit requires the FaxMemo optional feature. For more information, see the
VoiceMemo  FaxMemo  Manual.

240 Receive fax on voice recording timeout

This feature bit makes it easier for callers to send fax-only messages and voice/fax
messages. In the case of fax-only messages, a caller can dial into a mailbox, press
start, and walk away. In the case of the voice/fax message, the caller is no longer
required to press L to send the fax. This feature works only with manual operation
fax machines.

a
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This feature bit also requires bits:

l 070 (User Options Menu)

l 190 (Receive fax messages)

This bit requires the FaxMemo optional feature. For more information, see the
VoiceMemo  FaxMemo  Manual.

241 Suppress broadcast forced receipt number

If a name, greeting, or passcode  cannot be broadcast from a Broadcast mailbox to a
recipient’s mailbox, this feature bit logs a message in the server logfile  and prevents
the server from creating forced receipts in a recipient’s mailbox.

242 Say variable passcode  prompts for business guest mailboxes
number

When guest mailboxes are used, this feature bit causes the server to prompt the
mailbox owner (usually an administrator) to enter a passcode  from a specified
minimum number of digits to a specified maximum number of digits. Do not use
this feature in hotel installations.

Note: Even if feature bit 073 (Allow to change passcode) is not present, guest
mailboxes can have their passcodes changed. However, if other passcode  feature
bits, such as 130 (Passcode cannot be same as mailbox), 201 (Passcode not simple
series) or 125 (Allow user to clear passcode) are present, they do affect  which
passcode  can be entered for the mailbox.

243 (VMUIF) Transfer to API on Main Menu key 4

244 (VMUIF) Transfer to API on Main Menu key 5

245 (VMUIF) Transfer to API on Personal Options Menu key 6

246 (VMUIF) Transfer to API on Personal Options Menu key 7

These feature bits are only used with the VMUIF user interface of VoiceMemo.

247 Don’t play any prompt to fax call placement recipient
number

This feature bit suppresses prompts to a call placement recipient when the call is a
fax message. This functionality is often used when a fax message is broadcast to
multiple telephone numbers.

This feature bit also requires bits:
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l 020 (Make messages)

l 110 (Make/give to telephone number)

l 19 1 (Send fax messages)

This bit requires the FaxMemo  optional feature. For more information, see the
VoiceMemo  FaxMemo  Manual.

248 (VMUIF) Deny Transfer to API for guest mailboxes

These feature bits are only used with the VMUIF user interface of VoiceMemo.

249 Allow transfer to Help Desk during tutorial

This feature bit allows a user to exit the tutorial session. It is only available with
the SS7 integration to VoiceMemo.

250 Allow OneView  login

This feature bit allows a user to log into OneView.

This bit requires the OneView optional feature. For more information, see the
OneView  Administrator? Guide.

251 Allow OneView telephone playback/record -

This feature bit allows a user to play and record OneView messages using a
telephone.

This feature bit also requires:

l 250 Allow OneView  Login

This bit requires the OneView optional feature. For more information, see the
OneView  Administrator k Guide.

252 Allow OneView  client to change mailbox ID

This feature bit allows users to change the ASCII name of their mailboxes during a
OneView session. This affects the mailbox name in OneView,  Dial-by-Name, and
Mailbox Maintenance.

This feature bit also requires:

l 250 Allow OneView  Login
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This bit requires the OneView  optional feature. For more information, see the
OneView  Administrator k Guide.

254 Not used

255 Delete Mailbox without Unplayed Messages

This feature bit is used with the Mailbox on Demand optional feature. Mailbox on
Demand allows users to have temporary mailboxes on the server; they are created
only when a message is created for them. This feature ensures that the temporary
mailbox is deleted after the message is played, or, if not played, when the unplayed
message retention limit (set in the LCOS) is exceeded. Deletion occurs at
midnight, when Automatic Purge is run,

This feature also requires:

l 041 Receive messages from outside callers

l 050 Play messages

This feature is recommended:

l 2 18 Passcode  not needed on direct calls
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CP  3342
FCOS Usage

Page 1 of 1
VoiceMemo  Release 6.OA and later

Step

This procedure summarizes the steps for using an FCOS in mailbox configuration.

I . Choose one of the default FCOSs  that comes with your server, or customize an
FCOS that is more appropriate for your purpose.

To customize an FCOS:

a . Complete an FCOS Worksheet. Blank worksheets are near the back of this
manual.

b. Use the information from your completed worksheet to do one of the
following:

l Create a completely new FCOS

l Modify a copy of an FCOS

l Modify or Renumber a default FCOS

If necessary, you can use the Use Template FCOS option in the Feature Class of
Service Menu to restore any default FCOS that has been customized.

2. Assign the default or customized FCOS to mailboxes.

CP 5004

CP 5007, Ch. 1

CP 5008

cl? 5009

CP 5003, Ch. 1
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This procedure describes how to customize an FCOS by creating a completely new one.

Step Reference

1 . Complete an FCOS Worksheet. Blank worksheets are near the back of this manual.

2. Reach the System Configuration Menu, then go to the Feature Class of Service
Menu. Enter the requested information, as described in the following steps, from
your completed FCOS Worksheet.

Menu Map 11

Note: You can quit at any point in the following steps before you exit the
Feature Class of Service Menu. Quitting discards all entries you have
made and leaves the FCOS settings the way they were before you reached
the Feature Class of Service Menu.

To quit:

Make sure the Feature Class of Service Menu is displayed (short form or
long form).

Select: CQ,l Quit- Forget Changes
P7ompt: Quit and forget changes? (y/n) =
Response: Y for yes.

3. Give the new FCOS number.

Select: (C) Current FCOS
Prompt: FCOS to modify =
Response: The number (18-20,25-640)  of the new FCOS you are creating.

4. Name the FCOS.

Select: (N) Name FCOS
Prompt;  Enter FCOS name (0 - 15 chars) =
Response: Enter a descriptive name to accompany the FCOS number.

I
5. Put the desired FCOS bits in this new FCOS.

Select: (A) Add Features
Prompt: Features to add (? for help) =
Response: Enter the one- to three-digit numbers of the feature bits that comprise

this FCOS.

l Bits can be entered in any of the formats shown below:

A single bit, for example 208
A range of bits, for example 202-208

A series of bits, for example 39,40,207,208

l You can mix types of entries, so you can specify all the bits necessary in one
attempt. For example, this entry is valid:

= X%1-7,50,53,55,6

Dac.  RN.  A
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Step Reference

l Do not enter spaces after commas, and do not end the entry with a comma.

6. Verify that the information you have entered so far matches your worksheet.

Select: (S) Show FCOS
prompt:  FCOS to show (? for help) =
Response: The number of the FCOS you have been working with.

7. If the information matches your worksheet, customization is completed and you can
save it. If the information does not match your worksheet, make the necessary
corrections.

8. After verifying that your entries are correct, save the modified FCOS by exiting
from the Feature Class of Service Menu.
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This procedure describes how to customize an FCOS by modifying one of the default
FCOSs supplied by Centigram or by renumbering one of these default FCOSs.

Step

CC9 Modifying the Default Itself
1. Choose the default FCOS you wish to modify.

2 . Complete an FCOS Worksheet. Blank worksheets are near the back of this manual.
3 . Reach the System Configuration Menu, then go to the Feature Class of Service

Menu. Enter the requested information, as described in the following steps, from
your completed FCOS Worksheet.

Note: You can quit at any point in the following steps before you exit the
Feature Class of Service Menu. Quitting discards all entries you
have made and leaves the FCOS settings the way they were before
you reached the Feature Class of Service Menu.

To quit:

Make sure the Feature Class of Service Menu is displayed (short form or long form).

Select: (Q)  Quit - Forget Changes
Prompt: Quit and forget changes? (y/n) =
Response: Y for yes.

4. Specify the default FCOS to modify.

select: (C) Current FCOS
Prompt:  FCOS to modify =
Response: The number (l-17,21-24) of the default FCOS.

s 5 . Change the name if desired.

Select: (N) Name FCOS
Prompt: Enter FCOS name (0 - 15 chars) =
Response: Enter a descriptive name to accompany the modified default FCOS.

6. Add feature bits to the default FCOS, as desired.

Select: (A) Add Features
Prompt: Features to add (? for help) =
Response: The 1 to 3-digit  numbers of the feature bits to be added.

l Bits can be entered in any of the formats shown below:

A single bit, for example 208
A range of bits, for example 202-208

= A series of bits, for example, 39,40,207,208

Reference
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l You can mix types of entries, so you can specify all the bits necessary in one attempt
For example, this entry is valid:

208,1-7,50,53,55,6

l Do not enter spaces after commas, and do not end the entry with a comma.

7. Delete feature bits from the default FCOS, as desired.

Select: (D) Delete Features
Prompt:  Features to delete (? for help) =
Response: The 1 to 3-digit numbers of the feature bits to be deleted. The same

rules apply to deleting bits as explained for adding bits.

8 . Verify that the information you have entered so far matches your worksheet.

Select: (S) Show FCOS
Prompt:  FCOS to show (? for help) =
Response: The number of the default FCOS you have been working with.

9. If the information matches your worksheet, customization is completed and you can
save it. If the information does not match your worksheet, make the necessary
corrections.

-10. After verifying that your entries are correct, save the modified default FCOS by
exiting from the Feature Class of Service Menu.

@B Renumbering a Default FCOS
1 . Choose the default FCOS you wish to renumber. (Renumbering a default FCOS

does not destroy the original default FCOS; the original default FCOS can be
restored through the Use Template FCOS option in the Feature Class of Service

- Menu.)

2. Complete an FCOS Worksheet. Blank worksheets are near the back of this manual.

Doe.  RN. A

Reference
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3 . Reach the System Configuration Menu, then go to the Feature Class of Service
Menu. Enter the requested information, as described in the following steps, from
your completed FCOS Worksheet.

Note: You can quit at any point in the following steps before you exit
the Feature Class of Service Menu. Quitting discards all entries
you have made and leaves the FCOS settings the way they were
before you reached the Feature Class of Service Menu.

To quit:

Make sure the Feature Class of Service Menu is displayed (short form or long form).

Select: (QJ Quit - Forget Changes
Prompt: Quit and forget changes? (y/n) =
Response: Y for yes.

4. Specify the new number for the FCOS.

Select: (C) Current FCOS
Prompt: FCOS to modify =
Response: The new FCOS number (18-20 or 25-640).

5. Assign the chosen default FCOS to this number.

Select: (U) Use Template FCOS
Prompt: Overwrite current FCOS with a template (y/n
Response: Y for yes.

) =

The server displays a list of the default (template) FCOSs.

Prompt:  Choose a number (l-17, 21-24) from the menu:
Response: The number of the default (template) FCOS (l-17 or 21-24) that you

- want to be assigned to the current FCOS number.

The server displays a confirmation that the default (template) FCOS just specified
has been renumbered. The default FCOS is now customized.

6. Save the customized FCOS by exiting to the System Configuration Menu.

Reference
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This procedure describes how to restore a default FCOS that has been modified to its

Step

original settings.

1 . Reach the System Configuration Menu, then go to the Feature Class of Service
Menu.

Note: You can quit at any point in the following steps before you exit the
Feature Class of Service Menu. Quitting discards all entries you have
made and leaves the FCOS settings the way they were before you
reached the Feature Class of Service Menu.

To quit:

Make sure the Feature Class of Service Menu is displayed (short form or long form).

Sehct: (Q) Quit - Forget Changes
Prompt: Quit and forget changes? (y/n) =
Response: Y for yes.

2. Specify the modified default FCOS to be restored.

Select: (C) Current FCOS
Prompt: FCOS to modify =
Response: The number of the modified default FCOS (1-17 or 2 (l-24).

3. Restore the specified FCOS.

Select: (U) Use Template FCOS
Prompt: Overwrite current FCOS with a template? (y/n) =
Response: Y for yes.

The server lists the numbers and original names of the default (template)
FCOSs.

s Prompt:  Choose a number (l-17, 21-24) from the menu:
Response: The number of the modified default FCOS (l-17 and 2 l-24) that you

want to restore.

The server restores the FCOS to its original settings, then displays the
number and original name of the default (template) FCOS as
confirmation.

4. Save the restoration by exiting to the System Configuration Menu.

Reference

Menu Map 11
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This procedure describes how to display summary and detailed lists of FCOSs, FCOS
bits, and bit descriptions.

Step Reference

@D To View a Summary of FCOSs
You can view FCOS summary information through the System Configuration Menu or
the Reports Menu.

l Reach the System Configuration Menu, then go to the Feature Class of Service
Menu.

tienu Map 11

Select: (S) Show FCOS
Prompt: F C O S  t o  s h o w  (? f o r  h e l p )  =

Response: Enter your choice of summary in one of the formats shown below. A
summary consists of the FCOS name, its number, and the numbers of
the feature bits in the FCOS. FCOSs are numbered from 1 to 640.

A single FCOS number, for example 10

A range of FCOS numbers, for example 1-6

A series of FCOS numbers, for example, 1,4,5,12

A for a summary of all FCOSs

E for a summary of even-numbered FCOSs

0 for a summary of odd-numbered FCOSs

L for a summary of the lower half of FCOSs

U for a summary of the upper half of FCOSs

l Reach the Reports Menu then select the FCOS option.
-

Select: (F) FCOS
I+0mpt: REPORT OUTPUT ROUTING

(C) Console (screen)
(P) Console with pause
(1) Printer A
(F) File...

Menu Map 9

(A) Append to file...
(X) Exit (no report)

If you need help later, type ?.

COMMAND (C/P/l/F/A/X):
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Step

Response: C to send the report to the console without pausing
P to send the report to the console, pausing as the screen fills,
1 to send the report to Printer A*,
F to send the report to a file on the Series 6 server,
A to append the report to an existing file on the Series 6 server, or
X to exit report output options (no report).

* This option list varies depending on server configuration.

@23  To View a Description of FCQSs
Reach the System Configuration Menu, then go to the Feature Class of Service
Menu.

Select: (R) Report FCOS
Prompt:  FCOS to report (? for help) =
Response: Enter your choice of reports in one of the formats shown below. A

report consists of the FCOS name, its number, and a description of each
feature bit in the FCOS. FCOSs are numbered from 1 to 640.

A single FCOS number, for example 10
A range of FCOS numbers, for example l-6

A series of FCOS numbers, for example, 1,4,5,12
A for a description of all FCOSs

E for a description of even-numbered FCOSs

0 for a description of odd-numbered FCOSs

L for a description of the lower half of FCOSs

U for a description of the upper half of FCOSs

@I2  To View a Description of All Feature Bits
Reach the System Configuration Menu, then go to the Feature Class of Service
Menu.

Select: (H) Help FCOS
Response: The server immediately lists all feature bits in numerical order, with a

one-line description of each feature bit.

Reference
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8 Other Classes of Service

This chapter describes:

l Group Class of Service (GCOS)

l Limits Class of Service (LCOS)

l Restriction Class of Service (RCOS)

Overview
A Class of Service (COS) .IS a way of differentiating what privileges and abilities
different mailbox owners have. The previous chapter discussed Features Class of
Service (FCOS), h hw ic controlled the feature set available to each mailbox owner.
This chapter covers three more Classes of Service: Group Class of Service, Limits
Class of Service, and Restriction Class of Service.

GCOS is a means of managing who any particular set of server users can send
messages to.

LCOS controls server parameters for mailbox owners, such as number of messages
they can store. LCOS also controls the prompts language for the mailbox.

RCOS controls Call Placement, message delivery, pages, faxes, or any outdial
application that takes input from the user on the keypad. It limits server-generated
telephone calls by either area code or prefm.

Group Class of Service
This section describes:

l How GCOS is used

l Empty GCOSs

l Bitmapped GCOSs

l Affinity group GCOSs

l GCOS in one way communication to mailboxes

l Interaction between GCOS and FCOS

l GCOS configuration requirements
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Overview
A Group Class of Service (GCOS) is a means of managing which mailboxes a
particular set of server users can communicate with. It gives a server administrator
the means to manage a large server with many mailbox owners. This ability is often
useful in multiple-mailbox-owner situations, where some mailbox owners need to
exchange messages with each other but have no need to communicate with the
majority of other mailbox owners. It is also useful at sites where some employees do
classified work that should not be discussed with other employees.

You can assign up to 32,000 GCOSs.

The GCOS is essential to the operation of a server. You must include a GCOS in
every mailbox’s configuration for the mailbox owner to send and receive any
messages.

How a GCOS Works
There are two types of GCOSs, bitmapped and affinity group GCOSs. GCOSs 1
through 64 are bitmapped GCOSs and GCOSs 65 through 32,000 are affinity
group GCOSs. The two types work very differently, though you can mix both types
in one server. One major difference is that you must define a bitmapped GCOS
before assigning it to a mailbox configuration, whereas you can assign an affinity
group GCOS to a mailbox configuration without defining it. Another major
difference is that a bitmapped GCOS can have multiple groups for exchanging
messages, while an affinity group can have only one.

Bitmapped GCOSs
Picture a bitmapped GCOS as a collection of groups. In each bitmapped GCOS,
you can include up to 128 groups. A group is nothing more than a number from 1
through 128, sometimes called a “group bit.” Two users can exchange messages if
their bitmapped GCOSs have any of the same groups. Figure 8-l shows three
possible ways to set up the same bitmapped GCOS. As the illustration shows, a
bitmapped GCOS can have many, a few, or no groups defined.

GCOS 3 GCOS 3 GCOS 3

2030VRGC.FH3

Figure 8-1 Versatility of a Bitmapped GCOS Configuration
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You can enable message exchange ranging from simple to complex, depending on
which groups you include or exclude in bitmapped GCOSs and which bitmapped
GCOSs you assign to mailboxes.

As an example, suppose that a scientist is directing an experiment using target
subjects and control subjects. Target subjects and control subjects should not
communicate with each other, but must communicate with the directing scientist.
The directing scientist, of course, needs to be able to communicate with every
subject. Using bitmapped GCOSs, you can put the target subjects in a GCOS with
one group bit, the control subjects in a another GCOS with a different group bit,
and the scientist in a third GCOS, with both group bits.

You have given the mailbox owners in this server the GCOSs shown below.

Tenant GCOS Groups in GCOS

Directing scientist 3 1,  2

Target subjects 4 1

Control subjects 5 2

Figure 8-2 diagrams this message exchange scheme.

/
Directing Scientist

/
,A, > 1,

, \ r-zzzq  / \
1’//

\\ group 1
group 2k+ /

\
I

I

\
I

/

/
\

I

/

/
,

Target Subjects

GCOS A

Group 1

\ -
\
\
\
\
\

Control Subjects

GCOS 5

Group 2

P P

203 1 BMGC.FH3

Figure 8-2 Grouping Scheme Using Bitmapped GCOSs
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Bitmapped GCOSs work well when the mailboxes in your server have different
communication needs. Some mailboxes require universal communication, while
others should be tightly restricted. This is the more flexible, more complex of the
two methods. If you want to use a bitmapped GCOS other than default GCOS 1,
you must define it before assigning it to mailboxes.

Affinity Group GCOSs
Affinity group GCOSs work well when mailboxes require communication within
particular groups, but not across groups. This is the simpler of the two methods; all
mailboxes that have the same affinity group GCOS can communicate with each
other but cannot communicate with anyone else. Affinity group GCOSs are not ever
defined; you simply assign one, numbered from 65 through 32,000, to mailboxes.
The example in Figure 8-3 shows how affinity groups can create several
communication groups within a single server installation.

Bank

8t
I

: GCOS 65

Figure 8-3

8-4
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GCOS 66

Travel Agency
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Grouping Scheme Using Affinity Group GCOSs
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Guidelines for Use
When deciding which type of GCOS to use, consider the following factors:

. If you want all mailboxes to be able to exchange messages, just assign the
Default GCOS 1, which contains all 128 groups, to them.

. Mailboxes with bitmapped GCOSs and those with affinity group
GCOSs cannot interact; if you assigned GCOS 1 to one mailbox and
GCOS 65 to another, those mailboxes cannot exchange messages. If you
mix the two GCOS types, no one mailbox could communicate with
every other mailbox.

. Every mailbox that shares the same group in a bitmapped GCOS or the
same affinity group GCOS can exchange messages, even if the shared
group is in different GCOSs.

. Bitmapped GCOSs are useful when you need to develop complex
relationships. The communication links required for the arrangement
shown in Figure 8-2, for example, are possible only with a bitmapped
GCOSs.

Dial-by-Name Considerations
Even though mailbox owners may all be in the same Dial-by-Name database, they
can only reach others in the database who share the same GCOS group (in a
bitmapped GCOS) or affinity group. For example, Jane Doe, Lee Bau, and John
Smith are all in the Dial-by-Name database, but Jane’s mailbox and Lee’s mailbox
are configured with GCOS 1 and J ho n’s mailbox is configured with GCOS 65. Jane
and Lee can reach each other but not John. This grouping is sometimes called
“Partitioned Dial-by-Name.” It is illustrated in Figure 8-4.
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Partitione
dial-by-nam

databa:
J a n e  a n d  t e e  c a n  reo,
each other but not Joh

!d
le
;e
:h

GCOS 1

group 2
group 3

group 4

GCOS 65

G C O S  4

group 1

2033GDEN.FH3

Figure 8-4 Grouping Within the Dial-by-Name Database

Recommendations for Degrees of Flexibility

By default, GCOS 1 has all 128 groups defined, giving a mailbox with this GCOS
the maximum flexibility in exchanging messages. Centigram recommends that you
do not alter this GCOS.

Centigram also recommends that you create GCOS 2, but define no groups for it.
This “empty” GCOS is useful in restricting the capabilities of a mailbox. It is also
used to enable one-way communication, as described below.

Enabling One-Way Communication
You can assign an empty GCOS (such as GCOS 2) to mailboxes. Owners of such
mailboxes cannot exchange messages with any other users in the server.
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Useful for Service Bureaus
The empty GCOS is particularly useful in service bureaus, where a business wants
customers to receive messages from outside callers (trunk calls), but wants to prevent
contact between users.

GCOS and FCOS Requirement
Though you can prevent contact between users, you can allow them to receive
certain kinds of messages. For example, you probably want to notify users before a
server shutdown.

To enable this one-way communication, an originating mailbox must have an FCOS
that allows the originating mailbox to make messages and allows the mailbox owner
to make or give (messages) to a mailbox with an empty GCOS. (An empty GCOS,
remember, is a GCOS you defined without including any groups in it.) The feature
bits to accomplish this are:

l 020 (Make messages)

l 126 (Make/give to mailbox with empty GCOS)

The receiving mailbox must have an FCOS that allows it to receive messages from
other users (FCOS bit 040). Not only do these features enable a user to make a
message for a mailbox with the empty GCOS, but lets that user give messages from
other users to the mailbox with the empty GCOS.

For example, suppose the local phone company notifies an answering service that
maintenance on buried phone cables will disrupt service for two hours next week. If
all customers have mailboxes with the FCOS and empty GCOS just described, and if
the server administrator’s mailbox has the same FCOS, the server administrator can
notify users in advance that the server will be temporarily shut down.

Interaction Between a GCOS and FCOS

Interaction between mailboxes is limited by the GCOS and FCOS that are assigned
to them. If, for example, an FCOS allows a user to make confidential messages
(feature bit 023), other users within the same GCOS must be able to receive
messages from other users (feature bit 040),  and to play messages (050). Otherwise,
the make confidential message feature is useless.

Configuration Requirements

You must assign a GCOS to every mailbox in the server. A GCOS Worksheet
(Figure 8-5) helps you organize the information you need for assigning GCOSs  to
mailboxes. Fill in the fields on this worksheet as described in the following
paragraphs.
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GCOS Worksheet

Group
numbers  ‘I  - 64

Figure 8-5 Sample GCOS Worksheet
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Numbering a GCOS
Put the number of the default GCOS, the number of an existing GCOS that you are
modifying, or the number of a new GCOS that you are defining in the “GCOS to
modify” field. If the GCOS is bitmapped, enter 1 through 64; if the GCOS is an
affinity group, enter 65 through 32,000.

Naming a GCOS
Assign a name of your choice to identify the GCOS, up to 15 alphanumeric
characters, in the “GCOS name” field. You only name bitmapped GCOSs  (1
through 64).

Assigning Groups
Put the numbers of all groups that comprise a bitmapped GCOS in the “Group
numbers” field. An affinity group GCOS does not contain groups.

limits Class of Service
This section covers:

How LCOS is used

Default LCOS

Interaction between LCOS and FCOS

LCOSs  and Automatic Purging

Use of LCOS for administrator’s and attendant’s mailboxes

Configuration requirements

Prompts language selection

Summary of limits parameters

_ Overview
A Limits Class of Service (LCOS) consists of numerous limits parameters set to a
value of your choice. The LCOS is assigned to a mailbox’s configuration to control
time and storage parameters associated with that mailbox.

For example, the LCOS assigned to a mailbox can control how long messages can be,
and how many messages can be stored in the mailbox. Beginning with Release 6.0,
the LCOS also determines the language for prompts in a mailbox.

An LCOS is the best resource available to the server administrator for controlling
disk storage use.
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How an LCOS Works
An LCOS must be part of every mailbox’s configuration. The LCOS you assign to a
mailbox governs time and storage parameters, such as message length. For example,
suppose you set the Caller Message Length limits parameter to two minutes and the
Message Count limits parameter to 30 messages. You include these limits
parameters in LCOS 2. If you assign LCOS 2 to mailboxes 5000 through 5899,
then all these mailboxes have the same limits placed on them. A caller’s message is
limited to two minutes and the maximum messages allowed is 30.

You can configure up to 640 LCOSs  in a server.

Default LCOS
One LCOS is preconfigured by Centigram; this is default LCOS 1. Though LCOS
1 is modifiable, Centigram recommends that you leave it as is. Table 8-1 shows the
limits parameters that comprise LCOS 1.

Table 8-1 Default LCOS limits Parameters

General Limits

Auto wakeup - phone length = 7 digits

Caller message length = 5 minutes
Future delivery - message count = 73

Greeting length = 2 minutes
Maximum days - auto wakeup = No future delivery

Maximum members per distribution list = 65,535

Maximum number of distribution lists = 99 per mailbox

Maximum recipients count = 65,535 per message

Maximum login time = No limit
Maximum pages per billing = No limit

Maximum wakeups  per billing = 54 calls

Message count = 73

Message delivery - phone length = 7 digits
Message waiting indicator - message length = No minimum

Messages per billing = No limit

Min. number of recipients for receipt summary = No summary

Minimum message length = No minimum
Network queue message count = 73

Paging - phone length = 7 digits

User message length = 5 minutes
User name length = 2 seconds (name recording length)
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Table 8-l Default LCOS limits Parameters (continued)

Call Placement Limits

Busy retry interval = 10 minutes

Busy retry limit = 10 retries
Maximum message length = 5 minutes

Message count = 73

Message phone length = 7 digits
RNA retry interval = 6 seconds

RNA retry limit = 10 retries

FaxMemo  Limits

FaxMemo  message count = No limit
Max. number of digits for telephone number = 25

CNG Tone Detection Length = 0

Fax Delivery Retry Frequency = 0
Fax Delivery Retry Interval = 0

I Message Age Limits

Cut-through Paging receipt retention = Forever
Played message retention = 672 hours

Receipt retention = Forever

Unplayed message retention = 336 hours
Urgent message retention = 336 hours

Played fax message retention = 672 hours

Unplayed fax message retention = 336 hours
Urgent fax message retention = 336 hours

Fax receipt message retention = 672 hours

Absolute message retention = Ignored

Prompts Language 1
Default Prompts Language = Default (for line group)

Interaction Between an LCOS and FCOS
When you assign an LCOS and FCOS to a mailbox, be aware that certain options
within each of these Classes of Service and between them interact; some options
require the presence of other options, and some combinations are not compatible.

In particular, the LCOS that you assign can affect the function of an FCOS feature.
For example, if you assign an FCOS that gives a mailbox the ability to receive user
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messages, but you assign an LCOS that has a user message length limit of 0 seconds,
the mailbox cannot store a message.

LCOSs  and Automatic Purging
The server runs a process called Automatic Purging every 24 hours at midnight. The
server first checks the LCOS and messages of each mailbox. It then purges any
messages that are at or over their message retention limits. If, for example, the
played message retention of an LCOS is 8 hours, and a message was made at noon, it
stays in the server for 12 hours after it was played. If the message was left at 10 p.m.,
it stays in the server for 26 hours after it was played, because it would not have
reached its message retention limit by the first purge. (These cases assume that a
manual message purge is not performed between automatic purges.)

A message’s age is calculated from the time it is left in a mailbox, not from the time a
mailbox owner listens to it. If mailbox owners have very short message retention
limits, advise them to listen to messages at least once a day.

When creating or modifying LCOS, you can specify the following parameters as
shown in Table 8-2:

Table 8-2 LCOS Parameters Used with Purging

LCOS Parameter

Message Retention
O-8760 hours (O=no 336 hours (2 weeks)

Unplayed Message
Retention

Maximum time an unplayed
message is kept in a mailbox

O-8760  hours (O=no 336 hours (2 weeks)

LCOS for the Administrator’s and Attendant’s Mailboxes
Centigram recommends that you assign the default LCOS (LCOS 1) to both the
administrator’s mailbox and the attendant’s mailbox. LCOS 1, along with the
appropriate FCOS and GCOS, IIa ows these mailboxes to perform their special
functions.
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Configuration Requirements
You must assign either the default LCOS (LCOS 1) or an LCOS that you configure
to every mailbox.

An LCOS Worksheet (Figure 8-6) helps you organize the information you need for
assigning LCOSs  to mailboxes. Fill in the fields on this worksheet as described in
the following paragraphs.

Numbering an LCOS
Put the number of the default LCOS, the number of an existing LCOS that you are
modifying, or the number of a new LCOS that you are configuring in “Limits COS
to modify.” The valid range is 1 through 640.

Naming an LCOS
Assign a name of your choice to identify the LCOS, up to 15 alphanumeric
characters.

Set&g  limits
Show the desired value for the limits you want to set and include in the current
LCOS. For example, enter 30 in the “Maximum number of messages” box to set the
Message Count limit. If the limit parameter’s default is acceptable, write “OK” on
the worksheet to indicate that you need make no change to that parameter when
entering the data.

Numbering, naming, and including limits in an LCOS are done through the Limits
Class of Service Menu. When you exit from this menu to the Main Menu, the
LCOS is configured.

The Absolute message retention parameter overrides both the Played and Unplayed
message retention settings. If set to 0 (which is the default), it is ignored.
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LCOS Worksheet

Limits COS
E l

4 Name selected LCOS Contractor5 only

limits  Parameter  Menu Greeting length User message length Madmum  attachments
permessage

User name length Caller message length Maximum attachments
per nehvork  message

Message count Maximum login time

Messages per billing Network queue
message count

M o r e  L i m i t s
Parameters  Menu

Auto wakeup - phone
length

Paging -phone length
E l

Message delivery -
phone length E l

Future delivery -
message count

Maximum days -future
delivery E l

Manmum  pages per
billing cycle

Maximum family
131 b i l l i n gI

Maximum wakeups  per
member or guest

Minimum message
length D-l

E v e n  M o r e  L i m i t s
Parameter  Menu

Maximum days -auto
E l

365 Maximum destinations Maximum number of
wakeup per reminder call distribution lists

Maximum days - Maximum members Minimum number of
reminder call per distribution list

Fey;; reminder calls [=I Maximum recipients Minimum billed number
count

C a l l  P l a c e m e n t  M e n u RNA retry limit
E l

Busy retry interval Maximum message

RNA retry interval Message phone length

Busy retry limit Message count

FaxMemo  Limits  Menu Maximum number of
digits for telephone E l

CNG tone detection

number
length

;E$ivery retry

FaxMemo  message
count I f r e q u e n c y

Fax delivery retry

Message  Re ten t ion
L i m i t  M e n u

Cut-through pagrng
receipt retention

Played message
retention

Fax receipt retention

Absolute message
16721 retention m retention 101

Played fax message

S e t  L a n g u a g e  M e n u

Receipt relention

Unplayed message
retention

Prompts Language

z;;gf f= message

1 r e t e n t i o n
Urgent fax message

Figure 8-6 Sample LCOS Worksheet
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Prompts Language Selection
The VoiceMemo  application software allows you to choose a default language for the
prompts that are issued by each line group. The default language for all line groups
is English. Check your System Configuration Report if you think this has been
changed.

Alternate languages are optional features that must be installed in the server before
you can select them. Alternate language prompts allow you to select a language for
mailbox prompts that is differentfrom the speczfied Line group language. This means
that if your server is issuing English prompts on all line groups, you do not have to
specify English language prompts in any LCOS. The default prompt language for
each LCOS is to use the line group language.

You can specify only one language for a particular LCOS. There are many languages
available, including the TDDMemo  optional feature. The American English hotel
set is a combined mnemonic and numeric style; for example, “Press L, the 5 key, to
leave a message.” Any other hotel set is numeric only.

American English full set prompts are available in mnemonic style or numeric style.
The mnemonic style uses wording such as “Press L to leave a fax.” The numeric style
of this same prompt would be “Press 5 to leave a fax.” Mnemonic style is the
default. If you want numeric style American English prompts instead, order them
separately.

You may have different versions of English or Spanish on the same server. For
example, you can set American English as the line group default, and all mailboxes
with a specific LCOS can hear British English prompts.

If your server is running more than one language at the line group level (one per line
group), and users cannot control which line group is reached by their callers, you
should specify a prompts language for each LCOS to ensure that callers hear mailbox
prompts in the correct language.

At the line group level, you can have up to 12 languages on your server, depending
on the prompt set size, hard disk size, and number of server disks. When you set a
language for an LCOS, only the prompts that have been loaded are listed for you to
choose among. This means you must load the prompts diskettes before specifying an
alternate language for either a line group or an LCOS.

Summary of limits Parameters

Use Tables 8-3 through 8-6 as a quick reference to all the limits parameters,
including their default settings, that you can put in an LCOS.
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Table 8-3 General limits Parameters

Limits Parameters Menu

Caller message length = 5 minutes

Greeting length = 2 minutes

Maximum attachments per message = 0
Maximum attachments per network message = (AMIS Analog
Nenvorking optional feature)

Maximum login time = No limit

Message count = 73
Messages per billing = No limit

Network queue message count = (MESA-Net optional feature)

User message length = 5 minutes
User name length = 2 seconds (name recording length)

More Limits Parameters Menu

Auto wakeup - phone length = (Auto Wakeup optional feature)

Future delivery - message count = 73
Max days - future delivery = 60 days

Max family member or guest = Reserved

Maximum pages per billing = No limit
Maximum wakeups  per billing = 54 calls

Message delivery - phone length = 7 digits

Message waiting indicator - message length = No minimum

Minimum message length = No minimum

Paging - phone length = 7 digits

Note: Be sure to set the Max recipients cuunt  to be equal to or greater than
the ML-IX  membersper  distribution List. If you do not, then users may

Even More Limits Parameters Menu

Max days - auto wakeup = (Auto Wakeup optional feature)
Max days - reminder call = Reserved

Max destinations per reminder call = Reserved

Max members per distribution list = 65,535
Max number of distribution lists = 99 per mailbox

Max recipients count = 65,535 per message

Max reminder calls per billing = Reserved

Min number of recipients for receipt summary = No summary

Minimum billed number length = 8 digits

a
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not be able to send a message to all distribution list members, even
if the list has a valid number of members.

The Max members parameter is enforced when the server tries to
send the message. You can create a distribution list at the console
with more members than the LCOS permits, but the server only
sends the message to the first n members, where n is the Max
members per distribution list parameter.

Table 8-4 Call Placement Limits Parameters

Call Placement Menu

Busy retry interval = 10 minutes
Busy retry limit = 10 retries

Maximum message length = 5 minutes
Message count = 73
Message phone length = 7 digits
RNA retry interval = G seconds
RNA retry limit = 10 retries

Table 8-5 FaxMemo limits Parameters

FaxMemo Limits Menu

FaxMemo message count = (FaxMemo optional feature)
Maximum number of digits for telephone number = 25
CNG Tone detection length = 0 seconds
Fax delivery retry frequency = 0
Fax deliver retry interval = 0
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Table 8-6 Message Age limits Parameters

I I

Message Retention Limit Menu

Cut-through Paging receipt retention = (Cut-through Paging optiona
feature)
Played message retention = 672 hours

Receipt retention = Forever

Unplayed message retention = 336 hours
Urgent message retention = 336 hours

Played fax message retention = 672 hours

Unplayed fax message retention = 336 hours

Urgent fax message retention = 336 hours
Fax receipt retention = Forever

Absolute message retention = Forever

Restriction Class of Service
This section covers:

RCOS description

NPAINXX  screening process

Default RCOS

Server and specific parameters

Configuration requirements

RCOSs  and Distribution Lists

Examples

Overview
Restriction Class of Service (RCOS) is a server software feature that restricts mailbox
outdials  to certain area codes, or to certain pref=es  within an area code. It can, for
example, restrict outdials  to area code 415 only or restrict area code 900 but allow
outdials  to anywhere else.

RCOSs  use NPA/NXX screening to determine which area codes or exchanges to
restrict. The abbreviations NPA and NXX are industry terms for the three-digit area
code and the three-digit prefix (exchange) within an area code, respectively.
NPA/NXX screening is easy for the server administrator to configure and is
transparent to mailbox owners.

a
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When a mailbox owner enters a telephone number for any type of outdial,  the server
checks the number against the call screening set in the mailbox’s RCOS. If the
telephone number is not restricted, normal processing resumes. If the telephone
number is restricted, the server responds “I’m sorry, that telephone number is not
within your calling area,” then cycles back to entering a telephone number.

RCOS and Nl?A/NXX  screening have these features:

l Outdial  limits for automatic wakeup, paging notification, message delivery,
call placement, and fax delivery

l Multiple screening levels, including

- Server screening of specific numbers

- NPA screening

- NXX (exchange) screening of up to 64 NI’As  (area codes)

Sequence of NPA/NXX Screening
Without NPA/NXX  call screening, the server restricts outdials  only by the number
of digits to be dialed. With NI?A/NXX call screening, the server restricts a mailbox’s
outdial  capabilities by allowing calls to be made only to certain area codes or to
certain prefures  within an area code.

The screening sequence can involve multiple processes:

l Absorption of digits

l Comparison with an exact match table

l Comparison with an NPA table

l Comparison with an Nxx table, if one has been created

The server prioritizes the screening process in the following manner:

1. Removes the absorption digits.

2. Compares the number to the exact match table. Table 8-7 shows the
screening method.

3 . Counts the remaining number of digits. If the dial string does not contain
an NPA, it adds the home NPA.

4. If the server does not receive an exact match for the dial string, it then
continues with the NPAINXX  screening.
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5 . Passes the NPA to the NPA Table. Table 8-8 shows the screening method.

6. If the NPA contains an NXX table, the server disregards the selection of
the allow or disallow status for the NPA.  The determination of whether to
allow the call is based only on the allow/disallow status for the Nxx table.

7. Screens the number with the NXX table. Table 8-9 shows the screening
method.

8 . Allows the number or notifies the mailbox owner that the number is not
within the mailbox owner’s calling area.

Table 8-7 Exact Match Number Table

Is the number If the table is to allow the
in the table? call, the server.. .

If the table is to disallow the
call, the server...

Yes

No

Allows the call

Blocks the call

Is the NPA in
the table?

Yes

N o

Blocks the call

Allows the call

Table 8-8 NPA Table

If the table is to allow the
call, the server...

Checks for Nxx table. If no
NXX table exists, places the
call.

Blocks the call

If the table is to disallow the
call, the server...

Blocks the call

Checks NXX table. If no
NXX table exists, places the
call.

Table 8-9 NXX Table

Is the NXX in If the table is to allow the If the table is to disallow the
the table? call, the server.. . call, the server...

, 1
Yes Allows the Call Blocks the Call

Blocks the Call Allows the Call

The flowchart in Figure 8-7 diagrams the screening process.
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You implement screening by creating a Restriction Class of Service (RCOS) and
assigning it to the mailboxes. The server capacity is 64 RCOSs. A default RCOS
(RCOS 1) is included by Centigram; it is unnamed and set to allow unrestricted
outdial  capabilities. The RCOS 1 contents are summarized in Table 8-10. You
must modify RCOS 1 or configure another RCOS to implement NPA/NXX call
screening. Configuration of an RCOS involves setting both system-wide parameters
and RCOS-specific parameters.

Table 8-10 Contents of Default RCOS 1
Parameter I Value

Starting digit position of NPA 0

Ending digit position of NPA 0

Starting digit position of NXX 0

Ending digit position of Nxx 0

Home NPA None

Check/do not check numbers
without absorb digits

Absorption digit patterns

Exact match numbers

Do not check

None

Disallow
I

N o n eExact match number patterns

NPA screening

NXX screening

Disallow

Disallow
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/ number contain \
IYV / n u m b e r s  w i t h o u t O [y---zz-]

2037NPAl  .FH3

Figure 8-7 NPA/NXX Screen Sequence
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Block the call

2037NPAB.FH3

Figure 8-7 NPA/NXX Screen Sequence (continued)
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Organize the data you need to configure an RCOS on an RCOS Worksheet (shown
in Figure 8-V). Blank worksheets are located near the back of this manual. The
following paragraphs describe entries you can make on the worksheet.

RCOS Identification
Identify the RCOS by a number from 1 through 64 and enter this number in the
“RCOS to modify” box of the worksheet. You have the option of also naming the
RCOS to easily identify it; you can enter any name of up to 15 characters in the
“RCOS name” box on the worksheet.

System-Wide Parameters
The starting and ending digit positions of the NPA and NXX are RCOS parameters
that apply to all RCOSs  in the server. You can change starting and ending digit
positions, of course, but any changes apply to all RCOSs  that might be configured.

You must define the starting and ending digit positions for the NPA and NXX. The
counting of the digit position starts from the right. When specifying digit positions,
be aware that the server counts the positions from right to left. This right-to-left
counting operates in the screening as shown in Figure 8-8.

A dial string like this . . .

408-428-3795

is counted by the server like this . . .

Position: 10 8 7 5 4 1

408-428-3795
++wv

N P A N X X extension

and you specify it like this . . .
Starting digit position of NPA q
Ending digit position of NPA q
Starting digit position of NXX q
Ending digit position of NXX q

2038DIGS

Figure 8-8 Counting Digit Positions
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RCOS Worksheet

Select  RCOS:  M o d i f y
S e l e c t e d  R C O S

R C O S  S y s t e m  W i d e
Parameters  Menu

R C O S  S p e c i f i c
Parameters

RCOS to modify
E l

2 RCOS Name Westregion

zpNyAg  digit position FPing digit position of
El

Z${tg digit position Ending positiw, of NXX
El

Home NPA
14081

Digits to be absorbed
(16 patterns, 10 digits

9

each)
1

91

Exact Match Numbers: Ll Allow a Disallow

NPA:
B Allow Q Disallow

NPA : NXX

408
: 0 Allow

j dDillow 662,684,728

415 : 0 Allow

j dDii,ll, 493

i 0 Allow

: 0 Diillow

Figure 8-9 Sample RCOS Worksheet
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Enter the system wide parameters in the “System Wide Parameters” portion of the
RCOS worksheet.

RCOS-Specific Parameters
In addition to the RCOS number and name, you can set and mod+ RCOS-specific
parameters for each of the 64 RCOSs, making calling capabilities variable for
different mailboxes. These parameters are discussed in the following paragraphs.
Enter these parameters in the “RCOS-Specific Parameters” portion of the worksheet.

Home NPA
Because a server can connect to foreign exchange trunks, you must specify the “local”
NPA for each RCOS. If a dial string does not contain an NPA,  this number is
added for the screening process. The server can accept a number of up to three digits
for the NPA.

Digits to Be Absorbed
Many calls contain numbers at the beginning of the dial string that allow access to
outside lines, international calling, or pager systems. You must remove these
numbers before the actual screening process can begin. Numbers entered in the
absorption table are removed from the dial string before the screening process. If the
dial string does not contain any digits to be absorbed, there is an option to skip the
balance of the call screening process. This facilitates outdial  placement to other
mailboxes on the server. The server absorbs the longest matching string in the
absorption table from the dial string starting from the first digit.-  The table capacity
is 16 patterns, with a maximum of 10 digits per pattern.

Exact Match Database
You can enter numbers in the exact match database and specify if they are to be
allowed or disallowed. The table capacity is 100 patterns, with a maximum of 25
digits per pattern.

Entries to this database should include common numbers that you do not want used
for message addressing. Such numbers include 911,411, 5551212, and 0.

NPA Database
The NPA database contains area codes that are screened. You can configure the
database to either allow or disallow access to specific area codes. For example, you
can restrict the mailbox to only the local NPA or restrict access to NPAs such as 900
numbers.

It is possible to restrict outdial  access to only one NPA by setting the NPA
allow/disallow status to allow and creating an NPA table with only one NPA entry.
Remember that if you want to set any outdial  restrictions for the home NPA, you
must enter that NPA in the table.
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NXX Database
After you specify an NPA, the server asks if you want NXX screening for the specific
NPA. You must also set the allow/disallow status for the NXX field. The NXX
allow or disallow setting takes priority over the NPA setting. This is useful for
restricting the use of an NPA to only specific NXXs.  The setting for the NPA in this
situation is not used in determining if the call is placed. Call placement is
determined only by the NXX allow/disallow setting. The server treats the combined
Nl'A/NXX(408/415  for example) in light of the NXX allow/disallow setting,
regardless of the NPA setting.

Mailbox Configuration
During creation or modification of a mailbox, you must specify the RCOS for the
outdial  restricting capabilities to be operational. If no RCOS is specified in a
mailbox’s configuration, outdials  are not screened or restricted.

Distribution lists
If an RCOS is changed, it is possible for a distribution list created before the RCOS
change to contain some restricted telephone numbers. A restriction check is
performed before each outdialing sequence to avoid calls being placed to restricted
telephone numbers. If a telephone number fails the check, a receipt is generated
stating “The following telephone numbers are restricted: [number 11,  [number 21,
etc.” This receipt is always generated, regardless of a mailbox owner request for
cancellation of a receipt.

Screening Examples

Several configuration examples are offered here to show how the RCOS works. If
you were to configure an RCOS as in Table 8-l 1, the server would process dial
strings as shown in the following examples.
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Table 8-11 Example Configuration

Parameter

Home NPA

Starting digit position of NPA

Ending digit position of NPA

Starting digit position of NXX

Ending NXX digit position of NXX

Digits to be absorbed

Exact match table is set to disallow

NPA table is set to allow

NXX table for the NPA 408 is set
to disallow

NXX table for the NPA 4 15 is set
to disallow

No screening for NPA 5 10

Value

408

10

8

7

5

9,1,91

5551212,411

408,415,510

662,684,728

424,493

If a dial string is 914084283558, the server:

1 . Removes the 91 in accordance with the absorption table.

2. Compares to the exact match table and finds no match.

3. Compares the NPA 408. Because the NPA 408 has an associated NXX
table, it is used.

4. Places the call because the NXX  table is a disallow table and does not
contain the prefix 428.

If a dial string is 2551234, the server:

1 . Compares to the exact match table.

2. Adds the home NPA.

3. Compares the NPA 408. Because the NPA 408 has an associated NXX
table, it is used.

4. Places the call because the NXX table is a disallow table and does not
contain the prefix 255.
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If a dial string is 14154244567, the server:

1 . Removes the 1 in accordance with the absorption table.

2. Compares to the exact match table.

3. Compares the NPA 415. Because the NPA 415 has an associated NXX
table, it is used.

4. Blocks the call because the NXX table is a disallow table and contains the
prefer  424.

If a did string is 95551212, the server:

1 . Removes the 9 in accordance with the absorption table.

2. Compares to the exact match table and blocks the call because the number
matches and the table is a disallow table.

If a dial string is 15102265678, the server :

1 . Removes the 1 in accordance with the absorption table.

2. Compares to the exact match table.

3. Compares the NPA 5 10. Places the call because the NPA 5 10 does not
have an associated Nxx  table and the NPA table is set to allow.

As the preceding examples show, NPAINXX  call screening works  well for domestic
outdials. For restricting international outdials, the best method is to limit the
number of digits that can be dialed to less than the length of an international
telephone number. Do this with an LCOS that includes any of these limits
parameters, as appropriate:

l Auto Wakeup - Phone Length

l Maximum Number of Digits for Telephone Number

l Message Delivery - Phone Length

l Message Phone Length

l Paging - Phone Length

Then assign this LCOS to the desired mailboxes (see the Limits Class of Service
section for information on LCOS configuration).
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Task Procedure

GCOSs

GCOS Usage ....................................................................................... cl? 3345

Add or Delete a Bitmapped GCOS Group.. ............................................. CP 5030

Assign a GCOS to a Mailbox ................................................................... CP 4346

Define a Bitmapped GCOS ..................................................................... CP 4347

Use an Empty GCOS For One-Way Communication ............................. CP 3348

View GCOS Information.. ....................................................................... Cl? 6049

LCOSS

LCOS Usage ........................................................................................ cl? 3350
Assign an LCOS to a Mailbox.. ................................................................ CP 435 1

Create a New LCOS from a Copy.. .......................................................... Cl? 5054

Create a New LCOS or Modify Existing LCOS Limits ............................ Cl? 50 17

View LCOS Information.. ........................................................................ CP 6048

RCOSs

RCOS and NPAINXX  Usage ............................................................... Cl?  3293
Assign an RCOS to a Mailbox.. ................................................................ CP 4335

Configure an RCOS.. ............................................................................... CP 3295

Delete an RCOS ...................................................................................... CP 5406

Modify NPA/NXX  Tables.. ...................................................................... CP 4334

Modify the Absorption Table.. ................................................................. CP 4332

Modify the Exact Match Table.. ............................................................... CP 4333

Set RCOS System-Wide Parameters.. ....................................................... CP 5401

View RCOS Information ......................................................................... CP 5404
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This procedure summarizes the steps for using a GCOS in mailbox configuration.

step Reference

1. Complete a GCOS Worksheet. Instructions for filling out a worksheet are in the
Group Class of Service chapter; blank worksheets are at the back of this manual.

2 . To modify an existing bitmapped GCOS, select it then add or delete groups as
desired.

CP 4347

3. To define a new bitmapped GCOS, number it, name it, and add the desired groups.

4. If desired, enable one-way communication using an empty GCOS.

5. Assign the default GCOS, bitmapped GCOS, or affinity group GCOS to
mailboxes.

CP 4347

cl? 3348

Cl? 4346
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This procedure describes how to create a new LCOS based on an existing LCOS.

Step Reference

1. Reach the System Configuration Menu, then go to the Limits Class of Service Menu.

2. Identify the LCOS you want to create.

select: (C) Choose Limits COS to Modify
prompt:  Enter limits COS to modify =
Response: Number of the new LCOS you want to create (I-640), or just press

Enter if the displayed LCOS is the one you want.

Select: (N) Name Selected LCOS
Prompt:  Enter name for selected limits COS =
Response: A descriptive name for the LCOS, from 1 through 15 characters; or just

press Enter if the displayed LCOS name is the one you want.

3. copy LCOS  1 imits from an existing LCOS to your new one.

Select: (K) Copy LCOS
Prompt: LCOS to copy (? for help) = ?
Response: Number of the existing LCOS you want to copy from (I-640).

4. Now make changes in your copy. Go to the desired limits parameters menu (Table
1 at the end of this procedure) and set the desired limits parameters.

Prompt:  LIMITS PARAMETERS MENU:
or
MORE LIMITS PARAMETERS MENU:
or
EVEN MORE LIMITS PARAMETER MENU:
07.
CALL PLACEMENT MENU:
or
FAXMEMO LIMITS MENU:
or
MESSAGE RETENTION LIMIT MENU
or
SET LANGUAGE FOR SELECTED LCOS

Response: The letter shown in parentheses in the menu to select the desired limits
parameter, then enter the desired value.

Menu Map 11
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Step

5. Return to the Limits Class of Service Menu, then confirm your modifications.

S e l e c t (S) Show LCOS States

(T) Show More LCOS States
or

(V) Show Even More LCOS States

(g) Show Call Placement LCOS States
07.

clsv> Show FaxMemo  LCOS States
OT

(Y)  Show Message Age Limits for Selected LCOS

(y)  Show Language for Selected LCOS
Prompt:  LCOS to show (? for help)=
Response: The number of the LCOS you just modified. If necessary, repeat the

appropriate preceding step(s) to make corrections.

6. After confirming that modifications are correct, Save the modified limits by exiting
the LCOS menu.

Table 1 Menus for limits Parameters

For this parameter . . . Select . . .

Greeting length L, Set Limits for Selected LCOS
User name length
Message count
Messages per billing
User message length
Caller message length
Maximum login  time
Network queue message count

1 Maximum attachments per message
Maximum attachments per network

message

Reference
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Step

Table 1 Menus for Limits Parameters (continued)

.

For this parameter . . . Select . . .

Auto wakeup - phone length M, Set More Limits for Selected
Paging - phone length LCOS
Message delivery - phone length
Future delivery - message count
Maximum days - future delivery
Maximum family member or guest
Message waiting indicator - message length
Minimum message length
Maximum pages per billing
Maximum wakeups per billing

Max days - auto wakeup
Max days - reminder call
Max reminder calls per billing
Max destinations per reminder call
Max members per distribution list
Max recipients count

E, Set Even More Limits for
Selected LCOS

Max number of distribution lists
Min number of recipients for receipt

summary
Min billed number length

RNA retry limit
RNA retry interval
Busy retry limit
Busy retry interval
Message phone length
Message count
Maximum message length

0, Call Placement Limits for
LCOS -

Maximum number of digits for telephone P, Set FaxMemo Limits for
number Selected LCOS
FaxMemo message count
CNG tone detection length
Fax delivery retry frequency
Fax delivery retry interval

Reference
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Step

Table 1 Menus for Limits Parameters (continued)

For this parameter . . . Select . . .

Played message retention
Unplayed message retention
Urgent message retention
Cut through paging receipt retention
Receipt retention
Played fax message retention
Unplayed fax message retention
Urgent fax message retention
Fax receipt retention
Absolute message retention

D, Set Message Age Limits for
Selected LCOS

Prompts Language Selection G, Set Language for Selected
LCOS

Reference
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This procedure describes how to assign a bitmapped or affinity group GCOS to a
mailbox configuration. Before a bitmapped GCOS can take effect, you must also
define it.

Step Reference

1 . Reach the Mailbox Maintenance Menu. Enter the requested information, as
described in the following steps, from your completed Mailbox Worksheet.

tienu  Map 3

CD Using the Scrolling Interface
2. Identify the mailbox to which you

will assign the GCOS.

are assigning the GCOS.

Sek-ct: (C) Create New Mailboxes
Proq~t:  Mailbox to create:
Response: Number of the new mailbox.

or

Select: (M) Modify Mailboxes
Proq~t:  Mailbox to modify:
Response: Number of the existing mailbox.

3 . Press Enter until the Group Class of Service or New GCOS prompt appears.

prompt:  Group class of service:
Or

New GCOS:
Response: The number of the bitmapped GCOS (l-64) or affinity group GCOS

(6532,000) that governs this mailbox.

If you are modifying a mailbox, the GCOS you just entered replaces the existing
GCOS.

4. Press Enter to skip through each of the remaining mailbox configuration prompts.
After the last prompt, the server displays the mailbox configuration, then prompts
for the next mailbox number.

At this point, the parameter settings are saved and you can continue with mailbox
configuration or exit.
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Step

CC?  Using the Full-Screen Interface
2. Identify the mailbox to which you are assigning the GCOS.

Select: (C) Create/Modify/Delete Mailboxes
Response: You are placed in the Mailbox Maintenance entry screen. Enter the

number of the new or existing mailbox.

prompt:  Mailbox: OOOOOOOOnnn
Response: Press FlO to edit the mailbox information.

3 . Use the arrow keys, Tab  key, or Enter key to move around the screen, stopping at
the GCOS parameter.

Prompt: Group :
Response: The number of the bitmapped GCOS (l-64) or affinity group GCOS

(65-32,00)  that governs this mailbox.

If you are modifying a mailbox, the GCOS you just entered replaces the
existing GCOS.

4. Press FlO to save your changes, or, if you made a mistake, press F9 to cancel your
changes.

5. Press F9 to exit the Mailbox Maintenance entry screen.

Dac. Rev.  A
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This procedure describes how to define a bitmapped GCOS. You can use this
procedure to define a completely new GCOS or to modify an existing GCOS.

SteD Reference

1. Complete a GCOS Worksheet. Instructions for filling out a worksheet are in the
Group Class of Service chapter; blank worksheets are at the back of this manual.

2. Reach the System Configuration Menu, then go to the Group Class of Service
Menu. Enter the requested information, as described in the following steps, from
your completed GCOS Worksheet.

Note: You can quit at any point in the following steps before you exit the
Group Class of Service Menu. Quitting discards all entries you have
made and leaves the GCOS settings the way they were before you
reached the Group Class of Service Menu.

To quit:

Make sure the Group Class of Service Menu is displayed (short form or long form).

Select: (a) Quit - Forget Changes
Prompt: Quit and forget changes? (y/n) =
Response: Y to quit and skip changes.

3. Specify the GCOS number.

Select: (C) Current GCOS
Prompt:  GCOS to modify =
Reponfe:  The number (l-64) of the bitmapped GCOS you are defining.

4. Name the GCOS.

Select: (N) Name GCOS
prompt:  Enter GCOS name (0 - 15 chars) =
Response: Enter a descriptive name to accompany the GCOS number.

vlenu  Map 1 I
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Step

5. Put the desired groups in this GCOS.

Select: (A) Add Group
prompt:  Group to add (? for help) =
Response: Enter the one- to three-digit numbers of the groups that comprise this

GCOS.

You can enter group numbers in any of these formats:

l A single group, for example, 3

* A range of groups, for example, l-128
l A series of groups, for example, 3,4,6,7

l L to specify the lower half (1-64)

l U to specify the upper half (65-128)

0 A to specify all group numbers

l E to specify even group numbers

l 0 to specify odd group numbers

You can mix types of entries, so you can specify all the bits necessary in
one attempt. For example, this entry is valid:

1,3,4-19,u

Do not enter spaces after commas, and do not end the entry with a
comma.

6. If necessary, delete any groups from the GCOS.

Select: (D) Delete Group
prompt:  Group to delete (? for help) =
Response: Enter the group number(s) to delete. Use the same format as for

- adding groups to this GCOS.

7. Verify that the information you have entered so far matches your worksheet.

Select: (S) Show GCOS
prompt:  GCOS to show (? for help) =
Response: The number of the GCOS you have been working with.

8. If the information displayed at the server maintenance console matches your
worksheet, defining is completed and you can save it. If the information does not
match your worksheet, make the necessary corrections.

9. After verifying that your entries are correct, save the defined GCOS by exiting from
the Group Class of Service Menu.

10. Copy the number of this defined GCOS from your GCOS worksheet to the
appropriate mailbox worksheet.

Dot.  RN.  A

Reference
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Use an Empty GCOS For
One-Way Communication
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This procedure describes how to use an empty GCOS and feature bits to enable one-way
communication from one set of mailboxes to another.

steb Reference

1. Include the following feature bits in the FCOS assigned to the originating mailbox
(the mailbox that sends messages to one-way mailboxes):

020 (Make messages)

126 (Make/give to mailbox with empty GCOS)

l Either add the bit to an existing FCOS,

or

l Copy an FCOS and edit it as necessary.

2. Include feature bit 40 (Receive messages from other users) in the FCOS assigned to
the receiving mailbox.

l Either add the bit to an existing FCOS,

or

l Copy an FCOS and edit it as necessary. CP 5007, Ch. 1

3. Assign an empty GCOS to the receiving mailbox. CP4346

CP5011,  Ch. 1

or

CP 5007, Ch. 1

1,  Ch.CP501

or



View GCOS Information
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This procedure describes how to display lists of defined bitmapped GCOSs.

Step Reference

You can view GCOS information through the System Configuration Menu or the
Reports Menu.

l Reach the System Configuration Menu, then go to the Group Class of Service
Menu.

/let-m  Map 11

Select: (S) Show GCOS
prompt: G C O S  t o  s h o w  (? f o r  h e l p )  =
Response: The number(s) of the GCOS(s)  you want to view. Use any of these

formats:

A single GCOS number, for example 3

A range of GCOS numbers, for example 3-6

A series of GCOS numbers, for example, 3,4,5,12

E for a summary of even-numbered GCOSs

0 for a summary of odd-numbered GCOSs

L for a summary of the lower half of GCOSs (l-32)

U for a summary of the upper half of GCOSs (33-64)

A for a summary of all GCOSs

l Reach the Reports Menu, then select the GCOS option.

Select: (G) GCOS
Prompt: REPORT OUTPUT ROUTING

(C) Console (screen)
(P) Console with pause
(1) Printer A
(F) File...

r/Ienu  Map 9

(A) Append to file...
(X) Exit (no report)

If you need help later, type ?.

COMMAND (C/P/l/F/A/X):
Response: C to send the report to the console without pausing

I? to send the report to the console, pausing as the screen fills,
1 to send the report to Printer A*,
F to send the report to a file on the Series 6 server,
A to append the report to an existing file on the Series 6 server, or
X to exit report output options (no report).

* This option list varies depending on server configuration.

Doe. RN. A



LCOS Usage
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This procedure summarizes the steps for using an LCOS in mailbox configuration.

Step Reference

1: Complete an LCOS Worksheet. Instructions for filling out a worksheet are in the
Limits Class of Service chapter; blank worksheets are at the back of this manual.

2. To modify an existing LCOS, select it, then change the limits as desired.

3 . To define a new LCOS, number it, name it, and set the desired limits parameters.

4. To create a new LCOS based on an existing one, copy the existing LCOS to the
new one and modify desired limits parameters.

5 . Assign the LCOS to mailboxes.

CP 5017, Ch. 1

CP 5017, Ch. 1

CIJ  5054

CP 4351



Assign an LCOS to a Mqilbox
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This procedure describes how to assign an LCOS to a mailbox configuration. Before an
LCOS can take effect, you must also-define it.

Step

1. Reach the Mailbox Maintenance Menu. Enter the requested information, as
described in the following steps, from your completed Mailbox Worksheet.

@D Using the Scrolling Interface
2. Identify the mailbox to which you are assigning the LCOS.

Select: (C) Create New Mailboxes
prompt:  Mailbox to create:
Response: Number of the new mailbox.

or

Se&: (M) Modify Mailboxes
prompt:  Mailbox to modify:
Response: Number of the existing mailbox.

3. Press Enter until the Limits Class of Service or New LCOS prompt appears.

pr077pt:  Limits class of service:
Or

New LCOS:
Response: The number of the LCOS (l-640) that governs this mailbox.

If you are modifying a mailbox, the LCOS you just entered replaces the existing
LCOS.

4. Press Enter to skip through each of the remaining mailbox configuration prompts.
After the last prompt, the server displays the mailbox configuration, then prompts

- for the next mailbox number.

At this point, the parameter settings are saved and you can continue with mailbox
configuration or exit.

Rejh-ence

Menu  Map 3

Doe. Rm. A
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Step Reference

GQ Using the Full-Screen Interface
2. Identify the mailbox to which you are assigning the LCOS.

Sekt: (C) Create/Modify/Delete Mailboxes
Response: You are placed in the Mailbox Maintenance entry screen. Enter the

number of the new or existing mailbox.

Prompt: Mailbox: OOOOOOOOnnn
Response: Press FlO to edit the mailbox information.

3. Use the arrow keys, Tab key, or Enter key to move around the screen, stopping at
the LCOS parameter.

prompt:  Limits:
Response: The number of the LCOS (1 through 640) configured for the outcall

capabilities for this mailbox.

If you are modi@ng  a mailbox, the LCOS you just entered replaces the
existing LCOS.

4. Press FlO to save your changes, or, if you made a mistake, press F9 to cancel your
changes.

5. Press F9 to exit the Mailbox Maintenance entry screen.



Create a New LCOS or
Modify Existing LCOS Limits
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This procedure describes how to create a new LCOS or modify the existing limits
parameters in an LCOS.

1. Reach the System Configuration Menu, then go to the Limits Class of Service Menu.

2. Identify the LCOS you want to create or modify.

Select: (C) Choose Limits COS to Modify
Prompz  Enter limits COS to modify =
Response: Number of the LCOS you want to modify limits in (l-640),  or just

press Enter if the displayed LCOS is the one you want.

Select: (N) Name Selected LCOS
Prompt:  Enter name for selected limits COS =
Response: A descriptive name for the LCOS, from 1 through 15 characters; or just

press Enter if the displayed LCOS name is the one you want.

3 . Go to the desired limits parameters menu (Table 1 at the end of this procedure).

4. Set the desired limits parameters.

prompt:  LIMITS PARAMETERS MENU:
Or
MORE LIMITS PARAMETERS MENU:
Or

EVEN MORE LIMITS PARAMETER MENU:
OT

CALL PLACEMENT MENU:
Or
FAXMEMO LIMITS MENU:
O?-
MESSAGE RETENTION LIMIT MENU:
or
PROMPT LANGUAGE SELECTION:

Response: The letter shown in parentheses in the menu to select the desired limits
parameter, then enter the desired value.

Reference

tienu  Map I.I

Dot.  Rev. A
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Step

5. Return to the Limits Class of Service Menu, then confirm your modifications.

Select: (S) Show LCOS States

(?) Show More LCOS States
OT

(V) Show Even More LCOS States

(E)  Show Call Placement LCOS States
07.

(w)  Show FaxMemo  LCOS States
Or

(Y)  Show Message Age Limits for Selected LCOS

(T) Show Language for Selected LCOS
Prompt:  LCOS to show (? for help)=
Response: The number of the LCOS you just modified. If necessary, repeat the

appropriate preceding step(s) to make corrections.

6. After confirming that modifications are correct, Save the modified limits by exiting
the LCOS menu.

Table 1 Menus for limits Parameters

For this parameter . . . Select . . .

Greeting length
User name length
Message count
Messages per billing
User message length
Caller message length
Maximum login  time
Network queue message count
Maximum attachments per message
Maximum attachments per network

message

L, Set Limits for Selected LCOS

Reference

Doe. &. A
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Step

Table 1 Menus for limits Parameters (continued)

For this parameter . . . Select . . .

Auto  wakeup - phone length M, Set More Limits for Selected
Paging - phone length LCOS
Message delivery - phone length
Future delivery - message count
Maximum days - future delivery
Maximum family member or guest
Message waiting indicator - message length
Minimum message length
Maximum pages per billing
Maximum wakeups per billing

Max days - auto wakeup
Max days - reminder call
Max reminder calls per billing
Max destinations per reminder call
Max members per distribution list
Max recipients count

E, Set Even More Limits for
Selected LCOS

Max number of distribution lists
Min number of recipients for receipt

summary
Min billed number length

RNA retry limit
RNA retry interval
Busy retry limit
Busy retry interval
Message phone length
Message count
Maximum message length

0, Call Placement Limits for
LCOS

Maximum number of digits for telephone I’, Set FaxMemo Limits for
number Selected LCOS
FaxMemo message count
CNG tone detection length
Fax delivery retry frequency
Fax delivery retry interval

Reference

Dot. Rev. A
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Step

Table 1 Menus for Limits Parameters (continued)

For this parameter . . . Select . . .

Played message retention
Unplayed message retention
Urgent message retention
Cut through paging receipt retention
Receipt retention

D, Set Message Age Limits for
Selected LCOS

Played fax message retention
Unplayed fax message retention
Urgent fax message retention
Fax receipt retention
Absolute message retention

Prompts Language Selection G, Set Language for Selected
LCOS

Reference

Dot.  Rw.  A
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This procedure describes how to display all defined LCOSs and the limits parameters
that comprise them.

Step

You can view LCOS information through the System Configuration Menu or the
Reports Menu.

QED Through the System Configuration Menu
1 . Reach the System Configuration Menu, then go to the Limits Class of Service

Menu.

2. To view general limits parameters in defined LCOSs, select any or all of these
options:

Select: (S) Show LCOS States

(?)  Show More LCOS States
O?-

(V) Show Even More LCOS States
prompt:  L C O S  t o  s h o w  (? f o r  h e l p )  =

Response: The number(s) of the LCOS(s) you want to view (l-640). Use any of
these formats:

A single LCOS number, for example 3

A range of LCOS numbers, for example 3-6

A series of LCOS numbers, for example, 3,4,5,12

E for a summary of even-numbered LCOSs

0 for a summary of odd-numbered LCOSs
L for a summary of the lower half of LCOSs (l-32)

- U for a summary of the upper half of LCOSs (33-64)

A for a summary of all LCOSs

3 . The server displays a list of all defined LCOSs that shows the values set for genera
limits parameters contained in them.

Reference

Llenu Map 1 I
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Step

4. To view any of the other limits parameters, such as FaxMemo  limits, select these
options:

Select: (U) Show Call Placement LCOS States
Or

(W) Show FaxMemo  LCOS States
Or

(3’) Show Message Age Limits for Selected LCOS

(F)  Show Language for Selected LCOS
Prompt:  LCOS to show (? for help) =
Response: The number(s) of the LCOS(s)  you want to view (l-640). Use any of

the formats described earlier.

5 . The server displays a list of all defined LCOSs  that shows the values set for the
prompts language, call placement, FaxMemo,  or message age limits parameters
contained in them.

@D Through the Reports Menu
Reach the Reports Menu, then select the LCOS option.

Select: (E) LCOS
Prompt: REPORT OUTPUT ROUTING

(C) Console (screen)
(P) Console with pause
(1) Printer A
(F) File...
(A) Append to file...
(X) Exit (no report)

- If you need help later, type ?.

COMMAND (C/P/l/F/A/X):
Response: C to send the report to the console without pausing,

P to send the report to the console, pausing as the screen fills,
1 to send the report to Printer A*,
F to send the report to a file on the server,
A to append the report to an existing file on the server, or
X to exit report output options (no report).

* This option list varies depending on server configuration.

Dot.  RN.  A

Reference
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This procedure summarizes the steps for using NPA/NXX call screening in a Series 6
server.

Step Refirence

1. Configure server-wide RCOS parameters, through the Restriction Class of Service
Menu. This consists of specifying starting and ending NPA digit positions, and
specifying starting and ending NXX digit positions.

2. Configure one or more RCOSs, through the Restriction Class of Service Menu. To
do this, you:

l Number the RCOSs

l Name the RCOSs

l Enter the home NPA

l Specify whether numbers without absorption digits are to be checked or not

l If desired, specify digits to be absorbed

l Allow or disallow exact match numbers

l If desired, specify exact match numbers

l Allow or disallow NPA screening

3. Modify the configuration of each mailbox that is to use NPA/NXX call screening to
use the appropriate RCOS.

2 5401

3 3295

CI?  5047, Ch. 6
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This procedure describes how to assign an RCOS to a mailbox configuration.

Step

1. Reach the Mailbox Maintenance Menu. Enter the requested information, as
described in the following steps, from your completed Mailbox Worksheet.

WI Using the Scrolling Intedace
2. Identify the mailbox to which you are assigning the RCOS.

SeLect: (C) Create New Mailboxes
Prompt:  Mailbox to create:
Response: Number of the new mailbox you want to create.

or
Select: (M) Modify Mailboxes
Prompt:  Mailbox to modify:
Response: Number of the existing mailbox.

Note: Prompts are almost the same for creating a new mailbox and
modifying an existing one, except that “New” precedes a prompt
when you select Modify Mailboxes.

3. Press Enter until the Restriction Class of Service or New RCOS prompt appears.

Prompt:  Restriction Class of Service:
Or

New RCOS:
Response: The number of the RCOS (1 through 64) configured for the outcall

capabilities for this mailbox.

If you are modifying a mailbox, the RCOS you just entered replaces the existing
- RCOS.

4. Press Enter to skip through each of the remaining mailbox configuration prompts.
After the last prompt, the server displays the mailbox configuration, then prompts
for the next mailbox number.

At this point, the parameter settings are saved and you can continue with mailbox
configuration or exit.

Reference
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SteD Reference

CD, Using the Full-Screen Interface
2. Identify the mailbox to which you are assigning the RCOS.

Select: (C) Create/Modify/Delete Mailboxes
Response: You are placed in the Mailbox Maintenance entry screen. Enter the

number of the new or existing mailbox.

prompt:  Mailbox: OOOOOOOOnnn
Response: Press FlO to edit the mailbox information.

3. Use the arrow keys, Tab key, or Enter key to move around the screen, stopping at
the RCOS parameter.

prompt:  Restriction:
Response: The number of the RCOS (1 through 64) configured for the outcall

capabilities for this mailbox.

If you are modifying a mailbox, the RCOS you just entered replaces the
existing RCOS .

4. Press FlO to save your changes, or, if you made a mistake, press F9 to cancel your
changes.

5. Press F9 to exit the Mailbox Maintenance entry screen.

Dot.  Rw.  A
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This procedure describes how to configure a Restriction Class of Service (RCOS). A
prerequisite to this task is to set the RCOS server-wide parameters (see Cl?  5401).

Step

1. Complete an RCOS worksheet. Blank worksheets are at the back of this manual.

2. Reach the Restriction Class of Service Menu.

3. Select the RCOS.

Select: (A) Select RCOS
Prompt:  Enter RCOS number to Modify =
Response: Number (1 through 64) of the RCOS group to be modified.

4. Return to the Restriction Class of Service Menu, then go to the RCOS Selected
Menu.

Select: (M) Modify Selected RCOS
Prompt: MODIFY RCOS MENU:

5. Name the RCOS.

Select: (N) Name of Selected RCOS
Prompt: Enter the name of selected RCOS =
Response: A descriptive name (up to 15 characters).

6. Enter the home Nl?A  (area code).

Select: (H) Home NPA
prompt:  Enter your NPA =
Response: Number of the NPA (l- to 3-digit number).

7. Set the option to check numbers that do not contain digits to be absorbed.

Select: (C) Check Numbers Which Do Not Have Absorb Digits
- Prompt: Enter Y for check, N for unconditional allow =

Response: Y to continue screening the numbers, or
N to skip screening and allow call placement

8. Add or delete numbers in the digit absorption table using the Digit Absorption
Menu.

9. Set screening to allow or disallow for exact match numbers.

Select: (A) Set Exact Match Numbers to Allow/Disallow
Prompt: Enter A for Allow, D for Disallow =
Response: A to allow, or

D to disallow

10. Add or delete numbers in the exact match table using the Exact Match Menu.

Reference

Menu Map

Menu Map

Cl’  4332

CP 4333
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Step

11. Set screening to allow or disallow for the NPA.

Select: (S) Set NPA Screening to Allow/Disallow
Prompt:  Enter A for Allow, D for Disallow =
Response: A to allow, or

D to disallow

12. Add or delete numbers in the NPA and NXX tables using the NPAINXX  Menu.

13. Exit to the Restriction Class of Service Menu.

14. Verify all changes to the RCOS using the Report Selected RCOS option.

15. Exit the Restriction Class of Service Menu to make the changes take effect.

16. Copy the number of this RCOS from your RCOS Worksheet to the appropriate
mailbox worksheet.

Reference

cl? 4334
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This procedure describes how to delete an RCOS.

Step

1. Reach the Restriction Class of Service Menu.

2. Identify the RCOS to be deleted.

Select: (A) Select RCOS
proqt:  Enter RCOS number to Modify =
Response: Number (1 through 64).of  the RCOS to be deleted.

3. Delete the RCOS.

Select: (B) Delete Selected RCOS
'prompt: Are you sure you want to delete this RCOS?
Response: Y to delete the RCOS, OY

N to keep the RCOS.

4. Exit the Restriction Class of Service Menu to make the changes take effect.

Reference

Menu Map 11

Dac. Rev. A
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This procedure describes how to make changes to the NPA (area code) and NXX
(kligit prefer)  tables.

Step

1. Reach the Modify Restriction Class of Service Menu, then go to the Modify
NI?A/NXX Table Menu.

2. Select the NPA.

Select: (P) Select NPA
Prompt: Enter NPA to select =
Response: The number of the NPA table to be created, deleted, or modified.

3. If you are creating the NPA, select the add the NPA option.

Select: (A) Add NPA
Prompt:  xxx NPA added

where xxx is the specified NPA.

4. If you are deleting the NPA, select the Remove NPA option.

Select: (R) Remove NPA
Prompt: xxx NPA removed

5. Create or modify an associated NXX  table, if desired.

6. Add any new prefixes you want screened.

Select: (N) Add NXX
Prompt: Enter NXX number/s to add =
Response: Number(s) of prefur(s)  to be added. NXX  numbers can be entered in

the following formats:

A single pattern, for example 252,

o r

A series of patterns, for example 252,428,354

Do not enter spaces after commas and do not end the entry with a comma.

7. Remove any prefxes  that you no longer need screened.

Select: (D) Remove NXX
Prompt:  Enter NXX number/s to remove =
Response: Number(s) of prefH(s)  to be removed. The same rules apply to entering

numbers to be removed, as explained for adding numbers in step 6.

Reference

Menu Map 11
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Step

8. Set the NXX  table to allow or disallow the call.

Select: (B) Set Nxx  Screening to Allow/Disallow (A/D) =
Prompt: Enter A for Allow, D for Disallow = [DI
Response: A for Allow,

D for disallow.

9. Verify that the changes have been entered correctly. (The numbers shown below are
an example only.)

Select: (S) Show Table
P r o m p t :  NPA: NXX

408: Disallowed
252  428

where 408 is the NPA being screened and the prefxes  are 252 and 428. If you
select Nxx  screening, the allowed/disallowed screening status is shown for the NXX
option. If you do not select NXX screening, only the NPA is shown.

10. To add another NPA, repeat this process starting from step 2.

Reference

Dot.  RN. A
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::
This procedure describes how to add dial strings to or remove dial strings from the
absorption table.

Step

1. Reach the Modify Selected RCOS Menu, then go to the Modify Digit Absorption
Table Menu.

2. Add any new digits to be absorbed from the dial string.

Select: (A) Add a number
prompt:  Enter numbers to add =
Response: The number to be absorbed. Dial string patterns can be entered in the

formats shown below:

A single pattern, for example, 91 or

A series of patterns, for example 9 l,l, 102880 (do not enter spaces after
commas, and do not end the entry with a comma)

3. Remove any digits from the table you no longer need.

Select: (R) Remove a number
prompt:  Enter numbers to remove =
Response: The number to be deleted from the table. The same rules apply to entering

numbers to be deleted as explained for adding numbers in step 2.

4. Verify that the changes have been entered correctly.

Selectt (S) Show Table
Prompt: RC0.s  n: Digit Absorption Table

------------------------------
1: xxx
2: xxx

where n equals the RCOS being modified, and xxx are the numbers remaining in the
table.

5. Exit the RCOS Menu to save your changes.

Reference
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This procedure describes how to add dial strings to or remove dial strings from the exact
match table.

Step

1 . Reach the Modify Selected RCOS Menu, then go to the Modify Exact Match Table
Menu.

2. Add any new numbers to be matched in the dial string.

Select: (A) Add a number
Pro~~pt: E n t e r  n u m b e r s  t o  a d d  =
Response: The number to be matched against. Number patterns can be entered in

the following formats:

A single pattern, for example, 555 12 12,

07

A series of patterns, for example, 9 11,4  11

Do not enter spaces after commas and do not end the entry with a
comma.

3. Remove any numbers from the table you no longer need.

Select : (R) Remove a number
Prompt:  Enter numbers to remove =
Response: The number to be removed from  the table. The same rules apply to

entering numbers to be removed, as explained for adding numbers in step 2.

4. Verify that the changes have been entered correctly.

Select: (S) Show Table
Prompt:  RCOS  n: Exact Match Table

_---~_--~~_---------_____
- 1: xxx

2 :  x x x

where n equals the RCOS being modified, and xxx are the numbers in the table.

5. Exit the RCOS Menu to save your changes.

Reference
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Step

This procedure describes how to display a report for an RCOS.

You have a choice of information levels about RCOSs to view:

l System-wide parameters, which includes a list of configured RCOSs and their
names

l Home NPA and screening settings for a specific RCOS

l Configuration of a specific RCOS

l Configuration of all RCOSs

ED Viewing System-Wide Parameters
Reach the Restriction Class of Service Menu.

Selecti (I?) Show System Wide Parameters
Response: The server displays a list of the defined RCOSs with their names at the

server maintenance console, followed by the system-wide parameters.

@D Viewing Home NPA and Screening Settings for a Selected
RCOS

1. Reach the Restriction Class of Service Menu.

2. Select the RCOS to view.

Select: (A) Select RCOS
Prompt:  Enter RCOS number to modify =
Response: Number (1 through 64) of the RCOS to view,

OY

- Press Enter if the current RCOS is the desired one,

3 . Display the information about this RCOS.

Select: (S) Show Selected RCOS
Response: The server displays the home NPA, whether numbers without digits to

be absorbed are checked, whether exact match numbers are allowed, and
whether NPA screening is allowed, for the selected RCOS.

6!3l Viewing the Configuration of a Specific RCOS
1 . Reach the Restriction Class of Service Menu.

a

Reference
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Step

2. Select the RCOS to view.

Select: (A) Select RCOS = [n]
Prompt: Enter RCOS number to modify =
Response: Number (1 through 64) of the RCOS to view,

In

Press Enter if the current RCOS is the desired one.

3. Display the configuration of this RCOS.

Select: (R) Report Selected RCOS
Response: The server displays the following information about the current RCOS:

l HomeNPA

l Whether numbers without absorb digits are checked

l Whether exact match numbers are allowed or disallowed

l Whether NPA screening is allowed or disallowed

l Digit absorption table

l Exact match table

0 NPA/NXX t a b l e

GD Viewing the Configuration of All RCOSs

Reach the Restriction Class of Service Menu.

Select: (T) Report All RCOSs
Response: The server displays a report of all the defined RCOSs with all of their

parameter settings.
a

If you are displaying it at the console, use the following commands to
control scrolling:

To stop scrolling: Press Cd-S
To restart scrolling: Press Cd-Q

Reference
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This procedure describes how to add a group to a bitmapped GCOS and delete a group
from-a bitmapped GCOS.

step

1 . Reach the System Configuration Menu, then go to the Group Class of Service Menu

2. Identify the GCOS you want to add a group to or delete a group from.

Select: (C) Current GCOS
prompt:  GCOS to modify =
Response: Number of the bitmapped GCOS (l-64) you want to add a group to or

delete a group from, or just press Enter if the displayed GCOS is the
one you want.

prompt:  Enter GCOS name (0 - 15 chars) =
Response: A descriptive name for the GCOS, from 1 through 15 characters, or just

press Enter if the displayed GCOS name is the one you want.

3. Add the desired groups.

Select: (A) Add Group
Prompt:  Group to add (?for help) =
Response: Group number(s) you wish to add (l-128) to this GCOS.

l Group numbers can be entered in any of the formats shown below: -

A single group, for example 7
A continuous range of groups, for example 2-7
A series of groups, for example 1,2,6,7

l You can mix types of entries, so you can specify all the groups necessary in one
attempt. For example, this entry is valid:

l-4,8,9,12
-

l Do not enter spaces after commas, and do not end the entry with a comma.

4. Delete the desired group(s).

Select: (D) Delete Group
Prompt:  Group to delete (? for help) =
Response: Group number(s) you wish to delete from this GCOS. Valid entries

are the same as for adding groups.

Reference
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This procedure describes how to enter the starting and ending NPA (area code) and
NXX  (three-digit prefx)  digit positions.

Step

1. Complete an RCOS worksheet.

2. Reach the Restriction Class of Service Menu, then go to the Define System Wide
Parameters Menu.

3. Count an example dial string your server can use to locate the starting and ending
digit positions for the NPA (area code) and the NXX (three-digit prefK).

l Count the digits from right to left.

l Settings for a North American ten-digit phone number are:

The starting NPA digit position is 10.

The ending NPA digit position is 8.

The starting NXX digit position is 7.

The ending NXX digit position is 5.

4. Enter the starting digit position of the NPA.

Select: (A) Starting Digit Position of NPA
Prompt:  Enter Starting Digit Position of NPA =
Response: Number of the digit position at the start of the NPA.

5. Enter the ending digit position of the NPA.

Select: (B) Ending Digit Position of NPA
Prompt:  Enter Ending Digit Position of NPA =
Response: Number of the digit position at the end of the NPA.

6. Enter the starting digit position of the NXX.
-

Select: (C) Starting Digit Position of NXX
Pro~~~pt:  Enter Starting Digit Position of NXX =
Response: Number of the digit position at the start of the NXX.

7. Enter the ending digit position of the NXX.

Select: (D) Ending Digit Position of NXX
Prompt: Enter Ending Digit Position of NXX =
Response: Number of the digit position at the end of the NXX.

vlenu  Map
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9 Administration by Phone

This chapter covers:

. Timing considerations for Administration by Phone

. Security for the administrator’s mailbox

. Adding, deleting, and modifying mailboxes by phone

. Changing mailbox passcodes and enabling or disabling a tutorial by
phone

Overview

. Changing the server clock by phone

. Performing a server backup by phone

. Server and mailbox usage statistics

The Series 6 server allows the server administrator to perform some administrative
functions from a telephone. This feature is very convenient if the console is located
at some distance from the server administrator’s work station.

Administration by Phone cannot completely replace console administration;
telephone administration software supports only a limited number of the features
that are available from the console. However, it is very convenient for certain
functions. For example, you cannot add a mailbox with Receptionist II treatment
types over the telephone, but if the user changes offices  and you must change the
mailbox number, you can do it from the nearest pushbutton telephone.

Note: If your server has more than one line group and more than one
administrator’s mailbox, you must be sure to call the line group
associated with the administrator’s mailbox you are using to
perform Administration by Phone.

The Administration by Phone feature is not available to any mailboxes associated
with the line group in which TDDMemo  is configured.
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Telephone Administration Timing
Certain timing parameters are programmed into Administration by Phone to detect
inactivity and to safeguard the server against unauthorized use. These time out
factors make it essential for the server administrator to be well prepared before
beginning a telephone administration session:

. The server allows three to five seconds of response time for each prompt
before it announces “no change” and returns to the Administration
Menu.

. During administration, any activity causes a one-minute timer to start.
If one minute elapses without input, the server automatically disconnects
you, and you must repeat the entire access procedure.

. If you feel that you are running out of time, press 1 in response to any
prompt to restart the timer. The server issues an error message, and
repeats the prompt.

Passcode  Protecting the Administrator’s Mailbox
You can set or change the administrator’s mailbox passcode  by phone (see
“Administration by Phone” on the Task List for the procedure) or from the console.
For more information on passcode  protecting the Administrator’s mailbox, see the
Server Security chapter.

Note: When your server was configured, the technician entered a
passcode  length, which controls the number of digits that can be
entered from the telephone. From the server console, you can
ensure greater server security by giving the administrator’s mailbox
a telephone passcode  that has more digits than the other mailboxes
on the server . To do this, use the Set Passcode/Tutorial  option
from the Mailbox Maintenance Menu. See the “Mailboxes”
chapter for more information.

Note: You cannot log into the Administrator’s mailbox unless a non-
trivial passcode  is set.

Recording a Name for the Administrator’s Mailbox
You can record your name with the Name command, which is also available from
the User Options Menu, if you want the server to greet you by name when you log
in. For security reasons, do not name the mailbox, “Administrator’s Mailbox.”
Unauthorized users should not know that they have accessed a special purpose
mailbox.

a
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Adding a New Mailbox
There are important differences between creating a mailbox on the console and
adding a new mailbox by phone.

No programming for Receptionist II can be added over the phone. The
server does not prompt for treatment types, mailbox extension numbers,
or attendant extension numbers.

When Administration by Phone prompts for a three-digit class of service,
enter the Feature class of Service (FCOS). The server accepts any FCOS
number from 1 through 640, even if no feature bits are programmed for
that FCOS. No error message is issued. Be sure to enter the correct
Feature Class of Service!

When Administration by Phone prompts for a three-digit limits class of
service, enter the Limits Class of Service (LCOS) . The server accepts any
LCOS number from 1 through 640. Be sure that you enter the correct
LCOS.

You can assign any valid message waiting indication to the mailbox, but
you cannot add other information by phone, such as paging. This
message waiting indication does not work without extra programming.
You can create mailboxes that require extra programming at the server
maintenance console.

The single exception to this rule is the AC message lamp. The following
section gives instructions for programming an AC message lamp address
by telephone.

AC Message Lamp Address Codes
An AC message lamp address consists of a House Code, which can be any letter
from A through P, followed by a Unit Code, which can be any number from 1
through 16. Examples are Al, D5, P16. Address Pl is reserved for troubleshooting
and diagnostics and cannot be assigned to a mailbox. Due to the limitations of the
telephone key pad, you must enter the address differently.
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1 . House Code: Numbers 2 through 9 on your telephone key pad represent
three different letters each. In order to specify which letter is desired, the
server requires that you enter two numbers to represent a house code
letter: the key number, then the letter position (from the left). For
example, you enter K as 52, because K is on the number 5 key and at the
second position from the left (JKL).  Table 9-l lists the AC message
lamps house codes.

Table 9-1 AC Message Waiting lamp House Codes

Letter

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

Enter

21

2 2

2 3

31

3 2

3 3

41

4 2

s

Letter

I

J
K

L

M

N

0

I?

Enter

4 3

51

5 2

53

61

6 2

6 3

71

2. Unit Code: Since the server prompts for a four-digit AC message lamp
address, you must enter Unit Codes as a two-digit number. For example,
numbers from 1 through 9 are entered as 01 through 09.

Note: If you want to verify that the AC message lamp address was entered
correctly, press M to modify the mailbox you have just added, and
press the star (*) key in response to each prompt to leave all values
unchanged. The server gives the current AC message waiting lamp
address as “Kl” (not 5201).

Deleting a Mailbox
You can delete a single mailbox, but not a range of mailboxes by phone.

Modifying a Mailbox
When you select Modify from the Administration Menu, the server gives the current
mailbox number, class of service, mailbox type, and AC message lamp address, if
applicable; then prompts you for any changes. To leave any value unchanged, press
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the star (*) key in response to the prompt. See “Adding a New Mailbox” for coding
information.

Setting Mailbox Passcode  and Tutorial
You can set or clear the passcode  and enable the tutorial for a mailbox by phone.
This feature can be useful for getting new mailbox owners started on the server or for
clearing the passcode  for a mailbox owner who is unable to access his mailbox
because he has forgotten his passcode.

Setting the Server Clock
You can review or alter the server date and time by phone. This feature can be useful
for making a one-hour correction for daylight savings time.

Performing Backup to Diskette
You can keep backup files on diskettes for record purposes and as a precaution
against inadvertent loss or destruction of the configuration and history files of the
server. Centigram recommends that you regularly back up your hard disk to
diskettes. The server continues to process calls during the backup process.

The server makes backup files on specially formatted diskettes. One formatted
diskette has been included with the server. If necessary, the server  can format
additional diskettes as part of the backup procedure. When purchasing diskettes, use
3.5” double sided, high density (1.44 MB). Be sure to label and date all backup
diskettes.

To perform a floppy backup by phone, the administrator’s telephone must be close
enough to the server to permit insertion of the diskettes in the floppy disk drive
while the server administrator is on the phone.

Reporting Usage Statistics
The server administrator can get server and mailbox summary usage statistics for 30
mailboxes at a time over the phone. This procedure can be used in place of running
a statistics report during your weekly maintenance, to determine if you need to do a
purge. There are three ways to control the report:

. Respond to the prompt asking for the first mailbox number. The server
reports the server statistics and starts the mailbox report at the selected
mailbox. To cancel the report at this point, simply do not respond to the
prompt.
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. Abort the report by pressing any key while the server is reading the
statistics.

. Extend the report by pressing C when prompted by the server, after the
statistics for the first 30 mailboxes are listed. The server responds by
reporting statistics for the next 30 mailboxes.

Inquiring About Mailboxes
Neither the Inquire nor the Search function is available by phone, however you can
get some information by using the following techniques:

. Usage statistics are available by pressing U from the Administration
Menu, entering the desired mailbox number in response to the prompt,
“Enter mailbox to begin summary at,” and then pressing any key to stop
the report after the desired statistics have been given.

. Class of service, limits class of service, message waiting type, and AC
message lamp address (if applicable) are given when you select Modify
from the Administration Menu. Press the star (*) key in response to each
prompt to leave the current values unchanged.
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VoiceMemo  Release 6.OA and later

Administration by Phone
Administration by Phone .................................................................... CP 3401

Add a Mailbox by Phone .......................................................................... CP 4403

Delete a Mailbox by Phone ...................................................................... cl? 4404

Modify a Mailbox by Phone ..................................................................... cl? 4405

Report System Usage Statistics by Phone.. ................................................ Cl? 4409

Set a Mailbox Passcode  and Tutorial by Phone ......................................... CP 4406

Set or Change Administrator’s Mailbox Passcode  by Phone.. .................... CP 4402

Set System Date and Time by Phone.. ...................................................... CP 4407

Start a Mailbox Backup to Diskette by Phone .......................................... CP 4408
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This procedure describes how to perform Administration by Phone. You can only
perform this procedure from the administrator’s mailbox.

Step Reference

1. Enter the server main extension number.

2. Press * and enter the administrator’s mailbox number.8

3 . Enter the administrator’s mailbox telephone passcode. You are now logged in and
you hear the standard prompt.

4. Press %” to reach the User Options Menu. You hear the standard User OptionsQ
Menu.

Note: As a security precaution, the server does not prompt for telephone
administration.

5 . If desired, set or change the administrator’s mailbox passcode.

6. Press Q* and the server plays the telephone Administration Menu:

“Press A @ to Add a new mailbox;

D @ to Delete a mailbox;

M @ to Modify a mailbox;

P a to change a mailbox Passcode;

K @ to change the clocK;

I @ to Initiate mailbox backup to floppy;

U @ for Usage statistics;
s

CP 4402

X @ to eXit administration.”

CP 4403

cl? 4404

CP 4405

CP 4406

CP 4407

CP 4408

CP 4409

7. When you are finished with Administration by Phone, press y to exit from theQ
Administration Menu.
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This procedure describes how to add a mailbox by phone. You can only perform this
procedure from the administrator’s mailbox.

Step

1 . Enter the server extension number.

2. Press *8 plus the administrator’s mailbox number and you hear the server greeting:

“Hello [administrator’s name]. Please enter your passcode.”

3. Enter the administrator’s mailbox passcode.

4. When you hear the standard prompt, press Qy to reach the User Options Menu.

5. Press * , then press “;: to add a mailbox.Q 8

6. When prompted, enter the mailbox number to add.

7. When prompted, enter a three-digit class of service (FCOS).

8. When prompted, enter a three-digit limits class of service (LCOS) .

9. When prompted, enter a two-digit message waiting type.

10. When prompted, enter a four-digit AC message waiting light address. The server
responds with “Mailbox [number] added,” and returns you to the Administration
Menu.

Note: I f ou want to verify that all the values you entered are correct, press

d“6”  to modify the mailbox you have just added, and press a in

response to each prompt to leave all values unchanged. The server
gives the current AC message waiting light address as a house code
plus a unit code: for example, Kl  (not 5201).

11. Press y to exit from the Administration Menu.Q

Reference
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This procedure describes how to delete a mailbox by phone. You can delete a single
mailbox, but not a range of mailboxes. You can only perform this procedure from the
administrator’s mailbox.

Step

1 . Enter the server extension number.

2. Press * plus the administrator’s mailbox number and you hear the server greeting:e
“Hello [administrator’s name]. Please enter your passcode.”

3. Enter the administrator’s mailbox passcode.

4. When you hear the standard prompt, press e%” to reach the User Options Menu.

5. Press * , then press y to delete a mailbox.~ Q a

6. When prompted, enter the mailbox number to delete. You hear the message
“Mailbox [number] has [number] messages total. If you really intend to delete
mailbox [number], enter the mailbox number again.”

7. Enter the mailbox number again. The server responds with “Mailbox deleted,” and
returns you to the Administration Menu.

8. Press y to exit from the Administration Menu.a

Reference
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This procedure describes how to modify a mailbox by phone. You can only perform this
procedure from the administrator’s mailbox.

Step

1 .

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

Enter the server main extension number.

Press 8* and enter the administrator’s mailbox number and you hear the server

greeting: “Hello [administrator’s name]. Please enter your passcode.”

Enter the administrator’s mailbox passcode. You are now logged in and you hear
the standard prompt.

When the server plays the VoiceMemo  Main Menu, press ‘? to reach the Usere
Options Menu.

Press * , then press MNOQ Q6 to enter the Administration Menu.

Enter the mailbox number to modify. The server gives you the current mailbox
number, class of service, mailbox type, and AC message waiting light address, if
applicable; then prompts you for any changes.

Note: To leave any value unchanged, press the star @ key in response to the
prompt.

When prompted, enter a new mailbox number, if desired.

When prompted, enter a new class of service.

When prompted, enter a single-digit mailbox type.

10. When prompted, enter a four-digit AC message waiting light address. The server
responds with “Mailbox modified,” and returns you to the Administration Menu.

11. Press y to exit the Administration Menu.Q

Reference
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Statistics by Phone
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This procedure describes how to get server and mailbox summary usage statistics, for 30
mailboxes at time, by phone. You can only perform this procedure from the
administrator’s mailbox.

Note: You can use this procedure instead of running a statistics report during your
weekly maintenance, to determine if you need to do a manual message purge.

step

1 . Enter the server extension number.

2. Press * plus the administrator’s mailbox number and you hear the server greeting:8
“Hello [administrator’s name]. Please enter your passcode.”

3. Enter the administrator’s mailbox passcode.

4. When you hear the standard prompt, press Q7 to reach the User Options Menu.

5. Press * , then pressQ Q?? to get usage statistics.

6. When prompted, enter a mailbox number at which you want to begin summary.

Note: You can press any key at any time during the summary to stop.

The server reports: “VoiceMemo  storage is [number] percent full, [number] minutes
out of [number] total.”

Next, the server lists the statistics for the first mailbox: “Mailbox [number], [name],
has [number] messages total, [number] urgent, [number] unplayed, using [number]
seconds.”

Then, the server lists the statistics for the next 29 mailboxes.

7. When prompted, press Q“2”  to continue listing. The server lists statistics for the next
30  mailboxes.

I When the listing is finished, the server plays the message, “End of summary.”

8. Press ‘? to exit from the Administration Menu.Q

Reference
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and Tutorial by Phone
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This procedure describes how to change a mailbox owner’s passcode  and enable the
tutorial for the mailbox by phone. You can only perform this procedure from the
administrator’s mailbox.

Step

1 .

2.

3 .

4 .

5 .

6 .

7 .

8 .

9 .

-

Enter the server main extension number.

Press e* plus the administrator’s mailbox number and you hear the server greeting:

“Hello [administrator’s name]. Please enter your passcode.”

Enter the administrator’s mailbox passcode. You are now logged in and you hear
the standard prompt.

When you hear the VoiceMemo  Main Menu, press Q?’ to reach the User Options
Menu. (Do not enter the Administration Menu.)

Press 8, then press a from the User Options Menu.

When prompted, enter the mailbox number for which you want to change the
passcode.

When prompted, enter the new passcode  or enter zeros to clear it. (The server
automatically prompts for the correct passcode  length.) The server responds with
“Passcode for mailbox [number] cleared.”

When prompted, press y .6 d you want a tutorial on this mailbox; “6”  if you don’t.Q

Press @ to exit the User Options Menu.

Reference
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Set or Change Administrator’s
Mailbox Passcode  by Phone
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This procedure describes how to set or change the passcode  for the administrator’s
mailbox by phone. You can only perform this procedure from the administrator’s
mailbox.

Step Reference

1 .

2.

3 .

4.

5 .

6 .

7 .

Enter the server main extension number.

Press @ and enter the administrator’s mailbox number.

Enter the administrator’s mailbox telephone passcode. You are now logged in and
you hear the standard prompt.

When the server plays the VoiceMemo  Main Menu, press Q%” to reach the User
Options Menu. (Do not enter the Administration Menu.)

Press a from the User Options Menu to change the passcode.

Enter a new passcode, in response to the prompt.

Press !? to exit the User Options Menu. Now, you can press * to begine Q
telephone administration.
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This procedure describes how to review or change the VoiceMemo  date and time by
phone. You can only perform this procedure from the administrator’s mailbox.

Step

1 . Enter the server extension number.

2. Press *8 plus the administrator’s mailbox number and you hear the server greeting:

“Hello [administrator’s name]. Please enter your passcode.”

3. Enter the administrator’s mailbox passcode.

4. When you hear the standard prompt, press Q7 to reach the User Options Menu.

5. Press * , then pressQ 8“5” to set the date and time. The server plays the current date

and time: “The date is currently set to [day], [date], [time] . ..”

6. When prompted, enter the two-digit month or press # to leave unchanged.8

7. When prompted, enter the two-digit day or press # to leave unchanged.Q

8. When prompted, enter the two-digit year or press # to leave unchanged.Q

9. When prompted, enter the two-digit hour or press a to leave unchanged.

10. When prompted, enter two digits for the minutes or press 8* to leave unchanged.

11. When prompted, press “2”  for a.m., ‘7” for p.m., or press @ to leave unchanged.a Q
The server responds with: “The date changed to [day], [date], [time] .”

12. Press y to exit from the Administration Menu.Q

Reference



Back Up Mailboxes
to Diskette by Phone
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This procedure describes how to back up all mailboxes on your server to a single diskette
by phone. You can only perform this procedure from the administrator’s mailbox.

To copy the data files to a backup diskette, the administrator’s telephone must be close
enough to the server to permit insertion of the diskette in the floppy disk drive while the
server administrator is on the phone.

Note: You can use this procedure only when all data files will fit on a single diskette.
Use 3.5” double sided, high density (1.44 MB). Be sure to label and date all
backup diskettes.

0I WARNING!

0 If you run this process without a diskette in the floppy drive, the
server gives no indication over the phone that the backup is not being
completed. The server only records this type of error on the console.

S t e p

1 . Enter the server extension number.

2. Press * plus the administrator’s mailbox number and you hear the server greeting:Q
“Hello [administrator’s name]. Please enter your passcode.”

3. Enter the administrator’s mailbox passcode.

4. When you hear the standard prompt, press Qy to reach the User Options Menu.

5. Press * ,Q then press “4”’  to initiate mailbox backup.Q

6. When prompted, insert the backup diskette in the floppy drive and press ‘7” . The8
server responds with “Backup started [day], [date], [time] .”

-
Note: If the server cannot verify the diskette, remove it from the floppy

drive, reinsert it, and retry the above procedure.

When the backup is finished, the server plays the message “Backup completed.”

7. Press ?? to exit from the Administration Menu.Q

Reference
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10 Server Security

This chapter covers:

. Protecting your server from outside abuse

. Protecting your server from abuse by mailbox owners and users

. Protecting the server maintenance and administration functions

. Security reports and audit trails

. FPSA

Overview
Server security refers to protecting your Series 6 server from abuse, both from outside
callers and from mailbox owners. Outside callers can attempt to “take over”
mailboxes that can be reached through the public switched telephone net&ork  and
use them for their own applications. Mailbox owners can make inappropriate use of
server resources by placing long distance calls through the server , overusing available
storage, or sending messages to mailboxes that should be “off limits.”

The server has many features that are designed to provide security at the server level
and the mailbox level. These features address server administration, mailbox usage,
and access to facilities, applications, and information.

Protection From Outside Abuse
Mailboxes that can be reached through the telephone network are seen as the
primary entry point for “hostile invasion” of a communications server such as the
Series 6 server. Service providers and corporate telecommunications managers alike
are concerned about hackers taking over mailboxes for their own applications, or
using mailboxes for toll fraud by calling through long-distance facilities accessible
from the server .

You can configure your server to require access codes or passcodes before callers can
reach various functions, and you can configure mailboxes to automatically perform
certain functions, such as hanging up after playing a greeting.

Existing Mailboxes
The first level of security is protection of the mailboxes by passcodes. By default, the
server requires passcodes on all mailboxes. You can turn this feature off using feature
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bit 218 for direct calls, but you should do so with caution. Mailbox owner passcodes
can be up to 10 digits in length, and users can change their passcodes at any time
(feature bit 073).

The server administrator typically sets a temporary passcode  for new mailboxes, but
the user is forced to enter a permanent passcode  during the interactive tutorial.
Using FCOS settings, you can prevent users from setting a passcode  that is the same
as the mailbox number (feature bit 130), or from using trivial passcodes, such as
1234 or 8888 (feature bit 201).

If a caller enters the wrong passcode  when trying to get into a mailbox, the server
requires the caller to enter the correct passcode  twice, or the server hangs up. Callers
are not told whether the mailbox number or the passcode  was incorrect; hackers do
not know if they have even half of a valid combination. (You can use feature bit 081
to set the server to only require a single correct passcode  after an incorrect attempt,
but this reduces the effectiveness of the security feature.)

The server tracks bad passcode  attempts for each mailbox and compares the number
to the parameters set for the line group. If the bad passcode  attempts for a mailbox
exceeds the number allowed in the passcode  trip period, the server plays a bad
passcode  warning at the next login  so that the mailbox owner knows that someone
may have tried to gain unauthorized entry.

Feature bit 132 allows you to enable a bad passcode  lockout, in which a mailbox is
locked when the threshold of bad passcode  attempts is reached. Only the server
administrator can unlock the mailbox, set a new temporary pass&de, reset the
tutorial, and require reinitialization from the integrated telephone number (feature
bit 142).

New Mailboxes

When you create a new mailbox, you can designate a temporary passcode  for that
mailbox, either by making up a passcode, or by using the server’s random passcode
generation program. If you have created mailboxes but have not yet assigned them
to users, you can use an FCOS to deny login  (feature bit 001).

To ensure that a new mailbox, once assigned, is not used until the owner accesses it,
you can require initialization from the integrated telephone number (feature bit
142). You can also set the FCOS to prevent messages from being received until the
mailbox has been initialized (feature bit 127).

Note: Feature bit 142 (Must run tutorial from own phone) is not
supported for all integrations.
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line Groups
By dividing the total number of ports in your server into line groups, you can
increase the security for specific applications. You can configure each application to
be on a different line group, and enable an appropriate level of security for each
application.

Separating the applications by line group can help prevent certain types of abuse,
such as connecting from one application to another. Incoming and outgoing calls
occur on separate line groups in a server. This keeps hackers from reaching the server
and then dialing out through the Receptionist II or another application.

You can restrict access to certain line groups, like a toll-free dial-in line group, by
setting the FCOS to require callers to enter an access code before hearing the regular
line group greeting (feature bit 160). If a caller exits one mailbox, the server requires
reentry of the access code before allowing further progress through the server. You
can also use FCOSs  to completely deny login  on specific line groups (feature bits
10 l-l 09),  or ensure that mailboxes cannot receive messages when the call is received
on a specific line group (feature bits 11 l-l 19).

Telephone Answering
Outside callers can abuse a server during a telephone answering call by trying to
break into the dialed mailbox or access other features. By correctly setting the line
groups and FCOS s in your server, you can control the feature set available during an
answering session.

You can force the termination of telephone answering sessions after callers leave a
single message by setting the line group to not allow multiple messages for outside
callers. For Greeting-Only mailboxes, you can have the server hang up immediately
after playing the greeting (feature bit 062), call the mailbox attendant after the
greeting (bit 063), or call the mailbox user after the greeting (bit 064).

By customizing an FCOS to contain feature’bit 004 but not contain bit 005
(Outside caller functions and Play outside caller menu prompts, respectively), you
can allow knowledgeable users to access server functions, while not letting other
callers know that the functions are available.

Feature bit 137 (Caller must enter access code) can restrict outside callers from
leaving messages in high security mailboxes. You set the access codes when
configuring each individual mailbox.

You can further ensure the privacy of mailbox users by not putting them in the Dial-
by-Name database (feature bit 092), or by not allowing the mailbox name or
extension number to be played (bit 202). This latter feature can be especially
important in hotel or dormitory situations.
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Audiotext (Tree Mailboxes)

You can protect audiotext applications by requiring callers to enter an access code
(feature bit 137) before hearing the information. Because you can design audiotext
applications as a series of mailboxes, each with individual information, you can set a
unique access code for each piece of information to ensure corporate security.

You can configure audiotext applications to hang up after playing the greeting
(feature bit 062), or transfer to the mailbox attendant (bit 063) or mailbox extension
(bit 064). You can also deny login  from within the tree (bit 152).

Protection From Mailbox Owner Abuse
The revenue of a service bureau is dependent on being able to bill mailbox owners
for use of the server. Likewise, the corporate telecommunications manager must
control use and potential abuse of corporate resources to provide the best service
while controlling costs and maintaining security. The server allows you to place
controls and limits in the server to ensure that mailbox owners use the server
appropriately.

line Groups
Service bureaus can provide mailbox owners with certain line groups for receiving
messages, while having them pick up their messages on other line groups, either to
control costs or to control call flow. To enforce this type of usage, you can use
feature bits 101-l 09 to deny login  on specific line groups; callers can leave messages,
but are not able to log into a mailbox. In this way, you can also restrict access to
certain information to internal ports only, or to “800” number ports where the server
owner must pay for connect time.

Mailbox Usage
Depending on the number of phone lines or the storage hours available on your
server, or on the levels of service that mailbox owners pay for, you can set LCOS
parameters to control certain aspects of mailbox usage, such as connect time, number
of messages stored, or storage duration.

If the number of phone lines to your server is limited, you can limit call duration by
setting the Maximum login time parameter in each LCOS to a few minutes. On the
other hand, if disk storage is a limiting factor, you can lower both the Caller message
length and User message length, and set the Message count limit to a number that is
equitable to all users assigned to each LCOS.

The amount of storage used on your server is the result of the number of messages
stored and the length of storage time. You can control the storage times for played
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and unplayed messages by setting the two LCOS parameters: Played message
retention and Unplayed message retention.

Besides setting limits on server usage, you must ensure that your mailbox listings are
current-remove mailboxes that are no longer being used. Once you have removed
a mailbox, the server automatically removes it from the Dial-by-Name database and
from all distribution lists.

Messaging
Messaging between mailbox owners is the primary purpose of many voice mail
systems, but you must use GCOS and FCOS settings to enforce restrictions on
which mailboxes can exchange messages.

The primary tool for controlling messaging between mailboxes is the Group Class of
Service (GCOS). Correct GCOS settings can effectively partition a server so that
separate user groups are not aware of one another, or so that certain mailboxes can
only receive or send messages to other specific mailboxes, such as in dispatcher
situations.

GCOS structures also create partitioned Dial-by-Name. A mailbox owner cannot
use Dial-by-Name to address a message to a mailbox that is not accessible due to
GCOS restrictions; the server does not match or play inaccessible mailbox names.

You can also use FCOS settings to control the sources and destinations for messages.
Feature bits 040-045 control a mailbox’s ability to receive messages from various
sources, such as other users, outside callers, distribution lists, etc., while feature bits
020-35 control the ability to make or give messages to users and distribution lists.

Outdials

Depending on the optional features purchased with your server, mailbox owners can
send a variety of outdial  calls, including call placement, message delivery, auto
wakeup, fax, and paging. To prevent abuse and to provide better call traffic, you can
restrict different outgoing call types to specific line groups, and set appropriate
restrictions and limits on each line group. This prevents users from accessing other
services on dedicated line groups, and allows you to monitor resource usage.

Mailbox owners can use the message delivery feature for message waiting, in which
the server calls a specified number when the mailbox owner receives a new message.
The person who answers the phone must enter the correct passcode  to access the
mailbox, thus ensuring that only the mailbox owner can listen to the message.

Mailbox owners can use call placement to record a message and send it to a
telephone number (as opposed to a mailbox). The message sender can record the
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name of the intended recipient, and can optionally require a passcode  before the
message is played.

The FCOS and LCOS settings provide a tool for the administrator to control access
to outdial  services. Various feature bits enable use of the different features, and
LCOS limits control the number of digits that a mailbox owner can enter for a target
telephone number. You can set the message delivery, paging, and message phone
lengths to 7 digits to limit calls to the local service area, or 10 (or 11) digits to allow
for long distance calls.

FPSA and Server Administration
In the hands of a trained and responsible administrator or technician, server
administration functions can be used to provide convenient and full-featured service
to mailbox owners and callers, and to keep the server functioning smoothly. In the
wrong hands, the same functions can be used to take over mailboxes, disrupt service,
and even shut down the server. Security for the administration function is extremely
important. With Functionally Partitioned System Administration (FPSA) activated
and configured, however, server security is assured because access can be restricted to
authorized persons only. (See “Functionally Partitioned System Administration”
later in this chapter for more details about FPSA.)

Console
The server maintenance console is the primary point of entry for configuration and
administration, and therefore one of the most critical factors in security console
access is protected by a login sequence. The server requires a user ID and a password
that verifies a user before allowing access to any menu.

User ID
A user ID is a unique representation of a person’s identity within the server. Each
user ID is associated with one real name, though one real name can be assigned
multiple user IDS. During the login sequence, you are identified by your user ID,
the terminal device, and the module where you logged in. Each subsequent activity
you perform during a session at a server maintenance console can be recorded in the
audit trail (see Security Reports and Audit Trails, later in this chapter, for more
information on the audit trail).

The server superuser can display all current user IDS, along with the name, password,
permission categories, and other statistics associated with them, at a server
maintenance console (see “List of Authorized Users” in the Reports chapter). A user
ID can be up to 17 characters.

The server superuser’s ID, root, cannot be changed.
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Password
A user ID can be verified by entering an optional password. The same password can
be used with different user IDS. The server superuser and console users each have
their own password. A password must meet the following requirements:

l Its length is 6 to 30 alphanumeric characters, but only the first 8 are used.

l It cannot contain a substring of the user ID that is four or more characters.
For example, a user ID of mark61 cannot have the password markey4! or
n=ark60  because each contains substrings that are part of the user ID
(indicated in bold).

l When you change your password, the new one cannot be the same as the
old.

When FPSA is implemented, password requirements are strengthened. See
“Functionally Partitioned System Administration,” later in this chapter.

To set a password (without FPSA), use the Change Password option. The server
stores passwords in one-way encoded form. When you enter your password, the
server encodes it then compares it to the stored password. If you forget your
password, only the server superuser can reset it. There is no mechanism for decoding
a password to et 11 it to a person who forgot it.

Each time you log in thereafter, the server displays the date and-time of your last
login.  The server also displays the number of your unsuccessful attempts, if any,
since the last login.  You should review this information every time you log in.

Modem
A modem on a serial port of the server can be used by you, or by anyone else, to gain
access to all of the server maintenance and configuration capabilities. You should
take care to protect this access point from abuse. If you do not intend to perform
any remote maintenance or administration, you do not need to connect a modem to
a serial port. The same login  sequence described above applies to any remote access
using the modem.

All servers are shipped with a default security banner. You can customize the banner,
if you wish.

Administrator’s Mailbox

The administrator’s mailbox can be used to perform several administration
functions, including creating and deleting mailboxes. You can protect this mailbox
by changing the mailbox number to be any number up to 11  digits (you do not have
to leave the administrator’s mailbox number at the default setting), and by requiring
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a passcode  for successful login. If you change the Administrator’s mailbox to a long
number, be sure the Dial Plan allows it, or change the Dialing Plan.

Note: The administrator’s mailbox must have a passcode. The passcode
cannot be the same as the mailbox number, and it cannot be a
trivial passcode  (for example, 1234, 8888).

You can also set the FCOS for the administrator’s mailbox to require an access code
before callers can leave a message. If the administrator’s mailbox number is not an
integrated extension number, you have to access the mailbox by calling the server,
pressing the star key (*) at the first greeting, entering the administrator’s mailbox
number, then another * and the passcode. If the FCOS requires an access code, you
would have to enter it before you could press the second *, thus adding a second
level of passcode-type protection.

You can also use FCOS settings to further restrict access to the mailbox to only
certain ports, or to deny login  to the mailbox (feature bit 001). If you deny login  to
the mailbox, you must use the server console to allow login  prior to doing any
administration by phone.

Security Reports and Audit Trails
Several of the reports available at the server console can give a clear picture of
breaches in server security or potential security or abuse concerns. For more details
on any of these reports, see the Reports chapter.

Mailbox Reports

Mailboxes with no activity are listed in the Idle Mailboxes Report (found under
Mailbox Statistics in the Reports Menu). The list in this report contains any
unassigned or uninitialized mailboxes in the server. If a mailbox that you think
should appear is not listed, it can be a sign that someone is illegitimately using the
mailbox. You should run a Mailbox Dump Report for the specific mailbox to obtain
more information about activity in that mailbox.

The Mailbox Dump Report allows you to obtain a comprehensive report on a
specific mailbox, including login  status and usage statistics. Use this report to see
detailed information on any mailbox that you suspect of questionable activity.

The Mailbox Totals Report gives the same type of information as the Idle Mailboxes
Report, except that it is for all mailboxes in the server. The “Mailboxes With
Activity” entry in this report shows the number of mailboxes that have either been
logged into or have received a message.

The Mailbox Data Inquiry Report (Inquire About Mailboxes in the Mailbox
Maintenance Menu) provides summary statistics for a single mailbox or a range of
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mailboxes. You can scan the columns in this report to look for either no message
storage (appropriate for uninitialized mailboxes) or excessive message storage
(possibly signaling abuse).

The Mailbox Data Report (in the Reports Menu) contains information on the
number of recent bad login attempts and the date of the last mailbox owner login,
indicating “Never” for a new mailbox. Because this report covers all mailboxes and
contains a lot of information, you should first use other reports to examine potential
abuse problems.

With the mailbox search option, you can find mailboxes that meet certain criteria,
such as those having a specific FCOS or GCOS, or those with no passcode  or with
the tutorial enabled. If you suspect server abuse, you can identify the mailboxes
involved by performing a search with the right criteria.

You can track high levels of incoming and outgoing mailbox traffic with the Call
Detail Recorder (CDR) optional feature.

Audit Trail
If you are the Server Superuser (root), you can obtain an audit trail report of all
persons who have logged in during any given period.

The server records activities you perform at a maintenance console in a log that
becomes an audit trail. The information recorded includes the user ID, time and
date of activity, the menus reached, actions taken, and some other details that you
can specify. This information can be used after the fact to investigate unauthorized
use or “hackers.”

Only the server superuser can configure and manage an audit trail. The audit trail
options are:

Starting and stopping the audit trail

Reviewing the audit trail and printing it as a report

Formatting an audit trail report. Each activity recorded by the audit trail
appears as a numbered entry on a line by itself.

Specifying the maximum entries (up to 999999) in an audit trail

Specifying the types of information that comprise an entry (entry details).
The Menu Parameters chapter lists the information types under “Details.”

Specifying a range of entries to be reported
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The audit trail resembles the server logfile, but it does not need to be cleared. When
a specified maximum number of entries is reached, the server continues to record
new information, overwriting the oldest information and beginning again at entry 1.
When the number of entries reaches 85%,  9O%, and 95% of the maximum, the
server writes a warning to that effect in the error log. This gives you an opportunity
to stop the audit trail, print it, or allow it to continue if overwriting of entries is
unimportant.

Note: You can use the audit trail whether or not FPSA is activated.

Functionally Partitioned System Administration
Functionally Partitioned System Administration (FPSA) is a standard software
feature that requires you to enter your user identifier (user ID) and password for
verification before you can reach any of the server menus. Access to the menus is
based on the authorization level of your user ID and password.

FPSA allows access to menus only to persons who are authorized through permission
categories. In addition, FPSA requires passwords of all users logging in.

Using FPSA
You must activate FPSA at your site from the Security menu, then configure it as
desired, before it is operational. While there is no charge for FPSA, you must
specifically order it.

Once FPSA is activated, you can reach menus at the server maintenance console only
if you have the proper permission category (or categories). Every server menu is
associated with one or more permission categories.

Password
There are additional restrictions on passwords when FPSA is installed.

l When FPSA is installed, passwords must contain at least one letter, one
digit, and one punctuation mark. For example, 13nuts)c or o;sterl  .

0 Users must change their passwords periodically (default is 30 days). The
new password must be different from the old one. The server issues a
reminder notice at login  warning that the password must be changed; the
default reminder period is seven days. If the password is not changed
before the expiration date, the server forces the user to change passwords
after logging in. The server superuser can set the period between password
changes and the period for displaying warnings.
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l If you enter your password incorrectly, the server allows you another
attempt to enter it correctly. The number of attempts allowed before the
server locks the user ID is set by the server superuser. The default is five
attempts. If a user ID should become locked, only the server superuser can
unlock it. No indication is given to a user on lockout.

Note: The number of bad login  attempts is counted from midnight to
midnight of the following day, and is cleared and restarted each
midnight.

l The first time you log in, the server requires you to change the temporary
password assigned by the server superuser at the time you were added to
the server.

l If you lose or forget the password for the server superuser account, there is
a procedure to bypass the login sequence with TAC assistance. Refer to the
procedures section for more information.

Permission Categories
You can use any of 6 permission categories to establish privileges for each user ID.
These categories and users are defined in Table lo- 1.

Table lo- 1 FPSA Permission Categories

Category Description

1 Unlimited access to all console menus and all server resources
(synonymous with server superuser access)

2 Unlimited access to all console menus and QNX  shell, except
security features limited to the server superuser (See Server
Superuser, below)

3 Access only to system configuration menus except network
configuration (see Category 6)

4 Access only to mailbox maintenance menus

5 Access only to inquiry menus (read-only menus such as Reports,
Statistics, and Dump)

6 Access only to network and network-related menus

When FPSA is activated, you can perform menu-based procedures described in this
manual only if you have the appropriate permission category or categories.
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FPSA limits access to menus based on a permission category or categories assigned to
each user ID. If you attempt to reach an unauthorized menu, the server responds
“Permission denied.” Each server menu also has one or more permission categories
associated with it.

When you assign permission categories to each user, make sure that the combination
is sensible. For example, category 1 gives access to the entire server, so there is no
need to assign any other permission categories in addition. Categories 3 and 6
together give permission for all system configuration menus.

Login  Incorrect or Permission Denied
If your user ID is invalid or you enter it incorrectly, or if you enter your password
incorrectly, the server displays “login  incorrect” and the login  sequence halts. If you
have exceeded the allowed number of login  attempts, or if you try to reach a menu
outside your permission category or categories, the server does not let you continue.

When the number of login  attempts is exceeded, the server locks the user ID of the
person attempting to log in. The server superuser must unlock the user ID through
the FPSA Menu before a locked-out user can log in. (If access to a menu is allowed,
the server superuser can modify permission categories of the person denied access,
also through the FPSA Menu.)

If the server superuser encounters the “login  incorrect” message, he or she should
follow the password bypass procedure described in the Task List.

Users can receive “permission denied” messages when choosing a menu option they
are not permitted to access. Permission categories must be changed for users to
access menu items that generate this message.

Server Superuser
The server superuser is the only person with unlimited access to all server resources
and all menus. This individual is the only one who can perform all the activities
described in this manual, including these FPSA activities:

l Add a user to the server

l Delete a user from the server

l Reset a user’s password

l Change permission categories

0 Configure password parameters

l Configure and manage the Audit Trail (see below)

The user ID root  is the only server superuser.

a
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CAUTION!
If the server superuser should forget his or her password, he or she cannot
access the server, let alone perform any of the FPSA activities just
mentioned. The only way a server superuser can be reinstated is to
nerform the nassword  bvnass  nrocedure  in the Task List.

VoiceMemo Superuser
VoiceMemo  superusers can perform all activities described in this manual except
FPSA activities. They do have access to the Change Password option in the FPSA
Menu, however, for changing their own password. This form of user is one with
Category 2 permission.

Console User
Console users can configure the server, or just maintain mailboxes, or just obtain
reports, or just administer the network- or perform any combination of these
activities - depending on their permission categories. Console users can also
change their own passwords.

Activating FPSA
You can activate and deactivate FPSA only with the FPSA diskette at the server
maintenance console. This is a controlled diskette that Centigram releases to a
designated individual at your site after a server is installed. _

When activation is completed, the “Passwords/Security” option in the System
Maintenance Menu changes to “FPSA.”

When activating FPSA, be prepared to take notes. All current user IDS must be
given permission categories, and each user ID must be given a password. If a user ID
has a password, it is marked for 24-hour expiration so the user should be notified to
change it. User IDS without passwords are given temporary passwords by the server,
also marked to expire in 24 hours. The server superuser should give the users these
passwords.

This effectively forces users to change their passwords when they log in.

Configuring FPSA

Once you have activated FPSA, you can configure it. This involves the following
steps:

l Establishing a user ID

l Identifying the users by their real names
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l Establishing a password

l Assigning permission categories

l Setting up an audit trail if desired

l Configuring password parameters.

Configuring is performed through the FPSA Menu option of the Additional Options
Menu.

Deactivating FPSA
You can deactivate FPSA only with the FPSA diskette at the server maintenance
console. For directions, see the applicable procedure in the Task List.
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This procedure describes steps that you can take to help protect your Series 6 server from
abuse. Some of the steps might not be appropriate for your particular server.

Step

I. Control local and remote access.

l Whether or not FPSA is activated in your installation, you can establish password-
driven access to the entire server, including all menus at the server  maintenance
console.

2. Restrict access to certain line groups.

3. Configure line group passcode  parameters, such as the minimum and maximum
passcode  length

4. Configure mailbox passcode  parameters, such as disallowing the use of trivial
passcodes.

5. Set mailbox passcodes.

Reference

CP 4 3 3 9
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This procedure describes how to activate or deactivate FPSA. You need the Functionally
Partitioned System Administration diskette to activate or deactivate FPSA.

Step

QED Activating FPSA

1 . Reach the System Maintenance Menu, then go to the Passwords/Security Menu.

Select: (F) Activate FPSA
Prompt: Insert the FPSA diskette, then press <Enter>

to continue.
2. Insert the Functionally Partitioned System Administration diskette in the server

floppy disk drive, then press Enter. Proceed as described in the applicable steps
below.

3. After you press Enter, confirm activation.

Prompt: Enter "Yn to activate FPSA,
Enter ‘N" to abort: I

Response: Enter Y to continue the activation process.

4. You are taken through all current user IDS. Be ready to take notes on this
information. Supply permission categories for each user ID.

prompt:  User ID mark27
Enter the permission categories (separated by
commas):

Response: Enter up to five categories, numbers 2 to 6, each separated by a comma.
You must enter all the categories desired, not just the category that you
are adding or deleting. For example, to add category 6 to categories 4
and 5, enter 4,5,6.  Refer to Table 1 for a description of permission
categories.

5. Notethe  user IDS that are assigned temporary passwords. ’
-

P~o~.pt:  User ID celeste
Temporary password issued: t6yy.ox

Response: Write down the passwords and give them to the users.

Note: Both temporary and existing passwords created during
FPSA activation expire within 24 hours.

6. After the server processes the information you just entered, it displays the following
message at the server maintenance console:

FPSA activated. It will take effect the next time users log in.
Press any key to continue....

7. When you exit to the System Maintenance Menu, the Passcode  option is changed to
“FPSA Menu.” You can now configure FPSA through this option.

8. Remove the Functionally Partitioned System Administration diskette from the
Serverfloppy  disk drive.

Reference

Menu  Map 2
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Step Rqhence

9. Return the Functionally Partitioned System Administration diskette to its case, then
secure it as agreed for your installation.

@2B Deactivating FPSA

CAUTION!
Once FPSA is deactivated, anybody who can log in can reach any
menu.

1 . Reach the System Maintenance Menu, then go to the Passwords/Security Menu.

Select: (F) Deactivate FPSA
Prompt: Insert the FPSA diskette, then press <Enter>

to continue.
2. Insert the Functionally Partitioned System Administration diskette in the server

floppy disk drive, then press Enter.

3. After you press Enter, confirm deactivation..

Prompt: Enter "Y" to de-activate FPSA,
Enter ‘N" to abort:

Response: Y to deactivate FPSA.

4. The server displays the following message at the maintenance console:

FPSA deactivated.
Press any key to continue....

5. Remove the Functionally Partitioned System Administration diskette from the
Server floppy disk drive.

6. Return the Functionally Partitioned System Administration diskette to its case, then
- secure it as agreed for your installation.

Menu Map 12
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This procedure describes how to add or delete a user ID, and how to unlock the ID of a
user who has exceeded the number of unsuccessful login  attempts. Adding a user ID

Step

involves specifying a user ID, the actual (real) name, a password, and permission
categories. Only the server superuser can perform this procedure.

CD Adding a User ID
1 . Reach the System Maintenance Menu, then go to the Passwords/Security Menu.

2. Specify the new user.

Select: (A) Add User
PTOWZP~: Enter user ID:
Response: Enter a unique identifier of up to 17  letters

Prompt: Enter user's real name:
Response: Enter the real name, up to 25 letters, of the person to be associated with

this user ID.

3. Assign the desired permission category or categories. This is only prompted when
FPSA is running.

Prompt:  Enter the permission categories (separated by
commas):

Response: Enter a digit from 2 through 6, or any combination of these digits,
separated by commas. For example: 4,5,6.  Refer to Table 1 for a
description of permission categories.

These settings take effect when see the confirmation “<user ID> added.” Write
down the temporary password assigned by the server. It is only valid for 24 hours.

s QEII Unlocking a User ID
1. Reach the System Maintenance Menu, then go to the Passwords/Security Menu.

2. Specify the user ID to be unlocked.

Select: (U) Unlock User
prompt:  Enter user ID:
Response: Enter the locked user ID.

3. The unlocking takes effect when you see the confirmation “<user ID> unlocked.”

Reference

vIenu  Map 2
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k?b

Category

1

2

Table 1 FPSA Permission Categories

Description

Unlimited access to all console menus and all server
resources (synonymous with sewer  superuser access).
This category cannot be set through the console.

Unlimited access to all console menus and QNX
shell, except security features limited to the server
superuser

Access only to system configuration menus except
network configuration (see Category 6)

Access only to mailbox maintenance menus

Access only to inquiry menus (read-only menus
such as Reports, Statistics, and Dump)

Access only to network and network-related menus

GET8  Deleting a User ID
1. Reach the System Maintenance Menu, then go to the Passwords/Security Menu.

2. Specify the user ID to be deleted.

Select: (D) Delete User
Primp Enter user ID:
Response: Enter the user ID to be deleted.

The server displays the user ID just entered, along with the actual (real)
name associated with it.

3. Check the user ID and real name displayed by the server to ensure that this is the
user ID you want to delete.

4. Proceed with the deletion.

Prompt:  E n t e r “Y” t o  d e l e t e ,  ‘N" to a b o r t :
Response: Y to delete the user, or

N to keep the user..

5. The deletion takes effect when you see the confirmation “<user ID> deleted.”

Dot.  Rev.  A
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This procedure describes how to bypass the password requirement for the server
superuser. This procedure should only be used when the server superuser’s password is
lost.

Step

Note: Only the authorized server superuser can perform this procedure.

1. Log into the Server, using the following responses:

Pr0772pt: Login :
Response: bypass to begin bypass procedure.

Prompt: Password:
Response: bypass to continue bypass procedure.

2. Insert the disk you are prompted for. If FPSA is not running, you are prompted for
the service diskette. If FPSA is running, you are prompted for the FPSA diskette.

Prompt: Insert the SERVICE diskette, then press <Enter> to
continue.

Response: Insert the disk requested and press Enter.

3 . Enter a new password twice as prompted.

Prompt: Enter new password:

Response: Enter a new password, 6 to 30 characters. Only the first 8 are used.-

Prompt: Re-enter new password:
Response: Enter the new password, again. You must type the same password in

order to change it.

Prompt: Password changed.

4. Restart the server.
a

Reference
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Change or Reset a Password
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This procedure describes how users with any permission category can change their
passwords. It also describes how the server superuser can reset a password for users.

Step

Note: Only the server superuser can reset a password.

@LID Changing a Password

1 . Reach the System Maintenance Menu, then go to the Passwords/Security Menu.

2. Enter your current (old) password.

select: (C) Change Password
Prompt:  Enter old password:
Response: Your current password that is to be changed,

3. Enter your new password.

Prompt: Enter new password:
Response: A password from 6 through 30 alphanumeric characters. Under FPSA

the password must:

l Be different from the old password

l Contain at least one letter

l Contain at least one digit

l Contain at least one punctuation mark; for example 3!CALDA@

l Not contain a four or more character substring of the user ID

4. Confirm the new password that you just entered.

Prompt: Reenter password:
Response: Your new password again.

I
5. Your new password takes effect when you see the message “Password changed.

Password expiration date reset.”

@ED Resetting a Password
1 . Reach the System Maintenance Menu, then go to the Passwords/Security Menu.

2. Identify the user whose password you want to reset.

Select: (R) Reset user password
Prompt:  Enter user ID:
Response: The user ID to be modified.

3. Note the new temporary password assigned by the server.
a

Reference
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Step Reference

4. The password change takes effect when you see “Password reset for user ID <user
ID>. Password expiration date and number of bad attempts reset.”
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This procedure describes how to configure password parameters when FPSA is activated.
When FPSA is not activated, user IDS are still required, but permission categories and
expiration are not. Passwords are optional.

Note: This option is available only to the server superuser.

1 . Reach the System Maintenance Menu, then go to the Passwords/Security Menu.

Select: (I’) Configure Password Parameters

2. Specify the period between password expirations

Prompts  Password expiration time (l-365) :
Response: Enter the number of days, from 1 to 365, before a password expires.

The default is 30 days.

3 . Specify a warning period for password expiration.

Prompt:  Warning period for password expiration (l-365):
Response: Enter the number of days, from 1 to 365, preceding the expiration of a

password that the server issues a warning to change the password. The
default is seven days.

4. Specify the number of unsuccessful login  attempts allowed.

Prompt  Number of bad login attempts (l-50):
Response: Enter the number of login  attempts, from 1 to 50, the server allows

before locking a user ID. The default is five attempts.

5 . These settings take effect immediately.

Reference
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Configure Mailbox Passcode
Parameters by FCOS
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VoiceMemo  Release G.OA and later

This procedure describes how to modify FCOS settings to control how mailbox owners
can set their passcodes, including:

l Allow mailbox owners to change their passcodes

l Prevent the use of trivial passcodes

l Lock the owner out of the mailbox when there are too many invalid passcode
entries.

step

1. Customize an FCOS to include feature bit 70 (User Options Menu) and the
following bits as applicable:

73 (enter and change mailbox passcode)

8 1 (only require one correct passcode  for login)

93 (deny change of passcode in first tutorial)

130 (passcode cannot be same as mailbox)

132 (bad passcode  lockout if over limit)

20 1 (deny trivial passcode)

2 18 (passcode not needed on direct calls)

l Either add the bit to an existing FCOS,

UT

l Copy an FCOS and edit it as necessary.

2. Assign the FCOS containing these bits to each mailbox that requires these passcode
settings.

Reference
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Configure Mailbox Passcode
Parameters by Line Group

cl? 5021
Page 1 of 2

VoiceMemo  Release 6.OA  and later

This procedure describes how to:

Step

l Set a minimum and maximum passcode  length

l Set the number of incorrect passcode  attempts that will trigger a warning

l Set the period for counting incorrect passcode  attempts

1 . Reach the VoiceMemo  Configuration Main Menu.

2. Go to the VoiceMemo  Configuration Online Menu in the active or inactive
configuration. Select Inactive Configuration if you just made a change through the
Offline Menu without activating it, or Active Configuration otherwise.

Select: (E) Modify Active Configuration
o r

(F) Modify Inactive Configuration
3 . When the VoiceMemo  Configuration Online Menu appears, specify the line group

to which these passcode  parameters apply.

SeLect: (G) Group Selected
prompt:  Enter a group number =
Response: The number of the line group (l-24),

Press Enter if the current number is correct.

4. Reach the VoiceMemo  Application Menu, then go to the Passcode  Menu.

5. Set the minimum passcode  length.

Select: (M) Minimum Passcode  Length
J'rompt:  Minimum passcode length =
Response: Enter a number (4-10). This is the minimum number of digits that

constitute a valid passcode  for all users in the current line group.
-

6 . Set the maximum passcode  length.

Select: (N) Maximum Passcode  Length
prompt:  Maximum passcode length =
Response: Enter a number (4-10). This is the maximum number of digits that

constitute a valid passcode  for all users in the current line group.

Reference
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Step

7. Set the number of incorrect passcode  attempts that will trigger a warning.

Select: (C) Passcode  Trip Count
Prompt: Passcode trip count =
Response: The number of times (I-255) someone can attempt to use an incorrect

passcode  during a passcode  trip period before a warning is issued,

or

0 (zero) to disable the passcode  trip count function.

8. Set the trip period for counting incorrect passcode  attempts.

Select: (P) Passcode  Trip Period
Prompt:  Passcode check period =
Response: The number of hours (l-240) for the time limit for a passcode  trip

count,

0 (zero) to disable the passcode  trip period function.

9. Save the parameter settings by exiting to the VoiceMemo  Configuration Main
Menu.

Reference



Format an Audit Trail Report

This procedure describes how to format a report of the audit trail at Series 6 server
maintenance console.

Step

Note: Only the server superuser (root) can perform this procedure.

1 . Reach the Passwords/Security Menu, then go to the Audit Trail Menu.

Select: (T) Audit Trail Menu

2. Go to the Audit Trail Report Menu.

Select: (D) Audit Trail Report Menu

3. Specify the types of information (details) to be recorded.

Select: (A) Details
Prompt: D e t a i l s :

Response: Enter any of the following:

l A for all details

l A single field number for a single detail, for example, 5

l A range of field numbers for a continuous range of details, for
example, 5- 10

0 A comma-separated list of field numbers, for example, 4,5,8.
This list can also include a range, for example 4-8,9.

Enter a question mark (?) to see a list of the details available.

Table 1 describes all the available details.

4. Specify the field d 1e imiter  that separates details in the report.

- Select: (B) Field Delimiter
Prompt: Field Delimiter:
Response: 0 to make the field delimiter a space,

1 to make the field delimiter a tab, or any printable character.

5. Specify the first entry to be reported.

Select: (C) Starting Trail Entry Number
Prompt: Starting trail entry number
Response: Enter a number from 1 to 999999.

Reference
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Step

6. Specify the last entry to be reported.

I Select: (D) Ending Trail Entry Number
Prompt: Ending trail entry number:
Response: Enter a number from 1 to 999999.

7. Specify the length of a report line to be displayed.

Select: (E) Report’s Width
prompt:  Report's width:
Response: The number of characters, from 40 to 160, in a displayed line of the

report.

Table 1 Audit Trail Report Details

Field
Number Abbrev. Description

1 T E N Trail entry number

2 DATE Date of the entry

3 TIME Time of the entry

4 PORT TTY Port number

5 SVID Server identifier

6 USER ID of user logged in

7 PROG Application or menu invoked

8 ACT Action taken (start, stop, delete, configure, etc.

9 SMBX Starting mailbox number

10 EMBX Ending mailbox number

Reference



Log In or Log Out
of the Server Console

CP  3299
Page 1 of 2

VoiceMemo  Release 6.OA and later

This procedure describes how to log into or log out of a Series 6 server in which
Functionally Partitioned System Administration (FPSA ) is activated. The login  steps
described below become the first steps in every procedure that requires access to a menu,

Step

even though they are not described in every procedure.

@CD logging In
1. Press any key to activate the console.

2. Enter your ID.

P7-0~~pt:  Login  :
Response: Enter your user ID.

3. Enter your password.

Prompt: Password:
Response: Enter your password or your temporary password. It does not display.

4. If you are logging in for the first time, you must change your temporary passcode  to
a password if FPSA is running.

Prompt:  Since the account is new, change the password now:
Response: A password from 6 to 30 alphanumeric characters. The password must:

l Contain at least one letter

l Contain at least one digit

l Contain at least one punctuation mark; for example 3CALDA@

l Not contain a four-character substring of the associated user ID

5. When you have successfully logged in, the server displays a message such as the

- following:

****Last successful login:  3/8/94 9:41 a.m.

ED “Login Incorrect”
If “login  incorrect” displays, any of the following occurred:

l You typed your user ID incorrectly.

l You typed your password incorrectly.

l Your user ID has been locked.

l You made too many unsuccessful login  attempts.

a
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step

Try again, being careful to enter the user ID and password correctly. If you are still
unsuccessful, contact your server superuser to have your user ID unlocked or your

‘password reset. If you are the server superuser, use the password bypass procedure.

@LIB Warning About Password Expiration

If a warning about password expiration displays, you can continue logging in but you
should change your password without delay, through the Password/Security Menu. If
your password expires, you are forced to change it as soon as you log in.

GD logging Out
You can perform a routine logout from the Main Menu, or you can take a shortcut
from any related menu.

l To log out routinely, return to the Main Menu, then press X to exit.

l To take the shortcut, press Ctrl-C.

In either method, when logout is completed, the server displays the login  prompt on
the main console only.

Dot. RN. A
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Modify Permission Categories
for Current User IDS
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Page 1 of 1

VoiceMemo  Release 6.OA and later

This procedure describes how to add or delete permission categories for a current user
ID. Assigning permission categories to a new user is covered in Cl? 4342. FPSA must
be running.

Step

Note: Only the server superuser can perform this procedure.

1. Reach the System Maintenance Menu, then go to the Passwords/Security Menu.

2. Identify the user whose permission categories you want to change.

Select: (M) Modify User Data
Prompt:  Enter user ID:
Response: The user ID to be modified.

3. The server displays a list of all the categories currently assigned to this user ID.

4. Add or delete permission categories.

Prompt: Enter the permission categories:
Response: Enter up to five categories, numbers 2 to 6, each separated by a comma.

You must enter all the categories desired, not just the category that you
are adding or deleting. For example, to add category 6 to categories 4
and 5, enter 4,5,6. Refer to Table 1 for a description of permission
categories.

5. The category modification takes effect when you see the message “Permission
categories changed.”

Table 1 FPSA Permission Categories

Category

1

2

3

4

5

6

Description

Unlimited access to all console menus and all server
resources (synonymous with server superuser access).
This category cannot be set through the console.

Unlimited access to all console menus and QNX
shell, except security features limited to the server
superuser

Access only to system configuration menus except
neMrork  configuration (see Category 6)

Access only to mailbox maintenance menus

Access only to inquiry menus (read-only menus
such as  Reports, Statistics, and Dump)

Access only to network and network-related menus

Reference
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Respond to “Login Incorrect”
or “Permission Denied”

CP 3 2 9 0
Page 1 of 1

VoiceMemo  Release 6.OA  and later

This procedure describes what actions to take when the Series 6 server displays “login
incorrect” or “Permission denied.”

Step Reference

CD When “Login  Incorrect” Displays
Try again, being careful to enter the user ID and password correctly. If you are still
unsuccessful, contact your server superuser to have your user ID unlocked or your
password reinstated. If you are the server superuser, use the password bypass procedure.

If you are the server superuser assisting a VoiceMemo  superuser or console user, unlock
the user ID or reset the password, as applicable.

l Unlock the User ID.

l Reset the User ID.

@D When “Permission Denied” Displays
If a user does not have the correct permission categories to access a menu option. the
server prompts “Permission Denied.” To change your permission categories, contact
your server superuser to modify your permission categories.

cl? 4348

CP 4342

CP 4344

-,.
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Restrict Line Group Access
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This procedure describes how to restrict line group access in a variety of ways. Select
those methods that are appropriate for your server and users.

Step

@lB Require Callers to Enter a line Group Access Code
1 . Customize each FCOS to include feature bit !60  (Caller must enter line group

access code).

l Either add the bit to an existing FCOS,

Or

l Copy an FCOS and edit it as necessary.

2. Set the Access Code in the Administrator’s Mailbox for each line group that requires
an access code. The Department Code is the line group access code. Callers do not
have to enter an access code on line groups with no department code in the
Administrator’s Mailbox.

@B Deny Login  on Specific Line Groups

1 . Customize each FCOS to include feature bit 101-109  (Deny login  on line groups
l-9, respectively).

l Either add the bit to an existing FCOS,

Or

l Copy an FCOS and edit it as necessary.

@D Prevent Multiple Message In an Answering Session

- 1 . Reach the VoiceMemo  Configuration Main Menu.

2. Go to the VoiceMemo  Configuration Online Menu in the active or inactive
configuration. Select Inactive Configuration if you just made a change through the
Offline Menu without activating it, or Active Configuration otherwise.

Select: (E) Modify Active Configuration
Or

(F) Modify Inactive Configuration(N) Online Menu

Reference
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Step

3. When the VoiceMemo  Configuration Online Menu appears, specify the line group
to which this function applies.

Select: (G) Group Selected
Prompt: Enter a group number =
Response: The number of the line group (l-24),

OY

Press Enter if the current number is correct.

4. Go to the VoiceMemo  Application Menu.

Select: (M) Allow Multiple Messages for Outside Caller
prompt:  Multiple message for outside caller (y/n) =
Response: N to prevent outside callers from leaving more than one message with a

single call-in.

5. Save the entry by exiting to the Main Menu.

ED Force the Termination or Transfer of Calls to Greeting-only
Mail boxes
1. Modify an FCOS to include one of the following feature bits:

62 (Hang up immediately after greeting)

63 (Call mailbox attendant after greeting)

64 (Call mailbox user extension after greeting)

l Either add the bit to an existing FCOS,

07.

-
0 Copy an FCOS and edit it as necessary.

2. Assign the FCOS containing these bits to each greeting-only mailbox that requires
these passcode  settings.

Dot. RN. A
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This procedure describes how to run a report of the audit trail at a Series 6 server
maintenance console.

SteD

Note: Only the server superuser (root) can perform this procedure.

1 . Reach the Passwords/Security Menu, then go to the Audit Trail Menu.

Select: (H) Audit Trail Menu

2. Go to the Audit Trail Report Menu.

Select: (D) Audit Trail Report Menu

3. If you have already formatted the report, display it as follows; otherwise, format it
first.

Select: (F) Generate Report
Response: The server displays the report, formatted as specified, at the server

maintenance console.

When the end of the report is displayed, you can continue in the Audit
Trail Menu or exit.

Reference
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Set the Site Name,
Site Banner, and the Site Code

a?5415
Page 1 of 3
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This procedure details how to set the site name, site banner, and the site code.

Step Reference

1. Reach the System Maintenance Menu.

2. Reach the Site Name, Code, and Banner Menu.

Select: (N) Site Name, Code, Banner

@:D Changing Site Name and Code
3. The server displays the current site name, code and banner. Change any of these

items as needed.

Prompt: Site Name: <not defined>
Site Code: <not defined>
Site Banner: Access to this computer system and
associated network, computer resources, or data is
restricted to those who are officially authorized.
Use by unauthorized individuals or for unauthorized
purposes is a violation of federal and/or state law.

4. Change the site name, if desired.

Select: (N) Change Site Name
Prompt; No site name is defined.

Enter 'Y' to change the site name,
'N' to keep the current site name: [N

Response: Y to change the site name, or
N to keep the current site name.

If you answered yes, you are prompted for a new name.

Prompt: Enter new site name (return for none):
Response: Enter a descriptive name, up to 60 characters.

- 5. Change the site code, if desired.

Select: (C) Change Site Code
Prompt: No site code is defined.

Enter 'Y' to change the site code,
'N' to keep the current site code: [Nl

Response: Y to change the site code, or
N to keep the current site code.

If you answered yes, you are prompted for a new code.

Prompt: Enter new site code (return for none):
Response: Enter a code, up to 10 characters.

6. Exit the site menu.

Menu Map 8
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Step

@ii? Changing the Site Banner
3. Change the site banner, if desired.

Select: (B) Change Site Banner
Prompt: The current site banner is:

Access to this computer system and associated
network, computer resources, or data is restricted to
those who are officially authorized.
Use by unauthorized individuals or for unauthorized
purposes is a violation of federal and/or state law.

Enter 'Y'  to change the site banner,
'N' to keep the current site banner: [N]

Response: Y to change the site banner, then enter the new site banner, OT
N to keep the current site banner.

If you answered yes, then enter the new site code.

prompt:  Enter the text for the new site banner.
Do not type more than 65 characters before pressing
<Enter>.
To indicate the end of the text, type a ' .' by itself
on a new line and press <Enter>.

Response: Enter a banner, up to 240 characters, 65 characters or fewer per line.
Terminate text by entering a period (.)  on a new line and press Enter.

4. Exit the site menu.

GElI Reverting to the Previous or Default Site Banner
3. Change the site banner back to the previous setting, if desired.

I
Select: (P) Revert to Previous Site Banner
Prompt: The current site banner is:

This is a test banner.

The previous site banner is:

This is a poor excuse for a banner.

Enter 'Y' to revert to previous banner,
'N' to keep the current site banner: [Nl

Response: Y to reset the site banner to the previous text, or
N to keep the current site banner.

Dot.  RN.  A
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steb Reference

4. Change the site banner back to the default setting, if desired.

Select: (D) Revert to Previous Site Banner
Prompt: The current site banner is:

This is a test banner.

The default site banner is:

Access to this computer system and associated
network, computer resources, or data is restricted to
those who are officially authorized.
Use by unauthorized individuals or for unauthorized
purposes is a violation of federal and/or state law.

Enter 'Y'  to revert to default banner,
'N' to keep the current site banner: [Nl

Response: Y to reset the site banner to the default text, or
N to keep the current site banner.

5. Exit the site menu.





Start or Stop an Audit Trail
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This procedure describes how to start or stop the audit trail that creates a record of users
logged in at a Series 6 server maintenance console.

Step

Note: Only the server superuser (root) can perform this procedure.

@CD Starting the Audit Trail
1. Reach the System Maintenance Menu, then go to the Passwords/Security Menu.

Select: (T) Audit Trail Menu

2 . Specify the length of the audit trail, if you have not already done so.

Note: If you leave the current number of trail entries set to 0, the
audit trail remains empty even though you start it.

Select: (A) Max. Number of Audit Trail Entries
Prompt: Max - number of trail entries [current value1

Max. number of trail entries:
Response: Enter a number from 1 to 999999 for the maximum number of entries

to record in the audit trail.

3 . Choose the Start Audit Trail option.

SeLkt: (B) Start Audit Trail
Response: The audit trail starts running.

C&D  Stopping the Audit Trail
1. Reach the Additional Options Menu, then go to the Passwords/Security Menu.

Select: (T) Audit Trail Menu

2.- Choose the Stop Audit Trail option.

Select: (C) Stop Audit Trail
Prompt: Audit Trail Stopped.

Reference
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This procedure describes how to display a list of current user IDS at a Series 6 server
maintenance console.

Step

Note: Only the server superuser (root) can perform this procedure.

1. Reach the System Maintenance Menu, then go to the Passwords/Security Menu.

Select: (L) List All Users

2 . No further action is necessary. The server displays all current user IDS. For each
user ID listed, the server shows the name, password, permission categories, date and
time of the last login, whether a password is set, and the number of bad login
attempts.

If FPSA is running, additional fields are displayed in the report. These are:
password expiration date, permission categories, whether or not the user ID is
locked, and whether the administrator locked out the user (Adm under login
attempts).

Reference
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1 1 Billing

This chapter describes the billing function and gives the requirements for configuring
the billing function. Billing reports are summarized in this chapter, but the Reports
chapter has more complete information about them. Information covered in this
chapter includes:

l Setting rates

l Gathering billing data

l Billing reports

l Configuration requirements

Overview
The billing function collects statistics about Series 6 server usage and calculates
charges for that usage. You can set a low-usage rate, and a high-usage rate for each
statistic. This rate-setting arrangement gives you the option to charge fEed  rates,
give volume discounts, or charge for heavy use. During day-to-day server operation,
over 120 different statistics can be kept for each mailbox, grouped into these six
categories:

Mailbox access

Base rates

Connect time

Disk usage

Messages received

Network rates

Pager calls

You can instruct the server to perform a gather of these statistics, then obtain billing
reports generated by the server from the resulting information.

Billing an outdial  to a specified account and specifying a long distance carrier for
outdials  are covered in the Mailboxes chapter.

11-1



Reports

>>>Acme  Management Systems<<<
PHONEBOOK

Tue Apr 31, 1995 12:57  pm

NAME MAILBOX GCOS
-------------------------- -------- -----
ATTEND. MB
Allen, Debbi
Allen, Richard
Bau, Lee
Barry, Randall
Borregas, Rita

3850 2
3852 9
511 14
255 14
601 14

3809 9
.
l
.

Figure 12-40 Sample Phonebook Report



Billing

Setting Rates
Each statistic can be calculated according to a low usage rate, low/high boundary,
and high usage rate. The valid range for either rate is $0.00 through $64.99. The
valid range for the low/high boundary is 0 through 65535.

The low usage rate applies to statistics that match or fall below the low/high
boundary. All statistics that match or fall below this boundary are charged the same
low usage rate. The low/high boundary is the point at which the rate changes from
the low usage rate to the high usage rate. The high usage rate applies to statistics
that fall above the low/high boundary. All statistics that fall above this boundary are
charged the same high usage rate.

A base rate can also be set. The base rate is a flat fee that is charged at every billing
period, keyed to one or more FCOSs.

To give volume discounts, specify a lower amount for the high usage rate than for
the low usage rate. To penalize heavy usage, specify a higher value for the high rate.
To charge a standard rate, enter a zero as the boundary.

Full-Screen Interface
If you are using the full-screen interface, you enter all billing rates in the same
application. There is an 1 l-page entry screen that lists every billing rate you can set.
The Billing Worksheet, described later in this chapter, has its parameters arranged in
the order of the Adjust Billing Bates entry screens.

You use function keys for different options when adjusting Billing Rates. Pages 1
and 7 of the Adjust Billing Bates entry screens are shown in Figure 1 l-l. The
function keys you can use in the mailbox maintenance screen are:

Function Key

Fl

F 2

F 3

F9 or E.sc

FlO

Home

-3

11-2

Explanation

Display next page

Display previous page

Display first page

Display last page

Exit the Mailbox Screen

Edit current mailbox’s information

Provide context-sensitive help



Reports

Interleave factor:
Track skew factor:
Cylinder skew factor:
Flags:

1
8
17
0x40

Changeable page 3 data:
tpz=o, aspz=O,  atpz=O
atpl=O, sec_per-trk=O,  data-bytes=0
interleave=O,  trk-skew=O,  cyl-skew=O,  flags=OxO

Page 4 - Drive Geometry Parameters
Number of cylinders: 2857
Number of heads: 15
Write precomp cylinder: 0
Redunced  write current cylinder: 0
Step rate: 0
Landing zone: 3069
RPL: 0
Rotational offset: 0
Rotational offset: 5400
Disk capacity: 3933039

Figure 12-39 Sample Report of Hard Disk Operational
Parameters (continued)

Phonebook Report
The server allows you to produce a phonebook listing mailbox owners.

If the Dial-by-Name function is enabled and the FCOS assigned to a mailbox
includes feature bit 092 (User will be in Dial-by-Name database), the mailbox
owner’s name is included in the Dial-by-Name database. The server uses the Dial-
by-Name database to create a telephone book, when you choose the Phonebook
Report option in the Reports Menu. The Phonebook Report is an alphabetic listing
of mailbox names that shows the corresponding mailbox number and GCOS
assigned to the mailbox (Figure 12-40). As with other reports, you can print the
Phonebook Report on a serial printer or other output device connected to your
server through serial port 1 or serial port 2, or display it at the server maintenance
console.
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A D J U S T I3 f L,L I N G 'R A T E ,S .'
Paae 1

Rgte II
Messages Received From Users:

&aw Usage Boundary  Hi+ Usage
0.000 0 0.000

Messages Received From Callers: 0.000 0 0.000
Messages Future Deliveries: 0.000 0 0.000
Call Placement minute Rate:per 0.000 0 0.000
Call Placement call Rate:per 0.000 0 0.000
Urgent messages received from callers: 0.000 0 0.000
Automatic Wakeups or TAS messages: 0 .000 0 0 .000
Receipt requests: 0.000 0 0.000
Disk Usage: 0.000 0 0.000
Network Messages Sent: 0.000 0 0.000
Network Urgent Messages Sent: 0.000 0 0.000
Network Messages Received: 0.000 0 0.000
Network Urgent Messages Received: 0.000 0 0.000
Number of Network Nodes Sent to: 0.000 0 0.000
Number of Network Nodes Sent Urgent: 0.000 0 0.000
Number of Remote Network Recipients: 0.000 0 0.000
Number of Remote Network Recips Urg: 0.000 0 0.000

Fl Nit Pg F2 Prev Pg F3 First F4 Last F9 Cancel FlO Save Home Help
Enter low usaw. rate.(O-64.999). with a max of 3 nlaces  after decimal.

AQJtJST BIL.LING  ,RA!PES
Page i

Rat& Low Usage Boydark  .EQ& U s a g e
Paaer Number 4 Rate
Pager Number

0.000 0 0.000
5 Rate 0.000 0 0.000

Pager Number 6 Rate 0.000 0 0.000
Pager Number 7 Rate 0.000 0 0'. 000
Pager Number 8 Rate 0.000 0 0.000
Pager Number 9 Rate 0.000 0 0.000
Pager Number 10 Rate 0.000 0 0.000
Pager Number 11 Rate 0.000 0 0.000
Pager Number 12 Rate 0.000 0 0.000
Pager Number 13 Rate 0.000 0 0.000
Pager Number 14 Rate 0.000 0 - 0.000
Pager Number 15 Rate 0.000 0 0.000
Pager Number 16 Rate 0.000 0 0.000
Base Rate 1: UNLIMITED 0.00
Base Rate 2: FULL GUEST 0.00
Base Rate 3: RESTRICTED 0.00
Base Rate 4: CHECK IN 0.00

Fi N&t Pg F2 Prev Pg F3 First F4 Last F9 Cancel FlO Save Home Help
Enter low usage rate,(O-64.999).  with a max of 3 places after decimal.

Figure 1 l-i Full-Screen Interface for Billing Rates

Scrolling Menu Interface

If you are using Scrolling Menus, then Billing Rates are set through several different
menus, depending on the type of rate. The Billing Worksheet, described later in this
chapter, is divided into sections that correspond with the separate menu choices.
Some of the rates belong in other menus, because the full-screen Adjust Billing Rate
entry screens are arranged differently. These items are indicated by having the
correct section name following the rate name in parentheses.
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Operational Parameters f&r a Hard Disk
To get information about the size and model of the hard disk installed in a module,
you can display or print a report of operational parameters for the hard disk. This
report also shows error recovery parameters, disconnect and reconnect parameters,
format parameters, and other drive parameters such as the number of cylinders.
Figure 12-39 shows a sample report of operational parameters for hard disk 0.

Operational Parameters for Hard Disk 0:O

Vendor: IBM
Model: 0664MlH
Rev: 6 61

!P

Page 1 - Error Recovery Parameters
AWRE: TRUE ARRE: TRUE
TB : FALSE RC : FALSE
EER : FALSE PER : TRUE
DTE : FALSE DCR : FALSE
Read retry count: 4
Correction span: 48
Head offset count: 0
Data strobe offset count: 0
Write retry count: 1
Recovery time limit: 0

Changeable page 1 data:
flags=Oxfl, rd_retry=255,  c-span=O,  hd=O, ds=O, wt-retry=O,  rcv=o

Page 2 - Disconnect/Reconnect Parameters
Buffer full ratio: 0
Buffer empty ratio: 0
Bus inactivity limit: 0
Disconnect time limit: 0
Connect time limit: 0
Maximum burst size : 0
Data transfer disconnect control: 0 .

Changeable page 2 data:
bf_ratio=255,  be_ratio=255,  inact=O,  disc=O,  con=O, burst=O,  dtdc=O

Page 3 - Format Parameters
Tracks per zone: 15
Alternate sectors per zone: 34
Alternate tracks per zone: 0
Alternate tracks per logical unit: 0
Sectors per track: 94
Data bytes per sector: 512

Figure 12-39 Sample Report of Hard Disk Operational Parameters

-3
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Gathering Data
Before the server can produce billing reports, it must gather data from all the
statistics that have been specified. Gather is a three-step process:

1. The current billing data file, which was created during the last gather, becomes the
new previous billing data file. The server issues a warning because this step
overwrites (and thereby destroys) the previous billing data file, which was also
created during the last gather.

2 . The server scans the statistics in all the mailboxes. The data that is collected
becomes the new current billing data file.

3 . The data gathered in step 1 is subtracted from the mailbox statistics. This update
zeros the statistics in all the mailboxes (unless there was mailbox activity between
steps 2 and 3 to prepare them for the next billing cycle.

When you run a billing report, the value that is obtained during the gather for each
statistic in a mailbox is multiplied by the billing rate that you assigned to that
statistic. The server then adds the charges for all statistics with billing rates greater
than zero, plus any base rate that you may have specified, to give a total charge for
each mailbox.

All billing data older than the previous billing data file is available using the regular
backup procedures recommended in the Series G Instaalkztion  and Service MamA.

Automatic Gather

You can initiate a gather as needed (single gather), or you can configure the server to
run a gather automatically (automatic gather). Automatic gathers can be run weekly,
monthly, or twice-monthly.

In a busy server a gather can slow down call processing, so it is best to schedule an
automatic gather or request a gather in the early morning hours, when server
resources are not in use processing calls.

e
Unsuccessful Gathers

It is possible for a gather to be unsuccessful. The most likely cause would be a power
loss during the process, since gather can take from several minutes to several hours to
complete, depending on the size of the server and volume of calls. If a gather fails,
you should:

1 . Perform a server backup to diskette to save the previous billing data file
that was created during the unsuccessful gather (see the Series G
Installation and Service Manual for directions).
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>>> Acme Products System xi<
PRE-EXTENSION DIAL STRINGS
Fri Apr 27, 1995 9:52 am

INDEX PRE-DIAL STRINGS DESCRIPTION
1 T9T+ Outside line
2 TgT+23759 Non-Dial Account

Figure 12-36 Sample Pre-Extension Dial Strings Report

list of Authorized Users

You can view a list of users who have access to the server. The list is displayable at a
server maintenance console, through the List All Users option in the Security or the
FPSA Menu. Figure 12-37 shows a sample list when FPSA is not running, Figure
12-38 shows the output when FPSA is running.

User ID-------------UID---Last Login---PW-Bad--
----Real  Name--------------------------------
root 0 Nov 14 17:26  Y

bob 101 <none>
Robert A. Robertson

Spencer 100 Oct2014:59  Y 1
Spencer F. Hire

Figure 12-37 Sample list of Authorized Users (Without
FPSA)

User ID-------------UID---Last Login---PW Exp---Perm---Bad--Lock--Lock  Time---
----Real Name-----------------------------------------------------------------
root 0 Nov 14 17:26  Nov 15 ******

bob 101 <none> Nov 15 . ...56
Robert A. Robertson

mary 102 <none> Nov 15 .234..
Mary Contrary

Spencer 100 Ott 20 14:59  Nov 15 .2345. 1
Spencer F. Hire

Figure 12-38 Sample list of Authorized Users (with FPSA)

History File

The History File is a record of modifications made to the server. Entries are made to
this record by the server administrator, a distributor, or Centigram technical
personnel. You must review this record before updating software on the server to
verify that no custom changes have been made that are over-written with the new
software.

YOU can view the current History File, and add entries to it (update it), at a server
maintenance console
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2. Perform another gather. The information needed for the current billing
is now divided between the current and previous billing data files that are
on the hard disk.

3. Run a Previous Billing Report from the hard disk. This shows what was
billed during the last billing cycle, which gives you a starting point for
determining current charges.

4. Run both a Billing Report and a Previous Billing Report from the hard
disk, then combine them to determine the correct bill for each mailbox.

Billing Reports
After the server performs a gather, the statistics and charges that are calculated go
into four types of billing reports that the server can generate. Each report gives a
breakdown of charges for individual mailboxes by statistics, then calculates the total
amount that is due. Each report has a different purpose. Table 1 l-1  summarizes the
report types and their purposes.

Samples of these reports and explanations of their contents are contained in the Reports
chapter.

Table 1 1 - 1 Types of Billing Reports

Type of Report Purpose

Billing Report Shows current charges for each mailbox
individually by statistics; shows total current
charges.

Mailbox Blocked Report Same information as in the Billing Report but
(Blocked Billing Report) with no titles or summaries; input to other

databases.

Previous Billing Report Same information as in the Billing Report but uses
data from previous billing period; determines
proper billing if a gather fails.

Termination Report Final billing when a mailbox is checked out and
deleted, or when paging service is discontinued.

Configuration Requirements for Billing
Configuring for billing involves obtaining a report of current rates, using a Billing
Worksheet, and adjusting rates, if necessary.

3
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Table 12-4 Fields in Day/Night Treatment Report (continued)

Field Description

A.uth Code An authorization code, usually numerical, that the caller must enter before
Receptionist II rings the extension. Special character codes are M (enter any valid
mailbox number) and P (enter a valid passcode). A blank field means that no
authorization code is required.

Redial The redial menu that is played when “Redial” is selected for any extension failure
Dflt condition

RNA The action taken when the extension rings, but there is no answer. R = play the
default Redial menu (see “Redial Default” above), A = transfer to an assistance
number, M = prompt the caller to leave a message in the mailbox.

BUSY The action taken when the extension is busy. R = play the default Redial menu, A =
transfer to an assistance number, M = prompt the caller to leave a message in the
mailbox.

REJ The action taken when call screening is in effect, and the recipient rejects the call. R
= play the default Redial menu, A = transfer to an assistance number, M = prompt
the caller to leave a message in the mailbox.

SCREEN Indicates whether the user wants Receptionist II to screen all outside calls. Y = yes, N
= no.

TRUNK
TYPES

The following treatment types are Trunk treatment types:

Index, Name, Auth Time, Auth Code

C o n n e c t The connect criteria, that is, the conditions under which the server should consider
the trunk call to be successful. C = Cut through, R = Ring, T = Tone (dial or
modem).

Failure The action taken when the connect criteria for trunk calls are not met. R = play the
default Redial menu, A = transfer to an assistance number, M = prompt the caller to
leave a message in the mailbox.

Pre-Extension Dial Strings Report
Another report available to you when Receptionist II is installed is the Pre-Extension
Dial Strings Report. This report (Figure 12-36) shows pre-extension dial strings
associated with each index configured for mailboxes served by Receptionist II.

-3
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Current Billing Rates
You can see what the current rates are for various statistics, such as base rates and
pager calls, through the Report Rates option in the Billing Menu. The reports
chapter shows a sample report of current base rates. Use any of the reports available
through this option to see what the low usage and high usage rates are and what the
low/high boundary is for each statistic in the categories mentioned earlier. When
configuring for billing, you should obtain these reports to help you determine which
rates to set or adjust. If you are setting rates for many of the server usage activities,
YOU should also use the report of current rates as an extension of the Billing
Worksheet, marking it up to show the rates for all the various server usage activities
desired.

Billing Worksheet

Complete one Billing Worksheet for each line group. For all rates except Base Rates,
specify the Low rate, the High rate, and the Boundary (the point at which the High
rate applies).

A sample Billing Worksheet is shown in Figure 1 I-2. A blank worksheet is available
for you to make copies from in the Worksheets section.

Note: The Billing Worksheet has two pages. Be sure you complete both
pages when working on Billing Rates.

Mail box Accesses

There are two types of mailbox access that you can bill for, logins  and greets
(number of times greeting was played), and you can set a low usage rate, high usage
rate, and a low/high boundary for each type. The two types are shown on the
worksheet and in Table 11-2 at the end of this section.

The rates you set for mailbox access apply to all calls through the specified port (line)
group.

- Base Rates

As mentioned earlier in this chapter, a base rate is a flat fee that is charged at every
billing period. You must set a rate for each FCOS that you want to bill. You can
only differentiate among the first 64 FCOSs;  any FCOS higher than 64 is billed at
the rates for FCOS 64.

3
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This chapter describes the billing function and gives the requirements for configuring
the billing function. Billing reports are summarized in this chapter, but the Reports
chapter has more complete information about them. Information covered in this
chapter includes:

l Setting rates

l Gathering billing data

l Billing reports

l Configuration requirements

Overview
The billing function collects statistics about Series 6 server usage and calculates
charges for that usage. You can set a low-usage rate, and a high-usage rate for each
statistic. This rate-setting arrangement gives you the option to charge fured  rates,
give volume discounts, or charge for heavy use. During day-to-day server operation,
over 120 different statistics can be kept for each mailbox, grouped into these six
categories:

l Mailbox access

l Base rates

l Connect time

l Disk usage

l Messages received

l Network rates

l Pager calls

You can instruct the server to perform a gather of these statistics, then obtain billing
reports generated by the server from the resulting information.

Billing an outdial  to a specified account and specifying a long distance carrier for
outdials  are covered in the Mailboxes chapter.
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Setting Rates
Each statistic can be calculated according to a low usage rate, low/high boundary,
and high usage rate. The valid range for either rate is $0.00 through $64.99. The
valid range for the low/high boundary is 0 through 65535.

The low usage rate applies to statistics that match or fall below the low/high
boundary. All statistics that match or fall below this boundary are charged the same
low usage rate. The low/high boundq  is the point at which the rate changes from
the low usage rate to the high usage rate. The high usage rate applies to statistics
that fall above the low/high boundary. All statistics that fall above this boundary are
charged the same high usage rate.

A base rate can also be set. The base rate is a flat fee that is charged at every billing
period, keyed to one or more FCOSs.

To give volume discounts, specify a lower amount for the high usage rate than for
the low usage rate. To penalize heavy usage, specify a higher value for the high rate.
To charge a standard rate, enter a zero as the boundary.

Full-Screen Interface
If you are using the full-screen interface, you enter all billing rates in the same
application. There is an 1 I-page entry screen that lists every billing rate you can set.
The Billing Worksheet, described later in this chapter, has its parameters arranged in
the order of the Adjust Billing Rates entry screens.

You use function keys for different options when adjusting Billing Rates. Pages 1
and 7 of the Adjust Billing Rates entry screens are shown in Figure 1 l- 1. The
function keys you can use in the mailbox maintenance screen are:

Function Key

Fl

F 2

F 3

F9 or Esc

FlO

Home

a

11-2

Explanation

Display next page

Display previous page

Display first page

Display last page

Exit the Mailbox Screen

Edit current mailbox’s information

Provide context-sensitive help
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AD.JUS T 3 g L,L ,I N G R A T  E,S
P a g e  1

Rate
Messauks  Received From Users:

Low Usage' Boundary "High Usage
0.000 0 0.000

Messages Received From Callers: 0.000 0 0.000
Messages Future Deliveries: 0.000 0 0.000
Call Placement minute Rate:per 0.000 0 0.000
Call Placement call Rate:per 0.000 0 0.000
Urgent messages received from callers: 0.000 0 0.000
Automatic Wakeups or TAS messages: 0.000 0 0.000
Receipt requests: 0.000 0 0.000
Disk Usage: 0.000 0 0.000
Network Messages Sent: 0.000 0 0.000
Network Urgent Messages 'Sent: 0.000 0 0.000
Network Messages Received: 0.000 0 0.000
Network Urgent Messages Received: 0.000 0 0.000
Number of Network Nodes Sent to: 0.000 0 0.000
Number of Network Nodes Sent Urgent: 0.000 0 0.000
Number of Remote Network Recipients: 0.000 0 0.000
Number  of Remote Network Recips Urg: 0.000 0 0.000

Fl Nxt  Pg F2. l%ev Pg F3 First F4 Last F9 Cancel FlO Save HOme Help
Enter low usage rate,(O-64.999), with a max of 3 places after decimal.

A D.5.U  S T B I L L I N G  ,R‘ATES.  _;
Page 7

Ra'te Low Usage Bounqltiy  Kigh  Usage
Paaer Number 4 Rate 0.000 0 0.000
Pager Number 5 Rate
Pager Number 6 Rate
Pager Number I Rate
Pager Number 8 Rate
Pager Number 9 Rate
Pager Number 10 Rate
Pager Number 11 Rate
Pager Number 12 Rate
Pager Number 13 Rate
Pager Number 14 Rate
Pager Number 15 Rate
Pager Number 16 Rate
Base Rate 1: UNLIMITED
Base Rate 2: FULL GUEST
Base Rate 3: RESTRICTED

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.00
0.00
0.00

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0 -
0
0

0.000
0.000
0’. 000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

Base Rate 4: CHECK IN 0.00

Fi Nxt Pg F2 Prev Pg F3 First F4 Last F9 Cancel FlO Save Home. Help
Enter low usage rate.(O-64.999).  with a max of 3 nlaces after decimal.

Figure 1 l- 1 Full-Screen Interface for Billing Rates
m

Scrolling Menu Interface

If you are using Scrolling Menus, then Billing Rates are set through several different
menus, depending on the type of rate. The Billing Worksheet, described later in this
chapter, is divided into sections that correspond with the separate menu choices.
Some of the rates belong in other menus, because the full-screen Adjust Billing Rate
entry screens are arranged differently. These items are indicated by having the
correct section name following the rate name in parentheses.
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Gathering Data
Before the sewer  can produce billing reports, it must gather data from all the
statistics that have been specified. Gather is a three-step process:

1 . The current billing data file, which was created during the last gather, becomes the
new previous billing data file. The server issues a warning because this step
overwrites (and thereby destroys) the previous billing data file, which was also
created during the last gather.

2. The server scans the statistics in all the mailboxes. The data that is collected
becomes the new current billing data file.

3. The data gathered in step 1 is subtracted from the mailbox statistics. This update
zeros the statistics in all the mailboxes (unless there was mailbox activity between
steps 2 and 3 to prepare them for the next billing cycle.

When you run a billing report, the value that is obtained during the gather for each
statistic in a mailbox is multiplied by the billing rate that you assigned to that
statistic. The server then adds the charges for all statistics with billing rates greater
than zero, plus any base rate that you may have specified, to give a total charge for
each mailbox.

All billing data older than the previous billing data file is available using the regular
backup procedures recommended in the Series G Instaalhion and Service Manual.

Automatic Gather
You can initiate a gather as needed (single gather), or you can configure the server to
run a gather automatically (automatic gather). Automatic gathers can be run weekly,
monthly, or twice-monthly.

In a busy server a gather can slow down call processing, so it is best to schedule an
automatic gather or request a gather in the early morning hours, when server
resources are not in use processing calls.

s
Unsuccessful Gathers

It is possible for a gather to be unsuccessful. The most likely cause would be a power
loss during the process, since gather can take from several minutes to several hours to
complete, depending on the size of the server and volume of calls. If a gather fails,
you should:

1 . Perform a server backup to diskette to save the previous billing data file
that was created during the unsuccessful gather (see the Series G
Instailation and Service Manual for directions).

-3
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2. Perform another gather. The information needed for the current billing
is now divided between the current and previous billing data files that are
on the hard disk.

3. Run a Previous Billing Report from the hard disk. This shows what was
billed during the last billing cycle, which gives you a starting point for
determining current charges.

4. Run both a Billing Report and a Previous Billing Report from the hard
disk, then combine them to determine the correct bill for each mailbox.

Billing Reports
After the server performs a gather, the statistics and charges that are calculated go
into four types of billing reports that the server can generate. Each report gives a
breakdown of charges for individual mailboxes by statistics, then calculates the total
amount that is due. Each report has a different purpose. Table 1 l-l summarizes the
report types and their purposes.

Samples of these reports and explanations of their contents are contained in the Reports
chapter.

Table 1 l-1 Types of Billing Reports

‘Type of Report Purpose

Billing Report Shows current charges for each mailbox
individually by statistics; shows total current
charges.

Mailbox Blocked Report Same information as in the Billing Report but
(Blocked Billing Report) with no titles or summaries; input to other

databases.

Previous Billing Report Same information as in the Billing Report but uses
data from previous billing period; determines
proper billing if a gather fails.

Termination Report Final billing when a mailbox is checked out and
deleted, or when paging service is discontinued.

Configuration Requirements for Billing
Configuring for billing involves obtaining a report of current rates, using a Billing
Worksheet, and adjusting rates, if necessary.

1 l-5
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Current Billing Rates
YOU can see what the current rates are for various statistics, such as base rates and
pager calls, through the Report Rates option in the Billing Menu. The reports
chapter shows a sample report of current base rates. Use any of the reports available
through this option to see what the low usage and high usage rates are and what the
low/high boundary is for each statistic in the categories mentioned earlier. When
configuring for billing, you should obtain these reports to help you determine which
rates to set or adjust. If you are setting rates for many of the server usage activities,
you  should also use the report of current rates as an extension of the Billing
Worksheet, marking it up to show the rates for all the various server usage activities
desired.

Billing Worksheet

Complete one Billing Worksheet for each line group. For all rates except Base Rates,
specify the Low rate, the High rate, and the Boundary (the point at which the High
rate applies).

A sample Billing Worksheet is shown in Figure 1 l-2. A blank worksheet is available
for you to make copies from in the Worksheets section.

Note: The Billing Worksheet has two pages. Be sure you complete both
pages when working on Billing Rates.

Mail box Accesses

There are two types of mailbox access that you can bill for, logins  and greets
(number of times greeting was played), and you can set a low usage rate, high usage
rate, and a low/high boundary for each type. The two types are shown on the
worksheet and in Table II-2  at the end of this section.

The rates you set for mailbox access apply to all calls through the specified port (line)
group.

- Base Rates

As mentioned earlier in this chapter, a base rate is a flat fee that is charged at every
billing period. You must set a rate for each FCOS that you want to bill. YOU can
only differentiate among the first 64 FCOSs;  any FCOS higher than 64 is billed at
the rates for FCOS 64.

.a
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Billing Worksheet, Page I of 2

Messages Received

Messages received from users

Messages received from callers

Messages future deliveries

Call placement per minute rate (ConnedTime)

Call placement per call  la,e

“gent  messages receivedlrcmcallen

Au@  wakeups or TAS meSages

Receipt requests

Disk “sage. (Disk Usage)

Nehvork Billing

NeMrk messages sent

NetwOrk “gent messages sml

Netmrk messages rexbed

Netwolk urgent m?sage.s received

Number01 networkncdessenl!~

Numberof nelvmrkncdes se”,  “gent

Number of remote netwxk recipi~ts

Number of remtenehuork recipients urgent

h&sage length netvnrk sent

Message length urgent nehmrk sent

Message length “ehvork  received

Message length “gent  IlehvOrk received

Message length. nurrberol nodes sent

Msg. length. number 01 nodes sent urgent

Message length. numberol remote recipiems

Message length, number 01 renwle recpinls  ugent

R A T E

I I

0 . 0 0 0
1.000

0 0.000
5 2.500

Messages Received (fax)

Number 01 lax messages received

Number 01 lax messages se111

Number o f lax rehiwa

Faxes reldeved to bill@ number

Number 01 undelivered tax

Number 01 lax pages received

Number of lax pages sent

Number 01 lax pages relri~al

Fax pages relrieved to billing number

Faxdik usage (Disk Usage)

0.050 3 0 0.100

Figure 11-2 Sample Billing Worksheet
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Billing Worksheet, Page 2 of 2

MailboxAccesses ConnectTime

GreetingRate Login Rate User  Connect lime caller ConneRTime

Line Group LOU Boul!d High LOW eamd High LCW eamd High LOW Bound High

1 0.002 10 0.000 0.000 0 0.000 0.001 5 0 0.002 0.001 5 0 0.002

2
3
4
5
6
7
a
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Pager Billing

Pager No. LOW Bound High Pager No. Low Bound High

0 0.050 10 0.120 8
1 0.030 15 0.200 9
2 10
3 11
4 12
5 13
6 14
7 15

BaseRates

5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16

2 1
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
3 1
3 2

Rate FCOS Rae FCOS Rate

0.050 33 0.100 49 0.250
34 50
35 51
36 52
37 53
38 54
39 55
40 56
41 57
42 58
43 59
44 60
45 61
46 62
47 63
48 64t 1.200

Figure 1 1-2 Sample Billing Worksheet (continued)
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Connect Time
There are three connect time statistics that you can bill for: user connect time, caller
connect time, and call placement connect time. All these statistics are accumulated
in the same way, but you can have a different set of rates for each port (line) group in
the server. These statistics measure off-hook to on-hook phone line usage.

l User connect time is the time used by the mailbox owner to pick up
messages and/or to make messages for other mailbox owners. The rates
you set for user connect time apply to all calls through the specified port
(line) group.

l Caller connect time is the time charged when outside callers leave
messages in a mailbox or listen to the greeting of a Greeting-Only mailbox.
The rates you set for caller connect time apply to all  calls through the
specified port (line) group.

l Call placement connect time is the amount of time required to place an
off-server call, including any greeting a caller hears. The low-usage rate
and high-usage rate applies to all line groups. The rates you set for call
placement connect time apply to the entire server.

Measurement Method
Connect time other than call placement connect time is measured in tenths of
minutes (G seconds), rounded up if not exact. Call placement connect time is
measured in one-minute units. This statistic can increment to about 109 hours
before the accumulator restarts at zero. This is equivalent to about 3.5 hours per day
for a month.

Calculation of Charges
When charges are calculated, they are based on minutes of connect time, rather than
tenths of a minute. This is to allow rates, which are precise to $0.001, to be adjusted
by small amounts.

- Disk Usage
This section explains billing for disk usage.

Measurement Method
The disk usage statistic is calculated as follows: the message size multiplied by the
time on disk. Message size is measured in tenths of a minute (6 seconds), rounded
up if not exact. Time on disk is measured in hours, rounded up to the next hour,
and is calculated when the message is deleted from the server.
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The disk usage statistic resets to zero after 16,777,2 15 units of usage (one unit equals
one-tenth of a minute multiplied by 1 hour of storage). This is equivalent to
keeping three hours of speech for 1 year.

Calculation of Charges
Users typically accumulate several thousand units of disk usage per month, unless
they delete messages immediately after they are received. If the rate were applied to
the usage as accumulated, a rate of $.OOl would be a significant charge, and the only
way the rate could be changed would be to double it. Therefore, when charges are
calculated, disk usage values are divided by one hundred, and the rate is specified to
the nearest mil per minute of speech that has been kept for ten hours.

Other factors in the calculation of charges are:

Messages Received

A user is not billed for messages that have not been deleted at the time that
billing data are gathered. These messages are eventually deleted, however,
and the charges are greater, since the time on disk has increased.

No disk usage is accumulated for names or greetings. Charges for these
can be included in the base rates.

If a message is made with a distribution list, each mailbox that receives the
message is charged for it.

If a user gives a message, with comments, to another user, the sender is
charged for the original message for as long as it remains on the server.
The recipient is charged disk usage for both the original message, and for
the comments, until each is deleted from the mailbox.

Every time a message is left in a mailbox, one of I4 statistics is incremented for that
mailbox. Each message statistic can accumulate up to 4095 messages before it resets
to zero. This is equivalent to 132 messages per day, for a month.

User messages are incremented in two ways:

l When a caller phones his/her own mailbox and “makes a message” for
another mailbox, the recipient’s mailbox counter increases.

l When a user “gives” a message, with comments, to another mailbox, the
counter of the recipient mailbox increases by one. (The message, plus the
comments, are counted as one message.)

Caller messages are incremented in several ways:

-3
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l When a caller phones into the server directly and leaves a message.

l When a greeting is delivered for a Greeting-Only mailbox. This includes
times when the mailbox owner logs into his mailbox by pressing the star (*>
key while the greeting is playing.

Network Rates

l When a caller phones into the server directly and leaves an urgent message.

l When a caller phones into the server directly, leaves a message, and
requests a receipt response.

Network rates that can be set are grouped as message counts and message lengths.

Network message counts include messages sent, messages sent urgent, messages
received, and messages received urgent. Network message lengths include messages
sent, messages sent urgent, messages received, and messages received urgent. See
Table 1 l-2 for a complete list of network rate statistics.

Pager Calls
Pager call rates are set by pager system, not by individual pager. Pagers that have the
same access code index are on the same pager system. In the Billing Report, charges
for pager calls are listed by line group.

Each time a successful page is issued, a counter is incremented in the mailbox. This
does not necessarily correspond to the number of messages received. If two messages
are received at the same time, only one page is made. If a message is not picked up
within a selected period (the pager interval, which was configured when the mailbox
was created), the server repages,  if the mailbox pager frequency (which also was
configured when the mailbox was created) is greater than 1. Each repage  is counted
as a separate page.

Unsuccessful repages  are not counted in the mailbox statistics.

Adiusting Pager Call Rates in Mid-Cycle
The rate at which a page is billed depends on the access code index (the Pager System
number) that is in the mailbox setup at the time the gather is done, not the one that
is present at the time the page is made. If the access code index or the billing rate is
changed in the middle of the billing period, all pages that were accumulated during
the billing period are billed at the new rate.

Termination of Paging
When paging service is discontinued in the middle of the billing period, there is no
access code index in the mailbox at the time of billing and, therefore, no pages are
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billed, even if some have accumulated. To avoid this situation, generate a
Termination Report (described earlier) before modifying the mailbox. This
calculates the amount due without changing the statistics in the mailbox; the other
charges are correct at the regular billing.

LOW Usage Rates, low/High Boundary, High Usage Rate
The rates and boundary specified apply to all pagers in the specified pager system.

Message Delivery Billing Considerations
The server is capable of billing both paging and message delivery on a per-page basis.
However, keep in mind that the server installation site, as the calling party, is
responsible for any charges that accrue when paging or message delivery calls are
made to the outside telephone network. While pager calls are usually very short,
message delivery calls can be quite long. Since the cost of each call depends on the
time of day that it was made, the duration of the call, the distance to the user, and
the rates of the local telephone company, the server makes no provisions for this
aspect of the billing.

The Centigram billing rates structure does allow you to specify an individual rate for
each pager system. This rate is multiplied by the number of pages that are issued for
the mailbox. If you put message delivery accounts and radio pager accounts on
separate pager systems, you can increase the charges on the pager systems that service
message delivery subscribers to compensate for any toll charges that the telephone
company levies.

Adjusting Rates
You can set, adjust, or leave as is a low usage rate, low/high boundary rate, and high
usage rate for each of the statistics in the billing categories on the worksheet (Table
1 l-2).

a
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Table 1 l-2 Billing Categories

Category

hailbox accesses Logins
Greets

Statistics Calculated and Reported

FCOS usage by FCOS number (l-64 only)

User connect time
Caller connect time
Call placement connect time

Disk usage units other Fax disk usage (length of messages x time on disk)
Fax disk usage units (applicable if the FaxMemo  optional feature is installed)

User messages
Caller messages
Call placement messages
Future delivery messages
Urgent messages
Wakeup messages
Receipt responses messages
Fax received messages
Fax sent messages
Fax retrieval messages
Fax undelivered messages

I

Applicable if the FaxMemo  optional feature is
Fax pages received installed.
messages
Fax pages sent messages
Fax pages retrieval messages

Network rates Network messages sent
(applicable if the Network urgent messages sent
MESA-Net Number of network nodes sent to
optional feature Number of network nodes sent urgent to
is installed) Number of remote network recipients sent to

Number of remote network recipients sent urgent to
Network messages received

Sase  rates

Connect  time (by
line group)

>isk usage

tiessages  received

Pager calls

Network urgent messages received
Message length for network messages sent
Message length for network messages sent urgent
Message length for network messages received
Message length for urgent network received
Message length for number of network nodes sent
Message length for number of network nodes sent urgent
Message length for number of remote recipients sent
Message length for number of remote recipients sent urgent

Successful pages issued
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cp 3 3 6 5
Billing Function Usage

Page 1 of 1
VoiceMemo  Release 6.OA and later

This procedure summarizes the steps involved in using the billing function in a Series 6
server.

Step

1. Complete a Billing Worksheet. Blank Billing Worksheets are at the back of this
manual.

2 . Check current billing rates to determine which rates, if any, you need to set (or
adjust). If you are using the Full-Screen Interface, you can check the rates using the
Adjust Billing Rates option.

If you are using the Scrolling Interface, use the Report Rates option in the Billing
Rates Menu to view current rates.

3 . Complete a billing worksheet and set billing rates as desired. If you are using the
Full-Screen Interface, you can set all billing rates using one procedure.

If you are using the Scrolling Interface, you can set billing rates for various usage
and activity statistics that are grouped in these categories:

l Mailbox accesses

l Base rates

l Connect time

l Disk usage

l Message Delivery

l Messages received

l Network rates

l Bill Outdials  to Account

l Pager calls

4. Configure an automatic gather, if desired. You can configure the server to perform
a an automatic gather weekly, monthly, or twice-monthly.

If you configured your server for automatic gather, activate the inactive
configuration.

5 . Request a single (manual) gather when you want to obtain a current billing report
between automatic gathers.

6. Obtain various billing reports as needed (see “Reports” Task List).

Reference

cl?  4355

cl?  4354

cl? 4355

CP 4359

CP 4363

CP 4364

CP 4358

CP 5016

CP 4360

CP 4361

CP 3289

CP 4362

CP 4356

CP 7002, Ch. 1

CP 4357



Adjust Billing Rates for
Full-Screen Interface

CP4355
Page 1 of 1

VoiceMemo  Release 6.OA  and later

This procedure describes how to examine or adjust billing rates when using the Full-
Screen Interface. Refer to CP 3365 for a list of which procedures to use to adjust billing
rates with the Scrolling Interface.

step

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

-

7.

Reach the Billing Rates Menu, then go to the Adjust Billing Rates screens.

Select: (A) Adjust Billing Rates
Response: You are placed in the Adjust Billing Rates entry screen. Proceed as

indicated in the following steps.

To examine billing rates, use the appropriate function keys to move through the
eleven pages:

l Fl  Next page

l F2 Previous Page

l F3 First Page

l F4 Last Page

Note any billing rates you are interested in. You may want to do this in order to
complete a Billing worksheet.

Note: The billing worksheet has two pages. Be sure to complete both of
them.

Adjust the rates from your completed Billing Worksheet. You can use the Tab key,
t!ne  Enter key, or the arrow keys to move around each page, and the function keys
mentioned above to move between pages. When the cursor is located at a rate you
wish to change, enter the new rate or boundary and press Enter.

Continue adjusting rates and boundaries until you are satisfied with your changes.

Save your changes by pressing FlO. If you do not wish to save your changes, press
F9 instead to cancel.

Save your settings by exiting to the VoiceMemo  Configuration Main Menu.

T-
Reference
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Bill  Outdials  to an Account CP  3289
Page 1 of 5

or Long Distance Carrier VoiceMemo  Release 6.OA and later

This procedure describes the steps for having an outdial  billed to an account or a long
distance carrier specified for the originating mailbox.

Step Reference

GD Configure an Access Code
1 . Reach the VoiceMemo  Configuration Main Menu.

2. Go to the VoiceMemo  Configuration Online Menu in the active or inactive
configuration. Select Inactive Configuration if you just made a change through the
Offline Menu without activating it, or Active Configuration otherwise.

Select: (E) Modify Active Configuration
or

vlenu  Map 1

(F) Modify Inactive Configuration
3. Specify the line group through which outdials  are sent.

Select: (G) Group Selected
Prompt: Enter a group number =
Response: The number of the line group (l-24),

or

Press Enter if the current number is the desired line group.

4. Go to the Pagers Menu.

J'rompt:  ONLINE MENU (G,M,C,Q,X):
Response: M

kienu Map 5

5. Go to the Define Pagers Menu.

Prompt: PAGERS:
Response: D

6. Specify an outdial  index for the access code.
-

Select: (P) Current Pager System
Prompt:  Enter a pager system number (0 thru 15) =
Response: The in dex number representing the access code for the outdials.

Doe. Rev. A



CP 3289
Page 2 of 5
VoiceMemo  Release G.OA and later

Step

7. Specify the access code.

Select: (D) Access Code
prompt:  Bker pager system access code (0 - 24 chars) =
Response: The code (l-24 characters) that is common to mailbox owners using

this outdial  index. This code indicates what the server should dial before
the destination telephone number. It comprises the first part of the dial
string. Use the characters in Table 1, at the end of this procedure, to
create the code.

or

Press Enter if the current access code is correct.

8. Save the parameter settings by exiting to the VoiceMemo  Configuration Main
Menu.

GD Establish a Minimum Billed Number Length
1. Reach the System Configuration Menu, then go to the Limits Class of Service Menu.

2. Identify the LCOS assigned to the mailbox.

Select: (C) Choose Limits COS to Modify
prompt:  Enter limits COS to modify =
Response: Number of the LCOS you want to modify (l-640), or just press Enter

if the displayed LCOS is the one you want.

3. Set the minimum billed number length parameter.

Select: (E) Set Even More Limits for Selected LCOS
prompt:  EVEN MORE LIMITS MENU:
Response: I, to select the Minimum Billed Number Length limits parameter.

prompt:  Enter the minimum billed number length =
Response: The minimum number of characters in the outdial  string required to

activate call charges to an account or activate the specified carrier.

4. Save the limit you just set.

Select: (X) Exit - to Main Menu
Prompt: LCOS MENU (C,N,L,M,E,O,P,D,S,T,V,U,W,Y,Q,X):
Response: X, which saves the setting and returns you to the System Configuration

Menu.

R&rence
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Page 3 of 5

VoiceMemo  Release 6.OA and later

Step

@?D Configure the Mailbox
1. Reach the Mailbox Maintenance Menu. Enter the requested information, as

described in the following steps, from your completed Mailbox Worksheet.

2. Identify the mailbox to be created or modified.

Note: This functionality changes with 6.0 full-screen mailbox
configuration. These instructions only apply for the line (as opposed
to screen) interface.

Select: (C) Create New Mailboxes
prompt:  Mailbox to create:
Response: Number of the new mailbox you want to configure for outdial  billing or

for a specific carrier.

or

Sekct: (M) Modify Mailboxes
pro~~~pt: Mailbox to modify:
Response: Number of the existing mailbox you want to reconfigure for outdial

billing or for a specific carrier.

Note: The prompts are almost the same for creating a new mailbox and
modifying an existing one, except that “New” precedes each
prompt when you select Modify Mailboxes.

3. Press Enter until the Limits Class of Service prompt appears.

4. Assign the LCOS containing the minimum billed number length parameter to this
mailbox.

Prompt: Limits class of service:
s Response: Number (l-640) of the LCOS.

5 . Press Enter until the Enter Internal Outdial  Index prompt appears.

6. Specify the index number for internal calls.

Prompt: Enter internal outdial  index:
Response: The index number (O-l 5) rep resenting the access code for internal calls.

7. Specify the billed outdial  index.

Prompt:  Enter billed outdial index:
Response: The index number (O-15) rep resenting the access code for outdials  to be

charged to a billing account.

Reference
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Page 4 of 5
VoiceMemo  Release G.OA and later

Step

8. Specify the index for unbilled outdials.

J'r0mp.t: Enter unbilled outdial  index:
Response: The m. dex number (O-15) representing the access code for outdials  not

charged to a billing account.

9. Specify the account to which outdials  are to be billed.

Prompt: Enter billing number:
Response: The number of the account, up to 24 digits, that outdials  are billed to.

10. Specify the order in which the server processes the billing number and destination
telephone number in the outdial  dial string.

Prompt: Enter billing dialing order:
Response: BN to require the billing number to be processed before the destination

telephone number

or

NB to require the destination telephone number to be processed before
the billing number.

11. Specify pagers as the message waiting type for message waiting type #l or #2.

Prompt:  Message waiting type #l: or Message waiting type #2
Response: 5

12. Specify the pager access type as “billed.”

Prompt: Pager access type:
Response: B for Billed Outdial  Index.

13.  Set the other paging parameters as desired.
I

14. Press Enter until the Call Placement Pager Access Type parameter displays.

15.  Specify the call placement pager access type as “billed.”

Prompt:  Call placement pager access type:
Response: B for Billed Outdial  Index.

16. Press Enter to skip through each of the remaining mailbox configuration prompts.
After the last prompt, the server displays the mailbox configuration, then prompts
for the next mailbox number.

At this point, the parameter settings are saved and you can exit.

Dot.  Rev. A
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VoiceMemo  Release 6.OA and later

Reference

Table 1 Dial String Characters

character Explanation

3-9,  *, # Keys on a standard pushbutton telephone

( The following digits should be dial pulsed (10 PPS)

1 Stop pulsing; resume sending DTMF tones

f Pause for one second

A-D Fourth column DTMF keys

E Go off-hook, wait for dial tone or other steady tone (pager go-ahead
or confirmation tone, for example), then do next item in string

F Switch hook flash and wait for dial tone

G Greet - Wait for a voice or computer tone answer

H Hang up (go on-hook)

L Wait for an answer supervision signal that indicates the receiving
phone has gone off-hook, then dial remaining characters after
receiving the signal. Valid only with four-wire connections, not
with loop start or ground start phone lines.

N Start a new activity; do not go off-hook

0 Ring once

P Go off-hook, do not wait for dial tone

S Switch hook flash, no wait required

T . Go off-hook, wait for dial tone. Centigram-recommends T as the
first character in the access code.

V Play three seconds of the message for voice pager.

Dot.  Rev .A
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Check Current Billing Rates

Page 1 of 3
VoiceMemo  Release 6.OA and later

This procedure describes how to check the current rates for various statistics that the
Series 6 server uses to generate billing reports. These are:

l Base Rates l Connect Time Rates

l Mailbox Access Rates l Network Rates

l User and Caller Message l Call Placement, Future Delivery,
Rates Urgent, Wakeup Rates

l FaxMemo Processing Rates l Receipt Processing Rates

l Disk Usage Rates 0 Pager Call Rates

This procedure is to be used with the Scrolling Interface only. Use CP 4355 for the
Full-Screen Interface.

Step Reference

1 . Reach the Billing Rates Menu then go to the Report Billing Rates Menu.

2 . Select the desired option(s) for the statistics you want to check, as described in the
following sections.

GD Checking Base Rates (Keyed to FCOSs)
Se&t: (B) Base Rates
Response: No response is necessary. The server displays a list of all FCOSs in

numerical order and the current rate for each.

Note: FCOSs from 65 to 640 are billed and reported at the
rates for FCOS 64.

ED Checking Connect Time Rates
l To view rates for caller connect time:

Select: (C) Caller Connect Rates
Response: No response is necessary. The server displays the current low usage rate,

low/high boundary, and high usage rate, by line (port) group.

l To view rates for user connect time:

Select: (C) User Connect Rates
Response: No response is necessary. The server displays the current low usage rate,

low/high boundary, and high usage rate, by line (port) group.

vIenu  Map 9
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Step

l To view rates for call placement connect time:

Select: (0) Other Rates
Response: No response is necessary. The server displays the current low usage rate,

low/high boundary, and high usage rate under “Connect Time.”

G23 Checking Mailbox Access Rates
l To view rates for greetings:

SeLect: (G) Greeting Rates
Response: No response is necessary. The server displays the current low usage rate,

low/high boundary, and high usage rate, by line (port) group.

l To view rates for logins:

Select: (G) Logins Rates
Response: No response is necessary. The server displays the current low usage rate,

low/high boundary, and high usage rate, by line (port) group.

GElJ Checking Network Rates
Select: (N) Network Rates
Response: No response is necessary. The server displays the current low usage rate,

low/high boundary, and high usage rate, by line (port) group, for
Network message counts and Network message lengths.

~~~  Checking Rates for User and Caller Messages
Select: (0) Other Rates

-
Response: No response is necessary. The server displays the current low usage rate,

low/high boundary, and high usage rate for users and callers under
“Message Counts.”

@LIB Checking Rates for Call Placement, Future Delivery,
Urgent, or Wakeup Messages

Select: (0) Other Rates
Response: No response is necessary. The server displays the current low usage rate,

low/high boundary, and high usage rate for these statistics under
“Message Counts.”

Dot.  Rev. A
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VoiceMemo  Release 6.OA and later

Step

@I?9 Checking Rates for FaxMemo Processing
Select: (0) Other Rates
Response: No response is necessary. The server displays the current low usage rate,

low/high boundary, and high usage rate for FaxMemo statistics under
“Message Counts.”

QHJ Checking Rates for Receipt Processing
.Seiect (0) Other Rates
Response: No response is necessary. The server displays the current low usage rate,

low/high boundary, and high usage rate for receipt responses under
“Message Counts.”

@ED Checking Rates for Disk Usage
Select: (0) Other Rates
Response: No response is necessary. The server displays the current low usage rate,

low/high boundary, and high usage rate for FaxMemo disk usage and all
disk usage under “Disk Usage.”

@El3  Checking Rates for Pager Calls
Select: (I?) Pager Calls
Response: No response is necessary. The server displays the current low usage rate,

low/high boundary, and high usage rate for supported pager systems by
access code.

Reference
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Configure an Automatic Gather

Page 1 of 3

VoiceMemo  Release 6.OA and later

This procedure describes how to configure the server to perform a gather of billing data
weekly, monthly, or twice-monthly.

WARNING!
This procedure makes changes to the inactive configuration. You must
activate the inactive configuration for the changes to take effect. See CP
7002, in Chapter 1, for instructions.

Step

1 . Reach the VoiceMemo  Configuration Main Menu, then go to the VoiceMemo
Configuration Offline Menu.

A

CAUTION!

$
You should make all offline configuration entries on a duplicate of
the active configuration so that you can easily check them, and easily
correct them if necessary, before activating the configuration.

2. If desired, duplicate the configuration.

Select: (B) Duplicate Active Configuration
Response: The server copies the current (active) configuration. When copying is

completed, the short form of the Offline Menu appears.

All subsequent steps in this procedure - along with any other
configuration entries - affect just the copy, and take effect only after you
activate the configuration.

3. Choose the Auto Gather-System Billing option.

4. When the Auto Gather Menu displays, enable the Auto Gather function.

Select: (E) Auto Gather Enabled (w/m/n)
&-o~,~pt: Auto gather enabled (W/M/N) = [N]
Response: W to enable a weekly gather,

M to enable a monthly or twice-monthly gather, OT

N to disable auto gather.

Note: On a new server, perform the next step before this one, as a
day must be assigned before enabling Auto gather for
weekly.

5. Configure an automatic weekly gather, automatic monthly gather, or twice-monthly
gather as described in the applicable section below.

R&-rence
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CED Automatic Weekly Gather
1. Go to the Weekly Gather Menu.

2. Specify the day of the week you want the gather to be performed.

Select: (D) Day to Gather (M/T/W/TH/F/S/SU)
Prompt: Day to gather (M/T/W/TH/F/S/SU)  =
Response: Enter the letter(s) indicating the day of the week.

3. Specify the time of day you want the gather to be performed.

Select: (H) Hour to Gather (0 - 23)
prompt:  Hour to gather (0 - 23) =
Response: Enter the number (O-23) representing the hour; 0 = midnight, 12 =

noon, and 23 = 11 p.m.

4. Save your settings by exiting to the VoiceMemo  Configuration Main Menu.

@CD Automatic Monthly Gather
1. Go to the Monthly Gather Menu.

2. Specify the day of the month you want the gather to be performed.

Select: (D) Day of Month to Do First Gather (l-28)
prompt:  Day of month to do gather (l-28) =
Response: Enter the day (l-28) of the month to perform the gather.

3. Specify the time of day you want the gather to be performed.

Select: (H) Hour to Gather (0 - 23)

- prompt:  Hour to gather (0 - 23) =
Response: Enter the number (O-23) representing the hour; 0 = midnight, 12 =

noon, and 23 = 11 p.m.

4. Save your settings by exiting to the VoiceMemo  Configuration Main Menu.

@D Automatic Twice-Monthly Gather

1 . Go to the Monthly Gather Menu.

2. Specify the first day of the month you want the gather to be performed.

Seht: (D) Day of Month to Do First Gather (l-28)
prompt:  Day of month to do gather (l-28) = I
Response: Enter the first day (l-28) of the month to perform the gather.

Doe.  RN.  A
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VoiceMemo  Release 6.OA and later

Step

3 . Specify the second day of the month you want the gather to be performed.

Select: (D) Day of Month to Do Second Gather (l-28)
Prompt:  Day of month to do gather (l-28) =
Response: Enter the second day (l-28) of th e month on which you want the gather

to be performed.

4. Specify the time of day you want both gathers to be performed.

Select: (H) Hour to Gather (0 - 23)
prompt:  Hour to gather (0 - 23) =
Response: Enter the number (O-23) representing the hour; 0 = midnight, 12 =

noon, and 23 = 11 p.m. The gather is performed on both days at this
time.

5 . Enable the twice-monthly schedule.

Select: (S) Second Auto Gather Enabled (y/n)
I>rompt:  Second day auto gather enabled (y/n) =
Response: Y for Yes.

6 . Save your settings by exiting to the VoiceMemo  Configuration Main Menu.

Reference



Request a Gather

CP4357
Page 1 of 1

VoiceMemo  Release 6.OA and later

This procedure describes how to request a gather. Requesting the Series 6 server to
perform a gather is typically a prerequisite for obtaining billing reports.

Step Reference

CAUTION!
When the server performs a gather, all previous billing data is
destroyed.

1. Reach the Reports Menu, then go to the Billing Menu.

Select: (G) Gather Data
prompt:  WARNING!! This will destroy previous billing data

Type ‘gather" if you really want to do this
Response: gather to continue with the process,

Press Enter to cancel the gather.

The server displays status messages while the gather is performed.

2. When  the server displays the number of mailboxes updated:

l The gather is complete.

l The counts of all statistics are set to zero.

l Any billing report you obtain is current as of this gather.

Menu Map 9
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VoiceMemo  Release 6.OA and laterSet Base Rates

This procedure describes how to set base rates for billing purposes. This procedure is to
be used with the Scrolling Interface only. Use CP 4355 for the Full-Screen Interface.

Step Reference

1.' Reach the Billing Menu, then go to the Adjust Rates Menu.

2. Start the Base Rates report and specify the FCOS base rate you want to set.

Select: (B) Base Rates
Prompt:  Which FCOS base rates to change ?
Response: Enter one or more FCOS numbers. Valid entries are:

l A = all (l-64)

l E = even

.  0  =odd

r/Ienu Map 9

l L = lower half (l-32)

l U = upper half (33-64)

l A range of first-last, for example, l-5

l Individual numbers separated by commas, for example, 1,3,4,6

l A single FCOS number, for example, 1

Note: FCOSs from 65 to 640 are billed at the rates for-
FCOS 64.

3 . Set the rate. For this step, assume you specified FCOS 1 (Unlimited) in the
preceding step.

Prompts  lW&er base rate or hit return to keep displayed value
1: UNLIMITED base rate ($n.nn) ? $

Response: Enter an amount from $0.01 through $654.99, or

Enter 0.00 to clear the current rate.(you must enter two digits after the
decimal point when entering an amount or clearing the current rate), or

Press Enter to keep the current setting.

4 . Exit to the Main Menu to make your settings take effect.

Dot.  Rv.  A
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